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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
 
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company, 
Plaintiff-Appellant-Cross Respondent, 
vs. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINJSTRATION; 
J. MICHAEL "MIKE" GWARTNEY, in his personal 
and official capacity as Director and Chief Information 
Officer of the IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF 
ADMINISTRATION; JACK G. "GREG" ZICKAU, in 
his personal and official capacity as Chief Technology 
Officer and Administrator of the Office of the CIO; 
Defendants-Respondents-Cross Appellants, 
and 
ENA SERVICES, LLC, a division of EDUCATION 
NETWORKS OF AMERICA, INC., a Delaware 
corporation; QWEST COMMUNICATIONS 
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company; 
Defendants-Respondents. 
Supreme Court Case No. 38735 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL
 
Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, in and for the County of Ada.
 
HONORABLE PATRICK H. OWEN 
DAVID R. LOMBARDI MERLYN W. CLARK; 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT PHILLIP S. OBERRECHT; 
BOISE, IDAHO STEPHEN R. THOMAS 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
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Date: 7/11/2011 Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County User: CCTHIEBJ 
Time: 02:14 PM ROA Report 
Page 1 of 15 Calse: CV-OC-2009-23757 Current Judge: Patrick H. Owen 
Syringa Works vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, eta!. 
Syringa Works vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, J Michael Gwartney, Jack G Zickau, Ena Services L1c, Owest 
Communications Corp 
Date Code User Judge 
12/15/2009 NCOC MCElIEHKJ New Case Filed - Other Claims Ronald J. Wilper 
COMP MCElIEHKJ Verified Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial Ronald J. Wilper 
Filed 
SMFI MCBIEHKJ (5) Summons Filed Ronald J. Wilper 
12/18/2009 AFOS CCHOLMEE Affidavit Of Service 12.15.09 Ronald J. Wilper 
AFOS CCHOLMEE (5) Affidavit Of Service 12.16.09 Ronald J. Wilper 
12/23/2009 AFOS CCWRIGRM Affidavit Of Service (12/15/09) Ronald J. Wilper 
12/28/2009 AFOS CCTOWNRD (2) Affidavit Of Service (12-15-09) Ronald J. Wilper 
ACCP CCTOWNRD (2) Acceptance Of Service (12-15-09) Ronald J. Wilper 
12/31/2009 NOAP CCLATICJ Notice Of Appearance (Thomas for Owest Ronald J. Wilper 
Communications Company, LLC) 
1/7/2010 NOAP CCLATICJ Notice Of Appearance (Oberrecht for ENA Ronald J. Wilper 
Services, LLC) 
1/11/2010 NOAP CCNELSRF Notice Of Appearance (Merlyn Clark for Idaho Ronald J. Wilper 
Dept of Admin, J Michael Gwartney and Jack 
Zickau) 
MODO CCNELSRF Motion To Disqualify wlo Cause Ronald J. Wilper 
1/14/2010 ORDO CCNELSRF Order to Disqualify Ronald J. Wilper 
CHJS CCNELSRF Change Assigned Judge: Self Disqualification Patrick H. Owen 
DISF CCNELSRF Disqualification Of Judge - Self Patrick H. Owen 
NOTC CCNELSRF Notice of Reassignment to Judge Patrick H Owen Patrick H. Owen 
1/20/2010 MOTN MCBIEHKJ (2)Motion for Limited Addition Pro Hac Vice Patrick H. Owen 
1/25/2010 ANSW CCNELSRF Answer (Stephen Thomas for Owest) Patrick H. Owen 
MOTN CCNELSRF Defendant Owest Motion to Dismiss Counts Four, Patrick H. Owen 
and Five 
MEMO CCNELSRF Memorandum in Support Patrick H. Owen 
ANSW CCBOYIDR Answer and Demand for Jury Trial (Oberrecht for Patrick H. Owen 
ENA Services) 
ANSW CCV\lRIGRM Answer of Defendants Idaho Dept of Admin, J Patrick H. Owen 
Michael Gwartney and Jack G Zickau to Verified 
Complaint (Merlyn Clark, attorney) 
2/2/2010 ORDR CCHUNTAM Order Approving Limited Admission (Pro Hac Patrick H. Owen 
Vice) Re: B. Lawrence Theis on Behalf of OWest 
Communications Company, LLC 
ORDR CCHUNTAM Order Approving Limited Admission (Pro Hac Patrick H. Owen 
Vice) Re: Steven Perfrement on Behalf of OWest 
Communications Company, LLC 
NOTS CCV\lRIGRM Notice Of Service Patrick H. Owen 
MOTN CCRANDJD Motion for Limited Admission Patrick H. Owen 
AFSM CCRANDJD Affidavit In Support Of Motion Patrick H. Owen 
2/3/2010 AMEN CCTOWNRD Amended Notice of Scheduling Conference Patrick H. Owen 
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Date: 7/11/2011 Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County User: CCTHIEBJ 
Time: 02: 14 PM ROA Report 
Page 2 of 15 Case: CV-OC-2009-23757 Current Judge: Patrick H. Owen 
Syringa Works vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, eta!. 
Syringa Works vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, J Michael Gwartney, Jack G Zickau, Ena Services Lie, Qwest 
Communications Corp 
Date Code User Juqge 
2/3/2010 HRSC CCTOWNRD Hearing Scheduled (Scheduling Conference Patrick H. Owen 
03/08/2010 03:30 PM) telephonic 
2/11/2010 ORDR CCHIUNTAM Order Granting Motion for Limited Admission Patrick H. Owen 
(Robert S Patterson) 
2/22/2010 NOHG CCGARDAL Notice Of Hearing Motion to Dismiss Counts 4 Patrick H. Owen 
and 5 3.10.10 @4 pm 
NOHG CCLATICJ Notice Of Hearing re Defendant Qwest Patrick H. Owen 
Communications Company, LLC's Motion to 
Dismiss Counts Four and Five (03/10/10 @ 4pm) 
HRSC CCGiARDAL Hearing Scheduled (Motion 03/10/201004:00 Patrick H. Owen 
PM) to dismiss counts four and five 
2/23/2010 MOTN CCLATICJ Motion for Order to Show Cause (Oral Argument Patrick H. Owen 
Requested) 
AFFD CCLATICJ Affidavit of Greg Lowe Patrick H. Owen 
AFFD CCLATICJ Affidavit of Molly Steckel Patrick H. Owen 
AFFD CCLATICJ Affidavit of Susan Heneise Patrick H. Owen 
MEMO CCLATICJ Plaintiffs Memorandum in Support of Motion for Patrick H. Owen 
Order to Show Cause 
2/25/2010 NOHG CCKELLMA Notice Of Hearing 03/24/2010 @4pm Patrick H. Owen 
HRSC CCKELLMA Hearing Scheduled (Motion 03/24/201004:00 Patrick H. Owen 
PM) Motion For Order to Show Cause 
3/3/2010 MEMO MCBIEHKJ Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Dismiss Patrick H. Owen 
Counts Four and Five 
3/8/2010 REPL CCNELSRF Defendandt Qwest Communications Compnay Patrick H. Owen 
Reply in Support of Motion to Dismiss Counts 
Four and Five 
HRHD CCHUNTAM Hearing result for Scheduling Conference held on Patrick H. Owen 
03/08/201003:30 PM: Hearing Held telephonic 
3/9/2010 NOHG CCMASTLW Amended Notice Of Hearing Patrick H. Owen 
HRVC CCMASTLW Hearing result for Motion held on 03/24/2010 Patrick H. Owen 
04:00 PM: Hearing Vacated Motion For Order to 
Show Cause 
HRSC CCMASTLW Hearing Scheduled (Motion 04/13/201003:00 Patrick H. Owen 
PM) Mo/OSC 
3/18/2010 DCHH CCHUNTAM Hearing result for Motion held on 03/10/2010 Patrick H. Owen 
04:00 PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 100 pages 
3/19/2010 MOTN CCWRIGRM Motion to File Over Length Brief re Motion for Patrick H. Owen 
Summary Judgment 
MOSJ CCWRIGRM Motion For Summary Juqgment Patrick H. Owen 
AFFD CCWRIGRM Affidavit of Mark Little Patrick H. Owen 
AFFD CCWRIGRM Affidavit of J Michael Gwartney Patrick H. Owen 
AFFD CCWRIGRM Affidavit of Bill Burns Patrick H. Owen 000003
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Date: 7/11/2011 Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County User: CCTHIEBJ 
Time: 02: 14 PM ROA Report 
Page 3 of 15 Case: CV-OC-2009-23757 Current JUdge: Patrick H. Owen 
Syringa Works vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, eta!. 
Syringa Works vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, J Michael Gwartney, Jack G Zickau, Ena Services Lie, Qwest 
Communications Corp 
Date Code User Judge 
3/19/2010 MEMO CCWRIGRM Memorandum in Support of Motion Patrick H. Owen 
MOTN CCWRIGRM Motion to File Over Length Brief Patrick H. Owen 
MEMO CCWRIGRM Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion Patrick H. Owen 
for Order to Show Cause 
3/22/2010 NOTS MCBIEHKJ (2)Notice Of Service Patrick H. Owen 
3/25/2010 NOTH CCWRIGRM Notice Of Hearing (05/25/10 @ 3:30pm) Patrick H. Owen 
HRSC CCWRIGRM Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Patrick H. Owen 
OS/25/201003:30 PM) Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
4/2/2010 MOTN CCDWONCP Motion for Limited Admission Pro Hac Vice Re Patrick H. Owen 
Meredith Johnston (to Appear on Behalf of 
QWest Communications Company LLC) 
4/5/2010 OPPO CCWRIGRM Opposition to Motion to File Over Length Brief Patrick H. Owen 
BREF CCWRIGRM Reply Brief in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Patrick H. Owen 
Order to Show Cause 
NOTC CCWRIGRM (2) Notice of Compliance Patrick H. Owen 
4/6/2010 NOTS CCU~.TICJ Notice Of Service Patrick H. Owen 
MEMO CCMCLILI Qwest Communication Company, LLC's Joinder Patrick H. Owen 
in Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion 
for Order to Show Cause 
4/8/2010 MOTN CCLATICJ Motion to Shorten Time on Defendants' Motion to Patrick H. Owen 
Strike Plaintiffs Motion for Order to Show Cause 
or, in the Alternative, Convert Plaintiffs Motion for 
Order to Show Cause to a Rule 65 Proceeding 
MOTN CCLATICJ Motion to Strike Plaintiffs Motion for Order to Patrick H. Owen 
Show Cause or, in the Alternative, Convert 
Plaintiffs Motion for Order to Show Cause to a 
Rule 65 Proceeding 
MEMO CCLATICJ Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion to Patrick H. Owen 
Strike Plaintiffs Motion for Order to Show Cause 
or, in the Alternative, Convert Plaintiffs Motion for 
Order to Show Cause to a Rule 65 Proceeding 
NOHG CCLATICJ Notice Of Hearing re Defendants' Motion to Strike Patrick H. Owen 
Plaintiffs Motion for Order to Show Cause or, in 
the Alternative, Convert Plaintiffs Motion for 
Order to Show Cause to a Rule 65 Proceeding 
(04/13/10 @ 3 pm) 
4/9/2010 OPPO CCSULLJA Opposition to Motion to Strike Plaintiffs Motion for Patrick H. Owen 
Order to Show Cause or, in the Alternative, 
Convert Plaintiffs Motion for Order to Show 
Cause to A Rule 65 Proceeding and Opposition to 
Motion to Shorten Time 
MOTN CCSULLJA Motion to Strike QWest Communication Co., Patrick H. Owen 
LLC's Joinder in Memorandum in Opposition to 
Plaintiffs Motion for Order to Show Cause 
4/12/2010 RESP CCMASTLW Response To Opposition to Motion to Strike Patrick H. Owen 
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Date: 7/11/2011 Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County User: CCTHIEBJ 
Time: 02:14 PM ROA Report 
Page 4 of 15 Case: CV-OC-2009-23757 Current Judge: Patrick H. Owen 
Syringa Works vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, eta!. 
Syringa Works vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, J Michael Gwartney, Jack G Zickau, Ena Services L1c, Qwest 
Communications Corp 
Date Code User Judge 
4/12/2010 AMEN CCWRIGRM Second Amended Notice of Hearing (04/13/10 @ Patrick H. Owen 
2:00pm) 
AMEN CCWRIGRM Second Amended Notice of Scheduling Patrick H. Owen 
Conference (05/03/10 @ 4:00pm) 
HRSC CCWRIGRM Hearing Scheduled (Scheduling Conference Patrick H. Owen 
05/03/2010 04:00 PM) Telephonic 
4/13/2010 DCHH CCHUNTAM Hearing result for Motion held on 04/13/2010 Patrick H. Owen 
03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 100 pages 
4/14/2010 ORDR CCHUNTAM Order Approving Limited Admission Pro Hac Vice Patrick H. Owen 
Re: Meredith A Johnston on Behalf of Qwest 
Communication Company, LLC 
4/23/2010 MOTN CCHAND.ID Motion for Partial Continuance of Summary Patrick H. Owen 
JUdgment Proceedings 
MEMO CCF~ANDJD Memorandum in Support of Motion for Partial Patrick H. Owen 
Continuance 
AFFD CCRANDJD Affidavit in Support of Motion for Partial Patrick H. Owen 
Continuance 
4/29/2010 STIP CCJ\lELSRF Stipulation RE: Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Con't Patrick H. Owen 
of Summary Judgement Proceedings 
5/4/2010 DEOP DCLYKEMA Memorandum Decision and Order Patrick H. Owen 
5/5/2010 HRHD CCHUNTAM Hearing result for Scheduling Conference held on Patrick H. Owen 
05/03/2010 04:00 PM: Hearing Held Telephonic 
5/11/2010 OPPO CCNIELSRF Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment Patrick H. Owen 
AFFD CCNELSRF Second Affidavit of Greg Lowe Patrick H. Owen 
5/18/2010 MOTN CCTOWNRD Motion to Shorten Time; Motion to Strike; Patrick H. Owen 
Memorandum in support of Motion to Strike 
REPL CCTOWNRD Reply in Support of Motion for Summary Patrick H. Owen 
Judgment 
AFFD CCWRIGRM Affidavit of Counsel re State Defendants Motion Patrick H. Owen 
for Summary JUdgment 
5/21/2010 OPPO CCWRIGRM Opposition to Motion to Strike Testimony from the Patrick H. Owen 
Second Affidavit of Greg Lowe 
5/24/2010 REPL CCHOLMEE Reply in Support of Motion to Strike Patrick H. Owen 
MOTN CCHOLMEE Motion to Shorten Time Re Motion to Strike Patrick H. Owen 
NOHG CCHOLMEE Notice Of Hearing Re Motion to Strike Patrick H. Owen 
5.25.10@330PM 
DCHH CCHUNTAM Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on Patrick H. Owen 
OS/25/2010 03:30 PM: District Court Hearing Hell 
Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 100 pages 
5/25/2010 OPPO MCBIEHKJ Opposition to Motion to Shorten Time and Motion Patrick H. Owen 
to Strike Testimony 
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Date: 7/11/2011 Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County User: CCTHIEBJ 
Time: 02:14 PM ROA Report 
Page50f15 Case: CV-OC-2009-23757 Current Judge: Patrick H. Owen 
Syringa Works vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, eta!. 
Syringa Works vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, J Michael Gwartney, Jack G Zickau, Ena Services L1c, Qwest 
Communications Corp 
Date Code User 
6/18/2010 MOTN CCHOLMEE 
AFFD CCHOLMEE 
MEMO CCHOLMEE 
6/23/2010 NOTD MCBIEHKJ 
6/29/2010 NOHG CCl.ATICJ 
HRSC CCl.ATICJ 
7/1/2010 ORDR CCCHILER 
HRSC CCCHILER 
HRSC CCCHILER 
HRSC CCCHILER 
7/9/2010 NOTS CCTOWNRD 
7/13/2010 NOTS CCCHILER 
7/15/2010 DEOP DCLYKEMA 
7/22/2010 MOTN CCRANDJD 
MEMO CCRAND,ID 
AFFD CCRANDJD 
AFFD CCRANDJD 
MOTN CCR:ANDJD 
7/23/2010 DEOP DCLYKEMA 
AMEN CCRANDJD 
NOTC MCBIEHKJ 
NOTC CCRANDJD 
7/26/2010 OBJE MCBIEHKJ 
7/27/2010 AFFD CCKINGAJ 
AFFD MCBIEHKJ 
MEMO MCBIEHKJ 
Motion to Compel Discovery Responses from 
Idaho Department of Administration 
Affidavit of David Lombardi in Support of Motion 
to Compel 
Memorandum in Support of Motion 
Notice Of Taking Deposition 
Notice Of Hearing re Motion to Compel Discovery 
Responses from Idaho Department of 
Administration (08/03/10 @ 4 pm) 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Compel 
08/03/201004:00 PM) Motion to Compel 
Discovery Responses from Idaho Department of 
Administration 
Order Governing Proceedings and Setting Trial 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 04/11/2011 09:00 
AM) 20 days 
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 
03/14/2011 03:00 PM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Status by Phone 
02/03/2011 03: 15 PM) 
Notice Of Service 
Notice Of Service 
Memorandum Decision and Order 
Motion for Protective Order 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Protective 
Order 
Affidavit in Support of Motion for Protective Order 
Third Affidavit of Greg Lowe 
Motion for Order Shortening Time to Hear Motion 
for Protective Order 
Substitute Memorandum Decision and Order 
Amended Notice of Deposition 
Notice of Errata Regarding the Third Affidavit of 
Greg Love 
Notice of Errata Regarding the Affidavit in 
Support of Motion for Protective Order 
Objection and Response to Motion for Order 
Shortening Time to Hear Motion for Protection 
Order 
Amended Third Affidavit of Greg Lowe 
Affidavit in Opposition to Motion to Compel 
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Compel 
Judge 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
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Date: 7/11/2011 Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County User: CCTHIEBJ 
Time: 02:14 PM ROA Report 
Page 6 of 15 Case: CV-OC-2009-23757 Current Judge: Patrick H. Owen 
Syringa Works vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, etal. 
Syringa Works vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, J Michael Gwartney, Jack G Zickau, Ena Services L1c, Qwest 
Communications Corp 
Date Code User Judge 
7/27/2010 MOTN MCI3IEHKJ Motion to Shorten Time Continue Hearing on Patrick H. Owen 
Motion to COmpel and Memo in Support of 
Motion to Contiinue 
7/29/2010 MISC CCSIMMSM State Defendants' Joinder in Qwest's Objection Patrick H. Owen 
and Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs 
Motion for Protective Order 
7/30/2010 OPPO CCAMESLC Opposition to Motion for Protective Order Patrick H. Owen 
RSPS CCHANDJD Response to Motion for Protective Order Patrick H. Owen 
RPLY CCWRIGRM Reply to Defendants Opposition to Plaintiffs Patrick H. Owen 
Motion to Compel Discovery Responses and 
Response to Defendants Motion to Continue 
hearing on Motion to Compel Discovery 
8/2/2010 REPL CCSULLJA Reply Brief in Support of Motion for Protective Patrick H. Owen 
Order 
8/3/2010 NCOM CCSWEECE Notice Of Compliance Patrick H. Owen 
AFSM CCSWEECE Affidavit Of Steven F Schossberger Re: Plaintiffs Patrick H. Owen 
Motion To Compel 
AFFD CCSWEECE Affidavit Of Greg Zickau Re: Plaintiffs Motion To Patrick H. Owen 
Compel 
DCHH CCNELSRF Hearing result for Motion to Compel held on Patrick H. Owen 
08/03/201004:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hell 
Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 Motion to Compel 
Discovery Responses from Idaho Department of 
Administration 
8/4/2010 HRSC CCNELSRF Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Patrick H. Owen 
08/05/2010 04:00 PM) Oral Ruling on Motion to 
Compel. 
OBJT CCAMESLC Objections and Notice of Designation of Witness Patrick H. Owen 
8/10/2010 STIP CCI\IELSRF Stipulation for Protective Order Patrick H. Owen 
NOTS CCSIMMSM Notice Of Service Patrick H. Owen 
8/12/2010 NOTS CCDWONCP Notice Of Service of Discovery Requests Patrick H. Owen 
8/13/2010 HRVC CCHIUNTAM Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on Patrick H. Owen 
08/05/2010 04:00 PM: Hearing Vacated Oral 
Ruling on Motion to Compel. 
8/17/2010 MOTN CCSWEECE Motion For Reconsideration Of the Dismissal Of Patrick H. Owen 
Counts Two and Three Of Syringa's Complaint 
(Oral Argument Requested) 
NOHG CCSWEECE Notice Of Hearing Patrick H. Owen 
HRSC CCSWEECE Hearing Scheduled (Motion 09/07/201004:30 Patrick H. Owen 
PM) Motion For Reconsideration Of the 
Dismissal of Counts 2 & 3 Of Syringas Complaint 
8/20/2010 MEMO CCWRIGRM Memorandum in Support of Motion for Patrick H. Owen 
Reconsideration of Dismissal of Counts Two and 
Three of Syringa Complaint 
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Date: 7/11/2011 Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County User: CCTHIEBJ 
Time: 02: 14 PM ROA Report 
Page 7 of 15 Case: CV-OC-2009-23757 Current Judge: Patrick H. Owen 
Syringa Works vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, eta!. 
Syringa Works VS. Idaho Dept Of Administration, J Michael Gwartney, Jack G Zickau, Ena Services L1c, Qwest 
Communications Corp 
Date Code User Judge 
8/25/2010 NOTC CCKINGAJ Notice of Compliance Patrick H. Owen 
8/26/2010 ORDR CCNELSRF Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Patrick H. Owen 
Plaintiffs Motion to Compel Discovery Responses 
from Idaho Dept of Administration 
NOTS CCWRIGRM Notice Of Service Patrick H. Owen 
8/27/2010 NOTS CCCHILER Notice Of Service Patrick H. Owen 
8/30/2010 NOTS CCKINGAJ Notice Of Service Patrick H. Owen 
8/31/2010 MEMO CCKINGAJ The State Defendants' Memorandum in Patrick H. Owen 
Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for 
Reconsideration of the Dismissal of Counts Two 
& Three of Plaintiffs Complaint 
9/2/2010 NOTS CCWRIGRM Notice Of Service Patrick H. Owen 
9/3/2010 BREF MCBIEHKJ Brief in Support of Motion for Reconsideration of Patrick H. Owen 
The Dismissal 
MOSJ CCl.ATICJ Motion For Summary Judgment on Count Four of Patrick H. Owen 
Plaintiffs Complaint 
NOHG CCl.ATICJ Notice Of Hearing re State Defendants' Motion for Patrick H. Owen 
Summary Judgment on Count Four of the 
Complaint (11/30/10 @ 3:30 pm) 
HRSC CCLATICJ Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Patrick H. Owen 
Judgment 11/30/2010 03:00 PM) Defendants' 
Motion for Summary Judgment on Count Four of 
the Complaint 
9/8/2010 DCHH CCHUNTAM Hearing result for Motion held on 09/07/2010 Patrick H. Owen 
04:30 PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Motion For Reconsideration Of the 
Dismissal of Counts 2 & 3 Of Syringas Complaint 
9/10/2010 NOTC CCLATICJ Notice of Compliance Patrick H. Owen 
9/13/2010 CONT CCHUNTAM Continued (Motion for Summary Judgment Patrick H. Owen 
11/30/201003:30 PM) Defendants' Motion for 
Summary Judgment on Count Four of the 
Complaint 
MISC CCJOYCCN Plaintiffs Expert Witness Disclosure Patrick H. Owen 
NOTS CCWRIGRM Notice Of Service Patrick H. Owen 
9/17/2010 NOTS CCCHILER Notice Of Service of Supplemental Production of Patrick H. Owen 
Documents 
9/27/2010 NOTC CCNELSRF Notice of Compliance Patrick H. Owen 
NOTD CCWRIGRM (5) Notice Of Taking Deposition Patrick H. Owen 
9/29/2010 NOTS CCSIMMSM Notice Of Service Patrick H. Owen 
10/7/2010 NOTD CCWRIGRM Notice Of Taking Deposition Patrick H. Owen 
10/14/2010 NOTS CCRANDJD Notice Of Service Patrick H. Owen 
10/15/2010 NOTS MCBIEHKJ Notice Of Service Patrick H. Owen 
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Date: 7/11/2011 Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County User: CCTHIEBJ 
Time: 02:14 PM ROA Report 
Page 8 of 15 Case: CV-OC-2009-23757 Current Judge: Patrick H. Owen 
Syringa Works vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, eta!. 
Syringa Works vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, J Michael Gwartney, Jack G Zickau, Ena Services L1c, Qwest 
Communications Corp 
Date Code User Judge 
10/22/2010 NODT CCLATICJ Notice Of Taking Deposition Duces Tecum of Patrick H. Owen 
Greg Lowe 
10/25/2010 NOTD CCMASTLW Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition Patrick H. Owen 
11/1/2010 MOSJ CCHOLMEE Motion For Partial Summary Judgment on Counts Patrick H. Owen 
Four & Five of the Complaint 
MEMO CCHOLMEE Memorandum in Support of Motion Patrick H. Owen 
MISC CCHOLMEE Statement of Undisputed Facts in Support of Patrick H. Owen 
Motion 
AFFD CCHOLMEE Affidavit of Meredith A Johnston Patrick H. Owen 
NOHG CCHOLMEE Notice Of Hearing Re Motion for Summary Patrick H. Owen 
JUdgment 11.30.10@330PM 
11/2/2010 DEOP DCl.YKEMA Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Syringa Patrick H. Owen 
Networks, LLC's Motion to Reconsider 
MEMO CCKINGAJ Memorandum in Support of the State Defendants' Patrick H. Owen 
Motion for Summary Judgment RE Count Four of 
Plaintiff's Complaint 
AFFD CCKINGAJ Affidavit of Steven F Schossberger in Support of Patrick H. Owen 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment on 
Count Four of the Complaint 
11/8/2010 STIP CCl.ATICJ Stipulation and Order to Amend Scheduling Order Patrick H. Owen 
(Stipulation Only) 
11/12/2010 NOTC CCGARDAL Notice of Complaince Patrick H. Owen 
11/15/2010 NOSV CCHOLMEE Notice Of Service Patrick H. Owen 
NOTS CCWRIGRM Notice Of Service Patrick H. Owen 
11/16/2010 ORDR CCHUNTAM Order to Amend Scheduling Order Patrick H. Owen 
MISC CCLATICJ Plaintiff's Statement of Material Facts in Support Patrick H. Owen 
of Response to Defendants' Motions for Partial 
Summary Judgment 
Document sealed 
OPPO CCLATICJ Opposition to State Defendants' Motion for Patrick H. Owen 
Summary Judgment re Count Four of Plaintiff's 
Complaint 
Document sealed 
OPPO CCLATICJ Opposition to Defendant Qwest Communications Patrick H. Owen 
Company, LLC's Motion for Partial Summary 
JUdgment on Counts Four and Five of the 
Complaint 
Document sealed 
AFFD CCLATICJ Affidavit of David R. Lombardi in Support of Patrick H. Owen 
Plaintiff's Opposition to Motions for Partial 
Summary Judgment 
Document sealed 
MOTN CCLATICJ Motion for Continuance of Summary Judgment Patrick H. Owen 
Proceedings Under IRCP 5 6(f) 
AFFD CCLATICJ Affidavit of David R. Lombardi in Support of Patrick H. Owen 
Motion for Continuance of Summary Judgment 
Hearing Under IRCP 56(f) 000009
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Date: 7/11/2011 Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County User: CCTHIEBJ 
Time: 02:14 PM ROA Report 
Page 9 of 15 Case: CV-OC-2009-23757 Current Judge: Patrick H. Owen 
Syringa Works vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, eta!. 
Syringa Works vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, J Michael Gwartney, Jack G Zickau, Ena Services Lie, Qwest 
Communications Corp 
Date Code Use,r Judge 
11/16/2010 MEMO CCLATICJ Memorandum in Support of Motion for 
Continuance of Summary Judgment Hearing 
Under IRCP 56(f) 
Patrick H. Owen 
MOTN CCLATICJ Motion to Exceed Page Limit for Statement of 
Facts 
Patrick H. Owen 
11/23/2010 AFFD CCMASTLW Affidavit of Leslie Hayes in Support of Ena 
Services' Motion for Summary Judgment 
Patrick H. Owen 
MEMO CCMASTLW Memorandum in Support Patrick H. Owen 
RPLY CCGARDAL Reply to Opposition to Motion for Summary 
Judgment on Count Four of Complaint 
Patrick H. Owen 
AFFD CCGARDAL Affidavit of Steven Schlossberger in Opposition to Patrick H. Owen 
Motion to Continue and in Support of Reply to 
Opposition to Motion for Summary JUdgment 
AFFD CCGARDAL Affidavit of Merlyn Clark in Opposition to Motion to Patrick H. Owen 
Continue 
MOTN CCGARDAL Motion to Strike Testimony Patrick H. Owen 
MEMO CCGARDAL Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike 
Testimony 
Patrick H. Owen 
MOTN CCGARDAL Motion to Shorten Time Patrick H. Owen 
AFFD CCGARDAL Affidavit of Jennifer Pike Patrick H. Owen 
MEMO CCGARDAL Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for 
Continuance of Summary Judgment Hearing 
Patrick H. Owen 
RPLY CCWRIGRM Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendant 
Qwest Communications Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment on Counts Four and Five of 
Complaint 
Patrick H. Owen 
RSPN CCWRIGRM Response to Motion for Continuance of Summary Patrick H. Owen 
Judgment Proceedings 
AFFD CCWRIGRM Affidavit of Stephen R Thomas Patrick H. Owen 
11/24/2010 NOHG CCMASTLW Notice Of Hearing (Motion to Strike) (11/30/10 @ 
3:30 PM) 
Patrick H. Owen 
NOTS CCRAND.ID Notice Of Service Patrick H. Owen 
11/26/2010 REPL MCElIEHKJ Reply in Support of Motion for Continuance of 
Summary JUdgment Hearing 
Patrick H. Owen 
OPPO MCElIEHKJ Opposition to Motion to Strike and Disregard 
Testimony 
Patrick H. Owen 
11/29/2010 NOHG CCGARDAL Notice Of Hearing 12.22.10 @2 pm Patrick H. Owen 
HRSC CCGARDAL Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary 
JUdgment 12/22/201002:00 PM) 
Patrick H. Owen 
REPL CCf\lELSRF Reply In Support of the State Defds' Motion to 
Strike and Disregard Testimony 
Patrick H. Owen 
11/30/2010 MOTN CCMASTLW Stipulated Motion for Extension of Time Patrick H. Owen 
NOTC CCLATICJ Notice to Taking Deposition Upon Oral 
Examination of Jeremy Chou 
Patrick H. Owen 
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Communications Corp 
Date Code Us€!r Judge 
11/30/2010 NOTC CCLATICJ Notice of Taking Deposition Upon Oral Patrick H. Owen 
Examination of Kenneth McClure 
MOTN CCLATICJ Motion to Extend Discovery Deadline and Patrick H. Owen 
Memorandum in Support 
MOTN CCLATICJ State Defendant's Motion to Compel Plaintiffs Patrick H. Owen 
Production of Documents 
AFFD CCLATICJ Affidavit of Steven F. Schossberger in Support of Patrick H. Owen 
State Defendants' Motion to Compel Plaintiffs 
Production of Documents 
MEMO CCLATICJ Memorandum in Support of State Defendants' Patrick H. Owen 
Motion to Compel Production of Documents 
NOHG CCLATICJ Notice Of Hearing re Motion to Extend Discovery Patrick H. Owen 
Deadline (12/22/10 @ 2pm) 
NOHG CCLATICJ Notice Of Hearing re Defendants' Motion to Patrick H. Owen 
Compel Plaintiffs Production of Documents 
(12/22/10 @ 2 pm) 
NOTC CCHUNTAM Notice of Deposition of Charles Creason Patrick H. Owen 
NOTC CCHUNTAM Notice of Deposition of Steve Maloney Patrick H. Owen 
NOTC CCHUNTAM Notice of Hearing (Motn to Compel 12/22/10) Patrick H. Owen 
12/112010 AMEN CCWRIGRM Amended Notice of Hearing re Defendant ENA Patrick H. Owen 
Services Motion for Summary Judgment 
(01/20/2011 @ 1:00pm) 
HRSC CCWRIGRM Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Patrick H. Owen 
01/20/2011 01 :00 PM) Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
12/612010 AMEN CCL.ATICJ Amended Notice of Deposition of Charles Patrick H. Owen 
Creason 
12/8/2010 MOTN CCAMESLC Defendant Quest Communications Patrick H. Owen 
CompanyMotion to Compel 
AFFD CCAMESLC Affidavit of Steven Perfrement Patrick H. Owen 
MEMO CCJlIMESLC Memorandum in Support of Motion To Compel Patrick H. Owen 
12/10/2010 NOTS CCAMESLC Notice Of Service Patrick H. Owen 
12/13/2010 NOTC CCWRIGRM Notice of Compliance Patrick H. Owen 
MOSJ CCJlIMESLC Defendant's Second Motion For Summary Patrick H. Owen 
Judgment 
12/14/2010 HRSC CCAMESLC Notice of Hearing (Motion for Summary Patrick H. Owen 
Judgment 01/20/2011 01 :00 PM) 
NOTC CCHOLMEE Notice of Taking Videotaped Deposition of Ed Patrick H. Owen 
Lodge 
NOTC CCHOLMEE Notice of Taking Videotaped Deposition of Skip Patrick H. Owen 
Smyser 
12/15/2010 HRVC CCHUNTAM Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Patrick H. Owen 
held on 11/30/2010 03:30 PM: Hearing Vacated 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment on 
Count Four of the Complaint; MolStrike 
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Page 11 of 15 Case: CV-OC-2009-23757 Current Judge: Patrick H. Owen 
Syringa Works vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, eta!. 
Syringa Works vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, J Michael Gwartney, Jack G Zickau, Ena Services Lie, Qwest 
Communications Corp 
Date Code User Judge 
12/15/2010 OPPO CCWRIGRM Opposition to State Defendants Motion to Compel Patrick H. Owen 
Production of Documents 
AFFD CCWRIGRM Affidavit of David R Lombardi Patrick H. Owen 
OPPO CCWRIGRM Plaintiffs Opposition to State Defendants Motion Patrick H. Owen 
to Extend Discovery Deadline 
12/16/2010 AFOS CC,JOYCCN Affidavit Of Service (12/15/2010) Patrick H. Owen 
OPPO CC,JOYCCN Opposition to Defendant Qwest Communications Patrick H. Owen 
Company, LLC's Motion to Compel Discovery 
AFFD CC,IOYCCN Affidavit 0 fAmber N. Dina in Support 0 fPlaintiffs Patrick H. Owen 
Opposition to Qwest's Motion to Compel 
Discovery 
AFFD CC.IOYCCN Fourth Affidavit of Greg Lowe Patrick H. Owen 
NOTS CC.IOYCCN Notice Of Service Patrick H. Owen 
12/22/2010 AFSM CCAMESLC Affidavit In Support Of Motion for Summary Patrick H. Owen 
Judgment 
MEMO CCAMESLC Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Patrick H. Owen 
Judgment 
12/23/2010 DCHH CCHUNTAM Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Patrick H. Owen 
held on 12/22/201002:00 PM: District Court 
Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 100 pages 
12/28/2010 AFOS CCSIMMSM Affidavit Of Service 12-20-10 Patrick H. Owen 
12/29/2010 MOTN CCHOLMEE Motion to Modify Protective Order and Supporting Patrick H. Owen 
Memorandum 
AFFD CCHOLMEE Affidavit of David R Lomardi in Support of Motion Patrick H. Owen 
NOHG CCHOLMEE Notice Of Hearing Re Motion to Modify Patrick H. Owen 
12.1.11@4PM 
HRSC CCHOLMEE Hearing Scheduled (Motion 01/12/2011 04:00 Patrick H. Owen 
PM) Motion to Modify Protective Order 
1/3/2011 NOTD CCMASTLW 2nd Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition Patrick H. Owen 
1/4/2011 BREF CCHOLMEE Supplemental Brief in Opposition to Motion for Patrick H. Owen 
Summary Judgment and Qwest Communications 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
AFFD CCHOLMEE Supplemental Affidavit of David R Lombardi in Patrick H. Owen 
Support of Opposition to Motions for Partial 
Summary Judgment 
Document sealed 
MISC CCHOLMEE Supplemental to Statement of Material Facts in Patrick H. Owen 
Support of Response to Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment 
AFFD CCHOLMEE Affidavit of Patrick Roden Patrick H. Owen 
Document sealed 
1/5/2011 RSPN CCGARDAL Response to Motion to Modify protective Order Patrick H. Owen 
AFFD CCGARDAL Affidavit in Support of Response Patrick H. Owen 000012
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Syringa Works vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, eta!. 
Syringa Works vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, J Michael Gwartney, Jack G Zickau, Ena Services Lie, Owest 
Communications Corp 
Date Code Use~r Judge 
1/5/2011 OPPO CCGARDAL Opposition to Plaintiff's motion for Protective Patrick H. Owen 
Order 
AFFD CCGARDAL Affidavit of Leslie Hayes in Support of Opposition Patrick H. Owen 
AFFD CCGARDAL Affidavit of Philip Oberrecht in Support of Patrick H. Owen 
Opposition 
1/6/2011 NOHG CCMASTLW Notice Of Hearing re Motion for Partial Summary Patrick H. Owen 
Judgment on Counts 4 and 5 of the Complaint 
(01/20/11 @ 1PM) 
MISC CCLATICJ State Defendants' Joinder in Opposition to Patrick H. Owen 
Plaintiff's Motion to Modify Protective Order 
STIP CCSULLJA Stipulation for Extenstion of Time to File Briefing Patrick H. Owen 
and Affidavits in Response to ENA'S Motions for 
Summary Judgment 
1/7/2011 MOTN CCWRIGRM Motion to File Overlength Brief Patrick H. Owen 
MOTN CCWRIGRM Plaintiffs Motion for Continuance of Summary Patrick H. Owen 
Judgment Hearing 
AFFD CCWRIGRM Affidavit of Dennis Reinstein in Support of Motion Patrick H. Owen 
MEMO CCWRIGRM Memorandum in Support of Motion Patrick H. Owen 
OPPO CCWRIGRM Opposition to Defendant ENA Services LLCs Patrick H. Owen 
Motion for Summary JUdgment 
OPPO CCWRIGRM Opposition to Defendant ENA Services LLCs Patrick H. Owen 
Second Motion for Summary JUdgment 
AFFD CCWRIGRM Affidavit of Amber N Dina in Support of Patrick H. Owen 
Opposition 
AFFD CCWRIGRM Affidavit of Kevin Johnsen in Suppport of Plaintiffs Patrick H. Owen 
Opposition to ENAs Motions for Partial Summary 
Judgment 
Document sealed 
1/11/2011 BREF CCWRIGRM Supplemental Reply Brief in Support of Defendant Patrick H. Owen 
Owest Communications Company Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment on Counts Four and 
Five of Complaint 
AFFD CCWRIGRM Affidavit of Steven J Perfrement Patrick H. Owen 
1/12/2011 NOTC CCGARDAL Notice Vcating Hearing on Motion to Modify Patrick H. Owen 
Protective Order 
1/13/2011 RSPN CCWRIGRM Response of Defendants .1 Michael Gwartney and Patrick H. Owen 
Jack G Zickau 
AFFD CCVVRIGRM Affidavit of Steven F Schossberger Patrick H. Owen 
1/14/2011 NOTS CCMASTLW Notice Of Service Patrick H. Owen 
AFFD CCJOYCCN Second Affidavit of Stephen R. Thomas Patrick H. Owen 
MISC CCVVRIGRM Supplemental Submission in Opposition to Patrick H. Owen 
Defendant ENAs Second Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
Document sealed 
RPLY CCVVRIGRM Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion for Patrick H. Owen 
Summary Judgment 000013
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Syringa Works vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, eta!. 
Syringa Works vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, J Michael Gwartney, Jack G Zickau, Ena Services Lie, Owest 
Communications Corp 
Date Code Judge 
1/14/2011 
1/18/2011 
1/19/2011 
1/20/2011 
1/24/2011 
1/27/2011 
2/3/2011 
2/4/2011 
2/9/2011 
2/14/2011 
3/8/2011 
3/21/2011 
RPLY 
AFFD 
AFFD 
OPPO 
DCHH 
DCHH 
DCHH 
RSPS 
OPPO 
NOSV 
NOTS 
HRVC 
DEOP 
MISC 
JDMT 
CDIS 
HRVC 
HRVC 
STAT 
MOTN 
CCWRIGRM 
CCWRIGRM 
MCIBIEHKJ 
MCI31EHKJ 
CCHUNTAM 
CCHUNTAM 
CCHUNTAM 
CCRANDJD 
CCSIMMSM 
CCHOLlVlEE 
CCWRIGRM 
CCHUNTAM 
DCLYKEMA 
CCSULLJA 
DCOLSOMA 
DCOLSOMA 
DCOLSOMA 
DCOLSOMA 
DCOLSOMA 
CCMASTLW 
Reply Memorandum in Support of Second Motion 
for Summary Judgment 
Affidavit of Counsel 
Second Affidavit of Stephen R Thomas 
Opposition to Motion for Continuance of 
Summary Judgment Hearing 
Hearing result for Motion held on 01/12/2011 
04:00 PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 100 pages 
Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment 
held on 01/20/2011 01 :00 PM: District Court 
Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 100 pages 
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on 
01/20/2011 01 :00 PM: District Court Hearing Hell 
Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 100 pages 
Response to Motion to Stike 
Defendant ENA Services, LLC's Opposition to 
Plaintiffs Motion to Strike 
Notice Of Service 
Notice Of Service 
Hearing result for Status by Phone held on 
02/03/2011 03: 15 PM: Hearing Vacated 
Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Motions 
for Summary Judgment 
Withdrawal of Defendant ENA Services, LLC's 
Second Motion for Summary Judgment 
Judgment 
Civil Disposition entered for: Ena Services Lie" 
Defendant; Gwartney, J Michael, Defendant; 
Idaho Dept Of Administration" Defendant; Owest 
Communications Corp, Defendant; Zickau, Jack 
G, Defendant; Syringa Works" Plaintiff. Filing 
date: 3/8/2011 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on 
03/14/2011 03:00 PM: Hearing Vacated 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 04/11/2011 
09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 20 days 
STATUS CHANGED: closed 
ENA Services' Motion for Costs and Attorneys 
Fees 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
Patrick H. Owen 
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Syringa Works vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, eta!. 
Syringa Works vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, J Michael Gwartney, Jack G Zickau, Ena Services Lie, Qwest 
Communications Corp 
Date Code User Judge 
3/21/2011 AFFD CCIVlASTLW Affidavit of Robert S. Patterson Patrick H. Owen 
AFFD CCIVlASTLW Affidavit of Phillip S. Oberrecht Patrick H. Owen 
MEMC CCMASTLW Memorandum Of Costs And Attorney Fees Patrick H. Owen 
AFFD CCLATICJ Affidavit of Steven J. Perfrement in Support of Patrick H. Owen 
Memorandum of Costs and Fees 
MEMO CCLATICJ Defendant Qwest Communications Company, Patrick H. Owen 
LLC's Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees 
BREF CCLATICJ Defendant Qwest's Brief in Support of Patrick H. Owen 
Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees 
MEMC CCWRIGRM State Defendants Memorandum Of Costs And Patrick H. Owen 
Attorney Fees 
MEMO CCWRIGRM State Defendants Memorandum in Support of Patrick H. Owen 
Request for Costs and Attorneys Fees 
AFFD CCWRIGRM Affidavit of Merlyn W Clark Patrick H. Owen 
4/4/2011 OBJE CCLATICJ Plaintiffs Objection to the State Defendants' Patrick H. Owen 
Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees 
OBJE CCLATICJ Plaintiffs Objection to Qwest Communication Patrick H. Owen 
Company LLCs' Memorandum of Costs and 
Attorneys Fees 
MEMO CCl.ATICJ Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Objection to Patrick H. Owen 
the Qwest Communications Company LLCs' 
Memoradum of Costs and Fees 
OBJE CCl.ATICJ Plaitniffs Objection to ENA's Verified Patrick H. Owen 
Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees 
MEMO CCl.ATICJ Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Objection to Patrick H. Owen 
ENA's Memorandum of Costs and Attorneys Fees 
4/6/2011 NOTH CCWRIGRM Notice Of Hearing (04/27/11 @ 4:00pm) Patrick H. Owen 
HRSC CCWRIGRM Hearing SchedUled (Hearing Scheduled Patrick H. Owen 
04/27/2011 04:00 PM) Objections 
STAT CCWRIGRM STATUS CHANGED: Closed pending clerk Patrick H. Owen 
action 
4/18/2011 CCLUNDMJ Notice of Appeal (Lombardi for: Syringa Patrick H. Owen 
Networks) Date corrected to reflect the document 
File Stamp date (clerk error). 
4/22/2011 BREF CCVIDASL Defendants Quest Brief in Support of Patrick H. Owen 
Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees 
MOTN CCHEATJL State Defendant's Motion For Leave To amend Patrick H. Owen 
Memorandum Of Costs And Attorney Fees 
MEMO CCHlEATJL Memorandum In Support Of Motion For Leave to Patrick H. Owen 
Amend Memorandum 
MOTN CCHIEATJL Motion For Order To Shorten Time Patrick H. Owen 
RPLY CCWRIGRM Reply in Support of Verified Memorandum of Patrick H. Owen 
Costs and Attorney Fees 
4/25/2011 MOTN CCR:ANDJD Second Motion for Leave to Amend Patrick H. Owen 
Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees 
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Syringa Works vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, eta/. 
Syringa Works vs. Idaho Dept Of Administration, J Michael Gwartney, Jack G Zickau, Ena Services Lie, Owest 
Communications Corp 
Date Code USE!r Judge 
4/25/2011 AFFD CCHANDJD Second Affidavit in Support of State Motion for 
Costs and Attorney Fees 
Patrick H. Owen 
MOTN CCRANDJD Motion to Shorten Time on Motion Patrick H. Owen 
RPLY CCSIMMSM Reply to Plaintiffs Objection to the State 
Defendants' Memorandum of Costs and Attorney 
Fees 
Patrick H. Owen 
4/28/2011 NOHG CCNELSRF Notice Of Hearing Patrick H. Owen 
HRSC CCNELSRF Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled 
06/14/2011 03:30 PM) Fees and Objections 
Patrick H. Owen 
HRVC CCNELSRF Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on 
04/27/2011 04:00 PM: Hearing Vacated 
Objections 
Patrick H. Owen 
5/5/2011 ROST CCLUNDMJ Defendant/Respondent ENA Services, LLC's 
Request for Additional Record 
Patrick H. Owen 
NOTC CCHOLMEE Notice of Cross Appeal Patrick H. Owen 
5/27/2011 OPPO CCWRIGRM Plaintiffs Opposition to the State Defendants 
Motion for Leave to Amend Memorandum of 
Costs and Attorneys Fees 
Patrick H. Owen 
5/31/2011 MOTN CCL.ATICJ Unopposed Motion to Withdraw Meredith A. 
Johnston, Esq. as Co-Counsel to Defendant 
Owest Communications Co. LLC 
Patrick H. Owen 
AFFD CCWRIGRM Affidavit of David R Lombardi Patrick H. Owen 
6/6/2011 REPL CCNELSRF State Defs Reply in Support of First and Second 
Motions for Leave to Amend Memorandum of 
Cost and Attorney Fees 
Patrick H. Owen 
6/14/2011 DCHH CCHUNTAM Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on Patrick H. Owen 
06/14/2011 03:30 PM: District Court Hearing Hell 
Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 100 pages 
6/20/2011 ORDR CCHUNTAM Order Granting Unopposed Motion to Withdraw Patrick H. Owen 
Meredith A Johnston as Co-Counsel of Record for 
Defendant OWest Communicaitons Co. LLC 
6/28/2011 VOIR CCWATSCL Voided Receipt (Receipt# 54504 dated 5/5/2011) Patrick H. Owen 
7/7/2011 STIP MCElIEHKJ Stipulation Waiving Bond Patrick H. Owen 
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David R. Lombardi, ISB #1965 
Amber N. Dina, ISB #7708 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 W. Bannock 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 8370 I 
Telephone Number: (208) 388-1200 
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300 
730055 3 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF 
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL 
"MIKE" GWARTl"mY, in his personal and 
official capacity as Director and Chief 
Infonnation Officer of the Idaho 
Department ofAdministration; JACK G. 
"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal and 
official capacity as Chief Technology 
Officer and Administrator ofthe Office of 
the CIO; ENA SERVICES, LLC, a 
Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS 
OF AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware 
corporation; 
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS 
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company; 
--I Defendants. 
C~,i oc 0923757 
- ~ 
Case No. 
VERIFIED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND 
FOR JURY TRIAL 
<C 
:z Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa"), pleads, alleges and complains as follows for cause 
-(!) of action against Defendants: 
-cr: 
o VERIFIED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 1 ~ 000017
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I. INTRODUCTION
 
This lawsuit concerns conduct by the Idaho Department of Administration (the "DOA") 
and several of its officials who worked in conjunction with Qwest, a private vendor, in violation 
of the public procurement process. The DOA and Qwest colluded to deprive Syringa - part of 
the vendor team which had the lowest responsible bid - from rightfully providing 
telecommunications services for the Idaho Education Network (the "lEN"). Their actions not 
only wronged Syringa, but most importantly, they deprived the people of the State of Idaho from 
receiving the bene:fit of the best telecommunications services - evaluated by the State's own 
officials - at the lowest offered price. 
The Idaho Education Network 
The lEN is the embodiment of an effort to enable the use of telecommunications 
technology in Idaho schools and libraries. The lEN is composed of two major components: 
educational content and telecommunications services. Once implemented, the lEN is planned to 
provide fast internet service, two-way interactive video, streaming video courses and other 
benefits to Idaho students. 
The DOA was responsible to procure the educational content and to implement and 
install internet connections to Idaho schools for the lEN through the use of the State of Idaho' s 
competitive bidding process. By using the competitive bidding process, it was believed that the 
purchasing power of the State of Idaho could obtain the best technology at the lowest price. 
Undertaking a valid competitive bidding process was also a precondition for the State to obtain 
federal funding known as E-Rate funding which would reduce the State funds needed for the 
project. 
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DOA Found the lEN Alliance and Syringa to be 
the Lowest Responsible Bidder 
In December 2008, the DOA issued the lEN Request for Proposal to procure educational 
content and telecommunication services and equipment. Syringa responded to the lEN Request 
for Proposal by fOlming the lEN Alliance with Education Networks of America, Inc. ("ENA"), 
to submit a joint bid proposal. Companies such as Qwest, Verizon and Integra Solutions also 
submitted bids. All bids were evaluated by an impartial evaluation team selected by DOA. The 
impartial evaluation team selected by DOA concluded that the lEN Alliance was the least 
expensive and most technically proficient bidder in almost every category. 
To Date, Syringa Has Not Received Any lEN Work
 
Due to DOA 's Arbitrary Acts
 
Despite the lEN Alliance being the best in almost every technical category evaluated by 
the impartial evaluation team and despite the fact that the lEN Alliance submitted the lowest cost 
bid, the DOA issued a multiple award of the lEN Request for Proposal - awarding the 
telecommunication services component to Qwest and awarding the educational component to the 
lEN Alliance - as a practical matter, to ENA. 
The DOA dlecision to award ENA - Syringa's partner - all of the substantive educational 
components of the lEN implementation and to award Qwest all of the lEN telecommunication 
services was unnecessary, arbitrary and a violation of law. It also constituted a breach of the 
representations made by DOA which induced Syringa to participate in the lEN Alliance bid 
proposal. Most important, the DOA's wrongful acts breached the confidence placed in the DOA 
by State of Idaho schools. 
VERIFIED COMPLAINT AND 
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II. PARTIES
 
1. Plaintiff, Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa"), IS an Idaho limited liability 
company with its principal place of business in Boise, Idaho. 
2. Syringa was formed in 2002 by a group of rural Idaho telephone companies who 
were determined to improve telecommunication and rural broadband services in Idaho. 
3. Syringa has, to date, invested over 40 million dollars in the State to become one 
of Idaho's leading fiber optic network providers. 
4. Defendant, Idaho Department of Administration (the "DOA"), is an executive 
branch department of the State of Idaho generally responsible for procurement of goods and 
services for most State agencies, holds the Office of the ChiefInformation Officer ("OCIO") for 
the State of Idaho and provides administrative oversight for the Idaho Education Network 
("lEN") under Idaho Code Section 67-5745D(3). 
5. Ddendant, J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney ("Gwartney"), is a resident of Ada 
County, Idaho, and is the Director of DOA and Chief Information Officer for the State of Idaho. 
6. Defiendant, Jack G. "Greg" Zickau ("Zickau"), is a resident of Ada County, Idaho, 
and is the ChiefTechnology Officer and Administrator of the OCIO. 
7. Deft~ndant, ENA SERVICES, LLC, a Division of Education Networks of 
America, Inc. ("ENA"), is a Delaware corporation with its principal place of business in 
Nashville, Tennessee. 
8. ENA provides managed network and communication services to customers in the 
education, library and government sectors in Idaho. 
9. Defendant, Qwest Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest"), is a Delaware 
limited liability company with its principal place of business in Denver, Colorado. 
VERIFIED COMPlLAINT AND 
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10. Qwest provides telecommunication services in Idaho. 
III. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
11. In 2008, the Idaho State Legislature ("State Legislature") determined that Idaho 
lagged behind in the use of high-bandwidth connectivity and technology to deliver educational 
opportunities to students and teachers. See Idaho Sess. Laws 2008, ch. 260 § 1. As a result, the 
State Legislature e:stablished the public policy of the State that high-bandwidth connectivity be 
an essential component of education infrastructure in the 21 st century. Id. 
12. In furtherance of this goal, the State Legislature authorized the creation of the 
lEN. 
13. lEN is planned to become a coordinated, statewide telecommunications 
distribution system, including two-way interactive video, data, internet access and other 
telecommunications services for providing distance learning and connecting each instruction of 
higher education and other locations as necessary to facilitate distance education, teacher training 
and other related st~rvices for distance learning for every Idaho public school. See Idaho Code § 
67-5745D(2). 
14.	 As part ofthe State's lEN efforts, DOA is statutorily required to: 
a) procure high-quality, cost-effective internet access and appropriate interface 
equipment for public education facilities; 
b) procure telecommunications ServIces and equipment on behalf of public 
education; procure and implement technology and equipment for the delivery of distance 
learning; 
c) procure telecommunications services and equipment for the lEN through an 
open and competitive bidding process; and 
VERIFIED COMPI~AINTAND 
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d) in conjunction with the State Department of Education, apply for state and 
federal funding for technology on behalf of lEN. See Idaho Code § 67-5745D(2). 
15. In December 2008, the DOA, through the Division of Purchasing ("DOP"), issued 
Request for Proposals 02160 concerning the lEN for the State of Idaho (the "lEN RFP") to 
procure telecommunication services, content and equipment for the lEN. 
16. A true and correct copy ofthe lEN RFP is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
17. The lEN RFP sought proposals for "a total solution, education-focused managed 
internet network s,ervice provider that can leverage existing state infrastructure and contracts 
with multiple telecommunications, cable and utility providers to provide the essential foundation 
and associated services support for our lEN network." Id., § 3.1 Vision at p. 12. 
18. The lEN RFP was later updated to include integration with existing state network 
infrastructures such at IdaNet - a combination of Master Service Agreements and physical ATM 
circuits connecting Cisco MGX switches in Boise, Meridian, Lewiston and Coeur D-Alene. See 
/d. 
19. IdaNet currently serves 57 state organizations which is monitored and managed 
by the Idaho Department of Labor. Id. 
20. Sev<;:ral of the IdaNet service contracts were, in December, 2008, with Syringa. 
/d. 
21. The lEN RFP specifically contemplated proposals that incorporated "partnerships 
between multiple providers." /d. at § 3.3.b. 
22. The lEN RFP stated, "[s]trong consideration will be given to proposals that 
incorporate partnerships between multiple providers. Vendors must explain their partnering plan 
within their RFP response." /d. 
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23. The lEN RFP Updates dated December 29,2008 and made part of the RFP, stated 
that '"we need to establish partnerships, both inside and outside of our state as applicable" (Ex. A, 
lEN RFP, Bidders' Conference Q&A Follow Up, at Q.-IO), and explained its "preference to 
choose a single response that represents comprehensive partnerships and coverage but still 
provides a single point of accountability per end user community to including [sic] legacy 
Idanet/State Agency customers and K-12/libraries, to eliminate the finger pointing often 
associated with multi-award contracts:' [d. at RFP lEN Questions submitted in response to 
RFP02160 and their respective answers, Q-I. 
24. Bas(~d on the representations contained in the lEN RFP, on or about January 7, 
2009, Syringa and ENA entered into an agreement ("Teaming Agreement") to jointly submit a 
bid proposal to the lEN RFP. 
25. The Teaming Agreement delineated duties and responsibilities between Syringa 
and ENA should the two be awarded the bid. 
26. On or about January 12, 2009, Syringa and ENA jointly submitted a response to 
the lEN RFP as the lEN Alliance ("lEN Alliance Proposal"). 
27. A true and correct copy of the lEN Alliance Proposal to lEN RFP is attached 
herein as Exhibit H. 
28. Undc~r the lEN Alliance, Syringa was responsible for the lEN telecommunication 
services and equipment, including local access connections, routing equipment, network and 
backbone services. 
29. The IEN Alliance Proposal cover letter stated in part: 
ENA [] and Syringa [] responding jointly as the lEN Alliance, appreciate the 
opportunity to respond to the State ofIdaho's Request for Proposal #02160 for the 
implementation and ongoing support of the Idaho Education Network (lEN). We 
are pleased to provide a response that represents a collaborative approach and 
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leverages the existing infrastructure as well as the collective skills, experience and 
capacity of a wide variety of service providers and industry leaders in delivering 
and managing statewide education networks. 
Id., lEN Alliance Proposal cover letter dated January 12, 2009 to Mark Little, p. 1. 
30. The: DOA did not reject the lEN Alliance Proposal as non-responsive or a non-
responsible bid. 
31. On or about January 20,2009, DOP issued a Letter ofIntent to award the RFP to 
both Qwest and the lEN Alliance. 
32. A true and correct copy of the Letter of Intent to award dated January 20, 2009 
from Mark Little to David Pierce is attached herein as Exhibit C. 
33. The Letter of Intent to award indicates that the lEN Alliance Proposal - listed by 
DOA as "ENA" below - prevailed over Qwest and Verizon in every single technical evaluation 
category and overall cost as follows: 
Criteria Points Qwest ENA Verizon 
Prior Experience 200 110 145 65 
Legislative Intent 100 73 83 15 
Management Capacity 100 56 72 35 
Financial Risk 100 29 82 35 
Subtotal 500 268 382 150 
E-Rate Cost(1) 400 267 400 278 
Non-E-Rat{~(l) 100 100 74 64 
TOTAL 1000 635 856 492 
Id. 
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34. The majority of the points awarded to the lEN Alliance in the categories of Prior 
Experience, Legislative Intent, Management Capacity and E-Rate Cost was a direct result of 
evaluating Syringa's contribution to the proposal. 
35. Despite being evaluated by the impartial evaluation team selected by DOA as the 
most technically proficient in every category and the lowest cost bidder for the E-Rate portion of 
the lEN RFP, the DOA issued a multiple award of the lEN RFP to both Qwest and the lEN 
Alliance. 
36. Upon information and belief, the issuance of the multiple award of the lEN RFP 
to both Qwest and lEN Alliance was at the direction of Gwartney and/or Zickau. 
37. Upon information and belief, the issuance of the multiple award of the lEN RFP 
to both Qwest and IEN Alliance was unnecessary, unreasonable, arbitrary and/or capricious. 
38. Upon information and belief, Gwartney and/or Zickau had meetings and 
conversations with Qwest officials before and after the issuance of the lEN RFP multiple award. 
39. Upon information and belief, during those meetings and conversations, Qwest 
attempted to, and in fact, unduly influenced the DOA to inappropriately split the proposal 
submitted by the IEN Alliance and to contract with Qwest for the IEN technical network 
services, local aCCl;:SS connections, routing equipment, network and backbone services without 
regard to the price, availability, support services and delivery most advantageous to the State, to 
the detriment of SyJinga. 
40. Upon information and belief, Gwartney and/or Zickau agreed with Qwest officials 
that DOA would contract with Qwest rather than Syringa for the lEN technical network services, 
local access connections, routing equipment, network and backbone services despite the State 
evaluation team's conclusions. 
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41. The DOA decision to contract with Qwest was made without regard to price, 
availability, support services and delivery most advantageous to the State. 
42. To date, Syringa has received no direct purchase orders from DOA for the lEN 
implementation dt:spite having the lowest cost for the lEN technical network services, local 
access connections, routing equipment, network and backbone services. 
43. Upon information and belief, Syringa has not received any work for the lEN 
implementation because DOA has failed and/or refused to consider price, availability, support 
services and delivery that are most advantageous to DOA and the State of Idaho as required by 
Idaho Code for multiple bid awards. 
44. Upon information and belief, ENA, part of the lEN Alliance, has made numerous 
requests that the State use Syringa for the lEN technical work. See E-mail from Bob Collie, 
ENA, to Greg Lowe, Syringa, dated July 27,2009 and attached herein as Exhibit D. ("ENA has 
requested multiple times that the State use any local loop provider who can deliver the quality, 
price and time requirements, similar to what we contemplated in the proposal. The State has 
rejected requests to use Syringa for the lEN technical work .... [t]he State has made it impossible 
for [ENA] to use Syringa or anyone other than Qwest for that matter, to provide 100% of the 
local loop, backbone and core equipment. .. "). 
45. Upon information and belief, ENA has been instructed by Gwartney, Zickau 
and/or others at DOA not to use Syringa for any of the lEN implementation. 
46. In fact, Gwartney has represented and made statements to Syringa representatives 
that Syringa would not work on the lEN implementation regardless of the competitive bidding 
process or consideration of price, availability, support services and delivery most advantageous 
to DOA and the State of Idaho as required by Idaho Code for multiple bid awards. 
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47. Gwartney has also informed Syringa representatives that other State contracts 
with Syringa such as agreements between State agencies and Syringa under ldaNet would be 
placed in jeopardy if Syringa continued to discuss lEN procurement irregularities with others 
and/or pursue its re:rnedies. 
48. Upon information and belief, Gwartney and/or Zickau intentionally, capriciously 
and without authority, informed and directed State agencies and political subdivisions such as the 
Idaho Department of Fish and Game, the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare, the Idaho 
Department of Labor and various school districts not to use or contract with Syringa for 
telecommunications services regardless of price, availability, support services and delivery that 
are most advantageous to those State agencies and political subdivisions. 
49. Upon information and belief, Gwartney and Zickau unduly influenced the lEN 
RFP award to Qw<~st and unduly, unlawfully, and without authority, split and divided the lEN 
Alliance Proposal to deprive Syringa of any of the lEN implementation work. 
50. Upon information and belief, Gwartney and Zickau also conspired with Qwest to 
influence the award of the lEN implementation to Qwest to the detriment of Syringa. 
COUNT ONE 
Breach of Contract
 
DOA
 
51. Syringa realleges paragraphs 1 to 50 of this Complaint as if set forth fully herein. 
52. In December 2008, the DOA issued the lEN RFP to procure telecommunication 
services and equipment for the lEN. 
53. The lEN RFP constitutes a solicitation for bids for a total solution, education-
focused managed internet network service provider that can leverage existing state infrastructure 
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and contracts with multiple telecommunications, cable and utility providers to provide the 
essential foundation and associated services support for our lEN network. 
54. The lEN RFP specifically contemplated proposals that incorporated partnerships 
between multiple providers. 
55. The lEN RFP established the rules by which proposals were to be submitted and 
evaluated. 
56. Syringa and ENA jointly submitted the lEN Alliance Proposal in reliance on 
DOA's solicitation for bids and the representations contained in the lEN RFP, on or about 
January 7, 2009. 
57. On or about January 20,2009, the DOA accepted the lEN Alliance Proposal. 
58. The lEN RFP, lEN Alliance Proposal and the DOA's acceptance of the lEN 
Alliance Proposal created a contractual obligation by all parties involved in the transactions to 
follow the process and criteria contained in the lEN RFP. 
59. DOA changed and/or did not follow the process and criteria contained in the lEN 
RFP and breached the contract which arose from the lEN RFP and its acceptance of the lEN 
Alliance Proposal. 
60. Such failure to adhere to the lEN RFP rules, terms and conditions for the award of 
the project constitutes a breach of contract by DOA. 
61. Syringa has been damaged by DOA's breach of contract in an amount to be 
proven at trial. 
COUNT TWO 
Declaratory Relief
 
Violation of Idaho Code § 67-5726 by Gwartney, Zickau and Qwest
 
62. Syringa realleges paragraphs 1 to 61 ofthis Complaint as ifset forth fully herein. 
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63. Under Idaho Code § 67-5726(2) "no officer or employee shall influence or 
attempt to influence the award of a contract to a particular vendor, or to deprive or attempt to 
deprive any vendor of an acquisition contract.'· 
64. Idaho Code § 67-5726(3) states that "[n]o officer or employee, shall conspire with 
a vendor or its age;:nt, and no vendor or its agent shall conspire with an officer or employee, to 
influence or attempt to influence the award of a contract, or to deprive or attempt to deprive a 
vendor of an acquisition award." 
65. The;: impartial evaluation team selected by DOA concluded that the lEN Alliance 
was the lowest responsible bidder. 
66. The impartial evaluation team selected by DOA concluded that the lEN Alliance 
Proposal had the most advantageous price, availability, support and service terms. 
67. A multiple award was not necessary as the evaluations show that the lEN Alliance 
could have reasonably served the acquisition needs of the entire State. 
68. Despite the conclusions of the impartial evaluation team selected by DOA, DOA 
rejected and continues to reject the involvement of Syringa in the lEN implementation in lieu of 
Qwest. 
69. On February 26, 2009, the DOA amended the lEN Purchase Order to list Qwest 
as the general contractor and awarded Qwest the lEN technical network services, local access 
connections, routing equipment, network and backbone services without regard to which vendor 
team had the best terms and conditions regarding price, availability, support services and 
delivery most adv,mtageous to the agency in violation of Idaho Code § 67-5718A. See 
Exhibit E. 
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70. Upon infonnation and belief, Qwest drafted and then provided DOA with the 
amended IEN Purc:hase Order. 
71. Upon infonnation and belief, Qwest's actions unduly influenced DOA's decision 
to award Qwest part of the IEN implementation without regard to the most advantageous price, 
availability, support and service tenns. 
72. Upon infonnation and belief, Gwartney and/or Zickau conspired with Qwest to 
deprive Syringa of an acquisition award in violation of Idaho Code § 67-5726. 
73. Upon infonnation and belief, ENA has been directed by individuals such as 
Gwartney and/or Zickau at DOA not to use Syringa for any of the IEN implementation. 
74. Gwartney has represented to Syringa representatives that Syringa would not get 
any of the IEN work. 
75. Gwartney has also infonned Syringa representatives that other State contracts 
with Syringa would be placed in jeopardy if Syringa continued to discuss the lEN procurement 
with others and/or pursue remedies. 
76. Syringa seeks a declaratory judgment against the DOA declaring its award of the 
lEN Purchase Ordl~r to Qwest void, null, and of no effect pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5725 
and/or pennanent injunctive relief prohibiting the State and Qwest from perfonning under the 
lEN Purchase Order. 
COUNT THREE 
Declaratory Relief
 
Violation of Idaho Code § 67-5718A by DOA
 
77. Syringa realleges paragraphs I to 76 of this Complaint as ifset forth fully herein. 
78. Under Idaho Code § 67-5718A, a multiple award may only be awarded to furnish 
the same or similar property where more than one (1) is necessary: I) to furnish types and 
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quantities needed; 2) to provide expeditious and cost-efficient acquisition; or 3) to enable 
agencies to acquin:: property which is compatible with property previously acquired. Idaho Code 
§ 67-5718A. 
79. There are several limitations for a multiple award under Idaho Code § 67-5718A: 
(2) No award of a contract to multiple bidders shall be made under this section 
unless the administrator of the division of purchasing makes a written 
detennination showing that multiple awards satisfy one (l) or more of the criteria 
set forth in this section. 
(3) Where a contract for property has been awarded to two (2) or more bidders in 
accordance with this section, a state agency shall make purchases from the 
contractor whose tenns and conditions regarding price, availability, support 
services and delivery are most advantageous to the agency. 
(4) A multiple award of a contract for property under this section shall not be 
made when a single bidder can reasonably serve the acquisition needs of state 
agencies. A multiple award of a contract shall only be made to the number of 
bidders necessary to serve the acquisition needs of state agencies. 
Idaho Code § 67-5718A (emphasis added). 
80. The DOA through Gwartney and Zickau failed to adhere to the statutory 
limitations delineated for multiple awards. 
81. On June 29, 2009, Syringa made a public records request for the written 
detennination of the Administrator of DOP justifying a multiple award. 
82. In response, Syringa received a copy of a letter dated June 30, 2009 constituting 
the Administrator's written detennination - more than four (4) months after the multiple award 
was made. See Letter from Bill Bums to Melissa Vandenberg, attached and fully incorporated 
herein as Exhibit F. 
83. Based on DOA's own evaluation team's conclusions, the lEN Alliance is the 
lowest responsible bidder. 
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84. The: DOA's evaluation team detennined that the lEN Alliance Proposal had the 
most advantageous price, availability, support and service tenns, and a multiple award was not 
necessary as the t:valuations showed that the lEN Alliance could have reasonably served the 
acquisition needs of the entire State. 
85. Despite the DOA's own evaluation team's conclusions, DOA has rejected and 
continues to reject the involvement of Syringa in the lEN implementation in lieu of Qwest, who 
received only 635 out of 1,000 points during the evaluation, as opposed to 856 points received by 
the lEN Alliance. 
86. More than one bid award was not necessary in this case. 
87. More than one bid award was not necessary to furnish types and quantities needed 
for the lEN RFP. 
88. More than one bid award was not necessary to provide expeditious and cost-
efficient acquisition. 
89. More than one bid award was not necessary to enable agencies to acquire property 
which is compatible with property previously acquired. 
90. When a multiple bid award is made, the DOA is required to conduct due diligence 
and to purchase from the vendor whose tenns and conditions regarding price, availability, 
support services and delivery are the most advantageous to the State. 
91. The price, availability, support services and delivery proposed by Syringa under 
the lEN Alliance Proposal for the lEN technical network services, local access connections, 
routing equipment, network and backbone services far exceed the same proposed by Qwest. 
92. Syringa has not received one direct purchase order from DOA for the project. 
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93. On February 26, 2009, the DOA arbitrarily amended the lEN Purchase Order to 
list Qwest as th{: contractor for all of the lEN technical network services, local access 
connections, routing equipment, network and backbone services without regard to which vendor 
team had the best terms and conditions regarding price, availability, support services and 
delivery most advantageous to the agency in violation of Idaho Code § 67-5718A. 
94. Syringa seeks a declaratory judgment against the DOA, Division of Purchasing 
declaring its award of the lEN Purchase Order to Qwest void, null, and of no effect pursuant to 
Idaho Code § 67-5725 and/or permanent injunctive relief prohibiting the State and Qwest from 
performing under the lEN Purchase Order. 
COUNT FOUR 
Tortious Interference with Contract
 
DOA, Gwartney, Zickau and Qwest
 
95. Syringa realleges paragraphs I to 94 of this Complaint as if set forth fully herein. 
96. ENA and Syringa entered into a valid Teaming Agreement wherein each party 
had an obligation to perform certain duties should the lEN Alliance be awarded a contract with 
the State of Idaho. 
97. DOA, Qwest, Gwartney and Zickau knew of the existence of the Teaming 
Agreement between ENA and Syringa. 
98. DOA, Qwest, Gwartney and Zickau knew that should the lEN Alliance be 
awarded the lEN Purchase Order, Syringa would implement the lEN technical network services, 
local access connections, routing equipment, network and backbone services. 
99. Upon information and belief, DOA, Qwest, Gwartney and/or Zickau instructed 
ENA to work only with Qwest during the lEN implementation despite knowledge of the 
existence ofthe Teaming Agreement between ENA and Syringa. 
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100. Upon infonnation and belief, DOA, Qwest, Gwartney and/or Zickau have 
intentionally, capriciously and without authority, infonned and directed agencies and political 
subdivisions such as the Idaho Department of Fish and Game, the Idaho Department of Labor, 
and various school districts not to use or contract with Syringa for telecommunications services. 
101. The conduct summarized above constitutes interference of the contract between 
ENA and Syringa by DOA, Qwest, Gwartney and/or Zickau. 
102. Syringa is infonned and believes, as set forth in summary fashion above, that the 
conduct of DOA, Qwest, Gwartney and/or Zickau was at least negligent or reckless and may, 
depending on facts which are not yet fully known, be revealed to be intentional. 
103. On or about July 20, 2009, Syringa filed with the Idaho Secretary of State its 
Notice of Tort Claim, attached and fully incorporated herein as Exhibit G. 
104. Such interference with contract has resulted in accrued and future damage, the 
exact amount of which is not presently known but is estimated to be approximately $251,061 
monthly; $3,012,732 annually; $15,063,660 over a five (5) year period; and $60,254,640 over a 
twenty (20) year period. 
COUNT FIVE
 
Tortious Interference with
 
Prospective Economic Advantage
 
Qwest
 
105. Syringa realleges paragraphs 1 to 104 of this Complaint as if set forth fully herein. 
106. Qwest had knowledge that Syringa, as part of the vendor team who was evaluated 
by the DOA as having the lowest responsible bid, had a right to be awarded a contract for the 
lEN technical network services, local access connections, routing equipment, network and 
backbone services. 
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107. Despite this knowledge, Syringa is infonned and believes that Qwest conspired 
with Gwartney and Zickau to prevent Syringa from receiving work for the lEN technical network 
services, local aClcess connections, routing equipment, network and backbone services in 
violation ofIdaho Code § 67-5718A. 
108. As a direct and proximate result of Qwest's interference with Syringa"s 
prospective economic advantage and lEN Purchase Order, Syringa has incurred damage and 
future damage, the exact amount of which is not presently known but is estimated to be 
approximately $251,061 monthly; $3,012,732 annually; $15,063,660 over a five (5) year period; 
and $60,254,640 over a twenty (20) year period. 
COUNT SIX
 
Breach of Contract
 
ENA
 
109. Syringa realleges paragraphs 1 to 108 of this Complaint as if set forth fully herein. 
110. On or about January 7, 2009, Syringa and ENA entered into a Teaming 
Agreement to jointly submit a proposal to the lEN RFP. 
111. On January 20,2009, ENA and Syringa were awarded the lEN RFP by DOA. 
112. ENA had and continues to have an absolute duty to perform its obligations to 
Syringa now that the lEN RFP has been awarded to them. 
113. ENA has failed and continues to fail to perfonn its obligations to Syringa under 
the Teaming Agreement. 
114. Such failure to perfonn its obligations to Syringa under the Teaming Agreement 
constitutes a material breach. 
115. Syringa has suffered damages as a result of ENA's breach of the Teaming 
Agreement to be determined at trial. 
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IV. ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS
 
For the reasons set out in paragraph 1 through 115, Syringa was required to retain the 
services of Givens Pursley LLP to prosecute this matter. Syringa has incurred and will continue 
to incur attorneys' fees and costs in connection with this lawsuit. Pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 12­
101, 12-117, 12-120, and 12-121 Syringa is entitled to its reasonable attorneys' fees and costs 
incurred in the prosecution of this matter. 
V. DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Syringa hereby demands a trial by jury of no less than twelve (12) persons on all issues 
so triable. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Syringa requests the following relief: 
1. Declaratory judgment including a finding that the contract and/or purchase 
order(s) between DOA and Qwest are unlawful, and thus void; 
2. Temporary, preliminary and permanent orders enjoining Qwest's involvement in 
the lEN implementation; 
3. Judgment against DOA, Gwartney and Zickau for damages to Syringa, the exact 
amount of which is unknown but in excess of the jurisdictional limit of the District Court and 
which will be proven at trial. 
4. An award of costs and attorneys' fees to Syringa in connection with this litigation 
under Idaho Code §§ 12-101, 12-117, 12-120, and 12-121, and other applicable authority 
including the private attorney general doctrine; and 
5. Such further relief as the Court determines is warranted. 
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DATED this/~day ofDecember, 2009. 
GIVENS PURSL 
By 
David R. Lombardi 
STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF ADA 
) 
) ss. 
) 
VERIFICATION 
I, Greg D. Lowe being first duly sworn, depose and state as follows: 
That I am the authorized representative of the Plaintiff named in this Verified Complaint, that 
I am personally familiar with the contents of this Verified Complaint, and that I believe the 
facts stated therein to be true and correct to the best of my knowledge. 
/l...
DATED this I-L day of December, 2009. 
GregO. Lowe 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this I~ay ofDecember, 2009. 
o Public for the State of Idaho 
Residing at: Mae W;JuJ 
My Commission Expires on ~ :J-3 I .)IJ/ ? 
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1.0 SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 
The followin~: dates are tentative and subject to amendment 
BIDDERS Conference: 29 December 2008 
Deadline to Receive Emailed Questions on RFP02160: 5 January 2008 
RFP02160 Closing Date and Time: 12 January 2009, 5PM MST 
2.0 DEFINITIONS 
24 x 7 x 52: Stands for "twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, and fifty-two weeks 
per year." When used, this term describes access, services or support that is expected to be 
available at all times during a year. 
Access Point: A physical connection between a User's private network and the commercial 
Internet that facilitates exchanging e-mail, transferring files, viewing public web pages, 
delivering streaming audio and video, using voice over IP ("VolP") and enabling other value­
added hosted services. 
Appropriation: Legislative authorization to expend public funds for a specific purpose. Money set 
apart for a specific use. 
Award: All pun;:hases, leases, or contracts which are based on competitive proposals will be awarded 
according to the provisions in the Request for Proposal. The State reserves the right to reject any or 
all proposals, wholly or in part, or to award to multiple bidders in whole or in part. The State reserves 
the right to waive any deviations or errors that are not material, do not invalidate the legitimacy of the 
proposal, and do not improve the bidder's competitive position. All awards will be made in a manner 
deemed in the bllst interest ofthe State. 
Bell Scbedules: Public School terminology for the scheduling of daily classes. Bell Schedules need 
to be taken into account when it comes to scheduling of Synchronous Distance Learning experiences 
and other distance learning programs\activities that are real-time dependent. 
Bid Bond: Ensures that bidder will enter into the contract and is retained by the State from the date of 
the bid opening to the date of contract signing. 
Business: Any corporation, partnership, individual, sole proprietorship, joint-stock company, joint 
venture, or any other private legal entity. 
Calendar Day:: Every day shown on the calendar, Saturday, Sundays and holidays included. 
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Children's IllIternet Protection Act (CIPA): The Children's Internet Protection Act (CIPA) 
is a federal law enacted by Congress to address concerns about access to offensive content 
over the Internet on school and library computers. CIPA imposes certain types of 
requirements on any school or library that receives funding for Internet access or internal 
connections from the E-rate program -a program that makes certain communications 
technology more affordable for eligible schools and libraries. 
CMFONI: A high speed, fiber-optic-based network serving the Capitol Mall. CMFONI 
facilitates state agencies' connectivity to a variety of networked-based services including the 
commercial Internet. 
Cost Effectin: Defined as meeting both the economic needs ofthe State, and is a solution 
that is leading edge in tenns of networking equipment, associated system protocols and 
industry best practices. 
Contract: The: agreement between the Contractor and the State. Contract shall be comprised 
of the Proposer's proposal in its entirety, the Request for proposal document and all 
attachments either written or electronic, and the tenns and conditions set forth for the 
Request for proposal within sicommnet (stated and referenced). 
Contractor: The Vendor to whom the State awards a Contract for this purchase. 
Customer Owned and Maintained Equipment ("COAM"): Telecommunications, 
networking or server equipment owned, operated and maintained by a Mandatory or 
Voluntary User and which connects a User's private network to a Proposer's commercial 
Internet Servic1e. COAM may be located in a building occupied by Users or in co-location 
facilities operated by a Proposer. In any case, the User retains title to such equipment and is 
responsible for insuring it against damage or loss. 
Education Entiily: As defined by 67-5745D, Idaho Education Network, an education entity is any 
public school district; including public Charter schools, educational service units, libraries; 
community collc:ge; state college; or nonprofit private postsecondary educational institutions. 
E-Rate: E-Rah: is a Federal Funding program administered by the Schools and Libraries Division 
(SLD) of the Universal Service Administrative Company (USAC) on behalf of the Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC) that provides financial discounts to help schools obtain 
affordable telecommunications and Internet access. 
Evaluated: A requirement or specification that will receive evaluation points that will be 
used in detennining the award(s). 
Flexible: Vendors proposals for proposed lEN network designs need to be flexible in tenns 
of leveraging existing legacy technologies (e.g. Microwave systems, IdaNet, etc.) and also in 
tenns ofinterfadng with State Core Network Core Legacy equipment (e.g. Cisco 
routers\switches\ASRs, Checkpoint firewalls, Polycom and TANDBURG VTC equipment 
etc). 
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ITRMC: Information Technology Resource Management Council. ITRMC reviews and 
evaluates the information technology and telecommunications systems presently in use by 
State agencies, recommends and establishes statewide policies, and prepares statewide short 
and long-range information technology and telecommunications plans. 
Idaho Opticall Network (IRON): A commercial broadband provider that will facilitate 
advanced networking among institutions in Idaho and the Northern Tier States. Participants 
include institultions of research, education, health care, state government, and partner 
organizations that support research, education, and economic development in Idaho and the 
States of the Northern Tier. Specific network information concerning IRON can be found at 
the following URL: hQp:/flfOnforidaho.neti. 
(M): Where a specification or requirement has an assigned code of (M), indicating that 
compliance is mandatory, non-compliance will result in immediate disqualification and no 
further evaluation of the proposal will occur. The State reserves the right to determine 
whether the proposal meets the specification stated within this solicitation. 
(ME): Where a specification or requirement has an assigned code of (ME), indicating that 
compliance is mandatory, and will also be evaluated and scored; non-compliance will result 
in immediate disqualification and no further evaluation of the proposal will occur. The State 
reserves the right to determine whether the proposal meets the specification stated within this 
solicitation. 
Mandatory User(s): Mandatory User(s) are all departments and institutions of state 
government referenced in Idaho Code § 67-5747(a)(i), including but not limited to 
departments, agencies, commissions, councils and boards, which must be provided Internet 
services under this RFP and any awarded contract. 
OCIO: Office of the CIa, State ofIdaho. 
Proposer: A vl~ndor who has submitted a proposal in response to this request for proposals 
for property to be acquired by the state. 
Property: Goods, services, parts, supplies and equipment, both tangible and intangible, 
including, but nonexclusively, designs, plans, programs, systems, techniques and any rights 
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and interests in such property. This term also includes concession services and rights to 
access or use state property or facilities for business purposes. 
Proposal: A written response including pricing information to a request for proposals that 
describes the solution or means of providing the property requested and which proposal is 
considered an offer to perform a contract in full response to the request for proposals. Price 
may be an evaluation criterion for proposals, but will not necessarily be the predominant 
basis for contract award. 
Proprietary Information: Proprietary information is defined as trade secrets, academic and 
scientific research work which is in progress and unpublished, and other infonnation which if 
released would give advantage to business competitors and serve no public purpose. 
Public Agency: Has the meaning set forth in Idaho Code §67-2327. The term generally 
refers to any political subdivision of the state of Idaho, including, but not limited to, counties; 
cities; school districts; highway districts; and port authorities; instrumentalities ofcounties, 
cities or any political subdivision created under the laws ofthe state of Idaho. 
QoS: Quality of Service. QoS refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to 
selected network traffic over various technologies, including Frame Relay, Asynchronous Transfer 
Mode (ATM), Ethernet and 802.1 networks, SONET, and IP-routed networks that may use any or all 
of these underlying technologies. 
Representative: Includes an agent, an officer of a corporation or association, a trustee, executor or 
administrator of an estate, or any other person legally empowered to act for another. 
Request for Proposal (RFP): All documents, whether attached or incorporated by reference, utilized 
for soliciting competitive proposals. 
Responsible Proposer: A proposer who has the capability in all respects to perform fully the 
contract requi['l~ments, and the experience, integrity, perseverance, reliability, capacity, 
facilities, equipment, and credit which will assure good faith performance. 
Responsive Proposer: A proposer that has submitted a timely proposal or offer that 
conforms in all material respects with the submission and format requirements of the RFP, 
and has not qualified or conditioned their proposal or offer. 
Sicommnet or Sicomm: State's e-Procurement applications service provider. 
Scalable: Proposed Vendor solutions need to be scalable in terms of future growth, without 
major build outs or "fork lift" equipment upgrades required in later Phases of this lEN 
project. It must also be scalable in terms of providing quality services support (e.g. QoS, 
Bandwidth, reliability, etc.) to all areas of the State ofldaho, where education, library and 
State entities are located. 
ShaU: Denotes the imperative, required, compulsory or obligatory. 
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Solicitation: The process of notifYing prospective bidders or offerors that the State of Idaho wishes to 
receive proposals for furnishing services. The process may consist of public advertising, posting 
notices, or mailing Request for Proposals and/or Request for Proposal announcement letters to 
prospective bidders, or all of these. 
State: State of Idaho government. 
Users: Mandaltory or Voluntary User(s), as defined herein, or both, as the case may be. 
Vendor OwnEd and Managed Equipment ("VOME"): Telecommunications, networking 
or server equipment owned, operated and maintained by the Proposer, or its partners, which 
is integral to a Proposer's provisioning of basic or value-added commercial Internet services. 
VOME may b{: located in a building occupied by a User, in co-location facilities operated by 
the Proposer, or in the Proposer's backbone. In any case, the Proposer retains title to such 
equipment and is responsible for insuring it against damage or loss. 
Voluntary Us,~r(s): Voluntary User(s) are institutions of higher education and elected 
officers in the executive department, as referenced in Idaho Code § 67-5747(a)(ii) and the 
legislative and judicial departments as referenced in Idaho Code § 67-5747(a)(iii) along with 
a Public Agency, as defined herein, which may be provided commercial Internet services 
under this RFP and any awarded contract. 
VTC: Video Teleconferencing 
WAN: Wide Area Network. A communications network that connects computing devices 
over geographk:ally dispersed locations. 
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3.0 GENE:RAL INFORMATION 
3.1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
High-speed broadband access and connectivity are vital for economic growth, global 
competitiveness, education, innovation and creativity. Ensuring high-speed broadband access for all 
students has become a critical national issue especially when considering preparing our students for 
work and life in the 21 51 Century. The Governor and our legislature, as well as members of our greater 
Idaho educational community, recognize the need for providing robust high-speed broadband access 
to all of our state public schools, as it will accelerate our teachers' ability to teach and our students' 
ability to learn. Through recent legislative efforts, several key issues facing our educational 
institutions have been identified as well as specific requirements for our state and public school 
districts to meet in implementing high-speed broadband access in their schools. 
Key Issues: 
•	 Our Idaho public schools need high-speed broadband access to effectively create rigorous, 
technology-infused learning environments. 
•	 Our teachers need guaranteed, long-term access to high-speed broadband to enrich the 
curriculum to include technology applications such as videoconferencing and distance 
learning.. 
•	 Our teachers also need high-speed broadband access for professional development­
"currentlly the supply of certified teachers in the State of Idaho does not meet the demand; 
additionally, our rural schools struggle to fill their classified staff positions due to low salary 
wages established by current funding formulas"l 
•	 Our Administrators need high-speed broadband access to conduct on-line assessments and to 
access data for effective decision making. 
•	 Our students need high-speed broadband access in their schools to take advantage of a wide 
range of new and rich educational tools and resources available for anytime, anywhere 
learning. 
•	 Our students also need high-speed broadband access to overcome the digital divide in rural 
and low socio-economic areas. 
•	 Our ability to provide adequate funding to support our public schools remains a 
critical issue in our abilities to execute this lEN initiative, as the State of Idaho is 
currently mandating even more severe budget cuts to all state entities given the weak 
state of our economy; however that said, the Governor and Legislators, supporting of 
this lEN project are pressing forward with a conservative 2010 lEN budget request, 
given thl~ fact that our children our Idaho's economic future and we must continue to 
invest in their future success. 
I Idaho Rural EducaTion Task Force, 2008 Legislalive Report 
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Vision: 
The State of Idaho will actively pursue and contract for a total solution, education-focused managed 
internet network service provider that can leverage existing state infrastructure and contracts with 
multiple telecommunications, cable and utility providers to provide the essential foundation and 
associated services support for our lEN network. Recent studies of other successful statewide 
implementation efforts have shown that this model is the most cost effective and expeditious means to 
provide a cohesive, statewide, education-centric network that best meets the current and future 
requirements of high-speed connectivity, service offerings and enterprise management services. 
Approach: 
A phased implementation approach has been established per Idaho House Bill No.
 
543 -Idaho Education Network. Specifically, the First Phase will connect each public high school
 
with a scalable, high-bandwidth connection, including connections to institutions of higher education
 
as necessary; Subsequent Phase Considerations include:
 
• Connectivity to each elementary and middle school. 
• The addition of libraries to the lEN. 
• The migration of state agency locations from current technology and services. 
Funding Methodology: 
Given the current state budgetary constraints, coupled with the urgency to qualifY for Federal 
Government E-Rate funding, for this lEN effort, the State is releasing this RFP with limited funding. 
The work outlined in this RFP, and therefore any award, is contingent upon approval of legislative 
appropriations. It is also contingent upon the Federal Government approving the State's E-Rate 
application (due: Feb 1,2009). The State is requesting legislative appropriations in 2009 for FY 2010. 
Any contract arising from this RFP shall be contingent upon approval of the appropriation, the 
State's qualification for Federal E-rate funding, and the selected service providers meeting the 
Federal E-Rate funding qualifications. Anticipated approval and release of State fl}nding would be I 
Jul 09, along with any associated E-Rate dollars. 
Because of these contingencies, the service provider shall not begin work until after 7-1-09, and then 
only if the abovc~ contingencies are met (unless a supplemental appropriation is approved by the 
legislature before 7-1-09). The state does not expect or require the successful service provider to do 
any work specified by this RFP prior to 7-1-09, and the successful service provider shall not make 
any reliance or have any claim for work performed prior to 7-1-09, or prior to the named 
contingencies being met. 
Summary: 
Preparing our students for the increasingly competitive global marketplace of the 21 sl century is 
critical to improving our state's economy. Education stakeholders, especially teachers and students, 
must have reliable and high speed access to networked tools to improve their ability to communicate 
and learn in a more collaborative environment. Development of a high-speed broadband, scalable 
communications infrastructure that leverages existing State resources to aggregate disparate networks 
into a multipurpose lEN backbone infrastructure extending from the Southern part ofIdaho, to the 
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Central, Eastern and Northern Panhandle regions of the State will significantly enhance broadband 
communications to every public school and library entity in the State. 
Follow-on phases of this lEN initiative include migration of our state agencies onto this lEN 
backbone and c:nhancement of rural bandwidth to public entities through aggregation of this 
bandwidth. Benefits of the proposed Idaho Education Network model include lower network costs, 
greater efficiency, interoperability of systems providing video courses and opportunities, more 
affordable Internet access, and better use of Federal E-Rate and other government funding resources. 
3.2 (ME) SCOPE OF PURCHASE 
The State of Idaho desires to contract with a qualified industry partner or partners to establish 
a long-term relationship to design and implement the Idaho Education Network (lEN). 
The objective of this RFP, as stated in the Executive Summary above, is to create a network 
environment that will meet the needs of K-12 distance learning environment, as defined in 67-57450, 
and passed by the Idaho Legislature. This will include video services (Interactive and Streaming), 
Internet services, and wide area data transport. In addition to serving the K-12 institutions and our 
State Libraries (See Appendix A), it will also be used to serve entities that are not E-Rate eligible, 
such as higher c~ducation (community colleges, state colleges and universities) and State Agencies. 
Only E-Rate eligible entities will apply for E-Rate discounts. 
The intent ofthiis RFP process is to seek proposals from industry experts for achieving the purpose 
and goals of the lEN as established by the legislature. Rather than defining a specific technology, 
architecture or network design, the Department of Administration is providing broad guidelines only 
and relying on industry expertise to design and propose a network capable of meeting these 
requirements. 
Within the ,onltot oftlt_. RFP, the State is asking potential~sarx(~ to describe a 
business I1W<h:I that thof will initiate to serviee the State of 1~(jIfI_ork.As stated 
above the State is looking for an industry partner or partners who will take the initiative in 
areas of network design, network management to include operations, maintenance and 
accounting processes. It should be noted that highest consideration will be given to the 
Partner or Partners presenting the best and most cost effective "total end- to-end service 
support solution" and supporting network architecture, which is also compliant with the 
specifications of this RFP. 
Bidders must also have a SI1Viee provider identifleation number fMm tile UJjiversal Service 
Administrativo Compenyand be eligible to participate in the Universal Service Fund discount 
program for telecommunications services provided to the E-Rate eligible entities. Bidders agree to 
provide any discounts, including any accrued credits, for which the entity is eligible under the 
Universal Servke Fund for school telecommunications services. Bidders will, at their own expense, 
prepare and file all carrier documents and reports required for the eligible entities to receive the 
benefit of such discounts and credits. Proposer's Service Provider Identification Number (SPIN), 
issued to Bidders by the Universal Service Administrative Company, must be included in the 
responding bid. 
Bidders an requir-.d to~ify stratesies to the State on how B~i~ to trarlJition the eurrent 
contral:tUa1 enviJ'oomcrit>Olthc entities to their proposed solutions (See A~ix 4). Currently, there 
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is a myriad of different broadband service provider contracts associated with each K 12 school, library 
listed in Appendix A. ~tt ofthese .,. ~ii own contract expiration dJtes. which Bidders will have 
to IcIsItIfY and drielolJ~ appropriate transition plan ~ordinll)'. Bidders are encouraged to partner, 
whenever possible with these local service providers, in the development of their transition plans. 
Copies ofthcse~ proposed migration plans need to be included in Bidders RFP responses. 
3.2.1 Project Overview 
The objective ofthis section ofthe RFP is to identify a Contractor or Contractors that will design, 
develop, and implement high-speed data connectivity that will meet the current and future 
telecommunications needs ofeligible participants over the term of the contract. The successful 
Contractor or Contractors will provide a cost-effective, scalable, and flexible high-speed data 
transport service that can interconnect all entities listed in Appendix A. This RFP is for the first phase 
of a multi-phasl~ project for connectivity to the Idaho Education Network (lEN). Connectivity in 
subsequent phases of this project will include public elementary, middle schools, state libraries with 
connections to higher educational institutions as required. The final phase ofthis project will include 
migration of state government entities to this lEN network backbone, with the exception of IdaNet, 
which may need to be migrated earlier, given the current end of life status concerning its major 
network equipment components (e.g. MGX's). 
The State will analyze proposals for all planned lEN Phase sites with an emphasis on cost savings and 
technical approach. As providers of this service, the State believes that potential providers are in the 
best position to make this determination and present a proposal to the State. Current K-12, library 
broadband costs are provided to assist contractors in making a logical and cost effective proposal to 
the State not only for Phase I sites but for subsequent project Phase entities (e.g. elementary, middle, 
and library locations). These can be found in Appendix D. Note that State agency migrations will be 
determined at a later date, with the RFP modified in subsequent revisions to address those specific 
requirements. Vendors just need to remain cognizant that these State agency migrations are part of 
our long range lEN strategy and need to reflect that accordingly in their proposal submissions. 
The State requires the Contractor to bid a multi-purpose transport connection methodology to 
interconnect the listed institutions along with the corresponding services that considers present, as 
well as future, state-of-the-art technologies. The extent to which these segments are included in the 
network cloud that covers the geography of Idaho is important both to the economic development 
goals, as defined by the Idaho Legislature (67-57450), and in meeting the rural education initiatives 
proposed by the Idaho Rural Education Task Force, to the Idaho Legislature in January 2008. 
3.3 (ME) REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS 
a)	 Experif!nce. B~ must demonstrate and provide examples q,f~eir experience 
engineClring. ~ltn&!impJemcnting and maintaining lara.-scate, statewide educ.ltion 
networks, includiba skills and experience in working with all aspects ofthe Federal E-Rate 
Process. 
b)	 Partnenhips. Strong consideration will be given to proposals that incorporate partnerships 
between multiple providers. Vendors must explain their partnorQtfl plan within their RFP 
ml'Jbl'SC'. 
c) Idaho presence. Bidders must demonstrate and provide examples to show a substantial 
Idaho prfteftC•. 
d) Long-term commitment. lEN will serve as the foundation for the broadband needs of the 
State for education and other purposes as envisioned by the legislature. Therefore, Bidders 
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f) 
g) 
3.4 LEGISLATIVE DIRECTION 
The legislature (Idaho Code 67-5745D) detennined that: 
a) Idaho does not have a statewide coordinated and funded high-bandwidth education network; 
b) Such a network will enable required and advanced courses, concurrent enrollment and teacher 
training to be deliverable to all public high schools through an efficiently-managed statewide 
infrastmcture; and 
c)	 Aggregating and leveraging demand at the statewide level will provide overall benefits and 
efficiencies in the procurement of telecommunications services, including high-bandwidth 
connectivity, internet access, purchases of equipment, federal subsidy program expertise and 
other related services. 
3.5 GOALS 
In developing proposals, please consider the following goals as established by the legislature: 
a) Idaho will utilize technology to facilitate comparable access to educational opportunities for 
all students; 
b)	 Idaho will be a leader in the use of technology to deliver advanced high school curricula, 
concurrent college credit, and ongoing teacher training on an equitable basis throughout the 
state; and 
c)	 Idaho will leverage its statewide purchasing power for the lEN to promote private sector 
investment in telecommunications infrastructure that will benefit other technology 
applications such as telemedicine, telecommuting, telegovernment and economic 
development. 
3.5.1 (ME) General Requirements 
In developing proposals the vendors must submit in writing how they will address each of the 
following general requirements as established by the legislature: 
a)	 Coordinate the development, outsourcing and implementation of a statewide network for 
education, which shall include high-bandwidth connectivity, two-way interactive video and 
internet access, using primarily fiber optic and other high-bandwidth transmission media; 
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b)	 Considl;lr statewide economic development impacts in the design and implementation of the 
educational telecommunications infrastructure [to~~pip~,",in yourJfl!respqnse a 
detall«l oase~ifIvolviligJiow.~ Idaho S4ittbof disbWanClcontmunit)l ~uld 
benCttt from fn§Qutition oflEM~6iiitles]; 
c) Coordinate and support the telecommunications needs, other than basic voice 
communications of public education; 
d) Procure high-quality, cost-effective internet access and appropriate interface equipment to 
public (:ducation facilities; 
e) Procure: telecommunications services and equipment on behalfof public education; 
f) Procure: and implement technology and equipment for the delivery of distance learning; 
g) In conjunction with the state department ofeducation, apply for state and federal funding for 
technology on behalf ofIEN services; 
h) Work with the private sector to deliver high-quality, cost-effective services statewide; and 
i) Cooperate with state and local governmental and educational entities and provide leadership 
and consulting for telecommunications for education. 
3.5.2 (ME) P'hase 1 Requirements. 
Prtwfdcadetall,C(t ~~r accomplfshinj .~' rcquimncnts ofPh~l.(~tU!iing.bu« not limited 
to: Last.mil, collJleQtio~ beckbone n$V~ ilit~A~, Related ~~t nceds_V1dcx; 
Conferem:ing e<luipmerlt; Network operations and monitoring, Video operations and monitoring). 
Specifically: 
The department of administration shall follow an implementation plan that: 
a) In the first pbase, will connect each public high school with a scalable, high-bandwidth 
connection, including connections to each institution of higher education as necessary. 
thereby allowing any location on lEN to share educational resources with any other 
location; 
b) Upon completion of the first phase, shall provide that each public high school will be 
served with high-bandwidth connectivity, internet access and equipment in at least one (I) 
two-way interactive (synchronous) video teleconferencing capability. 
c) Provide a scalable (e.g. a minimum 10 Mbps up to 100 Mbps) high"bandwidth connection, 
preferably fiber optics, to each public high school listed in appendix A; if additional 
bandwidth is desired by the supported customer, school districts will have the option to 
add additional bandwidth at their own expense, they will also have, in coordination with the 
ocro office, the option to decrease bandwidth requirements in cases ofextremely small 
student populations or during the summer months; Schools Districts will also have the 
option to designate their own centralized distribution locations in coordination with the 
OCIO office and the Vendor; also, if a scale of economies can be realized to install 
connectivity to the most centrally located building within a given school district utilizing a 
hub and spoke methodology, Vendors need to factor this into their proposed build out plans 
and coordinate with both the affected School District and ocro for implementation; 
Vendors will also be required to request in writing detailed justifications and alternative 
solutions to the ocro if they are unable to meet specified State minimum bandwidth 
requirements (IOMbs) for a particular high school location; V"" ~ also hiply 
encoul'llcd t~ t in their proposals, best ~ and ~~t'orij~ of0< . =V~Ye# '.::~==~"::':::'~=:J~ 
d)	 A connection to each institution of higher education, listed in Appendix A, to enable two­
way interactive video; 
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e) The ability of any location on lEN to share educational resources with any other location; 
i.e. any site on the network can both originate and receive two-way interactive video 
instruction; 
t) Internet access to each public high school listed in Appendix A; 
g) Network connectivity and bandwidth to enable lEN Phase I high schools to conduct at least 
one (I) two-way interactive video classroom session. 
h)	 A backbone network capable of providing access to the public Internet, delivering real-time 
instructor-led education courses and streaming media to classrooms, and other data needs 
of the: network; 
i) Scalable service pricing options;
 
j) One-time special construction costs, if any, for the backbone and last mile connections;
 
k) Network monitoring;
 
I) Video operations and monitoring; 
m) Other design considerations and costs; 
n) E-Rate eligibility estimates for services proposed and impacts on pricing (E-Rate eligibility 
is a re:quirement); and 
0) ~..' "". .' ".. ~()i1/i~IOOl~.O~ pJIUIJI~ titll¢l.(~ltdand fitud 
.. . .bi~~Jl~.w\llfltdev~l~ by .ttic. ~,bklderit1c()l1j~~ion 
i~t ofAam~Otl). . ,." .' ... . 
3.5.3 (ME) Subsequent Phase Considerations 
In subsequent phases, [the department of administration] will evaluate and make recommendations to 
the legislature for: 
(a) Connectivity to each elementary and middle school; 
(b) The addition of libraries to the lEN; and 
(c) The migration of state agency locations from current technology and services. 
Prov~',d~~Jionas'·h9W )'0. proposed solution f()J':~ I. cQn ~~"'h ofthe potential 
subsequent f'li~"~O ili4J0d4 initial cost estimates and a ~inipl~twn:plan. 
3.6 ISSUING OFFICE & SUBMISSION OF QUESTIONS 
This solicitation is issued by the Division of Purchasing via Sicommnet. The Division of Purchasing 
is the only contact for this solicitation. Questions and request for clarifications shall be submitted 
via email only to: 
Mark Little, CPPO 
State Purchasing Manager 
State of Idaho, Division of Purchasing 
E-mail: Mark.Little@adm.idaho.gov 
Written questions are due at the close of business (5PM,MST) on the date indicated in the 
schedule of eve:nts in Section 1.0. 
Verbal respons1es from the STATE are not binding upon the STATE. BIDDER assumes full 
responsibility f,or any action taken upon a verbal response from the STATE. 
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The Deadline for receipt of Questions is listed in 1.0 Schedule of Events. To be 
considered, Questions must be received via Email by 5 P.M. Mountain Time on the 
Scheduled Due Date. 
3.7 Valid:ity of Proposal 
Bid proposals are to remain valid for Ooe Hundred and Eighty (180) calendar days 
after the scheduled closing date. Proposals submitted with a less than 180 day validity will 
be found non-Iresponsive and will not be considered. 
3.8 Bidder Notifications 
Prior to the closing and opening of the solicitation, all BIDDER notifications will be released in 
Sicommnet as amendments. All questions submitted will be answered via amendment for all 
BIDDER's review. 
3.9 SUBMISSION OF PROPOSALS 
Reference Slection 5. TECHNICAL AND COST PROPOSAL SUBMISSION, 
REQUIREMENTS, & FORMAT. 
3.10 Evaluation, Intent to Award Letters, and Award 
There might be variations to the following, but as a general rule, the following procedure is 
followed. 
Once the RFP closing date and time have passed and PROPOSALS have been opened, the 
copies of the Technical PROPOSALS are forwarded to the agency for evaluation. Once the 
agency has completed its technical evaluation and scored the PROPOSALS, the evaluation 
summary and !icoring are forwarded to the Division of Purchasing for review. The Division of 
Purchasing velifies the fairness and integrity of the technical evaluation process. The Cost 
PROPOSALS and copies are then opened, and the copies forwarded to the agency for 
evaluation. Both the agency and the Division of Purchasing participate in this evaluation and 
its scoring. Tbe scoring of the cost evaluation is then added to the scoring of the technical 
evaluation to aJrrive at a total PROPOSAL scoring, thus identifying the best qualified BIDDER 
based on the specifications and criteria set forth in the RFP. The Division of Purchasing then 
issues a Letter of Intent to Award to all BIDDERS, notifying them of the STATE's intent to 
award the bes1t qualified BIDDER as identified through the evaluation process. After the 
passage of the time set by Idaho Statute 67-5733 for appeals, and the resolution of any appeals 
received, the Diivision of Purchasing contracts for the purchase. 
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The STATE has the time set forth in Section 3.7 Validity of PROPOSAL to complete the 
evaluation and award the purchase. The STATE will greatly appreciate the BIDDERS' 
understanding that the evaluation requires time, and not solicit the STATE for unnecessary 
updates regarding the evaluation. The STATE .mu take the time to ensure a fair and complete 
evaluation. Additionally and to ensure the integrity and fairness of the evaluation process, 
during the evaluation and up and until the time the Division of Purchasing issues the Intent to 
Award letter, no information regarding the content of the PROPOSALS is released. 
4.0 EVALUATION AND AWARD 
4.1 THE PROCESS 
Upon opening, but not limited to, the Division of Purchasing will inspect the PROPOSAL for the 
following: 
• That the PROPOSAL was timely per the published closing date and time; 
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•	 That the PROPOSAL includes a signed State of Idaho Signature page (attached in Sicommnet 
as XXX_Signature]age_RFP.pdf); 
•	 That the PROPOSAL has not been qualified by the BIDDER, meaning that the BIDDER has 
not conditioned their PROPOSAL based upon the STATE accepting terms or conditions 
established by the BIDDER; 
•	 That the COST PROPOSAL is present and sealed separately from the TECHNICAL 
PROPOSAL; 
•	 That the PROPOSAL contains all required information; 
•	 Other unforeseen conditions that might deem the PROPOSAL non-responsive upon opening. 
Purchasing will forward all responsive TECHNICAL PROPOSALS to the purchasing agency 
for evaluation. The agency will establish an evaluation team comprised of STATE employees. 
This team willI evaluate and score the TECHNICAL PROPOSALS based on the evaluation 
criteria listed in this RFP. The team will then forward their scoring and ranking of the 
TECHNICAL PROPOSALS to the Division of Purchasing for review and validation of the 
process. Upon completion of the validation of the Technical Evaluation by the Division of 
Purchasing, the Division of Purchasing then opens the COST PROPOSALS for evaluation and 
scoring. COST PROPOSAL scores are then added to the TECHNICAL PROPOSAL scores 
identifying the Apparent Successful Bidder (ASB). The Division of Purchasing will then issue a 
Letter of Intent to Award to all responsive, responsible BIDDERS notifying them of the State's 
intent to contract with the ASB. It is at this point that the STATE will consider requests for 
Public Inform~ltion. After the passage of the time set by Idaho Statute 67-5733 for appeals, and 
the resolution of any appeals received, the Division of Purchasing contracts with the ASB for 
the purchase. 
The STATE has the time set forth in 3.7 VALIDITY OF PROPOSALS to complete the evaluation 
and award the purchase. The STATE will greatly appreciate the BIDDERS understanding that the 
evaluation requires time, and not solicit the STATE for unnecessary updates regarding the evaluation. 
The STATE wi Utake the time to ensure a fair and complete evaluation. Additionally and to ensure 
the integrity and fairness of the evaluation process, during the evaluation and up and until the time the 
Division of Purchasing issues the Intent to Award letter, no information regardin'g the content of the 
PROPOSALS is released. 
4.2 EVALUATION CODES 
Each evaluated specification or requirement has an assigned code. The codes and their meanings are 
as follows: 
(M) Mandatory Requirement. The BIDDER shall meet this 
requirement. The determination as to whether the BIDDER meets the mandatory 
specification rests solely with the STATE. If the STATE determines that a BIDDER 
does not ffiI:::et a mandatory requirement as specified, the PROPOSAL shall be deemed 
non-responsive, and no further evaluation will occur. A letter ofdetennination of non­
responsiveness will be issued by the Division of Purchasing to the BIDDER, and the 
BIDDER shall be removed from further consideration. A BIDDER who has been 
deemed non-responsive does have certain appeal rights per STATE Statute 67-5733. 
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(E) - Evaluated. BIDDERS are expected to provide a comprehensive written 
response to the specification. Points will be awarded based on the degree to which the 
BIDDER meets the requirement. A BIDDER not responding to the specification will 
receive zero points for that specification. 
(ME)- Mandatory and Evaluated Requirement. The BIDDER shall meet this 
requiremlent. 
4.3 SCORING 
Specifications/requirements with an assigned code of (M) will be evaluated on a PAsslFAIL basis. 
Any specification/requirement with the word "shall", "must", or "will" is a mandatory specification 
or requirement. Any PROPOSAL that fails to meet any single mandatory specification or 
requirement will be deemed non-responsive. BIDDERS who meet mandatory 
specifications/requirements may then have their response to the mandatory specification/requirement 
evaluated and scored as to how the BIDDER's solution meets the IT environment of the STATE. 
Solicitation specifications/requirements with an assigned code of (E) will be evaluated and awarded 
points. Pricing will be evaluated using a cost model that offers the STATE the best possible value 
over either the initial tenn of the contract, or the life of the contract. The cost evaluation model may 
also include any costs incurred by the STATE in conjunction with the proposed service offering. 
Solicitation specifications/requirements with an assigned code of (ME) will be evaluated not only on 
a PASS/FAIL basis, but also be awarded points. Any specification/requirement with the word 
"shall", "must"', or "will" is a mandatory specification or requirement. Any PROPOSAL that fails to 
meet any singlle mandatory specification/requirement or evaluated area will be deemed non­
responsive. Bidders who meet mandatory specifications/requirements and evaluated areas may then 
have their response to the mandatory specification/requirement evaluated and scored as to how the 
BIDDER's solution meets the State of Idaho's lEN Requirements to include how it meets the overall 
IT environment of the STATE. . 
The following table identifies those solicitation sections evaluated on a PAss/FAIL basis and\or those 
which are awarded points: 
Ranking Evaluattd Sections MoI.am 
Possible PoiIItI 
I. Cost of E-Rate Eligible Goods & 400 
Services 
2. Prior Experience (Ed Networks, E­ 200 
Rate, Personal Qualifications) 
3. Management Capability 100 
4. Other Cost Factors (including price of 100 
ineligible goods and services, price of 
changing providers, price for breaking 
contract, etc) 
5. Legislative Initiatives (Partnerships, 100 
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Idaho Presence, Economic Impact) 
6. Financial Reports and Risk Mitigation 100 
TOTAL POINTS 1000 
4.4 EVALUATION CRITERIA 
(a)	 Ability to meet the goals and requirements established by the legislature for Phase I; 
(b)	 Statewide economic development impacts of the proposed network; 
(c)	 Potential to meet the requirements of subsequent phases; 
(d)	 One-time costs for equipment; 
(e)	 One-time costs for network connections; 
(f)	 Recurring network costs; 
(g)	 Recurring Internet access costs; 
(h)	 Prior experience specific to building and supporting Education Networks including E-Rate 
expertise; 
(i) Strategic Partnerships to include Local Vendors; 
U) Management Capability; 
(k)	 Personnel Qualifications; 
(I)	 Network and video operations; and 
(m)	 Other costs 
While cost will be a primary factor during the evaluation of these proposals in order for us to qualifY 
for E-Rate discounts, other relevant factors will also be considered to include: long-term impacts on 
education, benefits to economic development, and other potential applications of the network, as 
envisioned by the legislature, will be given significant weight as depicted above. 
5.0 SPECI[AL TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
These Special Terms and Conditions are in addition to those found in the Sicommnet 
solicitation document, State of Idaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions. State of 
Idaho Solicittrtion Instructions To Vendors. and particular to this purchase. Where 
conflict occurs, these Special Terms and Conditions shall take precedence. 
5.1 (ME) E-RATE ELIGIBILITY 
QualifYing schools and libraries as Voluntary Users may acquire Internet Services through any 
contracts arising from this RFP. The Proposer must participate in the Universal Service 
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Administrative Company's telecommunications support programs for eligible schools and libraries, 
and E-Rate discounts must apply. 
5.2 (M) IDAHO STATE GOVERNMENT STANDARDS 
All delivered services must comply with applicable standards and policies of the Infonnation 
Technology Resource Management Council ("ITRMC"). A description ofITRMC and its standards 
and policies may be viewed on-line at www.idaho.gov/itnnc. 
5.3 PRICING, LENGTH OF THE AGREEMENT AND RENEWALS 
Contract is for a 5 year time period, with three extensions of five years each for a total of 20 Years. 
Any resulting contract from this solicitation will be awarded to up to four providers. Under no 
circumstances however will work begin prior to July 2009, because such work as specified by this 
RFP is contingent upon Legislative appropriation approval (unless a supplemental appropriation is 
approved by the Legislature prior to July I, 2009). The services provided pursuant to a contract 
awarded based on this RFP would be available to any "Public agency" as defined by Idaho Code 67­
2327. 
5.4 BIDDER'S CONFLICTING AND SUPPLEMENTAL TERMS 
Where tenns and conditions, including BIDDER agreements and assumptions, specified in the 
BIDDER's Proposal differ from the State of Idaho Standard Contract Tenns and Conditions or the 
Special Tenns and Conditions of this RFP, the State's Tenns and Conditions and the bid's Special 
Tenns and Conditions shall apply. Where tenns and conditions specified in the BIDDER's Proposal, 
including BIDDER agreements and assumptions, supplement the tenns and conditions in this RFP, 
the supplemental tenns and conditions shall apply only if specifically accepted by the State's Division 
of Purchasing in writing. BIDDER's are recommended to review the STATE's Solicitation 
Instructions to Vendors, Clause 19 at the following website. 
http://adm.idaho.goy/purchasing/stwidecntrcs.html 
5.5 PUBLIC AGENCY CLAUSE 
Contract prices shall be extended to other "Public Agencies" as defined in Section 67-2327 of the 
Idaho Code, which reads: "Public Agency" means any city or political subdivision of this state, 
including, but not limited to counties; school districts; highway districts; port authorities; 
instrumentalities of counties; cities or any political subdivision created under the laws of the State of 
Idaho. It will be the responsibility of the Public Agency to independently contract with the 
CONTRACTOR and/or comply with any other applicable provisions of Idaho Code governing public 
contracts. 
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5.6 ADMINISTRATIVE FEE 
The prices to b,~ paid by the State shall be the prices bid by the CONTRACTOR plus one and one­
quarter percent (1.25%). The additional percentage shall represent the State's Contract Usage 
Administrative Fee. No more than quarterly, the CONTRACTOR shall remit to the State through its 
Division of Purchasing, an amount equal to the one and one-quarter percent (1.25%) of the 
CONTRACTOR's quarterly contract or agreement sales. 
5.7 REPORTS 
The CONTRACTOR will be required to submit, to the Office of the CIO, Attention IEN Project 
Manager, quarterly reports that provide the following minimum information. 
a. Usage reports by Agency and by Agency receiving location, indicating the product received 
and total cost of the order. 
b. When possible, reports should be in the same format as the product bidding schedule(s). 
Electronic n~ports in Excel or Text Format are encouraged. 
c.	 Custom reports that may be requested from time to time by the Division of Purchasing. 
Reports will be due to the Division of Purchasing at the end of the first quarter (90 days) of the 
contract and each quarterly anniversary thereafter. 
6.0 MECHANICS OF SUBMISSION 
Proposal, are to be hand~~live~ US. ~ailed, or carrier shipped~ I'roposals mUll })e 
~eived at the offi.of~e Division of~hasInl arldtitne stamped usin,theDivisiOn's 
time stamp, no later titan tile date and time set forth for the closing ofthe RFP in Siconmtnet. 
Proposals mustbc ~J~.~ Ja~I,~ por tile, ItlstnlQtions in the St,e of14aho Dhision of 
PaRhum. SflP.tin'''.~f(tile "8U*h4d to'RFP In Sicommnet).' 
6.1 TECHNICAL AND PRICE PROPOSALS 
Proposals shall eon" ofa Te<:hnieal Proposal and a Prke ProposaJ. Both the Technic;al 
Proposal and die PIi;e. Proposal shalt be: scaled in • single shippinfcontainer. The Technical 
Proposal and the Price Proposal collectively are the proposal. 
6.1.1 Technical Proposal
 
The Tec:hllie~ :~'1"I~siSlOfi . . ;
 
•	 A. slpc;4StIIJ·qrtijahoDi\'itiott ofPun;hat1tt1 Sipature "'e. Any alterations or 
additiorlS to this paJe shall deem the proposal non--responsive; 
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•	 An EXj=eutiy:. ~urilmary. Proposals musa~tain an "'~f summai)' that provides 
an ove:rvie"" althe proposal, hiahliahtin,the dcUvcnlJl. ~ ~rtts. If 
~'SJtip$,."'inlutilized, the Excc;Utivc SUIIIt1ltu'y 1$. ind" eXCCUtin 
sUnlnulties .f.U~ers. . .., 
•	 Teehnl,",l~"*, to the followinl ~ions within tbiHt'P: 
o	 8.0 $ervkc Requirements 
o	 9.0 Verldor Requirements 
Bkklers must restate each RFP Sfetion, listing tilt mandatory or ,!aluatcd specitlcation 
number, and providina a detail response ofhow the proposer ~the speeiflcation. 
Responses m~ to direct evaluators to a brochure or data sheet in substitution to providing 
a detailed response. To do so on a (M) Mandatory Requirement will deem the proposal 
non-responsivl~. To do so on a (E) Evaluated Requirement will result in fewer or zero 
points being awarded. Brochures and data sheets shall be used in support of a detailed 
response only., 
6.1.2 Price IJroposa] 
The proposer !ihall submit its pricing in a separate sealed envelope. Pricing schedules are 
located in RFIJ Section 10.8. Pricing shall be opened only after the technical evaluation has 
been completed on the Technical Proposal. Pricing will be evaluated by comparing the total 
cost of offered solutions. A solution's total cost is the sum of the pricing shown in the 
pricing schedules PLUS applicable taxes, surcharges and fees PLUS any direct 
implementation costs incurred by the state. 
6.2 ACCURACY AND CONCISENESS 
ProposaJls must be ~.urate 804 concise. They must be subm~, b,t a three-ring or similar 
binder with ~:h se¢1ion separated by tabs that are clearly markctCl.Avoid extraneous 
attachments and superfluous information that may detract from substantive information in the 
Proposal. 
6.3 QUANTITY 
BiddC1'5 will s&llbmit~tM followi...: 
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• 
• 
• 
•	 ODe (1) eoaaplete Redacted Copy of their .ad" proposal SpeeUkaUy Oil CD or USB 
device. 
All materials may be shipped in a single shipping container. 
7.0 CURRENT EXISTING STATE NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURES 
The State of Idaho currently has three (3) significant, existing networks with connections in numerous 
locations throughout the state, and one (I) Metro network located in the Capitol Mall. Details of these 
specific State m:twork infrastructures are listed below: 
7.1 IdaNet 
The IdaNet network is comprised ofa combination of Master Service Agreements and physical ATM 
circuits connecting Cisco MGX switches in Boise (2), Meridian (I), Lewiston (I), and Coeur 0'Alene 
(I). The ATM circuits allow for IdaNet to form a self-healing ring connecting the switches in each 
city. The state anticipates life cycle replacement of the Cisco MGX switches by 2011. 
IdaNet serves 57 state organizations utilizing 247 virtual circuits provisioned at layer 2. Classes of 
service are CBR, VBR nrt, and UBR. Rates vary according to class of service, and beginning in 
FY I0, by geographic area. Annual operating costs are approximately $600,000, including circuit 
costs and switch maintenance. The network is monitored and managed by the Department of Labor. 
Billing is managed by the Office of the CIO. 
See accompanying document, located at Appendix B, Schedule 1, IdaNet for further information 
on state agency locations connected through IdaNet. 
7.2 IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
The Idaho Transportation Department (ITO) maintains a significant state owned, IP based routed 
network that supports ITO Highways, Division of Motor Vehicles (DMV) and partner agency 
operations. The original network was put in place to interface with the citizens of Idaho across 44 
county locations in order to conduct business with the State DMV. Today the ITD network supports 
Idaho State Police, Secretary of State, Eastern Idaho Technical College, County Courts, 911 
Emergency Services, redundant communications for state and county/tribal Emergency Operations 
Centers (EOCs) and more. 
The ITO network is constantly changing and expanding to meet the business needs ofITD and its 
partners, and carries a wide array of network traffic including voice, video and traditional information 
based data used iin file sharing and database access. 
Security is also a major area of focus on the ITO network based on the sensitivity of the information 
used by the DMV, which contains personal information of citizens. Furthermore, partner agencies 
carry sensitive and confidential information relating to public voting, police operations and homeland 
security operations. 
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The ITO network is managed by four full-time State employees consisting of two Network Analysts 
and two Senior Network Analysts, reporting under the Infrastructure and operation section of ITO's 
Enterprise Technology Services group. 
See accompanying document, located at Appendix B, Schedule 2, Idaho Transportation 
Department for further infonnation on state agency locations connected through ITO. 
7.3 IDAHO BUREAU OF HOMELAND SECURITY 
The Idaho Bureau of Homeland Security (BHS) has responsibility for State emergency 
communications and operations. In support of those communication needs, BHS maintains a 
statewide digital microwave system supporting radio, voice, video and data infrastructure to state, 
local, and tribal government entities. There is a current BHS project to install secure broadband 
communication links from the State Emergency Operations Center (EOe) to each respective 
County/Tribal EOC facility, providing 10MBS of capacity to these sites. This project is currently 
underway and anticipated completion to be December 2009. Support is provided by Public Safety 
Communications with a staff ofadministrative and technical personnel (23 total). There is IP 
transport capacity available throughout the microwave infrastructure to supplement an lEN concept, 
particularly in rural Idaho locations. 
See accompanying document located at Appendix B, Schedule 3, Idaho Bureau of Homeland 
Security for infi)nnation related to organizations and connections through a public safety related 
network operated by the Idaho Bureau of Homeland Security 
7.4 CAPITOL MALL FIBER NETWORK (CMFONI) 
CMFONI is the fiber optic network that provides connectivity to state agencies within the Capitol 
Mall. The majority of the network consists of state owned and vendor leased multi-mode fiber with 
some state-owm:d limited installations of single-mode fiber. 
See accompanying document located at Appendix B, Schedule 4, Capitol MaU Fiber Network 
(CMFONI) for infonnation related to the CMFONI network maintained by the Department of 
Administration. 
8.0 SERVICE REQUIREMENTS 
Public High Schools designated in Phase I to migrate to this new lEN service must be 
converted NLT I February 20 I0, with all IP addresses routing through the Internet. The 
conversion from the current Internet Service Provider should be as transparent as possible. 
The State of Idaho is cognizant of a growing demand for bandwidth. The State is interested 
in identifYing a Contractor who will meet the current and future telecommunications needs of 
eligible participants over the term of the contract. The successful Contractor will provide a 
cost-effective, scalable, and flexible transport service that will be able to meet the demands 
of the network participants and it is expected the services would meet any future needs of 
other eligible participants as deemed appropriate. Bidders will kkntifY services that are a 
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8.1 (ME) TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 
•	 The Vendor will maintain an ingress internet bandwidth capacity at the main hub site 
of an amount no less than 50% of the sum of transport bandwidth provided to all local 
sites. As lEN sites are added and/or deleted or local site bandwidth is increased 
or decreased, the egress bandwidth capacity at the main hub site(s) will be modified to 
maintain the 50% requirement. Increases or reductions in costs for the main hub site(s) ingress 
Internet bandwidth will be included in the costs provided to the State when adding or deleting 
a site and making local site bandwidth modifications. Internet2 bandwidth will not be included 
in the 50% re uirement. 
•	 Th~ ~erndoi''i," the op~jonfur tm!.:to ~ '1;,1)1. reston" 
Il1t~ I .. . """"0' if I! (0 Au 5,eflQh~fU.fivoyears,
:;fr(,	 ' ·"'i~· ·.~~.~f.wtM.....uaa:iCrl~;fO 'Res~j' " . ...••~.~{'rcMd 
say. bY. l[.u '.(~t'II')' in Ivai loint'" ', .. idth. After-August 
15 the regional Internet ingress bandwidth will return to its previous level. lEN users 
will !!2! be required to exercise this option. 
•	 The Vendor shall provide the ability to make small incremental bandwidth 
increases within two business days (for example, going from 512K to 1.5 Mbps). All other 
proposed bandwidth increases will need to be approved by the State OCIO in coordination 
with the affected customer. 
•	 The Vendor shall provide assistance to the State of Idaho OCIO office and our public school 
districts\llibraries, upon approval of funding by the State Legislature, to inventory and catalog 
all existing distance learning, networking, and video conferencing equipment, currently 
deployed throughout their schools in order to determine actual customer lEN requirements. 
This "network communications" inventory will also be used to determine the supportability of 
standards-based H.323, and\or Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) video conferencing 
capabilities (See Appendix E). It will also be used to determine actual requirements for other 
high bandwidth and QoS distance learning and tracking applications (e.g. Unitedstreaming, 
netTrekk,er, Blackboard, Moodie, interactive weblogs\podcasts, and support for a new State of 
Idaho "Longitudinal Data Network" tracking system) across the lEN network, to see if new 
equipment or additional bandwidth may need to be procured and installed. 
•	 The Vendor will also provide installation and technical virtual help desk and possible onsite 
assistancll to school districts in the support of their respective video teleconferencing 
programs. Specifically, high quality, reliable video teleconferencing (VTC) is essential for 
conducting effective Distance Education classes. Circuit-switched connections using 
Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) have provided, and continue to provide, network 
transport necessary for VTC applications, within the State of Idaho, but several limitations 
exist in using circuit-switched services, such as their cost and sometimes poor service 
reliability. Fortunately, recent advances in VTC technology have significantly improved VTC 
capabilities through reduction in size, operational complexity, and cost of VTC equipment. 
Additionally, the ability to conduct quality VTC over Internet Protocol (IP) networks is now 
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Vendors in support ofVTC operations will provide a network infrastructure capable of 
providing full screen, high quality video at a miniwym of 30 frames per second, with 60 
interlaced fields per second (i.e. resolution and frame rates equivalent to that of the National 
Television System Committee [NTSC] television) for viewing people in the teleconference or 
up to 1024 x 768 [19] for viewing graphic images on computer monitors. See Appendix E, 
Video T1eleconferencing Goals and Proposed Classroom Equipment Specifications, for 
additional information concerning the minimum base standards that the State will be 
considering in their efforts to develop viable VTC support packages in support of our public 
Phase I High Schools, and subsequent Phase II Elementary and Middle Schools. 
The Vendor shall work with the State ofIdaho OCIO Office during Phase I, to identify 
specific iinitial pilot school candidates within the respective counties that the lEN Task Force 
has identified per Appendix C, to demonstrate some lEN "ProofofConcept" network 
installations, which are geographically dispersed throughout key areas in the State, during the 
initial phase of this project. 
All conn,ections must be "full duplex" in nature, and to the limit allowed by the technology of 
the proposed circuit, the entire capacity of the physical circuit must be available unless 
otherwisl~ indicated. 
Anticipated acceptable physical circuits are OC-3, OC-12, Fast Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet, but 
other options will be considered. Ethernet options will have a preference. 
The vendor will also need to leverage in their network design and planned lEN build-outs, 
wherever applicable, all available State of Idaho IP transport capabilities to include available 
Idaho Bureau of Homeland Security microwave infrastructure capabilities, which are in the 
process of undergoing significant network upgrades, with the infusion of high speed IP 
transport technologies into this core network infrastructure (See Appendix A, Schedule 3), to 
supplement our lEN concept, particularly in remote rural Idaho locations. Additionally, 
vendors will need to provide support for emerging educational applications that have large 
bandwidth and QoS requirements (e.g. Blackboard, Idaho Longitudinal Data Student Tracking 
System, e:tc.) as additional required bandwidth to run these applications becomes available. 
For the duration of the contract, the Vendor must maintain adequate internet capacity within 
their network(s) to meet the capacity obligations of this RFP. 
If the circuit provided by the vendor has any redundant characteristics that will help reduce the 
exposure to equipment or circuit failure, please provide an overview of the redundant 
capabilities. 
The Vendor will provide sufficient bandwidth at Internet gateway sites to ensure that over any 
two successive five minute polling intervals, the utilization of the links is less than 80% 
capacity alnd provide written documentation and verification to identify anytime the 80% 
capacity is breached, to include bursting and\or multiple users. 
It is required that the Vendor assumes all responsibility for the maintenance and overall 
operation of the Vendor supplied equipment and services. Vendor access to required Idaho 
Education Network locations will be coordinated directly between the Vendor and lEN 
customer location(s). 
The Vendor will monitor and maintain relevant circuits and equipment related to this service 
on a 7x24x52 basis. Vendors will also develop a procedure that will make available real-time 
views into all service components among all sites covered by this contract, leveraging 
currently available network monitoring tools, and extending those monitoring capabilities to 
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the Idaho OCIO and other educational entities as directed. Real-time "viewing" access will 
allow the Idaho Office of the CIO and others, to ensure high standards of service support are 
being met IAW established SLAs, and to meet customer requirements for support. It is desired 
that Vendors will also provide training (remote, or onsite), at no cost to the state, on these 
monitoring capabilities, upon request. Current State Network monitoring capabilities include 
the use ofa product called "Spectrum", but Vendors are encouraged to propose alternate 
solutions. 
•	 The Vendor will respond (e.g. contact and begin troubleshooting efforts with the affected 
customer(s» to any outages or interruptions in service within one (I) hour of a detected or 
reported problem. For prolonged network outages (beyond I hour), the Vendor will notifY the 
Idaho OCIO office of the issue and keep the Idaho OCIO office appraised of ongoing efforts to 
fix the problem. A complete record of this extended network outage, troubleshooting "after 
action" report, will be forwarded to the Office of the OCIO office, via Email or other agreed 
upon ele,ctronic means, within 24 hours ofproblem resolution by the Vendor. 
•	 Spare V{mdor supplied equipment must be available in a reasonable time period depending on 
the location of the outage (e.g. large metropolitan areas, a 4 hour response time is required; in 
more rural areas, a 8 hour response time would be acceptable in cases ofan equipment failure; 
however, onsite spares, would be a preferred course of action to expeditiously resolve network 
problems for these remote locations). 
•	 When planned network maintenance activities are conducted by the Vendor which runs the 
risk of interrupting or diminishing service, the Idaho Office of the CIO must be notified of the 
event at least three (3) business days in advance. Additionally, the Vendor agrees to work with 
the entities to find an alternate date or time for the maintenance if the proposed time(s) would 
be particularly harmful. 
•	 The Vendor will provide security on offered services against hackers, viruses and other threats 
to this lEN network. V'" wU1I11l.\l.~in writinl.how~· to *ure our lEN 
network 'to' ,,,~~cJ"1UtolOJi~iPOUC" $OttWarc; 
•	 The v~lOt ". :.~ ij~~niort~~nUl~·tljpwiDa~.·.ttaffiowill tlOWa<:r05S 
tho VCrtd~ ,~(~"j ~·~fue;W~p~ar.·· •• '. ·····Cting il1t~ acx:ess, 
videoeol' ",·tom tfi~ s¢hocJts~into lEN'oOre, ete.)~;, 
•	 Given thl~ inherent complexities of our current State ofidaho legacy networks, Vendors need 
to ensure that supporting network engineering staff have the experience and caliber needed to 
design, maintain and upgrade our lEN network. Designated support engineers must also 
demonstl"ate a proficiency in maintaining our current legacy equipment, as depicted in 
Appendix B. Additionally, it is desired that skilled engineers demonstrate proficiencies in the 
areas of core routing and switching, security, voice, video, and Multi Protocol Label Switching 
(MPLS), with an expectation that these engineers will be the ones doing the design, operation, 
maintenance and accreditation ofthis lEN network. Vendors ¥tflf~lude resumes ofpotential 
lEN enaince6 lIu.... staffas part oftheir RFP response, tdbtclUde a eomprehensive list of 
all network otftifi~ and years ofexperience. 
•	 Vendor proposed Ethernet Solutions must also support connectivity over the National 
LambdaRaii Infrastructure (NLR) and INTERNET2 (12) networks, helping to expand the 
State's theoretical and experimental research capabilities as they relate to both K-12 and 
higher education.. Oiien .... aancnt &ooomk situation in JdaIt~ in kccpinl with 
Leaislati1vc d::: '·w.. to mha costs ..-d levage oxistinl S!t~Ul"CC$, w~ver possible, 
~.:c=~~:~~,'. }".:::;=it.:v=:t..~n~~J~,~~~~~:::tiM 
Idaho Reaiortl .. Network (IRON). in providina this .~articUlarlY to our higher _.t. 
education institutions who desire these services (e.g. BSU, University ofidaho, etc). 
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•	 The Idaho OCIO Office will maintain a complete set ofInternet routing tables for information 
and se<;urity purposes. The Vendor agrees to provide that information to our routers through 
BGP routing protocols. 
•	 Vendors must also demonstrate an ability to support multiple applications, from content 
delivery and Internet access to IP Telephony, video, audio, web conferencing, storage and 
unified collaboration. This includes understanding "Bell Schedules" and working with the 
Department of Education to work out scheduling of associated technology assets (e.g. Video 
Teleconferencing capabilities) to support customer requirements for services, at differing 
times. 
•	 Vendors must also be capable of providing burstable connections (25% or higher) with the 
ability to effectively manage short periods of high usage (2-4 hours). Specifically, the Vendor 
will provide bursting capability to allow sites to exceed allocated bandwidth when 80% 
capacity is reached, in order to track and identifY additional bandwidth needs at individual 
sites. 
•	 The Vendor will outline its ability to provide robust communication services that protect [EN 
customms from interruption of services during the business day and ensure resiliency of the 
services being offered. 
•	 Vendors will provide capacity increases and outline costs associated with these changes that
 
must be completed within 45 days of the Idaho OCIOs request.
 
•	 Our K-12 schools, libraries, and state agencies have various IP address class sizes. By 
responding to this proposal, Vendors must understand and agree that they are willing to route 
these addresses at the request of these school districts. Vendors will also ensure that all 
assigned engineering personnel working on our lEN network are compliant with CIPA 
policies concerning the protection of Children to include vendor certified background checks. 
•	 Vendor proposed solutions must also address connectivity methodologies to both public 
Internet protocol (IP) networks and private backbones, as both students and instructors will 
need access to internal web portals for student and administrative services, as well as partner 
institution web portals for educational research. 
•	 The Vendor will provide basic content filtering for all sites in accordance with CIPA 
guidelinl~s to ensure compliance with E-Rate policies for Internet Access. 
•	 Vendors must work with respective School Districts and libraries concerning policies and 
actions' regarding the filtering of sites or content, such restrictions and filters also need to be 
documented in your monthly reports back to the State OCIO office. Note, however, that this 
section is not intended to prevent any Internet Service Provider (ISP) from limiting traffic 
from a site causing harm to the Internet or any of its customers. Note that any filtering or DNS 
changes done by Vendors must be documented and approved by the Idaho State OCIO office. 
•	 The Vendor will also provide a network design in which: 
a.	 Layer 2 QoS tags pass unimpeded through the network 
b.	 Layer 2 performance will be adequate to support jitter and low-latency sensitive 
applications (i.e. Video over IP) 
c.	 IEEE 802.1q VLANs can be established at the request of the Idaho OCIO office. 
d.	 Vendor, Idaho OCIO Office and/or eligible participants will manage the IP 
addressing and IP routing in a cooperative fashion, by actively participating in 
monthly OCIO sponsored lEN change management meetings. 
•	 The Venclor will also: 
a. Indicate what layer 2 QoS capabilities the network will honor and support, 
(i.e.802.l p queuing) 
b.	 Xndicate availability of real time performance metrics (i.e. SNMP) access to a State­
provided list of authorized monitoring stations. 
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c. Articulate the way in which overall cloud utilization will be monitored and under 
what conditions and within what timeframes upgrades will be implemented to ensure 
that the purchased bandwidth is available on demand to participants. 
d. Indicate the timeframe in which requests for virtual networks or layer 2 QoS changes 
will be honored. 
To account for schools, libraries who wish to deploy more services and utilize more bandwidth 
as compared to schools and libraries that do not, vendors shall respond with two different 
deployment standards. One standard with a "high bandwidth edge router" and one with a 
"low balrldwidth edge router". This is an area that will be included in our evaluation criteria 
concerning the technical merits of submitted proposals, in enabling our supported lEN 
customers to pursue additional network upgrades. 
The Vendor will provide for all bundled Internet services to be upgraded as needed within the 
timeframe identified in section 8.2. Shared services will be allocated or reallocated based on 
use or ne'ed and at no cost to the State, with future configurations being kept in line with E­
Rate eligibility standards for all services through a coordinated process with the OCIO office 
and must adhere to the 80% capacity rule per site. 
The Vendor will provide monthly written reports by the 15th of the following month on 
utilization, network traffic capacity and perfonnance tuning, service usage (broken down by 
institution and protocol) and other network utilization as needed by the Department of 
Administration, OCIO office for reporting to the Legislature. 
The Vendor will provide written monthly reports, including agreed upon metrics that verify or 
indicate service levels are being met, NLT 15 of each Month to the OCIO. 
The Vendor will provide real-time Web access to monthly reports of all trouble ticket activity 
involving customer support to the OCIO and other educational entities that request this 
infonnation. 
The Vendor will meet all E-Rate guidelines and stay in good standing with the program by
 
filing forms and meeting established Federal E-Rate deadlines.
 
The Vendor will develop a procedure for providing our supported educational entities and
 
state customer, lEN network "knowledge transfer" classes, in collaboration with the Idaho
 
State CIO office. The resulting procedure will be disseminated to lEN customers through
 
workshops for technical support held twice a year (lEN Day) at designated locations
 
throughout the state and at no cost to the State.
 
The Vendor will provide customer interaction through a customer service representative. IVR
 
and other machine interactions are not acceptable, with the exception of voice mail when the
 
staff is currently helping other customers.
 
The Vendor will interact with customers to provide advanced engineering services (i.e. support
 
to individlual district network managers for troubleshooting district area network exchanges
 
with the perfOrmanceof the bundle Internet access).
 
Vendors lU'C ~ to supply lOy additional iltfunnation f ..
 
graphs, testimiU(ts,""iews, and comperisons ofyoW . ",
 
traffIC 5tatisti~ *.)''Which would bf ofuse in deMtminm.
 
and the Q1lJa1itY::o~the.:\Vcndor's eomiCdions and services, to i
 
competitive atll9.t~ to ~. potcntiall¥N ~stoL,
 
terms ofc:xistilj ~ork JftisraCion.~. ~kaI . 
Ifthe Vc:ndor\~compl)' wtdt·1ftY one or~oftht 
any oftlllO "ej'~ tile V....wUl iMIM with, 
and complete~e starin. the rcason(s) why QCcptiori t*ken. The reason(s) may 
be economic, technical, etc. The lEN proposal evaluation team will make the final 
detennination as to the acceptability of Proposals which take exception to the 
requirements set forth herein. 
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•	 It is understood and expected that existing conditions may occasionally be the cause 
of a mutually agreed to compromise of some of the requirements set forth herein. The 
Vendors are encouraged to advance all opportunities which will provide an 
acceptable system at the lowest possible cost. 
8.2 (ME) TECHNOLOGY REFRESHMENT CLAUSE 
The State and the Contractor will work in partnership to ensure the services provided 
under this contract will be continuously refreshed as technologies evolve and user 
needs grow. The State of Idaho Chief Infonnation Office, in conjunction with or on behalf of all other 
participants, will assume the primary role in seeking and proposing new technologies and 
enhancements. This technology refreshment clause will be a required condition of the contract. As a 
pottion. ofthe ,,"pO. }ajtUs RFP. biddCrs ~lidtritt1Y a$I.·dGi·· .. . .ent new Hi'Viees 
eUmntJy "ii1geo~for dePJo~t Anticipated (f . '"shaJUlso be iatntmod. The 
State and the Contractor will conduct periodic reviews of the contract at specific milestones during 
the tenn of the contract to review service offerings and pricing. These reviews may result in 
expanding the services offered by the Contractor to include new pricing elements or pricing 
modifications associated with improved economies of scale and/or technological innovations. 
Changes in the industry related to regulation and/or pricing mechanisms may also result in 
modification of rates identified in the services offered by the Contractor. These review periods will 
commence no later than the 24th month (~February I, 2011)from the effective date of the contract; the 
36th month (~February 1,2012) from the effective date of the contract. 
8.3 (ME) SERVICE LEVEL GUARANTEES 
This network must support production applications that require a high degree of 
reliability and must operate with little or no service disruptions for twenty-four (24) 
hours a day, seven <?, days a week. c~wm ~vidcsQt~iOJt, ' the 
~~H? ..~sys~'aiJd/or other disastet avoidQ . ~cry eapabnitiei}J~s.tt iliCSe ftecdS, Contractors must have the necessary 
stafffor the installation and maintenance of their network responsibilities and' 
necessary staff to assist the State in its instalIation and maintenance of critical 
;~~;~es:v~~s~:I=:rs;::~-::tru=r~~:••;~:~s 
servlecs. The following perfonnance specifications are required service level 
guarantees. Th(~ Contractor will confonn to these service level agreements, which are 
to include details concerning restoration procedures and goals, escalation procedures, 
and non-conformance penalties. 
8.4 (ME) SPECIFICATIONS 
At a minimum, Internet and circuit availability will be 99.95% or greater as measured 
over twelve consecutive months. 
Mean time to repair (MTTR) a failed transport backbone network element, measured over twelve 
consecutive months, will be 4 hours for Large Metropolitan Areas; 8 hours for Remote Support 
Areas. 
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End-to-End Network MTIR: 4 hours for Large Metropolitan Areas; 8 hours for Remote Support
 
Areas.
 
Following the final system acceptance by the State, the Contractor shall guarantee 
overall network performance in accordance with RFP mandated requirements. Any 
outages and/or diminished QoS that are not resolved prior to the expiration of the four hour MTIR 
(Mean Time To Repair) for Large Metropolitan Areas; or 8 hours for Remote Support Areas, shall 
result in a credit to the State equal to four (4) days credit of service and one (I) day credit of service 
for each additional hour ofoutage and/or diminished QoS on the same circuit or network component. 
Repeated outag(lS and/or diminished QoS on the same circuit or network segment greater than four (4) 
occurrences per month shall receive a full month credit for that circuit or network segment. 
8.5 (ME) PROJECT PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT 
The State of Idaho acknowledges that project management and implementation
 
procedures willirequire alignment and adjustment ofwork processes for the
 
Contractor's organizations, the educational entities, and the State. The alignment will
 
be part of the contract finalization, however the Contractor will respond to this RFP
 
assuming the following responsibilities listed below. Specifically, the State of Idaho and educational
 
entity manageml:nt staff will:
 
•	 Provide overall project direction and program management. 
•	 Review and approve all project plans and deliverables. 
•	 Ensure that technical assistance and support are provided during the Contractor's
 
implementation phases and ongoing upgrade design of this project.
 
•	 Establish project management guidelines by meeting with the Contractor's project
 
management team as needed.
 
•	 Review and approve all project specific documentation standards and requirements for the 
various types of reports, technical/procedural documentation, and management materials that 
will be produced during the project. 
•	 Coordinale other resources as needed to support the implementation process. 
•	 Provide on-site assistance, as needed during the implementation phases of the
 
project.
 
•	 The State of Idaho lEN management staff will also assist the Contractor in identifying eligible 
participants in the network as well as establishing guidelines with the Contractor for ordering, 
moving, adding or changing services. 
Vendor Responsibilities: 
•	 The Contractor will coordinate and administer the requirements of the network
 
service(s) that are proposed with any subcontractors and the participants.
 
•	 The Contractor will maintain a project management office in the State (preferably at a 
location that is within one (I) hour access of Boise Idaho), during the design and cutover 
phases of this project. The office will be responsible for administrative functions, project 
design/development and the required installation. 
•	 The Contractor will maintain toll free lines for voice and facsimile from the State to 
operational facilities for order entry and after hours help desk support. Installation and 
maintenance may be subcontracted to one or more third parties to adequately cover the 
locations of the core transport backbone sites and to provide for rapid response in the event of 
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a service: disruption. The Contractor will provide infonnation regarding intent to maintain its 
facilities after project implementation has been completed. 
•	 The Contractor will maintain toll free voice lines for after hours helpdesk support for the 
duration of the contract. This point of contact will serve as the single point of contact for all 
services and equipment provided by the contract, including services and equipment 
subcontracted to another vendor. 
• 
• 
• 
9.0 VENDOR REQUIREMENTS 
9.1 (ME) PROPOSER'S BACKBONE 
9.2 (ME) PEERING AND TRANSIT RELATIONSHIPS 
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9.3 (ME) SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENTS FOR CUSTOMERS ("SLAs") 
Include ill yow' proposal a IOOpy of the Pmposcr'! standard servi~. ~el~ for customers, 
takiilS into accoUntthii mftrics eStablish«l in 1.4 SpeciflcaUonsfoi"1ntemCt lUIa VTC Quality of 
servi&;e. Ensure tmG tile pm:cntage availability goal of the· Pro~. _k~ is included. Also 
describe the Prtlpos«f'st8pacity planning pt\)«S1 that is used to erts~'1he~ rileets or exceeds 
established SLAs. 
9.4 (ME) TRACE ROUTE AND PING TESTS 
Include in YOUt' proposal the results of select trace route and ping tests. It is recommended that 
providers use "pathping" to produce these results for their respective RFP responses. The destinations 
to be tested follow: 
Coeur d'Alene School District 
http://www.cdaschools.org/ 
Lewiston School District 
http://www.lewiston.kI2.id.us/ 
University of Idaho 
http://www.uidaho.edul 
Meridian School District 
http://www.meridianschools.org/ 
Boise State University 
http://www.idbsll.edul 
Twin Falls School District 
http://www.tfsd.k12.id.us 
College of Southern Idaho 
http://www.csLedui 
Idaho State University 
http://www.isu.edul 
Idaho Falls School District 
http://www.d91.kI2.id.us/ 
Salmon School District 
http://www.salmon.k12.id.us/ 
9.5 (E) PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS 
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Describe pro(t.ssional!~ations relau;d to Internet $Ci'Viees (feg., NANOO)m which the Proposer 
actively contributes and participates. 
9.6 (E) OIRGANIZATION 
~ribe yourof1ln~ structure and explain how your orpni~n qualitlcs to be responsive 
to th!: rnanaaemeft~ ~istrativo, enaiMorinltm4 ~hnical reqUit~~ts ofdils RFP. Elaborat~ in 
detail on your teehrti"~statrs training and familiarity with the clesi_administration and repair ofa 
CiscO-based ne1twotkbtj architecture. 
9.7 (E) QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE 
9.8 (E) REFERENCES 
;~~•.,:,==:~==:n~~.~~m~~:=;~
 ~:~~~"o(~ltFP hav~ beertprovldod~ tfwt~ Is ~iNc to_we the: accurac:yana klov_ ofprovl{id rcfcrene:es. .. 
For .J)!II1nOr$btps· ~;by the propos¢r in tho supplying of tho sery~, for oqh putner us~, the 
propOser I1lUitJ'fOyklt;~;rninirnum of thrct (3) trade rcf~es, ~1~~. nant4;S of pensons who may 
be contacted, th<ir ~ns, addresses, and phone numbers where services similar in scope to the 
requitetrumts ofthis ~. have been provided. The Proposer is responsible to ensure the accuracy and 
relevancy of provided references for the partners. 
9.9 (ME) FINANCIALS 
1~lude inyout PrO'1lcopies ofth,.1Jtest two years' audited annlUlMinancial statements, and all 
~ propose'" fort-' supply ofthii servk-.; This information is for evaluation purposes only, 
should demonstrate the Proposer's financial stability and must include balance sheets, income 
statements, credit ratings, lines of credit, or other financial arrangements sufficient to enable the 
Proposer to be capable of meeting the requirements of this RFP. This information will be held in 
confidence to thl~ extent that law allows. 
•unav..t.blc, fully explain the reason and; ptovide the latest non-audited 
" ~ Sheets, ~~~l~gofetedit, -tattcnts ()f ~h 
tal POSition. Include Infonnatton to·.~ to the 8CeUl'aey of the 
9.10 (E) BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION 
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Ptovldo bi~pJtj.'fnfcmnatioJ1 for*h ,..tl'm4!tJber res .. ft)td.f~ impl~ttQnH)~ ~anagemen~or othifpo$ittMs idond. .. the requimncnts ofthe 
RFP. Include rclcviftt education, experience and licensing or .oon. 
9.11 (ME) IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 
9.12 (E) DEPLOYMENT STATUS REPORTS 
The Contractor's designated project manager will provide weekly reports of the status 
of any deployment schedules to the State's designated lEN project manager. Deployment status 
reports will provide weekly information related to the adherence to the deployment schedule 
identified in Appendix A, identification of issues affecting the deployment schedule, and 
recommended resolution(s) to any identified barriers to network deployment. 
9.13 (E) BILLING 
The State will plrOvide detailed billing instructions for each order as placed. In some 
cases the billed entity will be a consolidated billing to the State in an electronic format. 
For E-Rate eligible entities, the contractor will be instructed to bill the E-Rate processing organization 
directly (USAC, Service Provider Invoice, Form 474) in accordance with established E-Rate policies 
to ensure that appropriate E-Rate processing can be accomplished. The contractor must comply with 
all applicable E-Rate requirements. The State may request a copy or summary of billings to other 
entities. 
9.14 (E) CERTIFICATION 
The State requires that the bidder be certificated by the Idaho Division of Purchasing 
Commission to provide the services outlined in this Section of this RFP. The Bidders 
must elaborate on whether they would be willing to file Tariffs with Division of Purchasing speci fic 
to the network pmposed in their bid. The Bidder must elaborate on whether they are willing to accept 
direct payment ~or USF and NUSF contributions to their proposed network and whether they are 
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willing to deduct these contributions from the State's monetary obligations toward a contract resulting 
from this RFP. 
9.15 (ME) PROOF OF PERFORMANCE 
Vendors will provide in writing detailed plans for testing of the lEN core network, following the 
installation and activation of all equipment, to include testing of each link to insure and veritY proper 
transmission sptleds and low latency. Vendors will also provide a plan on how they will document 
these tests and present their findings to the State lEN DCID office. Note the results of all these tests 
will be documented by the contractor, given to the State and become a part of the Vendors 
Maintenance records, along with required monthly status reports specified in sections 8.1 and 9.12. 
10.0 PRICING SCHEDULES 
The Biddei ~ill C:larlf~fi'.~h off-.d Hf\1iCC (by sen~ trp') .. speel8e.OIl all clements, 
p~f(eIsi'~' influd~in the~BjdproposaJs will~tft ofnOnnalarowth. as 
well U pl~ilnd uijpJannea networkox{Jarisioo or setvlet .. • All prices shall be 
proposed on a "per unit" as a recurring or nonrecurring basis. All bidder costs must be reflected in 
either the monthly recurring or nonrecurring charges. No additional charges will be accepted. The 
State shall not be required to purchase any specific service or minimum quantities of network 
services. The quantities provided in this RFP as examples are for the sole purpose of assisting the 
Bidders in preparation of their proposals and for the State to evaluate the feasibility of the proposed 
network solutions. The State shall not be responsible for any cost that is not identified in the Bidders 
proposal. 
10.1 (E) NETWORK EQUIPMENT AND HARDWARE COSTS (NON-CPE) 
Network equipment and hardware (non.cPE) will be part ofand included in the itemized transport 
circuit costs. Cil'l~uit costs will be bundled costs. including aU hardwlW, 
10.2 (E) INSTALLATION COSTS 
Ifone-time installationlset-up charg~ are appIialblc. these rates shaU _delineated in the cost portion 
of the proposal. This cbst fot:the circuit installation shall include all o~ costs ass~iated with 
termination to th4: ~ point from the network side and/or fees.lIIociated with 
interco~ion to local exchange carriers. 
10.3 (E) SOFTWARE, WARRANTY, AND MAINTENANCE COSTS 
The Bi~ will ineludf ~~fot~. warranty. and maintcmance ,the provided cimJits in the 
scrvic:o ..... SOf~~,.iny initillot ~ soh.. requi .CKh item of~pment 
proposed fot tho lr1ctW. to I+tf«m u • fully fi.mctiotteI. Intepated ~ Contractot's network 
and assoCiated service fates. the softWare costs shall include all of the wing applicable costs: 
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10.4 (M) OPTIONAL ,SERVICES 
10.5 (E) TOTAL COSTS 
. .... "'~ ....d.list·()f$~i~,~1JlI jn·th«a,~¥4 ~1~·i"L. .'~;~;any~~~~~~:· 
tileS". toev~iJitt . ices inc:btpOrattdlrlt&c;pro' 
J¥stIlted\,r~)~~,f()t 
'assoCiatN eliatjes. 
Additionally, vendors are encouraged to: 
•	 Minimize any "transport" or "backhaul" charges in support of a stable per megabit pricing 
algorithm. 
•	 SpecifY all fees for activation, termination and/or processing if allowable changes in capacity 
are reqUl~sted during the life of the contract. 
•	 . Provide a means to clearly determine the monthly recurring costs associated to the 
amount of Internet capacity purchased or consumed. 
•	 Indicate the availability and any associated pricing details for the State to obtain 
additional TCP/IP address ranges during the term of the contract. 
10.6 (E) COST AND SERVICE OFFERING REVIEWS DURING THE CONTRACT 
The State and tht: Contractor will conduct periodic reviews of the contract at specific milestones 
during the term of the contract to review service offerings and pricing as specified under item 8.2 
Technology Refreshment. 
10.7 (E) PROPOSAL COST EVALUATION 
The proposal cost will be evaluated based on the monthly recurring costs multiplied by the applicable 
length of contract in months, not to include extensions, plus the one-time non-recurring costs. 
10.8 (E) PR1ICING SCHEDULES 
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All pricing schedules must be complete and accurate, containing all costs related to provisioning 
Internet services. Pricing in these schedules must reflect the Proposer's pricing before the application 
of any taxes, fees, surcharges or volume discounts. 
All schedules contained in the electronic version of this RFP are embedded Excel worksheets. Please 
contact the Diviision ofPurchasing if you desire to use or require assistance in using these worksheets. 
\;S~~.ti~A(PtOP6~&1;VdidoriEN·soJtitJ),&'(l¢P'~~lOli~~~~.)~ , ' 
Monthly 
One-time Recurring 
Item no. Description charge ($) Charge ($) 
I TOTAL PRICE 
2 Breakdown ofTotal Price: 
Schedule'B: IDcremetitai BartdWid«i;'(}{f~sealri~ 8': 1)-" 
Monthly 
One-time Recurring 
Item no. Description charge ($) Charge ($) Notes 
I Fixed incremental bandwidth 
(indicate incremental units) 
2 Burstable incremental bandwidth
 
(indicate incremental units)
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Monthly 
One-time Recurring 
Item no. Description charge ($) Charge ($) Notes 
I Fixed bandwidth 
(indicate units) 
2 Burstable bandwidth 
(indicate units) 
.. SQ~~ri1C)Jj;VlilU6-addedcSeri1CeSfotmNQ~'(RfP~Cgion'IO.4). 
MontWy 
One-time Recurring 
Item no. Description charge ($) Charge ($) 
I DNS Caching 
2 Network Security 
3 Application Level Monitoring 
4 Content Filtering 
5 IP Maintenance 
6 E-Mail & Archiving Services 
7 Managt:d Firewall Services 
8 Traffic Prioritization Services 
9 Other value-added services 
:&:liMUfiEi'~e\forPerf()_ce'aMJ1~eReports(ttFp' secti6ti&I} . 
Monthly 
One-time Recurring 
Item no. Description charge ($) Charge ($) Notes 
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Taxes, Fees, and Surcharges 
While the State is generally except from payment of taxes, identifY and explain the 
various existing taxes, fees and surcharges that apply to offered Internet services. 
Provide an average overall percentage markup that may be applied to the Proposer's 
pricing in thle preceding schedules that reflects the taxes, fees and surcharges that Users 
will pay. 
Volume Di!iCounts 
IdentifY and explain any volume discounts the Proposer is willing to offer and the 
basis for qualifYing for them (e.g., revenue, usage, number of access points). 
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APPENDIX A 
SCHEDULE 1: LIST OF lEN PHASE ONE PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS 
Idaho State hlbUc Hip Sebools Idabo State Publk IIl2b Sebools CODt. 
American Falls Joint District #381 Cascade District #422 
American Falls High School Cascade High School 
Basin District #72 Cassia District #151 
Idaho City High/Middle School Burley High School 
Declo High School 
Bear Lake Disrtict #33 Raft River High School 
Bear Lake Hie,h School Cassia Regional Technical Center 
Blackfoot District #55 Castleford District #417 
Blackfoot High School Castleford High 
Independence Alternative High School 
Cour d'Alene District #271 
Blaine County District #61 Cour d'Alene High School 
Carey School (K-12) Lake City High School 
Wood River Hi~h School Proiect CDA Alternative High School 
Riverbend Technical Academy 
Boise District #1 
Boise High School Cottonwood Joint District #242 
Borah High School Prairie High School 
Capital High Sc:hool 
Dehryl A. Dennis Prof. Tech Ed Ctr. Council District #13 
Fort Boise High School Coucil Hieh School 
Marian Prichett High School 
Mountain Cove High School Dietrich District #314 
Timberline Hi!!:h School 
Emmett District #221 
Bonneville Joint District #93 Emmett High School 
Bonneville High School 
Hillcrest High School Fremont County Joint District #215 
Lincoln High School South Fremont High School 
Boundary County District #101 Genesee Joint District #282 
Bonners Ferry High School 
Glenns Ferry Joint District #192 
Bruneau-Grand View Joint District #365 Glenns Ferry High School 
Rimrock Jr./Sr. High School 
Goodin!! Joint District #231 
Buhl Joint District #412 Gooding High School 
Buhl High School Idaho School for the Deaf and Blind 
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Caldwell District #132 Grace Joint District #148 
Caldwell High School Grace High School 
Canyon Springs Alt High School 
Idaho Digital Learning Academy 
SCHEDULE 1 coot.: LIST OF lEN PHASE ONE PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS 
Idaho PubUc IDab Sebools Idaho PubUc IDab Sellooll Cont. 
Homedale Joint District #370 Madison High School 
Homedale High School 
Marsin2 District #363 
Idaho Falls Dbtrict #91 Marsing High School 
Idaho Falls High School 
Skyline High School McCall-Donnelly District #421 
Westview High School McCall Donnelly High School 
Jefferson County Scbool District #251 Meadow Valley District #11 
Jefferson High School 
Rigby High School Melba Joint District #136 
Melba High School 
Jerome Joint nistrict #261 
Jerome High School Meridian Joint District #2 
Centennial High School 
Kamiah Joint District #304 Central Academy High School 
Kamiah High School Eagle Academy High School 
Eagle High School 
Kello22 Joint District #391 Meridian Academy High School 
Kellogg High Sl~hool Meridian Charter High School 
Meridian High School 
Kimberly District #414 Meridian Medical Arts Charter HS 
Kimberly High School Mountain View High School 
Kootenai Distriict #274 Middleton District #134 
Kootenai High School Middleton High School 
Kuna Joint District #3 Midvale District #433 
Kuna High School Midvale Hi2h School 
Lakeland District #272 Minidoka County Joint District #331 
Lakeland High School Minco High School 
Mountain View Alternative High School Mt. Harrison Jr.lSr. High School 
Timberlake Junior/Senior High School 
Moscow District #281 
Lake Pend Oreille District #84 Moscow High School 
Clark Fork Junior/Senior High School Paradise Creek Regional High School 
Sandpoint High School 
Mountain Home District #193 
Lewiston Distriict #340 Mountain Home High School 
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Lewiston High School 
Mountain View District #244 
Madison Distrilct #321 Clearwater Valley Senior High School 
Central High School Grangeville High School 
SCHEDULE 1 cont.: LIST OF lEN PHASE ONE PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS 
Idaho PubUc Il!lo Scbools Idaho PubUc W.b Schools Coat. 
Mullan District #392 Ririe Joint District #252 
Mullan Junior/Senior High School Ririe High School 
Nampa District #131 Rockland District #382 
Columbia High School Rockland High School 
Nampa High School 
Skyview High School St. Maries Joint District #41 
Community Education Center 
Oneida County District #351 St. Maries High School 
Malad High School UpRiver School 
Orofino Joint District #171 Salmon District #291 
Orofino High School Salmon High School 
Timberline Junior/Senior High School 
Salmon River Joint District #243 
Parma District #137 Salmon River High School 
Parma High School 
Shelley Joint District #60 
Payette Joint District #371 Shelley High School 
Payette Alternative Night School 
Payette High School Shoshone Joint District #312 
Shoshone High School 
Plummer/Worlev Joint District #44 
Lakeside High School Shoshone-Bannock Joint District #537 
Shoshone-Bannock Jr. and Sr. High School 
PocateUo/Chubbuck District #25 
Century High School Snake River District #52 
Highland High School Snake River High School 
Pocatello High School 
Soda Sprin2s Joint District #150 
Post Falls District #273 Caribou High School 
New Version High School Soda Springs High School 
Post Falls High School 
Riverbend Professional Tech Academy Swan ValJey District #92 
Potlatch Distric,t #285 Teton County District #401 
Teton High School 
Preston Joint District #201 
Preston High School Troy District #287 
Troy Junior-Senior High School 
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SCHEDULE 1 cont: LIST OF lEN PHASE ONE PUBLIC HIGH 
SCHOOLS\HIGHER EDUCATION ENTITIES 
Idaho PubUc Wah Schools Idaho CoDeI!a and Univenitia 
Twin Falls District #411 State Colle!!es 
Magic Valley High School College of Southern Idaho 
Robert Stuart High School Eastern Idaho Technical College 
Twin Falls Hi~~h School Lewis-Clark State College 
North Idaho College 
Valley District #262 College of Western Idaho 
Vallivue District #139 State Universities 
Vallivue High School Boise State University 
Idaho State University 
Wallace District #393 University ofIdaho 
Wallace Junior/Senior High School 
Weiser Distrkt #431 
Weiser High School 
Wendell District #232 
Wendell High School 
West Bonner County District #83 
Priest River Lamanna High School 
West Jeffersolll District #253 
West Jefferson High School 
West Side Joint School District #202 
West Side High School 
Whitepine Joint District #288 
Deary High School 
Idaho Distance Education Academv 
Wilder Distrkt #133 
Wilder High School 
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SCHEDULE 2: LIST OF lEN PHASE TWO PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND MIDDLE 
SCHOOLS 
Idaho PubUc IClementary\Mlddle Schools Idaho PabUc Elementary\Middle Schools 
American FalJs Joint District #381 Boise District #1 Continued 
American Falls Intermediate School Horizon Elementary School 
Hillcrest Elementary School Jackson Elementary School 
William Thomas Middle School Jefferson Elementary School 
Les Bois School (Junior High) 
Basin District #72 Liberty Elementary School 
Basin Elementary School Longfellow Elementary School 
Idaho City High/Middle School Lowell Elementary School 
Madison Early Childhood Center 
Bear Lake County District #33 Maple Grove Elementary School 
McKinley Elementary School 
Blackfoot DistJrict #55 Monroe Elementary School 
Blackfoot Sixth Grade Mountain View Elementary School 
Fort Hall Elemt:ntary School North Junior High School 
Groveland Elementary School OWYhee-Harbor Elementary School 
Irving Kindergarten Center Pierce Park Elementary School 
Mountain View Middle School Riverglen Junior High School 
Ridge Crest Elementary School Riverside Elementary School 
Stalker Elementary School Roosevelt Elementary School 
Stoddard Elementary School Shadow Hills Elementary School 
Wapello Elementary School Trail Wind Elementary School 
Valley View Elementary School 
Blaine County District #61 Washington Elementary School 
Bellevue Elementary School (K-2) West Junior High School 
Carey School (K-2) Whitney Elementary School 
Community School Whittier Elementary School 
I 
Ernest HemminJ2;way Elementary (K-5) William Howard Taft Elementary School 
Hailey Elementary School 
Wood River Middle School Bonneville Joint District #93 
Woodside Eleilli~ntary Ammon Elementary School 
Cloverdale Elementary School 
Boise District #1 Fairview Elementarv School 
Adams Elementary School Falls Valley Elementary School 
Amity Elementary School Hillview Elementary School 
Cole Elementary School Iona Elementary School 
Collister Elementary School Rimrock Elementary School 
Cynthia Mann Elementary School Rocky Mountain Middle School 
Fairmont Junior High School Sandcreek Middle School 
Franklin Elementary School Taylor's Crossing Public Charter School 
Garfield Elementary School Tiebreaker Elementary School 
Hawthorne Elementary School Ucon Elementary School 
Highlands Elem(~ntary School White Pine Charter School 
Hillcrest Elementary School Woodland Hills Elementary School 
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1 1Hillside Junior High School _ 
SCHEDULE 2 cont.: LIST OF lEN PHASE TWO PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND 
MIDDLE SCHOOLS 
Idabo PubUc 1:lemeatary\Middie Scbools IdaJao PubUc Eleme.tary\MIddJe Scbools 
Bonneville Joint District #93 Continued Cassia District #151 Continued 
White Pine Charter School Mountain View Elementary School 
Woodland Hills. Elementary School Newcomer Center 
Oakley Elementary School 
Boundary County District #101 Raft River Elementary School 
Boundary County Junior High School White Pine Elementary School 
Evergreen Elementary School 
Mt. Hall Elementary School Castleford District #417 
Naples Elementary School Castleford Elementary 
Valley View Ekmentary School Castleford Middle 
Bruneau-Grand View Joint Dist. #365 Clark County District #161 
Bruneau Elementary School 
Grandview Elementary School Coeur d'Alene District #271 
Rimrock Jr.lSr. High School Borah Elementary School 
Bryan Elementary School 
Buhl Joint District $412 Canfield School (Middle) 
Buhl Middle School Dalton Elementary School 
Popplewell Elementary School Feman Elementary School 
Hayden Meadows Elementary School 
Caldwell District #132 Lakes Middle School 
Jefferson Middle School Project Middle School 
Lewis Clark Elementary School Ramsey Elementary School 
Lincoln Elementary School Skyway Elementary School 
Sacajawea Elementary School Sorenson Elementary School 
Syringa Middle School The Bridge 
Van Buren Elementary School Winton Elementary School 
Washington Elementary School Woodland Middle School 
Wilson Elementary School 
Cottonwood Joint District #242 
Cascade Distril:t #422 
Cascade Elementary School Council District #13 
Council Elementary School 
Cassia District #151 
Albion Elementary School Dietrich District #314 
Almo ElementalY School 
Burley Junior High School Emmett District #221 
Cassia Regional Technical Center Butte View Elementary School 
Cassia Education Center Carberry Intermediate School 
Declo Elementary School Emmett Junior High School 
Declo Junior Hij:!;h School Shadow Butte Elementary School 
Dworshak Elementary School 
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SCHEDULE 2 cont.: LIST OF lEN PHASE TWO PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND 
MIDDLE SCHOOLS 
Idaho Public IJementary\Middle Schools Idaho PubUc ElemeDt.. J u ...ddJe Schools 
Fremont County Joint District #215 Theresa Bunker Elementary School 
Ashton Elementary School Westside Elementary School 
Central Elementary School 
Teton Elementary School Jefferson County Joint District #251 
Hardwood Elementary School 
Genesse Joint District #282 Jefferson Elementary School 
Midway Middle School 
Glenns Ferrv Joint District #192 Midway Elementary School 
Glenns Ferry Elementary School Rigby Junior High 
Glenns Ferry Middle School Roberts Elementary School 
Goodin2 Joint District #231 Jerome Joint District #261 
Gooding Elementary School Central Elementary School 
Gooding Middle School Horizon Elementary School 
Gooding Accelerated Learning Center Jefferson Elementary School 
Idaho School for the Deaf & Blind Jerome Middle School 
Grace Joint District #148 Kamiah Joint District #304 
Grace Elementary School Kamiah Elementary School 
Grace Junior High School Kamiah Middle School 
Homedale Joint District #370 KelIo22 Joint District #391 
Homedale Elementary School Canyon Elementary School 
Homedale Middle School Kellogg Middle School 
Pinehurst Elementary School 
Idaho Falls District #91 Sunnyside Elementary School 
A.H. Bush Elementary School 
Clair E. Gale Junior High School Kimberly District #414 
Dora Erickson Elementary School Kimberly Elementary School 
Eagle Rock Junior High School Kimberly Middle School 
Edgemont Elementary High School 
Ethel Boyes EJ,ementary School Kootenai District #274 
Fox Hollow Ekmentary School 
Hawthorne Elementary School Kuna Joint District #3 
Linden Park EJ,ementary School Crimson Point Elementary School 
Longfellow Ele:mentary School Fremont H. Teed Elementary School 
Sunnyside Elementary School Hubbard Elementary School 
Taylorview Junior High School Indian Creek Elementary School 
Kuna Middle School 
Idaho Falls Di:strict #91 Continued Reed Elementary School 
Temple View Ross Elementary School 
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SCHEDULE 2 cont.: LIST OF lEN PHASE TWO PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND 
MIDDLE SCHOOLS 
Idaho Publk iJemeatary\Mlddle Schools Idaho PubUc E1emeatary\Mlddle Schools 
Lakeland District #272 McCall-Donnelly District #421 
Athol Elementary School Barbara Morgan Elementary School 
Betty Kiefer Elementary School Donnelly Elementary School 
Garwood Elem<:ntary School McCall Elementary School 
John Brown Elementary School Payette Lakes Middle School 
Lakeland Junior High School 
Spirit Lake Elementary School Meadow Valley District #11 
Timberlake Junior/Senior High School Meadow Valley Elementary 
Meadow Valley Secondary 
Lake Pend OrdUe District #84 
Clark Fork Junior/Senior High School Melba Joint District #136 
Farmin-Stidwell Elementary School Melba Elementary School 
Kootenai Elementary School Melba Middle School 
Northside Elementary School 
Sandpoint Charter School Meridian Joint District #2 
Sandpoint Middle School ArtsWest School 
Southside Eleffii~ntary School Crossroads Middle School 
Washington Elementary School Eagle Middle School 
Joplin Elementary School 
Lewiston DistrJict #340 Lake Hazel Middle School 
Camelot Elementary School Lewis and Clark Middle School 
Centennial Elementary School Lowell Scott Middle School 
Jenifer Junior High School Meridian Middle School 
McGhee Elementary School Sawtooth Middle School 
McSorley Elementary School 
Orchards Elementary School Middleton District #134 
Sacajawea Junior High School Middleton Heights Elementary School 
Tammany Alternative Learning Center Middleton Middle School 
Webster Elementary School Mill Creek Elementary School 
Purple Sage Elementary School 
Madison DistrilCt #321 
Adams Elementary School Midvale District #433 
Archer & Lyman Elementary Schools Midvale Elementary School 
Hibbard Elementary School Midvale Junior High School 
Kennedy Elementary School 
Lincoln Elementary School Minidoka Country Joint District #331 
Madison Junior High School Acequia Elementary School 
Madison Middle' School East Minico Middle School 
Hevburn Elementary School 
Marsine Distrid #363 Paul Elementary School 
Marsing Elementary School Rupert Elementary School 
Marsing Middle School West Minco Middle School 
Mt. Harrison Jr./Sr. High School 
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SCHEDULE 2 cont.: LIST OF lEN PHASE TWO PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND 
MIDDLE SCHOOLS 
Idaho Public l:Jementa• .1 u .....dIe Schools Idaho Pablk l:Jeme.tary\Miclclle Schools 
Moscow District #281 Orofino Joint District #171 
A.B. McDonald Elementary School Orofino Elementary School 
Lena Whitmore Elementary School Orofino Junior High School 
Moscow Junior High School Peck Elementary School 
Russell Elementary School Pierce Elementary School 
West Park Elementary School Weippe Elementary School 
Mountain Home District #193 Parma District #137 
Atlanta Elementary School Maxine Johnson Elementary School 
East Elementary School Parma Middle School 
Hacker Middle School 
Liberty Elementary School Payette Joint District #371 
Mountain Hom{: AFB Primary School McCain Middle School 
Mountain Hom{: Jr. High School Payette Primary School 
North Elementary School Westside Elementary School 
Pine Elementary School 
Stephensen Middle School Plummer/Worley Joint District #44 
West Elementary School Lakeside Elementary School 
Lakeside Middle School 
Mullan District #392 
John Mullan Elementary School Pocatello/Chubbuck District #25 
Chubbuck Elementary School 
Nampa District #131 Edahow Elementaiy School 
Centennial Elementary School Ellis Elementary School 
Central Elementary School Franklin Middle School 
East Valley Middle School Gate City Elementary School 
Franklin D. Roosevelt Elementary School Greenacres Elementary School 
Greenhurst Elementary School Hawthorne Middle School 
Iowa Elementarv School Indian Hills Elementarv 
Lincoln Elementary School Irving Middle School 
Owyhee Elementary School Lewis and Clark Elementary School 
Parkview Early Childhood Center Syringa Elementary School 
Park Ridge Elementary School Tendoy Elementary School 
Ronald Reagan Elementary School Washington Elementary School 
Sherman Elementary School Wilcox Elementary School 
Snake River Elementary School 
Sunny Ridge Ele:mentary School Post Falls District #273 
South Middle School Post Falls Middle School 
West Middle School Mullan Trail Elementary School 
Willow Creek Elementary School Ponderosa Elementary School 
Prairie View Elementary School 
Oneida Country District #351 
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SCHEDULE 2 cont.: LIST OF lEN PHASE TWO ELEMENTARY AND MIDDLE 
SCHOOLS 
Idabo PubUc l:JcnaeataFY\Mlddle Scbools Idabo PubUc Elementa.., ....-d.le Scbools 
Post Falls District #273 Continued Snake River District #52 
River City Middle School Moreland Elementary School 
Seltice Elementary School Riverside Elementary School 
Rockford Elementary School 
Potlatch District #285 Snake River Middle School 
Snake River Junior High School 
Preston Joint District #201 
Oakwood Elementary School Soda Sprines Joint District #150 
Pioneer Elementary School Grays Lake Elementary School 
Preston Junior High School Hooper Elementary School (4-6) 
Thrikill Elementary School (K-3) 
Ririe Joint DiSitrict #252 Tigert Middle School 
Ririe Elementary School 
Ririe Middle School Swan Valley District #92 
Swan Valley Elementary School 
Rockland Dishiet #382 
Rockland Elementary School Teton County District #401 
Driggs Elementary School 
St. Maries Joint District #41 Teton Middle School 
Community Education Center Tetonia Elementary School 
Heyburn Elemeilltary School Victor Elementary School 
S1. Maries Middle School 
UpRiver School Trov District #287 
Troy Elementary School 
Salmon District #291 Troy Junior/Senior High School 
Brooklyn School 
Pioneer Elementary School Twin Falls District #411 
Salmon School {Middle) Bickel Elementary School 
Harrison Elementary School 
Salmon River Joint District #243 Morningside Elementary School 
Riggins Elementary School Oregon Trail Elementary School 
Perrine Elementary School 
Shelley Joint DJistrict #60 Sawtooth Elementary School 
Goodsell Primary School O'Leary Junior High School 
Hobbs Middle School 
Stuart Elementary School Valley District #262 
Shoshone Joint District #312 Vallivue District #139 
Shoshone Elementary School Birch Elementary School 
Shoshone Middle School Central Canyon Elementary School 
East Canyon Elementary School 
Shoshone-Bannock Joint District #537 Sage Valley Intermediate School 
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SCHEDULE 2 cont.: LIST OF lEN PHASE TWO ELEMENTARY AND MIDDLE 
SCHOOLS 
Idaho PubUc l:Iementary\Middie Schools Idaho PubUc Elem.atarY\Middl. Scbools 
Vallivue District #139 Continued Whitepine Jint District #288 
Vallivue Middle School Bovill Elementary School 
West Canyon Elementary School Deary Elementary School 
Idaho Distance Education Academy 
Wallace District #393 
Silver Hills Elementary School 
Weiser Distrid #431 
Park Intermediate School 
Pioneer Elementary School 
Weiser Middk School 
Wendell District #232 
Wendell Elem;::ntary School 
Wendell Middle School 
West Bonner County District #83 
Idaho Hill Elementary School 
Priest River Elementary School 
Priest River Junior High School 
West Jefferson District #253 
Hamer Elementary School 
Terreton Elem;::ntary & Junior HS 
West Side Joilllt District #202 
Harold B. Lee Elementary School 
Harold B. Lee Middle School 
West Side Joint District #202 
Bovill Elementary School (K-3) 
Deary Elementary School 
Wilder Distrid #133 
Wilder Schools: Elementary 
Wilder Schools: Middle 
[Type text] 
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SCHEDULE: 3: LIST OF lEN PHASE THREE PUBLIC LIBRARIES 
Idaho PubU4~ Libraries Idaho PubUe Libraries Continued 
Aberdeen District Library Fremont County District Library-Island Park 
Fremont Co District Library-St Anthony 
Garden City Public Library 
Garden Valley District Library 
Glenns Ferry Public Library 
Gooding Public Library 
Grace District Library 
Grangeville Centennial Library 
Hagerman Public Library 
Hailey Public Library 
Hansen District Library 
Homedale Public Library 
Horseshoe Bend District Library 
Idaho Commission for Libraries-North 
Idaho Commission for Libraries-East 
Idaho Falls Public Library 
Jefferson Co. Dist. Library-Hamer Branch 
Jefferson Co. Dist. Library-Heart of Valley 
Jefferson Co. Dist. Library-Menan-Annis 
Jerome Public Library 
Kellogg Public Library 
Kimberly Public Library 
Kootenai Shoshone Area Library-Athol 
Kootenai Shoshone Area Library-Bookmobile 
Kootenai Shoshone Area Library-Harrison 
Kootenai Shoshone Area Library-Hayden 
Kootenai Shoshone Area Library-Pinehurst 
Kootenai Shoshone Area Library-Rathdrum 
Kootenai Shoshone Area Library-Spirit Lake 
Kuna Library District 
Latah County District Library-Bovill 
Latah County District Library-Deary 
Latah County District Library-Genesee 
Latah County District Library-Juliaetta 
Latah County District Library-Moscow 
Latah County DistrictLibrary-Potlatch 
Lemhi County District Library-Leadore 
Lemhi County District Library- Salmon 
Lewiston City Library 
Lewisville Public Library 
Ada Community Library-Hidden Springs 
Ada Community Library-Star Branch 
American Falls District Library 
Bear Lake Co. Dist. Library-Paris Branch 
Bear Lake Co. Dist. Library-Whitman-Thiel 
Bellevue Public Library 
Benewah County Dist. Library-Tensed Branch 
Benewah County Dist. Library-Tri-Community 
Blackfoot Public Library 
Blackfoot Rural Library District 
Boise Basin Library District 
Boise Public Library 
Boise Public Library-Collister Branch 
Boise Public Library-Hillcrest Branch 
Bonneville Country Library Distrtict 
Boundary County District Library 
Bruneau District Library 
Buhl Public Library 
Burley Public Library 
Caldwell Public Library 
Camas County District Library 
Cambridge Community Library 
Cascade Public Library 
Challis Public Library 
Clark County District Library 
Clarkia District Library 
Clearwater County District Library 
Clearwater Memorial Library 
Coeur d'Alene Public Library 
DeMary Memorial Public Library 
Eagle Public Ubrary 
East Bonner County Free Library District 
E. Bonner County Free Library Dist. Bookmbl 
E. Bonner County Free Library Dist. Clark F 
Eastern Owyhee Country District Library 
Elk River Free Library District 
Emmett Public Library 
Filer Public Library 
Franklin Co Dist. (Larsen-Sant) Library 
Fremont Co. Dist. Library-Ashton Branch Little Wood River District Library 
I 
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SCHEDULE 3 cont.: LIST OF lEN PHASE THREE PUBLIC LIBRARIES 
Idaho Public Libraries Idaho PubHc LJbnria Coadaued 
Lizard Butte District Librarv Salmon River Public Librarv 
Lost Rivers District Library Shoshone Public Librarv 
Lost Rivers District Librarv-Howe Branch Snake River School/Community Library 
Mackay District Library Soda Sprinl!s Public Library 
Madison Library District South Bannock District Library-Downey 
Marshall Public Library S. Bannock Dist. Library-Lava Hot Springs 
McCall Public Library St. Maries Public Library 
Meadows Vallley Public Library District Stanlev Community Public Librarv Dist. 
Meridian District Library Sugar Salem School/Community Library 
Middleton Public Library Twin Falls Public Librarv 
Midvale District Library Valley ofthe Tetons District Library 
Mountain Home Public Library Wallace Public Library 
Mullan Public Library Weiser Public Library 
Nampa Public Library Wendell Public Library 
North Bingham Co. District Librarv West Bonner Librarv District 
Notus Public Library West Bonner Librarv District-Blanchard 
Oakley District Library Wilder District Librarv 
Ola District Library 
Oneida Countv District Librarv 
Osburn Public Library 
Patricia Romanko Public Librarv 
Payette Public Library 
Pierce District Library 
Plummer Public Library 
Portneuf Distriict Library 
Post Falls Publlic Library 
Prairie District Librarv 
Prairie River Library Dist-Craigmont 
Prairie River Library Dist-Culdesac 
Prairie River Library Dist-Kamiah 
Prairie River Library Dist-Kooskia 
Prairie River Library Dist-Nezperce 
Prairie River Library Dist-Peck 
Prairie River Library Dist-Winchester 
Prairie River Library Dist-Lapwai 
Priest Lake District Library 
Richfield District Library 
Rigby Public Library 
Ririe Public Library 
Roberts Public Library 
Rockland School Community Library 
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NOTE: APPENDIX B MUST BE DOWNLOADED AT: 
Host Name/Address - ftpl.idaho.gov 
External User Account 
Account Name - dopftp (all lowercase d, as in dog; 0, as in over; p, as 
in paper; f, as in fern; t, as in tree; p, as in paper) 
Password - L039G175 (Capital L, as in Leon; lowercase 0, as in over; 
the number three; the number nine; capital G, as in George; the number one; 
the number seven; the number five) 
[Type text] 
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APPENDIX C, lEN PHASE I, PILOT PROGRAMS 
In Phase I of our lEN effort, we have identified by geographical location, district and 
current connectivity data, potential public high schools that may be willing to participate 
in the pilot phase of this program. Those counties are highlighted in RED below their 
respective region. 
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APPENDIX D, CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR 
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
The following information is provided concerning known broadband connectivity to our Idaho 
Public Schools. It is included in this document to give Vendors information about what is and is 
not currently availlable to our public schools and to highlight the need for Vendors to assist us in 
coming up with a viable plan to close the gap on these disparities wherever possible to ensure 
equal access to alii Idaho students to higher education resources. Please note this is not a 
comprehensive list, but provided to assist Vendors in preparing their proposal responses. 
District Name Internet Connection Rate Cost 
Id # Provider Type 
1 BOISE INDEPENDENT 
DISTRICT Time Warner Fiber 70 Mbps $53,000 
2 MERIDIAN JOINT 
DISTRICT TimeWamer Fiber 56 Mbps $1,300,000 
11 MEADOWS VALLEY 512Mb Up, 2Gb 
DISTRICT Frontier DSL Down $4,791 
13 
COUNCIL DISTRICT 
Cambridge 
Telephone 
Company DSL 
512Kb Up, 2M 
Down $1,8271 
21 MARSH VALLEY JOINT 
DISTRICT MicroServ Wireless 3Mb $11,000 
25 POCATELLO DISTRICT CableONE Cable, Fiber 3Mb,12Mb $67,200 
33 BEAR LAKE COUNTY 
DISTRICT DirectComm Cable 1.5Mbps $12,314 
44 PLUMMEH-WORLEY 
JOINT DISTRICT RedSpectrum Wireless 4Mb $7,000 
52 SNAKE RIVER DISTRICT Qwest FP T1 $9,960 
55 
BLACKFOOT DISTRICT MicroServ FPMult T1,DSL 
1.544, 4M Up, 
16M Down $71,417 
58 ABERDEEN DISTRICT DirectComm Cable 3-5Mb $12,000 
59 FIRTH DISTRICT MicroServ Wireless Unknown $6,000 
60 SHELLEY JOINT 
DISTRICT CableONE Cable 10Mb $4,116 
61 BLAINE COUNTY 
DISTRICT Qwest FPMult T1 9Mb $108,996 
71 GARDEN VALLEY 
DISTRICT Qwest FPMult T1 Unknown $10,500 
72 BASIN SCHOOL 
DISTRICT 
McLeod USA 
(Paytech) FPMult T1 3Mb $11,060 
73 HORSESHOE BEND 
SCHOOL DISTRICT AT&T FPMult T1 Unknown $12,480 
83 WEST BONNER COUNTY 
DISTRICT 
Concept Cable 
and Moosebvtes Cable, Wireless 3Mb,1Mb $18,000 
91 IDAHO FALLS DISTRICT Microserv Fiber 20mbps $92,000 
92 SWAN VALLEY 
ELEMENTARY DIST Snake River ISP FP T1 Unknown $800 
93 BONNEVIL.LE JOINT 
DISTRICT Cable One Fiber 1000 Mb $14,400 
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APPENDIX D coot., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR 
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
District Name Internet Connection Rate Cost 
Id # Provider Type 
101 BOUNDARY COUNTY 
DISTRICT One Eiahlv Networks 
Frame Relay, 
FPMult T1 1.2 $62,880 
III BUTTE COUNTY JOINT 
DISTRICT Microserv, Albion FP T1 Unknown $9,600 
121 CAMAS COUNTY DISTRICT RTCI Wireless 4Mbos $7,400 
131 NAMPA SCHOOL DISTRICT Time Warner P2P, Fiber 20Mb $36,000 
133 WILDER DISTRICT Owest, COSSA Wireless 512Kb $10,440 
134 MIDDLETON DISTRICT Fiberoioe FPMult T1 6.0ATM $2,050 
136 MELBA JOINT DISTRICT Owest FPMult T1 3.1MB $15,626 
137 PARMA DISTRICT AT&T FPMult T1 4.5Mb $24,384 
139 VALLIVUE SCHOOL 
DISTRICT Time Warner Fiber 70Mb $38,268 
148 
GRACE JOINT DISTRICT 
Mud Lake Telephone 
CooP FP T1, DSL 
572 Kbps Up, 
867Kbos Down $23,196 
149 NORTH GEM DISTRICT ICS Of Idaho Cable 8Mb $3,600 
150 SODA SPRINGS JOINT 
DISTRICT 
Independent Cable 
Systems of Idaho DSL, Cable T1 $1,000 
151 CASSIA COUNTY JOINT Project Mutual 
DISTRICT Teleohone Fiber 6Mb $228,000 
161 Mud Lake Telephone 
Cooperative 572 Kbps Up, 
CLARK COUNTY DISTRICT Association, Inc. FP T1,DSL 867Kbps Down $23,196 
171 OROFINO JIOINT DISTRICT Verizon FP T1 Unknown $10,442 
182 
MACKAY JOINT DISTRICT 
ATC 
Communications FP T1, DSL 
256k Up, 1.5M 
Down $540 
191 PRAIRIE El.EMENTARY Broadsky Network 
DISTRICT Satellite Satellite 1MBX256KB $2,747 
192 GLENNS FERRY JOINT Rural Telephone 
DISTRICT Company Inc. Fiber 4Mb $16,380 
201 Frame Relay, 
PRESTON ,JOINT DISTRICT Owest FPMult T1 Unknown $16,000 
202 WEST SIDE JOINT DISTRICT Owest, Datawav FP T1 Unknown $533 
215 FREMONT COUNTY JOINT 
DISTRICT Microserv Cable, Wireless 5Mb,3Mb $6,600 
221 EMMETT INDEPENDENT 
DIST Owest FPDS3 Unknown $63,273 
231 GOODING JIOINT DISTRICT CableOne Cable 8Mb $2,100 
232 WENDELL DISTRICT Safelink Internet Wireless 3Mb $10,500 
242 COTTONWOOD JOINT 
DISTRICT 
ACC Business 
branch of AT & T FP T1, Wireless T1,10Mb $15,600 
243 SALMON RIVER JOINT 
SCHOOL DISTRICT ComouNet FP T1 Unknown $13,776 
244 MOUNTAIN VIEW SCHOOL 
DISTRICT CompuNet FPMult T1 3.088Mb $18,360 
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APPENDIX D cont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR 
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
District Name Internet Connection Rate Cost 
Id # Provider Type 
252 MicroServ 
Computer 
RIRIE JOINT DISTRICT TechnolOQies, Inc. Wireless T1 $6,000 
253 WEST JEFFERSON 
DISTRICT Mudfake Internet FP T1 100 & 10 $6,600 
262 VALLEY DISTRICT Owest FPMult T1 10Mb $6,380 
271 COEUR D ALENE 
DISTRICT 180 Networks Fiber 56Mb,10Mb $15,129 
272 
LAKELAND DISTRICT 
J and R 
Electronics Wireless Unknown $90,000 
273 
POST FALLS DISTRICT 
One Eighty 
Networks Wireless, Fiber 20Mb $12,000 
274 
KOOTENAI DISTRICT 180 Networks FP T1 
2Mb Up, 512k 
Down $10,056 
281 5Mb, 
symmetrical 
dedicated 
MOSCOW DISTRICT First Step Internet Fiber internet $13,670 
282 GENESEE JOINT 
DISTRICT First Step Wireless 3Mb Up, $6,420 
283 KENDRICK JOINT Telephone and FPMultT1 _Rate, 
DISTRICT Data Systems Inc. Other Unknown $10,800 
285 POTLATCH DISTRICT First Step Internet Wireless Unknown $4,800 
287 
TROY SCHOOL 
DISTRICT 
Schools: TDS for 
T1 . District Office: 
Troy Cable FP T1 
768k Up, 1.5M 
Down $15,084 
288 WHITEPINIE JT SCHOOL 
DISTRICT Verizon P2P, FP T1 1.54Mb $26,280 
292 SOUTH LEMHI DISTRICT Centurvtel DSL $4,968 
304 KAMIAH JOINT DISTRICT COMPUNET FPMult T1 1.54Mb $23,880 
305 HIGHLAND JOINT 
DISTRICT AT&T FP T1 Unknown $8,117 
312 SHOSHONE JOINT 
DISTRICT Cableone Cable 8Mb $9,000 
314 DIETRICH DISTRICT Tek-Hut FP T1 Unknown $4,500 
321 
MADISON DISTRICT 
Fairpoint 
Communications Fiber 10 mbps $12,000 
322 SUGAR-SALEM JOINT 
DISTRICT Microserv Wireless 10Mb $13,000 
331 MINIDOKA. COUNTY 
JOINT DISTRICT 
Safelink, PMT, 
CableOne Cable 3Mb $15,357 
340 LEWISTON 
INDEPENDENT DISTRICT 
XO 
Communications Other 
10 Mbps 
Ethernet $15,000 
341 Frame Relay, 
LAPWAI DISTRICT AT&T FPMult T1 Unknown $28,000 
351 ONEIDA COUNTY 
DISTRICT ISU FP T1 Unknown $12,600 
363 MARSING JOINT COSSA WAN, 
DISTRICT SafeLink Wireless 1.5Mb $9,504 
I 
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APPENDIX D cont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR 
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
District Name Internet Connection Rate Cost 
Id # Provider Type 
365 BRUNEAU-GRAND VIEW 
JOINT DIST Qwest FP T1 Unknown $18,000 
370 HOMEDALE JOINT 
DISTRICT 
Ispeed- Payette 
Idaho FP T1 Unknown $15,600 
371 PAYETIE JOINT 
DISTRICT ISoeed Wireless FP T1 Unknown $16,321 
372 NEW PLYMOUTH 
DISTRICT SolutionPro FPMult T1 1.544 $14,064 
381 AMERICAN FALLS JOINT CableOne and FP_T1,Cable, 
DISTRICT Host Idaho Wireless T1, 3Mb, 7Mb $15,480 
382 ROCKLAND DISTRICT DirectComm DSL 3.3Mb $300 
383 ARBON ELEMENTARY 
DISTRICT DirectComm DSL 512k Down $2,088 
391 KELLOGG JOINT 
DISTRICT J&R Electronics Wireless 20Mb $90,000 
392 MULLAN DISTRICT Mullan Cable Cable T1 $4,800 
394 AVERY SCHOOL 
DISTRICT Imbris Satellite 777kbos $5,004 
401 Columbine 
TETON COUNTY Telephone (dba 
DISTRICT SilverStar) FPMult T1 5Mb $21,342 
411 TWIN FALLS DISTRICT Qwest FPDS3 $51,000 
412 BUHL JOINT DISTRICT SyrinQa Fiber 10Mb $18,160 
413 FILER DISTRICT Filer Mutual Fiber 3Mb $4,200 
414 KIMBERLY DISTRICT Tek-Hut P2P Unknown $11,000 
417 CASTLEFORD DISTRICT SiteStar FPMult T1 Unknown $10,904 
418 MURTAUGH JOINT 
DISTRICT Safelink Wireless 1.5M $9,600 
421 MC CALL-qONNELLY 
DISTRICT 
Frontier 
Communication P2P, FPMult T1 Unknown $39,600 
422 CASCADE DISTRICT Frontier P2P Unknown $10,435 
431 
WEISER DISTRICT Rural Network FPDS3,DSL 
1M Up, 4M 
Down $1,140 
432 Cambridge 
CAMBRIDGE JOINT Telephone 512k Up, 3072k 
DISTRICT Comoany DSL Down $1,143 
433 256k Up, 768k 
MIDVALE DISTRICT Rural Network DSL Down $1,050 
, 
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APPENDIX D cont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR 
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
District Name Internet Connection Rate Cost 
Id # Provider Type 
451 Victory Charter School Qwest FP-T1 10Mb $5,700 
452 384k Up, 1.7M 
Idaho Virtual Academy SolutionPro Fiber Down $504,900 
453 Richard Mckenna Charter 384k Up, 3M 
HiQh School Qwest DSL Down $17,434 
455 Compass Public Charter 
LEA Qwest DSL Unknown $980 
456 
Falcon Ridge Charter LEA cableone.net Cable 
768k Up, 4M 
Down $0 
457 INSPIRIE VIRTUAL 
CHARTER LEA Qwest DSL $3,000 
458 LIBERTY CHARTER 
SCHOOL Qwest FP T1 54Mb $5,700 
459 GARDEN CITY 
COMMUNITY CHARTER Qwest Wireless 6Mb $1,117 
460 THE ACADEMY (ARC) Cableone Cable Unknown $0 
462 Project Mutual 
Telephone 8M Up, 1M 
Xavier Charter School Company Fiber Down $1,200 
463 Vision Charter School CableOne Cable 1.5Mb $1,000 
464 
White Pline Charter School MicroServ Fiber 
512k Up, 512k 
Down $1,442 
492 ANSER Charter School Qwest DSL 15Mb $1,020 
768 MERIDIAN CHARTER 
HIGH SGH INC TimeWamer FPMult T1 
637k Up, 3M 
Down $16,754 
772 Hidden Springs Charter 
School ctcweb DSL 
768k Up, 3M 
Down $3,937 
774 Coeur d"Alene Charter 
Academy 
OneEighty 
Networks, Inc. DSL 512k $1,230 
777 Pocatello Com Charter 384k Up, 1.5M 
School Fairooint Wireless Wireless Down $0 
779 Sandooint Charter School 180 networks DSL 356k $840 
783 North Star Charter School Cable One Cable $1,276 
785 Meridian Medical Arts Joint School Frame Relay, 
Charter IHS District #2 FP T1 2Mb $1 
786 Idaho Distance Education 
Academv (IDEA) Verizon, Inteara FPMult T1 
Vallivue 
Wireless Bridge $50,032 
787 Thomas Jefferson Charter 
School Vallivue Dist #139 Other $3,240 
TOTAL 
$3,84,735 
! 
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APPENDIX D cont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR 
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS (OTHER CONNECTION TYPES-LIMITED INFO) 
District Name Internet Connection Rate Comments 
Id # Provider Type 
001 BOISE INDEPENDENT Remote 
DISTRICT Unknown Wireless 256Mb Classroom 
025 District wide 
Fiber\Broadband Intemet 
POCATELLO DISTRICT Unknown Cable Unknown Connectivity 
033 
BEAR LA~,E COUNTY 
DISTRICT Unknown 
Broadband 
Cable\DSL 1.5Mb\1.5Mb 
Broadband 
Cable and 
DSL 
052 Cable One 
courtesy 
SNAKE RIVER DISTRICT Cable One Broadband Unknown account 
055 BLACKFOOT DISTRICT Unknown DSL\T1\Fiber Unknown 
060 SHELLEY JOINT 
DISTRICT Unknown Fiber\Wireless 1GB\54MB 
071 GARDEN VALLEY 
DISTRICT Unknown DSL 1.5MB 
083 WEST BONNER COUNTY 
DISTRICT Unknown DSL 1.5MB 
101 
BOUNDAHY COUNTY 
2 T1 's provide 
Internet Access 
for all District 
DISTRICT Unknown 2 T1 Lines 1.2 MB Schools 
133 WILDER DISTRICT Unknown Frame Relay 256KB 
150 SODA SPRINGS JOINT 3-T1 Lines 
DISTRICT Unknown 2-512KB Lines 1.5Mb,512KB 
161 
CLARK COUNTY 
DISTRICT Unknown T-1 Line 1.5MB 
Lindy Ross 
Elementary gets 
Intemet 
connectivity 
from HS via T1 
171 
OROFINO JOINT 
DISTRICT Unknown 
Satellite 
connection\Frame 
Relay 1.5MB\256KB 
SATCOMto 
Cavendish 
Elementary, 
Frame really to 
collection point 
for other schools 
to access 
191 PRAIRIE ELEMENTARY Rural Telephone 
DISTRICT Unknown Dial-up 256KB 
193 MOUNTAIN HOME DSL to Pine 
DISTRICT Unknown DSL 1.54MBs School 
215 Cable One 
FREMONT COUNTY Microserv\Cable Wireless\Broadband Free but Slow 
JOINT DISTRICT One Cable Unknown Connection 
221 EMMETT INDEPENDENT 
DIST Unknown DSL 1.54Mbs 
231 GOODING JOINT 
DISTRICT Unknown DSL 
1.5MB 
down\756K UP 
241 
COTTONWOOD JOINT 
DISTRICT Uknown Wireless Intemet Unknown 
Wireless 
Intemet 
Access 
between 
buildinQs 
I 
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APPENDIX D cont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR 
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS (OTHER CONNECTION TYPES-LIMITED INFO) 
District Name Internet Connection Rate Comments 
Id # Provider Type 
244 MOUNTAIN 
VIEW 
SCHOOL 
DISTRICT Unknown Frame Relay 56KB 
281 MOSCOW 
DISTRICT Unknown DSL 3MB\768KB 
283 KENDRICK 
JOINT 
DISTRICT Unknown 1-Dial Up Acct 56KB 
287 
TROY 
SCHOOL 
DISTRICT Unknown T1 \cable modem 1.54KB\512kb 
Schools: 
T1 \District 
Office: Cable 
Modem 
288 WHITEPINE 
JTSCHOOL 
DISTRICT Unknown T1\HS Wireless 1.54MB\1.5MB 
312 SHOSHONE 
JOINT 
DISTRICT Unknown T1 Point to Point 1.54KB 
331 MINIDOKA 
COUNTY 
JOINT 
DISTRICT Unknown T1 1.54KB 
351 ONEIDA 
COUNTY DSL, T1, Wireless 
DISTRICT Unknown Internet 1.54MB\1.54MB\2MB 
363 MARSING Wireless via 
JOINT COSSA 
DISTRICT Unknown Wireless 10MB WAN 
381 Wireless 
from Host 
AMERICAN 
FALLS JOINT 
DISTRICT 
Cable One\Host 
Idaho 
Single 
T1 \Cable\Wireless 1.54MB 
Idaho; 
outgoing 
Round 
Robin on all 
3 links, 
Incoming T1, 
Wireless 
391 KELLOGG Motorola Wireless, 
JOINT Wireless\Unknown Motorola\Broadband 
DISTRICT Cable Cable 20MB\512KB 
394 AVERY 
SCHOOL 
DISTRICT Verizon Frame Relay Unknown 
401 TETON 
COUNTY 1.2GDown\Up 
DISTRICT Unknown DSL\Dial up 512MB\50KB 
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APPENDIX D cont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR 
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS (OTHER CONNECTION TYPES-LIMITED INFO) 
District Name Internet Connection Rate Comments 
Id # Provider Type 
411 TWIN F.t\LLS 
DISTRICT Unknown Broadband Cable 5MBs 
413 
FILER DISTRICT Unknown DSL 3MB 
DSL at 
Hollister 
414 KIMBERLY 
DISTRICT Unknown Cable Unknown 
Cable for 
Emeroencies 
421 MC CALI-­
DONNEL.LY 
DISTRICT Metro Net T1 1.544MB 
422 CASCADE 
DISTRICT Unknown DSL 
2MBUp\512KB 
Down 
464 White Pine Charter DSL (not hooked Available for 
School Unknown up) 1.5MB Back up 
768 MERIDIAN Time 15MB for 
CHARTER HIGH Wamer\Cable TM\6MB Cable 
SCH INC One Broadband Cable One 
786 Idaho Distance 
Education Academy 2.4MBUp\512KB 
(IDEA) Unknown DSL Down 
787 Thomas .Jefferson 
Charter School Unknown LAN\WAN Unknown 
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APPENDIX D coot., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR 
IDAHO PUBLIC LIBRARIES (OTHER CONNECTION TYPES-LIMITED INFO) 
Count of Ubrar.... by Internet Total 
Connectivity T],pe 
Cable 11 
Dedicated Connection 3 
DSL 12 
Fiber Optic 2 
Municipal Network-regardless of Type 2 
Satellite 4 
Wireless 9 
Frame Relay 5 
Grand Total 48 
Count of Libraries by Connection Total 
Rate 
129kbps-256kbps 2 
769kbps-1.4Mbps (megabits/second) 4 
1.5 Mbps (T1 ) 13 
1.6 Mbps-5.0 Mbps 7 
257 kbps-768 Kbps 2 
6.0 Mbps-10Mbps 10 
Greater than 10 Mbps 1 
Uknown 9 
Grand Total 48 
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APPENDIX E, VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS AND PROPOSED
 
CLASSROOMIEQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
 
(Note these are minimum configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to develop
 
viable VTC packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently
 
do not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).
 
GOALS: 
The objective of our lEN Video Teleconferencing initiative is to achieve, by leveraging the capabilities of 
our proposed lEN backbone, a statewide synchronous video network capable of enhancing educational 
opportunities and citizen services through the exchange of interactive video between and among various 
educational and educational support entities. 
In order to accomplish this, a number of tasks have been identified to be completed: 
• Identification of a single audio and video standard for low-bandwidth distance 
learning and videoconferencing; 
• Acquisition of new or replacement equipment and/or software that ensures 
compliance with proposed State of Idaho lEN audio and video standards stated below; 
• Development or purchase of a scheduling system or enterprise resource 
management program that allows potential users to A) know the location and 
availability of resources, and B) set up or reserve ad hoc or regularly scheduled 
events with other enltities; 
• Leveraging the capabilities ofa Managed Internet Service Provider to provide network bandwidth 
management tools and network monitoring capabilities that assures pre-determined qualities of service, 
depending upon the Itype ofvideo traffic; 
• Development of an event clearinghouse that allows promotion, marketing, and 
registration for interactive video events; 
• Development of training modules for new users; 
• Development of a cost and funding algorithm to allow shared use of the statewide 
backbone for interstate distance education and videoconferencing. 
General (proposed VTC Configurations) 
I) Each teh~-conferencing classroom's hardware purchased by the State ofIdaho will be 
configun~d to have teleconferencing, projection, amplification audio, microphone and data 
camera. 
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APPENDIX E cont., VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED
 
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED
 
(Note these are minimum configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to
 
develop viable VTC packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle
 
Schools that currently do not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).
 
2) Equipment to support both receive and origination education capabilities in a one camera 
environment. 
3) Each tele-conferencing classroom' software will be configured to support video & content, 
remote configuration and remote support. 
4)	 Each tele-conferencing classroom system will be configured to receive and display high 
definition video. NOTE: Initial bandwidth and projection equipment may not support high 
definition at all locations but the equipment should be configured to receive and display high 
definition when the bandwidth and projection equipment is available. 
5)	 Each tele-conferencing classroom system will be configured with a minimum of integrated 
four (4) port video multiplexing capabilities. NOTE: Initial bandwidth and projection 
equipment may not support video multiplexing but the equipment should be configured to 
originate a multi-port session when the bandwidth is available. 
6) Phase I tele-conferencing classrooms should be configured to be fixed systems. 
7) Installation, programming and training on all equipment and software. 
8) Maintenance agreement on all equipment as per this RFP. 
A typical roll-about VTC system envisioned for a public School System may include: 
Roll-about cart
 
Plasma Scre:en 42 inch
 
CODEC
 
CCD Pan-Tilt-Zoom Camera
 
Keypad Remote Controller
 
Tabletop Microphones (two Microphone arrays)
 
Flatbed Document Camera
 
Single CCD Remote Pan-Tilt-Zoom Camera
 
Scan Converter
 
VCR\DVD
 
Encryption Equipment
 
Network Interface equipment
 
Inverse Multiplexer (IMUX) (for rates above 128kbps)
 
Terminal Adapter
 
Miscellaneous cables, adapters, and connectors
 
A typical Desktop VTC envisioned for a public School system may include: 
Personal computer
 
CODEC (built into PC interface card)
 
Single CCD Camera (usually monitor mounted)
 
Installed sound card, with microphone and speakers
 
Terrninal Adapter
 
Network Int'erface Equipment
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APPENDIX E coot., VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED 
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED (Note these are minimum 
configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to develop viable VTC 
packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently do 
not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments). 
Proposed Technica.l Specifications: 
a. Bandwidth: H.320 up to 512 kbps, H.323 up to 2 Mbps, SIP up to 2 Mbps
 
Firewall Traversal: Auto NAT, H.460.18, H.460.19 support for the MPEG4 AAC-LD standard
 
b. Video Standards: H.261, H.263, H.263+, H.263++ (Natural Video), H.264 
c. ITU 50/60 fps fulll screen - Pro-Motion 
d. Video Features: 
I) Native 16:9 Widescreen 
2) Advanced Screen Layouts 
3) Picture in Picture (PIP) 
4) Picture outside Picture & Large POP 
5) Side by Side 
6) PC Zoom 
7) Intelligent Video Management 
8) Simultan<:ous videoconference & local PC mode Local Auto Layout 
e. Video Inputs: Five 
I) Ix 9 Pin DSUB:HD Main camera or S-video & control main camera 
2) I x MiniDin, S-video: auxiliary/document camera 
3) I x RCA/Phono, composite: document cameralaux I x RCA/Phono, 
composite: VCR 
4) I x DVI-I: PC 
5) Input: 800 x 600 (@ 60, 72,75,85 hz), 1024 x 768 
6) (@ 60, 70, 75 hz), 1280 x 720 (HD720P) (@ 50, 60 Hz), 1280 x 1024 @ 
60hz 
7) Extended Display Identification Data (EDID) 
f.	 Video Outputs 
I) I x MiniDin, S-video: main monitor 
2) I x RCAIJ[lhono, composite: main monitor or VCR 
3) I x RCA/Phono, composite: dual monitor or VCR 
4) I x DVI-I/XGA: main or second monitor 
5) XGA OUTPUT 
6) 800 x 600 @ 75hz, 1024 x 768 @ 60 hz, 1280 x 768 (WXGA) @ 60 hz, 
1280 x 720 (HD720p) @ 60 Hz VESA Monitor Power Management 
g. Video Formats: NTSC, PAL, VGA, SVGA, XGA, W-XGA, SXGA and HD720p 
h. Live Video Resolutions 
I) NATIVE NTSC:
 
a) 4001' (528 x 400 pixels)
 
b) 4SIF (704 x 480 pixels), Digital Clarity
 
c) Interlaced SIF (iSIF 352 x 480 pixels), Natural Video SIF (352 x
 
240 pixels)
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APPENDIX E cont., VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED 
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED (Note these are minimum 
configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to develop viable VTC 
packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently do 
not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments). 
Proposed Techniclli Specifications Continued: 
2) NATIVE PAL: 
a) 448p (576 x 448 pixels) 
b) 4CIF (704 x 576 pixels), Digital Clarity 
c) Interlaced CIF (iCIF 352 x 576 pixels), Natural Video CIF (352 x 
288 pixels) 
d) QCIF (176 x 144 pixels) 
e) SQCIF (128 x 96 pixels) decode only 
3) NATIVE PC RESOLUTIONS: 
a) XGA (1024 x 768) 
b) SVGA (800 x 600 pixels) VGA (640 x 480 pixels) 
c) Vv1DE RESOLUTIONS: 
d) w288p (512 x 288 pixels) w448p (768 x 448 pixels) w576p 
(1024 x 576 pixels) w720p (1280 x 720 pixels) 
i. STILL IMAGE TRANSFER: CIF, SIF, 4CIF (H.261 Annex D), 4SIF, VGA, SVGA,XGA 
j. AUDIO STANDARDS: G.71l, G.722, G.722.1, G.728 ,64 bit & 128 bit MPEG4 
AAC-LD 
k. AUDIO FEATURES 
1) CD-Quality 20KHz Mono and Stereo 
2) Telephone add-on via MultiSite 
3) Two separate acoustic echo cancellers 
4) Audio mixer 
5) Automatic Gain Control (AGC) Automatic Noise Reduction Audio level 
met{:rs 
6) VCR ducking 
7) Packet loss management Active lip synchronization 
8) Digital Natural Audio Module (DNAM) 
9) 2"30 W output power 
10) 2 integrated speakers 
11) GSM interference audio feature 
1. AUDIO INPUTS (4 INPUTS):
 
1) 2 x microphone, 24V phantom powered, XLR connector
 
2) 1 x RCA/Phono, Line Level: auxiliary (or VCR Stereo L)
 
3) 1 x RCAIPhono, Line Level: VCR/DVD (Stereo R)
 
m. AUDIO OUTPUTS (2 OUTPUTS): 
1) Ix RCA/Phono, S/PDIF (mono/stereo) or Analogue Line Level: main audio or 
Analogue Stereo L 
2) 1 x RCA/Phono, Line Level: VCR or Analogue Stereo R 
n. FRAME RATES
 
1) 30 frames per second @ 168 kbps and above
 
2) 60 fields per second @ 336 kbps and above (Point-to-point) 
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APPENDIX E coot., VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED 
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED (Note these are minimum 
configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to develop viable VTC 
packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently do 
not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments). 
Proposed Technical Specifications Continued: 
o. DUAL STREAM 
I) ])uoVideo 
2) H.239 dual stream 
3) Dynamic bandwidth adjustment (H.323) Available on H.323, H.320 & SIP 
4) Available in Multisite from any site BFCP 
p. NETWORK FEATURES 
I) Auto H.3201H.323 dialing 
2) SIP 
3) Downspeeding 
4) Programmable network profiles 
5) Intelligent Call Management 
6) Maximum call length timer 
7) Automatic SPID and line number configuration (National ISDN, GR-2941­
CORE) 
8) SoftMux 
9) H.331 Broadcast Mode 
10) NATO standard KG 194/KIV-7 encryptor support** URI Dialing 
q. MULTISITE FEATURES 
I) H.323/H.320/SIP/TelephonyNoIP in the same conference Audio and Video 
Transcoding 
2) Video rate matching from 56 kbps - maximum conference rate CP4 and 
Voice Switched 
3) Best Impression (Automatic CP Layouts) 
4) H.264, Encryption, Digital Clarity 
5) Dual Stream from any site 
6) ISDN & IP Downspeeding and IPLR 
7) MultiSite (H.243) Cascading on H,320 & H.323 Unicode h.243 Tenninal 
Names 
8) Dial in/Dial out 
9) Chair control for host system 
10) Snapshot of ongoing conference (JPEG) 
II) Snapshot of ongoing DuoVideo/H.239 presentation (JPEG) Separate 
welcome page for encrypted conferences Conference rates up to 2.3 Mbps 
with optional bandwidth upgrade (1.5 Mbps is standard conference rate) Up 
to 4 video and 3 audio sites 
12) 4 sites @ 768 kbps (+telephone calls) 
13) Mix ISDN-BRI and IP up to maximum conference rate Multiway (Beta) 
r. EMBEDDED ENCRYPTION 
1) H.323, H.320 & SIP point-to-point and multipoint calls Standards-based: 
H.233, H.234, H.235 v2&v3, DES and AES NIST-validated AES 
2) NIST-validated DES 
3) Automatic key generation and exchange 
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APPENDIX E cont., VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED 
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED (Note these are minimum 
configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to develop viable VTC 
packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently do 
not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments). 
Proposed TecbnicHI Specifications Continued: 
4) Supported in Dual Stream 
s. IP NETWORK FEATURES 
I) IEEE 802.1 x/EAP Network Authentication H.235 Gatekeeper Authentication 
DNS lookup for service configuration Differentiated Services (DiffServ) 
Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) IP precedence 
2) IP type of service (ToS) 
3) IP adaptive bandwidth management (including flow control) Auto gatekeeper 
discovery 
4) Dynamic playout and lip-sync buffering Intelligent Packet Loss Recovery 
(IPLR) H.245 DTMF tones in H.323 
5) Cisco CallManager integration using ECS IP Address Conflict Warning Date 
and Time support via NTP Call Services 
6) IPv6 NETWORK SUPPORT 
7) Dual Stack IPv4 and IPv6 simultaneous support 
8) Net service support on IPv6: Telnet, SSH, HTTP, HTTPS, ftp, SNMP, DNS, 
NTP, DHCP 
9) Media support on IPv6: H.323,SIP, Streaming 
t. SECURITY FEATURES 
I) Management via HTTPS and SSH IP Administration Password Menu 
Administration Password Dialing Access code 
2) Streaming password 
3)H243 MCU Password 
4) VNC password 
5) SNMP security alerts 
6) Disable IP services 
7) MD-5 Challenge 
8) Network Settings protection SIP Authentication via NTLM SIP Authentication 
via Digest FIPS Mode 
u. NETWORK INTERFACES 
I) 4 x ISDN BRI (RJ-45), S-interface 
2) Ix LANlEthernet (RJ-45) 10/100 Mbit (LAN/DSL/cable modem) 
3) I x PC card slot (PCMCIA) for wireless LAN 
4) Ix X.2IN.35/RS-449 with RS-366 dialing, RS-366 Adtran IMUX, Leased 
Line:, Data Triggered, and Manual** I x USB for future use 
v. WIRELESS LAN SUPPORT
 
I) Compliant with IEEE 802.11 b, up to II Mbit Support for 64/128 bit
 
encryption (WEP) Infrastructure or ad-hoc mode
 
w. ETHERNET/INTERNET/INTRANET CONNECTIVITY 
I) TCP/lP, DHCP, ARP, FTP, Telnet, HTTP, HTTPS, SOAP and XML, MD-5 
Challenge 
2) SNMP Enterprise Management 
3) Internal web server 
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APPENDIX E cont., VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED 
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED (Note these are minimum 
configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to develop viable VTC 
packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently do 
not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments). 
Proposed Techniclll Specifications Continued: 
4) Internal streaming server 
x. OTHER MAJOR STANDARDS SUPPORTED: H.231, H.233, H.234, H.235
 
v2&v3, H.239, H.241, H.243, H.281, BONDING (ISO 13871), H.320, H.323,H.331,
 
RFC 3261, RFC 2237, RFC 3264, RC 3311. RFC 3550, RFC 2032, RFC 2190,
 
RFC 2429, RFC 3407
 
y. PRECISION HDTM CAMERA 
1) 7 x zoom 1/3' CMOS +10°/_20° tilt +/- 90° pan 
2) 42° vertical field of view 
3) 72° total vertical field of view 
4) 70° horizontal field of view 
5) 250° total horizontal field of view Focus distance O.3m-infinity 
6) 1280 x 720 pixels progressive @ 30fps 
7) Automatic or manual focuslbrightness/whitebalance Far-end camera control 
8) 15 near and far-end camera presets Voice-activated camera positioning 
Daisy-chain support (Visca protocol camera) 
z. CLOSED CAPTIONING/TEXT CHAT 
1) T.140 text chat available from RS-232, Telnet, Web and User Interface 
aa. PRESENTATIONS AND COLLABORATION 
1) Natural Presenter Package including: 
a) PC Presenter (DVI-I, SXGA In) 
b) PC SoftPresenter 
c) Digital Clarity & Native Formats 
d) Advanced Video Layouts 
e) Streaming compatible with Cisco IP/TV, Apple QuickTime®, 
RealPlayer® v8 etc. 
£) DuoVideo 
g) H.239 
bb. SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
 
1) Support for the TANDBERG Management Suite
 
2) Total management via embedded web server, SNMP, Telnet, SSH, FTP
 
and SOAP
 
3) Remote software upload: via web server, ftp server or ISDN 1 x RS-232
 
local control and diagnostics
 
4) Remote control and on-screen menu system
 
5) External Services from TMS
 
cc. DIRECTORY SERVICES 
1) Support for Local directories (My Contacts), Corporate Directory and Global 
Directory 
2) Unlimited entries using Server directory supporting LDAP and H.350* 
3) Unlimited number for Corporate directory (through TMS) 400 number global directory 
200 number local directory 
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APPENDIX E cont. , VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED 
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED (Note these are minimum 
configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to develop viable VTC 
packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently do 
not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments). 
Proposed Technical Specifications Continued: 
4) 16 dedicated Multi Site entries Received Calls with Date and Time 
Directories in Local Languages Placed Calls with Date and Time Missed 
Calls with Date and Time 
dd. 16 SELECTABLE MENU LANGUAGES 
I) Arabic, Chinese, Traditional Chinese, English, French, German, Italian, 
Japanese, Korean, Norwegian, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Suomi, 
Swedish, Thai Chinese, Korean and Japanese Input Method Editor 
ee. CUSTOMIZED WELCOME SCREEN AND COMPANY LOGO 
I) Picture JPEG (logo.jpg): Recommended maximum size is 704x576 for 
Welcome Screen and 352x288 for Encryption Required Screen 
POWER: I00-240VAC, 60/50Hz, 6A 
ff. OPERATING TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY: 00 C to 400 C (32 0 F to 1040 F) 
ambient temperature 10% to 90% Relative Humidity (RH) 
gg. STORAGE AND TRANSPORT TEMPERATURE: _20 0 C to 600 C (_4 0 F to 1400 F) 
at RH 10-90% (non-condensing) 
hh. APPROVALS 
1) Directive 73/23/EEC (Low Voltage Directive) 
2) Standard EN 60950 
3) Directive 89/336/EEC (EMC Directive) 
4) Standard EN 55022, Class B 
5) Standard EN 55024 
6) Standard EN 61000-3-2/-3-3 Directive 1999/5/EEC (R&TTE Directive) 
7) Standard TBR3 
8) Approved according to UL 60950 and CAN/CSA C22.2 
9) No. 60950 
10) Complies with FCC15B Class B 
ii. FOOTPRINT
 
1) ROLLABOUT: Width: 35.4'/90 em Depth: 29.7'/75.5 cm
 
2. Fumish and install transient voltage surge suppressor(s) which comply with the following specification 
requirements: 
a. Rating: 20 A 
b. UL listing 
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lEN RFP (RFP02l60) UPDATES 
29 Dec 2009 
The following extracts are provided from our current lEN RFP, as specific updates to vendors 
responding to our Idaho Education Network RFP02160: 
P.ll 
Approach is chang,ed to read: 
A phased implementation approach has been established per Idaho House Bill No. 543 - Idaho 
Education Network. Specifically, the First Phase will connect each public high school with a scalable, 
high-bandwidth connection, including connections to institutions of higher education as necessary; a 
parallel effort will also be undertaken during this initial Phase to design and migrate all existing State of 
Idaho customers from IdaNet to a new lEN backbone system, given the urgency to replace and or 
upgrade this aging network, coupled with the rising cost of sustaining current IdaNet operations. 
Subsequent Phase Considerations include: 
• Connectivity to each elementary and middle school. 
• The addition of libraries to the lEN. 
• Completing the migration of state agency locations from current technology and services. 
3.3 (ME) REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS, para c) is amended to read: 
Idaho presence: Bidders must demonstrate and provide examples to show either an existing Idaho 
presence and\or a willingness to establish an Idaho Presence, in the delivery of lEN services and support. 
Addition of the Following Schools to Appendix A, Schedules 1 and 2 of the lEN RFP Document: 
•	 Challis District #181: Challis Jr./Sr. High School (Schedule 1, lEN Phase One Public High Schools) 
•	 Challis District #181: Challis Elementary, Clayton Elementary, Stanley School (Elem/Jr.) to 
Schedule 2, lEN Phase Two, Elementary and Secondary High Schools 
Addition of Appendix F, IdaNet Transition Customer Locations and Current Requirements
 
Addition of Standard Services Order Form to Appendix G, lEN: Standard Service Order Form (Sample)
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lEN Bidders' Conference Q&A Follow up
 
On 29 December 2008, the Department of Administration (ADM), Office of the Chief Information Officer 
(OC/OC) hosted an HFP Vendor Conference to solicit questions and input in response to an RFP 
concerning the Idaho Education Network (lEN). 
NOTE: The last day for filing a specification appeal is January 9,2009. 
Q-1. When will the answers to these questions be made available?
 
A·2. Ideally, if the questions are submitted in a timely fashion then the answers should be available
 
by close of business on the 5th of January; otherwise, no later than that following Monday, January
 
1ih 2009.
 
Q-2. Could the deadline be extended by a week?
 
A·2. No. The dl~adline is determined by the deadline for E-Rate funding, which is 12 February 2009.
 
To miss this Federally Mandated deadline would potentially cost Idaho, millions of dollars in E-Rate
 
funding.
 
Q-3. For an RFF', what is the policy regarding information being marked "confidential and
 
proprietary?"
 
A·3. Unlike the RFI which could be marked as such in its entirety, with the RFP this is not the case,
 
especially with regards to cost which has to be disclosed. Individual paragraphs can be marked
 
"confidential and proprietary" but not the RFP as a whole. Please refer to Item 31 of the Solicitation
 
Instructions to Vendors that is included in the RFP by reference.
 
(http://adm.idaho.gov/purchasing/TCs/Solicitation_lnstructions.pdf)
 
Q-4. For companies that specialize in hardware, do you expect them to partner with organizations
 
that deal with service?
 
A·4. Yes. The State of Idaho desires an End to End Service Provider, capable of prOViding uS'a total
 
services and support solution; we already have hardware providers; but what we need is a total
 
network services support solution, not just hardware.
 
Q-S. Is this a single or multiple award contract?
 
A·S. It is a multiple award contract. 5 years, with 3 Five Year Extensions for a total of 20 years, per
 
lEN RFP02160, para 5.3, page 23.
 
Q-6. Does the proposal concern only Phase One of the project, would the bidder be evaluated for
 
Phase Two as well?
 
A·6. Specific details have been requested for Phase One, to in91ude providing detailed information
 
concerning the migration of public high schools to this lEN network and also providing a general
 
overall plan for migration of IdaNet customers to this lEN network. Bidders\vendors are also tasked
 
to prOVide a vision and or overall concept on how they would address subsequent phases of the lEN
 
project.
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Q-7. Regardinl~ the pass/fail scoring, you ask for a minimum of 10mg for each location, what if the
 
vendor cannot meet that requirement?
 
A-7. The vendor needs to articulate in their response why they cannot meet this minimum
 
requirement (e.g. geographical location constraints of a particular location requiring service); this
 
will be taken into consideration. This will be made clear in the RFP amendment that will be posted
 
NLT before close of business, 30 Dec 09.
 
Q-8. Will the State be willing to negotiate terms and conditions?
 
A-8. Not necessarily. Vendors will need to identify which term or condition they have a problem
 
with, why and provide language, that they (vendors) think will work and why we (the State of Idaho)
 
should adopt that language. Note also there are new Telecommunications Terms and Conditions
 
that are incorporated in this RFP by reference.
 
(http://adm.idclho.gov/purchasing/manualsforms/Telecommunications%20Serv%20Special%20TCs%
 
20S-0S.pdf)
 
Q-9. Does a Ve!ndor have to be present in Idaho in order to bid?
 
A-9. If a vendor is not present in Idaho, it must be willing to establish a point-of-presence if
 
awarded a contract. The State desires to partner with an entity that can provide quick response to
 
problems throughout the State, to have face-to-face impromptu meetings, and impromptu
 
engineering "brainstorming" meetings. Therefore a presence in Idaho is necessary. An economic
 
presence is defined in Idaho Code § 67-2349(1)(a)-(b).
 
Q-l0. Is it permissible to bring in an out of state partner?
 
A-l0. Yes, we need to establish partnerships, both inside and outside of our state as applicable.
 
Q-l1. From thE! perspective of internet, security and VTC bridging, does the state have a desire to
 
centralized arrcmgement or a more regionalized arrangement?
 
A-ll. The advantage of a decentralized regionalized arrangement is survivability and easier "bell
 
scheduling for Distance Learning engagements due to the different time zones that the State
 
operates under; but we are not stipulating a preference.
 
Q-12. Do the CellSts in Appendix 0, Current State of Broadband in Idaho Public Schools refer to
 
annual or monthly costs?
 
A-12. Costs depicted in this chart listing current known connectivity and connection costs to our
 
Public High Schools, represent ANNUAL Operating Costs.
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APPENDIX F, IDANET TRANSITION CUSTOMER LOCATIONS AND CURRENT 
REQUIREMENTS 
Agency Nam{: DSL Servi Current Geographic 
ce Bandwidth Location 
Type (MB) 
Accountancy, Board of (Owyhee Plaza) UBR 1.5 Boise Metro 
Aging, Commission on FRS VBR 1.5 Boise Metro 
Agriculture, Department of 
Boise IMA Group Access 3 Boise Metro 
Nampa VBR 1.5 Boise Metro 
Twin Falls VBR 1.5 Southern Idaho 
Arts, Commission DSL UBR 1.5 Boise Metro 
Blind & Visually Impaired, Commission for 
the 
Coeurd 'Alene DSL VBR 1.5 North Idaho 
Lewiston DSL VBR 1.5 North Idaho 
Idaho Falls DSL VBR 1.5 Eastern Idaho 
Pocatello DSL VBR 1.5 Eastern Idaho 
Twin Falls DSL VBR 1.5 Southern Idaho i 
Building Safely, Division of 
Coeur d'Alene VBR 1.5 North Idaho 
Meridian to CMFONI VBR 6 Boise Metro 
Corrections, Department of­ (modified 
pricing) 
Blackfoot Dist 7 FRS VBR 1 Eastern Idaho 
Boise Orchard to CMFONI ATM VBR 8 Boise Metro 
Boise CWCEB FRS VBR 1 Boise Metro 
Boise Dist4E ATM CBR 1.5 Boise Metro 
Boise Dist4W ATM CBR 1.5 Boise Metro 
Boise Parole ATM CBR 1.5 Boise Metro 
Burley ATM CBR 1.5 Eastern Idaho 
Caldwell Dist3 ATM CBR 1.5 Boise Metro 
CDA FRS VBR 1.5 North Idaho 
Cottonwood ATM CBR 1.5 North Idaho 
Idaho Falls CWCIF FRS VBR 1 Eastern Idaho 
Idaho Falls Dist7 ATM CBR 1.5 Eastern Idaho 
KunaIMSI ATM CBR 1.5 Boise Metro 
Kuna ISCI ATM CBR 1.5 Boise Metro 
Kuna SICI ATM CBR 1.5 Boise Metro 
Lewiston ATM CBR 1.5 North Idaho 
FRS 
Meridian Dist 4 VBR 1 Boise Metro 
Mountain Home ATM CBR 1.5 Eastern Idaho 
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NampaCWCN 
Orofino 
Payette 
Pocatello Dist6 
Pocatello PWCC 
Rexburg Dist 7 
Sandpoint 
SBWCC 
FRS 
ATM 
ATM 
ATM 
ATM 
FRS 
ATM 
ATM 
VBR 
CBR 
CBR 
CBR 
CBR 
VBR 
CBR 
CBR 
1 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1 
1.5 
1.5 
Boise Metro 
North Idaho 
Boise Metro 
Eastern Idaho 
Eastern Idaho 
Eastern Idaho 
North Idaho 
Boise Metro 
St. Anthony 
Twin Falls Dist5 
Dairy Commission 
Denstistry, Board of 
Developmental Disabilities, Council on 
Endowment Fund Investment Board 
ATM 
ATM 
DSL 
DSL 
DSL 
DSL 
CBR 
CBR 
UBR 
UBR 
UBR 
UBR 
1.5 
1.5 
0.75 
0.75 
1.5 
1.5 
Eastern Idaho 
Southern Idaho 
Boise Metro 
Boise Metro 
Boise Metro 
Boise Metro 
Environmental Quality, Department of­
(modified pricing) 
Boise (Orchard Campus) 
Coeur d'Alene 
VBR 
CBR 
9 
5 
Boise Metro 
North Idaho 
I 
Idaho Falls CBR 10 Eastern Idaho 
Lewiston VBR 5 North Idaho 
Pocatello CBR 10 Eastern Idaho 
Twin Falls CBR 10 Southern Idaho 
Finance, Department of 
Fish and Gamc:~ 
VBR 
CBR 
1.5 
4.5 
Boise Metro 
Boise Metro 
I 
Health and Welfare, Department of 
Coeur d'Alene - 1120 Ironwood VBR 14.75 North Idaho 
Coeur d'Alene - 1120 Ironwood CBR 1.5 North Idaho 
Coeur d'Alene Aging - 1221 Ironwood 
Lewiston - 1118 F Street 
VBR 
CBR 
1.5 
9.75 
North Idaho 
North Idaho 
Lewiston - 1118 F Street CBR 0.5 North Idaho 
Moscow ­ 1350 Troy Highway Suite 2 
Orofino (SHN) - 300 Hospital Rd 
Orofino (SHN) - 300 Hospital Rd 
Nez Perce (Lewiston) Nimiipu Health ­
111 Bever Grade Lapwai, ID 
Health District 1 
VBR 
VBR 
VBR 
VBR 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1 
North Idaho 
North Idaho 
North Idaho 
North Idaho 
Health District 1 - Coeur d'Alene VBR 1.5 North Idaho 
Health District 1 - Sandpoint 
Health District 2 
VBR 
VBR 
1.5 
1.5 
North Idaho 
North Idaho 
Health District 3 
Caldwell VBR 1.5 Boise Metro 
Health District 4 
Nampa VBR 
CBR 
1.5 
1.5 
Boise Metro 
Boise Metro 
Health District :5 VBR 1.5 Eastern Idaho 
Health District 6 VBR 1.5 Eastern Idaho 
2 
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Health District 7 VBR 1.5 Eastern Idaho 
Hispanic Affairs, Commission on DSL UBR 0.25 Boise Metro 
Historical Society - Assay Office DSL UBR 1.5 Boise Metro 
Historical Society - Storage Building DSL UBR 0.25 Boise Metro 
Historical Society - Museum DSL UBR 1.5 Boise Metro 
Historical Society - History Center ATM UBR 1.5 Boise Metro 
Human Rights Commission (Owhyee Plaza) UBR 1.5 Boise Metro 
Insurance, Department of 
DOl - Coeur d'Alene VBR 1.5 North Idaho 
DOl - Pocatello VBR 1.5 Eastern Idaho 
Juvenile Corrections, Department of 
CDA VBR 1.5 North Idaho 
Twin Falls VBR 1.5 Southern Idaho 
Labor, Department of 
Blackfoot - 34. HCGL. 337784 Access 1.5 Eastern Idaho 
Boise - !daNet CBR 9.8 Boise Metro 
Boise (DDS) (lDHW circuit) ­
34. YBGA.311890 VBR 1.5 Boise Metro 
Boise (DDS) (Labor Circuit) ­
61. HCFS. 100410 Access 1.5 Boise Metro 
Boise (SCO) -!daNet CBR 0.25 Boise Metro 
Boise (Thomas Dev) -!daNet Access 3.0 Boise Metro 
Bonners Ferry -13.HCFJ003306 CBR 1.5 North Idaho 
Burley - 34.HFGJOO0125 Access 5.0 Eastern Idaho 
Caldwell- 34.HFGJOO0121 Access 5.0 Boise Metro 
Coeur d'Alene - 13.HFFJ001887 CBR 5.5 North Idaho 
Emmett - 34.HCGJ398898 Access 1.5 Boise Metro 
Grangeville - 76.0BFJ66417 CBR 1.5 North Idaho 
Hailey ­ Access 1.5 Eastern Idaho 
!daho Falls - 30.HFFJ192096 Access 5.0 Eastern Idaho 
Kellogg ­ 13.HCFJ.OO3329 CBR 1.5 North Idaho 
Lewiston - 76.HFFJ02856 CBR 5.0 North Idaho 
McCa/l- Access 1.5 North Idaho 
Meridian - 34.HFGJOO0111 Access 5.0 Boise Metro 
- Moscow - 13.HCFJ003309 CBR 1.5 North Idaho 
Mountain Home - 34.HCGJ 001670 Access 1.5 Boise Metro 
Orofino - 13.HCFJ003326 CBR 1.5 North Idaho 
Payette - 34.HCGJ394270 Access 1.5 Boise Metro 
Pocatello - 34.HFGJOO0120 Access 5.0 Eastern Idaho 
Rexburg - 34.HCFJ001981 Access 1.5 Eastern Idaho 
Salmon ­ Access 1.5 Eastern Idaho 
Sandpoint - 13.HCFJ003327 CBR 1.5 North Idaho 
Soda Springs ­ Access 1.5 North Idaho 
St. Maries -13.HCFJ003328 CBR 1.5 North Idaho 
Twin Falls - 34.HFGJOO0126 Access 5.0 Southern Idaho 
3
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Labor, DepaI1ment of for: Disability 
Detenninations Services 
Boise DDS - connection to IDHW VBR 1.5 Boise Metro 
Boise DDS - connection to Labor CBR 1.5 Boise Metro 
Lewis-Clark State Colle~e VBR 0.25 North Idaho 
Library, Idaho State - Idaho Falls DSL UBR 1.5 Eastern Idaho 
Liquor Dispensary, Idaho State 
State Store 216 (Ammon ID) DSL UBR 0.25 Eastern Idaho 
State Store 222 (1175 Parkway Dr Blackfoot) DSL UBR 0.25 Eastern Idaho 
BoiseHQ ISDL VBR 1.5 Boise Metro 
Boise - Store Net ISDL VBR 1.5 Boise Metro 
State Store 101 (1101 Grove, Boise) DSL UBR 0.25 Boise Metro 
State Store 102 (1744 W. State St Boise) DSL UBR 0.25 Boise Metro 
Boise Metro 
Boise Metro 
I 
IState Store 103 (5180 Overland, Boise) DSL UBR 0.25 
State Store 104 (6916 W State St Boise) DSL UBR 0.25 
State Store 107 ( 2150 Broadway, Boise) DSL UBR 0.25 Boise Metro 
State Store 108 (3439 N Cole Rd, Boise) DSL UBR 0.25 Boise Metro 
State Store 109 (10525 Overland Rd Boise) DSL UBR 0.25 Boise Metro 
State Store 110 (2273 S. Vista Ave #130 
Boise) DSL UBR 0.25 Boise Metro 
, 
I 
State Store 112 (2448 S. Apple St Boise) DSL UBR 0.25 Boise Metro 
State Store 114 (10356 Fairview Boise) DSL UBR 0.25 Boise Metro 
State Store 400 (610 N Raymond St Boise) DSL UBR 0.25 Boise Metro 
Liquor Store ART (817 N 20th St Boise) DSL UBR 0.25 Boise Metro 
State Store 329 (6759 Main St Bonners 
Ferry) DSL UBR 0.25 North Idaho 
State Store 221 (701 Overland Ave Burley) DSL UBR 0.25 Eastern Idaho 
State Store 106 (918 Blain St Caldwell) DSL UBR 0.25 Boise Metro 
State Store 136 (3110 Cleveland #J7 
Caldwell) DSL UBR 0.25 Boise Metro 
State Store 200 (825 Bnmdage Chubbuck) DSL UBR 0.25 Eastern Idaho 
State Store 205 (4820 Yellowstone Chubbuck) DSL UBR 0.25 Eastern Idaho 
State Store 302 (1201 E Sherman Ave CDA) DSL UBR 0.25 North Idaho 
State Store 305 (2611 N Government Way 
CDA) DSL UBR 0.25 North Idaho 
State Store 308 (3276 W Prairie Ave CDA) DSL UBR 0.25 North Idaho 
State Store 319 (1607 Northwest Blvd CDA) DSL UBR 0.25 North Idaho 
State Store 117 (174 W State St Eagle) DSL UBR 0.25 Boise Metro 
State Store 119 (Eagle) DSL UBR 0.25 Boise Metro 
State Store 12.5 (3210 E Chinden #134 Eagle) DSL UBR 0.25 Eastern Idaho 
State Store HI (4248 W Chinden Gdn Cty) DSL UBR 0.25 Boise Metro 
State Store 210 (207 S Main Hailey) DSL UBR 0.25 Eastern Idaho 
State Store 300 (1077 W Heron Ave Hayden) DSL UBR 0.25 North Idaho 
State Store 324 (9170 N Hess St #C Hayden) DSL UBR 0.25 North Idaho 
State Store 203 (2105 Niagara Dr Id Falls DSL UBR 0.25 Eastern Idaho 
4 
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State Store 206 (190 First St Idaho Falls) DSL UBR 0.25 Eastern Idaho 
State Store 208 (1717 W Broadway Id Falls) DSL UBR 0.25 Eastern Idaho 
State Store 220 (1104 S Lincoln St Jerome) DSL UBR 0.25 Eastern Idaho 
State Store 323 (Kellogg) DSL UBR 0.25 North Idaho 
State Store 209 (360 Leadville Ave N 
Ketchum) DSL UBR 0.25 Eastern Idaho 
State Store 129 (Kuna) DSL UBR 0.25 Boise Metro 
State Store 301 (913 Main St Lewiston) DSL UBR 0.25 North Idaho 
State Store 321 (1022 Bryden Ave Lewiston) DSL UBR 0.25 North Idaho 
State Store 132 (44 E Fairview, Meridian) DSL UBR 0.25 Boise Metro 
State Store 134 ( 450 S Meridian Rd, 
Meridian) DSL UBR 0.25 Boise Metro 
State Store 303 (904 W Pullman Rd, 
Moscow) DSL UBR 0.25 North Idaho 
State Store 309 (872 W Troy Hwy #110, 
Moscow) DSL UBR 0.25 North Idaho 
State Store 122 (275 E. 4th N Mtn Home) DSL UBR 0.25 Boise Metro 
State Store 105 (205 Caldwell Blvd #7 
Nampa) DSL UBR 0.25 Boise Metro 
State Store 115 (1225 12th Ave Rs S Nampa) DSL UBR 0.25 Boise Metro 
State Store 118 (16453 Marketplace Blvd 
Nampa) DSL UBR 0.25 Boise Metro 
State Store 325 (235 Main St Orofino) DSL UBR 0.25 North Idaho 
State Store 123 (521 9th St Payette) DSL UBR 0.25 Boise Metro 
State Store 202 (726 E Sherman Pocatello) DSL UBR 0.25 North Idaho 
State Store 204 (240 S Main Pocatello) DSL UBR 0.25 Eastern Idaho 
State Store 212 (1319 Bench Rd Pocatello) DSL UBR 0.25 Eastern Idaho 
State Store 304 (202 E Seltice Way Post Falls) DSL UBR 0.25 Eastern Idaho 
State Store 306 (4010 E Seltice Way Post 
Falls) DSL UBR 0.25 North Idaho 
State Store 331 (1214 Albeni Hwy Priest 
River) DSL UBR 0.25 North Idaho 
State Store 322 (403 N Fourth Sandpoint) DSL UBR 0.25 North Idaho 
State Store 201 (1901 Kimberly Rd Twin 
Falls) DSL UBR 0.25 Southern Idaho 
State Store 207 (1146 Filer Ave E Twin 
Falls) DSL UBR 0.25 Southern Idaho 
State Store 214 (1239 Pole Line Rd #311C Twin Fls) DSL UBR 0.25 Eastern Idaho 
State Store 326 (Wallace) DSL UBR 0.25 North Idaho 
State Store 127 (270 E 7th St #B Weiser) DSL UBR 0.25 Boise Metro 
Lottery Commiission VBR 1.5 Boise Metro 
Medicine, Board of DSL UBR 1.5 Boise Metro 
Nursing, Board of DSL UBR 0.75 Boise Metro 
Occupational Licensing, Bureau of (Owhyee Plaza) UBR 3 Boise Metro 
Outfitters and Guides Licensing Board PtoP UBR 1.5 Boise Metro 
5
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Parks and Recreation UBR 1.5 Boise Metro 
Phannacy, Board of DSL UBR 1.5 Boise Metro 
Public Works - Facility Services - for Idaho 
Falls DSL UBR 1.5 Eastern Idaho 
Public Works - Design & Construction - for Lewiston DSL UBR 1.5 North Idaho 
Public Works - Design & Construction - for Moscow DSL UBR 0.25 North Idaho 
Public Works - Design & Construction - for Pocatello DSL UBR 0.25 Eastern Idaho 
Real Estate Commission DSL UBR I Boise Metro 
Snake River Basin Adjudication ATM VBR 1.5 Eastern Idaho 
Species Cons€~rvation, Office of DSL UBR 1.5 Boise Metro 
State Bar, Idaho VBR 1.5 Boise Metro 
State Independent Living Council DSL UBR 1.5 Boise Metro 
Tax Appeals, Board of DSL UBR 1.5 Boise Metro 
Tax Commission 
Tax - Coeur d'Alene Office VBR 1.5 North Idaho 
Tax - Lewiston Office VBR 1.5 North Idaho , 
Tax - Twin Falls Office UBR 1.5 Southern Idaho 
Veterans Services 
Veterans Services HQ - Collins St Boise UBR 3 Boise Metro 
Lewiston Veteran's Home - Lewiston UBR 1.5 North Idaho 
Vocational Rehabilitation, Division of 
(modified pricing) i 
Boise - 39.YHFJ.001829 CBR 3 Boise Metro 
Boise - 39.YHFJ.001829 UBR 0.5 Boise Metro 
Boise - 39.YHFJ.001832 CBR 0.5 Boise Metro 
Boise - 39.YHFJ.001832 UBR 3 Boise Metro 
Caldwell- 39.YHFJ.001830 CBR 0.5 Boise Metro 
Caldwell- 39.YHFJ.001830 UBR 3 Boise Metro 
Coeur d'Alene Office #110 UBR 3 North Idaho 
Coeur d'Alene Office #110 VBR 0.5 North Idaho 
CDA Mental Health #130 UBR 0.75 North Idaho 
CDA SWT#140 UBR 0.75 North Idaho 
Idaho Falls - 39. YHFJ.001833 CBR 0.5 Eastern Idaho 
Idaho Falls - 39.YHFJ.001833 UBR 3 Eastern Idaho 
Lewiston Office #210 CBR 0.5 Boise Metro 
Lewiston Office #210 UBR 3 North Idaho 
Moscow VR #230 CBR 0.75 North Idaho 
Moscow (UojI) UBR 0.75 North Idaho 
Orofino #220 UBR 0.75 North Idaho 
Pocatello - 39.YHFJ.001831 CBR 0.5 Eastern Idaho 
Pocatello - 39.YHFJ.001831 UBR 3 Eastern Idaho 
Sandpoint VR # 120 UBR 0.75 North Idaho 
Sandpoint SWT #150 UBR 0.75 North Idaho 
Twin Falls - 39.YHFJ.001828 CBR 0.5 Southern Idaho 
Twin Falls - 39.YHFJ.001828 UBR 3 Southern Idaho 
6 
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Water Resoun:es, Department of 
Boise VBR 4.5 Boise Metro 
CDA VBR 1.5 North Idaho 
Boise Airport MAC 1.5 Boise Metro 
Idaho Falls MAC 1.5 Eastern Idaho 
Twin Falls MAC 1.5 Southern Idaho 
Soda Sprin~s VBR 1.5 Eastern Idaho 
7 
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APPENDIX G, lEN: Standard Service Order Form (Sample) 
lEN Standard Services Order Fonn (Sample) 
SERVICE REQUEST FORM 
IF THERE ARE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS ORDER PLEASE CALL: 
Office of the CIO, lEN Pl'Ogram Management Office 
(208) 332-1876 
BILL TO: APPROVALS 
Office of the CIO, State of Idaho 
650 W. State Street, Rm 100 "Anywhere" High School 
Boise, ID 83720 Agency/SchooVLibrary Representative 
BILLING CONTACT: 
IEN Program Management Office 
Office of the CIO, State of Iidaho 
(208) 332-1876 
Laura Hill 03/2412009 
Reviewed by IEN Services Manager/lEN Statewide Network Ops. Coordinator 
PON: 2009-0003 
(Insert Info here for f'ach Service Location) 
Agency:
 
Install. Contact:
 
Phone:
 
Site Contact:
 
Phone:
 
Repair Contact:
 
Phone:
 
Circuit type:
 
Speed:
 
CIR:
 
Location:
 
City:
 
Zip:
 
Number of PVCs:
 
Point To:
 
Wire Beyond NI?
 
Term At:
 
(Required Information After Circuit is ASSIGNED) 
Customer Circuit #: 
Customer DLCI: 
Circuit Install. Date: 
By: 
Circuit Tum-up Date: 
By: 
If this is an upgrade, when was the disconnect ordered? 
Date: PON: 
Disconnect Confirmed, Date: 
By: 
Billing Document Updated, Date: 
By: 
Service Type and Class: Due on or before 3/28/09 (Sample Only) 
~se link speed T Je ofservice ATM OoS parameters Frame Relay OoX 
_ DSL ,--_ Frame Relay OoS: CIR: 
Fractional Tl ATM PeR: Frae Tl speed: 
f--­ TI -­ FRF.8 (interworking) SCR: 
IMA Number oflMA 11 s Indicate individual MA circuit [Ds in the Comments sections 
.2L­ DS3 __ Point-to-Point Service Duration: 
DSL Type 
DSL Connection 
L:=J Existing FAX Line 
L:=:J New Line 
Phone Number on Line: 
8 
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JANUARY 6, 2009
 
AMENDMENT FOUR (4) TO RFP02l60
 
The following are modifications and responses to questions regarding RFP02l60. These 
modifications and responses are made part of and incorpomted into RFP02l60. 
Section 3.1, Funding Methodology, is amended to read 
Funding Methodology: 
Given the current state budgetary constraints, coupled with the urgency to qualify for Fedeml 
Government E-Rate funding, for this lEN effort, the State is releasing this RFP with limited 
funding. Much of the work outlined in this RFP is contingent upon approval of legislative 
appropriations. The work is also contingent upon the Fedeml Government approving the State's 
E-Rate application (due Feb 1,2009). While the State currently has limited funding, it is 
requesting legislative appropriations in 2009 for FY 2010. A portion of the work described in 
your proposal(s) and the contmct arising from this RFP shall be contingent upon approval of the 
appropriation, the State's qualification for Fedeml E-rate funding, and the selected service 
providers meeting the Federal E-Rate funding qualifications. Anticipated approval and release of 
State funding would be 1 Jul 09, along with any associated E-Rate dollars. 
Because of these contingencies, the service provider may be required to not begin certain work 
until after 7-1-09, and then only if the above contingencies are met (unless a supplemental 
appropriation is approved by the legislature before 7-1-09). The State does not expect or require 
the successful service provider to do or complete any work specified by this RFP prior to 7-1-09, 
that is in excess of the current amount of funding available. Further, the successful service 
provider shall not make any reliance or have any claim for work performed p,rior to 7-1-09, that 
is in excess of the current amount of funding available, or is prior to the named contingencies 
being met. This RFP is subject to cancellation and the contmct may be subject to termination if 
the Legislative appropriation is not approved. 
Section 5.3, PRICING, LENGTH OF AGREEMENT AND RENEWALS IS AMENDED TO 
READ: 
5.3 PRICING~, LENGTH OF THE AGREEMENT AND RENEWALS 
Contmct is for a :; year time period, with three extensions of five years each for a total of 20 
Years. 
Any resulting contmct from this solicitation may be awarded to up to four providers. Most of 
the work described by this RFP may not begin to be performed prior to July 2009, because such 
work as specified by this RFP is contingent upon Legislative appropriation approval. This RFP 
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is subject to cancellation or termination if Legislative appropriation is not approved. The 
services provided pursuant to a contract awarded based on this RFP would be available to any 
"Public agency" as defmed by Idaho Code 67-2327. 
Section 10, PRICfNG SCHEDULES, IS AMENDED TO READ: 
10.0 PRICINIG SCHEDULES 
Developing a statewide distance education network involves several types of cost. 
Some costs, such as interregional transport costs will be eligible for e-rate 
reimbursement. Other costs, including network operations and administration & indirect costs 
are not eligible for e-rate. 
Additionally, an wlderstanding ofhow USAC defines local area networks (LANs), other Internal 
Connections, and WANs is important to ensure that vendors submit funding requests that contain 
only eligible produ.cts and services. In addition, vendors should understand the eligibility 
requirements for the categories of service, such as Telecommunications Services, Internet 
Access, Basic Maintenance and Internal Connections. For example, Telecommunications 
Services can only be provided by an eligible telecommunications carrier. 
Specifics concerning actual E-Rate eligible services and equipment can be found at the following 
URLs: 
http://www.usac.org/sVapplicants/step06/eligible-services-framework.aspx 
http://www.usac.org/ res/documents/sVpdf/ESL archive/EligibleServicesList 112108.pdf 
These comprehenslive Eligibility and Services List will indicate what specific products or 
services may be eligible to receive discounts under the Schools and libraries Support 
Mechanism. Vendors are highly encouraged to review these documents, in an effort to identify 
specific tenus and l:::onditions, listed by category (e.g. Telecommunication Services, Internet 
Access, Internal Connections, Basic Maintenance of Internal Connections, Miscellaneous, and 
Special Eligibility Conditions). 
The Bidder will cle:arly identify each offered service (by service type to include E-Rate 
Eligibility per the USAC Schools and Libraries list located at the URL above) and be specific: on 
all elements, processes, fees, etc. included in the cost Bid proposals will address the impact of 
normal growth, as well as planned and unplanned network expansion or service enhancement. 
All prices shall be proposed on a "per unit" as a recurring or nonrecurring basis. All bidder costs 
must be reflected in either the monthly recurring or nonrecurring charges. No additional charges 
will be accepted. The State shall not be required to purchase any specific service or 
minimum quantitiies of network services. The quantities provided in this RFP as examples are 
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for the sole purpose of assisting the Bidders in preparation of their proposals and for the State to 
evaluate the feasibility of the proposed network solutions. The State shall not be responsible for 
any cost that is not identified in the Bidders proposal. 
Note the following changes have been made to section 10.8, Pricing Schedules: 
10.8 (E) PRICING SCHEDULES 
All pricing schedules must be complete and accurate, containing all costs related to provisioning 
Internet services. Pricing in these schedules must reflect the Proposer's pricing before the 
application of any taxes, fees, surcharges or volume discounts. Vendors are also expected to 
clearly annotate E-Rate vice non E-Rate eligible services and support in their proposed pricing 
schedules. Vendors are also encouraged to propose pricing strategies that maximize the State's 
ability to qualify for federal E-Rate funding. For example, a strategy to amortize network build 
out costs to include equipment and installation costs and including them as part of a 
Telecommunications or Internet Access service, these now become eligible as Priority One 
services, thus qualifying the State and\or support public school or library entity as being eligible 
for E-Rate discounts on an annual basis. Again, for specific infonnation pertaining to E-Rate 
Priority One and Two Services, the following infonnation is provided: 
FCC rules indicatl~ that E-Rate funds will be available for four eligible categories of service: 
telecommunications services, Internet access, internal connections, and basic maintenance of 
internal connections. 
First Priority for Funding (priority 1 Services) 
.-----------..------.- ---- -- ·1-------- -.--.----- .. -------- -.------. ----... --. ---.----.-.---- ----.. ---.----------- ---.--------.---
Telecommunicaltions These are services that are used to communicate infonnation 
Services electronically between sites. The services must be provided by a 
telecommunications carrier - i.e., an organization recognized by the FCC 
as providing telecommunications services on a common carrier basis. 
Examples of telecommunications services include basic telephone 
service and digital transmission services such as T-I lines. 
- --- ~-_._.-_------­
- .._- ---_ .._-~-- .._._----_.._-~--~----.-- -'--.~-----"----'---"'--------- _. --_.'-----_.-- .._.'-'.'-_. ­
"Basic conduit access" to the Internet inclUding e-mail is eligible for 
discount and can be provided by a telecommunications carrier or any 
commercial organization. 
Internet Access 
Second Priority for Funding (priority 2 Services) 
- ..-.. - .._...._... _----_.._._-_._--._-- -_ ..... ""'--"-'-----------'- ._------_.~•.~-.--~._._.---_ .. .,~~._~-_._----.---._--.-~--_ ..__ ._._-~ .. -----._-,,~--., .._------- - _. 
Internal Connections Internal connections consist of the wiring and components that expand 
data access within a school or library such as to individual classrooms 
within a school. Internal connections can be provided by any commercial 
organization. 
-B;sic-Mai~tenancel Basic maintenance of internal connections consists of service~-----­
I "necessary to enable the continued operation of the eligible equipment." 
I It includes: repair and upkeep of eligible hardware, wire and cable 
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maintenance, basic technical support, and configuration changes. 
In addition, the FCC has detennined that a voice mail service can receive support in the 
telecommunications or Internet access category and voice mail products can receive support as 
internal connections. 
The following Schedules contained in the electronic version of this RFP are embedded Excel 
worksheets. Please contact the Division of Purchasing if you desire to use or require assistance 
in using these worksheets. 
Schedule A: 
Item no. Descriptio)! 
I TOTAL PRICE 
~ 
Eljgible 
Yes\No? 
Monthly 
One=time Recurring 
charae ($) COOrae ($) 
Proposed Vendor lEN Solution (RFP Section3.S.2) 
Estimated 
Annual E­
~ 
Discount 
Estimated Net 
Cost to the 
State 
2 Breakdown ofTotal Price: 
Item or Services Descriptions 
E-Rate Priority One Services: 
ScheduleD: Incremental Bandwidth (RFP Section 8.1) 
Item no. Descriptiof! 
I Fixed incremental bandwidth 
(indicate incremental units) 
On~-time 
charge ($) 
MonthlY 
Recurring 
Charge ($) 
E-Rate 
Eligible 
Yes\No? 
Estimated 
Annual E­
Rate 
Discount 
Estimated 
Net CQst 
to the 
State 
2 Burstable incremental bandwidth 
(indicate incremental units) 
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Schedule C: Bandwidth for IEN Users (RFP Section 8.1) 
Estimated Estimated 
Monthly E-Rate Annual E­ Net Cost 
One-time Recurring Eligible Rate to the 
DescriptionItem no. charge ($) Charge ($) Yes\No? Discount? State 
I Fixed bandwidth 
(indicate units) 
2 Burstable bandwidth 
(indicate units) 
Additional E-Rate Priority One and Two Services Support: 
Schedule D: Value-added Services for IEN Users (RFP Section lOA) 
Estimated 
MontWy E-Rate Annual E- Estimated 
One-time Recurring Eliglible rate Net Cost to 
Item no. Descriptiol} charge ($) Charge ($) Yes\No? Discount the State? 
I DNS Caching 
2 Network Security 
3 Application Level Monitoring 
4 Content Filltering 
5 IP Maintenance 
6 E-Mail & Archiving Services 
7 Managed Firewall Services 
8 Traffic Prioritization Services 
9 Other valuc~-added services 
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Schedule E: Charge For Perfonnance and Usage Reports (RFP Section 8.1) 
Monthly 
One-time Recurring Notes (Non E-Rate Eligible 
Item no. Description charge ($) Charge ($) Admin Services 
I 
2 
THE FOLLOWING ARE QUESTIONS SUBMITTED IN RESPONSE TO RFP02160 AND
 
THEIR RESPECTIVE ANSWERS.
 
Q-I. In Section 5.3 the State provides for the option to contract with up to four providers as a 
result of this RFP, however throughout the document the State also references its desire to have a 
single point of accountability or ContractorNendor. In our experience when a State selects 
multiple providers to deliver telecommunications services, it often results in reduced 
effectiveness and mixed accountability amongst the selected parties, especially when the 
objective is to provide an integrated service as part of the deliverable. 
Is it the State's preference to achieve a multi-award contract by choosing a single 
response that represents comprehensive partnerships and coverage but still provides a 
single point of accountability per end user community (legacy IdaNeVagency users and 
K-12/libraries), thereby eliminating the fmger-pointing often associated with multi-award 
contracts? 
The reason we ask is specific to the E-Rate-eligible (K-12/library) user base as a contract 
with multiple vendors typically creates E-Rate issues as the E-Rate process expects one 
winner. A state contract with multiple winners could require each underlying school 
system to do a mini-RFP to evaluate the state contract providers and select one. Such 
work would require additional effort and E-Rate paperwork for each school system and 
could result in a less cost effective solution - i.e. multiple backbones, etc. 
A-I. While the State reserves the right to make multiple awards, it is the State's preference to 
choose a single response that represents comprehensive partnerships and coverage but still 
provides a single point of accountability per end user community to including legacy IdaneVState 
Agency customers and K-12/libraries, to eliminate the fmger pointing often associated with 
multi-award contracts. 
Q-2. As part of the technical requirements in Section 8.1 of the RFP, the State indicates that 
"[a]nticipated acceptable physical circuits are OC-3, OC-12, Fast Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet, but 
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other options will be considered. Ethernet options will have a preference." Given the varied 
telecommunications and physical territory throughout Idaho, we would certainly expect that 
service delivery would be provided through a mix of last mile access technologies. Would T-1 s, 
NxT-l, wireless (microwave and other), T-3s and Ethernet services be considered acceptable and 
preferable physical circuits for last mile delivery, provided that the provider's backbone is 
composed of the indicated OC-3, OC-12, Fast Ethernet or Gigabit Ethernet circuits? 
A-2. Other acceptable bandwidths will be considered, to include Tl-s, NxT-ls, wireless 
(including microwave and other), T-3s and Ether net services on a case by case basis, depending 
up the size of the supported customer base, the geographical location and end user equipment 
capabilities. Vendors per the RFP need to clearly articulate in writing, justifications for such last 
mile location delivery methodologies. 
Q-3. The State of Idaho has contracts in place for IdaNet that expire in October and November 
2010. However, there are individual circuits purchased under those contracts that have service 
terms that expire before the master contract expiration dates. Will the State renew those circuits 
whose individual terms expire prior to the contract dates under those existing master contracts or 
to the service provider awarded as a result of this RFP? 
A-3. The state is currently reviewing options for individual IdaNet contracts that expire prior to 
the master contract, to see if these customers can be transitioned as early as possible onto a new 
IdaNet backbone, with the State paying a month to month renewal for existing services, until 
such time, these cllstomers are migrated. 
Q-4. In Section 5.6, the State indicates that this contract shall be subject to a 1.25% 
administrative fee. Such a fee is not eligible for discount under the Federal E-Rate program. 
Will the State consider waiving this fee for any E-Rate-eligible participant in order to maximize 
both the state and federal funding available? 
A-4. The state will waive the 1.25% administrative fee for any contract resulting from this RFP. 
Q-5. Will the State provide a list of the Idaho communities included in the definition of a Large 
Metropolitan Area or provide a definition of what constitutes a Large Metropolitan Area versus a 
rural area? (Sections 8.1 and 8.4)? 
A-5. The state in coordination with the University of Idaho, Rural Distance Education Learning 
program has establlished the following definitions for a Large Metropolitan Area versus a rural 
area. Specifically, the following Idaho Counties are classified as large metropolitan areas: 
The Boise Metropolitan Area (officially known as the Boise City-Nampa, ID Metropolitan 
Statistical Area) is Idaho's largest metropolitan area. Other metropolitan areas in order of size are 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho Falls, Pocatello and Lewiston. 
As of 2006, six oflicial micropolitan statistical areas are based in Idaho (with populations based 
on urban areas in the United States based around a core city or town with a population of 10,000 
to 49,999). Twin Falls is the largest of these. 
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Rural Areas are dl~fmed per Idaho Code§ 67-9003, Idaho Rural Development Partnership Act as: 
(4) "Rural area" means: 
(a) All the tenitory of the state ofIdaho that is not within the
 
boundary of any standard metropolitan statistical area as defmed by the
 
United States office of management and budget;
 
(b) All territory within any standard metropolitan statistical area
 
described in subsection (4)(a) of this section within a census tract
 
having a population density of less than twenty (20) persons per square
 
mile, as determined according to the most recent census of the United
 
States as of any date; and
 
(c) Such areas as the partnership may identify as rural. 
Q-6. Will the State please specify the certifications required of a bidder, including any required 
certifications by the Idaho Division of Purchasing to provide the services outlined in this RFP? 
Additionally, we are not aware of any requirement to file tariffs with the Division of Purchasing 
(or the Idaho Regulatory Authority) specific to the network proposed; will the State clarify this 
requirement? 
A-6. The Division of Purchasing does not have any specific and\or required certifications; 
however bidders must be registered with the Idaho Secretary of State's Office in order to do 
business in the State ofIdaho. Concerning the question about Tariffs, there is no requirement to 
file tariffs with the: Division of Purchasing. Any contract resulting from this RFP is to be 
construed as an Individual Case Base (ICB) contract. 
Q-7. In Section 9.7 the State requests a list of all customers for the bidder. Will the State please 
confirm if it would be acceptable to provide a representative list of customers who purchase 
services from the bidder that are similar to those requested in this RFP in lieu of a full customer 
list? 
A-7. The State interprets this question to be a request for current users. Based on this 
interpretation, a customer list was already provided as Appendixes A and F in the lEN RFP and 
subsequent Amendment 3. 
Q-8. The State requests both resumes ofpotential lEN engineering support staff in Section 8.1 
and biographical information for each staff member responsible for design, implementation, 
project management or other positions identified in the requirements of the RFP in Section 9.10. 
Will it be acceptable to the State for the bidder to solely provide any required resumes and 
biographical information in a single form in our response to Section 9.1 O? 
A-8. No. The Statl~ needs to know who will be assisting the lEN effort and their qualifications. 
Q-9. Does the state have a preference of the physical location for the service provider's Network 
Operations Center (NOC)? 
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A-9. Yes. A service provider's Network Operation Center (NOC), needs to be located within the 
geographical confines of Idaho. 
Q-IO. In the pre-bid conference, the State indicated that there would be future phases of this 
project. Will there be new RFPs for those future phases or will the State simply place additional 
orders for service with the service provider awarded as part of this RFP? 
A-tO. No, there will not be any new RFPs issued for this lEN effort. The intent is to use the 
provider. Subsequent phases of this effort will be implemented using service orders. 
Q-l1. 5.6 AHMINISTRATIVE FEE 
The prices to be paid by the State shall be the prices bid by the CONTRACTOR plus one and 
one-quarter percent (1.25%). The additional percentage shall represent the State's Contract 
Usage Administrative Fee. No more than quarterly, the CONTRACTOR shall remit to the State 
through its Division of Purchasing, an amount equal to the one and one-quarter percent (1.25%) 
of the CONTRACTOR's quarterly contract or agreement sales. 
Request for c1arJification: Could the State please expand on the language highlighted above. 
We currently could not fmd this requirement in any of our existing agreements such as the 
IdaNet Master Service Agreement or Telephone Service - Calling Cards, Toll Free, and Direct 
Dial Services. Please provide an example of the State's expectation with this billing 
requirement. 
A-II. See Q/A 4 above. 
Q12. STAlE Of' IDAHO STA~DABDCONTRACT TERMS ANy CONDITIONS 
9. ANTI-DISCRIMINATIONIEQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY CLAUSE: 
Acceptance of this: Agreement binds the Contractor to the terms and conditions of Section 60 I, 
Title VI, Civil Rights Act of 1964, in that "No person in the United States shall, on the grounds 
of race, color, national origin, or sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, 
or be subject to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial 
assistance." In addition, "No other wise qualified handicapped individual in the United States 
shall, solely by reason of his handicap, be excluded from the participation in, be denied the 
benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal 
financial assistancle" (Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973). Furthermore, for contracts 
involving federal funds, the applicable provisions and requirements of Executive Order 11246 as 
amended, Section 402 of the Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974, 
Section 701 ofTitle VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Age Discrimination in Employment 
Act of 1967 (ADEA), 29 USC Sections 621, et seq., the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, Title 
IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, U.S. Department of Interior regulations at 43 CFR 
Part 17, and the Americans with Disabilities Action of 1990, are also incorporated into this 
Agreement. The Contractor shall comply with pertinent amendments to such laws made during 
the term of the Agreement and with all federal and state rules and regulations implementing such 
laws. The Contractor must include this provision in every subcontract relating to this Agreement. 
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Request for clarification: [Our Company], for itself, agrees to comply with the provisions of 
Section 9.2 of the STATE OF IDAHO STANDARD CONTRACT TERMS AND 
CONDITIONS, but requests a clarification with regard to the fmal sentence: "The Contractor 
must include this provision in every subcontract relating to this Agreement." [Our Company] has 
existing contracts with the subcontractors who will be working with [Our Company] to provide 
the solutions offered in this RFP response. It would be time consuming and costly to renegotiate 
those contracts in order to include the exact language set forth in Section 9.2. [Our Company] 
requests clarification from the State regarding the State's requirement. Following is the language 
included in [Our Company's] standard contracts with its subcontractors. While the language is 
not exactly as set forth in Section 9.2, the intent and the effect are the same. Does the State agree 
that [Our Company's] contracts with its subcontractors which contain the following terms are 
compliant with Section 9.2? 
PROCUREMENT STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
16.2 Compliance with Laws and Policies. 
Supplier will obtain, at its expense, all permits and licenses, pay all 
fees, and comply with all federal, international (if applicable), state 
andllocallaws, ordinances, rules, regulations and orders applicable 
to Supplier or Supplier's performance hereunder including, the 
Communications Act and orders of the Federal Communications 
Commission. Supplier agrees to adhere to the [Our Company] 
Ethical Business Practices, or with Supplier's code of conduct or 
own similar standards. If any terms of the [Our Company] Ethical 
Business Practices conflict with the terms of this Agreement, the 
Agreement will prevail. The [Our Company] Ethical Business 
Practices may be found at 
Employment Practices [po 6 - [Our Company] Ethical Business 
Practices/or Consultants, Contractors and Suppliers} 
Illegal Harassment-Sexual and Other 
[OUlf Company] complies with all applicable civil rights, human 
rights, immigration, and labor laws. This includes providing equal 
employment opportunities to employees and job applicants and 
maintaining a workplace free from illegal discrimination, 
hamssment, intimidation, and retaliation. While Supplier's 
employees are not employees of [Our Company], [Our Company] 
expects Suppliers to share this commitment. [Our Company] will 
not tolerate illegal harassment or discrimination in any form and 
supports those Suppliers who provide equal opportunity to all in 
accordance with the requirements of applicable law. At [Our 
Company], our business culture promotes mutual respect, 
accc::ptance, cooperation, productivity and a work environment free 
of sexual harassment or other illegal harassment among employees 
who are diverse in: 
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• Age 
• Sex 
• Color 
• Sexual orientation 
• Race 
• Ethnicity 
• National origin 
• Marital or family status 
• Veteran status 
• Disability 
• Religion 
• Any other legally protected category 
A-12. Upon contract issuance, the contract will be modified to using the suggested language. 
Q-13. STATE OF IDAHO STANDARD CONTRACT TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
18. RISK OF LOSS: Risk of loss and responsibility and liability for loss or damage will remain 
with Contractor until acceptance when responsibility will pass to the State except as to latent 
defects, fraud and Contractor's warranty obligations. Such loss, injury or destruction shall not 
release the ContraGtor from any obligation under this Agreement. 
Exception and R(~quest for Alternate Term: [Our Company] agrees to and will comply with 
the Acceptance provisions set forth in Section 17, above. However, because there are at least 14 
days between the State's physical receipt of hardware or other equipment and its acceptance of 
the materials, [Our Company] cannot agree to the Risk of Loss terms requested by the State in 
Section 18. 
[Our Company] proposes the following alternate term: The State will ensure that its personnel 
are availab'le to receive delivery of equipment or materials at the State's site, at a date and time to 
be determined ben¥een [Our Company] and Customer. All risk of loss of equipment or materials 
will transfer to the State upon delivery, except damage caused by [Our Company], its agents or 
subcontractors. Mere receipt by the State does not constitute fmal acceptance. 
[Our Company] cannot be responsible for Risk of Loss to equipment or materials not in its 
possessIOn. 
A-13. Upon contract issuance, the contract will be modified to using the suggested language. 
Q-14. How did thc~ State come up with the Specifications for this proposal? 
A-14. Specifications for this proposal were drafted as a result of lessons learned from similar 
initiatives of the same size and scope recently undertaken by several States, in the development 
of their own respec:tive Education Networks. Additionally, a team of State Technical experts was 
assembled to discuss State of Idaho Specific requirements for agencies migrating to this lEN 
backbone, to ensure that all technical requirements were captured as part of this RFP process. 
Q-15. Can we bid on a certain appendix? 
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A-15. As stated in the RFP, the State desires to partner with a total service solutions provider. 
Vendors interested in bidding on a particular section of the RFP, are highly encouraged to work 
with a major service provider partner or partners, in an effort to meet all of the required 
specifications as slet forth in this document. 
Q-16. Will the State accept substitute products or manufacturers? 
A-16. The State will consider all recommendations for substitute products and or manufacturers, 
if they are fully in1teroperable with existing legacy State of Idaho network systems, are cutting 
edge in terms of new technology, have a solid 24/7 maintenance support system, and are in 
keeping with current industry pricing for such systems. 
Q-17. Appendix "F" lists a number of circuits from various agencies to the Ida-Net back bone. 
Is the State requesting that these circuits be replaced in phase la of this project, or are these 
circuits just to be re-homed to the new IENlIdaNet backbone? 
A-17. The circuits listed in Appendix F concerning agencies currently connected to the IdaNet 
back bone are circuits that must be re-homed to a new IEN\IdaNet backbone wherever applicable 
and feasible during Phase la of the lEN project. Note the State will assist the winning vendor, 
post award in establishing a priority for these migrations based on customer mission criticality, 
contract service dates (e.g. expiring connectivity contracts) and the availability of supporting 
funding. In cases where this is not readily feasible, the vendor may need to consider replacement 
of these existing circuits to accommodate both user and lEN core backbone network 
requirements. 
Q-18. When does the management of the IdaNet transition start, up on the RFP award or July 
ISI? The first draft of the RFP emphasized that no work would start before July 1,2009. Does 
the addition ofphase Ib to replace the IdaNet backbone change the start date of the project? 
A.18. State management of the IdaNet transition will commence upon the RFP award on or 
about 26 January 2009; RFP Contractual language to amend the RFP to reflect the availability of 
limited funding for lEN Phase la IdaNet transition work is currently being undertaken by our 
legal staff and will subsequently be posted as an another RFP amendment for vendors to review. 
Tentative date to start ldaNet Transition activities (discovery and planning phases) is slated for 
on or about 2 Febmary 2009. 
Q-19. Syringa Networks provides ITO 12 DS3 ATM circuits that are not being used to their full 
capacity. Can any of the excess capacity on these circuits be used for IENlIdaNet? 
A-19. Vendors are: encouraged to work with current service providers, in this case Syringa, to 
see if any access capacity on these circuits can be utilized in support of the IENlIdaNet 
backbone. If assisumce and\or approval from ITO is needed, the State (OCIO and the Division of 
Purchasing) will as.sist the winning vendor in trying to broker an agreement to use this excess 
bandwidth with the: Idaho Transportation Department. It will however be incumbent on the 
winning vendor to broker a discussion directly with the service provider (Syringa). 
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Q-20. Will ITO transition its network to the new IEN/IdaNet backbone? When will this occur? 
What are the locations served by the ITO network if it is to be part of the new IEN/IdaNet 
network? 
A-20. ITO as a current customer ofldaNet will migrate to the new IEN/IdaNet backbone. The 
timing of this transition will be dependent upon the criticality of the missions that they (ITO) are 
supporting, availability of funding to do these migrations and a solid technical plan, developed 
by the winning contractor, with assistance from the State that is successfully staffed through our 
Change Management board and approved by ITO. Specific locations served by the ITO network 
as it pertains to IdaNet, are listed in Appendix F of this RFP. There are no current plans at this 
time to transition the remaining ITO network entities onto this new IEN\IdaNet backbone. 
Q-21. A Shared Resources Agreement between ITO and 360 Networks provided an OC-3 circuit 
from ISP in Meridian to North Idaho that is part of the existing IdaNet backbone. Can this 
circuit be used for IEN/IdaNet network? 
A-21. Again, vendors are encouraged to work with current service providers, in this case 360 
Networks, to see if any access agreements can be utilized in support of the IEN/IdaNet 
backbone. If assistance and\or approval from ITO is needed, the State (OCIO and the Division of 
Purchasing) will assist the winning vendor in trying to broker an agreement to leverage ITO's 
existing 360 networks contract with the Idaho Department of Transportation; but only ifit is 
economical to do so, and also makes sense from a technological standpoint. It will however be 
incumbent on the winning vendor to broker a discussion directly with the service provider (360 
Networks). 
Q-22. Can the vendor awarded this RFP collocate new equipment at the existing IdaNet sites in 
Lewiston and Coeur d'Alene? 
A-22. Yes, the winning vendor can and is higWy encouraged to co-locate new equipment at all 
and all existing IdaNet locations wherever feasible to ensure a smooth network transition to a 
new IEN\IdaNet backbone system for our supported customer base. 
Q-23. There exist CWDM connections over fiber from ITO on State Street, Department of 
Health and Welfare Towers, BHS at Gowen Field, and ISP at Meridian. Can any frequencies 
(lambdas) on this network be used for the IEN/IdaNet network? 
A-23. Yes, but only if it makes both economic and technical sense to do so and will not impact 
current ITO, Health and Welfare, BHS and IPS missions. We (the State) would work with the 
winning vendor to see what if any frequencies could be used for the IEN/IdaNet network. 
Vendors are encouraged to make technical recommendations concerning the use or reuse of 
existing lambdas in their proposal submissions, enabling the State to review accordingly with the 
affected customers. 
Q-24. The pricing requirements in Section 10 - especially 10.8 - appear to combine several 
different technologies and end customers. The schedules also appear to combine items that have 
different E-Rate eligibility. Can the State revise these tables or instructions to clearly require 
separation of pricin.g and indication of expected E-Rate eligibility, as applicable, for (I) 
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equipment not eligible for Priority 1 e-rate funding; (2) IdaNetlstate agency services and (3) 
video conferencing equipment and services? 
A-24. See new Se:ction 10 above. 
Q-25. If multiple vendors are selected (up to 4), how will the State ofIdaho integrate all of the 
vendors and the services they offer? Who will coordinate the development, outsourcing and 
implementation of this statewide network, file for E-Rate, etc? Will the State identify one of the 
4 vendors to do this? 
A-25. While it is stated in the amended Section 5.3 (above) that any resulting contract from this 
solicitation may he awarded up to four providers, it is still the desire of the State to contract with 
a single end-to-end managed internet service provider with existing partners and\or a willingness 
to form partnerships, in an effort to achieve the specified requirements of our lEN initiative. 
Q-26. Will the State ofID rebid these services if the funding is not secured this year? What is 
the State of Idaho's course of action if the funding is not approved? 
A-26. It is the int{mt of the State to award an lEN contract during FY09. The State has partial 
funding to start on our IdaNet migration initiative, which is now slated as phase la of our 
amended RFP (Amendment 3 to RFP 02160). Upon completion of that initiative, and contingent 
upon future availability of funding for our lEN effort, the State intends to issue Service Orders, 
per the RFP, for any follow on lEN initiatives, to the winning vendor(s). Ifno additional funding 
is secured for this IEN project after 5 years (the end of the first contractual period of work), a 
new RFP will be released. The State reserves the right to cancel any resulting contract due to a 
lack of funding per Item 26, Appropriation by the Legislature Required, of the State of Idaho 
Standard Contract Terms and Conditions, incorporated into this RFP by reference. 
Q-27. Regarding section 19 of the State of Idaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions: The 
State ofIdaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions are silent as to many details from 
Contractor's Terms and Conditions regarding how Contractor provides and bills for its services, 
protects it's investments, and ensures the return of a reasonable profit. Certain provisions of the 
State ofIdaho Contract Terms and Conditions are contrary to Vendor's Standard Terms and
 
Conditions. Contractor has additional terms and conditions it wishes to incorporate into the
 
State's Standard Contract Terms and Conditions, in addition to those Terms and Conditions, and
 
in some cases to replace a particular provision with Contractor's language. Will the State
 
consider these additional terms and conditions listed below?
 
Contractor agrees Ito negotiate in good faith any of these terms not acceptable to the State in the
 
proposed form.
 
Service Orders: State may submit service orders to Contractor to purchase telecommunication
 
and related servic{:s under this Agreement ("Service Orders"). The Service Orders describe the
 
telecommunication and related services that are available for purchase ("Services"). When fully
 
executed by both Parties, the Service Orders and these Standard Terms and Conditions form the
 
final written agre:ement between the Parties ("Agreement"). The Agreement can only be
 
amended or modiified in a written document that is signed by both Parties. All Services are
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offered subject to availability, and Contractor has the right not to accept a Service Order 
submitted by the State. If a Service Order has been accepted by Contractor, Contractor will 
provide Services for the term agreed to in such Service Order and renewal periods ("Service 
Term"). 
Cancellation, Modification or Expedition of Orders: "Cancellation", "Modification" and 
"Expedite Charges" referenced hereunder are posted to the Contractor's Website and are subject 
to modification by Contractor effective upon posting to that website. 
(a) Cancellation. The State may cancel a Service Order(s) if the request is received in writing by 
Contractor prior to the planned installation date, and Contractor shall have the right to assess a 
Cancellation Charge (a Service Order can only be cancelled one time; the execution of a new 
Service Order restarts the cancellation process). If the request to cancel is received after 
installation has begun, the State must pay full termination liability as set forth below. 
(b) Modification. The State may request in writing the modification of any Service Order(s). 
Such request shall result in a Modification Charge. If Contractor receives a written modification 
request for delay of installation less than 3 days prior to the planned installation date, the State 
must pay, in addition to the Modification Charge, the montWy recurring charge ("MRC") 
applicable to the delayed Service for the shorter of one billing month or the period from the 
original due date to the requested installation date. Contractor reserves the right to limit the 
number of requests to delay the planned installation date. 
(c) Expedite. The State may request an expedited installation date. If Contractor accepts the 
expedited installation date, the State must pay an Expedite Charge. 
(d) Third Party Charges. In addition to the charges set forth in (a), (b) and (c) above, Contractor 
may bill the State for any third party charges it incurs in order to complete the State's request to 
cancel, modify, or expedite the Service Order(s). 
Contractor Network, Access and Interconnection: 
(a) Responsibilities. Contractor will own and control the telecommunications equipment, cable 
and facilities installed and operated by Contractor for provision of the Services to the State 
("Contractor Network"). The Contractor Network will remain Contractor's personal property 
regardless of where located or attached. Contractor has the right to upgrade, replace or remove 
the Contractor Network in whole or in part, regardless of where located, so long as the Services 
continue to perform. Contractor has the right to limit the manner in which any portion of the 
Contractor Network is used to protect the technical integrity of the Network. The State may not 
alter, move or disconnect any parts of the Contractor Network and is responsible for any damage 
to, or loss of, the Contractor Network caused by the State's (or its end users') breach of this 
provision, negligelilce or willful misconduct. Contractor has no obligation to install, maintain or 
repair any equipment owned or provided by the State, unless otherwise agreed to in a writing 
executed by the Parties. If the State's equipment is incompatible with the Service, the State is 
responsible for any special interface equipment or facilities necessary to achieve compatibility. 
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(b) Access. Contractor may require access to the State's premises to install and maintain the 
Services and Conlractor's Network. The State must provide Contractor with a contact and/or help 
desk number that can be reached 24 hours per day/? days per week. The State also must provide 
reasonable access rights and/or rights of way from third parties, space, power and environmental 
conditioning as may be required for the installation and maintenance of the Contractor Network 
at the State's premises. 
(c) Letter of Authorization / Carrier Facility Assignment. If the State intends to connect the 
Services to facilities that neither it nor Contractor owns, it must provide Contractor with and 
maintain (for the Service Tenn) a current letter of authorization and carrier facility assignment, 
as applicable. 
Installation and Maintenance: 
(a) Installation. CONTRACTOR will notify the State when the Service has been successfully 
installed and is available for the State's use ("Service Date"). Unless the State notifies 
CONTRACTOR by the close of business on the Service Date that the Service is not operational, 
the Service Tenn will commence. If the State so notifies CONTRACTOR, the Service Date will 
occur and the Senrice Tenn will commence when the Service is operational. The Service Date 
will not be delayed or postponed due to problems with the State's equipment or the State's lack 
of readiness to accept or use Service. 
(b) Maintenance: 
(i) Scheduled Maintenance. CONTRACTOR will monitor Contractor's Network 24 hours per 
day, 7 days per week. Scheduled Maintenance will be perfonned between the hours of midnight 
and 6:00 a.m. (local time where the maintenance is being perfonned) unless another time is 
agreed to by the Parties for the particular circumstance. CONTRACTOR will endeavor to 
provide the State with at least five business days notice before performing Scheduled 
Maintenance unless a shorter notice period is required under the circumstances. 
(ii) Emergency Maintenance. If CONTRACTOR has to perform maintenance outside of the 
Scheduled Maintenance window set forth in subsection (b)(i) above, then CONTRACTOR will 
provide as much prior notice to The State as is practicable under the circumstances. 
Charges, Billing, Taxes and Payment: 
(a) Services are billed on a montWy basis commencing with the Service Date. Services are 
invoiced in advance, but usage charges are invoiced in arrears. Any installation or other non­
recurring charges, which are non-refundable, will appear on the first montWy invoice. 
(b) CONTRACTOR may require a deposit prior to the provision of any new Service. 
CONTRACTOR also may require a deposit as a condition to its obligation to continue to provide 
Service(s) if The State has failed to timely pay for Service(s) on two occasions during any six 
month period. 
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(c) CONTRACTOR will invoice the State for applicable Taxes (defined below) and, whenever 
possible, will identify such charges as a separate line item on the invoice. The State will be 
liable for Taxes which were assessed by or paid to an appropriate taxing authority within the 
applicable statute of limitations period. If the State fails to pay any Taxes properly billed, then 
as between CONTRACTOR and The State, The State will be solely responsible for payment of 
the Taxes, and penalty and interest. 
"Tax" or "Taxes'" mean any federal, state or local excise, gross receipts, value added, sales, use 
or other similar tax, fee, tax-like fee or surcharge of whatever nature and however designated 
imposed, or sought to be imposed, on or with respect to purchases by the State from 
CONTRACTOR for consideration under this Agreement or for Contractor's use of public streets 
or rights of way, which CONTRACTOR is required or permitted by law or a tariff to collect 
from the State; provided, however, that the term "Tax" will not include any tax on Contractor's 
corporate existence, status, income, corporate property or payroll taxes. 
(d) Payment for all undisputed amounts due under this Agreement must be received by 
CONTRACTOR on or before the due date specified on the bill ("Due Date"). Any payment or 
portion thereof not received by the Due Date is subject to a late charge on the unpaid amount at 
the lesser of 1.5% per month or the maximum rate permitted by law. 
Disputes: If the State disputes any charges, it must log the dispute by completing and submitting 
a dispute form via Contractor's dispute website [located at: ], or by contacting Contractor's 
dispute telephone line at 1-800-[]. All disputes must be submitted to CONTRACTOR in the 
manner specified above within 120 calendar days of the date of the invoice associated with the 
disputed charges, or the invoice shall be deemed correct and all rights to dispute such charges are 
waived. Withheld disputed amounts determined in favor of CONTRACTOR must be paid by the 
State within five (5) business days following written, electronic or telephonic notice of the 
resolution, and will bear interest at the lesser of 1.5% per month or the maximum rate allowed by 
law from the Due Date until the date paid. Amounts that were disputed but paid by the State will 
bear interest at the: lesser of 1.5% per month or the maximum rate allowed by law from the date 
paid through the date of resolution if the resolution is determined in the State's favor. 
Service Levels / Service Outage Credits: 
(a) Service Level Agreement ("SLAV"). The SLAV for a particular Service, which specifies the 
applicable perfomlance metrics and outage credit schedule, is contained in each Service Order. 
If no SLAV is included with a Service Order, then credits for Service Outages (defmed below) 
will be issued at 111440 of the applicable MARC per 30 minute outage for up to a 24-hour 
period, but if a Service Outage lasts greater than 24 hours, at 11144 of the applicable MARC per 
3 hour period. Cn::dits issued during any calendar month will not exceed the MARC associated 
with the affected Service that experienced the Service Outage's). 
(b) Service Outage Definition. A "Service Outage" is defmed as either: (a) material non­
compliance with a. specific performance metric in a service level agreement; or (b) a complete 
loss of transmission or reception capability for a Service caused by Contractor's Network. 
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(c) Reporting and Tracking of Service Outages.
 
If there is a Service Outage, the State must contact Contractor's The State Network Reliability
 
Center ("CORK") at 800-1], and CONTRACTOR will open a trouble ticket and provide the State
 
with a trouble tickl~t number for tracking purposes.
 
(d) Duration of Service Outage and Application of Credits. For the purpose of calculating 
applicable credits" a Service Outage begins when the State reports the Service Outage to 
Contractor's CORK, and ends when the Service is restored. The duration of the Service Outage 
only includes outages that are caused by Contractor's Network and do not include outages caused 
by the equipment, acts or omissions of The State, third parties, Force Majuro events, or outages 
occurring during scheduled or emergency maintenance. The duration of a Service Outage also 
does not include any time during which CONTRACTOR is not allowed access to the premises 
necessary to restore the Service. Credits for Service Outages are only issued if requested by the 
State, and such requests must be submitted to CONTRACTOR within 120 days from the date 
Service is restored. 
(e) Chromc Trouble Services. If two Service Outages have occurred on a particular Service 
during a 30-day period, and a third Service Outage occurs within thirty days following the 
second Service Outage, The State may terminate the applicable Service without early termination 
liability provided that The State supplies CONTRACTOR with a written termination notice no 
later than thirty days following the third Service Outage. 
(f) Remedies. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, the remedies set forth 
in the service level agreement and in sub-sections (a) and (e) above of this Agreement constitute 
the State's sole and exclusive remedy for Service Outages. 
(g) Service Outages Not Caused by Contractor's Network. If CONTRACTOR responds to a 
service call initiated by the State, and CONTRACTOR reasonably determines that the cause of 
the problem is not due to Contractor's Network, but is due to the State's equipment or facilities, 
or a third party, the State must compensate CONTRACTOR for the service call at Contractor's 
then prevailing rates. 
Governmental R4egulation - Changes: 
(a) This Agreement is subject to all applicable federal, state and local laws, rules and regulations, 
and each Party must comply with them in performing its obligations hereunder. To the extent any 
provision herein conflicts with any applicable law, rule or regulation, such law, rule or regulation 
will supersede the conflicting provision. 
(b) CONTRACTOR may discontinue or impose additional requirements to the provision of 
Service, upon 15 days written notice, if necessary to meet regulatory requirements or if such 
requirements havl~ a material, adverse impact on the economic feasibility of CONTRACTOR 
providing the Senrice. The State is not responsible for the termination liability set forth below if 
CONTRACTOR discontinues the Service under this subsection. 
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Indemnification: Each Party ("Inseminator") shall indemnify, defend and hold hannless the 
other Party ("Indemnities") from all losses or damages arising from or related to bodily injury or 
physical damage to tangible property caused by the negligence or willful misconduct of 
Inseminator. The State shall indemnify, defend and hold CONTRACTOR harmless from all 
losses or damages arising from the State's violation of third party intellectual property rights, all 
claims of any kind by the State's end users, or any act or omission of the State associated with 
any Service. (TO REPLACE SECTION 11 OF STATES STANDARD TERMS AND 
CONDITIONS) 
Limitation of Li:ilbility: Except for the Parties' respective obligations set forth in Section 14 
herein, neither Party is liable to the other for indirect, consequential, special, incidental, or 
punitive damages of any kind or nature whatsoever (including without limitation lost profits, lost 
revenues, lost savings, lost opportunity or harm to business), whether or not foreseeable, whether 
or not the Party had or should have had any knowledge, actual or constructive, that such damages 
might be incurred, and regardless of the form of action, nature of the claim asserted or the 
frustration of eithl~r Party's purpose. Indirect damages include, but are not limited to, damages 
of the kinds specified in the preceding sentence that are incurred by a third party and are asserted 
against a Party (including attorneys' fees and expenses). Contractor's liability to The State for 
direct damages may not exceed one month's calculation of the applicable Marcs regardless of 
the form of action, nature of the claim asserted or the frustration of either Party's purpose. 
CONTRACTOR has no liability for the content of information that The State passes through 
Contractor's Network, the State's transmission errors, or any failure to establish connections 
outside of the CONTRACTOR Network. 
Termination by CONTRACTOR: 
(a) Termination With Notice. CONTRACTOR may disconnect all Service's) associated with a 
delinquent account upon ten (10) days written notice for the State's failure to pay amounts due 
under this Agreement which remain uncured at the end of the notice period; or upon thirty (30) 
days written noti':::e for: (i) the State's breach of a non-economic, material provision of this 
Agreement or any law, rule or regulation governing the Services which remains uncured at the 
end of the notice period; (ii) any govenunental prohibition or required alteration of the Services. 
(b) Termination Without Notice. CONTRACTOR may terminate or suspend Services without 
notice if: (i) nec(~ssary to protect Contractor's Network; (ii) CONTRACTOR has reasonable 
evidence of The State's illegal, improper or unauthorized use of Services; or (iii) required by 
legal or regulatory authority. 
(c) Post Termination. Any termination or disconnection shall not relieve the State of any liability 
incurred prior to such termination or disconnection, or for payment of unaffected Services. 
CONTRACTOR retains the right to pursue all available legal remedies if it terminates this 
Agreement or disconnects Service(s) in accordance with this Section. All terms and conditions of 
this Agreement shall continue to apply to any Services not so terminated, regardless of the 
termination of this Agreement. If CONTRACTOR terminates Service in accordance with this 
section, and The State wants to restore such Service, The State first must pay all past due 
charges, a reconnl~ction charge and a deposit equal to 2 months' recurring charges. All requests 
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by The State for disconnection of On-Net Services will be processed by CONTRACTOR in 30 
days or less, and for disconnection of long haul Off-Net Services in 45 days or less, following 
delivery of the written notice. The State must pay for Services until such disconnection actually 
occurs. The State must submit requests to disconnect or terminate Services to Contractor's Order 
Entry department in accordance with Section 20 below. 
Termination by the State: The State may terminate this Agreement and/or any Service Order 
hereunder upon thirty (30) days prior written notice, without incurring termination liability, for 
Contractor's (i) bn:~ach of any material provision ofthis Agreement, or any law, rule or regulation 
that affects The State's use of Service(s), which remains uncured at the end of the notice period 
and/or (ii) insolvency, bankruptcy, assignment for the benefit of creditors, appointment of trustee 
or receiver or similar event. 
Termination Liability: If CONTRACTOR terminates this Agreement or any Service Order(s) 
due to the State's breach of a non-economic, material provision of this Agreement or any law, 
rule or regulation governing the Services which remains uncured at the end of the notice period 
or because CONTRACTOR has reasonable evidence of the State's illegal, improper or 
unauthorized use of Services; or if the State terminates this Agreement or any Service Order(s) 
for any reason other than Contractor's material breach that remains uncured after written notice 
and a reasonable cure period, all MRCs associated with the terminated Service(s) for the balance 
of the applicable Service Term shall become immediately due and payable. If the termination 
occurs during the second year of any Service Term, and the terminated service is provisioned 
entirely on Contractor's network, then 50% of all MRCs associated with the terminated 
Service(s) for the balance of the applicable Service Term shall become immediately due and 
payable. 
Assignment: (EDIT SECTION 20 OF STATE STANDARD CONTRACT TERMS AND 
CONDITIONS TO READ LIKE THIS: "20. ASSIGNMENTS: No Agreement or order or any 
interest therein sha.ll be transferred by the Contractor to whom such Agreement or order is given 
to any other party without the approval in wnting of the Administrator, Division of Purchasing, 
not to be unreasonably conditioned, withheld or delayed except that CONTRACTOR may assign 
its rights and/or obligations hereunder (a) to its parent, affiliates or subsidiaries, (b) pursuant to 
any merger, acquis.ition, reorganization, sale or transfer of all or substantially all its assets, or (c) 
for purposes of fmancing. Transfer of an Agreement without approval shall cause the annulment 
of the Agreement so transferred, at the option of the State. All rights of action, however, for any 
breach of such Agreement are reserved to the State. (Idaho Code Section 67-5726[1])" 
Governing Law - Litigation: This Agreement is governed by and subject to the laws of the 
State ofIdaho excluding its principles of conflicts oflaw. If litigation is commenced to enforce 
this Agreement, thc~ prevailing Party is entitled to reimbursement of its costs and attorneys' fees 
from the other Party. 
Headings: Headings herein are for convenience only and are not intended to have substantive 
significance in interpreting this Agreement. 
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Notices: Any notilce required under this Agreement must be in writing and be delivered to the 
receiving Party at the addresses listed below (i) in person, (ii) by certified mail with return 
receipt requested, or (iii) by overnight courier. A notice is deemed given (i) when delivered, if 
personally delivered, (ii) at the time indicated on the return receipt, if delivered by certified mail, 
or (iii) at the time the party or its representative executes the delivery receipt, if delivered via 
courier. CONTRi\.CTOR must provide such notice to the State's billing address, and the State 
must provide such notice to CONTRACTOR at [] Attn: General Manager. IfThe State is 
disconnecting Services for any reason, it also must deliver notice to CONTRA CTOR at 11 Attn: 
Order Entry. 
Public Releases, Use of Name: Neither Party may issue a news release, public announcement, 
advertisement or other fonn ofpublicity regarding this Agreement or the Services provided 
hereunder without the prior written consent of the other Party. Neither Party may not use the 
other's name, logo or service mark without Contractor's prior written consent. 
Representations and Warranties: Each Party represents and warrants that it, and the person 
signing on its behalf, is fully authorized to enter into this Agreement. CONTRACTOR represents 
and warrants that the Services will be perfonned by qualified and trained personnel. 
CONTRACTOR does not guarantee, represent or warrant that the Service(s) will be without 
interruption. CONTRACTOR MAKES NO OTHER REPRESENTATIONS OR 
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, EITHER IN FACT OR BY OPERATION OF LAW, 
AND DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS 
FOR A PARTICULAR OR ORDINARY PURPOSE. 
REGARDING SECTION 23 OF THE STATE'S STANDARD CONTRACT TERMS AND 
CONDITIONS - Replace or negotiate in line with Contractor's Indminification paragraph above. 
Regarding Section 30 of State's Standard Contract Tenns and Conditions - Edit to read like this: 
PRIORITY OF DOCUMENTS: This Agreement consists of and precedence is established by 
the order of the following documents: 
1. Service Orders executed between the parties. 
2. This Agreement; 
3. The Solicitation; and 
4. Contractor's proposal as accepted by the State. 
The Solicitation al1ld the Contractor's proposal accepted by the State are incorporated herein by 
this reference. The parties intend to include all items necessary for the proper completion of the 
scope of work. The documents set forth above are complementary and what is required by one 
shall be binding as if required by all. However, in the case of any conflict or inconsistency 
arising under the documents, a lower numbered document shall supersede a higher numbered 
document to the extent necessary to resolve any such conflict or inconsistency. Provided, 
however, that in the event an issue is addressed in one of the above mentioned documents but is 
not addressed in al1lother of such documents, no conflict or inconsistency shall be deemed to 
occur. 
Where tenns and conditions specified in the Contractor's proposal differ from the tenns in this 
Solicitation, the terms and conditions of this Solicitation shall apply. Where tenns and conditions 
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specified in the Contractor's proposal supplement the terms and conditions in this solicitation, 
the supplemental terms and conditions shall apply only if specifically accepted by the Division of 
Purchasing in writing. 
A-27. The above language will not be adapted or accepted. The State believes between the RFP, 
the Special Telecommunications Terms and Conditions incorporated in the RFP by reference, 
and Amendment Three (3) to RFP02160 adequately address the issues raised in this question. 
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J.'Ytn'.'ORI!.S	 All eQcY Compa"y 
January 12,2009 
Mr. Mark Little 
Purchasing Manager 
Idaho Division of Purchasing 
LBJ Building, Lower Level, Room B-IS 
650 W. State Street 
Boise, ID 83702 
RE: Idaho Education Network (lEN) RFP 02]60 
Dear Mr. Little: 
ENA Selvices, LLC (ENA) and Syringa Networks, LLC (Syringa), responding jointly as 
the JEN Alliance, appreciate thc opportunity to respond to the State of Idaho's Request 
for Proposal #02 I60 for the implementation and ongoing support of the Idaho Education 
Network (lEN). We are pleased to provide a response that represents a collaborative 
approach and leverages the existing infrastructure as well as the collective skills, 
experience and capacity of a wide variety of service providers and industry leaders in 
delivering and managing statewide education networks. 
We will refer to our combined team as the IEN Alliance. The lEN Alliance founding 
members, ENA and Syringa will lead the partnership. For the purpose of executing a 
contract, ENA will be the contracting entity for the project with Syringa as the princip.al 
partner and pr:ime supplier. In addition, both Syringa and ENA have engaged the 
following strategic and core partners based on the infrastructure as we!! as the skills and 
expertise they can provide to contribute to the success of lEN. 
•	 Strategic Partners: Idaho Regional Optical Network, Inc. (IRON), Cable One, 
INX and OneVision Solutions 
•	 Core Partners: 180 Networks, 360 Networks, ATC Communications, Cable ONE, 
Cambridge Telephone Company, Custer Telephone Company, Direct 
Communications, Fair Point Communications, Farmer's Mutual Telephone 
Company, Filer Mutual Telephone Company, Frontier Communications, Integra 
Telecom, Midvale Telephonc, Mud Lake Telephone Cooperative, Project Mutual 
Telephone, Rural Telephone Company, Silver Star Communications, Time 
Warner Cable and tw telecom 
•	 Strategic Suppliers: American Fiber Systems, CenturyTeJ, Digital Bridge, Qwest 
Wholesale and Verizon 
State of Idaho RFP-02J 60
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We are confident the proposal we have provided in response to this RFP not only meets 
or exceeds the stated requirements, but captures the spirit of collaboration and partnership 
the State is seeking. Our proposal makes extensive use of existing state infrastructure 
and calTier provided services, implements a service delivery model that will make the 
most effective use of funding sources such as E-Rate, and provides an ongoing support 
structure that is comprehensive and affordable to ensure the long-teml success of the IEN 
as its mission expands over time. 
We are excited about the opportunity to work with the State to create a positive economic 
impact in Idaho and ensure the availability of high-speed access and cOllnectivity services 
to its students and citizens. 
Thank you for your consideration of our proposal response. 
Sincerely, 
David M. Pierce Greg Lowe 
President and CEO CEO 
ENA Services, LLC Syringa Networks, LLC 
2State ofJdaho RFP-02160 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The lEN Alliance understands the State ofIdaho's vision for providing robust, high­
speed broadband access that can serve the students and citizens of Idaho now and well 
into the future. We are excited about the opportunity to assist in making this vision 
become a reality. The Idaho Department of Administration, Office of the Chief 
Information Officer (OCIO) will receive multiple responses and approaches for 
developing and operating a statewide education network that endeavors to meet the 
requirements of this RFP. As the State has clearly articulated throughout both the RFI 
and RFP processes, partnerships will be critical to the success of Idaho Education 
Network (lEN). For this very purpose, the lEN Alliance was established. 
The lEN Alliance founding members, Education Networks of America (ENA) and 
Syringa Networks (Syringa) will lead the partnership. For the purpose of executing a 
contract that will be utilized to apply for E-Rate reimbursements, ENA will be the 
contracting entity serve as the prime contractor for the project with Syringa as the 
principal partner and prime supplier. In addition, both Syringa and ENA have engaged 
the following strategic and core partners based on the infrastructure as well as the skills 
and expertise they can provide to contribute to the success of lEN. 
•	 Strategiic Partners: Idaho Regional Optical Network, Inc. (IRON), Cable One. 
INX and OneVision Solutions 
•	 Core Partners: 180 Networks, 360 Networks, ATC Communications, Cable ONE, 
Cambridge Telephone Company. Custer Telephone Company, Direct 
Communications, Fair Point Communications, Farmer's Mutual Telephone 
Company, Filer Mutual Telephone Company, Frontier Communications, Integra 
Telecom, Midvale Telephone, Mud Lake Telephone Cooperative, Project Mutual 
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Telephone, Rural Telephone Company, Silver Star Communications, Time 
Wame:r Cable and tw telecom 
•	 Strategic Suppliers: American Fiber Systems, CenturyTel, Digital Bridge, Qwest 
Wholesale and Verizon 
Experience 
As the credentials of our team are reviewed, the OCIO will discover the partners 
represented in the lEN Alliance offer a collective set of skills and experience that meet all 
the RFP requirements and is unmatched. The project management, engineering and 
overall technical skills of our combined team, along with our experience managing 
statewide education networks and in securing millions of dollars in federal E-Rate funds 
over the life of the E-Rate program, position the lEN Al1iance as the winning team. We 
are confident that the partnerships we have created and the approach we have outlined 
wi1l serve Idaho well. 
Partnerships 
The lEN Alliance was formed in recognition of the need for strong partnerships to 
successfully achieve the State's desire for a collaborative effort between the State of 
Idaho and muhiple carriers and service providers to implement and manage a statewide 
education network that leverages state infrastructure and carrier-provided services and 
support. The Alliance came together based on the unique strengths each member brings 
to this mission .. We also recognize the need to expand and encourage new members and 
strategic partm~rs over time. By combining the robust backbone networks in place from 
Syringa and IRON, the extensive geographic coverage of Syringa's member carriers and 
the Alliance core partners, ENA's experience in E-Rate and managing broadly deployed 
multi-carrier statewide education networks, and the relationships and expertise of 
networking and video conferencing hardware partners such as INX and OneVision, we 
are confident we have established the best team to carry out this mission. 
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Idaho Presence 
The lEN Alliance Partners already have a significant presence in Idaho and we are 
committed to growing this presence in support of lEN. Together we employ over 1,000 
people throughout the State and serve over 250,000 customers across all regions and 
industries, including: K-20 education community, libraries, government entities, 
healthcare facilities, and commercial and residential customers. The lEN Alliance 
members that will implement, operate and support the Idaho Education Network will be a 
combination of seasoned local resources from our collective team along with new 
resources that are required to make this project successful. 
Long-Term Commitment 
As the mission and vision of the lEN grows, the delivery model and support structure 
needs to grow and adapt to the expanding requirements. We understand that this is not a 
short-term endeavor. We are confident that not only have we designed an approach that 
will achieve the desired immediate outcomes, but the lEN Alliance is committed to 
making the investments to ensure its long-term success. 
Economic Impact 
The strategy and approach the lEN Alliance is proposing is a proven best practice 
approach for implementing statewide broadband education networks. We implement 
networks in a manner that lowers the build-out and operating costs often associated with 
a project of this nature resulting in broad and positive economic impact. Our team 
includes incumbent and alternative telephone carriers, cable and utility providers, 
municipal networks, cellular/wireless carriers and emerging higher education fiber-optic 
networks. Many of these carriers, especially those that successfully serve rural 
communities, would not otherwise have the opportunity to compete for or participate in a 
statewide project of this size and scope. By leveraging their resources, these providers 
are encouraged to increase their investments in the community, which, in tum, stimulates 
growth. We have highlighted examples ofthis throughout our proposal response. 
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Competitive Advantage 
The lEN Alliance believes our dedication to service, our experience and expertise, and 
our focus on innovation, community and collaboration are the key differentiators that 
distinguish us from other service providers. Our motto is "Service is the solution", and 
our track record demonstrates that. Our long-term history serving customers across Idaho 
and our vast experience in delivering managed network solutions and implementing 
statewide education networks through partnerships and collaboration truly set us apart. 
In particular we pay keen attention to capacity, scalability, funding, outcomes and time 
savings when designing and managing networks which results in real value to our 
customers. When you engage the lEN Alliance you get "More than just bandwidth." 
Low Risk Transition 
The lEN Alliance is confident the partnerships we have established and the 
implementation and support plan we have proposed represent the highest value and 
lowest risk alternative to achieve the goals for all phases of the lEN. Over 120 schools, 
25 community libraries, and 150 state and local government offices are already connected 
to the lEN Ailliance's network; and we have demonstrated a clear path for expanding this 
connectivity by establishing new partnerships and capitalizing on existing infrastructure 
and relationships. In addition, we have designed a cost-effective and innovative solution 
that will expedite the migration of the existing IdaNet network to the new robust lEN 
backbone with little to no loss of service to the agencies currently using that network. All 
of this, coupled with our team's vast experience, position the lEN Alliance as the "partner 
of choice" for the State of Idaho. 
Together, the !EN Alliance believes we have proposed a unique and collaborative model 
that combines the individual strengths, skills, experience and capacity required to ensure 
the success of the Idaho Education Network as an economic catalyst for Idaho. 
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8.0 SERV ICE REQU IREMENTS 
Public High Schools designated in Phase I to migrate to this ne\\ lEN service must be 
converted NLT 1 February ~()IO. with ailiP addresses routing through the Internet. The 
conversion from the current Internet Service Provider should be as transparent as possible. 
The State 01' Idaho is cognizant ofa growing demand for b'lrldwidth. The State is interested in 
identifying ,1 Contractor who will meet the current and future telecommunications needs of 
el igible participants over the term of the contract. The successful Contractor \vi II provide a 
cost-effective. scalable. and fle\ible lranspmt service that \\ ill be 'lble to meet the demands 0" 
the net\\OrK participants ami it is e\pected the sen ices woulLlmeet any future needs of otllel' 
el igi ble partie ipants as deemed appropriate, Bidders will identify services that are a nOimal 
pali of their offering without additional fees and optional services that are being offered for an 
additional fee (i.e., automatic trouble ticket generation, trouble notification, etc). The State 
requires ,1 complete description of those services and fees to be included in the RFP response. 
The IEN t\lliance proposal is based upon providing a cost­
effective, scalable and flexible transport services solution. 
The lEN Alliance partners have been engaged in the business of supporting K-12 public 
schools, libraries and state agencies for many years; we understand the unique challenges 
and have structured our solutions to meet these unique requirements and complement as 
well as leverage any existing local resources. 
We understand that the State desires to convert all designated public high schools in 
phase I to this new lEN service by February I, 2010 and that all IP addresses should route 
through the Internet. We have experience managing similar transitions and we will work 
to ensure that the conversion from the current Internet Service Provider wilJ be as 
transparent as possible. We also know that there is a constant demand for additional 
bandwidth throughout the lEN community and we look forward to meeting both the 
current and future needs of all eligible participants over the term of the contract. 
Over the next 5-7 years, we estimate that schools wi II increase their bandwidth usage 
according to the estimates published in the attached SETDA report, Appendix E. Costs 
for technology upgrades and associated connectivity improvements related to increasing 
bandwidth are included in our price proposal. 
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All services listed in Section 8.0 are a base part of the lEN Alliance's solution offering 
without additional fees or hidden costs. The lEN Alliance has provided a complete and 
comprehensive solution meeting or exceeding all RFP requirements. The lEN Alliance 
does provide optional supplemental services and information on these services can be 
found in Tab 8, Optional Services. Pricing for optional services is provided as a 
separate consideration. 
As required in the General Requirements of this RFP, below find a detailed case study of 
an existing district served by the lEN Alliance in the State ofldaho. 
Payette School District Case Study 
Payette is a small, rural community located near the Oregon-Idaho border of 
Southwestern Idaho. For several years, they had experienced significant challenges with 
an unmanaged, unlicensed wireless Internet and wide area network solution. The 
condition of the network was severely hampering their ability to operate network­
dependent mission critical applications as well as take advantage of 21 st century learning 
opportunities. The school district was chosen by Boise State University as a distance 
learning pilot site. The University supplied the necessary video conferencing equipment 
to begin piloting distance learning courses. After attempts to connect and operate the 
equipment failed due to the instability and capacity of the network, the University was 
forced to retrie:ve the equipment and Payette missed out on taking advantage of this 
educational opportunity for their students. 
In early 2007, an employee of Payette School District who was familiar with Syringa and 
the fiber networks serving both the Fruitland and Weiser school districts contacted 
Syringa to inquire about the availability of fiber to Payette. The initial assessment 
indicated that the cost to build fiber to the schools in Payette was too expensive. Syringa 
Networks look'ed at alternative ways to leverage other potential opportunities to spread 
the build-out costs in an effort to lower the cost to the school district. After analyzing the 
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situation, Syringa made the decision to build-out to Payette Schools along with a cell­
tower location at the edge oftown. 
In 2007 Payette School District posted an E-Rate Form 470 and issued an RFP to solicit 
proposals for fiber-based broadband services. ENA responded to Payette's RFP with a 
Priority I managed network and Internet access solution and contracted with Syringa to 
provide the underlying fiber. Our combined proposal was selected and ENA was 
awarded a three-year contract. 
By combining Syringa's infrastructure and ENA's network management and value-added 
services into a comprehensive, Priority I E-Rate eligible service, we were able to offer a 
district-wide scalable fiber solution to connect all of Payette's school sites along with a 
hosted firewall and content filtering solution that was far more robust than the solution 
they had in place. 
The project kicked-off in the second quarter of 2008. Syringa Networks purchased 
property on Clay's Peak at the edge of town that included a tower and an equipment hut. 
The property was refurbished and electronic equipment was installed and fiber was 
subsequently built to this site as well as three of the five school sites. Fiber will be 
delivered to the remaining two schools in the spring of2009. 
In addition to the school, fiber services are now being provided to the Department of 
Labor facility in Payette as well as several cellular telephone companies. In conjunction 
with the completion of the 2009 fiber project the Payette court house and sheriffs office 
will also be connected, providing a diverse route for the county's 911 service provider. 
Results that Matter 
This case study exemplifies out the following demonstrated benefits for Payette School 
District and the surrounding community. 
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• Educational, Administrative and Financial Benefits to Payette School District 
o	 By contracting for a bundled Priority 1 service, Payette Schools is able to 
apply for E-Rate reimbursements to fund 77% of the cost of the fiber 
service for each year of the service. This increased the district's E-Rate 
funding from $18.56 per student in 2007 to $65.87 per student in 2008. 
o	 The network enhancements dramatically increased the capacity, reliability 
and safety of their network. 
o	 ENA's proactive network monitoring and support along with the value­
added services we were able to offer (content filtering and firewall 
services), removed a tremendous burden from district resources. 
o	 The district's technology staff was able to focus their attention on much 
needed projects to upgrade, enhance and consolidate many of the district's 
mission critical administrative and instructional applications. 
o	 Payette schools now have a network that will enable them to take 
advantage of distance learning opportunities to enhance education for its 
students. 
•	 Economic Development Impact and Benefits to the City of Payette 
o	 An increase in tax revenues as a result ofthe land acquisition and fiber 
installation. 
o	 A significant increase in the reliability of the county's 911 service, 
thereby, increasing the safety and security of all members of the 
community. 
o	 An enhanced economic development opportunity that enables Payette to 
market the availability of a diverse routed fiber network in the community. 
We believe the results of this public-private partnership approach to bringing high-speed 
broadband to a rural community in Idaho is an excellent best-practice model and 
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demonstrates the exact objectives and outcomes that the State of Idaho is seeking to 
achieve with the implementation of the Idaho Education Network. 
Our solution will provide a powerful economic impact to both 
students and communities throughout Idaho. 
A recent report published by the Benton Organization titled "Action Plan for America, 
Using Technology and Innovation to address our Nation's Challenges" makes the 
following statt:ment: 
"Persuasive research indicates that connecting our nation to broadband will bring 
remarkable economic, social, cultural, personal, and other benefits to our citizens. Citing 
this research, a bipartisan chonts ofAmerica's leaders has for years advocated the 
deployment across our nation ofrobust and affordable broadband access to the Internet. 
Taken together, the rhetoric and research tell a compelling story; that in the Digital Age, 
universal, affordable, and robust broadband is the key to our nation's citizens reaching 
for - and achieving - the American Dream. " 
An~ they are not alone. Several reports published in the last couple of years have 
focused on the importance of broadband in education. "America's Digital Schools 2006" 
report was the first to point out that a broadband crisis was looming for our K- I2 schools. 
Their current report, "America's Digital Schools 2008" (ADS 2008), not only reinforces 
their original predictions, but indicated that growth is accelerating at a more rapid pace 
than originally projected. Recent findings indicate that there are much broader implications to 
improving conne:ctivity to our schools across the nation. This past year alone another five 
reports (see Appendix L for a Resource List of all reports) have been published that look 
well beyond the immediate educational benefits and directly link high-speed broadband 
to economic development, global competitiveness, innovation and achievement in 
education. 
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The legislative findings in House Bill No. 543 which led to the enactment of Idaho Code 
67-57450 support what educators and policy makers across the country are widely 
recognizing as a critical success factor in carrying out the mission of education: "high­
bandwidth connectivity is an essential component of education infrastructure in the 21 st 
century." 
One ofthe rec~:nt reports, "High-Speed Broadband Access for All Kids: Breaking 
Through the Barriers" published by the State Educational Technology Directors 
Association (SETDA), aims at bringing this critical issue to a national policy level. It 
identifies several key issues facing the educational community today relating to robust 
connectivity and recommends how states and school districts can successfully implement 
high-speed broadband in their schools. The managed Internet services strategy and 
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approach that the lEN Alliance is proposing for the lEN, is touted as a "model and 
best practice" approach for implementing statewide and district-wide high­
bandwidth education networks. The report is included in Appendix E. Please see 
pages 18 and 19 (of the report) highlighting ENA's network in Tennessee and pages 13 
and 14 (of the report) highlighting ENA's network serving Orange County Public 
Schools. 
It is important to note that the common theme across each of these reports is that access 
to high-speed broadband is fundamental to success in education and economic growth. 
Because access to broadband is becoming so important to the education process, more 
and more state departments of education and state offices of information across the 
country are now integral to the planning, funding and delivery of broadband services to 
their constituents. The legislative initiative to establish the lEN is a prime example of 
this. While education was the impetus, we understand that this RFP encourages 
collaboration and solutions that look beyond education and seek to maximize the long­
term benefits for all of Idaho's citizens and have the broadest economic impact. Strong 
partnerships and collaboration will be essential to creating a climate that stimulates long­
term, steady economic growth across the state. 
Focus on Rural and Underserved Areas 
While the Internet was born in the US, we have fallen behind our international 
counterparts. As reported by the Benton Organization, "the United States is behind in 
broadband performance and its rank has been falling since 2001. From a ranking of 4th 
in 2001 among the 30 Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD) countries in broadband penetration, the United States has "steadily fallen" to 
15th in 2007." 
In rural areas the status is more dismal with totally unserved or underserved areas. As 
one of the reports, "Down Payment on Our Digital Future" points out, because of the lack 
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ofcompetition in the broadband marketplace (i.e. the dominance or monopoly of a few 
telecommunication or cable service providers) there has been no incentive to make 
substantial long-term investments. Simply stated, there are parts of Idaho where it is 
uneconomic for a phone company, a cable provider or a wireless provider to offer high­
speed broadband. The strategy and approach that the lEN Alliance is proposing for the 
lEN will eradicate this road block for rural areas of Idaho. 
A single carrit::r approach that is focused on an emphasis around hardware and bandwidth 
not only fails to recognize the depth of network complexity required to support the 
ongoing needs of education and the broader community, but is also somewhat of a 
disincentive from an economic development standpoint and fails to create a climate 
where market forces can drive continued innovation and affordable access. The ultimate 
goal should not be a particular technology or service, but the implementation of a 
technology neutral model that will serve as the foundation for delivering a multitude 
of technologic,s and services now and well into the future. 
Building Scaleable Future-Proof Services 
This is one of the key differentiators of the lEN Alliance's service offering. It is 
extremely important that the lEN service provider not only to deliver robust high-speed 
broadband technologies to all Idaho communities today, but also has the ability to scale 
to deliver a statewide network that is "future-proof' and can meet the continuing 
demands for broadband and broadband related services. 
As a broader example of this concept, the Executive Summary of the "Networked Nation: 
Broadband in America, 2007" report published by the National Telecommunications and 
Information Administration points out in the section about Technology Policies, 
"Technology Neutrality: Past experience teaches that when government tries to substitute 
its judgment for that of the market by favoring one product or vendor over another, it can 
easily divert investment and/or discourage research necessary to bring new and better 
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products or services to market. Given the rapid pace of technological change, such 
unintended effects can have long-term and far-reaching adverse consequences that extend 
across multiple sectors of the economy. For this reason, the Administration has 
consistently and strenuously advocated for technology neutrality in order to take the 
government out of decisions more appropriately left to the marketplace." 
The technology-neutral managed network service provider strategy and approach that the 
lEN Alliance iis proposing will facilitate ongoing collaboration and cooperation amongst 
all available carriers and options. The working partnership between ENA, Syringa, 
IRON, Cable One, INX and the other lEN Alliance Partners represented in this RFP 
response were established based on similar partnerships that have been established by 
members of the lEN Alliance across the country for the purpose of delivering unified and 
affordable statewide broadband services in a manner that enables the achievement of 
statewide goals while contributing positively to local community and economic 
development initiatives. Together we offer comprehensive geographic coverage, a set 
of skills and experience that is likely unmatched by other responses the state will 
receive, and more importantly, a model that recognizes the need to work with and 
incorporate the services of existing and emerging local providers who may not yet 
be represented in this response. 
lEN Alliance Members hold statewide, regional, county- and district-wide contracts in 
other states serving over 4,870 schools, libraries, rural health facilities, and government 
agency sites and work with over 50 different carriers to deliver the services required 
under these contracts. These carriers include incumbent and alternative telephone 
carriers, cable and uti lity (power and water) providers, municipal networks, 
cellular/wireless carriers and emerging higher education fiber-optic networks. Many of 
these carriers, {~specially those that successfully serve rural communities, would not 
otherwise have had the opportunity to compete for or participate in statewide contracts or 
projects of significant size or scope. We are confident that this successful model of 
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collaboration can be successfully replicated in Idaho and via this RFP response we have 
already built n~lationships to accomplish this objective. 
Demonstrated Performance 
ENA and Syringa, the lEN Alliance founding partners, have already demonstrated 
performance of this approach in Idaho. ENA responded to an RFP to serve Payette 
County Schools in December of2007. Payette was seeking a tum-key solution to 
increase the bandwidth and reliability of their district network. They were experiencing 
significant challenges with an unmanaged, unlicensed wireless solution that had been 
implemented by a local provider several years prior due to the unavailability ofa fiber 
solution. After determining the carriers that could potentially serve each school site and 
investigating the options, ENA entered into a partnership with Syringa to respond to the 
RFP and was awarded a three-year contract. Please see our case study on Payette County 
Schools in Section 8.0. 
Based on the 2007-2008 E-Rate applications fj led by Idaho school districts, there are 
currently well over 100 service providers delivering a variety of Internet access services 
to Idaho's schools. Many of these service providers have secured multi-year contracts 
with the individual districts. Encouraging local service providers to migrate these 
contracts and services into a statewide contract and expanding their networks in support 
of a statewide infrastructure not only contributes positively to local economies, but also 
results in accelerated delivery timeframes. Build-outs of high-speed capacity can be 
accomplished in a more effective manner than anyone carrier could accomplish. 
The following table highlights a few examples of how ENA worked with local service 
providers in the state ofTennessee to provide 100 Mbps to I Gbps fiber-based services to 
schools to improve connectivity, particularly to rural counties. In many cases, ENA, 
through the pm1nerships established with these service providers, funded the initial fiber 
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build and required network hardware in the community, enabling these service providers 
to expand and offer additional services to benefit the entire community. 
Carrier Rural Tennessee Counties 
Gibson Electric Gibson, Lake, Obion 
North Central Telephone 
Cooperative 
Macon 
Highland Telco Morgan, Scott 
New Wave Cable Lauderdale, Haywood 
Spirit Broadband Cumberland 
Milan Utilities Milan 
Dekalb Telephone Cooperative Dekalb, Cannon 
Kentucky Data Link Shelby, DyerlDyersburg 
There are several compelling indicators of economic development connected to the 
implementation of educational and municipal telecommunications infrastructure. The 
most specific data can be found in a report titled, "Measuring Broadband's Economic 
Impact" prepared for the U.S. Department of Commerce. Economic Development 
Administration in February 2006. The report states, "The results support the view that 
broadband access does enhance economic growth and performance, and that the assumed 
economic impacts of broadband are real and measurable. It goes on to state, 'The 
positive direction of broadband's impacts was found to be robust across the different 
models tested at the zip code level, including models of economically distressed areas 
such as the Appalachian region. Our findings thus support the conclusion that broadband 
positively affects economic activity in ways that are consistent with the qualitative stories 
told by broadband advocates. Economic development professionals who have been 
spending their time or money promoting broadband have indeed been engaged in a 
worthwhile pursuit." While this report was not specific to educational networks, we 
believe that improvements in economic development begin with education, and that the 
education community would benefit significantly by a robust educational 
telecommunications infrastructure, thus contributing to overall economic development in 
the state of Idaho. 
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Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) - Doing More with Less 
The current economic crisis has created the "perfect storm" for education. Declining 
local property values, tightening state aid, and-more recently-skyrocketing energy 
costs are causing districts large and small to cut their budgets, even as they face a rising 
tide of parental and community expectations that schools be technologically ahead of the 
curve and students equipped to compete in 21 51 century. The key is effectively finding a 
way to do more with less. The strategy and approach that the lEN Alliance is 
proposing for the lEN will result in costs reduced, services increased and quality 
improved. St:rvice contracts offered by other service providers typically only include the 
cost of providing specific services such as the circuit, omitting the necessary cost 
associated with hardware, staffing, network monitoring, service support and expertise 
necessary to actually enable a reliable, flexible and scalable network. The lEN Alliance's 
solutions are tum-key and there are no hidden costs; we are responsible for end-to-end 
connectivity from every site to the Internet including providing any required customer 
premises equipment to connect to the school's LAN, procuring connectivity from the 
school from a variety of providers, ensuring effective security for all connected sites, and 
providing integrated Help Desk and trouble management services that is eligible for E­
Rate Priority I funding. 
As the lEN Alliance Member with the most extensive and successful E-Rate experience, 
ENA will take the lead on assisting the lEN with E-Rate. ENA's service delivery model 
has been recognized as one of the most efficient and effective ways to utilize E-Rate 
funds. The lEN Alliance will utilize this model of managed network services which are 
designed and dl;.:livered as a Priority I service under both the Internet Access category 
and the Telecommunications category. As such, all components of the service are 
provided as a single solution, including circuits, network hardware, maintenance, 
monitoring and support, and therefore eligible for Priority I funding. The 1999 FCC 
landmark "Tennessee Decision" established the guidelines for managed internet services. 
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ENA played a large role in support of their Tennessee customers in this decision. Since 
then, several states and school districts have consistently utilized and benefited from this 
best practice approach. A managed network service, such as the service proposed by the 
lEN Alliance, has proven to be significantly less costly for a state than purchasing the 
individual components of a comprehensive network. Since the inception of the E-Rate 
program, ENA has secured over $250 million for their customers in four states including 
Idaho. 
As an example of the efficiencies of a managed network service approach, the tum-key 
solution provided by ENA to Payette County Schools in Idaho represented a 22 percent 
savings over comparable piecemeal approaches. In addition, because the entire solution 
qualifies as a Priority 1 E-Rate eligible service, Payette was able to apply their 77 percent 
discount to th(: total annual cost and significantly increase the amount of E-Rate funding 
available to assist the district in paying for the upgraded service. After E-Rate our 
solution represented a 54 percent savings to the district. 
I Overall Cost Savings 
WAN & Internet Access 
Cost Anal~'sis 
Piecemeal Managed 
Service 
Savings % 
I 
Circuits & Installation $175,300 $172,800 
EqUipment & Maintenance $ 27,000 Included 
Personnel Costs $ 20,000 Included 
Total Pre E-Rate $222,300 $172,800 $49,500 22% 
Total After E-Rate $ 87,274 $ 39,744 $47,530 54% 
Figure 1: Payette Case Study - Overall Cost Savings Summary 
These types ofwst savings and efficiencies have been consistently demonstrated. As 
another example, ENA's recent deployment of the Managed Broadband Internet Access 
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Project in Orange County Public Schools in Orlando, Florida resulted in the delivery of 
nearly six-fold increase in district-wide bandwidth at an actual cost savings of $5.1 
million over the five-year term of the contract. Please see the enclosed case study titled, 
Enhance. Engage. Educate: How the 1t h Largest School District in the Us. Ended Their 
Network Bottleneck and Successjitlly Implemented Scalable Broadband Connectivity, 
outlining the implementation process and cost-efficiency details of this project in 
Appendix I. 
The Local Investment Picture 
The lEN Alliance has a significant investment in Idaho's past, current and future 
economic picture. Syringa (including all of its members), ENA, Cable One, IRON, INX, 
and OneVision have a vested interest in the success ofthe lEN. The following chart 
highl ights some of the current aggregated economic investments the Alliance members 
contribute to the State. Please note this chart is not inclusive. 
lEN Alliance Investment in Idaho Approximately 
Years of Doing Business in Idaho Over 800 
Number of Employees in Idaho Over 1,000 
Customers Served in Idaho Over 250,000 
Annual Average Capital Expenditures 
I 
$17M per Year 
Figure 2: lEN Alliance Investment in Idaho 
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In addition to the TCO cost efficiencies outlined previously in this section, if awarded the 
contract for the lEN, the lEN Alliance will positively contribute to the economic 
development ofIdaho through the successful deployment of the lEN project in three 
fundamental ways: 
I.	 Create new opportunities and continued investment in terms of employment, 
equipment and other capital expenditures. 
2.	 Assist the State in reaching their public broadband goals by initiating build-out to 
the schools bringing broadband access to unserved or underserved communities. 
3.	 Improving educational opportunities for Idaho students subsequently enabling 
them to compete in the 21 st century global economy. 
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8.1 (ME) TECHN ICAL REQU IRENIENTS 
Please Notc~: We have separated and numbered each statement below from Section 
8.1 in our res,pon.~e to facilitate review as well as provided a reference to the listed 
requirements.. 
8.1.1 The Vendor will maintain Zln ingress internet band\\idlh cZlpacit) at the main huh 
site ofZln amount no less than 50"0 oCthe sum oftranspor! hand\\idth provided to 
~lll local sites. As lEN sites arc added andor deleted or local site bandwidth is 
i1creased or decreased. the egress h~lnd\\idth capacity at tilL' main hub ,ite(s) \\ill 
be modified to maintain thl' :iOO"o requirement. InlTeases or reductions in costs tCli' 
the main hub site(s) ingress Inkrnet bandwidth \\ill be included in the costs 
provided to the State \\hen adding or deleting a site ancllllaKing local site 
bandwidth modifications. Internet::! IXlIldwidtll \\ ill not he included in the 50"" 
req uiremell t. 
The lEN Alliance will maintain Internet bandwidth capacity at our main hubs of an amount no 
less than 50% of the sum of transport bandwidth provided to all local sites. We intend to 
maintain multiple main hubs in order to ensure physical and logical network diversity and the 
capacity at the "'main hub" will be the sum of capacity at all hub locations. When sites are added 
and/or deleted or local site bandwidth is increased or decreased, the egress bandwidth capacity at 
the main hub site(s) will be modified to maintain the 50% requirement. Increases or reductions in 
costs for the main hub site(s) Internet bandwidth will be included in the costs provided to the 
State when adding or deleting a site and making local site bandwidth modifications. We have not 
included Internet2 or other national research and education network bandwidth in our 50% 
Internet egress calculation. 
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8.1.2 The Vendor will provide the option for lEN users to reduce the available regional 
Internet ingress bandwidth. from the period of June IS to August IS, each of the 
five years, during the term of the contract. The amount of the reduction will be 
50% of the total amount available at the time of the reduction. The Respondent is 
directed to indicate, of the Proposal Response Fonn, the dollar amount that lEN 
users would save by initiating the temporary reduction in available Internet 
bandwidth. After August 15 the regional Internet ingress bandwidth will return to 
its previous level. lEN users will not be required to exercise this option. 
The lEN Alliance has provided a burstable service option for end sites that desire to reduce their 
Internet bandwidth from the time period of June 15 to August 15 for each of the five years during 
the tenn of the contract. The amount of the reduction will be based on their lower level of use for 
the duration of the reduction. We will indicate on our invoices the amount of bandwidth utilized 
at sites who have selected the burstable service option both during the reduction period and 
during the nOffila1 school year. lEN users will not be required to purchase burstable service or 
exercise this option. 
8.1.3 The Vendor shall provide the ability to make small incremental bandwidth 
increases within two business days (for example, going from 512K to 1.5 Mbps). 
A II other proposed bandwidth increases will need to be approved by the State 
oelo in coordination with the affected customer. 
The lEN Alliance will deliver small incremental bandwidth increases within two business 
days (for example, going from 512K to 1.5 Mbps) where facilities exist. All other 
proposed bandwidth increases will be approved by the State oero in coordination with 
the affected customer. 
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i\.1.4 Ihc Vcndor shall prm ide assist'lIlce to the State of Idaho oero on~ce and our 
public school districts\.Jibrarics, upon approval of funding b) the State Legisieltlll"e, 
to inventory and Gllalog all c.\isting distance leaming, net\\ol-king, and \ ideo 
c()nterencing cquipment. currentl) deployed throughout their schools in order 10 
determ ine actual custoll1er lEN req ui rel11ents. Th is "net\\ork cOl11mun icat ions" 
inventory \\ ill also be used to determine the supporrabilit) of standards-basecl 
f 1.3.:!3, and\or Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) video conferencing capabilities 
(Sce !\ppendi.\ U. It \\ ill also be used to cletel'111ine actual requirements for other 
high bandwidth and QoS distance learning and tracking applications (e.g. 
lInitedstreaming, nC1Trekker. BlackbOelrcl, fVloodk, inkractive \\eblogs podcasts, 
aIIII sUl1pol1 for a ne\\ State of rdaho "Longi\lldin~lI Delta Nct\\ork" tracking 
s)stem) across tile lEN net\vork. to see ifnc\\ equipmcnt or additional bClnch\idlh 
Illay need to be procured ~uH.i illstal!ed. 
The lEN Alliance is in full support of the State's desire to conduct a comprehensive 
inventory of all existing distance learning, networking and video conferencing equipment 
currently deployed in the schools and libraries throughout Idaho to avoid unnecessary 
expenditures such as duplicate equipment that may already exist. We will assist the State 
in this effort by assembl ing all the necessary survey tools and conducting the inventory 
survey and cataloging process by leveraging a variety of processes we have used in the 
past to gather similar information, Consistent with the connectivity model we have 
outlined in this response which leverages existing assets wherever possible, we believe 
this demonstrates fiscal responsibility and will lower up front costs. It will also ensure 
the compatibility and capability of any existing equipment to support distance learning 
and the multitude of applications that will run across lEN. 
In addition to capturing the data above, we believe it is important to gather as much detail 
about each school district's technology environment as possible in order to determine 
adequate bandwidth capacity to support all technology initiatives and to aid in future 
planning. 
The lEN Alliance already has the systems and processes in place to enable us to gather 
and continually update the information necessary to maintain a working knowledge of 
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each customer's "network communications" environment as well as the instructional and 
administrative technologies and applications being used. As a managed network and 
Internet Access service provider with particular expertise in serving schools and libraries, 
we believe that it is incumbent upon us to maintain a comprehensive understanding of the 
overall technology environment of each and every customer we serve and to take an 
active role in support of their technology planning process. 
Based on many years of experience serving K-12 schools, we have developed several 
discovery tools to assist us in gathering information. A District Discovery Template was 
developed and is used to capture information about a school district's overall technology 
environment. This information is used on a daily basis by our Account Management and 
Customer Support teams to: 
a.	 identitY commonalities to facilitate shared best practices, 
b.	 assist in proactive problem resolution, and 
c.	 ensure support is personal ized and can accommodate any unique 
differences that exist on a customer by customer basis. 
This tool can be customized to meet the inventory requirements for lEN. Please see 
Appendix B for a copy of our District Discovery Template. 
In addition to the District Discovery Template, we have several site survey tools that 
enable us to gather all of the required information to assess the network and facilities 
readiness level of a particular site to determine anyon-site "make ready" work that needs 
to be completed in order to deliver fiber-based connectivity services to the site and to 
prepare the site to support video conferencing. Please see Appendix B for copies of our 
Fiber Installation Checklist used to collect information for fiber-based connectivity 
services and the: OneVision Solutions Site Survey Checklist used to collect information 
for video conferencing services. 
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One of the first steps we take in completing an inventory is to compile customer contact 
infonnation for the purpose ofconducting interviews, distributing surveys and for 
coordinating other means of communication related to lEN. Our Customer Relationship 
Management System is designed to capture and maintain this information as well as 
much of the data outlined above. In anticipation of the opportunity to playa key role in 
the implementation of lEN, we have already established an account record for each 
school district across Idaho. This record includes the district's school identification, 
region and contact information, along with associated contact records for each district's 
Technology Coordinator, School Superintendent and other school staff members that may 
be involved in this process. 
Our Customer Relationship Management System is customizable to reflect customer 
needs. The sample screenshot below provides a high level view into this system and the 
following data elements: 
• Account Detail 
• Contacts 
• Open Activities 
• Activity History 
• Notes and Attachments 
Once the survey tools described above are finalized to capture all the required 
infonnation to complete the IBN inventory, we can easily create custom fields to capture 
and subsequently report on the results. 
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Figure 3: Customer Relationship Management System Screenshot 
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Once selected as the service provider for lEN, we will assign dedicated Account 
Management resources. We will work with the school districts and libraries to gather all 
the necessary information to compile a comprehensive technology inventory in a format 
that can be easily maintained and queried. This is important in providing information for 
analyzing current and future bandwidth and equipment requirements in support of lEN 
and other technology objectives. 
The joint transition team will review and test the survey tools to make any customizations 
necessary to ensure the proper information will be compiled. 
There are a number of methods (listed below) that can be followed for the actual data 
collection process and we have employed all of these in the past. We will work with 
DOE/OCIO to determine the best methodes) for gathering the data based on the agreed 
upon level of detail that needs to be gathered as well as the timeframes established for 
completing the process. 
Site Visits 
While it is the most costly and time-consuming method, it is preferable to schedule onsite 
visits to gather much ofthis information as we find that the data collected is more 
accurate and comprehensive. In addition, it provides an opportunity for relationship­
building and fosters support and participation. 
Phone Interviews 
Phone surveys are less effective as the only means to gathering data, however they can be 
extremely valuable in conducting conversations prior to a site visit in order to make the 
site visit more efficient and productive or in validating information gathered via on-line 
survey tools. 
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Participation in Regularly Scheduled Meetings such as Regional lETA Meetings 
Another more cost-effective way to collect information through face-to-face meetings is 
in a one-to-many setting, such as conducting surveys at regional lETA meetings. This 
will expedite the process, reduce travel expenses and provide for relationship-building in 
a group setting. The downside, however, is that details may be missed due to the 
inability to inspect the particular site. 
Online Survev 
On-line surveys are definitely the most 
inexpensive means for collecting data. The 
survey templates we have developed can easily 
be automated and distributed through a Web­
based survey tool. We have existing Web­
based survey tools that we use regularly. 
Historically, however, the response rate and 
data accuracy for surveys conducted in this manner is not adequate when attempting to 
capture the level of detail that will be required to meet the inventory requirements the 
State has outlined for this project. These tools are best used to conduct customer 
satisfaction surveys and surveys gathering more subjective and high-level data. 
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8.1.5 The Vendor will also provide installation and technical virtual help desk and 
possible onsite assistance to school districts in the support of their respective video 
teleconferencing programs. Specifically, high quality, reliable video 
teleconferencing (VTC) is essential for conducting effective Distance Education 
classes. Circuit-switched connections using Integrated Services Digital Network 
(ISDN) have provided, and continue to provide, network transport necessary for 
VTC applications, within the State of Idaho, but several limitations exist in using 
circuit-switched services, such as their cost and sometimes poor service reliabil ity. 
Fortunately, recent advances in VTC technology have significantly improved VTC 
capabilities through reduction in size, operational complexity, and cost ofVTC 
equipment. Additionally, the ability to conduct quality VTC over Internet Protocol 
(IP) networks is now available. As a consequence of these developments, Vendors 
are highly encouraged to explain in their RFP responses, specifically: how they 
will support both legacy (ISDN based) VTC networks, while simultaneously 
offering enhanced VTC IP based support capabilities to new users. Also Vendors 
will articulate in writing how they will migrate existing ISDN based VTC 
customers to these new IP based technologies, wherever feasible. 
Video Support and Maintenance 
The lEN Alliance is dedicated to the successful implementation of a statewide video 
conferencing and distance learning network throughout Idaho. As such, the lEN 
Alliance, in conjunction with its strategic partner, OneVision Solutions, will provide 
onsite installation, technical virtual Help Desk and onsite assistance as required to 
support school districts and their vid~o teleconferencing programs. The lEN Alliance is 
singularly positioned to assist schools in the successful implementation of robust video 
conferencing and distance learning projects, as the lEN Alliance NOC will be the single 
point of contact for all issues related to teleconferencing, whether the issue is related to 
the network, quality of service, or the video conferencing equipment itself. An example 
of our experience in supporting video conferencing in schools is described in the Account 
Reference Form #6, Scott County Schools, in Section 9.8, References. 
Any school district which chooses to purchase either of the on-premise video 
conferencing solutions we have proposed in Section 8.1.6 may choose to also procure 
installation services. The installation pricing we have provided is an estimate based on 
fixed room locations. As part of our site surveys, we will be able to provide school 
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districts more accurate pricing information for installation based on any variances we 
discover in the survey process. Additionally, any new video endpoint equipment that 
districts choose to purchase from lEN Alliance partners will include a direct response 
maintenance contract. We have included OneYision Solutions' Equipment Maintenance 
and Services Terms and Conditions in our response to this State of Idaho RFP as an 
attachment to our pricing schedules. Post-installation onsite service is available in 
addition to standard maintenance service. Pricing for post-installation onsite 
maintenance and service will be determined on an individual case basis. Finally, in 
addition to supporting and maintaining any new endpoint video conferencing equipment, 
the lEN Alliance and its partners can also provide maintenance and support for legacy 
endpoints already in place, if schools are interested in such a service. 
Statewide Video Conferencing Network 
Endpoint video equipment in the schools is only one component of a successful statewide 
video conferencing network. Of equal importance is the successful implementation of a 
centralized multi-conference bridge and conference scheduling solution that the school 
districts can utilize for statewide distance learning. The use of such a bridge can also 
allow ISDN-connected and IP-connected video conferencing endpoints to participate 
in the same teleconference. [n addition to the surveys of school district technology the 
State of Idaho has proposed, and which the lEN Alliance endorses (please see Section 
8.1.4 above), the lEN Alliance also recommends an analysis of already available state 
resources which might be implemented as part of a statewide video conference bridging 
solution. As an example, it is the lEN Alliance's understanding that the State of Idaho 
Department of Administration has already procured and is in the process of installing the 
following video conferencing infrastructure: 
• TANDBERG Codian MSE8000 - 40 SD video ports, wi ISDN Gateway Blade 
• TANDBERG Management Suite capable of managing 35 Devices 
• TANDBERG YCS Control 
• TANDBERG yeS Expressway for Firewall Traversal 
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In the spirit of maximizing state investments in current assets, the lEN Alliance 
proposes the use of this infrastructure as the backbone bridging solution for the lEN 
VTC Network. Among other things, this solution provides the capability to consolidate 
the legacy ISDN video network into one hub location at the Codian MSE 8000 bridge, 
via the ISDN Gateway Blade. This would allow all lEN video locations to communicate 
with each other regardless of whether their endpoint devices are ISDN- or IP-capable. 
Additional blades and licenses might be required for the Codian MSE8000, depending on 
the number of ISDN-only video endpoints currently in use. 
If the specific TANDBERG Codian MSE8000 bridge and related infrastructure described 
above is not available for use by the lEN, please note that the lEN Alliance and its 
partners can provide similar standard definition and/or high definition infrastructure and 
related management and support to the OCIO and/or DOE. 
8.1.6 Vendors in support ofVTC operations vvill provide a networK infrastructure 
capable 01' rroviding full screen. high qU~llity video at a minimum of30 frames per 
second. with 60 illterlaced fields per second (i.e. resolution and frame rMes 
equivalent to th'lt of the National Television System Committee rNTSCl 
television) lor viewing people in the teleconference or up to 1024:-: 768 [19] for 
viewing graphic images on computer monitors. Sec Appencli:-: E. Video 
Teleconferencing Goals and Proposed Classroom Equipment Specilications. lor 
additional information concerning the minimum base standards that the State will 
be considering ill their efforts to develop viable VTC support packages in support 
or our rubl ic Phase I High Schools. and subsequent Phase rr Elemelltary and 
Middle Schools. 
Per our response to Section 8.1.5, the lEN Alliance is proposing the use of the following 
infrastructure as the backbone bridging solution for the lEN VTC network: 
• TANDBERG Codian MSE8000 - 40 SD video ports, w/ ISDN Gateway Blade 
• TANDBERG Management Suite capable of managing 35 Devices 
• TANDBERG VCS Control 
• TANDBERG VCS Expressway for Firewall Traversal 
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This backbone infrastructure will meet and exceed the State of Idaho's requirements for a 
video teleconferencing network capable of providing full screen, high quality video at a 
minimum of 30 frames per second, with 60 interlaced fields per second for viewing 
people in the teleconference or up to 1024 x 768 for viewing graphic images on computer 
monitors. Based on the number of simultaneously connected endpoints, and the type of 
video codecs and transport protocols in use in lEN-served schools, additional hardware 
blades, ports, and licenses might be required. 
In addition to the core bridging infrastructure, the lEN Alliance proposes three different 
video conference endpoint options for lEN classrooms. These video endpoints will meet 
all specifications outlined by the State ofIdaho in Appendix E. 
Option #1: Mobile solution on a cart with a TANDBERG 990MXP or TANDBERG 
Edge 95MXP video system. Each cart will have a 42" HD flat screen, amplification 
audio, and a document (data) camera. 
Option #2: Fixed solution that is permanently installed in the classroom. It consists of a 
TANDBERG 990MXP or TANDBERG Edge 95MXP video system, along with a 
projector, amplification audio and a document (data) camera. 
Option #3: Dc~sktop TANDBERG MOYI YTC solution for integration with PCs. This 
is a scalable high quality mobile video solution that will work with any desktop USB 
camera. 
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TANDBERG Movi: Summary 
Optimal definition up to 720p30 
Industry's best audio 
(G.722.1/G.711, AAC-LD) 
Intuitive user interface 
Rich presence awareness 
Easily deployed windows 
software client
 
A SBcure PC Video application
 
featuring superior video quality,
 
highly scaleable deployments, and
 
powerful management ... as easy
 Centrally managed by TMS 
to use as clicking a button AES and TLS Encryption 
Firewall traversal 
TANDBERG 
see: pi-'l!(1! 
Figure 4: TANDBERG Movi Summary 
The TANDBERG 990MXP and the TANDBERG Edge 95MXP meet all of the 
specifications included in Appendix E of the RFP, including: 
•	 Capability to receive and originate live interactive video content from a one 
camera source. Multiple sources i.e. PC, VCRJDVD player and document 
(data) camera can also originate and receive through the TANDBERG 
990MXP or the TANDBERG Edge 95MXP. 
•	 Configured with the Natural Presenter Package which allow for high 
resolution (1024x768) images to be transmitted or received along with the 
"Iivt:" video of the presenter. This second source can be a PC, VCRJDVD 
player, document (data) camera or any standard video input. 
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•	 Have a built in Web browser to allow for remote configuration and support. 
The core bridging infrastructure we propose in Sections 8.1.5 and 8.1.6 has 
the TANDBERG Management Suite (TMS). TMS allows for remote 
configuration and proactive notifications of errors or changes. 
•	 Capable of receiving and displaying an HD image (990MXP); 95MXP can 
also transmit and receive in HD. 
•	 Equipped with TANDBERG MultiSite software. This allows for four 
locations to be connected at anyone time. 
•	 Onsite training will be provided at the time of the installation. However, the 
lEN Alliance also provides UNLIMITED training via video for the term of 
our maintenance and support contracts. 
Specification sheets for video conferencing equipment can be found in Appendix P. 
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8.1.7 The Vendor shall work with the State of Idaho OCIO Onice during Phase l. to 
jelentif) specific initial pilot school candidates within the respective counties that 
the IEN Task Force has ielenti ~ied per f\ ppend i.\ C to clemonstrate some IEN 
"IJrool" ofConcepC net\Vorl-.. installations. which are geographically dispersed 
throughout key areas in the State. durillg the initial phase of this project. 
"Proof of Concept" Pilot School Candidates 
The lEN Alliance understands and fully supports the need to identify and establish 
strategic proof of concept implementations for the purpose of validating the initial 
requirements established for the lEN and to demonstrate and document successes in the 
initial phase of the project. This is important in order to gain broad support for the 
project's continuation and funding. One of the first steps in selecting proof of concept 
sites is to establish a list of the key characteristics, some or all of which should be 
present. in order to achieve the desired results. 
The following list represents some of the characteristics we strongly believe should be 
considered when selecting good proofof concept candidates: 
•	 The school is or can quickly be connected to the IEN backbone network at the 
desired level of broadband connectivity by leveraging existing infrastructure and 
eliminating build out costs. 
•	 The school's Local Area Network and wiring infrastructure is adequate. 
•	 The district has or can quickly implement video conferencing equipment that 
meets the minimum specifications required for support. 
•	 The school has classroom facilities that are adequate for conducting distance 
learning courses. 
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•	 The district or school has identified educational or instructional needs that are not 
being met due to geographic limitations or local resource and technology 
constraints that can potentially be addressed through enhanced connectivity or 
distance learning opportunities. 
•	 There is an immediate opportunity to increase the amount of E-Rate funding 
being secured by the district. 
•	 There is an opportunity to demonstrate short or long-term economic benefits to 
the community in which the school is located. 
•	 The "visibility factor" is the potential the school has in generating regional or 
statewide visibility and support as part of the overall lEN Project Plan. 
•	 There is strong local support from school leaders to participate in the pilot. 
The lEN Alliance will work with OCIO to finalize a list of characteristics prior to any 
surveyor data gathering activities begin in an effort to incorporate into the District 
Discovery Template any additional information that needs to be gathered. 
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R.I.R	 All connections Illust be "full duple.\" in nature. and to the limit al!O\vec! b) the 
technology of the IJroposed circuit. the entire capacit) of the physical circuit must 
bt' available unless otherwise indicated. 
All lEN Alliance circuits will be "full duplex" in nature, with the exception of any sites where 
DSL service is requested by OCIO/DOE. Additionally, to the limit allowed by the technology 
and the service level purchased by lEN participants, we will provision circuits such that the entire 
capacity of the circuit will be available unless otherwise noted in writing. 
R.I.9	 -'\nticipated acceptable ph) sical circuits are OC-3. OC-I~. Fast Ethernet. Gigabit 
Ethernet. but other options will be considered. [themet options \\ ill have a 
pre1erence. 
Our solution focuses on providing wide area Ethernet connectivity to all capable end 
sites. The lEN Alliance's decision to use wide area Ethernet connectivity as our primary 
choice permits us to deliver extremely flexible, scalable and interoperable Internet access 
for all lEN participants. Our forward-thinking strategic approach for virtually all lEN 
participating end sites is to install a wide area Ethernet circuit that is larger than typical 
bandwidth requirements for the indicated end sites, permitting us to rapidly increase 
capacity, typically without the delays related to installing a new circuit or scheduling a 
site visit. We are confident that our choice of technology will not only be the most cost­
effective option, but also will allow the lEN network to achieve its goals of scalable 
bandwidth allocation based on an end site's specific demands. 
In the event that Ethernet connectivity is not available for a particular site, we will work 
with DOE/OCIO to deliver the best available service and technology at each location. 
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8. J . I() The vendor \\i II also need to leverage in their network design and plan ned IEN 
build-outs, \\ herever applicable. all available State of Idaho IP transport 
cZlpabilities to include available Id,l!lO Bureau 01" Homeland Security mino\\ a\ e 
infrastructure capabilities. which arc in the process of undergoing signiticant 
net\\ork upgrades. \\ith the infusion of high speed IP transport technologies into 
this core net\\ork infrastructure (See Appendix A. Schedule 3). to supplement lHlr 
IEN concept. particularly in remote rural Idaho locations. Additionally. vendors 
\villneed to pnwick support for emerging educational applications that havc large 
bandwidth and OoS requirements (c.g. [3Iac~board. Idaho l_ongitudinal Data 
Student Tracking System. etc.) ,1S additional required bandwidth 10 run thc'-,c 
ap fllications become avai lable. 
Where cost-effective and technically feasible, the lEN Alliance will leverage all available State of 
Idaho IP transport capabilities, including those available from the Idaho Bureau of Homeland 
Security microwave network. lEN Alliance Team members have met with the Bureau of 
Homeland Security leadership team and understand the current and future plans for the BHS 
microwave network. 
Additionally, the lEN Alliance team has substantial experience supporting and managing 
interactions with a vide variety of current and emerging education applications that rely on 
always-on network connectivity such as Blackboard, Idaho's Longitudinal Data System. 
8.1.11 For the duration of the contract, thc Vendor must maintain adequate Internet capacity 
\\ithin their llet\Vork(s) to meet the capacity obligatil)lls ol"this RFP. 
Per our response to Section 8.1.1, the lEN Alliance team will maintain adequate Internet capacity 
within our network to meet the capacity obligations of this RFP. 
8.1.12	 If the circuit pmvided by the vendor has any redundant characteristics that will help 
reduce the exposure to equipmcnt or circuit failure. please provide an ovcrvie\\ of 
the redundant capabilities. 
Depending on the service area, the lEN Alliance can offer certain circuit resiliency and 
redundancy options. In our base design, all circuits delivered to lEN end sites are homed 
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to a single lEN Alliance POP and all lEN Alliance POPs house equipment that can 
withstand one: or more failures and continue to operate without interruption of service to 
end users. The entire lEN Alliance backbone is fully redundant; the loss ofany one 
circuit or anyone POP will not cause a loss of service for users served by another POP in 
the network. 
End Site Level Redundancy 
We understand that certain lEN end sites may house critical applications or end users and 
that may require additional service resiliency or redundancy options. In order to meet 
those requirements, we can offer the following circuit resiliency and redundancy options. 
Due to the redundant nature of the network design inherent in the proposed architecture, 
no end site-level redundancy is being proposed at this time. End site-level redundancy 
will be proposed on a case-by-case basis. Each end site will initially have one connection 
to the lEN Alliance network with one router at each site. There are a number of options 
for redundancy at the end site level that can be explored between the lEN participant and 
the lEN Alliance to build redundancy at each site. 
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Option 1: Redundant Router, FaiJover Circuit 
This solution would bring in a separate circuit from the lEN Alliance. The size and type 
of the faiJover circuit would be based on the end site's requirement for access in the event 
of a circuit or equipment failure. The failover circuit would enter the site on a separate 
physical path if the physical layout of the building allows for it. 
A second router would be at the site to terminate the failover circuit. If a router or circuit 
fails, the failover circuit and router would bring the traffic over the secondary connection 
to the network. 
Internet 
Remote Sites 
• 
_1'-
·• 
-
·: 
. .. .. : 
• : !: .; : 
_, I
Clients 
Cl :
_11­
Figure 5: Failover Option 1 
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Option 2: Redundant Standby Router, No Failover Circuit 
This solution brings a second router to be installed at the district location. Both active 
and backup routers acquire the lOS and configuration updates from a server within the 
lEN Alliance Network Operations Center (NOC) to keep the configurations of both 
routers consistent. In this scenario, the WAN interface would need to be manually 
switched from the primary router to the secondary router by either the technology 
coordinator for the end site or an lEN Alliance technician. Additional switching 
equipment may be required to ensure both routers are connected to the network for 
management purposes. 
Remote Sites 
F •••OO 
·
·Clients ·••
•
·
·
·
·
·
· 
Internet 
Both active and standby router 
should receive Software and 
Configuration from server to 
keep routers conSIstent. 
.'
.'
..~ 
_# m
_# S9rver 
Figure 6: Failover Option 2 
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Option 3: Redundant Circuit, No Failover Router 
This solution would involve the IEN Alliance bringing in a secondary failover circuit into 
the IEN participant's end site premises, terminating into the single, existing router at the 
customer's site. The router would require an additional interface card for the secondary 
circuit. This solution provides network redundancy, but no equipment redundancy. 
Internet 
Dynamic Routing 
Protocol toRemote Sites 
facilitate Failover 
Client~; 
Figure 7: Failover Option 3 
It is important that an IEN Alliance Team member meet with representatives from the 
DOE/OerO to ensure that we fully understand the specific site requirements, pricing and 
service availability. 
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8.1.13	 The Vendor vv ill prt)\ ide sunicient bandwidth at Internet gatevv ay sites to ensure that 
over any two successive live minute polling intervals. the utilization of the links is 
less than 80% capacit) and provide vHitten documentation and veritication to 
identify anytime the 80% capacity is breached. to include bursting and\or Illultiple 
users. 
The lEN Alliance understands this requirement and will comply. 
Similar to the primary method of service delivery to lEN participants, we also will use 
scalable wide area Ethernet connections at our Internet gateway sites. These links will be 
monitored, managed and upgraded as necessary to ensure that the utilization of any link 
is less than 80··percent of capacity using industry-standard 95 th percentile utilization 
reporting. We will provide monthly written documentation and verification of 
compliance with this requirement that will clearly indicate if the 80-percent capacity 
threshold is breached. 
8.1.1-1- It is required that the Vendor assullles all responsibilit) for the maintenance and 
overall operation of the Vendor supplied equipment and services. Vendor access to 
reqltiredldaho Education Net\\ork locations will be coordinated directly between the 
Vendor and lEN customer locationls). 
The lEN Alliance understands this requirement and will comply. 
Equipment Maintenance and Operation 
Many service providers claim to offer managed services, but the term "managed service" 
is uniquely defined by each provider. With the lEN Alliance, managed service means 
full service. We do not offer generic services that can be adapted to education, libraries 
and government entities; instead, we design our services from the ground up to 
specifically meet the needs of our customers. We not only provision circuits for Internet 
access, but we supply, configure, install and manage all customer premise equipment 
(CPE) such as routers and switches. The lEN Alliance NOC will be your single point of 
contact and accountability for lEN Alliance provided equipment and services. 
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The lEN Alliance will assume all responsibility and continuaIJy monitor and 
maintain cin:uits and CPE that we supply for the life of the contract with the State 
of Idaho. Information on our customer-focused NOC and sophisticated network 
monitoring tools are detailed in Section 8.LI5. In the event that any of the lEN Alliance­
owned devices fail, we will configure and install a replacement coordinating directly with 
the affected lEN customer location. An inventory of spare routers and switches will be 
stocked by lEN Alliance field staff to ensure immediate availability in the event they are 
needed. This spare inventory will allow the lEN Alliance to ensure rapid resolution of 
any service-affecting condition. The State of Idaho shall be liable for any intentional or 
malicious destruction ofIEN Alliance routers or switches located on any lEN customer 
premise by any individual other than lEN Alliance staff. 
8.1.15	 rhe Vendor \\illmonitor and maintain relevant circuits and equipment related to this 
service on a 7x24\52 hasis. Vendors will also develop a procedure that \\ill make 
available real-time views into all service compollents among all sites covered by this 
contract. leveraging currently available network monitoring tools. and c:\tending 
thosl: monitoring capabilities to the Idaho OCIO and other educational cntities as 
directecl. Real-timc "viewing" acccss will allow the Idaho Oflice of the CI0 and 
otllel·s. to ensure high standards of service support are being met 1/\ W established 
SLAs. and to meet customer requirements teJr support. It is desired that Vendors \\ ill 
also provide training (remotc. or onsite). at nC) cost to the state. on thcse monitoring 
capabilitics. upon request. Current State Nctwork monitoring capabilities include the 
use ofa product called "Spectrum". but Vendors are encouraged to propose alternate 
~ollltions. 
The lEN Alliance understands this requirement and will comply. 
Network Management and Support 
lEN Alliance members have a superior service record of delivering custom-managed 
network service:s to educational institutions, libraries and government entities. We have 
created a team of specialized personnel and built powerful custom tools. Based on 
experience with industry standard names such as Microsoft, Remedy and Cisco, we 
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have developed a site management system specifically for the K-20 education, 
library and g:overnment environments. Our in-house software development team has 
allowed us to create a network management system that aggregates all of the data about 
our customers' site systems including their unique filtering and security needs, their 
personnel, their buildings and their infrastructure. Many of these data elements are 
unique to the K-20 or library environments and are missing from the typical commercial 
off-the-shelf products. 
The lEN Alliance's sophisticated network management system monitors all network 
devices, circuits and related managed services on a 24x7x52x365 basis, providing a 
proactive alarm of any failed hardware or network problems. This system not only 
controls the lEN Alliance's core and customer premise devices, but also: 
• Provides CPE pre-configuration 
• Stores the configuration images 
• Monitors equipment via RMON and SNMP for performance 
• Manages upgrading equipment firmware/software images 
Additionally, lEN Alliance's network management system has the ability to secure and 
monitor external connected networks and create policy-based network rules for managing 
traffic. Our system will audit network performance and reliability for documenting 
service level agreements as well as manage our implementation of quality of service 
(QoS) contracts throughout the network and can indicate any violations ofthe contract. 
Most importantly, the benefit of having a first-class network management system is a key 
factor in our proactive and first-call resolution success rates. Our Configuration 
Management, Fault Management, Performance Management and Security Management 
tools allow the lEN Alliance NOC to stay in front of issues and to work towards swift 
problem resolution. This information also generates the key data elements that are 
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necessary to meet the Idaho Office of the CIO (OCIO) reporting requirements and to 
create the feedback loop that allows for continuous improvement. 
1st CLASS NETWORK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
I
 Configuration Management
 Fault Management
 Performance Management
 Security Management
 
Report Generation
 
Continuous Improvement
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Customer Accessible Network Monitoring and Management System 
The lEN Alliance takes pride in our ability to deliver seamless end-to-end managed 
network services while simultaneously allowing our customers as much insight into the 
details of their network activity as we can provide. In addition to our Ticket Tracker 
event notification tool, the lEN Alliance has developed sophisticated, Web-based 
network monitoring, bandwidth utilization, and account management tools that are 
highly visibll~ and accessible to our customers. With the lEN Alliance, the OCIO and 
lEN customers will get a 24x7x52x365 view of the status of the lEN and what is being 
done to correct any current incidents. 
Employing our own internal systems using industry-leading software, the lEN Alliance 
actively monitors all network traffic in aggregate and has the capability to drill down to 
specific IP addresses in order to monitor and manage network abuse, virus outbreaks, 
unusual network traffic, and ensure packet prioritization based on pre-set rules. Our 
monitoring tools enable us to see exactly how the network is being used. For 
example, we are able to analyze the signatures of each packet that traverses the lEN. 
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•	 Network Monitoring Tool 
The lEN Alliance's proactive network monitoring system checks each device on 
the ne'twork in five minute intervals. Ifa test fails or performs outside expected 
boundaries, the system alerts the Help Desk to take corrective action so the device 
is returned to service as soon as possible. The Network Monitoring Tool displays 
real-time status of the lEN, allowing insight into the health of the network at any 
time, from any place with an Internet connection. 
At a glance, OCIO and lEN customer administrators can determine: 
•	 If an outage has occurred at a site 
•	 Length of the outage 
•	 If it is acknowledged by the lEN Alliance 
If the Help Desk is currently working such an outage, administrators may click a 
"Ticket" link and be taken to the Ticket Tracker for that specific issue to see the 
progress toward resolution. Additionally, the OCIO and lEN customers can view 
historical availability information for each site for the last two months. 
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Figure 8: Network Monitoring Tool 
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•	 Bandwidth Utilization Reporting Tool 
The Bandwidth Utilization Reporting Tool allows the OCIO and lEN customers 
to track and monitor aggregate bandwidth usage by site using industry standard 
metrics. This tool provides bandwidth usage documentation on an hourly, daily, 
weekly and monthly basis. This information assists in troubleshooting, planning, 
future capacity requirements and tracking usage spikes. 
Bandwidtll Utilization 
~~,.o I:~.~.: P.~~,.-j·::,~'_'" ! ~+,,--,': ; i.-, .. 
Step I: Selert Si'te 
.: '-.J;t,~'r">2' 'Orange County Public Schools 
'ltep 2.: Sele,-t Reporting Period 
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Figure 9: Bandwidth Utilization Reporting Tool 
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•	 Account Management Tool 
The Account Management Tool allows authorized personnel to maintain account 
infomlation for users who are granted access the tools such as passwords, user 
profiles, and creation of additional accounts. 
Account Mc.nagement 
ift't, "w'T f f1:T-;-: TiMeT? 
i Jane Doer 
I 
I jdoe@eoecom 
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~ 
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INsctood.s net Port61 (lnd1sna) 
TICket Tracker- (Indl¥\81) 
i I
'--------_._--------­
Figure 10: Account Management Tool 
Training 
The lEN Alliance will provide ongoing training to the OCIO and lEN customer network 
administrators on all our customer accessible network monitoring and management tools 
via scheduled webinars. The webinars will include a live demonstration of the tools 
described above along with a time for specific questions to be addressed. If requested, 
training on these monitoring and management tools will be conducted onsite at no cost to 
the State. 
The lEN Alliance provides its customers with comprehensive guides for each of its 
applications and products and we will work with the State of Idaho to modify our 
documents to serve as both user and operational guides for lEN customers. We supply 
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professional user guides for your non-technical employees and administrator guides to 
technology personnel. A sample administrator guide is included for your reference in 
Appendix C. 
To jumpstart our relationship with new customers, the lEN Alliance also sends a 
Welcome Package to each key technology employee. Our Welcome Package contains a 
wealth of information including background on the lEN Alliance, frequently used 
terminology and user guides that technology personnel find very helpful. 
The lEN Alliance will work with the State of Idaho to develop customized user and 
operational guides to support the scope of services contracted by this RFP. 
Network Operations Center 
The lEN Alliance provides a 24x7x52x365 Network Operations Center (NOC) with a 
dedicated live staff for immediate customer assistance on any and all services issues. 
There are no limitations on the number of calls to the NOC from the OCIO or lEN 
customers. The lEN Alliance has been operating and staffing its own NOC for managed 
networks and related services since 1998. During this time, we have implemented and 
used network monitoring tools and industry-standard Remedy-based trouble ticketing and 
escalation procedures to ensure quick and efficient resolution of customer problems and 
issues. Moreover, because of the experience and expertise of our NOC representatives, 
the majority of trouble tickets can be resolved quickly without escalation, providing rapid 
resolution and better service to our customers. If the NOC representatives cannot 
personally resolve a problem, they work directly with outside circuit vendors or 
expeditiously escalate it to Level 2 or Level 3 teams depending on difficulty and critical 
nature ofthe issue. 
The 24x7x52x365 NOC provides comprehensive network management support and acts 
as the single point of contact for all lEN customers and the direct liaison with OCIO and 
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lEN customers. Furthermore, the NOC provides fault, performance, configuration and
 
security management services and is flexible enough to adapt to the internal operations of
 
individual end sites.
 
Basic Components
 
Our deployment of the NOC includes the following basic components:
 
•	 Toll-free phone, fax and Web communication options 
o	 Trouble ticketing system included 
o	 Web-based tools custom designed for the education market 
o	 Tools allow customers to view service status and make service requests. 
•	 Detai led processes and procedures 
o	 For network maintenance 
o	 For customer support 
o	 Developed in collaboration with the ocro 
•	 Seamkss interface among the front-line Help DeskINOC 
o	 A first-rate escalation network 
o	 Experienced systems engineers 
o	 Advanced technical support 
•	 A dynamically linked resolution system that tracks on-the-fly updates to network 
and systems documentation. 
•	 A rangt~ of diagnostic network management tools and utilities allowing for the 
monitoring and tracking of network performance. 
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Our approach to supporting lEN customers is based on seven key principles: 
Key Support Principles: 
• Single-Point-of-Contact 
• 24x7x52x365 NOC Access 
• Knowledgeable Staff 
• Empowered Help Desk 
• Real-Time Access for Field 
Staff 
• Essential Web Tools 
• Proactive Monitoring 
I. Create a hassle-free, single-point-of­
contact support system designed 
around the unique needs of lEN 
customers. 
2.	 Provide NOC personnel with access to 
24x7x52x365 monitoring tools to 
identify and resolve potential 
problems before they affect the system. OCIO and lEN customer authorized 
administrators will also have Web-based access to tools to monitor these activities 
at any time. 
3.	 Staff the Help DeskINOC with individuals who not only know the technology, but 
also understand how to meet the unique needs of education, library and 
government environments. 
4.	 Empower the Help DeskINOC staff with best practice tracking and escalation 
procedures coupled with ticketing and network management software to enable 
continuous improvement, true accountability and proactive problem solving. 
5.	 Provid~~ all dedicated field service personnel access to trouble ticket and network 
monitoring systems in the NOC from any location via wireless laptop computers. 
6.	 Provide lEN customer technical personnel a broad range of Web tools which
 
permit them to monitor the status of their own portion of the network at any
 
time-including full access to monitoring and trouble ticket activity.
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7.	 Proactive monitoring and customer notification of service outages. Ninety 
percent (90%) of the time or better, the lEN Alliance contacts our customers in 
advance of their call in the event of a service outage. 
Experienced and Skilled Staff 
The primary objective of the lEN Alliance NOC is to provide outstanding technical 
support to OCIO and IEN customers. While the tools are extremely important, the key 
ingredient for speedy resolution and satisfied customers is seasoned, skilled and proactive 
support engineers. Our customer service engineers are experienced professionals with 
previous work in the support environment and expertise in the unique problems 
experienced by schools, libraries and government entities. 
Our NOC Manager is certified as a HOI Support Center Director and 80% of ENA's 
NOC staff is certified as HOI Support Center Analysts. This means that ENA NOC staff 
is internationally recognized as part of the world's largest (50,000 community members) 
IT service and support professionals' association and certified by the industry's premier 
certification and training entity. Having this certification ensures customers they are 
receiving enhanced customer service from individuals who are confident with refined 
customer service skills. The lEN Alliance NOC staff is trained to be focused on effective 
customer care and problem resolution as well as utilizing fundamental support center 
processes and tools. 
In 2008, lEN Alliance member ENA received 21,331 inbound phone calls to our NOC 
answered 94% of the calls with an average wait of 12 seconds. Of the 6% that were not 
completed, the customer waited an average of 6 seconds prior to disconnecting the call. 
Customers throughout the states we serve know these engineers by name and have a trust 
and rapport that can only be cultivated over time and through a history of successful 
problem resolution. We also have experienced certified educators on staff who 
understand the needs and time limitations of librarians, teachers, administrators and 
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technology coordinators. These experienced and skilled service personnel are always on 
call to assist with specific OCIO and lEN customer concerns or issues. Other members 
of the support team include experts on the full range of LAN and Internet 
interconnectivity issues. 
Management, configuration management and security management tools allow the 
support team to stay in front of issues and to work towards swift problem resolution. 
Equally as important, they generate the key data elements that are both necessary to meet 
reporting requirements and to create the feedback loop that allows for continuous 
improvement. Our NOC manager continuously improves customer service by 
monitoring key metrics such as wait-time on calls, number of contacts per resolution and 
time to resolution. 
"Just for what it's worth, I sleep better 
knowing ENA has our back I I can't 
speak highly enough about your 
services and how helpful you guys are. 
Thanks so much." 
Lea Jessup 
Technology Director 
Sheridan Community Schools 
Sheridan, IN 
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24x7x52x365 Proactive Monitoring 
In 2008, we tracked 4,080 customer visible outages in our entire footprint; of those, 92% 
of the time, the lEN Alliance member's NOC contacted customers in advance oftheir 
call. We are able to achieve this level of advance notification because of proactive 
trouble detection by our network monitoring system. Our sophisticated and fault-resilient 
network monitoring tools monitor all network devices, circuits and related managed 
services on a 24x7x52x365 basis. These tools do far more than inform us when a device 
is up or down. They measure and report interface and circuit errors, latency, ping loss 
over time and many other factors which can affect an end user's overall network 
experience. Of the issues not resolved based on proactive monitoring, many are resolved 
by our NOC during the first call. This capability coupled with multiple communication 
methods (e-mail, phone, fax) for reporting troubles enable us to meet and exceed our 
customers' expectations for network monitoring and support. 
All incidents, whether determined by our network monitoring tools, customer site visits, 
or customer contacts are tracked in our ticketing system. An online, always accessible 
interface to this system is made available to our customers. This tool allows the OCIO 
and lEN customer administrators to open new tickets, update existing tickets, and 
view up-to-the-minute information about issues that might be affecting their level of 
service and gives detailed information about what action the lEN Alliance is taking 
to correct the problem. 
An example of our online Customer Support Ticket Tracker that provides customers with 
an updated view ofour Remedy trouble ticketing system detailing all issues being 
worked to resolution is provided in the following illustration: 
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Figure 11: Customer Support Ticket Tracker 
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8.1.16 The Vendor \vill respond (e.g. contact and begin troubleshooting efforts wirh the 
aft(~ctecl customer(s)) ro any outages or interruptions in service \\ ithin one (I) hour 
ofa detected or reponed problem. For prolonged net\\ork Olltages (beyond I hour). 
the Vendor will notit~ the Idaho OCIO office ufthe issue and keep the Idaho OCIO 
onice appraised of ongoing efforts to lix the problem. A complete record of this 
exr,~nded network outage. troubleshooting "after action" repOl'L \vill be fOt"\\ardecl to 
the Office of the OCIO office. via Email or other agreed upon electr-onic means. 
within ::q hours ofprob!el1l resolution by the Vendor. 
The lEN Alliance understands this requirement and will comply. 
Timely Response and Resolution 
The lEN Alliance will respond to all troubles within one hour of the occurrence, often 
even earlier. Response is defined as trouble isolation with communication back to the 
OCIO or the affected lEN customer and appropriate dispatch as required. Service should 
be restored in all cases within four hours. Detailed information on our Service Level 
Agreement (SLA) can be found in Section 9.3, Service Level Agreements for Customers 
("SLAs") and in Exhibit 1 of this response. 
For prolonged outages (beyond one hour) the lEN Alliance 
will notify the OCIO of the issue and continue to keep the 
OCIO apprised of the ongoing efforts to resolve the problem 
until full resolution is achieved. A complete report of the 
incident, including a record of the extended network outage 
and troubleshooting activities, will be delivered to the Key Performance Indicator 
OCIO within 24 hours of the problem resolution via 90% of customers are 
notified of an outage even 
email or other agreed upon electronic communication. before they are aware it 
To ensure quick and effective resolution, the lEN exists! 
Alliance has established the following escalation process: 
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Escalation Process 
The lEN Alliance has a record of quickly and satisfactorily achieving problem resolution 
and has developed consistent procedures and contact processes. This is a result of the 
superior talent, experience and commitment of our team combined with our technical 
approach that has enabled us to earn the trust of our customers. lEN Alliance's 
customers have consistently found our employees to exhibit the utmost professionalism 
and technical proficiency while perfonning their duties. 
We have developed an effective and efficient escalation system based on and customized 
for the needs of the users of our managed networks. Because we understand that time is a 
precious and scarce commodity for Idaho educators, administrators, librarians and 
government personnel, we have eliminated the typical superfluous initial point of contact 
that exists in most network and Internet service provider Help Desk structures. Our Noe 
representatives possess and make effective use ofa broad range of talent, experience and 
tools that are uncharacteristic of most Help Desk teams. 
The NOe team boasts professional teaching experience in addition to industry-standard, 
advanced network and computer hardware certifications. By staffing our NOe with 
capable and empowered individuals, we provide a level of service tailored specifically to 
the lEN customers support needs. The following graphic summarizes our trouble 
resolution methodology: 
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Figure 12: Network Operations Center Trouble Resolution Methodology 
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ENA's escalation procedures are as follows: 
1.	 Upon receiving a request for assistance or otherwise identifying a problem with 
the network, a NOC representative will open a ticket within the Help Desk 
system. In most cases the problem is resolved on the first call; however, in the 
case that the problem is beyond the capabilities of the NOC team, they will 
escalate the issue to the Level 2 team. The NOC representative responsible for 
the problem will assign a work order ticket to an available and appropriate Level 
2 engineer and inform the customer point of contact. Each attempt to notifY the 
customer will be recorded. The Help Desk system will automatically notifY the 
Customer Service Manager. 
2.	 Should the problem be beyond the scope of the Level 2 team capabilities, they 
will reassign the work order to the Level 3 team. The Help Desk system will 
automatically notify the Level 3 team and the Customer Service Manager. The 
NOC team will inform the requestor of the progress. 
3.	 The Level 3 engineering team will follow the problem through to resolution. 
Our Advanced Help Desk System Makes Problem Escalation
 
Straight-forward and Uncomplicated.
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Should a customer feel that the NOC or engineering teams are not providing an adequate 
level of service, the customer may use the customer service escalation path. We provide 
the customer service escalation path as a means for the customer to raise awareness 
of any problem to a higher level of management. 
We believe that our customers always have the right to intercede in the process if, for any 
reason, they believe an issue is not receiving adequate attention or appropriate 
remediation. Should this situation occur, the customers may contact their Customer 
Service Representative or NOC Manager and request to speak with anyone listed in the 
chart below. 
The customer service escalation path, in order of priority, is as follows: 
CUSTOMER SERVICE ESCALATION PATH 
TITLE CONTACT 
CONTACT 
NUMBER 
I. Customer Service Representative 
2. Network Operations Center (NOC) Manager 
3. Senior Vice President, Service Delivery 
4. President & CEO 
NOC Help Desk 
Dana Briggs 
Lenny Simpson 
David M. Pierce 
(208) 629-2920 or 
(888) 612-2880 
(208) 629-2900 x6022 
(866) 615-1101 x 6025 
(208) 629-2900 x6082 
(866) 615-1101 x 6082 
(208) 629-2900 x6009 
(866) 615-1101 x 6009 
Figure 13: Customer Service Escalation Path 
The lEN Alliance also provides a real-time view into our trouble ticket system as well as 
our event notification system for verification of troubles. Additional information 
regarding customer access to our internal trouble ticketing and network management 
systems, including sample screen shots, may be found in our response to Section 8.1.15 
of this proposal response. 
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8.1.17	 Spare Vendor supplied equipment must be available in a reasonable time period 
depending on the location of the outage (e.g. large metropolitan areas. a..J- hour 
response lime is required: in more rural areas. a 8 hour response time would be 
acceptable in cases of an equipment failure: however. onsite spares. \\ould be a 
preferrt'd course of action to c'\peditiously resolve network problems lor these 
remote locations). 
The lEN Alliance understands this requirement and will comply. 
lEN Alliance's Field Operations staff is deployed throughout Idaho. Upon successful 
award of a contract to provide lEN services, the lEN Alliance will deploy additional 
Field Operations personnel to points-of-presence near lEN customer locations, thus 
assuring personnel availability at any lEN customer site if dispatch is required. 
Our spare parts policy is to keep, at minimum, at least 5% of the total number of 
deployed network devices and associated modules available to lEN Alliance personnel at 
all times to be used to repair or replace equipment in the field. In Idaho, these spare parts 
are divided among our Field Operations locations and our depot in Boise. lEN Alliance 
field service engineers also carry necessary spare parts to fix problems - further reducing 
the time to repair any outages. This spare parts policy allows us to meet or exce~d a four-
hour response time to resolve equipment failures in metropolitan and rural areas. 
8.1.18	 \Vhcn planneclnetwork maintenance activities are conducted by the Vendor which 
I'uns the risk of interrupting or diminishing service. the Idaho Ottice of the CIO Illust 
be Ih1tified of the event at ICClst three (3) business days in advance. Additionally. the 
Vendor (jgrees to work \\ ith the entities to find an alternate date or time tor the 
maintenance if the proposed lime(s) would be particularly hannful. 
The lEN Alliance understands this requirement and will comply. 
The lEN Alliance strives to notifY all potentially affected customers of any planned 
service interruption at least 72 hours in advance of the start time of that interruption. Our 
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standard maintenance windows are Tuesdays and Thursdays from 11 pm MT to 4am MT. 
The lEN Alliance is willing to create different maintenance windows with the State of 
Idaho, if desired. The lEN Alliance will work with OCIO and lEN customers in advance 
of any scheduled maintenance to ensure our standard maintenance window does not 
adversely affect planned work at any location on any night we schedule maintenance. 
8.1. I9 The Vendor will provide security on offered services against hackers, viruses and 
other threats to this lEN network. Vendors will articulate in writing how they intend 
to secure our lEN network to include associated equipment technologies. policies 
and software. 
The lEN Alliance understands this requirement and our solution complies. 
The lEN Alliance provides a suite of security options on all offered Internet services that 
protect end users against hackers, viruses and other threats for all Internet and e-mail 
services. Included in our managed Internet services offering for lEN customers, the lEN 
Alliance provides network and router security as described below: 
Network SecUlj!y 
We understand network security is critical to a safe, productive learning environment. TQ 
safeguard the network against viruses and other invasions, we use a number of security 
measures for multilayer protection including: 
• Access Control Lists (ACLs) at lEN sites 
• Routing protocol authentication 
• Firewall services 
• Virtual private network arrangements 
• Proactive monitoring of the network 
Our network security professionals stay abreast of the latest developments in network 
security and risk management. As the security needs of the network evolve, our security 
experts use the latest security practices to keep the network secure. 
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Router SecuriJy 
Strict ACLs will be applied and maintained on each ingress interface on each customer 
link. Only traffic that originates in the prefixes assigned to the site will be allowed to 
traverse the link and only traffic that is specifically destined (non-multicast) to those 
same prefixes will be allowed in. All other traffic will be dropped and logged. This 
means that only traffic destined to or from a certain site will be allowed; thereby, 
minimizing many of the network-based attacks that try to obscure the source and 
destination addresses of their virus-laden packets. 
Access to all routers in the network will be managed via RADlUS profiles from 
centralized servers. All router logging and RADIUS accounting information will be 
stored on the same centralized servers, allowing us to audit and track access and changes 
network-wide from a central point. Access to lEN Alliance routers will be via telnet with 
strict VTY ACLs that allow access only from our Help Desk and NOC. All unnecessary 
services on routers will be disabled. 
Key backbone network components will be housed in existing physically secure 
telephone company-grade facilities. Physical access to these facilities will be via audited 
card-key access and only top-tier technicians and field service will be allowed access. 
Routine maintenance will be performed during late night hours and only with 72-hour 
prior notice. 
These services provide a strong level of security from hackers, viruses and other threats 
for Internet services. However, we welcome OCIO and lEN customer input, as this is a 
valuable resource for ensuring our security designs meet your needs. We are open to 
discussing the suggested implementation plan and will work together on proposed 
changes in an effort to implement best practice solutions based on our combined 
experience throughout this project. 
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As an optional service for Internet services users, the lEN Alliance offers comprehensive, 
centrally hosted firewall services including all hardware, software and support. Our 
centrally hosted firewall service solution is delivered using redundant, industry-standard 
Cisco firewalls at our points-of presence (POPs). Based on specific enhanced security 
requirements, we develop specific implementation plans and maintenance schedules to 
meet individual lEN customer requirements. 
The Cisco firewall delivers multi-layered defense for an lEN customer's network through 
robust, integrated security services including stateful inspection firewalling, protocol and 
application inspection, and rich multimedia and voice security in a single device. 
The state-of-the-art Cisco Adaptive Security Algorithm (ASA) provides rich stateful 
inspection firewall services, tracking the state of all authorized network communications 
and preventing unauthorized network access. This device also provides an additional 
layer of security via intelligent, "application-aware" security services that examine packet 
streams at Layers 4-7, using inspection engines specialized for many of today's popular 
applications. Furthermore, the Cisco firewall can provide all of these services at Gigabit 
and 10 Gigabit Ethernet speeds which far surpass many firewall products on the market. 
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8.1.~O	 TIlt? vendor shall provide one or more netwOI"k maps sho\\ing ho\\ the traftic \\ ill 
flo\\ across the Vellllor's backbone (e.g. c\ampks include nel\\ork diagrams 
depicting internet :lccess. "ideo connectivity. from the schools back into lEN core. 
etc. ) 
The following diagram depicts a number of the different resources that may be accessed 
by lEN participants. All traffic that flows to and from the participating school, library or 
agency will traverse through the lEN Alliance network. The lEN Alliance network is a 
highly-reliable, MPLS-based, high-speed private network designed to support the needs 
of users within the State of Idaho. The network is described in further detai I in Section 
9.1, Proposer's Backbone and 9.2, Peering and Transit Relationships of this proposal 
response. 
Connectivity from each lEN participant will flow to the closest lEN POP where its users 
will be able to access all authorized lEN resources from within the lEN Alliance network. 
Direct connections from the lEN Alliance backbone include State DOE and aero 
resources, video conferencing bridges, Internet2INLR connectivity via IRON and 
multiple upstream Internet connections along with extensive peering. 
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8.1.21	 Given the inherent cOlllple\ities of our CUtTent State of Idaho legacy netllorh:s. 
Vendors need to ensure that supporting net\\orh: engineering staff have the 
e\perience and caliber needecl to design. maintain ami upgrade our lEN net\\orh:. 
Designated support engineers must also demonstrate ,1 proficiency in maintaining 
our current legacy equipment. as depicted in Appencli\ B..L\dditionally. it is cksired 
that Sh:illecl engineers demonstrate proficieneies in the areas of core rouling and 
slIitching. security. voice. vicleo. and ~lulti Protocol Label SIIitel1ing (MPLS). II ith 
an ,:\pectation that these engineers II ill be the ones doing the design. operation. 
maintenance and accreditation of this lEN nel\\orh:. Vendors will includc resumes 01' 
pot,.:ntiaIIEN engineering support stan'as part oflheir RFP response. to include ,1 
comprehensive list ofallnetwnrh: certifications and years ofe.\pcricnce. 
The entire IEN Alliance strives to delight the State of Idaho Department of 
Administration and each of its customers by meeting individual network technology 
needs and delivering service excellence to the education community. From the initial 
network connection through ongoing support needs, our team of professionals work 
hand-in-hand with schools to achieve desired results. 
Highly Skilled and Qualified Support Staff 
lEN Alliance's services are supported by a 
broad base of highly skilled employees who "I n addition to their strong 
technology capacity, their quality 
'are dedicated to superior performance in a 
staff helps set them apart from 
number of disciplines. The lEN Alliance's others They are very responsive, 
and in fact are proactive in most 
cases, in supporting our network 
Engineering Team holds several industry 
certifications including Microsoft MCSE 
services." 
and MCSA, Cisco CCNA, CCIP, CCNP 
Lance Lott 
and CCIE, RedHat RHCE and Linux 
Assistant Superintendent 
LPIC-2. Our Cisco-certified Network Information Technology & 
AccountabilityArchitects and Engineers lead the research, 
Metropolitan Nashville Public Schools 
analysis, design, implementation and support 
of networking technologies that address each customer's specific needs. Our Systems 
Engineers possess a breadth of knowledge in the design, installation, configuration and 
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maintenance of the organization's Microsoft Windows and Exchange servers, Linux/Unix 
systems and Open Source applications. Our Engineers also apply their vast knowledge, 
skills and experience in consulting with our customers to provide a reliable system to the 
end users who use it. Behind the scenes, the Development Team is hard at work ensuring 
the systems and tools required to effectively support and manage the statewide network 
are in place. Our Engineers maintain a keen knowledge of current and emerging 
technologies in order to maintain the highest levels of network availability, 
performance, innovation and growth. 
lEN Alliance employees hold a total of57 technical certifications as listed in the 
following table: 
State of Idaho RFP-02160 
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Technical Certification Certified Em 10 ees
 
Certified C++ Developer 1
 
Certified Java Developer 1
 
Certified Novell Administrator I
 
Certi fied Solaris Adm inistrator I
 
Certified Wireless Network Administrator 2
 
Cisco Certified Design Associate I
 
Cisco Certified Network Associate (CCNA) 13
 
Cisco Certified Network Professional (CCNP) 3
 
Cisco Certified Internetwork Professional (CCIP) I
 
Cisco Certified Internetwork Expert (CCIE) I
 
Citrix Certified Administrator (CCA) I
 
CompTIA A+ 3
 
HOI Support Center Analyst 4
 
Linux Professional Institute Level 2 Certification (LPIC 2) 1
 
Microsoft Certified Professional (MCP) 2
 
Microsoft Certified Professional + Internet (MCP+I / NT4) 2
 
Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer (MCSE / NT4) 3
 
Network + 7
 
Novell Master CNE (MCNE) I
 
Novell Groupwise Certified I
 
Professional Engineer in Electrical Engineering 2
 
RedHat Certified Engineer (RHCE) 1
 
RedHat Certified Technician 2
 
LSun Certified ~stems Administrator 2 
Figure IS: lEN Alliance Employee Technical Certifications 
When support is needed, the Network Operations Center (NOC), Field Engineers and 
Account Service Managers (ASMs) are ready to provide superior customer service. The 
IEN Alliance NOC is the single point of contact for all customer support issues. The 
NOC is available via e-mail and also directly by telephone 24 hours a day, seven days a 
week, 52 weeks a year, 365 days. 
Our Field Engineers are locally deployed, thus assuring that lEN Alliance network 
equipment is maintained in the event of a hardware failure. ASMs are assigned to ensure 
client satisfaction and to identify and understand each customer's unique needs, including 
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each school district's goals. The ASMs help detennine the network or technology 
requirements necessary to achieve these goals. 
Our personnel and company resources are deployed throughout our service geography in 
order to locally support our customers. 
Please see Exhibit 6 for the resumes of our engineering support staff including their 
certifications. [n addition you can find short bios of these personnel in Section 9.10, 
Biographical Information, of this RFP response. 
8.1.22	 Vendor proposed Ethernet Solutions must also suppol1 connectivity over the 
National LambdaRaillnl'rastructure (NLR) amllNTERNET2 (12) networks. helping 
to expand the State's theoretical and experimental research capabilities as the~ relate 
to both K-12 and higher education. Given the current Economic situation in Idaho 
and in keeping \\ith Legislative directives to reduce costs and leverage existing State 
resources. wherever possible. it is highly desired that Vendors submit a detailed 
technical plan in their RFP response that specilically aclelresses hem they \\ould 
leverage legacy State of Idaho networks to include the Idaho Regional Optical 
Network (I RON). in provieling this service. particularly to our higher education 
institutions who desire these services (e.g. BSU. Universit~ of Idaho. etc). 
The Idaho Regional Optical Network (IRON) is a member of 
the IEN Alliance. IRON is the designated connector to 
Internet2 and NLR in Idaho. 
The [EN Alliance has diverse routed fiber connections to the Level(3) facility at 435 W 
McGregor Drive in Boise, Idaho. This facility is a POP for both fntemet2 and NLR. fEN 
Alliance members Idaho Research Optical Network (IRON) and Syringa Networks 
specifically have signed a memorandum of understanding to work together to further 
education and research networks in fdaho and through that relationship lEN members 
will be able to connect directly to the IRON backbone, and in tum, to the Intemet2 and 
NLR networks. 
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The lEN Alliance presently has connectivity to the following institutions of higher 
education in Idaho: 
I.	 Boise State University (BSU) - Fiber connection. 
2.	 Idaho State University - ATM over fiber and pending Ethernet connections. 
Used for ISUs distance education program to number of remote sites served by 
Syringa Networks. Syringa Networks is in the process of building fiber to the 
ISU facility in Meridian at this time. A project for a fiber connection to ISU at 
the Water Center at 322 E. Front is also in development. This connection could 
also b~: used to connect the University of Idaho, Boise campus. 
3.	 Col lege of Southern Idaho - Ethernet over fiber to CSI campus through member 
company. 
4.	 BYU Idaho - Ethernet over fiber to Rexburg campus through member company. 
5.	 Center for Advanced Energy Solutions (CAES ) facility in Idaho Falls - Ethernet 
over fiber via Idaho Falls City fiber. 
The lEN Alliance can connect to the following institutions of higher education in Idaho 
as described below: 
I.	 Eastern Idaho Technical College is on the Idaho Falls City fiber ring. Syringa 
Networks leases fiber on that ring and will add a drop to the EITC campus to 
serve the lEN. 
2.	 Lewis Clark State College would be connected to the network at a POP
 
established in Lewiston by Syringa Networks.
 
3.	 North Idaho College would be connected to the network at a POP established in 
Coeur d' Alene by Syringa Networks. 
4.	 The College of Western Idaho is presently connected to BSU and can be reached 
by the connection to BSU. However, Syringa Networks backbone is close to 
CWI and can build fiber to that location. 
5.	 There is existing fiber between Washington State University (WSU) and 
University of Idaho (U of I). WSU is connected to Syringa Networks via IRON. 
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Syringa Networks will buy capacity on that connection to connect the U of I 
Moscow campus to lEN. Syringa Networks has proposals to connect several U of 
I research locations in southern Idaho with high bandwidth Ethernet services 
being considered at this time. 
8.1.23	 The Idaho oelo Office will maintain a complete set of Internet routing tables for 
information and security purposes. The Vendor agrees to provide that information to 
our routers through BGP routing protocols. 
The lEN Alliance agrees to provide an electronic feed via BGP4 of the complete Internet routing 
tables for information and security purposes to the Idaho OeIO office. 
8.1.24 Vendors must also demonstrate an ability to support multiple applications. from 
content delivery and Internet access to IP Telephony, video, audio, web 
conferencing. storage and unified collaboration. This includes understanding "Bell 
Schedules" and working with the Departmcnt of Education to work out scheduling 
ofilssociated technology assets (e.g. Viclco Teleconferencing capabilities) to support 
customcr requ irements for serv ices. at d ifferi ng ti meso 
The lEN Alliance is singularly qualified to support the multiple and numerous 
applications and services that will comprise the Idaho Education Network. As we detail 
in 8.1.15, the lEN Alliance Network Operating Center (NOC) will serve as a single 
point of contact for all issues related to any of the technology or services we provide 
to lEN members. Since 1998, the lEN Alliance has created, implemented and used 
industry-leading tools to ensure quick and efficient resolution of customer problems and 
issues. Additionally, the lEN Alliance and its partners have decades of experience 
supporting the specific types of applications and services that will comprise lEN. 
For example, not only does ENA, the primary contracting partner of the lEN Alliance, 
provide managed network and technology solutions and support to thousands of K-12 
schools throughout the country, we also have extensive experience providing and 
supporting content delivery, IP Telephony/ VolP and video conferencing and 
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collaboration solutions for education. ENA, in partnership with United Streaming, 
provides statt:wide content delivery nodes for high-bandwidth educational content in both 
Indiana and Tennessee. We also now provide VoIP solutions and support to schools 
throughout the country. In the last year alone, over 20 school districts in three states have 
implemented ENA's Voice Services. These VoIP solutions are designed to be flexible, 
highly reliable, and scalable, and are currently being used in school districts with as few 
as two schools and as many as 200. Likewise, OneVision Solutions, an lEN Alliance 
strategic partner, has extensive experience assisting K-12 schools in the creation and 
support of video conferencing solutions. This experience includes scheduling, 
instructor/administrator support, and video conferencing designs which attempt to 
incorporate and utilize current infrastructure to the greatest degree possible. OneVision 
Solutions currently performs similar consulting, support, and design services for multiple 
schools and education networks throughout the country. 
The lEN Alliance also understands the importance of bell schedules and will work with 
the DOE and participate in the necessary task force or working groups as appropriate to 
assist in the scheduling and synchronization of video teleconferencing and other 
technology assets throughout the State. Implementing a robust video conference 
scheduling system only addresses half the issue. Based on our experience and 
observations, establishing consistent statewide bell schedules is an education policy issue 
and something that evolves and requires collaboration and participation from the LEAs in 
order to be successful. 
As distance learning is becoming more pervasive, many states are tackling this issue. A 
good example is the State ofArkansas. In 2004 the Arkansas State Board of Education 
enacted Rules Governing Availability ofDistance Learning. The rules were established 
for the purpose of setting reasonable guidelines to make distance learning available to 
every Arkansas student and to facilitate efficient scheduling of distance learning courses 
offered by publ.ic schools in recognition of the fact that there was not a consistent bell 
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schedule across the State. Establishing these rules gave Arkansas a short term fix while 
they worked to come up with a solution to the longer term issue. 
Over the last three years Arkansas has worked to resolve the disparity in bell schedules 
and have made significant progress. After recently publishing the 2009-20 I0 bell 
schedule over 50% of the rural school districts that are relying more and more on distance 
learning have adopted the State bell schedules. Ms. Cathi Swan, Assistant 
Commissioner, Research and Technology, played a critical role in this effort. She sites 
the establishment of Advisory Councils comprised of district administrators as one of the 
primary factors in their success. "It's all about collaboration and the process. School 
administrators want to know who came up with it? And was I given an opportunity to 
voice my opinion?" 
In recent conversations with Ms. Swan, she indicated that she would be more than willing 
to participate in discussions to share more information about Arkansas' experience with 
this process and lessons learned. 
8.1.25 Vendors IllUSt also be capable of providing burstable connections (25'\, or higher) 
vvith the abi Iit) to dTecti vely manage short periods of high usage (2--+ hnllrs). 
Speci tically, the Vendor wi" provide bursting carabi Iity tn allow sites to exceed 
allocated bandwidth \\[len 80°;' capacity is reached. in order to tmd and identify 
additional bandwidth needs at individual sites. 
The lEN Alliance understands this requirement and will comply. 
We will provide periodic and short-term (30 days or less) bursting capability up to the 
installed circuit capacity upon request to allow sites to exceed allocated bandwidth when 
80-percent capacity is reached in order to track and identify additional bandwidth needs 
at individual sites. 
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8.1.26	 The Vendor will outline its abilit) 10 pro\ iele robust cOlnlllunic,ltion sen ices that 
protect lEN customers !i'OIll interruption ofser\ices during the business clay and 
ensure resiliency of the sen ices being offereel. 
The lEN Alliance understands the critical nature of Internet services for lEN customers 
and we have designed a solution that will provide robust Internet services that protect 
lEN customers from interruption of services due to Internet gateway or managed access 
link failure, ensuring the resiliency of the Internet services being offered. 
We employ "best route" routing policy, keeping our customers' traffic on our robust, 
diverse backbone and reducing latency. This means getting the traffic from our POP to 
the true destination in the most expeditious manner. We make this happen by 
customizing our BGP-4 advertisements to our peering partners. Keeping the data on our 
IP network until delivered to the appropriate peer versus the closest peer allows us to 
propagate the traffic in the most expeditious manner to and from your locations. 
Our dynamic routing to Gigabit Ethernet-based peering points from top Tier lISPs 
through multiple peering connections allows truly redundant access to Internet resources. 
In the event ofan Internet outage, Internet traffic is automatically routed around the 
problem. Our network engineering group monitors all peering connections 24 hours a 
day, 365 days a year. The only failure point with respect to Internet routing is placed 
solely at the last mile physical interface of a given customer. The physical layer 
connectivity for customers is also monitored 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. 
Furthermore, we understand the access link (last mile circuit) that we provide to connect 
users to our network is a critical component of ensuring resilient Internet services. In 
every portion of our service delivery, we have evaluated and chosen suppliers and a 
network design that permits us to deliver the highest level of ongoing reliability. 
Furthermore, in the event a service interruption does occur, we have built-in test points 
and safeguards that allow us to quickly restore service to the affected site(s). Additional 
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information regarding our Service Level Agreement for lEN can be found in Section 8.3 
Service Level Guarantees, Section 9.3 Service Level Agreements for Customers, and 
Exhibit 1. 
8.1.],7 Vendors \\ill provide capacity increases and outline costs associated \\ith these 
changes that l1lust be cOl1lpkted within 45 clays of the Idaho O('IOs request. 
We have chosen our underlying primary method of service delivery (wide area Ethernet) 
and suppliers strategicaIly in order to provide capacity increases, new installations and 
moves where facilities exist, within 45 days of an OCIO request. 
8.1.],8 Our K-I]' schools. libraries. and state agencies have various IP address class sizcs, 
l3y I'csponding to this proposal. Venclors Illust understand and agree thelt they arc 
willing to route these addresses al the request of these school distI'icts, Vcndors \\ill 
also ensure that all assignecl engincering personnel \\orking on our lEN network are 
compl iant with CIrA pol icies concerni ng the protection 0 f Cili Iclren to inc Iude 
vendor certified background checks. 
The founding members of the lEN Alliance have had extensive experience providing 
Internet access to K-12 schools, libraries and state agencies within Idaho and throughout 
the nation. We understand that the lEN participants will have various IP address class 
[block] sizes. In responding to this proposal, the lEN Alliance understands and agrees 
that we are willing to route these addresses, to the extent technically and legally possible, 
at the request of these school districts. 
Furthermore, we currently perform detailed background checks on all assigned 
engineering personnel working in our companies as they may, in performing their duties, 
have access to sensitive information. We will comply with all Idaho Statutes and Board 
of Education policies concerning background checks for all assigned personnel working 
with the lEN Alliance's lEN network. Additionally, we do not retain personally­
identifiable information for purposes other than routine system validation and as such we 
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believe that we are compliant with the applicable CIPA and COPPA federal child 
protection statutes. 
8.1.29	 V~ndor propos~d solutions Illust also address connectivity Ill~thoclologi~s to both 
rublic rnt~l11et protocol (IP) networks and private backhones. as both stucl~Jlts '1I1cl 
instructGrs willn~ed acccss to internal w~b portals for stuclent and administrativc 
services. as w~11 as pal1ner institution \veb portals for educational research. 
The lEN Alliance will provide connectivity for all lEN participants via a combination of 
public and private IP networks. 
8.1.30 The VClldor will provick basic contcnt filtering for all sites in accordance \\ith C1P.\ 
guidelincs to ensure compliance with '~-Rate policies for Intel11et Access. 
The lEN Alliance provides a 
centralized content filtering solution 
(centralized content filtering traffic 
handling group/ network closed user 
group) that can be either on or off at 
the customer level. This optional 
content filtering service represents a 
minimal part of our service offering and is fully compliant with the filtering requirements 
of the Children's Internet Protection Act (Pub. L 106-554, Title XVII - Children's 
Internet Protection (CIPA». The lEN Alliance has been providing filtering solutions for 
our customers in a centralized, cost-effective manner since 1998 and is highly 
experienced with available filtering technologies, filtering legislation and E-Rate 
requirements related to filtering. The lEN Alliance remains on the cutting edge in 
filtering technology and is continuously improving its solution to meet customer needs. 
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Our content filtering service parameters are defined by the State of Idaho, which selects 
the filtering criteria. Experience in providing similar service to K-12 public schools and 
libraries in other states has shown this method is acceptable to almost all districts and 
minimizes the workload required of a district to establish their own filtering criteria. 
For districts that desire to manage their own filtering rules, customization of filtering 
categories to fit their specific requirements is available. The lEN Alliance offers an 
optional district-customized content filtering solution delivered through our core content 
filtering equipment that permits detailed per-district category and whitelblack list. This 
solution provides substantially the same functionality for customers who desire this 
additional level of control without the requirement to deploy additional devices at the 
customer premise. One of the key benefits of our district-customized solution is that it 
leverages our resilient, high-capacity core content filtering equipment as compared to end 
site grade server hardware typically deployed in customized district solutions. 
We supplement the lEN-driven filtering solution with an Authorized Override (AO) 
service that allows authorized users with a password to override the filter and access an 
otherwise blocked Web site. This feature, as more fully described below, gives the local 
district the ability to access any blocked Web site it detennines is necessary. 
Our filtering solution was developed exclusively for the K-12 and library 
environments by listening to our customer's needs and incorporating their 
priorities. With this in mind, lEN Alliance's filtering solution was designed around 
the following end user requirements: 
•	 Protect students and enhance educational relevancy of Internet content 
•	 Provide maximum flexibility for local communities 
•	 Minimize additional administrative or technical burden on schools and 
districts 
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• Respect the professionalism and decision making of educators 
• Support First Amendment protections for adults 
• Comply with federal legislation such as CIPA 
• Make nightly updates to filtering database 
Our content filtering service is based on its filtering solution that is successfully serving 
over 200 school districts and public library systems in three states. This service provides 
the foundation to ensure children do not have access to inappropriate content as defined 
by the State of Idaho. History has shown that the effective content filtering program 
provided by the [EN Alliance has allowed school districts to dramatically increase their 
support of Internet access. We believe this is because local school administrators, 
principals and teachers have developed a trust in the lEN Alliance filtering program that 
gives them more peace of mind that children are not using computers to access 
inappropriate or harmful Internet content. 
Filtering Solution Details 
While filtering cannot be a one-size-fits-all solution, neither should it increase the 
administrative burden on teachers or technology coordinators by having to constantly 
maintain and amend lists and categories. The lEN Alliance provides the only solution 
available today that combines maximum flexibility with minimum administrative burden. 
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Our Authorized Override solution gives the local district the option of providing teachers 
and administrators personalized unfiltered access to the Internet. 
The lEN Alliance provides a turnkey filtering solution designed to work transparently 
(i.e., the end user does not have to do anything, nor are any modifications required to 
individual work stations). Our service is delivered via its regional servers with 
proprietary technology that filters large numbers of computers without performance 
degradation. The benefit of this innovation to the lEN is a filtering solution that is 
proven to work on the scale required by this RFP. The solution is based on a detailed list 
of restricted URLs grouped into a number of categories (e.g., pornography, illicit drugs, 
hate/violence, etc.). The State selects the particular categories it wants filtered and then 
any computer in a participating district or library on the lEN is automatically protected 
from URLs in selected categories. Local districts can easily request review of a site or 
suggest that a particular site be blocked or unblocked at any time. In this way the Jist of 
URLs is constantly evolving and changing based on end user input. The following 
screenshot depicts the online form for requesting a review of a site. 
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3. 
Submit 
Request 
Figure 16: Online Web site Review Request Form 
Personalization for teachers and administrators is achieved through our Authorized 
Override (AO). Unlike the personalization capabilities offered by other filtering 
solutions, the lEN Alliance believes that creating groupings of all teachers in a particular 
school or district is inefficient, unnecessarily raises First Amendment concerns and 
disrespects the professionalism of educators. Our AO solution drives the bypass policy 
down to a district level to give teachers and staff the ability to selectively override 
blocked URLs (i.e., access URLs that are on the restricted list). AO is machine-driven 
and can detect a valid override even when a school is using NAT (RFC 3022) and Private 
IP addresses (RFC 1918) whereas other IP-based systems will override an entire school 
rather than the specific workstation requesting the override. 
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If an override of any URL is desired: 
I.	 The user simply clicks on the link on the JEN Alliance block page marked 
Authorized Override. 
2.	 A sign-in box will appear with a place for time period. 
3.	 After entering a valid password and time period, an authorized user then will 
receive a confirmation page that allows the user to override the filter. 
Local school district policies and administrators determine who has access to the override 
passwords and how this feature is used. As an added service to assist districts in 
managing AO, the JEN Alliance monitors AO usage for unusual activity levels and 
notifies Technology Coordinators if any such activity is discovered. 
The following screenshot shows the AO tool that allows individual educators to access 
blocked sites: 
Override Login 
UsernBme 
Passwcrd 
mInutes. 
[ Bl!9in Override I I Reset Form I 
Figure 17: Online Authorized Override Request Form 
ENA has found that its powerful and flexible content filtering service is a good fit for the 
K-12 environment which demands local control, yet often does not have sufficient 
resources to locally manage a customized solution. 
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Children's Internet Protection Act (Pub. L. 106-554) Compliance 
The lEN Alliance's filtering service offering is fully compliant with the filtering 
requirements ofthe Children's Internet Protection Act (Pub.L.I06-554), Title XVII­
Children's Internet Protection (CIPA). We have studied and reviewed CIPA rules, 
compared our filtering program including Authorized Override to those rules, and worked 
with third-party legal and E-Rate experts to evaluate our offering. All of these steps have 
contributed to our assertion that the content filtering service including our Authorized 
Override bypass system is compliant with CIPA content filtering rules. 
It must be noted that CIPA 
compliance does not end with 
having a compliant filtering 
software solution. Each district 
must also establish CIPA­
compliant policies and 
procedures related to their usage 
of filtering as part of any overall 
CIPA plan. The lEN Alliance 
will provide technical assistance 
to the State of Idaho and lEN 
customers to improve their 
understanding of the fu II scope of 
CIPA compliance requirements. 
CIPA Requirements 
As Applicable to Minors, Internet Safety 
Policies MUST Address the Following Issues: 
•	 Access to inappropriate matter on the 
internet and World Wide Web 
•	 Safety and security in e-mail, chat­
rooms and direct electronic 
communication 
•	 Unauthorized access and unlawful 
activities 
•	 Unauthorized disclosure, usc and 
dissemination of personal information 
•	 Measures in place to restrict access to 
harmful materials 
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8.1.3/	 Vendors must 1\0''1-; with respective School Districts and libraries concel'lling policies 
and actions regarding the tiltering of sites or content. such restrictions and tilters also 
need to be doculllented in your monthly reports b,lCk to the State OCIO oftlce. Note. 
however. that this section is not intended to prevent ,1ny Internet Senice Provider 
(ISP) fi'olll limiting traffic frolll a site causing harm to the Internet or an) of its 
customers. Note that any tiltering or DNS changes done by Vendors llluSt be 
documented and approved by the Idaho State OCIO office. 
As a founding member of the lEN Alliance, ENA has been providing filtering solutions 
for K-12 in a centralized, cost-effective manner since the enactment of the Child Internet 
Protection Act and is highly experienced with available filtering technologies, filtering 
legislation and E-Rate requirements related to filtering. Our experience has shown us 
that there is much confusion concerning fi Itering, types of filtering and the expectations 
that educators, community leaders and parents have offiltering solutions. We also 
understand the task of translating a state or local community's standards to a single 
filtering solution that satisfies all members of the educational community can be 
daunting. 
Our filtering solution outlined in Section 8.1.30 was initially developed to assist our 
customers in meeting the quickly imposed CIPA requirements to secure E-Rate funding 
without having to procure and manage individual solutions on their own. Over the last 
eight years we have introduced enhancements based on new technologies available in the 
marketplace; but more importantly, these technologies were also based on feedback 
received from our customers. 
We will work with school districts and libraries to discuss and understand unique policy 
issues, establish a filtering configuration that adheres to these policies, and implement a 
process for reviewing and restricting access to new sites as requested. We will also work 
with OCIO to establish baseline reports based on lEN's requirements on a monthly basis. 
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A good example of how we approached delivering a statewide content filtering solution 
where it was previously not in place is the Indiana State Library. Prior to ENA being 
awarded a contract to manage the Indiana State Library Network in 2005, a number of the 
Indiana libraries were not til ing for federal E-Rate funds. One of the reasons for this was 
the lack of staff and expertise to implement and maintain a content filtering solution in 
order to comply with the CIPA requirements necessary to secure E-Rate funding. In 
addition, many libraries were concerned that imposing strict filtering policies would 
result in frustrating and turning away library patrons - a common concern in libraries 
today. 
Upon contract award, ENA worked with the State Library to assemble a customer task 
force and conducted a series ofwebinars and online meetings with the task force as well 
as the library community at large. These events focused on the following: 
•	 Content filtering requirements (CIPA, COPPA, First Amendment) 
•	 ENA's content filtering solution and approach 
•	 Filtering categories available 
•	 Requirements gathering 
•	 Establish a baseline configuration 
•	 Conduct periodic follow-up meetings to review and update baseline 
fi Itering configuration 
The State Library was able to gain consensus for a statewide base filtering configuration 
that is now being used by many libraries across the State of Indiana. This service ensures 
E-Rate compliance and ultimately results in the most effective and efficient use of local 
financial and human resources. The growth in network capacity and utilization of E­
Rate funds has increased on average 22% annually since the inception of the 
contract. 
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Most, ifnot all, school districts in Idaho have implemented some type of local content 
filtering solution. Based on surveys we have conducted in other states, the average 
school district spends $3,500-$5,000 annually to purchase, maintain and support these 
solutions. Establishing a centralized content filtering platform and offering this service 
as part of lEN will present additional ways to alleviate the burden on local school and 
library resources from having to support and maintain these local solutions. Doing this, 
will ultimately result in additional opportunities for cost savings. 
Superintendents have praised the ENA solution because they do not require them to 
spend enormous amounts of school board time debating on each special interest group 
request, which a separate district maintained filtering solution might require. The first 
step in this process is education and involvement. By bringing safety into its proper 
perspective and focusing on the entire educational mission, ENA can assist Idaho in 
bringing not only a robust safety net for children, but also a total solution designed to 
make the Internet a valuable place to learn and grow. 
8.1.32 The Vendor will also provide a network design in which: 
a. Layer 2 QoS tags pass unimpeded through the network 
b. Layer 2 performance will be adequate to support jitter and low-latency 
sensitive applications (i.e. Video over IP) 
c. IEEE 802.lq VLANs can be established at the request of the Idaho OCtO 
office. 
d. Vendor, Idaho OCIO Office and/or eligible participants will manage the IP 
addressing and [P routing in a cooperative fashion, by actively participating in 
monthly OCIO sponsored lEN change management meetings. 
The lEN Alliance understands and our network design complies. 
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8,1.33 The Vendor will also: 
a, Indicate what layer 2 QoS capabilities the network will honor and support, 
(i.e.802.1 p queuing) 
b. Indicate availability of real time performance metrics (i.e. SNMP) access to a 
State-provided list of authorized monitoring stations. 
c, Articulate the way in which overall cloud utilization will be monitored and 
under what conditions and within what timeframes upgrades will be 
implemented to ensure that the purchased bandwidth is available on demand 
to participants. 
d. Indicate the timeframe in which requests for virtual networks or layer 2 QoS 
changes will be honored. 
The lEN Alliance network supports layer 2 QoS, real-time performance metrics, real­
time network monitoring and can rapidly respond to requests for virtual networks or layer 
2 QoS changes. 
At the lEN Alliance router, deployed at the lEN participant end point, we can configure 
802.1 p and DSCP tag recognition and translation into MPLS-TE or other traffic 
prioritization/queueing methodology used on the lEN Alliance network to support the 
QoS goals of the application itself. In order to ensure compatibility and best 
functionality, we will work with OCIO/DOE to tailor the layer 2 QoS capabilities of the 
lEN Alliance network to your specific application needs. Requests for additional virtual 
networks or layer 2 QoS changes will be reviewed and responded to within two business 
days. Such requests may require additional consultation with the State or the requestor 
and may require extensive configuration to implement. We will work with the OCIO to 
coordinate any major virtual network or layer 2 QoS change to ensure both high levels 
customer satisfaction for the requestor and integration with overall network policies. 
Real time performance and monitoring of the lEN Alliance network will be performed by 
the lEN Alliance customer and backbone network operation centers. As detailed in 
Section 8.1.15, these measurements and metrics will be available through Web-based self 
service applications hosted on the lEN Alliance Web site. We can permit secure, limited 
access via SNMPv2 to a limited number of authorized monitoring stations of real time 
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perfonnance metrics for customer premises equipment placed at lEN participants end 
sites. Overall cloud utilization will be closely monitored by the lEN Alliance backbone 
and customer Noes and we will ensure that there is adequate bandwidth to support all 
applications at all times. In the unlikely event that we find that bandwidth is constrained 
on anyone link for an extended period of time and not as the result ofa network failure, 
we will immediately order additional capacity to resolve the situation. 
8.1.3-1 To account for schools. libraries who \visll [0 der10y more services and utilize more 
bamhvidth as compared to schooLs and libraries that clo not. vendors shall resrond 
with two different deployment st'ln(!8rcb. One standard with a "high banclwi(lth edge 
muter" and one with a "IO\v band\\idth edge router". This is an area that will be 
included in our evaluation criteria concerning the technical merits ofsubmittcd 
prorosa Is. in enab ling our su pported IEN customers to ru rsue acid itional net\\ ork 
upgrades. 
As part of our network service, the lEN Alliance will furnish and manage for the term of 
this contract any required end site equipment necessary to establish a connection between 
the closest lEN Alliance POP and the lEN participant's location. We provide multiple 
types oflast mile routers and routing switches and deploy the equipment appropriate for 
the required throughput and circuit connectivity. 
The following chart outlines the suggested "Low", "High" and "High-Dense" bandwidth 
edge router equipment deployment. 
For detailed specification sheets for the equipment listed below, please see Appendix O. 
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Edae Device Function 
Egress 
Throuahout Deployment 
Low Cisco 2801 Router 46 Mbps Sinqle LA.N handoffs fer TDM or 10 Mb .... s Ethernet VJAN 
~w Cisco 2821 Router 87 Mbps Multiple LAN handoffs for TOM or 10 Mbps Ethernet WAN 
Low Cisco 2960G-8TC Routinq Switch 16 Gbos Ethernet WAN Routinq Endpoint - 10 or 100 Mbps 
Hiah Cisco 3825 Router 179 Mbps DS3, OC3 or 100 Mbps Ethernet WAN 
High Cisco 384S Router 256 Mbos Hiqh Density Termination for DS3, OC3 or 100 MbDS Ethernet WAN 
Hiah Cisco 3550 Routinq Switch 24 GbDS Ethernet WAN Routing Endpoint - 10, 100 or 1 Gbps 
f---­
High-
Dense 
Cisco 7200/NPE­
300 Router 215 Mbps Hiqh Density Termination for DS3, OC3 or 100 Mbps Ethernet WAN 
High-
Dense Cisco 7200/ NPE-G1 Router 521 Mbos Hiqh Density Termination for DS3, OC3 or 100 Mbos Ethernet WAN 
High-
Dense Cisco 3560G Routing Switch 32 Gbps High Throughput Ethernet WAN Routing Endpoint - 10, 100 or 1 Gbps 
(
 
Figure ]8.: Low and High Bandwidth Standard Routers 
( 
•
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8.1.35	 The Vendor will provide for all bundled Internet services to be upgraded as needed 
within the timeframe identified in section 8.2. Shared services will be allocated or 
reallocated based on use or need and at no cost to the State, with future configurations 
being kept in line with E-Rate eligibility standards for all services through a 
coordinated process with the OCIO office and must adhere to the 80% capacity rule 
per site. 
The lEN Alliance understands this requirement and will comply. 
We will meet the timeframes required in Section 8.2. We have chosen our underlying 
primary method of service delivery (wide area Ethernet) and suppliers strategically in 
order to provide capacity increases, new installations and moves where facilities exist, 
within 45 days of an OCIO request. 
Shared services will be allocated or reallocated based on use or need at no cost to the 
State of Idaho. Future configurations will be kept in line with E-Rate eligibility standards 
for all services through a coordinated process with the OCIO and will adhere to the 80­
percent capacity rule per site. 
8.1.36	 The Vendor will provide monthly written reports by the 15th of the following month 
on utilization, network traffic capacity and performance tuning, service usage (broken 
down by institution and protocol) and other network utilization as needed by the 
Department of Administration, ocro office for reporting to the Legislature. 
The lEN Alliance will provide monthly written reports by the 15 th of the following month 
on utilization, net""ork traffic capacity and performance tuning, service usage and other 
network utilization as needed by the OCIO for reporting to the Legislature. 
Below find our standard Internet bandwidth utilization report which provides details over 
multiple time frames on: 
• Per-site utilization 
• Traffic capacity 
• Performance tuning 
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Service usage information can be provided at aggregate levels and we will work with the 
OCIO to customize our reporting to meet your needs. 
The lEN Alliance will also leverage the data that we collect in our network monitoring 
and reporting tools to generate extensive ad-hoc reports for the OCIO to provide to the 
Legislature upon request. We understand the critical role that the Legislature provides in 
funding and overseeing the lEN and we look forward to actively supporting OClO's data 
and communication needs in this area. 
Internet Bandwidth Usage 
4/1/2008 to 4/30/2008 
~::Jtn ,,~tn !f~tn ,,~m 
Percentile Percentile Percentile Percentile 
utilization utilization utilizatIOn Utilization 
Installed Inbound Outbound Inbound Outbound 
BandwIdth % CirCUit SLAhrs SLAhrs 24HR Day 24HRDay 
Customer Name Location Site Name (Mbps) Error (Mbps) (Mbps) (Mbps) (Mbps) 
o-ange Cwnty Public Adolescent Substance 
Schad, Abuse Program 1.544 0.00% 0.167 0.015 0041 0.005 
Qange Crunty Public 
SChad, AkJma Elemrotarv 10.000 O,CX}% 1.006 0.334 0607 0.198 
IlXange LeJ.mly UDIIC A.lwrnatrve l;enlers 
SChad, Office 100.000 0.00% 0.880 0171 0.369 0.070 
Il.tange cwnty uOIiC 
SChad, Andover Elemenlaf\/ 10.000 0.00% 1.899 0149 0.785 0.117 
IlXange Lwnly UOIIC 
SChad, Aoooka 9th Grade Gente 1.000.000 000% 5.915 0.602 3.687 0453 
lJrange Cwnly PuOl1C 
SChad, ADOPka Elementary 10.000 000% 5.061 0.345 2161 0226 
lXange LOJnly UOllC 
Schad, ADOPka Mldd" Schoo 100.000 0.00% 2.319 0315 1.693 0242 
lJrange cwnly PuOl1C 
SChad, Arbor Rldae SChool 100.000 0.00% 2.973 0.157 1.470 0.171 
Figure 19: Bandwidth Utilization Report 
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8.1.37 The Vendor will provide written monthly reports, including agreed upon metrics that 
verify or indicate service levels are being met, NLT 15 of each Month to the OCIO. 
ENA understands this requirement and will comply. 
The lEN Alliance will provide written reports no later than the 15th of each month to the 
OCIO on Customer Visible Outages and LEN TicketlRequest Summaries. These two 
reports will allow the ocro to verify all agreed upon metrics and validate that service 
levels are being delivered. 
Our tracking and monitoring systems are designed to provide the requested information. 
We will deliver monthly reports in the foJlowing format designed to present all of the 
required information in a succinct and easy to read manner: 
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Customer Visible Outage 
8/112008 to 8/3112008 
UULage Less 
Length outage ( 
, ; ' .. i0riginaV l! !lUirv SLA,NON-5IA 
.; ',Ticket I i 'Hipst 'CUrrent j"-s ,HI'S 'SLAHrs 
CUstomer NMt8 lLacation lSite Namt Numblr Begin Date End Date Priorily StlIlus Resalution (HI:Jm1) •(hh:rmO (HI: 
-~-_._-- . 
Olnge Courty PltIic Alto" Ridge NOJ1124,a 811212008 1111126 /WI B'12/20Cll11:1S.00AM Miror/Mira Closed CVQ: Cleaed wlh Tel 00 1118 (l.(X) 1118 
Sctools Schoa Testirg 
O1I1ge Couriy P~ic l.eeMiddIe NC01133CB 81.2512008 Cl2:45:06 PM &'2f>'2O(Jl 03:41:35 PM Mired""" Closed C'.IJ: POMlr <JJlllge III Sl8 0:56 0:19 0:37 
Sctools Schoa 
8/25/2aJB 3:22:46 1M 8/25/2fXJ8 3.41:35 1M Per<lirg Custaner 0.19 
011105 Courty P~ic l.eeMWie NCXI112719 8/1512008 10:07:40 AM &'1&'2003 03:51:47 AM MirorlMira Closed C'.IJ: Teloodlspelchodk) 5:53 5:Zl 0:30 
Sctools Schoa repoirfib... 
8/15/2aJB 103724 AM 8/1&"2fXJ8 3:5147AM Per<lirg Custaner 5:23 
01I1ge CourtyPltIic Mailei'd Mdcle NC011zeee 81151200805:46:42 AM &'1&2003 07:0210 AM Miror/Mira Closed C'.IJ: Cusl<lllllr iJrTB1 0:02 0:00 0:02 
Sctools Schoa-OLD po_ rlI to RouIorllr LAN 
>\aI( 
Figure 20: Customer Visible Outage Report 
( 
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Ticket Summary 
8/1/2008 to 8/31/2008 
Orange Cwn ty Public Schools ILakemont Elementary -
2 
4' 
3 
2 o 2 2 01 o 
0:00:001 
0:00:00' 
0:00:00 
1:33:181 
0:00:00 
0:00:00' 
0:00:00 
Figure 21: Ticket Request Summary Report 
( 
( 
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The OCIO also has access to Web-based access to our trouble ticketing system, as 
outlined in the next section, for real-time information and emergency planning. 
8.1.38	 Tile Vendor \\'ill provide re,ll-tillle Web access to monthly reports or all trouhle ticket 
activit: involving customer sLlp~lort to the OC 10 and other educational entities that 
request til is information. 
The lEN Alliance understands this requirement and will comply. 
As detailed in our response to Section 8.1.15 and below, the lEN Alliance provides real­
time access to our internal trouble ticketing system to all customers. We will provide 
super-user access to authorized OCIO staff members and authorized lEN customers. 
This access will permit them to review tickets for all lEN customers. Our trouble 
ticketing system is an online, always-accessible interface that provides immediate access 
to all trouble ticket activity involving customer support. This tool allows the OCIO and 
lEN customers to open new tickets, update existing tickets and view up-to-the­
minute information about issues that might be affecting their level of service and 
detailed information about what action the lEN Alliance is taking to correct the 
problem. 
An example of our online Customer Support Ticket Tracker that provides customers with 
an updated view of the lEN Alliance's Remedy trouble ticketing system detailing all 
issues being worked to resolution is provided in the following illustration: 
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Ticket Tracker 
'I'3Sl,rmwnr "["Tvn t Zit" r raIse!' n mem rr'g'y .: v']''-llDii 
NOD 114011 Ol"ange County Public Schools 
:,~j~IJj Closed '~'Jflt-::.ct Danielle Hipwot1:h 
;':5:i~il'=j T,:o Network Opel"'ations Centel'" '->'23~e C)ate Saturday, Septembel'" 06,10088:41:57 A"'1 
T,,_·~ ~t T tie evo: Power-outage at site 
\"Vendl E Po'/</er.s
 
1',le~,\'olk ':'penhJns Centel'
 
E,jucatlon !',let'A"Jrb OiNneIIC,)
 
18886122:J:30
 
Frcm Hip"i'iorth, ['anlelle P [rrlallto ,janlelle rll!r"vortll@c,cps rlell
 
F'o'iled.A.t ~!IOIl,j;)V, :3epternber O:::,:OOE: 5 39 fiJ,,,1
 
Posted T,j E!~,", :3uPPoli
 
': Ill'llielSeltlon L'e Mld,jle School, h kef 1,10011 4CiC: 1
 
:3uble[t I~E Lee Middle '3' 1'''Jol, h kel !',11)[11140:r 1
 
The (OIl,;t'UC!iOII folk2, tol,j us thalll'lev ',..voul,j tie S!'lutlln,1 off pov"Ier Salurda\i morning ior
 
"bclul :: [II 41l0Ul Thlllk VOU
 
D31li811e HI~wt/or1h
 
Tee hncllo'J'i ~=:UPP(lrt Rep
 
Lee Mldd e ';,1'1[,01
 
407 "'i ':300 iC: ::4 
Figure 22: Customer Support Ticket Tracker 
Monthly reports will be provided in writing by the 15th of the month per your 
requirements. 
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8.1.39 The Vendor will meet all E-Rate guidelines and stay in good standing with the 
program by filing forms and meeting established Federal E-Rate deadlines. 
ENA is the lEN Alliance member with the most experience in the E-Rate program and as 
the contracting entity, ENA will take responsibility for coordinating the E-Rate process. 
ENA is eligible to participate in the E-Rate program. Our registration numbers are as 
follows: 
ENA Services, LLC	 SPIN -143030857 FRN - 0015297245 
Education Networks of America, Inc. SPIN - 143008159 FRN - 0011583515 
ENA has participated in the E-Rate program as a service provider since the inception of 
the program in 1998 and has a 1O-year track record of success with schools, libraries and 
consortiums. ENA is a service provider leader in Priority 1 services including 
Telecommunications and Internet Access service. ENA has received over $250 million 
in E-Rate funding approvals with its clients, representing over 4,500 Form 471 funding 
requests over the life of the program. ENA is a top-10 vendor for Priority I service E­
Rate funding based on total dollars filed by a vendor. 
ENA provides a broad Quick Facts 
range of E-Rate eligible 
•	 $250 Million in E-Rate Funding Approvals 
since Program Inception communications and 
•	 Top-10 Vendor for Priority 1 Funding 
networking services to its 
•	 Filed More Than $58 Million in Funding for 
Customers in E-Rate Year 11customers including 
•	 10-Year Successful Track Record 
managed Internet Access 
services, firewall and 
security services, and voiceNoIP services. ENA also provides non-E-Rate eligible 
services such as advanced content filtering with authorized override. ENA is well-known 
for its E-Rate eligible managed services that combine bandwidth, on-premise equipment 
and customer support services (Help Desk, equipment ownership and maintenance, field 
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service, etc.) into a seamless package of quality services for our K-12 and library 
customers. 
ENA has successful E-Rate experience working with Internet Access and 
Telecommunication Services consistent with the requirements of this RFP. For E-Rate 
year 11, ENA 's customers filed for over $58 million of services through the E-Rate 
Program. ENA is well prepared to serve the lEN with its E-Rate needs. 
ENA has vast knowledge and successful experience with all parts of the E-Rate process. 
In addition to our own internal team of E-Rate specialists, ENA has a team of 
experienced outside advisors including E-Rate legal specialists 
based in Washington, D.C. This team keeps ENA on the cutting 
edge of E-Rate knowledge and E-Rate policy changes. 
ENA is an original member of the national E-Rate Service 
Providers Forum and the E-Rate Service Providers Association 
(ESPA), which are active in providing feedback to the Schools 
and Libraries Division (SLD) and FCC on proposed rule changes. Rex Miller, ENA's 
CFO, is a prominent speaker on E-Rate, providing training sessions at both the local and 
national levels. In fact, Rex Miller is conducting a session on successful tips and 
techniques related to the E-Rate program at the January 2009 Idaho Education 
Technology Association (lETA) Conference. 
ENA maintains an ongoing and proactive program of review ofE-Rate program rules and 
requirements including review of all SLD-issued materials (both paper communications 
and those communicated via the SLD Web-site) to ensure continuing compliance. ENA 
supplements this knowledge with input from its team of national experts. ENA's team 
participates in SLD vendor conference calls and vendor training to continue to maintain 
its knowledge base and complete understanding of the E-Rate program. 
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ENA's E-Rate knowledge and experience goes far beyond what is required by a typical 
school- or district-level filing and includes detailed knowledge of eligible services issues, 
large district-wide and statewide consortium-filing complexities, and CIPA/filtering 
requirements. ENA is a leader in working with state, district and library applications and, 
in conjunction with the State of Tennessee, obtained the well-known "Tennessee 
Decision," which established the eligibility of on-premise equipment as a Priority I 
service. 
ENA closely reviews and evaluates all aspects of the E-Rate program including ongoing 
policy guidance provided by the FCC and SLD. requests for review from participating 
applicants, and changes in the Eligible Services List (ESL) that is updated annually by 
the SLD and FCC, affecting changes to services that are eligible under the E-Rate 
program. 
As part of this process, ENA will actively work with school districts and libraries to get 
the E-Rate funding application (Fonn 471) filed including working with the State of 
Idaho to complete the Item 21 Attachment/Description of Services. We believe that a 
major factor in our successful track record is working together with our customers to 
complete this information, which helps to ensure funding approval and avoid errors that 
could create slowdowns or funding denials. 
ENA understands its role in providing guidance and encouragement to its customers in 
the E-Rate Program while at the same time respecting the rules governing acceptable 
service provider-applicant interaction. Our services include: 
• Reinforcing the importance of compl iance with all E-Rate Program rules 
• Providing guidance about ENA's specific services 
• Reminding our customers of key E-Rate deadlines 
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•	 Assisting with customer education on E-Rate rule changes and other E-Rate 
program Issues 
ENA has worked with its customers in a proactive manner on these areas over the history 
of the E-Rate Program. ENA goes the extra mile to provide all the assistance allowable 
on E-Rate filings and other E-Rate needs. Once selected, we consider ourselves a partner 
with our customers in the effort to gain E-Rate approval and payment. We understand 
that close cooperation between vendor and applicant is crucial to making the E-Rate 
process as efficient and successful as possible. 
ENA's entire business is built on an end-to-end customer service model, and the E-Rate 
funding process is no different. ENA is fully committed and capable offacilitating the 
State of Idaho's compliance with the E-Rate funding process. ENA's E-Rate specialists 
provide ongoing support throughout all phases of the E-Rate process to the fullest extent 
allowed by the SLD. This support includes both the high-level consulting related to 
complex E-Rate issues and the resources necessary to make sure all E-Rate filing 
deadlines are met. As a value-added component of ENA 's service, our E-Rate team is 
available to assist with the E-Rate process under the State of Idaho's guidance. Upon 
being selected as your service provider, ENA will work diligently with the State of 
Idaho throughout the entire application and review process to ensure all deadlines 
are met and that funding is not only secured, but also maximized. 
ENA has complied with all FCC requirements as an E-Rate vendor and a 
telecommunications provider. ENA has never been suspended or barred from 
participating as an E-Rate provider. 
ENA's customer applicants have over a 99% approval rate of applications after removing 
applications that were canceled for services not deployed. Appeals and cancellations are 
typical in the E-Rate program as all large applicants and vendors know. ENA's success 
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rate with the E-Rate program far exceeds most vendors due to the efforts that ENA 
spends with its customers to comply with E-Rate rules. 
ENA takes this role very seriously, providing proactive guidance, training and assistance 
to ensure compliance with all E-Rate requirements to maximize E-Rate funding. The 
following provides a brief, but more complete overview of ENA's efforts to assist with 
E-Rate compliance. While it does not represent all the work we do to assist our 
customers with E-Rate compliance, it will provide a good indication of the scope of our 
efforts that meet and exceed the requirements of this RFP, demonstrate our detailed 
understanding of the E-Rate program and detail our process to resolve any issues or 
concerns. 
ENA is ready, willing and able to assist in the FCC Form 471 process including: 
•	 Acting as a resource to the State of Idaho for information about the 
technology, the products and the services that are being furnished under this 
ITN. 
•	 Providing information in a timely manner that the State of Idaho can include 
with its application, as the supporting documentation, to more fully describe 
the services being ordered. 
•	 ENA will assist the State ofIdaho as a resource during all phases of the 471 
review and approval process of the E-Rate Program including assistance 
during Program Integrity Assurance (PIA) review. ENA understands the time 
restrictions PIA imposes on the State of Idaho and service providers in responding 
and providing timely and adequate documentation for any questions that may 
arise. ENA's experience in assisting with over 4,500 funding requests provides a 
significant resource for customers going through PIA review. Many times ENA 
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has already worked with a customer that had a similar experience and can provide 
a high level of assistance and comfort to a customer that is facing E-Rate 
questions. 
Guidance, training and 
assistance ensure 
E-Rate compliance and 
Schools and Libraries	 maximizes funding. 
•	 ENA will work with the State of Idaho to determine the specific roles 
applicable to the actual preparation of FCC Form 471. ENA has performed 
this role in the past with its school system customers and understands its role as 
advisor and assistant to its customers. ENA is fully prepared to assist the State of 
Idaho in all aspects of Form 471 preparation, as necessary and allowable under E­
Rate Program rules, from Free Reduced LunchlE-Rate discount calculation 
assistance to review of the final document prior to submission to the SLD. ENA 
stands ready to commit its resources and experience to assist in continuing 
successful E-Rate filings by the State of Idaho. 
•	 ENA pitches in to assist its customers with skilled manpower to assist with 
the E-Rate program that is not readily available elsewhere. ENA provides 
detailed assistance on matters such as Item 21 attachments, treatment of pre-K 
and adult populations, and eligibility of services and locations. ENA also works 
with its customers on the complex issues of cost allocation. Once selected as your 
service provider, ENA will provide as much assistance as allowable under the E­
Rate program. 
•	 ENA will review the Receipt Acknowledgement Letter (RAL) in a timely 
manner and communicate where problems are noted and get actively 
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involved in making sure corrections are made in the required timely fashion. 
ENA understands that the State of Idaho has a deadline to review and submit any 
corrections upon review of the RAL. ENA will proactively review the RAL and 
communicate in writing and in person, if desired, any necessary corrections in a 
timely manner to easily meet any deadlines. ENA is also fully aware of the new 
rules related to RALs, especially the corrections now allowed under the Bishop 
Perry Order, and is prepared to assist its customers in making sure information on 
all RALs is accurate, as well as assist in making corrections where needed and 
allowable. ENA will make necessary corrections based on notifications provided 
to the State of Idaho and in full cooperation and partnership with the State of 
Idaho and its E-Rate Coordinator. 
•	 ENA will review the Funding Commitment Decision Letter (FCDL) to ensure 
its accuracy. ENA will communicate in writing when problems are noted and get 
actively involved in making sure the appeals and/or corrections are made in the 
required USAC timelines. ENA has successful experience dealing with appeals 
and other unusual funding situations with the SLD. ENA has detailed knowledge 
of the appeals process and has participated in several successful appeals, 
including the appeal related to the original Tennessee consortium Form 471 filing 
in 1998, which resulted in one of the largest appeal wins in the history of the E-
Rate Program. 
•	 ENA is ready, willing and able to assist the State of Idaho in the FCC Form 486 
process, including providing information relevant to the actual start date of 
services. ENA understands the time restrictions imposed by USAC and SLD 
on the filing of the Form 486 and works with its customers to meet those time 
restrictions. ENA has been involved in assisting and guiding its customers in 
filing hundreds of Form 486s during the 10-year life of the E-Rate program. ENA 
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understands the changes in the E-Rate program that may result in a 486 review 
and can advise the State ofIdaho in the event that its 486 is selected for review. 
We encourage the State of Idaho to ask any ENA customer about our E-Rate support 
services. We are dedicated to helping our customers succeed in the E-Rate program and 
our customers will confirm the exceptional value of ENA 's support. 
In summary and upon award of this contract, ENA will become a trusted and reliable 
partner on E-Rate matters with the State of Idaho. ENA's IO-year track record of E-Rate 
tiling success and E-Rate customer service make ENA an exemplary partner for the State 
of Idaho and the lEN. 
8.1.-+0 The Vendm will de\ clor ~l procedure for prO\ iding our supported educational entities 
and stale custolller. ILN net\\ork "klHm ledge transl'er" classes. in collaboration \\ ith 
tile Idaho State elo office. The resulting pmceUure \\ill be disseminated to ILN 
custolllers through \\orkshops Ic)r technical support held \\\ ice a :- ear (I EN Day) :It 
design~lted locations throughout the state ami at no cost to the State. 
The lEN Alliance's account management and marketing teams maintain a high level of 
communication and support with customers and will collaborate with the OCIO to . 
develop a procedure for ongoing customer support and lEN "knowledge transfer" to meet 
the needs of lEN customers.. 
Dissemination of Information and Procedures 
We will participate in any and all workshops and meetings throughout the year to assist 
in communicating the support plan and to gather feedback that will enable us to 
continually enhance our support over time. The lEN Alliance will take responsibility for 
dissemination of the procedure through one or several communication methods we use to 
engage our customers. Examples of the communication methods we currently utilize to 
disseminate in1Drmation include: 
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• E-mail Correspondence ­ The lEN Alliance maintains a current database of 
key contacts with each of our customers and sends informative and timely e­
mails to communicate special events or training sessions. We typically utilize 
"My Emma" or other professional e-mail notification services. 
• Webinars ­ The lEN Alliance conducts monthly webinars via WebEx or 
similar online tools on various topics of interest to our customers. Webinar 
workshops for technical support can be scheduled at any time throughout the 
year. 
• Newsletters ­ ENA publishes a bi-monthly newsletter entitled Get 
Connected: The ENA Nell-\iork Community Journal as one of many ways in 
which we share information on a regular basis with our customers. This 
journal provides a means for disseminating information. A copy of ENA's 
most recent Get Connected journal is included in Appendix D. 
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Figure 23: Get Connected Newsletter 
•	 Regional Workshops - The lEN Alliance conducts regional training and 
professional development workshops throughout the states we serve. We will 
work with the OCIO to develop, schedule and conduct workshops for 
technical support held twice a year (lEN Day) at locations throughout the 
State. 
The lEN Alliance takes our role in supporting the local education technology associations 
and initiatives very seriously. We have attended and actively participated in key Idaho 
education and technology conferences such as the lETA Conference. We welcome the 
opportunity to increase our support of these conferences and workshops and to participate 
in whatever capacity we can to facilitate their success. 
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8.1.-+ 1	 The Vendor will provide customer inter<l.ction through a customer service 
representative. IVR and other machine interactions are not acceptable. \\ ith the 
e\ception of voice mail when the staff is currently helping other customers. 
The lEN Alliance's customer service model is one of "high touch" and interaction with 
customers. Support cal Is are answered quickly by a live person with experience in 
education. Each school district and member of the lEN will also have an assigned 
Account Service Manager (ASM) to act as the single point of contact to manage the 
overall customer relationship. It is the ASM's responsibility to establish a 
communications plan, ensure consistent communication and to schedule and conduct 
regular onsite account review meetings. The onsite account reviews will also serve as an 
opportunity to collect the information required in the District Discovery Template 
detailed in Section 8.104. 
The ASM owns the overall customer relationship and is there to ensure customer 
satisfaction. The ASM represents each district and network member's interests to lEN 
Alliance management to ensure continuous improvements in product offerings and 
network effectiveness. The ASM is also responsible for taking the lead in the strategic 
planning process from the lEN Alliance's perspective and engaging the appropriate team 
members in any lEN customer strategic planning activities and discussions to ensure all 
current and future needs are met. 
The Help Desk/Network Operations Center (NOC) 
lEN Alliance's Help Desk is staffed with seasoned customer service engineers dedicated 
to the support of all services outlined in our response. Support calls are answered 
quickly by a live person in the U.S. with experience in education; there are no long 
waits or phone trees. The 24x7x52x365 NOC provides comprehensive network 
management support and acts as the direct liaison with lEN customers. Furthermore, the 
NOC provides fault, performance, configuration, and security management services and 
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is flexible enough to adapt to the internal operations of individual end sites. Detailed 
infonnation on our NOC can be found in Section 8.1.15. 
8.1'-+2 The Vendor will interact \\ith customers to provide advanced engineering services 
(i.e. support to indi\ iclual (Iistrict network managers for troubleshooting district area 
net\\ork ('\changes with the performance of the bundle Internet access). 
The lEN Alliance understands this requirement and will comply. 
The lEN Alliance will provide advanced services and support to all lEN customers to 
help troubleshooting district area network exchanges with the performance of the bundled 
Internet access service. 
Each member of the lEN Alliance's engineering team is assigned specific customers to 
assist in troubleshooting and for the purpose of providing advanced support services both 
remotely and onsite when necessary. Along with the assigned Account Service Manager, 
the engineer becomes familiar with the specific customer environment, the administrative 
and instructional applications that the customer is running, technology standards and any 
unique technology support requirements or policy issues that may be important to 
understand when delivering Internet service to the customer. This infonnation is 
maintained and updated on a regular basis utilizing the lEN Alliance's site management 
tools and customer relationship database. 
Our goal is to make it very easy to reach the lEN Alliance when you need us and provide 
a high level of customer service in every instance. 
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X.I.-I-3 Vendors are encouraged to supply any additional information (charts. graphs. 
testimonials. reviews. ane! comparisons of your company to others in the industry. 
traffic statistics. etc.) \\ hich \\ould be of use in determining botll the quality of tile 
company. and the quality of the Vendor's connections and services. to include 
articulation of any competitive advantages to other potential IEN proposals to 
include areas of innovation in terms of c:\isting networ~ migration strategies. 
economical aggregation of band\\ idth. dc). 
The lEN Alliance believes that Service, Vision, Innovation and Community are the key 
differentiators that distinguish us from other service providers. We believe we have 
provided concrete examples of our excellent service history and capability to meet and 
exceed the State of Idaho's requirements for providing a superior Idaho Education 
Network throughout this response. However, we would like to provide additional 
information that highlights our competitive advantages as outlined below: 
Service is the Solution 
This is our motto and one of the lEN Alliance's most distinctive and compelling values is 
our dedication and successful service history providing Idaho customers, K-12 schools, 
and libraries with large-scale managed network solutions that meet their unique 
requirements. 
All managed services are not created equal. We have provided out full service list below 
and encourage you to compare our managed service offering with others. 
I.	 Single Point of Contact. Neither school districts nor OelO have the time nor resources 
to coordinate services between the large numbers of service providers required to deliver 
equitable service statewide. The lEN Alliance NOe serves as the unified point of contact 
for all network services throughout the state and eliminates the confusion and finger­
pointing normally present in any network. A customer who either desires additional 
service or is experiencing difficulty with current services just calls one phone number and 
discuss{~S the problem with one help desk. We coordinate new service installation and 
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trouble resolution amongst the underlying infrastructure providers and assumes 
responsibility for both the overall network and individual infrastructure provider 
performance. This is supported by millions of dollars of investment in software and 
monitoring tools that are used by skilled network engineers that accomplish this 
efficiently and cost effectively. 
2.	 Continuous Technology Improvement. The lEN Alliance not only provisions 
and manages circuits for Internet access, but we also supply, configure, install and 
manage all customer premise equipment (CPE), such as routers and switches, that 
connect your LAN to the Internet. We continually monitor and maintain circuits 
and CPE for the life of the contract, not just at the beginning of the contract so 
your technology is always current. 
3.	 Cost-effectiveness. lEN Alliance's managed service is proven to save you 
money and time by optimizing your network, maximizing E-Rate funding, and 
conserving your time-restrained personnel resources. We serve as your single 
point of contact and accountability working with multiple communication and 
equipment providers so you do not have to do the work. Our service history 
demonstrates that our managed services typically cost less and deliver more while 
also providing a higher quality of service to our customers. 
4.	 E-Rate Experience and Expertise. ENA has successfully worked with the E­
Rate program since its inception and is one ofthe top-10 national E-Rate service 
providers. We assist you with every step of the E-Rate process as well as provide 
ongoing guidance, training, and support to ensure compliance with all E-Rate 
regulations. Our goal is to make sure that funding is not only secured, but 
maximized. 
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5.	 Personalized, Dedicated Account Service. Every lEN customer is assigned an 
Account Service Manager who builds face-to-face rapport with their customers 
and work to understand their needs. We take a real partnership role in delivering 
services that help our customers meet their goals and objectives. 
6.	 24x7x52x365 Network Monitoring and Proactive Notification. The lEN 
Alliance Network Operations Center (NOC) is your single point of contact for all 
network support issues. All calls are answered by a live person in the U.S. with 
experience in education, network operations, and problem resolution. With our 
network monitoring tools, over 90% of the time the lEN Alliance is able to 
proactively contact customer in advance of their call to alert them ofa service 
Issue. 
7.	 Emphasis on Security. Our multi-level, integrated security technology services 
incorporate fully hosted firewall services and customizable content filtering that is 
compliant with both CIPA and First Amendment rights. We also perform 
application-level to contain any security vulnerabilities, virus outbreaks, and other 
issues that might affect either their local LAN or the overall health of the network. 
8.	 Around-the-Clock Support Tools. With lEN Alliance's online Service Center 
Tools authorized users have always-on visibility into the network and can monitor 
the real-time status of the network, review bandwidth utilization, open new 
service tickets and track progress toward resolution of existing service tickets. 
9.	 Commitment to Education. No service provider is more engaged in the 
education community than the lEN Alliance. Our active involvement with 
national, state, and regional associations and initiatives such as the Partnership for 
21 st Century Skills and the Consortium for School Networking (CoSN) allow us 
to keep abreast of important education issues and trends, share key information 
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with our customers, bring new technologies to market and take an active thought 
leadership role in education. 
to. More than just bandwidth. The lEN Alliance does an excellent job of providing 
high-speed broadband technologies to our customers, but we do not stop there. 
We are constantly developing and bringing to our customers innovative products 
and services such as VoIP telecommunication solutions, firewalls, differentiated 
content filtering with Authorized Override, e-mail and e-mail archiving services, 
traffic management and qual ity of service (QoS). 
The lEN Alliance views the network more as a mission-critical utility than a basic 
infrastructure. Our mission is to provide technology solutions that making reaching and 
using valuable information as easy and reliable as turning on the lights. 
Vision of a Statewide Network 
In the 21 sl century, educators, students, administrators and librarians require more access 
to information, people, tools and resources. There are now more powerful ways to 
approach every academic and administrative process as well as connect people in schools 
and libraries to each other and to the "outside" world. These new connections are 
redefining the education model for students, teaches, parents, administrators, librarians 
and policymakers alike. ENA understands the unique requirements of the K-12 
education and library community and has a vision of creating a unified, ubiquitous, high­
speed, last-mil(: managed Idaho Education Network for all Idaho schools and libraries in 
order to: 
• Support 21 st century scaleable learning environments 
• Enable increased educational outcomes 
• Facilitate education initiatives 
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Leverage existing statewide infrastructure providers to improve capacity 
Provide equity of access to all students 
Maximize E-Rate funding and best leverage local and state funds 
Facilitate pro-technology policies and stimulate innovation, competitiveness, and 
transition to digital education 
This vision focuses on the following key performance characteristics (indicators) that will 
measure the effectiveness of the lEN: 
• 
Capacity 
As part of bringing the most advanced connectivity and voice services to your schools 
and libraries the lEN Alliance both leverages connectivity available in your area as well 
as works with your incumbent local phone, cable and utility and competitive carriers to 
install new equipment and bring new services to your community. Enhanced access to 
broadband connectivity in communities throughout the nation has become a hot issue in 
local and national politics as well as a key requirement to attract new businesses and 
residents to your towns and cities. The unique manner in which the lEN Alliance 
provides services to your schools and libraries allows us to become the anchor tenant for 
these competitive advanced better-than-broadband services, justifying investment by 
these carriers to provide even more connectivity service offerings to residences and 
businesses in your local area. As we are often the largest consumer for better-than­
broadband access in your communities, ENA is one of the most important partners in 
bringing competitively-priced broadband access to your area. 
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•	 Key Performance Characteristics (Indicators) - Increase the use of high-speed 
wide area Ethernet connections to and within school districts in Idaho. The lEN 
Alliance's goal is to serve every site via scalable wide area Ethernet. While this 
is not available to all sites today, ENA will actively pursue this technology for 
every site over the life of the contract with the ultimate goal of servi ng 100 
percent of the end sites in this manner. 
Scalability 
ENA's services are packaged and delivered within the framework of a vendor- and 
technology-neutral business model, providing the flexibility required to keep up with the 
rapid pace of change in technology and adapt to the growing and changing requirements 
of our customers. This enables us to deliver the services for the lEN in a manner that will 
meet and exceed delivery timeframes, provide the State a solution that is well positioned 
for growth and scalability and deliver enhanced services that are designed to keep pace 
with the needs of education and libraries as they evolve over time. 
A network is dynamic-constantly evolving and growing to meet the specifications of 
new applications and increasing traffic. Typically, districts purchase the newest 
equipment and select their single connection technology and speed at the start ofa 
network project. Ideally, networks should provide the best-of-breed technology for the 
life of the contract, rather than the best technology available at the beginning of the 
contract. Networks managed by lEN Alliance achieve this best-of-breed approach as all 
of the components required to deliver services are lEN Alliance's responsibility. If lEN's 
needs expand, the service level can be contractually adjusted to meet the growth. This 
scaleable best-of breed approach eliminates the capital expense and costs associated with 
the disposal of obsolete equipment. 
•	 Key Perfonnance Characteristics (Indicators) - Our decision to focus on wide 
area Ethernet connectivity as well as provide a managed service approach penn its 
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us to deliver extremeiy flexible, scalable and interoperable Internet access and 
allows us to increase capacity and capability without the delays and costs related 
to installing a new circuit, buying new equipment or scheduling a site visit. 
Managed service offers the ability to provide continuous improvement which will 
be a component of the service offering from day one through the life of the 
contract. 
Funding 
Regardless of local circumstances, every school district and library is faced with funding 
challenges especially in light of the increased demand for bandwidth and connectivity 
and communication services. The reality is that funding is flat or falling and internal 
personnel resources are stretched to the limit while complexity, demand and usage of 
connectivity services are rising exponentially. School districts and libraries are simply 
forced to seek out new and innovative solutions that allow them to maximize their current 
funding sources and "do more with less." Eligible lEN Customers will have to become 
more efficient with E-Rate funding in order to cover more of their rising costs and 
evaluate new and more effective approaches to wide area networks for their schools. 
•	 Key Performance Characteristics (Indicators) - lEN Alliance's goal is to help 
ensure that the State and all Idaho districts and libraries receive their fair share of 
the E-Rate funding they deserve. Our E-Rate knowledge and experience goes far 
beyond what is required by a typical school- or district-level filing and includes 
detailed knowledge of eligible services issues, large district-wide and statewide 
consortium-filing complexities, and CIPAlfiltering requirements. ENA is a leader 
in working with state consortium applications and, in conjunction with the State 
of Tennessee, obtained the well-known "Tennessee Decision," which established 
the eligibility of on-premise equipment as a Priority I service. This decision has 
lead to significant cost-efficiencies and the ability to fully leverage the E-Rate 
program. 
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Each year of the contract ENA will work diligently with the State throughout the 
entire application and review process to ensure that all deadlines are met and that 
funding is not only secured, but also maximized. In addition, by extending our 
proactive E-Rate services to all Idaho districts and libraries, ENA will help make 
sure that all Idaho districts receive their E-Rate funding. 
Outcomes 
Preparing students for the increasingly competitive global marketplace of the 21 SI century 
is essential: indeed, it has become one of the focal points of American education. Today, 
every student--whether he or she plans to go directly into the workforce, to trade school 
or to a four-year college-requires skills like problem-solving, collaboration, 
communications and innovation to succeed. 
If they are to be effective in accomplishing 21 sl century learning, today's schools must 
rely upon robust, high-speed data networks to find and share knowledge, access rich 
educational resources, create communities of learning and manage student information. 
Schools are finding that more and more of the content that teachers and students use in 
their classes are no longer found in static textbooks, but online in dynamic multi-media 
resources. Moreover, full participation for schools in Intemet2, National Lambda Rail 
(NLR) and other valuable emerging research and education networks demands high-
speed Internet connectivity capacity. 
With networked education, networked communities, networked tools, and managed 
network services converge to transform the ways all students learn and teachers teach. 
Students participate in more personalized, equitable learning opportunities. Teachers rely 
on a vast array of resources that help make education more relevant to their students. 
Parents are much more connected to their children's education than ever before. High­
speed access for schools and libraries is truly no longer a luxury, but rather an essential 
ingredient for improved outcomes. 
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For example, using a typical geography assignment asking students to work in groups to 
recommend the best location for a city park as an example, the following picture 
illustrates how each member of the education community benefits by a networked 
education environment. 
1h)t-,r.JI~C'j ~,iudGnts a:'l 
Conducting onlme Interviews wilh 
community slakel1olders, usmg Global 
!	 Po~tiO!1l"9 System sof1w<¥e for mapping , 
the pari< location, and uploading prolect 
documents and reftections on the 
process to the class webslle 
·'·;etvvorked 
:'(lIICVln;!~pr<;; ,lie 
Encouraged to see local 
civic feadels being 
cooneGteilto the school 
lt1rough lt1e assrgnment 
they are also confident 
that the assignment 
coolorms to state 
standards due to the 
online cUlnculum 
management system 
rj~t'/;'tlrke(l (;arei!:s :1!8 
Logging inlo ttle online geogrnpl1y 
assignment to view Iheir child's work 
and commUnicate v.ttI the teacher 
about comments and Questions. 
.	 Gettlng advice from teache<s aclOss tfle state IIt10 
have taught this assignment successlully They are 
USing the online course management system to 
mOllltor sludent Plogress and provide reaHlme 
, one·on-one teedback lt1roughout the project 
Jl!r'l,:~ ,:~:Ir ,\l! 'r~. 
Contldenllhat thiS type ot 
learning is lulty supported by 
ttw eXisting ne~Nork. 
allOWing students to gain 
real-world skills 
. Inslililing new software to the teact1e<s desktop 
!rom ttl. central district ollice. WithOUt needing 10 
set loot in the school. They are coohdentll1al the 
system \'1111 plOVlde reliable access to ll1e lessoo 
resources at any lime 
In summary, cost-effective dynamic education opportunities are being created. 
Networked education enables dynamic education opportunities and 21 sl century outcomes 
for students by making education personalized, equitable, relevant and cost-effective. 
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•	 Key Performance Characteristics (Indicators) - Starting with Phase LENA will 
provide education-centric services in support of improving educational outcomes 
such as: 
o	 Delivering reliable, unified, high-speed equitable connectivity for all
 
schools.
 
o	 Working with the State to provide quality of service to support Web-based 
application deployments such as video conferencing, online courses, 
online testing, data collections and digitized curriculum and content. 
o	 In-Network Content Hosting: The lEN Alliance determined that the level 
of traffic on our network from unitedstreaming (now called Discovery 
Education streaming) was significant and created a first-of-its-kind 
arrangement with Discovery Education to host ill! of their content within 
our network. Today, we host over four terabytes (4,000-plus Gigabytes) 
of Discovery Education's streaming content within our network, 
improving the end user's experience. Akamai is the largest content­
delivery network in the world, delivering between 10 to 20' percent of all 
Web traffic within their 20,000 servers deployed in nearly 1,000 networks 
in 71 countries. When users connected to our network to access video 
clips within Discovery Education'S streaming service or resources served 
by the Akamai content network, their requests are automatically delivered 
from servers within the lEN Alliance network, ensuring consistently fast 
and reliable connectivity. 
o	 Direct Peering relationships: Network traffic peering provides a direct 
link to resources hosted at remote networks and sites, bypassing multiple 
hops and remote congestion often found on the Internet, thereby removing 
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latency and other problems users typically experience. The lEN will be 
designed with a specific focus on education and libraries. As such, we 
continually seek peering relationships that not only result in increased 
diversity in transit providers, but also enhance access to an increasing 
amount of valuable educational resources across the nation. 
Time Savings 
The lEN Alliance understands that the majority of schools in Idaho, similar to other 
states, operate in an environment high on expectations but low on means. Teachers and 
administrators face pressure from ever-increasing demands to deliver a quality 
educational experience for students while dealing with extremely limited resources. ENA 
brings the experience, the capacity and the level of service that it essential to schools in 
this environment. Schools depend on the Internet access service we deliver, as well as 
our constant assistance to meet their educational goals, not just fulfi II a bandwidth 
contract. 
•	 Key Performance Characteristics (Indicators) - Because we understand that 
superior technology is only as effective as our customer's ability to use it, the lEN 
Alliance has developed a reputation for excellence in customer service and 
support. Our approach to meeting the needs of K-12 schools always begins with 
teachers and students. Our technical solutions are designed to work for non­
technical people who have limited access to technical support and no time to learn 
new and complicated procedures. Our support services are designed with 
sensitivity to the importance of eliminating anything that could disrupt or reduce 
valuable time in the classroom. 
The lEN Alliance will provide superior customer service throughout the term of 
the contract and will measure our service through customer satisfaction surveys. 
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ENA realizes that technology can be very ineffective without a solid knowledge of how 
the technology will be applied to achieve the desired results. ENA's contribution to, and 
broad participation in, education initiatives and advocacy efforts at the local, state and 
national levels have positioned us as a thought leader in the education community. These 
affiliations allow ENA to keep abreast of important education issues and trends, share 
key information with our customers and bring new technologies to market that are 
focused on the needs of education. In the midst of technology advancements and a 
telecommunications landscape that is in a constant state of flux, ENA will continue to 
listen to our customers and refine our core services to leverage the best alternatives 
available in the marketplace for the benefit of the school districts in Idaho over the life of 
this contract and beyond. 
Culture of Innovation 
In the midst oftechnology advancements and a telecommunications landscape that is in a 
constant state of flux, the lEN Alliance will continue to reflect a culture of innovation and 
refine our core services to leverage the best alternatives available in the marketplace for 
the benefit of our customers. Many of the services and service enhancements we 
introduce are customer-driven, based on the feedback we gather from our customers on 
an ongoing basis. In addition, we design our solutions with a keen awareness of the 
impact the service delivery model will have on the E-Rate eligibility of the service. Our 
business results are evidence of the success of this business model. 
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Here are just a few examples of how this approach has impacted our service offering 
decisions: 
•	 As noted in Section 8.1.39, ENA played a key role in obtaining the landmark 
"Tennessee Decision" which established the eligibility ofon-premise equipment 
as a Priority I E-Rate service. This decision validated ENA's managed service 
delivery model and continues to be a strong factor in the design of our services 
and solutions. 
•	 Shortly after the Child Internet Protection Act (CIPA) was enacted in 2000, ENA 
developed a centrally hosted content filtering solution to enable our customers to 
meet the quickly imposed CIPA requirement for E-Rate funding without having 
to procure individual solutions on their own. Other solutions were being 
introduced that met the minimum requirements to achieve compliance; however, 
ENA took into consideration the impact our solution would have on the teaching 
and learning environment from the onset and incorporated unique authorized 
override capabilities that were not available anywhere else in the marketplace. 
This additional functionality allowed schools to comply with CIPA as well as 
protect the First Amendment rights of adults. In addition, we recognized the need 
for a solution that functions beyond the public IP address due to the fact that 
Network Address Translation (NAT) is widely deployed throughout school 
districts. We recently completed a major upgrade to our content filtering platfonn 
that leveraged new technologies available from our technology suppliers to 
increase the flexibility and scalability of our solution to meet the growing 
demands of our customers. 
•	 In 2004, as the shift to converged services began to accelerate and our customers 
were evaluating generic voice offerings that were not necessarily designed for the 
K-12 marketplace, ENA spent considerable time, effort and resources over a 
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period of two years gathering requirements and researching options. Our research 
and development efforts included pilot projects in several school districts to 
ensure that we were truly designing a solution that was education-centric. In 2006 
ENA introduced a full suite of E-Rate eligible managed voIP services, including 
IP trunking and fully hosted, feature-rich IP telephony solutions that provide 
carrier-class, next-generation telephone service designed specifically for the needs 
of education. 
Creating Community and Thought Leadership 
The lEN Alliance takes an active role in the education community. We highlight and 
share best practices and success stories from our customers as well as foster the 
development of networked communities to assist our customers in achieving their 
missions, and lEN school districts would be a beneficiary of these activities. As outlined 
in this RFP response, lEN Alliance's contribution to, and broad participation in, 
education initiatives and advocacy efforts at the local, state and national levels have 
positioned us as a thought leader in the education community. 
ENA publishes a bi-monthly newsletter entitled Get Connected - The ENA Network 
Community Journal as one of many ways in which we share information on a regular 
basis with our customers. This journal allows us to highl ight and educate our customers 
to facilitate community and information sharing. ENA conducts free webinars on 
educational technology topics, inviting expert national and local speakers to conduct the 
webinars. For example, we currently have a six-month webinar series called "Hour of 
Power" with session topics of interest to educators such as "Global Education and 
Collaboration," "Web 2.0 Essentials for Education," "RSS, the Killer App for Education" 
and "Network Literacy." Information on these webinars is included in Appendix F. 
on new technologies and topics of interest to the community and also provides a means 
for exchanging ideas and highlighting best practices. We quite often include feature 
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stories and we would use this forum, as well as others, to feature Idaho school districts to 
create visibility and awareness for what they are doing in the education community. As 
referenced earlier in Section 8.1.40, a copy of ENA's most recent Get Connected journal 
is included in Appendix D. 
ENA also publishes white papers and articles on educational technology. One of the most 
well received white papers, titled Networked for Learning: Enabling 2Ft Century Student 
Success, outlined the value of networked education and networked education 
communities, tools, and managed Internet services in enabling 21 51 century learning 
outcomes. A copy of this white paper is included in Appendix G. We have also 
included a copy of a recent article emphasizing the importance of high-speed broadband 
in education titled Broadband is Quickly Becoming the Educational Currency ofthe 2Ft 
Century. This article was published by the Council of 
Chief State School Officers (CCSSO) in their 
Summer 2008 member newsletter, Innovation 
Quarterly (IQ). 
A copy of this newsletter article is included in 
Appendix H. 
We are excited about the potential opportunity to 
serve the State of Idaho and lEN customers and to 
explore innovative ways that we can support your efforts to enhance education in the 
State of Idaho. 
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8.1.44 If the Vendor cannot comply with anyone or more of the requirements set forth in 
any of the above paragraphs, the Vendor will include with their Proposal a clear, 
concise, and complete narrative stating the reason(s) why exception must be taken. 
The reason(s) may be economic, technical, etc. The lEN proposal evaluation team 
will make the final determination as to the acceptability of Proposals which take 
exception to the requirements set forth herein. 
The lEN Alliance solution is in compliance with all the requirements of this RFP and we 
accept all the terms and conditions stated, 
8.1.45	 It is understood and expected that existing conditions may occasionally be the cause 
of a mutually agreed to compromise of some of the requirements set forth herein. 
The Vendors are encouraged to advance all opportunities which will provide an 
acceptable system at the lowest possible cost. 
The lEN Alliance continuously works to research new, innovative and more cost­
effective solutions for our customers, Over the life of the contract the lEN Alliance will 
bring forth all opportunities we believe will allow us to deliver a better service and/or a 
lower cost. 
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8.2 (ME) TECHNOLOGY REFRESHMENT CLAUSE 
The lEN Alliance team and the State will work in partnership to ensure the services 
provided under this contract will be continuously refreshed as technologies evolve and 
user needs grow. In cooperation with the State ofIdaho ChiefInformation Office and 
other participants, we will assist in the review and testing of new technologies and 
enhancements. Our solution for the lEN network is designed to support a constantly 
evolving participant and technology environment. We are in full support of a technology 
refreshment clause as a core component of the contract that will result from this 
procurement. 
In addition to our ongoing technology refresh, the lEN Alliance team will agree to 
periodic reviews of the contract at specific milestones during the term to review service 
offerings and pricings. These reviews may result in expanding the services offered by the 
lEN Alliance and may include new pricing elements or pricing modification associated 
with improved economies of scale and/or technological innovations. Also, changes in the 
industry related to regulation and/or core pricing mechanisms may also result in 
mod ification of rates identified in the services offered by the Contractor. These review 
periods wil'l occur at least every two years and commence no later than the 24th month 
from the effective date of the contract, 
Any offering that OCIO considers must deal with obsolescence and end-of-life of 
hardware and software, as well as keeping aligned within a standards-based approach, 
lnteroperability is one of the critical keys to scalability and extensibility, Many large 
scale initiatives have seen dramatic growth only be capped by end-of-life hardware or 
inability to support or upgrade to a required standard. In the education and library 
environment this is magnified by the sheer numbers of locally administered and 
supported network initiatives that often cannot support statewide SDE initiatives such as 
student management information systems or other large scale education applications. 
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The typical state buying agreement provides all local entities with the best commodities 
available at the time of the contract. Since technology and needs continue to evolve, the 
result is that the useful life of hardware purchases, in particular, are limited to a specific 
timeframe. The capital expense then has to be repeated when either end-of-life is reached 
or a scalability wall is hit. It is also important to note that as different regions adopt 
varieties of new technologies, an entire new set of interoperability issues arise with no 
party responsible for making them mesh. 
We offer the ideal approach where oeIO can achieve your goal of providing the 
best of breed technology for the life of the contract, rather than the best technology 
commodity available at the time of the contract. 
Our best of breed approach allows the state to purchase a fully managed set of service 
levels and feature sets to an individual school. All the components necessary to deliver 
this service are our responsibility to purchase and maintain. If the district's needs 
expand, it simply places an order for the new service level desired and the monthly 
service cost is adjusted accordingly. The second capital expense is avoided altogether 
along with the complicated end-of-life disposal issues found with state property. Other 
states are enjoying this type of approach today. 
Another enhancement offered by the lEN Alliance is to utilize advancements in various 
technologies to bring services that are not commercially or commonly available. An 
example of this would be utilizing the latest wireless WAN technologies in certain areas 
to bring high speed internet access to areas that common carriers could not support due to 
lack of infrastructure. When the common carriers do catch up, we then have a choice of 
how to most economically reach the school. 
The key to avoiding technology obsolescence and offering the widest possible range 
of real local choices is to shift thinking from hardware management to service 
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management. While there may be fiber routers to create high speed broadband WANs 
available under a contract to all entities in a state, some non-urban areas do not have fiber 
as a choice. Managed network service offerings such as ours provide OCIO a creative 
partner that can take advantage of its technology expertise and its economies of scale and 
do creative things to make advanced services happen where none previously existed. 
Please see Tab 8, Optional Services for a list of all of the pertinent additional services 
offered by the lEN Alliance to lEN participants. All services should be considered to be 
available for deployment unless otherwise noted therein. 
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8.3 (ME) SERVICE LEVEL GUARANTEES 
This network must suppol1 production applications that require a high degree of t\~liahilit) and 
must operate \\ith little or no service disruptions tor twenty-tour (2-t) hours a day. se\t'n (7) 
days a week. Contractors will provide solutions with the necessary redundancy, backup 
systems, and/or other disaster avoidance and recovery capabilities to support these needs. 
Contractors IllUst have the necessary staff for the installation and maintenallce of their nd\\ ork 
responsihilities and necessary stair to assist the State in its installation and maintenance of 
critical network services. The Contractor will provide an explanation of any redundancy that is 
available as part of the proposed system that will assure the required availability of the 
services. The folll.Jwing performance specilications arc required service level guarantees. Till' 
Contractor \\ ill l'OntlJl'Ill to these service level agrct'ments. which are to include details 
concenllng restoration procedures and goals. cscal:ltion procedun:s. and non-contormanec 
penalties. 
In every portion of our service delivery, we have evaluated and chosen suppliers and a 
network design that permits us to deliver the highest level of ongoing reliability. 
Furthermore, in the event that a service interruption does occur, we have built-in test 
points and safeguards that allow us to quickly restore service to the affected site(s). 
Additional information regarding our Service Level Agreement for lEN can be 
found in Section 9.3 and Exhibit 1. 
Our s~rvices and support will not only meet all of the Performance Expectations 
requirements outlined in Section 8.4, but will often exceed them because our solutions 
and support teams are designed and focused specifically on the needs of education and 
libraries. 
•	 We understand the changing dynamics of providing robust broadband services 
and our service delivery model is designed to be flexible and scaleable to 
provide the best available and cost-effective connectivity and technology 
solutions throughout the life of the contract. 
•	 90 % of the time or greater our 24x7x52x365 proactive network 
monitoring allows us to contact our customers in advance of their call in 
the event of a service outage. We are able to achieve this level of advance 
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notification because of proactive trouble detection by our network monitoring 
system. Our sophisticated and fault-resilient network monitoring tools query 
all network devices, circuits and related managed services on a 24x7x52x365 
basis. 
• Our entire network is designed and optimized for transporting 
educational and informational content to provide our end users the most 
reliable access to the resources and tools that are critical to enabling 21 st 
century education and economic development. 
• "Service is the Solution" - This is our motto and our support teams 
understand the challenges and resource constraints that schools and libraries 
face. We have a demonstrated track record of providing exemplary customer 
service. Please see Section 9.7, Qualifications and Experience for detailed 
infonnation on the results of our customer satisfaction surveys demonstrating 
that superior customer service and support is the key differentiator that 
distinguishes the lEN Alliance from its competitors. 
• Our backbone is designed to provide substantial redundancy. Every lEN 
Alliance network POP has multiple paths to other POPs and thus also multiple 
paths to lEN resources and Internet access points. 
• Each lEN POP is comprised of highly-reliable and internally-redundant Cisco 
routers and switches. These routers and switches are deployed in a manner 
that will pennit automatic failover in the event of component failure to ensure 
extremely high levels of service reliability. 
• The lEN Alliance's network and services are designed from the ground up to 
support education. We operate under similar Service Level Agreements in 
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contracts for services delivered in other states and have always met and often 
exceeded the stated requirements. 
•	 The lEN Alliance understands that downtime during school or library hours 
means lost educational opportunities for students and patrons. We are 
responsible for delivering reliable service around the clock, but have focused 
our teams on the critical hours for schools and libraries in order to ensure that 
in the unlikely event of a service disruption we are poised to immediately 
respond and restore service. This level of proactive customer care sets us 
apart from other responses you may review. 
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8.4 (ME) SPECIFICATIONS 
At a minimum, Internet ,md circuit av,lilabilit) \\ ill be 99.95°0 or grl'ater a" measured over 
tm:h e consecutive months. 
i\kan timl' to ~)air (MTT'R) a r'ailecl lrarhport b,lc~bone net\vor~ elemcnt, measured [)\er 
t\\el\ e consl'cuti\l' months, \\ill be -t hours COl' Large Metropolitan Areas: 8 holil's ror Rl'mok 
Support Areas, 
Lnd-to-End Net\\or~ rvITTR: -t hours lor Largl' Metropolitan Areas: 1< hour, I()!' Remote 
Support ,\rl'as, 
Following the tinal systcm acceptance by the State, the Contractor shall guarantl'e enerall 
net\\orl pcrl'ol'lll<\nce in accordance \\ith RFP manclakd requirements, An) out,lges anel or 
llilllinisll\:d OoS th~1t ,1re not I'esolvecl pl'ior to the e,\piration of the four hour i\'lT I'R (i\lean 
lime To Repair) for Large iVktropolitan Areas: or 8 hours (11' Remote Support\reas. shall 
n:sult in a credit to the State equ,ll to four (-t) days credit of ,ser\iee and one (I ) del) credit elf 
service for eJeh additional hour of outage and or diminished OoS on the same circuit or 
networ~ cOlTIllllJ1enl. Repeated outages and or diminished QoS on tile same circuit or net\\or" 
segmcnt greater than rour (-t) occurrences per !llonth shall receive a full month credit Il.ll' that 
circuit or net\\or~ segment. 
The lEN Alliance understands this requirement and will comply. A complete copy of our 
proposed Service Level Agreement may be found in Exhibit 1. 
Specifically, we agree to the following service specifications: 
•	 Target Internet and backbone circuit avai lability of 99.95% or greater as measured 
over twelve consecutive months. 
•	 Mean Time to Repair (MTTR) of four hours for Large Metropolitan Areas and 
eight hours for Remote Support Areas on any site outage or service trouble 
discovered or reported. 
•	 For outages not resolved within the respective four-hour and eight-hour time 
frames, ENA agrees to credit Member's account four (4) days of credit of service 
associated with the service interrupted at the site of the outage and one (I) day 
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credit of service for each additional hour of outage and/or diminished QoS on the 
same circuit or network component. Repeated outages and/or diminished QoS on 
the same circuit or network segment greater than four (4) occurrences per month 
shall receive a full month credit for that circuit or network segment. 
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8.5 (ME) PROJECT PLANN ING AND MANAGEMENT 
The State ot' Idaho adJ10\1 ledges that pmject managcment and implementation proccdul'cs 
Ilill rcquire alignment ami adjustmcnt of 1101'1\ proccsses for the Contractor's organizations. 
the edueatiollal entities, andlhe State, The alignment I,ill be part of the contract tinalization. 
however the Contractor II ill respondlo this RFP assuming the follOlving responsibilities listed 
below, Specifically, the State of Idaho ami educational emit) managemenl stafTllill: 
•	 [)rm ide olerall project directioll and program management. 
•	 Revielv amI approve all project plans and dcliverables, 
•	 Eilsul'e that technical assistance ami support an: provided during the Contractor's 
implcillentation phases and ongoing upgradc design ot"this proj,,·ct. 
•	 htablish project managelllcnt guidelines by meeting VI ith the Contractor's pmjccl 
nwnagemcnt team as needed, 
•	 Rev ic\v and appnHC all project speci fic documentation StClndards and requiremenls for 
the various ty pes of rcports. tcchnical'procedural documcntation. ami nl<lnagcnlent 
materials that will be produced during the project. 
•	 Coordinate other rcsources as needed to support the implemcntation prClL'ess, 
•	 PrOlidc Oil-site ~lssislance. :IS needed during the implementCltioll phases of the 
Pl'ojccl. 
•	 Tile State of Idaho ILN Imlll~lgement staff will also assist the Contractor in identit)ing 
eligibk panicipaJllS in the network as Ilell :15 cst~lblislling guidelines Ilith the 
Contr~lctor for ordering. moving. adding 01' changing services, 
Project Planning 
The lEN Alliance partners have a clear understanding of the State's requirements for 
meeting both the short and long-tenn goals and objectives of lEN. We are confident that 
we can meet and exceed the established project objectives by expanding and continUing 
the strategic partnerships we have established in response to this RFP. The combined 
strengths of this powerful team enable us to bring a set of skills and experience to this 
project that is unmatched by any single provider. (n addition, these partnerships enable 
us to leverage the most comprehensive infrastructure across the State of Idaho, including 
the robust core backbone networks already in place from Syringa and IRON as well as 
extensive last mile infrastructure available through all of our partners, much of which is 
already being utilized to serve many ofldaho's schools today. 
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Implementing the proper oversight governance structure and employing robust and 
disciplined project management will be critical to managing the multiple entities and 
assuring the required results are achieved in a timely and cost-effective manner. We 
recommend the establishment of a governance council comprised of five to six members, 
to include the State of Idaho project sponsor and the appropriate members from OCIO, 
the Idaho State Department of Education and other State entities as required. This body 
will oversee the execution of the project, consider and approve scope change requests, 
assure prompt issue resolution, and evaluate overall delivery excellence. 
lEN AlliaDce 
GoveruDce Couocil 
I I I I 
/ .- '\ / '\ 
*-
/ / '\ 
---­ENA.lIr!"RV'ce .... SYLWgQ 
Cll"'Tlc: ..... NCTWOJItIo:'''-./ ... nk"li, .....-. 
"~0State of IdaboService Delivery Service Delivery Service Delivery lEN Executive -ExecutiveExecutive Executive MaDagemeDtState AgeDciesK-IZ & Libraries Higber EducatioD aDd Future Strategic 
\. Project Ovenigbt Partoen\. / \. / / 
Figure 24: Proposed lEN Governance Council 
In addition to the Governance Council, The lEN Alliance will establish a single dedicated 
statewide account and support team for all aspects of project implementation, 
management and ongoing support for lEN. The account team will have the overall 
responsibility for contract administration and execution. In addition to electronic means 
of communication, toll-free lines for voice and facsimile will be established for receiving 
all calls related to the lEN project implementation and will remain in place for the 
duration of the contract to handle all support calls, including after-hours Help Desk 
support. The lEN Alliance team becomes your single point of contact for all services and 
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equipment provided under the contract. The following illustration depicts the proposed 
team structure. All members of the lEN account and support team will operate under the 
guidance of the lEN Governance Council. 
lEN Alliance 
Executive Team 
I 
Customer
 
Relationship
 
Management
 
and Outreach
 
I 
Project
 
Management
 
Office
 
Boise, ID
 
/ 
I I 
Ordering and Network Billing and 
Provisioning Architecture & E-lUte 
Engineering Administration 
/ 
Help Desk
 
Support and
 
Field Service
 
Figure 25: lEN Project Management Support Team 
Project Management 
The lEN Alliance will field an experienced and skilled project management team, based 
in the Boise area, who will apply success-tested project management methodologies and 
disciplines to project planning and execution. Please see Section 9.10, Biographical 
Information, for details on our project management support team. While maintaining a 
focus on a clearly defined project scope will drive continual progress through each 
project milestone, flexibility to adjust scope (per the approved scope change request 
process) will allow the project team to respond with increased efficiency and agility to 
new opportunities, tasks and unforeseen requirements. 
Dedicated project management resources will be assigned to assure that services are 
deployed flawlessly in accordance with the project plan timelines, and that processes are 
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established to transition seamlessly to an ongoing end-to-end service delivery model. 
The lEN Project Team is responsible for driving the project, engaging all required 
resources, keeping all parties informed of project status, and escalating any issues that 
cannot be otherwise addressed in a timely manner to the lEN Governance Council for 
assistance. Project status reports will be provided on a weekly basis during the 
implementation phases of the project, ensuring all parties are properly informed. 
Throughout the project, we will continually evaluate alternatives that may be required to 
meet newly-identified challenges and opportunities while maintaining adherence to the 
project schedule. Because the lEN Alliance team brings experience with a myriad of 
network technologies and experience in designing technology-neutral solutions, we are 
able to assess the viability of substitute technologies when necessary to meet project 
needs. For example, if the planned technology requires more time than is acceptable, 
such as when zoning approval cannot be obtained to build a wireless tower or when a 
telecommunication carrier cannot deliver a high speed data circuit within a reasonable 
timeframe, we may bring alternative technologies or approaches to bear to meet 
requirements. As part of our continued partnership, we will constantly measure the 
effectiveness and demand for our current offerings and plan for upgraded services on a 
continual basis. 
We are confident that we can accomplish the goals and objectives the State has outlined 
for lEN because of the skills and commitment of our people. From the top experts in 
network and Internet technology to the customer service support staff with years of 
technical support and education experience, we are all dedicated to making lEN a 
success. 
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Vendor Responsibilities: 
•	 The Contractor will coordinate and administer the requirements of the network service(s) 
that are proposed with any subcontractors and the participants. 
The lEN Alliance founding members, ENA and Syringa will lead the partnership and be 
responsible for the coordination of all the lEN Alliance members to meet the requirement of this 
RFP. 
•	 The Contractor will maintain a project management office in the State (preferably at a 
location that is within one (I) hour access of Boise Idaho), during the design and cutover 
phases of this project. The office will be responsible for administrative functions, project 
design/development and the required installation. 
IfENA is the successful Contractor and awarded a contract, ENA will expand our team 
and our facilities in Boise and throughout the State of Idaho to support the operations of 
the lEN similar to our expansion in other states and will be fully staffed and operational 
prior to July 1,2009. 
•	 The Contractor will maintain toll free lines for voice and facsimile from the State to 
operational facilities for order entry and after hours help desk support. Installation and 
maintenance may be subcontracted to one or more third parties to adequately cover the 
locations of the core transport backbone sites and to provide for rapid response in the event 
of a service disruption. The Contractor wi II provide information regarding intent to 
maintain its facilities after project implementation has been completed. 
The lEN Alliance understands this requirement and will comply. As outlined in this section, the 
lEN Alliance will provide toll-free lines for voice and facsimile for receiving all calls 
related to the lEN project implementation and will remain in place for the duration of the 
contract to handle all support calls and order entry requests including after-hours Help 
Desk support. The lEN Alliance team becomes your single point of contact for all 
services and equipment provided under the contract. 
•	 The Contractor will maintain toll free voice lines for after hours helpdesk support for the 
duration of the contract. This point of contact will serve as the single point of contact for 
all services and equipment provided by the contract, including services and equipment 
subcontracted to another vendor. 
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The lEN Alliance understands this requirement and will comply. Please see previous response for 
details. 
•	 The Contractor will furnish with its proposal technical infonnation, graphs, charts, maps, 
photographs, block diagrams, operating manuals, and other infonnation that will clearly 
show that the services offered are in full compliance with the minimum requirements of 
this RFP. In the event that the documentation furnished is at variance with the 
requirements of this RFP, the Contractor will explain in detail, with full engineering 
support data, the reasons why the proposed services meet the RFP requirements and should 
not be considered an exception. 
The lEN Alliance understands this requirement and will comply. Throughout this RFP response, 
the lEN Alliance has provided technical infonnation, graphs, charts, maps, photographs, block 
diagrams, operating manuals, specification sheets, and other infonnation that clearly demonstrate 
that the services required are in full compliance with the minimum requirements of this RFP. 
Any variance from the furnished documentation will be explained in detail with full engineering 
support data. 
•	 The technical proposal will include detailed network diagrams and drawings that clearly 
illustrate the network configuration and the functional relationships, as they are associated 
with the proposed services. These network diagrams will be available to the State 
electronically in a fonnat agreed upon by the Contractor and the State to allow for import 
into various computer programs. 
Section 9.1, Proposer's Backbone provides detailed nefwork diagrams and drawings that clearly 
illustrate the network configuration and the functional relationships that meet the requirements of 
this RFP. The diagrams will be made available to the State in an agreed upon electronic fonnat. 
•	 The Contractor wi1J provide basic technical specifications for each item of equipment 
included in the proposal. The information to be provided will be in the fonn of published 
specification sheets or other illustrative literature. 
The lEN Alliance has provided technical specification sheets for the equipment proposed 
in this RFP response in Appendices 0 and P. 
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9.0 VENDOR REQUIREMENTS 
lEN Alliance response begins on the following page. 
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9.1 (ME) PROPOSER'S BACKBONE 
Describe in detail the Proposer's backbone in both narrative and graphic tonTI. Include the 
overall architecture, number and location of points of presence ("POPs"), link capacities 
connecting POPs, descriptions of carrier-class routing/switching equipment, redundancy, fault 
tolerance. routing policies including BGP, current and planned support tor rpv6, the number 
of direct network administrative and engineering staff supporting the Proposer's backbone. in­
place physical and electronic security measures. and any other materially relevant intormation. 
Proposers in their proposal should also include historical data documenting at a minimum 
availability. latency and packet loss statistics tor their backbone over the last 12 months. 
lEN Alliance Network Design Goal 
The goal of our network design is to provide the State of Idaho with a scalable network 
architecture that fulfills the requirements of the lEN RFP. This includes the establishment 
of a network that will provide two-way interactive video, centralized Internet and other 
data services to the K- I2 community in Idaho. Also as directed in the RFP, the 
architecture provides a mechanism to transition the existing IdaNet MGX ATM network 
with little to no loss of service to the agencies that currently use that network. The result 
will be a unified, statewide Idaho communications network for education and State 
government application requirements. 
Technical Approach 
The Network Design section below provides a more detailed, technical description of the 
proposed network solution. The proposed Layer 2 and Layer 3 VPNs are independent of 
the underlying transport used; however, to ensure future scalability, we have selected 
fiber-based transport where possible. In our connections from the lEN Alliance's 
backbone network, we will use the best available technologies including high capacity 
ATM, Frame Relay, point-to-point multiple T-ls and DS-3s, cable TV, licensed 
microwave, and licensed WiMax circuits. Ethernet hand-offs at all school district 
connection points will be used regardless of the transport technology in order to ensure 
compatibility with the end site's existing LAN. [n some instances, the Public Safety 
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microwave system could be used to connect difficult to reach school locations or 
aggregation sites. 
Applications on this network will include two-way interactive video, Internet access, 
local school applications on the district WANs, and secure connections from school 
districts to the State's universities and colleges, the Idaho State Department of Education 
(SDE), and the Office of the State Board of Education (OSBE). 
The two-way interactive video services will be implemented by leveraging the State's 
recently purchased multipoint control unit (MCUs) as described in Section 8.1.5 and 
attaching it via high speed connectivity to our backbone to support video conterencing 
tenninals at each two-way interactive video classroom in the connected high schools. 
Internet access will be available to all locations on the district wide area networks. We 
believe that Internet access at the school district level should be protected by a firewall 
with all locations in the district being behind the firewall. In the event that the district 
does not currently have a firewall or local expertise and time to manage it, the lEN 
Alliance can provide firewall service embedded in the core of our network. Our network 
architecture will seamlessly support either scenario. Upstream Internet connections will 
be to multiple providers who have contracts with the lEN Alliance as described in 
Section 9.2. 
Network Design 
Basic Topology Assumptions 
The network design needs to take into account the fact that Idaho has two LATAs and 
three basic service areas. Each of these service areas has multiple phone companies that 
have incumbent franchised service areas. In this regard, it is advantageous to provide a 
network model that incorporates a core backbone with major nodes in these primary 
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service areas. This design also takes into consideration and addresses the reality that no 
one service provider can provide a complete solution using their own infrastructure. 
We have incorporated regional traffic aggregation into our backbone. For example, 
Idaho State University and the College of Southern Idaho provide distance learning 
applications where the preponderance of two-way interactive video traffic never leaves 
their traditional service areas. The reality is that these applications have evolved in the 
local communities of interest, and the regional entities have worked together on 
technology and bell schedules to facilitate a successful implementation. From a network 
perspective this traffic never leaves the local region creating multiple efficiencies. 
Architecture 
Taking the above into consideration, there will be several layers of the architecture. The 
backbone will be deployed using MPLS as the core technology. MPLS provides the 
ability to deliver multiple Layer 3 VPN services and Layer 2 VPN services, with a high 
quality of service (QoS) guarantee using the same physical facilities. It is envisioned that 
lEN will be provided by a single Layer 3 VPN, while IdaNet will be integrated into the 
new lEN backbone as a Layer 2 VPN. The integration of IdaNet will be discussed 
further in the RFP response. 
MPLS Core 
The MPLS core Provider (P) and Provider Edge (PE) routers that will make up the core 
of the lEN backbone will be located at or in close proximity to the existing IdaNet core 
sites. This allows the network to cover the major LATAs and service areas and it 
provides for regionalized access into these service areas. Local switching and traffic 
flows will remain local to the area, freeing the backbone from congestion and providing 
fast and reliable connectivity between local customers. The existing regional OC3 ATM 
IdaNet access circuits will be retired as part of the IdaNet transition and transport from 
the various regions will occur on the lEN network. 
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lEN Statewide Nodal Map 
• MPLS BackbOf'e Node 
'8 MPLS Reg:oll8t 
Aggregation Node 
Figure 26: lEN Statewide Nodal Map 
lEN Layer 3 VPN 
Generalized Data Service 
lEN will be provisioned inside a single Layer 3 VPN. The first component of the Layer 3 
VPN will be any-to-any data service. This will allow any education user data 
communications with any other education user within the VPN. It is anticipated that 
Network Address Translation (NAT) may need to be configured by the lEN Alliance at 
the lEN device (router or switch) that we place at the school site. This will avoid 
overlapping of private address space that is likely to exist at the local school level. 
Additionally, the provision of all school users within a single VPN will permit us to 
provide centralized content filtering and firewalling. 
Centralized Internet Service 
Layered on top of the MPLS core network will be a centralized Internet service. This 
service will connect to multiple top tier national Internet providers using BGP4, with 
geographical connectivity at several major lEN service area nodes. This design will 
provide redundancy by geographical area and Internet service which will be integrated 
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into the lEN backbone. The Internet service layer will likely be providing default routes 
to the lEN school site nodes; however, if necessary, it would be possible to provide full 
or partial routes should the local district require it. Firewalls can either be locally or 
centrally managed. 
The lEN Alliance will register a unique American Registry for Internet Numbers (ARIN) 
Autonomous System Number (ASN) number for the lEN network. [t may be possible to 
use the states existing registered address space (164.165.0.0) to begin the project. 
Approaching the implementation in this fashion may expedite the process by not having 
to obtain new address space, however if this is not feasible, registered address space will 
be provided by the lEN Alliance. 
Two-Way Interactive Video Service 
The next layer of service is the two-way video network. It is envisioned that the 
equipment used will be SIP/H.323 IP based video conferencing equipment at the schools. 
The system will be interoperable between SIP and H.323 systems as well as provide 
gateway functionality for many older H.320 systems. This will allow existing video 
systems already deployed to be usable. 
A centralized MCU will be leveraged at the OCIO. Centralized gatekeeper services may 
also be installed at the regional nodes. These gatekeepers will allow for registration, 
admission control, and other services for a particular video session. Additionally, the 
gatekeeper will provide for the bandwidth optimization for individual links. Finally, 
gateway service can be installed to allow interface to other transport mechanisms such as 
Basic Rate Interface (BRI), Primary Rate Interface (PRJ), Integrated Services Digital 
Network (ISDN), and/or other Time-Division Multiplexing (TOM) services. 
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lEN School Access Technology 
The level of connectivity installed from the lEN aggregation location to the school will 
be determined by the applications in use at the school and their current level of Intemet 
access demand. These circuits will be a mix of Ethemet, NxTl, DS3 and wireless radio 
links. Through the use of QoS and service classifications, we are able to use a single 
circuit to securely provide a mix of services. 
IdaNet Layer 2 VPN 
The finallayer will be a Layer 2 VPN for the IdaNet MGX ATM network. This will 
allow for the Integration of the IdaNet MGX ATM switches into the new lEN backbone, 
resulting in immediate cost savings to the State for core transport services. Integrating 
the legacy IdaNet backbone into the lEN network at the outset will also allow for the 
continued use of the regional access ATM circuits that are currently in use today with 
IdaNet for lEN access. Additionally, it will provide for the transition of the IdaNet OC3 
circuits to the circuits that will be used for the lEN network. This will result in cost 
savings by transitioning IdaNet to the lEN core. 
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Figure 27: IdaNet First Phase Integration 
lEN Applications 
There are three main applications identified in the RFP. It is anticipated that for most 
schools the following average bandwidth requirements will be sufficient. It must be 
noted that in larger school districts the bandwidth requirements for Internet will be much 
greater than is made in these assumptions. The corollary is that at small districts the 
Internet bandwidth indicated may be too large. These assumptions are made based on 
averages that will fulfill the network design requirements for this RFP. The primary 
applications include: 
• Two-Way Video Conferencing - 1.024 Mbps per site 
• Other Data services - 1.024 Mbps per site 
• Internet Access - 1.024 Mbps per site 
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Also, using our core MPLS technology we are able to ensure that each of the above 
services are allocated sufficient bandwidth to reliably deliver service to end users, but 
when any specific application is not in use, its designated bandwidth will be available to 
other applications, including Internet access. 
Moscow/CDA 
Lewiston 
Interlata 
Backbone 
Southern Aggregation 
Backbone Idaho Falls 
":C'f'_
Boise /""IlIIt!-------------- ~I~........

DOL 
.. ~ w------ ISP 
H&W 
Figure 28: lEN Statewide Backbone 
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IdaNet Integration 
Backbone 
Using MPLS technology will provide the mechanism to incorporate the existing IdaNet 
backbone into lEN. MPLS provides the ability to support a Layer 2 VPN. This will 
fulfill the requirement to integrate the IdaNet network into the lEN MPLS core. 
It is envisioned that the existing IdaNet switches will connect to the IdaNet backbone via 
ATM and Virtual Path Cross connects will be used on the MPLS backbone to provide 
seamless connectivity to the existing IdaNet backbone. Virtual Trunking Protocol 
(VNNI) will be used on the IdaNet ATM switches to interconnect with the MPLS PE 
devices. QoS settings will be provided to ensure that this VPN gets the highest settings 
to maintain the existing experience that is enjoyed today. 
The above design will provide transparency for the existing IdaNet backbone across the 
MPLS core. In this regard there will be no immediate need to change the management of 
the IdaNet switches. These switches can be operated and managed as they are today. The 
MPLS backbone will appear like any other transport to the existing ATM switches. This 
will allow for a graceful transition of this backbone when the existing ATM switches 
become end of life. Furthermore, this will provide additional cost savings to the State as 
the existing OC3 IdaNet Backbone is disconnected. 
Existing IdaNet Customer Transition to MPLS Backbone 
Once the existing backbone is fully operational across the MPLS core, existing IdaNet 
customer transitions can begin. The typical IdaNet customer has a hub and spoke 
topology that makes use of a head end collector with many remotes feeding into that 
collector. Most of the head end sites are at agency headquarters and located in or near 
Boise. Ultimately each agency will have its own Layer 2 VPN. This will present the 
look and feel of the existing IdaNet ATM network to the user agencies. 
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The first step in the transition is to provide additional connections between the ATM 
switches and the MPLS PE nodes. This is only done where access networks are provided 
to regional service providers that have provisioned ATM hub circuits for regional 
collection of remote office locations. The second step is to add a second circuit to the 
MPLA core at the agency head end location. 
At the remote collection ATM service, the existing VPINCI will be mapped to the new 
circuit connected to the MPLS core. The MPLS core will Layer 2 cross connect that 
VPINCI Pair to the new circuit from the MPLS core that connects to the agency head 
end router. In this way the transition can occur on an agency site-by-site basis. An 
alternate to this would be to move the head end agency circuit from the MGX and cut all 
remote circuits in a single maintenance window. 
IPv6 Support 
The lEN Alliance will obtain IPv6 address space from the American Registry for 
Internet Numbers (ARIN) and will configure it for use within the backbone 
network. All currently provisioned network-layer hardware supports the IPv6 technical 
requirements in addition to the current IPv4. 
While migration to IPv6 addresses is not a requirement to maintain connectivity through 
our network, we will encourage orderly migration over time for all districts, agencies and 
computers. We expect districts and agencies to be able to make their own determination 
regarding the value of this migration and their preferred timing to make the change. This 
migration is part of the ongoing innovation and technology refresh that are key benefits 
of The lEN Alliance's managed service. We will work closely with each customer to 
make any migration as easy as possible. 
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The primary reasons to move towards II'v6 are as follows: 
•	 II'v6 supports 340,282,366,920,938,463,463,374,607,43 1,768,211,456 (2 128) 
unique addresses whereas II'v4 supports only 4,294,967,296 (232) possible unique 
addresses. The US government has specified that the network backbones of all 
federal agencies must deploy II'v6 by 2008, and China and India have already 
begun their nationwide transition. Current projections indicate that the II' address 
registries worldwide will run out of II'v4 addresses by August 2012, so it makes 
sense for us to begin our orderly transition to this new addressing scheme 
now before it is too late! 
•	 Network Address Translation (NAT) is no longer required in IPv6 because there 
are plenty of II' addresses to allocate to every workstation in your district. This 
will allow technology coordinators to have direct visibility of all machines 
from their district office without having to drive to each school every time 
they need to access a remote machine. Imagine the time savings. 
•	 Routers throughout our network perform address translation and have to be 
configured to handle extremely high numbers of routes that will not be required 
once IPv6 is the predominant addressing scheme throughout our network. The 
lEN Alliance has deployed powerful backbone routers, but with the network 
traffic growth that we have seen in the past, we'd prefer that these routers focus 
on moving your data along rather than these ancillary tasks. 
•	 II'v6 will simplify workstation management. One of the biggest features of IPv6 
is its auto-configuration functionality; most addresses and other information 
(addresses of the gateway router, DNS servers, etc.) will just "happen" when the 
nodes are connected without relying on DHCI' servers or any other hard-wired 
configuration on each machine. 
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IPv4 and IPv6 coexist and work together seamlessly. Using specialized configuration 
in our backbone, we will allow all IPv4 and IPv6 addresses on our network and 
beyond to talk to each other without losing connectivity. This specialized 
configuration will al10w us to support a phased transition to IPv6 rather than requiring 
a coordinated statewide cut-date. 
Service and Support 
The lEN Alliance network POPs will be housed in facilities designed to support critical 
telecommunications infrastructure. Physical access will be limited to authorized lEN 
Al1iance team members and security will be managed using secure means, including 
electronic keypad entry. 
The backbone network wil1 be managed by the lEN Alliance backbone NOC. Further 
information regarding the NOC and engineering team supporting the network as well as 
their qualifications can be found in Section 8.1.15, Section 9.6, Organization and Section 
9.10, Biographical Information. 
Both ENA and Syringa as the founding members of the lEN Alliance provide highly 
reliable managed network services. Neither service provider has had a core network 
outage that would last beyond the acceptable parameters of our proposed Service Level 
Agreement in Section 9.3 and Exhibit 1 for the past 12 months. 
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9.2 (ME) PEERING AND TRANSIT RELATIONSHIPS 
Our bundled Internet service approach and offering is substantially different than most 
Internet service providers. Our focus is to provide a robust offering for Internet service 
that extends beyond the normal single network interface into the Internet world. This 
means that, with the ability to provide access to multiple Tier-l Internet carriers along 
with extensive direct peering connections to key content and network providers, we can 
provide unprecedented access and the ability to failover to alternate routes in the event of 
an outage or congestion point. Further, with the utilization of our carrier-class, backbone 
network for transport, redundancy and diversity are ensured. 
In addition to collaborating with carriers and equipment providers, it is important to 
establish partnerships and collaboration across the entire K-20 community and other State 
and local entities whose participation in lEN, both directly and indirectly, is critical. 
These partnerships should be dictated by: 
•	 The academic and administrative objectives of the ldaho State Department of 
Education as well as the educational content that is being accessed by all users of 
the lEN. 
•	 An understanding of the mission critical applications and usage characteristics 
from libraries and customers of IdaNet that will run over the network. 
Partnerships can take shape in numerous forms. In some instances, it can simply be 
establishing direct peering or private connectivity with other networks and resources 
with which users offEN exchange a lot of traffic. 
Network Peering and Transit Relationships 
Network traffic peering provides a direct link to resources hosted at remote networks and 
sites, bypassing multiple hops and remote congestion often found on the Internet, thereby 
removing latency and other problems users typically experience. The IEN Alliance 
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network is designed with a specific focus on efficiency as well as education requirements. 
As such, we continually seek peering relationships that not only result in increased 
diversity in transit providers, but also enhance access to an increasing amount of valuable 
educational resources across the nation. We will continually analyze network traffic to 
ensure that it is delivered using the optimal path. The results of past analysis have led us 
to invest in a collective high-speed national network backbone that enables us to peer 
directly with key national and international networks and content providers, host 
frequently accessed education content within our network, provide effective content 
caching, as well as connect directly to national and international research and education 
networks (such as Internet2 and National LambdaRail) and provide true end-to-end 
Quality of Service (QoS). 
The lEN Alliance network will include peering and transit relationships with a large 
number of regional, national and international networks. Specifically, the lEN Alliance 
network receives transit from tw telecom, 360 Networks, Integra and Qwest. In addition, 
the lEN Alliance network will be interconnected with the ENA national network which 
offers substantial peering and transit opportunities, ensuring reliable and speedy 
connectivity for all participants. Core connections to these transit providers will occur 
using Gigabit Ethernet connections in Boise, American Falls, Chicago, Washington, DC 
and Atlanta. 
ENA National Network 
The ENA national network currently connects to 10 different transit providers via 20-plus 
links and peers with an additional 70 networks via 112 connections. Our involvement in 
TransitRail further increases the number of peered networks and will continue to improve 
the level of service we deliver. 
The ENA national network currently connects/peers with the following networks: 
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Number of Number of 
Type Networks Connections Example of Networks in Type 
Transit Networks 10 13 AT&T, Cogent, Level(3), Sprint 
Content 17 34 Google, Yahoo!, YouTube 
V,S. Dept of Energy Science 
Government 2 3 Network 
BellCanada, TWGate Chungwa 
International 7 9 Telecom, FLAG 
Non-Transit ISPs 25 44 Cox Cable, EarthLink, InterNAP 
Florida LambdaRail, Southern 
Crossroads/Georgia Tech (SoX), 
Research & Education 9 9 Merit, PeachNet 
Total 70 112 
Figure 29: Network Peering 
In-Network Content Hosting 
In addition to partnering with telecommunication providers and in an effort to continually 
optimize the network, the lEN Alliance will partner with entities that have a high level of 
traffic on the network. Partnering with these entities gives us the ability to intelligently 
optimize and in some cases minimize bandwidth requirements. The following represent 
examples ofthese successful partnership endeavors initiated by ENA and available to all 
lEN participants. 
Almost three years ago, ENA determined that the level of traffic on our network from 
unitedstreaming (now called Discovery Education streaming) was significant and created 
a first-of-its-kind arrangement with Discovery Education to host all of their content 
within our network. Today, ENA hosts over four terabytes (4,OOO-plus Gigabytes) of 
Discovery Education's streaming content within our network, improving the end 
user's experience. 
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We also host content servers from Akamai in multiple locations throughout our
 
network. Akamai is the largest content-delivery network in the world, delivering
 
between 10 to 20 percent of all Web traffic within their 20,000 servers deployed in nearly
 
1,000 networks in 71 countries. Data from our multiple connections to Akamai as well as
 
the Akamai servers within our network account for more than 15 percent of our total
 
Internet traffic.
 
When users connected to our network to access video clips within Discovery Education's
 
streaming service or resources served by the Akamai content network, their requests are
 
automatically delivered from servers within the ENA national network, ensuring
 
consistently fast and reliable connectivity. This innovation added a significant
 
enhancement to the quality of the service for end users without additional cost to
 
them. In fact, hosting these services inside the ENA national network actually
 
reduces external bandwidth needs and helps keep the total cost of service down for
 
end users even as network usage increases.
 
Idaho Regional Optical Network (IRON)
 
IRON is a Regional Optical Network organized to provide very low-cost, very high­

speed connectivity for its members including the schools, research laboratories, health
 
care facilities, libraries, museums, and other local, state, and federal facilities in Idaho.
 
By leveraging special relationships and purchasing agreements with other Regional
 
Optical Networks, the National Lambda Rail, and Internet2, IRON has been able to
 
purchase optical fiber services at prices well below the national market and pass those
 
savings on to IRON's members.
 
IRON has acquired optical fiber-based network capacity throughout Idaho, as well as
 
broadband connectivity to the network hubs (GigaPOPs) of the Regional Optical
 
Networks that serve the surrounding states of Utah, Oregon, Washington, Montana,
 
Wyoming, and Colorado.
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IRON is a member of the lEN Alliance and as such all participants in our lEN network 
will be able to access the IRON network. 
Avoiding Disruption of Internet Service 
ENA understands the critical nature of Internet services for lEN customers and we have 
designed a solution that will provide robust Internet services that protect lEN customers 
from interruption of services due to Internet gateway or managed access link failure, 
ensuring the resiliency of the Internet services being offered. 
We employ "best route" routing policy, keeping our customers' traffic on our robust. 
diverse backbone and reducing latency. This means getting the traffic from our POP to 
the true destination in the most expeditious manner. We make this happen by 
customizing our BGP-4 advertisements to our peering partners. Keeping the data on our 
IP network until delivered to the appropriate peer versus the closest peer allows us to 
propagate the traffic in the most expeditious manner to and from your locations. 
Our dynamic routing to Gigabit Ethernet-based peering points from top Tier liSPs 
through multiple peering connections allows truly redundant access to Internet resources. 
In the event of an Internet outage, Internet traffic is auto"matically routed around the 
problem. Our network engineering group monitors all peering connections 24 hours a 
day, 365 days a year. The only failure point with respect to Internet routing is placed 
solely at the last mile physical interface of a given customer. The physical layer 
connectivity for customers is also monitored 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. 
Furthermore, we understand that the access link (last mile circuit) that we provide to 
connect users to our network is a critical component of ensuring resilient Internet 
services. In every portion of our service delivery, we have evaluated and chosen 
suppliers and a network design that permits us to deliver the highest level of ongoing 
reliability. Furthermore, in the event that a service interruption does occur, we have built 
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in test points and safeguards that allow us to quickly restore service to the affected site(s). 
Additional information regarding our Service Level Agreement for lEN can be found in 
Section 8.3 Service Level Guarantees and Section 9.3 Service Level Agreements for 
Customers. 
Neither Syringa or ENA, the founding members of the lEN Alliance, have had a core 
network outage that would last beyond the acceptable parameters of our proposed Service 
Level Agreement in Section 9.3 for the past 12 months. 
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9.3 (ME) SERV ICE LEVEL AGREEMENTS FOR 
CUSTOMERS ("SLAs") 
Please see Exhibit 1 for our Service Level Agreement for the lEN and lEN customers. 
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9.4 (ME) TRACE ROUTE AND PING TESTS 
Include in your proposal the results of select trace route and ping tests. [t is recommended that 
rroviders use "pathping"' to produce thesc results for their respective RFP responses. The 
destinations to be tested 1'0110\\: 
Coeur d'Alene School District 
http: \\ \\ w.cdaschools.org' 
llniversity ofld,lho 
http: w\\w.uidaho.edu! 
Boise State University 
http: \\\\ \\.idbsu.edu' 
College of Southern Ir..Iaho 
IHtp: \\ \\ w.csi.eclu 
Idaho F~llis School District 
http:;\\\\ \\.d91.k 12. id.us' 
Lewiston School District 
http:',\vww.le\viston.kI2.id.us 
Meridian School District 
http: \Vw\\ .met·iclianschools.org 
Twin [7 all s School District 
http: \V\\w .tfsd.k 12.icl.us 
Ir..Iaho State Universit~ 
http>\Vw\\.isu.er..lu 
Salmon SCllOOI District 
http:' \\w\\.salnlC'n.k 12.icl.us 
Below find the results of integrated trace route and ping tests to all of the sites listed 
above. These tests were all conducted from a router located within Syringa Networks 
Boise POP and the results are based on the connectivity in place as of January 2009, 
however as part of the execution of this project, the lEN Alliance team plans to install 
additional connectivity to support the needs of lEN customers. 
These results show the incredible variety and disparity of connections to schools and 
universities in the State. Virtually all traffic between these institutions travels outside of 
the state and between multiple Internet service providers, creating an environment that is 
not conducive for highly reliable two-way interactive video conferencing, testing or real­
time application use. The lEN network would allow the state to substantially improve 
communications reliability and security by ensuring that all communications between 
connected locations stays within the State, and deliver a service that permits quality of 
service (QoS) between these institutions. 
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Coeur d' Alene School District 
aggOl.ada#trace www.cdaschools.org
 
Type escape sequence to abort.
 
Tracing the route to www.cdaschools.org (216.229.182.97)
 
1 67.215.32.1 0 msec 0 msec 0 msec
 
2 IFl.syringanetworks.net (66.232.70.98) 12 msec 8 msec 12 msec
 
3 66.62.227.13 28 msec 28 msec 28 msec
 
4 denl-core-02.360.net (66.62.4.2) 56 msec 56 msec 56 msec
 
5 66.62.3.46 224 msec 236 msec 204 msec 
6 pdxl-edge-Ol.360.net (66.62.4.195) 56 msec 56 msec 56 msec 
7 fl-l-cr2-sea.goI80.net (198.32.180.39) 60 msec 60 msec 60 msec 
8 srpl-0-crl-sea.goI80.net (216.229.166.161) 68 msec 68 msec 68 msec 
9 g5-0-crl-spk.goI80.net (216.229.166.104) 68 msec 68 msec 68 msec 
10 vlan20-msfc-catl-cda.goI80.net (216.229.166.39) 68 msec 68 msec 68 
msec 
11 * * * 
12 * * * 
Lewiston School District 
aggOl.ada#trace www.lewiston.k12.id.us 
Type escape sequence to abort. 
Tracing the route to www.lewiston.kI2.id.us (66.236.0.10) 
1 67.215.32.1 0 msec 0 msec 0 msec
 
2 IFl.syringanetworks.net (66.232.70.98) 12 msec 8 msec 8 msec
 
3 66.62.227.13 28 msec 28 msec 28 msec 
4 denl-edge-Ol.360.net (66.62.6.67) 28 msec 28 msec 28 msec 
5 66.236.86.85.ptr.us.xo.net (66.236.86.85) 40 msec 40 msec 40 msec 
6 p3-0-0dO.marl.englewood-co.us.xo.net (207.88.83.73) 48 msec 40 msec 
44	 msec 
7 p5-2-0-0.rarl.denver-co.us.xo.net (65.106.6.21) 40 msec 40 msec 36 
msec 
8 p5-2-0.PJffi2.Seattle-WA.us.xo.net (65.106.0.53) 64 msec 72 msec 72 
msec 
9 p4-0-0dO.mar2.spokane-wa.us.xo.net (65.106.0.154) 80 msec 84 msec 84 
msec 
10 pI5-0.chrl.spokane-wa.us.xo.net (207.88.83.174) 80 msec 84 msec 80 
msec 
11 * * * 
12 * * * 
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University of Idaho 
aggOl.ada#trace www.uidaho.edu
 
Type escape sequence to abort.
 
Tracing the route to WebHAI-IP4.its.uidaho.edu (129.101.105.104)
 
1 67.215.32.1 0 msec 0 msec 0 msec
 
2 BOll.syringanetworks.net (66.232.64.185) 0 msec 0 msec 4 msec
 
3 70.102.113.5 0 msec 0 msec 4 msec 
4 tg9-1.cr02.boisidpz.integra.net (209.63.114.21) 16 msec 16 msec 16 
msec 
5 tgI3-1.cr02.ptleorte.integra.net (209.63.114.17) 20 msec 16 msec 20 
msec 
6 tgI3-4.crOl.ptleorte.integra.net (209.63.114.141) 16 msec 20 msec 16 
msec 
7 tgI3-1.crOl.sttlwatw.integra.net (209.63.114.97) 16 msec 16 msec 16 
msec 
8 tgl-l.brOl.sttlwawb.integra.net (209.63.114.134) 16 msec 16 msec 20 
msec 
9 six.transitrail.net (198.32.180.77) 16 msec 16 msec 16 msec 
10 pnwgp-cust.trOl-sttlwaOl.transitrail.net (137.164.131.186) 16 msec 
16 msec 16 msec 
11 icar-spknwaOl-0l-so-2-0-1-16.infra.pnw-gigapop.net (209.124.188.148) 
40 msec 24 msec 24 msec 
12 ui-brin-16.client.pnw-gigpop.net (209.124.188.149) 24 msec 24 msec 
28 msec 
13 sidecar-geOI2.csrv.uidaho.edu (129.101.253.84) 24 msec 24 msec 28 
msec 
14 libborder-gel-18.its.uidaho.edu (129.101.253.97) 24 msec 28 msec 24 
msec 
15 adcore-p07.csrv.uidaho.edu (129.101.253.109) 24 msec 24 msec 24 msec 
16 adminmsfc-vlan301.its.uidaho.edu (129.101.253.138) 28 msec 24 msec 
28	 msec 
17 * * * 
18 * * * 
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Meridian School District 
aggOl.ada#trace www.meridianschools.org
 
Type escape sequence to abort.
 
Tracing the route to www.meridianschools.org (216.64.172.166)
 
1 67.215.32.1 0 msec 0 msec 0 msec 
2 BOI3.syringanetworks.net (66.232.64.118) 0 msec 0 msec 0 msec 
3 207.170.247.185 4 msec 0 msec 4 msec 
4 64-128-89-70.static.twtelecom.net (64.128.89.70) 0 msec 0 msec 4 
msec
 
5 * * *
 
6 * * *
 
Boise State University 
aggOl.ada#trace www.idbsu.edu
 
Type escape sequence to abort.
 
Tracing the route to webl.boisestate.edu (132.178.236.60)
 
1 67.215.32.1 0 msec 0 msec 0 msec 
2 BOI3.syringanetworks.net (66.232.64.118) 0 msec 0 msec 0 msec 
3 207.170.247.185 0 msec 0 msec 0 msec 
4 207-170-246-226.static.twtelecom.net (207.170.246.226) 4 msec 4 msec 
4	 msec
 
5 * * *
 
6 * * *
 
Twin Falls School District 
aggOl.ada#trace www.tfsd.k12.id.us
 
Type escape sequence to abort.
 
Tracing the route to www.tfsd.kI2.id.us (67.131.1.170)
 
1	 67.215.32.1 0 msec 0 msec 0 msec 
2 BOI3.syringanetworks.net (66.232.64.118) 0 msec 0 msec 0 msec 
3 207.170.247.185 4 msec 0 msec 4 msec 
4 peer-03-so-0-0-0-0.sttl.twtelecom.net (66.192.248.25) 16 msec 16 
msec 16 msec 
5 sea-core-02.inet.qwest.net (205.171.26.57) 16 msec 16 msec 16 msec 
6 tuk-core-02.inet.qwest.net (67.14.4.118) 16 msec 20 msec 16 msec 
7 boi-core-02.inet.qwest.net (205.171.5.237) 28 msec 32 msec 28 msec 
8 boi-edge-02.inet.qwest.net (205.171.155.62) 28 msec 32 msec 28 msec 
9 207.108.226.242 32 msec 32 msec 36 msec 
10 * * *
 
11 * * *
 
College of Southern Idaho 
aggOl.ada#trace www.csi.edu
 
Type escape sequence to abort.
 
Tracing the route to www.csi.edu (198.60.233.4)
 
1	 67.215.32.1 0 msec 0 msec 0 msec 
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2 twf.pmt.syringanetworks.net (66.232.64.234) 0 msec 0 msec 4 msec 
3 216.83.78.42 8 msec 4 msec 4 msec 
4 eaglel.csi.edu (198.60.233.2) 8 msec 4 msec 4 msec 
5 * * * 
6 * * * 
Idaho State University 
aggOl.ada#trace www.isu.edu 
Type escape sequence to abort. 
Tracing the route to prpace.isos.isu.edu (134.50.250.76) 
1 67.215.32.1 0 msec 0 msec 0 msec 
2 BOI3.syringanetworks.net (66.232.64.118) 0 msec 4 msec 0 msec 
3 207.170.247.185 0 msec 4 msec 0 msec 
4 peer-03-so-0-0-0-0.sttl.twtelecom.net (66.192.248.25) 16 msec 16 
msec	 16 msec 
5 sea-core-02.inet.qwest.net (205.171.26.57) 16 msec 16 msec 24 msec 
6 tuk-core-02.inet.qwest.net (67.14.4.118) 16 msec 16 msec 16 msec 
7 boi-core-02.inet.qwest.net (205.171.5.237) 28 msec 32 msec 28 msec 
8 boi-edge-02.inet.qwest.net (205.171.155.62) 56 msec 28 msec 32 msec 
9 67.134.58.110 36 msec 36 msec 36 msec
 
10 134.50.253.62 36 msec 36 msec 36 msec
 
11 prpace.isos.isu.edu (134.50.250.76) 36 msec 36 msec 36 msec
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Idaho Falls School District 
aggOl.ada#trace www.d91.k12.id.us
 
Type escape sequence to abort.
 
Tracing the route to www.d91.kI2.id.us (69.20.174.12)
 
1 67.215.32.1 0 msec 0 msec 0 msec
 
2 IFl.syringanetworks.net (66.232.70.98) 12 msec 8 msec 8 msec
 
3 66.62.227.13 28 msec 28 msec 28 msec
 
4 denl-core-Ol.360.net (66.62.6.1) 40 msec 40 msec 40 msec
 
5 slcl-core-02.360.net (66.62.3.21) 40 msec 40 msec 40 msec
 
6 slcl-edge-Ol.360.net (66.62.5.67) 40 msec 40 msec 40 msec
 
7 66.62.56.26 48 msec 48 msec 48 msec 
8 74.85.95.138 64 msec 64 msec 64 msec 
9 FEO-l.edge.ida.net (69.20.129.66) 64 msec 64 msec 64 msec
 
10 fiber-router.ida.net (69.20.128.39) 64 msec 64 msec 64 msec
 
11 * * *
 
12 * * *
 
Salmon School District 
aggOl.ada#trace www.salmon.k12.id.us
 
Type escape sequence to abort.
 
Tracing the route to hostedl.sharpschool.com (204.11.51.99)
 
1 67.215.32.1 0 msec 0 msec 4 msec
 
2 BOIl.syringanetworks.net (66.232.64.185) 0 msec 0 msec 0 msec
 
3 70.102.113.5 0 msec 0 msec 0 msec 
4 tg9-1.cr02.boisidpz.integra.net (209.63.114.21) 20 msec 16 msec 16 
msec 
5 tgI3-1.cr02.ptleorte.integra.net (209.63.114.17) 16 msec 20 msec 16 
msec 
6 tgI3-4.crOl.ptleorte.integra.net (209.63.114.141) 20 msec 16 msec 20 
msec 
7 tgI3-l.crOl.sttlwatw.integra.net (209.63.114.97)' 16 msec 16 msec 16 
msec 
8 tgl-l.brOl.sttlwawb.integra.net (209.63.114.134) 20 msec 16 msec 16 
msec 
9 GigabitEthernet9-13.ar5.SEAl.gblx.net (208.50.237.173) 16 msec 16 
msec 16 msec 
10 64.209.109.190 84 msec 84 msec 84 msec 
11 gi-2-1.dist02.torl.prioritycolo.com (204.11.48.238) 84 msec 84 msec 
84	 msec 
12 hostedl.sharpschool.com (204.11.51.99) 84 msec 80 msec 84 msec 
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9.5 (E) PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS 
Describe professional associations related to Internet services (e.g.. 
Proposer actively contributes and participates. 
NANOG) in which the 
Community, Local and National Involvement 
The lEN Alliance members are vigorously active in professional associations and 
organizations related to Internet services as well as those that support the communities 
we serve as outlined below. 
InternetlNetwork Services 
Syringa Networks and its member companies and ENA recognize the importance of 
broadband telecommunication services to economic development, and as such we strive 
to bring the most advanced telecommunication services to our customers. Membership 
and participation in the following Internet and telecommunication associations help us to 
remain on top of new and emerging technologies, stay aware of current and future issues 
and bring new services to lEN cLlstomers. 
•	 Idaho Telecom Alliance (ITA) (http://,,,,,,.iJatel.net) ITA supports the 
advancement of its members to collectively share ideas and to promote 
services to rural telecom subscribers in Idaho. 
ITA~
 
•	 INDATEL (http://,\,\'\\ .indatelgroup.org) INDATEL Group is a team of 
wholesale carriers who provide high quality, cost-effective broadband access 
to members across the nation. INDATEL is an ILEC-Consortium committed 
to providing secure, reliable and flexible bandwidth at competitive prices to 
support state and regional transport needs. 
(iNDATEL,.v
-.. 
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•	 Independent Telephone & Telecommunications Alliance (ITTA) 
(http://www.itta.us) The ITTA is an alliance of mid-size telephone companies 
formed in 1994. Operating in 45 states and serving more than 31 million 
customers, ITTA companies are integrated providers offering a broad range of 
services including: local, long distance, Internet, cable television, broadband, 
cellular/PeS, CLEC and data services.e INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE • TELECOMMUNICATIONS ALLIANCE 
•	 Informal Outages Community - The primary goal of this community 
notification tool is for outages-reporting that would apply to failures of major 
communications infrastructure components having significant traffic-carrying 
capacity, similar to what FCC provided prior to 9111 but have pulled back due 
to terrorism concerns. The purpose is information sharing and keeping 
network operators and end users abreast on the situation as close to real-time 
information as possible in order to assess and respond to major outage such as 
routing voice/data via different carriers which may directly or indirectly 
impact us and our customers. A reliable communications network is essential 
in times of crisis. 
•	 National Cable Television Cooperative (NCTC) 
(http://www.cabletvcoop.org) NCTC is a not-for-profit corporation that 
operates as a programming and hardware purchasing organization for its 
member companies who own and operate cable systems throughout the United 
States and its territories. The NCTC seeks to maximize current and future 
opportunities to ensure the profitability, competitive stature and long:term 
sustainability of its member companies. 
. ­
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•	 National Rural Telecommunications Cooperative (NRTC) 
(http://www.nrtc.coop/us/main/index) The NRTC represents the advanced 
telecommunications and information technology interests of more than 1,400 
rural utilities and affiliates in 47 states. NRTC helps rural electric and 
telephone utilities strengthen their businesses with solutions uniquely suited to 
the needs of rural consumers. 
National Telecommunications Cooperative Association (NTCA) 
(http://www.ntca.org) The NTCA, "the voice of rural telecommunications," is 
the premiere non-profit association representing more than 580 small and rural 
telephone cooperatives and commercial companies. NTCA is dedicated to 
improving the quality of life in rural communities through advanced 
telecommunications by education, advocacy and cooperation. 
NTCA-~
 
h.l..rlOklJ.nl,rr~:H.K:~rlI:lh~-("1o.-""'IJITAl'..\1~""'"'K 
nl' ~'.on:.rr..t9ITrfMotol"'-'<*I"." 
_ ..;.o·~ 
•	 North American Network Operator's Group (NANOG) 
(http://www.nanog.org) NANOG is an educational and operational forum for 
the coordination and dissemination of technical information related to 
backbone/enterprise networking technologies and operational practices. 
NANOG meetings provide a forum for the exchange oftechnical information, 
and promote discussion of implementation issues that require community 
cooperation. Coordination among network service providers helps ensure the 
stability of overall service to network users. 
NAl\l'bG 
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•	 Organization for the Promotion and Advancement of Small 
Telecommunication Companies (OPASTCO) (www.opastco.org) 
OPASTCO is an industry leader in rural telecom policy, technical issues, 
member-run committees, education, knowledge-sharing, and networking. 
OPASTCO provides the expertise necessary for its members to navigate 
today's telecom world. 
OPASTCO 
• Rural Independent Competitive Alliance (RICA) (v, \, \\ .ricalliance.or!.:) 
RICA exists to represent and foster the success of small, rural, local exchange 
carrier who provide competitive communications services. RICA advocates, 
represents, networks, educates and communicates its member company 
interests before public and private entities in consideration of competitive 
communications service policy development and implementation. 
'--~ 
RICA 
• Tri-State Telecommunications Conference (http://tristalelel.or~) The Tri­
State Telecommunications Conference serves independent telcos located in 
Utah, Wyoming and Idaho. 
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•	 United States Computer Emergency Readiness Team (US-CERT) 
(www.us-cert.gov) US-CERT is a partnership between the Department of 
Homeland Security and the public and private sectors. Established in 2003 to 
protect the nation's Internet infrastructure, US-CERT coordinates defense 
against and responses to cyber attacks across the nation by interacting with 
federal agencies, industry, the research community, state and local 
governments, and others to disseminate reasoned and actionable cyber 
security infonnation to the public. 
AU5-CERT~-- pt ..,; ~ UNITED STATES COMPUTER EMERGENCY UAD'N~SS TUM _ " 
... ~	 j 1< 
•	 United States Telecom Association (USTA) (http://www.ustelecom.org) The 
USTA provides a forum where telecommunications companies can unite to 
advance the industry's concerns. It stands united to champion pro-investment 
policies that help bring the promise of broadband to all Americans, advancing 
the nation's economy and quality of life, from innovations in health care and 
education to entertainment and the environment. 
-TELECOM 
.11"".1-''''''''11 .. , ,-:.:,. 1""!l-r·I.'·~~ 
•	 Western Telecommunications Alliance (WTA) (http://\\\V\\.\\ -l-a.Orl.':) The 
WTA unites a diverse industry in the western states for the purpose of 
advocating the telecom interests of rural Americans before federal and state 
regulators and the United States Congress. This is necessary to ensure 
affordable and quality telecommunications services for all rural Americans. 
WTA represents over 250 small rural local exchange providers in the 24 states 
west of the Mississippi River. 
WESTERN 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
ALLIANCE 
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•	 Westnet (http://www.westnet.net) Westnet is an affinity group that grew out 
of the NSFnet regional network and provides powerful political and technical 
contacts with universities that share common concerns. Currently, Westnet 
serves more than 16 universities and research centers. Syringa Networks 
participates as an emeritus member and plays a significant role in education 
networking in Idaho. 
==+westnet
 
•	 Wyoming Telecommunications Association (WTA) 
(http://www.wyotelassn.org) The WTA consists of 12 independent local 
exchange telephone companies that are located in Wyoming. Located mainly 
in rural communities, the association seeks to unify the industry's efforts to 
promote greater effectiveness in presenting industry issues before regulatory, 
administrative and legislative agencies. 
IRON currently belongs to The Quilt, the Northern Tier Network Consortium, and 
WestNet. IRON has been approved for membership in NLR; and for membership in 
Internet2 as both a Regional Optical Network and for SEGP membership. Beginning 
in 2009, IRON will be able to provide access to both Internet2 and NLR for IRON's 
Charter and General Associates, including: 
I.	 Boise State University 
2.	 Brigham Young University, Idaho Campus 
3.	 Idaho Hospital Association 
4.	 Idaho National Laboratory 
5.	 Lewis Clark State College 
6.	 State of Idaho, Department of Administration 
7.	 University of Idaho 
8.	 Washington State University 
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•	 The Quilt - National Regional Networks Consortium (Vvww,thequilt.net) 
The Quilt is a coalition of28 advanced regional network organizations, is a 
dynamic forum where leaders from throughout the advanced research and 
education network community build on the intellectual capital and best 
practices of network service providers worldwide. Through this coalition, the 
Quilt promotes delivery of networking services at lower cost, higher 
perfornlance and greater reliability and security, 
,~~i':-~:---
_~t ••-1rm~~.- 0~~~ __ ~-~='........,-:"--""""""~'-
•	 Northern Tier Network Consortium (NTNC) (http://www,ntnc,org) This 
regional network initiative is an attempt to provide a robust research network 
connection for educational institutions in the upper-northwestern states by 
creating a national backbone route across the northern U.S. - the Northern 
Tier. It is their mission to develop and sustain advanced networking 
capabilities in order to support the educational, research, and economic 
vitality from current endpoints of Chicago, lL to Seattle, WA, 
Your Partner in Education 
Since its inception, ENA has focused its entire business to working with the education 
community. We understand the importance of building long-term relationships with our 
education customers for effective, efficient and productive project implementations. 
ENA positions itself as "Your Partner in Education" and demonstrates that with our 
active engagement in education associations and agencies on a local, state and national 
level. These affiliations allow ENA to keep abreast of important education issues and 
trends, share key information with our customers, bring new technologies to market and 
take an active thought leadership role in the overall mission of education, 
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National 
ENA is proud to be an active member and sponsor of the following leading national 
education organizations and associations: 
•	 American Association of School Administrators (AASA) (www.aasa.org) 
AASA members are the chief education advocates for children. AASA 
members advance the goals of public education and champion children's 
causes in their districts and nationwide. As school system leaders, AASA 
members set the pace for academic achievement. They help shape policy, 
oversee its implementation and represent school districts to the public at large. 
.MOl. _iean .....""'''''ion of 
~ ...School Admini,tra'o" 
•	 Association of Educational Service Agencies (AESA) (w\\\\ .aesa.us) AESA 
is a professional organization serving educational service agencies (ESAs) in 
45 states; there are 553 agencies nationwide with over 180,000 employees. 
One of the most critical responsibilities that AESA has is to ensure that ESAs 
and schools have access to the best educational products and services 
available. AESA is in the position to reach well over 80% of the public school 
districts, over 83% of the private schools, over 80% certified teachers, and 
more than 80% non-certified school employees, and well over 80% public and 
private school students. 
ESA
 
•	 Consortium for School Networking (CoSN) (www.cosn.on!) CoSN is the 
country's premier voice for K- J2 education leaders who use technology 
strategically to improve teaching and learning. ENA is a member, holds a seat 
on the Board of Directors, participates in their Marketing Committee and is 
Co-Chair of their Empowering the 21 sl Century Superintendent Initiative 
which is focused on engaging superintendents in the conversation about 
technology. 
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• Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO) (www.ccsso.org) CCSSO 
is the organization of public officials who head departments of elementary and 
secondary education in the U.S. ENA is a corporate sponsor and contributes 
tholught leadership articles that are distributed to the membership. 
((SSG 
". l "ll":, "Iill I "' 1 \l ~ 
~, iii 11 ,: I)' i I' i 1\ .. 
• Council of Great City Schools (CGCS) (www.cgcs.org) CGCS is the 
national organization exclusively representing the needs of urban public 
schools. ENA has sponsored several events with this organization including 
their most recent annual conference. 
•	 Education Commission of the States (ECS) (www.esc.org) ECS is an 
interstate compact created in 1965 to improve public education by facilitating 
the exchange of information, ideas and experiences among state policymakers 
and education leaders. The mission of the ECS is to help states develop 
effective policy and practice for public education by providing data, research, 
analysis and leadership; and by facilitating collaboration, the exchange of 
ideas among the states and long-range strategic thinking. 
• c Education Commission 
~of the States 
•	 E-Rate Service Providers Association (ESPA) (www.espaconnects.org) 
ESPA was incorporated in August 2007 to serve as the voice of its members 
to Congress, the Federal Communications Commission, the Universal Service 
Administrative Company, the media and the public. ESPA was founded to 
promote, educate, facilitate and advocate for the professional needs and 
concerns of members with respect to the E-Rate Program and provide a forum 
to exchange experience and concerns; provide a unified voice and expertise on 
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the deployment of educational technology funded through the E-Rate 
Program; and, promote the E-Rate concept as a means to advance 
communications and broadband technology to provide connectivity to 
America's schools and libraries. 
I 
•	 Internet2 (www.internet2.edu) Internet2 is the foremost U.S advanced 
networking consortium. ENA is a corporate member of this organization and 
is an active participant on the Internet2 K-20 Advisory Committee. 
•	 Internet Keep Safe Coalition (iKeepSAFE) (www.ikeepsafe.org) This 
coalition group teaches basic rules of Internet safety to children and parents, 
reaching them online and in school. Governors and/or first spouses formed 
this coalition in partnership with a growing list of crime prevention 
organizations, law enforcement agenc.ies, foundations and corporate sponsors. 
~ ••.~~A·· 
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•	 National Association of State Chief Information Officers (NASCIO) 
(www.nascio.org)NASCIO·smission is to foster government excellence 
through quality business practices, information management, and technology 
policy. NASCIO provides state CIOs and state members with products and 
services designed to support the challenging role ofthe state CIO, stimulate 
the exchange of information and promote the adoption of IT best practices and 
innovations. From national conferences, peer networking}esearch and 
publications, briefings and government affairs, NASCIO is the premier 
network and resource for state CIOs. 
•	 National Coalition for Technology in Education and Training (NCTET) 
(WW\\ .nctet.ore.) NCTET is a non-partisan organization that examines and 
supports the use of technology to improve education and training in America. 
Its membership includes education associations, non-profit organizations, 
corporations, and individual participants. NCTET organizes policy briefings, 
conducts institutes, produces white papers and other research documents, and 
maintains a listserve on timely issues in education technology. 
NlIlionZlI CollUiDf1 I'tt Technology 
IF" l:'duc.f'nn .Il:ld f'r.lnlng 
•	 National School Boards Association (NSBA) (wv.w,nsha.onr) NSBA is a 
not-for-profit Federation of state associations of school boards across the 
United States. Its mission is to foster excellence and equity in public 
education through school board leadership. NSBA achieves that mission by 
representing the school board perspective before federal government agencies 
and with national organizations that affect education, and by providing vital 
information and services to state associations of school boards and local 
school boards throughout the nation . 
• NSBA 
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•	 Partnership for 21 st Century Skills (P2l) (www.21stcenturyskills.org) P21 
is the leading advocacy organization focused on infusing 21 st century skills 
into education. ENA is a Board Member and holds a seat on the Executive 
Committee. 
PARTNERSHIF' F'OR 
21 ST CENTURY SKILLS 
•	 Software and Information Industry Association (SUA) (www.siia.net) 
SIIA is the principal trade association for the software and digital content 
industry. ENA is a member, holds a seat on the Board of Directors for the 
Education Division, and participates in their Marketing Committee and Vision 
K-20 Working Group. 
o
5ol'lwan!! .. InJannujon 
Indust:ry AJloclatia..SUA 
•	 State Educational Technology Directors Association (SETDA) 
(www.setda.org) SETDA is the principal association representing the state 
directors for educational technology. ENA is a platinum sponsor and 
participates in several SETDA projects and programs including their latest 
report on the importance of bandwidth in education titled, High-Speed 
Broadband Access/or All Kids: Breaking Through the Barriers. See 
Appendix E for a copy of this report. 
•	 StateNets (www.educause.edu/StateNets) StateNets is an active working 
group of the Educause/Net@EDU initiative which exists to promote the 
development of advanced networking in education. StateNets focuses on 
serving the non-profit/public constituencies, including higher education, K-12 
schools, libraries, and state and municipal governments. ENA is a member 
and actively participates in the Steering Committee. 
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Local Commitment 
[n addition to national educational associations, the [EN Alliance makes a serious 
commitment to support appropriate state and local associations. The following is an 
example of the associations and community organizations we participate in to support our 
customers: 
Florida 
•	 Florida Association of Computers in Education (FACE) 
•	 Florida Association of District School Superintendents (FADSS) 
•	 Florida Association of Educational Data Systems (FAEDS) 
•	 Florida Association of Management Information Systems (FAM[S) 
•	 Florida Association of School Administrators (FASA) 
•	 Florida Council of [nstructional Technology Leaders (FCITL) 
•	 Orange County Public Schools (OCPS) 
•	 Orlando Regional Chamber of Commerce 
Georgia 
•	 Georgia Association for the Management Educational Information Systems 
(GAME[S) 
•	 Consortia for School Networking, Georgia K-12 CTO Council 
Idaho 
•	 Idaho Educational Technology Association ([ETA) 
Ifawarded a contract, the lENAlliance will establish additional relationships 
with Idaho organizations and associations similar to other states listed. 
Indiana 
•	 Hoosier Educational Computer Coordinators (HECC) 
•	 Indiana Association of Public School Superintendents ([APSS) 
•	 Indiana Association of School Business Officials (Indiana ASBO) 
•	 Indiana Association of School Principals (IASP) 
•	 Indiana Chamber of Commerce 
•	 Indiana Computer Educators (ICE) 
•	 Indiana Cooperative Library Services Authority (INCOLSA) 
•	 Indiana Educational Technology Council (ETC) 
•	 Indiana Library Federation (ILF) 
•	 Indiana School Boards Association (TSBA) 
•	 Indiana State Library (ISL) 
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Tennessee 
• Nashville Chamber of Commerce: Education Committee 
• Nashville Technology Council (NTC) 
• Stand for Children 
• Tennessee Association of School Business Officials (TASBO) 
• Tennessee Association of School Librarians (TASL) 
• Tennessee Business Roundtable 
• Tennessee Cable Telecommunications Association (TCTA) 
• Tennessee Chamber ofCommerce and Industry: Education Committee 
• Tennessee Commission on Children and Youth 
• Tennessee Educational Technology Association (TETA) 
• Tennessee Library Association (TLA) 
• Tennessee Municipal League (TML): Business Affiliate 
• Tennessee Organization of School Superintendents (TOSS) 
• Tennessee Principals Association (TPA) 
• Tennessee School Boards Association (TSBA) 
• Tennessee Secondary School Athletic Association (TSSAA) 
We are excited about the potential opportunity to serve OCIO and lEN customers and to 
explore innovative ways that we can support your efforts to enhance education in the 
State of Idaho. 
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9.6 (E) ORGANIZATION 
Describe your organizational structure and explain how your organization qualities to be 
responsive to the management. administrative, engineering and technical requirements of this 
RFP. Elaborate in detail on your technical staffs training and familiarity with the design. 
administration and repair ora Cisco-based networking architecture. 
Organizational Structure 
The lEN Alliance founding members, ENA Services, LLC (ENA) and Syringa Networks, LLC 
(Syringa) will lead the partnership. For the purpose of executing a contract that will be utilized to 
apply for E-Rate reimbursements, ENA wi 11 be the contracting entity serve as the prime 
contractor for the project with Syringa as the principal partner and prime supplier. These 
companies bring together a rich resource of experience, expertise, capabilities, qualifications and 
assets to deliver and support the Idaho Education Network. 
The organizational structure and qualifications of each of the founding mem bers of the 
lEN Alliance (ENA and Syringa) are provided in this section. 
ENA Organization 
ENA is a leading managed network service provider in the design, deployment and 
management of network and communication services for school systems, Iibraries and 
governments. ENA consists of ENA Services, LLC, a licensed telecommunications 
company qualified to provide both Internet Access and Telecommunication Services for 
E-Rate purposes, and its parent company Education Networks of America, Inc., which 
owns 100% of ENA Services, LLC. 
ENA Services, LLC, is the respondent of record for this RFP and subsequent contract and 
should be the named vendor on E-Rate filings. 
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Company Organization Chart 
ENA is led by individuals with a deep understanding of, experience in, and commitment 
to education, libraries, and governments. The following organization chart highlights in 
yellow key people who shall be assigned to accomplish the work required by this RFP. 
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Figure 30: ENA Organization Chart 
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Number of Employees 
ENA employs highly qualified and technically skilled professionals. Several members of 
our senior-level staff have been with us since the start of the company. Our senior-level 
staff has combined 175-plus years of experience in the education and information 
technology environments. In addition, ENA's employees have significant longevity 
with ENA as outlined in the chart below: 
ENA Employee Longevity 
ENA Tenure ENA Employees 
> 5 Years 27 
3 to 5 Years 14 
1 to 2 Years 21 
< 1 Year 12 
Total 74 
Average Tenure 4.27 Years 
Figure 31: ENA's Employee Longevity 
Organization of Functions 
The organizational chart provided earlier in this section outlines the key departments 
within ENA and the lines of authority. Every key individual in the ENA organization is 
involved in the successful operation of ENA' s services and will be involved in the 
implementation and ongoing support of the proposal and pursuant Contract, if awarded to 
ENA. The following diagram illustrates the comprehensive personnel resources 
dedicated to the successful implementation and operation of the services proposed in this 
RFP response. 
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 Engineering I Network field ~_5_A_SS_o_c_ia_te_s ~/ I EngineeringEngineering 
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Figure 32: ENA Personnel Support Resources 
The entire ENA team strives to delight each customer by meeting individual network 
technology needs and delivering service excellence to the education community. From 
the initial network connection through ongoing support needs, this team of professionals 
works hand-in-hand with the schools to achieve the desired results. 
ENA's services are supported by a broad base of highly skilled ENA employees who are 
dedicated to superior performance in a number of disciplines. ENA's Engineering 
Team hold several industry certifications including Microsoft MCSE and MCSA, 
RedDat RHCE, Cisco CCNA, CCIP, CCNP and CCIE, and Linux LPIC-2. ENA's 
network primarily utilizes Cisco equipment and our Cisco-certified and experienced 
Network Architects and Engineers lead the research, analysis, design, implementation 
and support of networking technologies that address each customer's specific needs. As 
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such, our technical team is thoroughly familiar with the 
design, administration and repair of Cisco-based 
networking architecture. ENA's Systems Engineers 
possess a breadth of knowledge in the design, 
installation, configuration and maintenance of the 
organization's Microsoft Windows and Exchange 
servers, LinuxiUnix systems and Open Source 
applications. Our Engineers also apply their vast 
knowledge, skills and experience in consulting with our 
customers to provide a reliable system to the teachers, 
administrators and students who use it. Behind the 
scenes, the Development team is hard at work ensuring 
"I n addition to their strong 
technology capacity, their quality 
staff helps set them apart from 
others. They are very responsive, 
and in fact are proactive in most 
cases, in supporting our network 
services. " 
Lance Lott 
Assistant Superintendent 
Information Technology and 
Accountability 
Metropolitan Nashville 
Public Sc/70ols 
the systems and tools required to effectively support and manage the statewide network 
are in place. Our Engineers maintain a keen knowledge of current and emerging 
tecbnologies in order to maintain the highest levels of network availability, 
performance, innovation and growth. 
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When support is needed, ENA's Network Operations Center (NOC), Field Engineers and 
Account Service Managers (ASMs) are ready to provide superior customer service. The 
ENA NOC is the single point of contact for all customer support issues. The NOC is 
available via e-mail and also directly by telephone 24x7x52x365. Our Field Engineers 
are deployed throughout our service geography thus assuring that ENA network 
equipment is maintained in the event of a hardware failure. ASMs are assigned to ensure 
client satisfaction and to identify and understand each customer's unique needs, including 
each school district's goals. Our ASMs help determine the network or technology 
requirements necessary to achieve these goals. 
Additional support comes from the Client Services Team, who communicates regularly 
with customers to understand areas for improvement in ENA's products and services. 
ENA's Finance Team provides expertise which directly supports school districts through 
the complicated maze of E-Rate tilings. The Administrative Team of ENA provides 
business strategy and leadership and demonstrates a commitment to diversity and 
compliance with all state and federal employment laws. 
Our personnel and company resources are deployed throughout our service geography in 
order to locally support our customers. 
Facilities Serving the State of Idaho 
If ENA is the successful Contractor and awarded a contract, ENA will expand our team 
and our facilities in Boise and throughout the State of Idaho to support the operations of 
the lEN similar to our expansion in other states and will be fully staffed and operational 
prior to July 1,2009. 
In 2004, immediately after ENA was awarded the contract for the State of Indiana, ENA 
expanded its local NOC and full-service facility in Indianapolis, Indiana to support the 
statewide network contract. Account management and field engineering resources are 
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also located throughout northern and southern Indiana. In addition to the day-to-day 
operation and support ofthe network, this team participates in and supports the state 
education technology conferences and Indiana DOE technology initiatives and spends 
over 80% oftheir time in the field with the school district technology staffs to ensure that 
we maintain a full understanding of ongoing requirements and are constantly gathering 
feedback. 
Additionally, ENA and its Idaho vendor partners have significant resources available 
across the state that ENA will utilize as necessary to supplement its own extensive 
services to meet the service needs of this contract. ENA seamlessly blends the best 
communications providers in the state to provide the State of Idaho and lEN customers 
with the greatest capacity of network resources. ENA can draw from multiple entities to 
deliver superior service. 
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Syringa Networks Organization 
Today, Syringa Networks provides the broadband communications needs of over 100 
customers including state agencies, wireless service providers, hospitals, educational 
institutions, and corporations. This service is provided over 2,000 miles of fiber optic 
network reaching from Oregon to Wyoming; from Idaho's most populated cities to some 
of its most remote communities. 
Beyond today, Syringa Networks is continuously investing in Idaho's infrastructure. 
Projects funded and underway for 2009 include a multi-channel x lOG upgrade for the 
networks East Ring and a multi-channel by 2.5G upgrade for the West Ring. This 
massive increase in available bandwidth will insure our customer's communications 
needs for the future will be met. 
To accompany this investment, Syringa Networks has purchased and is currently 
renovating an 11,000 sq. ft. facility in Idaho Falls. This facility will allow Syringa 
Networks to better support IRON and the Idaho National Laboratory initiatives along 
with all of Syringa Networks current customers having communications needs in Eastern 
Idaho. 
Organizational Structure 
Network reach is only one of Syringa Networks assets. Syringa Networks has 31 
employees whose sole purpose is to ensure the communications needs of Idaho are met 
with unmatched service and reliability. The result of this commitment is a customer 
retention rate that exceeds 99% and a network uptime that would be considered among 
the very best in the nation. 
Syringa Networks has a talented and dedicated employee base as viewed in the 
organizational chart below. Several of its employees are respected members of the 
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community and often drawn upon by the State and corporate communities for assistance 
with technical issues, community outreach and guest speaking at Boise State University. 
The Syringa Networks team has technical depth and a deep commitment to Idaho as 
corporate citizens. 
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Figure 33: Syringa Networks Organization Chart 
Beyond Syringa Networks' direct employees, Syringa Networks has access to, and draws 
from, an additional 350 employees of the member companies that own Syringa Networks. 
This extended family provides Syringa Networks an unparalleled distribution of expertise 
across southern Idaho. 
The combination of Syringa Networks and its owner member companies results in 
Idaho's premier Fiber Network. Syringa Networks and its member companies represents 
over 800 years of collective investment in Idaho, serving over 45,000 customers across a 
70,000 square mile footprint, spending $12.8 million a year in payroll, and over $16 
million a year in capital investment for Idaho's future. 
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Technical Certifications of the lEN Alliance 
lEN Alliance professional certifications extend across all aspects of delivering a reliable 
network including a multitude of certifications around data centric applications. The table 
below highlights a total of 57 technical certifications including 19 Cisco certifications 
held by the lEN Alliance. 
Technical Certifications Certified Employees 
Certified C++ Developer I 
Certified Java Developer 1 
Certified Novell Administrator 1 
Certified Solaris Administrator 1 
Certified Wireless Network Administrator 2 
Cisco Certified Design Associate 1 
Cisco Certified Network Associate (CCNA) 13 
Cisco Certified Network Professional (CCNP) 3 
Cisco Certified Internetwork Professional (CCIP) I 
Cisco Certified Internetwork Expert (CCIE) I 
Citrix Certified Administrator (CCA) I 
CompTIA+ 3 
HOI Support Center Analyst 4 
Linux Professional Institute Level 2 Certification (LPIC 2) I 
Microsoft Certified Professional (MCP) 2 
Microsoft Certified Professional + Internet (MCP+I / NT4) 2 
Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer (MCSE / NT4) 3 
Network + 7 
Novell Master CNE (MCNE) I 
Novell Groupwise Certified I 
Professional Engineer in Electrical Engineering 2 
RedHat Certified Engineer (RHCE) 1 
RedHat Certified Technician 2 
Sun Certified S stems Administrator 2 
Figure 34: lEN AUiance Employee Technical Certifications 
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Idaho Regional Optical Network (IRON) 
IRON was founded in November 2007 as a 50 l(c)(3), not-for-profit, Idaho-based corporation for 
the purpose of providing very high speed bandwidth and Tier I internet access and connectivity 
to the state's education, research, and health care organizations. IRON's founders, called Charter 
Associates, provided grants and the start-up funding for IRON which enabled IRON to engage 
technical consultants to conduct the network feasibility study, design and engineer the network, 
negotiate the underlying dark fiber, leased services, IP Transit agreements, and equipment 
purchase contracts, and install and light the network. IRON's Charter Associates include: 
I. Boise State University 
2. Brigham Young University-Idaho Campus 
3. Idaho National Laboratory 
4. Idaho Hospital Association 
5. Idaho State University 
6. State ofIdaho, Department of Administration 
7. University ofIdaho 
8. Washington State University 
IRON is a Regional Optical Network organized to provide very low-cost, very high-speed 
internet access and connectivity for its Charter Associates and potential General Associates 
including the schools, research laboratories, health care facilities, libraries, museums, and other 
local, state, and federal facilities in Idaho. By leveraging special relationships and purchasing 
agreements with other Regional Optical Networks, the National Lambda Rail, and Internet2, 
IRON is able to purchase optical fiber, leased bandwidth, collocation, and internet services at 
prices well below the national market and pass those savings on to IRON's Charter Associates 
and General Associates, including the State of Idaho. 
IRON has acquired optical fiber-based network capacity throughout Idaho, as well as broadband 
connectivity to the network hubs (GigaPOP's) ofthe Regional Optical Networks that serve the 
surrounding states of Utah, Oregon, Washington, Montana, Wyoming, and Colorado. 
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CABLEONE"a 
Cable ONE is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Washington Post Company. The Washington 
Post Company (NYSE:WPO) is a diversified media and education company whose primary 
operations include newspaper, magazines, broadcasting, cable, and education. Over a century 
old, The Washington Post Company has a steadfast and principled reputation. 
Cable ONE has thousands of miles of fiber optic and coaxial cable throughout the state of Idaho. 
These infrastructures enable Cable ONE to offer broadband technologies that consumers have 
come to rely upon. Cable ONE has the ability to offer standard coaxial Internet service or unique 
Extended LAN and Internet service for fiber optic customers. Speeds range from 5Mbs to IGbs 
allowing for flexibility to meet individual needs 
Cable ONE is recognized as a provider of high quality and highly reliable services. We have 
been providing broadband solutions to businesses, schools, healthcare and governments for more 
than ten years. Commercial Services are a very important part of Cable ONE's business and we 
have a dedicated team ofprofessionaJs to design, install and support these high quality services. 
All commercial customers have access to a support group that is available 24x7x365 through a 
dedicated toll free number. 
o~-
Purposely designed to deliver the "Business Ready Solution" INX, Inc. is a publicly traded 
network infrastructure professional services finn delivering best-of-class "Business Ready 
Solutions" to enterprise organizations. The Company offers a full suite of Advanced 
Technology solutions that support the entire life-cycle of IP Communications. We design, 
implement, and support the IP network infrastructure with a special emphasis on the Call Flow, 
Messaging, and Enablement layers. Enablement layers include network emhedded services such 
as: wireless, data management, data center virtualization, security, encryption and filtering and 
packet-shaping. INX has implemented and currently supports well over 100,000 IP telephone 
handsets, making INX one of the nation's largest IPC Professional Services finns. Operating in 
a highly focused manner provides a level of expertise that enables us to better compete in the 
markets that we serve. Our customers for enterprise-level Cisco-centric Advanced Technology 
solutions include large enterprise organizations such as corporations, public schools, federal, 
state and local governmental agencies. Because we have significant experience implementing 
and supporting the critical technology building blocks of IP Telephony systems for enterprises, 
we believe we are well positioned to deliver superior solutions and services to our customers. 
Our rapid growth over the past five years shows how we have gained market share by 
delivering our customers truly best-of-class solutions. 
INX Inc. has proudly held the Cisco Systems purchasing agreement with the state of Idaho for 
nearly three years. During this time have created strategic relationships with key state agencies, 
city/county government and education entities across Idaho. INX has put in place dedicated 
account management and engineering resources to support the state of Idaho in the pursuit of a 
collaborative environment and overall business process improvement initiatives while reducing 
risk. 
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OneVision Solutions specializes in visual and audio communications. The OneVision 
Method: Collaborate, Consult, Implement. Product and service solutions are tailored to 
the unique requirements of each individual client. 
OneVision Solutions serves a variety of markets including corporate enterprise, 
education, healthcare and government. Our customer base includes some of the leading 
energy, retail, medical and higher education institutions in the country. 
OneVision Solutions is the solution delivery arm of directPacket Research, Inc. Formed 
in early 2004, the company has a deep commitment for total client fulfillment. The 
company has invested heavily in technical resources and is an authorized partner for 
Polycom, Sony, Starbak and Tandberg maintaining the highest level of manufacturer 
technical and sales certifications available. OneVision was selected as the State's chosen 
video conterencing equipment supplier in 2008 through a competitive RFP process. 
Other Partners 
180 Networks 
... .;~~hty 
360 Networks ene/WOrkS 
ATC Communications .:• .1&:( 
Communications 
Cable ONE CABLEONE'& 
Cambridge Telephone Company 
CUSTER TELEPHonE 
InTeRneT SERVIces 
Custer Telephone Company !!J J :" "'J'," ~'I'"('('r • ) u ~\:~ J~..t 
(.'"" '!:. '::'.9'10: 2L'~4:' - ~(U 11', Y ::~'JC) 
~DIRECTDirect Communications ~COMMUNICATIONS 
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Fair Point Communications 
:?~ 
Farmer's Mutual Telephone Company «f«( FMTC 
F1LM~
Filer Mutual Telephone Company TDZ~ 
Frontier Communications 
Integra Telecom 
Midvale Telephone 
Mud Lake Telephone Cooperative 
Project Mutual Telephone 
Rural Telephone Company 
Silver Star Communications ~
 
Time Warner Cable ~ TIME WARNER 
'" CABLE 
tw telecom ~ 
Strategic Suppliers 
American Fiber Systems Qwest Wholesale 
CenturyTel Verizon 
Digital Bridge 
rEtEP.>fONf CJHP~l'(r 
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9.7 (E) QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE 
Describe the Proposer"s experience in managing. engineering, staffing and providing 
commercial [nternet services to others of similar size and scope. Describe your quali fications 
and experience providing similar services. as required in this RFP. to other customers. Include 
a Iist of all customers. 
Similar to Section, 9.6, Organization, the qualifications and experience of each of the 
founding members of the lEN Alliance (ENA and Syringa) are provided in this section. 
ENA and Syringa each have unique qualifications and experience that when combined 
serve the total potential end user customers of the lEN Alliance. 
ENA Qualifications and Experience 
History
 
ENA was founded in 1996 with a vision to provide technology solutions that make
 
reaching and using valuable information as easy and reliable as turning on the lights.
 
ENA has a strong history of managing, engineering, staffing and providing superior, cost­

effective statewide and district-wide solutions to its customers as outlined below:
 
•	 Tennessee Statewide K-12 Network - In 1996, ENA created one of the first 
statewide K-12 networks in the country connecting all schools and school 
districts in the State of Tennessee, making Tennessee a model for the nation. 
Since 1996, the ENA network in Tennessee has continued to grow and now 
serves 112 school districts in the state. The services provided under this 
contract are identical to the services requested by this RFP. The main 
difference is that the services are extended to the district end sites as well as 
the school districts. This contract is included as Account Reference #2 for 
this proposal response. 
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•	 Massachusetts Statewide Services - In 2000, ENA began providing the 
Massachusetts Community Network, a public agency of the Commonwealth 
of Massachusetts, with caching, filtering, Web hosting, Web-based e-mail, 
virus scanning and Help Desk services for 220 public entities including 
schools, libraries, and local and state government offices statewide. After 
providing these ancillary services, the state asked ENA to take over the 
project as a prime contractor during the time they were transitioning the 
project. ENA was able to immediately and effectively assume the prime 
contractor responsibilities and transition the project seamlessly. This project 
involved ancillary services similar to those requested by this RFP and 
demonstrates ENA's ability to seamlessly transition these services. 
•	 Indiana Statewide K-12 Network - In 2005, ENA was selected as the 
Managed Internet Service Provider for the K-12 school corporations (districts) 
across the State of Indiana. This contract required a transition of 
approximately 580 existing circuits (ranging from single and multiple TI s to 
45 MB DS3s per location) at over 300 school district sites across the State of 
Indiana prior to the start of the 2005-2006 school year. The network transition 
was completed successfully in a three-month period with the school 
corporations (districts) experiencing virtually no downtime. Similar to our 
experience in other geographies, we now have a dedicated account team 
working with each of the school corporations to understand and plan for their 
higher bandwidth needs. Our team continues to work with local fiber 
providers to secure and deploy cost-effective alternatives to upgrade the 
network over time in support ofIndiana's statewide educational technology 
initiatives such as I: 1 computing and statewide on line assessments. The 
services delivered under this contract are virtually identical to the services 
being requested in this RFP. This contract is included as Account 
Reference #3 for this proposal response. 
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•	 Indiana Statewide Library Network - In 2006, due to the success of its 
work with the Indiana Department of Education, ENA was awarded another 
statewide contract by the Indiana State Library to provide Managed Internet 
Services to over 150 public libraries across the State of Indiana. This contract 
required a transition of approximately 200 existing circuits at 170 sites. The 
network transition for the libraries was also completed successfully in a three­
month period with the local libraries experiencing no down-time. ENA also 
worked with the State Library to implement a statewide content filtering 
solution to enable many of the libraries to comply with CIPA regulations and 
thus take advantage of E-Rate funding that was previously not available to 
them. The services delivered under this contract are virtually identical to the 
services being requested in this RFP. This contract is included as Account 
Reference #4 for this proposal response. 
•	 Florida Large District Wide Area Network - In 2007, ENA secured the 
Managed Broadband Internet Access (MBIA) contract with Orange County 
Public Schools (OCPS), the eleventh-largest district in the nation. The 
contract called for a completely overhauled network serving over 215 sites 
and delivering a minimum of 10 Mbps to I Gbps connectivity throughout their 
schools and a significantly increased pipeline to the Internet (800 Mbps 
scaleable to 10 Gbps). The project was successfully completed on schedule 
(within four months) and delivered nearly six-fold increase in district-wide 
bandwidth. The services of this contract are similar to the services requested 
by this RFP with the exception of the service is district-wide versus statewide. 
Please see the enclosed case study titled, Enhance. Engage. Educate: How the 
11 th Largest School District in the Us. Ended Their Network Bottleneck and 
Successfully Implemented Scalable Broadband Connectivity, outl ining the 
implementation process and cost-efficiency details of this project in 
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Appendix I. This contract is included as Account Reference #5 for this 
proposal response. 
•	 Tennessee Large District Wide Area Network and Telephony Services - In 
2008, ENA was the successful respondent for two Memphis City Schools 
(MCS) RFPs. MCS has more than 119,000 students and employs more than 
16,500 people and is the second-largest employer in the city of Memphis. The 
two RFPs are outlined below: 
o	 High-Speed Wide Area Network (WAN) Services - MCS sought 
experienced service providers for the implementation and project 
management of a managed high-speed IP Wide Area Network 
infrastructure to support Internet access and a Centralized Data Center for 
their 200 campuses throughout the district. Their goals for the Managed 
High-Speed WAN Service were: reliability, flexibility, scalability, 
increased service capacity, partnering with other service agencies, and 
reduced lease charges for telecommunications infrastructure. ENA is in 
the beginning stages of implementing this contract. The services of this 
contract are similar to the services requested by this RFP with the 
exception that the service is district-wide versus statewide. 
o	 Telephony Services - MCS sought qualified service providers for the 
implementation ofa new telephone system that would be consistent with 
the most current design practices and be highly reliable and scalable. The 
telephony service would need to support 18,000 phones, half of which are 
used in the classrooms and half used administratively. The district 
required the new system to support the current technologies and 
applications as well as new applications planned for the future. ENA is in 
the beginning stages of implementing this contract. The services of this 
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contract are similar to the services requested by this RFP and demonstrate 
the comprehensive nature ofthe additional communication services ENA 
can provide. 
•	 In addition to its statewide and district-wide efforts in Florida, Indiana, 
Massachusetts and Tennessee, ENA has secured and managed various 
connectivity and communication service contracts in Idaho and Texas. 
Information on ENA's contract with Payette School District, a remote school 
district in Idaho, is included as Account Reference # I for this proposal 
response. 
ENA's services have evolved into what is today a comprehensive managed network 
services offering that includes connectivity and VoIP solutions, end site equipment, 
network monitoring and management, content filtering, e-mail and archiving services. 
and caching and firewall services. ENA connects over 4,500 end sites including 230 
libraries, 450 school districts, more than 2.2 million students, teachers and administrators, 
and more than 6.2 million librarians and patrons. 
Historically, ENA has consistently provided its customers cost-effective, reliable service 
and innovative, new approaches while fully leveraging E-Rate funding. No other vendor 
can match ENA's years of dedication, experience and proven track record in providing 
cost-effective Internet access for K- I2 schools and libraries. 
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Experience 
ENA has the qualifications, experience and infrastructure to deliver the services sought in 
this RFP. ENA's proven approach to connectivity, voice and network solutions 
capitalizes on the combined strengths of our expertise, resources and partners to offer 
speed, reliability, scalability, best-of-breed technologies and continuous network 
upgrades to our customers. Our solutions increase access to online information, facilitate 
communication and collaboration, increase productivity and decrease the costs of 
information management-all while assisting in making education personalized, 
equitable, relevant and cost-effective. Empowered by their networks, our customers can 
focus on what matters most: preparing students to succeed in school, work and life in the 
2] sl century. 
ENA's Unique Qualifications 
ENA's entire business is dedicated to serving the connectivity and communication needs 
of schools and libraries across the nation. We do not offer generic services that can be 
adapted to the education sector, instead we design our services from the ground up to 
specifically meet the needs of education. For twelve years we have provided managed 
network and telecommunication services to support and enhance technology-enabled 
education. We understand the business and mission of education along with the 
challenges. All of ENA's solutions are designed to allow for maximum flexibility while 
minimizing the burden on schools' administrative and technical resources. 
ENA's understanding of the needs ofK-12 schools always begins with the teachers and 
students. Our technical solutions are designed to work for non-technical people who 
have limited access to technical support and no time to Jearn new and complicated 
procedures. Our support services are designed with sensitivity to the importance of 
eliminating anything that could disrupt or reduce valuable time in the classroom. 
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Key considerations for selecting ENA as the successful contractor for service 
delivery to K-12 schools and libraries include: 
•	 Experience - ENA's expertise in understanding and providing for the needs 
of public K-12 and library Internet access service is unique and unmatched. 
ENA manages multiple statewide and district-wide education and library 
networks, successfully serving hundreds of schools districts and libraries. 
•	 Single Service Provider - ENA is responding to this RFP with Managed 
Network Services and pricing. As a Managed Network Service Provider, 
ENA can deliver all requirements of the RFP as a single service provider for 
K-12 schools and libraries. Managed service means full service and ENA 
will be your single point of contact and accountability. 
•	 Scalable Service - ENA has extensive experience in delivering flexible and 
scalable services. Over the course of our service delivery in Indiana and 
Tennessee, ENA has completed several major network upgrades. ENA has 
seen at least 65% annual growth in bandwidth demand every year for the 
last five years (or 641% growth between 2001 and 2006) for the school 
systems we serve. We expect this growth in bandwidth demand will not only 
continue, but will grow at an accelerated rate fueled by curriculum-rich media, 
emerging online testing requirements, real-time student data systems and 
improvement in the student-to-computer ratio. 
•	 Reliable Service - ENA's track record speaks for itself. Throughout our 
service delivery in Florida, Indiana and Tennessee we have met a.nd in 
most cases exceeded our service level agreements. In addition, by utilizing 
advanced technologies and establishing strategic peering relationships with 
the most widely accessed educational resources, ENA has significantly 
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increased the reliability and speed of Internet and educational content delivery 
to schools and libraries. ENA has also played an integral role in the ongoing 
support of district and statewide application initiatives and widely deployed 
instructional and curriculum applications by ensuring that the network is 
optimized to maximize the reliability and availability of these mission-critical 
tools. 
•	 Understanding Timely Project Management - ENA recognizes that a major 
project requirement is to minimize the disruption of services during the 
transition, expansion and/or upgrade ofa service offering. We know that even 
just one minute of interruption in Internet access or slow response time can 
adversely affect the education process. ENA also understands that 
management of the network and the Internet services must be accomplished in 
a manner that minimizes the amount of work required from the end sites. 
Because of our statewide network installation and upgrade experience, we can 
introduce new and incremental services without disruption and with minimal 
impact to school districts and libraries. Additionally, ENA has completed all 
of its contract commitments on time or ahead of schedule. 
•	 E-Rate Program Service and Expertise - ENA has worked in partnership 
with our customers to obtain E-Rate funding since 1998. ENA is a national 
expert on the E-Rate Program, working with the largest consortia applications. 
As a result, ENA customers have received more than $250 million in E­
Rate funding commitments, making ENA a top-ten E-Rate vendor. ENA 
and its multiple statewide consortium customers have received E-Rate 
approvals matching the scope and scale of all of the E-Rate eligible services 
requested in this RFP. 
•	 Innovative Service - ENA has been a leader in ensuring schools have access 
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to the latest advancements in technology. Among other initiatives and in 
partnership with higher education institutions in the states in which we 
operate, ENA has: 
o	 Established Internet2 connectivity for all schools on our network 
o	 Expanded our owned Internet network across the United States 
o	 Developed peering relationships with key content providers to schools to 
speed Internet service 
o	 Developed education-centric, district customizable filtering and firewal I 
offerings in a centralized environment 
The relationship between the State ofIdaho and an Internet service provider is about 
more than just bandwidth and network technologies. The network is only as good as the 
people behind it. For ENA, quality customer service is a core business value and we 
have built our entire business around supporting the needs of K-12 schools and 
libraries and providing quality customer service to the agencies we serve. 
Superior Customer Care 
Beyond the technical and architectural merits of our connectivity solutions, what truly 
sets ENA apart from any other company or solution you will evaluate is our demonstrated 
track record of providing exemplary customer service. The best indicators of our success 
are the positive feedback we receive on an ongoing basis from our customers and the 
extremely high levels of customer loyalty and customer retention we have achieved. 
We have established long-term relationships (in many cases exceeding 10 years) with our 
customers because they view our value-added relationship as a long-term partnership. 
ENA makes a committed effort to earn our customers' recurring business year after year. 
We understand the needs of education and we are confident that the State of Idaho wi II 
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appreciate and benefit from the long-term business relationship and superior level of 
customer care you and lEN customers will receive. 
ENA collects customer satisfaction data every six months in the form of surveys and 
grade reports. The results of our most recent survey conducted with education customers 
in May 2008 are similar to the results we have achieved consistently over the last several 
years: 
Survey Highlights: 
•	 In a 2008 customer satisfaction survey of 129 customers representing schools, 
districts and school systems serviced in Tennessee, the support and 
satisfaction expressed by the respondents* was unanimous: 
o	 100% of respondents were satisfied with the ENA' s network performance 
o	 [00% of respondents wou Id recommend ENA to others 
o	 100% of respondents were satisfied with ENA's resolution timeliness. 
o	 ENA customers place the most value of a managed network service in it 
allowing them to have more free time to do other tasks without worry. 
o	 According to the survey, superior customer service and support 
differentiates ENA most from its competitors. 
* Respondents included: Tennessee technology coordinators. technicians, 
technology supervisors, systems engineers, directors and administrators. 
•	 In a 2008 statewide customer satisfaction survey of299 school corporations 
serviced in Indiana, the support and satisfaction expressed by the 
respondents* was similar: 
o	 100% of respondents were satisfied with ENA's network performance 
o	 100% of ENA customers would recommend ENA to others 
o	 100% of respondents were satisfied with ENA's resolution timeliness 
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o	 ENA customers place the most value on ENA's ability to provide 
proactive monitoring. 
o	 According to the survey, superior customer service and support 
differentiates ENA most from its competitors. 
* Respondents included: Indiana technology coordinators, technicians, and 
administrators. 
•	 In a 2008 customer satisfaction survey of216 customers representing Public 
Libraries serviced in Indiana, the support and satisfaction expressed by the 
respondents* were also similar: 
o	 100% of respondents were satisfied with ENA' s network performance 
o	 99% of ENA customers would recommend ENA to others 
o	 100% of respondents were satisfied with ENA's resolution timeliness 
o	 ENA customers place the most value in ENA's ability to deliver a cost­
effective solution and provide E-Rate support. 
o	 According to the survey, superior customer service and staff support 
differentiates ENA most from its competitors. 
* Respondents included: Indiana administrative coordinators. automated systems 
coordinators, directors of technology, information technology supervisors and 
managers, librarians, library directors, systems administrators and managers, 
technologists, and technology coordinators and consultants. 
ENA has included several customer reference letters in Appendix J. 
Customers Served 
ENA's current client base includes long-term statewide contracts with three state 
agencies-Indiana Department of Education, Indiana State Library and Greeneville City 
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Schools Tennessee Consortium-as well as numerous contracts with individual school 
districts, including large school districts such as Orange County Public Schools in 
Orlando, Florida and Memphis City Schools in Memphis, Tennessee. ENA connects 
over 4,500 end sites including 230 libraries, 450 school districts, more than 2.2 million 
students, teachers and administrators, and more than 6.2 million librarians and patrons. 
Almost all our client base is in the K-12 public education environment, reflecting our 
dedicated focus on providing technology solutions for education. 
Syringa Networks Qualifications and Experience 
Syringa Networks is owned by 12 Idaho independent telephone companies. Executives 
of these companies sit on Syringa Networks' Board of Directors. These directors live 
and work in Syringa Networks' service area and have a vital interest in quality education 
for all Idaho students, as well as having a stake in economic development in rural Idaho. 
The companies have been in business, on average for between 50 and 75 years. They and 
their staffs are an extension of Syringa Networks, providing staffing support, 
infrastructure, and financing for Syringa Networks. These companies and Syringa 
Networks are Idaho owned and operated companies who brought high capacity 
telecommunication services to rural Idaho areas where they either were not available or 
prohibitively expensive. Syringa and its member companies deliver broadband services 
to their communities that are in many ways superior to those found in some more urban 
communities. Syringa Networks also provide services in communities served by other 
telecommunication companies such as Frontier, CenturyTel, and Qwest. 
Syringa Networks is Idaho's Premier Fiber Network 
Syringa Networks owns and operates diverse routed fiber optic backbone 
telecommunications networks in Idaho. This network consists of over 1,300 route miles 
of fiber-optic cable. Syringa has fiber connections to Level 3,360 Networks, Qwest, tw 
telecom, Integra Telecom, American Fiber Systems, Verizon, the Idaho Research Optical 
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Network, and the State of Idaho at Meridian ISP. Syringa also connects to Frontier 
Communications and CenturyTel through our member independent telephone companies. 
Leased circuits provided connectivity to IXCs such as AT&T and many other long 
distance telephone companies. 
Services running on this fiber infrastructure include traditional TDM transport service 
from DS-I to OC-48, ATM, Frame Relay, and regional Ethernet. Applications running 
on the network include switched voice services, SS7 services, wireless backhaul, high 
bandwidth data circuits, managed video services, and Internet backbone service. 
Syringa Networks is one of the vendors the State of Idaho selected to provide 
telecommunications services under the IdaNet contracts. Syringa Networks and the 
State, through the Idaho Department of Transportation, have signed a long term 
agreement, 'The Shared Resources Agreement", which provides 45 Mbps ATM 
connections to over a dozen locations around southern Idaho plus Meridian ISP. These 
contracts can be leveraged to provide high-bandwidth collection sites for the lEN. 
Syringa Networks' business requires us to optimize circuits to minimize our cost of 
goods sold. Syringa Networks is accomplished at being able to do this optimization and 
groom circuits to our benefit and to that of our customers. Syringa Networks aggregates 
circuits from many Idaho communities and connects them to our diverse routed 
backbone. This experience in aggregating circuits and the volume of connections 
managed by Syringa enables us to provide high bandwidth connections for the State of 
Idaho better than most other providers. Syringa Networks will do this for the state of 
Idaho in managing a statewide network. 
Syringa's fiber network is equipped with state of the art electronics; including Fujitsu 
SONET muiti-plexors and ADVA dense wave division multiplexing equipment 
(DWDM). This DWDM network enables Syringa to add capacity to our fiber rings 
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simply be adding additional frequencies (colors of light) as the demands of our customers 
increase. Syringa Networks has the capacity to grow our network easily to meet the 
requirements of our customers. 
Syringa Networks is the only vendor we are aware of that is offering regional native 
Ethernet services in southern Idaho. One application on this Ethernet backbone is a Gig­
E video transport service which is carrying over 170 video and audio channels around our 
Eastern Ring. The ring topology protects the service in the event of a fiber or an 
electronics failure at anyone point on the network. This video network has been in 
operation several years, demonstrating Syringa's ability to provide high-bandwidth video 
services on our network. 
Syringa Networks and its owner members qualifications, experience, and commitment to 
Idaho are best summed in the facts of the following table: 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 
1 How m::.ny ye:;:r,r::: h'll::: your comp::....y becn ift bu:::il"'::::::::: i... ld;,ho? 
2 How m::lny cmployc:c:::: do you "'::lye in Id::.ho" 
3 P::.yroll co:::t::: tor Id..ho cmploye:c:::? In Million::: 
4 How rfl::lny inCOrpOT::l~(:d town::: or (itic:;; do you :::ClYc? 
'5 How rn::.ny ClJ:::tomcr::: do you :::crvo::? 
6 How m::.ny ::;qu::.rc: mile:::: ::.ro:: in your ld ..ho :::c:rYi<:c: :uc:::.? 
1 How m.. ny route: mile:::: of tiber do you ow", or Ic:::.:;;c:?' 
8 Your tot::.1 c::.pit::.l cxpc:nditure:::: in 2006? Millio ... ::;­
S Your tot:::.1 , ..pit::.1 cxpc:nditurc:::: in 2001? Million::; 
10 Your ro·. c::. it::al ex cndituro::::: in 20087 Million::: 
Syringa Networks and its owner: member combined 
811 
387 
12.846 
160 
46328 
69897 
1983 
18.41 
17.028 
16.735 
I • 
11 How m::.ny :::0:"'001::: do you :::e:rYt,:'? 109 
12 How m..ny :;chool::: do you provide: fiber :::e:r ... icc: to? 37 
13 How m::lny :::chool::; do you provide: wirde:; :::e:rvice: to? 7 
14 How m::. ... y :::<:hool::: do you providt coppe:r ~e:rvice: to? 84 
15 How m::.ny :::cttool::: ::.ro:: you ::.w::.rt of in your ~o::rvico:: None 
::.ro::::. without bro::.db::. ... d ~e:rvko::? 
HEALTH CAREl FACiliTIES" - - _ ' " ; :­ ,'_,' 
16 How m::.ny rur::.1 he:::.lth :;:o::rvice: loc::.tion:::: do yOlJ provide: 46 
:::e:fvkt to'? (not priv::.tt phy::::d::.n offico:::::) 
17 Aro:: y~IJ ::.w::.rt of ::. ... y rIJr::.1 ho::::.l~h :::trvicc loc::.t:ion:::: in No 
our te:rritior without bro::.db:'.l... d :;:'tfvj(o::? 
18 How m:::.~y libr::.rie::::: do YOIJ ::::trvc? 26 
1:9 Aft YOIJ ::.w::.re: of ::. ... y libr::.rit:::: i... your ttrritiory witholJt No 
bro::.db:'.lnd ::;o::rvkc? 
20 How m:::.ny 10c:::.1 (citiy 3: county) 90vtr...mtnt 
offict::::/loc::.tion::; do you :::tfVe:? 
21 How m:::.ny :::t:::.to:: 90v. offico::::::/loc:::.tion::: do you ::::o::rve:? 
22 Aro:: you ::.w::.rt of :::.ny go\,o::r...mtnt otfict:::/loc::.tion:::: i~ 
our tt.:rritior without: bro:::.db~nd ::::<::rvk<::? 
80 
71 
No 
Figure 35: Syringa's Member Companies Commitment to Idaho 
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9.8 (E) REFERENCES 
The lEN Alliance respectfully submits the following trade references to the State of 
Idaho. Our references will confirm our commitment to the K-12 education community. 
library systems, local community and state agencies. These references will also 
substantiate our capability to successfully fulfill and go beyond the requirements as 
requested in this RFP. 
In addition to the references described in this section, we have also enclosed customer 
reference letters in Appendix J. 
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Account Reference #1 - Idaho School District I 
Customer Name: Payette County Schools 
Customer Address: 20 N. 12th Street 
Payette, ID 83661 
Customer Contact Name 
& Title: 
Contact Phone: 
Pauline King, Superintendant, or 
Barbara Choate, Business Manager 
(208) 642-9366 
- -l 
I Contact FAX: (208) 642-9006 
IContact E-mail: paking@payetteschools.org 
bchoate@payetteschools.org 
-­
Dates of Service: 7/1/2008-6/30/20 II 
Payette is a small rural community located near the Oregon-Idaho border of Southwestern 
Idaho. In 2007, Payette School District was seeking a tum-key solution to increase the 
bandwidth and reliability of their wide area network after experiencing significant 
challenges with an unmanaged, unlicensed wireless solution for several years. In addition 
to the district's wide area network, they were also experiencing challenges with their 
locally-managed firewall and content filtering solutions as well as several network-
dependent mission-critical applications. ENA, in partnership with Syringa Networks, 
responded to the district's Request For Proposal and was awarded a three-year contract. 
By combining Syringa's infrastructure and ENA's network management and value-
added services into a comprehensive, Priority 1 E-Rate eligible service, we were able 
to implement a district-wide scalable fiber solution to connect all of Payette's school 
sites along with a hosted firewall and content filtering solution that was far more 
robust than the solution they had in place. As a result, Payette was able to leverage 
substantially more E-Rate funds to increase the capacity, reliability and safety of its 
network. 
I 
I 
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Account Reference #2 - Statewide Education Network: Tennessee 
Customer Name: Tennessee Statewide Consortium 
(Managed by Greeneville City Schools) 
Customer Address: 129 W Depot Street 
Greeneville, TN 37742 
Customer Contact Beverly Miller 
Name & Title: Technology Coordinator 
Contact Phone: (423) 787-8019 
Contact FAX: (423) 638-2540 
Contact E-mail: III iIlcl'b(("~cschoo Is.nel 
Dates of Engagement: 7/1/2007 - 6/30/2012 
ENA was responsible for building one of the first statewide K-12 education 
networks serving all K-12 schools in Tennessee in 1996. Subsequently, ENA was 
awarded two consecutive contracts to manage the statewide network. In 2006 the 
management structure of the network changed; the Tennessee Organization of School 
Superintendents (TOSS) assumed the leadership and oversight role for the network with 
Greeneville City Schools (GCS) acting as the E-Rate consortium lead on behalf of all 
participating Tennessee school districts. ENA was awarded a new contract.by the 
consortium in 2007 to continue to manage the education network thereby serving the 
majority of the schools across the State of Tennessee. ENA manages this network by 
coordinating service delivery with 35 infrastructure providers (telecommunication and 
cable companies, local utility providers and others) and through these partnerships has 
facilitated the build-out of fiber-based broadband services to the vast majority of schools 
across the state. In addition, ENA offers extensive E-Rate guidance and assistance and 
was instrumental in the landmark "Tennessee Decision" establishing the eligibility of on­
premise equipment as a Priority I E-Rate service. This decision validated ENA's 
managed service delivery model and continues to be a strong factor in the design of our 
services and solutions. 
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Account Reference # 3 - Statewide Education Network: Indiana 
Customer Name: Indiana Department of Education 
Customer Address: 151 West Ohio Street, Indianapolis, IN 46207 
Customer Contact Name Mike Huffman 
& Title: Special Assistant on Technology 
Contact Phone: (317) 590-5220 
Contact FAX: (317) 232-6672 
Contact E-mail: mh1I t!illC!nf{rdoe. state. i1l.1IS 
Dates of Service: 7/1/2005 ­ 6/30/2010 
In 2005, ENA was selected as the Managed Internet Service Provider for the K-12 school 
corporations (districts) across the State ofIndiana. This contract required a transition of 
approximately 580 existing circuits (ranging from single and multiple Tl s to 45 Mbps 
DS3s per location) at over 300 school district sites across the State of Indiana prior to the 
start of the 2005-2006 school year. The network transition was completed successfully in 
a three-month period with the school corporations experiencing virtually no downtime. 
ENA designed, provisioned and implemented all components necessary and is responsible 
for network monitoring and management, Help Desk, and customer support. ENA 
manages this statewide education network by coordinating service delivery with over 20 
infrastructure providers (telecommunications companies, cable companies and others). 
ENA also assists the Indiana Department of Education in equitably distributing the State 
connectivity funds and completing the annual State Consortium E-Rate application. 
Indiana school corporations are active users of video conferencing and distance learning 
services. 
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Account Reference #4 - Statewide Library Network 
Customer Name: Indiana State Library 
Customer Address: Library Development Office 
140 N Senate Ave. Room 413 
Indianapol is, IN 
Customer Contact 
Name & Title: 
Karen Ainslie 
Public Library Consultant 
Contact Phone: (317) 232-1938 
Contact FAX: (317) 232-0002 
Contact E-mail: kainsl icci'l ibran.in.gov 
Dates of Service: 7/1/2006 - 6/30/2010 
After a very successful transition and support of Indiana's K-12 network the previolls 
year, the Indiana State Library selected ENA to provide E-Rate eligible statewide 
managed Internet access services to more than 180 public libraries across Indiana. The 
project entailed transitioning approximately 200 existing circuits at 170 sites and 
providing a comprehensive managed service in support of a statewide network serving 
library patrons. ENA designed, provisioned and implemented all components necessary 
and is responsible for network monitoring and management, Help Desk, and customer 
support. Similar to the services provided to the K-12 school corporations in Indiana, 
ENA coordinates service delivery by leveraging a wide variety of infrastructure 
providers. By aggregating the volumes and connecting the schools and library sites 
into a common backbone, greater economies of scale and savings were achieved. 
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Account Reference #5 - Large School District 
'I 
I Customer Name: Oranqe County Public Schools 
-­
I Customer Address: 445 West Amelia Street, Orlando, FL 32801-1129 
Customer Contact Name Hermes S. Mendez 
& Title: Director, Infrastructure Information, Communications & 
Technology Services 
I Contact Phone: (407) 317-3200 extension 2262 
Contact FAX: 
Contact E-mail: 
(407) 317-3380 
herll1es.mendczICl1ocps.net l 
Dates of Service: 7/1/2007 - 6/30/201 1 
Orange County Public Schools (OCPS) is located in Orlando, Florida, and is the eleventh-
largest school district in the U.S. In December of2006, OCPS issued an RFP for district-
wide Managed Broadband Internet Access. ENA was selected and subsequently awarded 
a five-year contract to deploy and manage fiber upgrades ranging from 1OMbps to 1Gbps 
to over 200 school and administrative sites across Orange County. ENA coordinated the 
delivery of these services by leveraging fiber from three separate infrastructure providers 
(two telecommunications companies and one cable company). The project was 
successfully completed on schedule (within four months) and delivered nearly six-fold 
increase in district-wide bandwidth with savings of $5.1 million over the five-year term of 
the contract. Please see the enclosed case study titled, Enhance. Engage. Educate: How 
the I t h Largest School District in the u.s. Ended Their Network Bottleneck and 
Successfitlly Implemented Scalable Broadband Connectivity, outlining the implementation 
process and cost-efficiency details of this project in Appendix I. 
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Account Reference Form #6 ­ Small Rural School District 
Customer Name: Scott County Schools 
Customer Address: 208 Court Street 
Huntsville, TN 
Customer Contact 
Name & Title: 
C. Mike Lay 
Technology Coordinator 
Contact Phone: (423) 663-2159 
Contact FAX: (423) 663-9682 
Contact E-mail: 111 ike(c?scottcoll ntv .net 
Dates of Service: July 1,1999, through June 30,2012 
Scott County Schools is a small, rural school district located in Huntsville, TN (designated as a 
Rural Empowerment Zone by the U.S.D.A). The district secured a grant to provide one-time 
funds to buy and build a video conferencing system to implement distance learning; however, 
the funding did not provide funds for network upgrades and enhancements to support the new 
system. Scott County's long tenn goal was to implement a high-speed fiber optic solution to all 
schools. While it was certain that the distance learning project would drive the need for 
additional bandwidth, the district wanted to demonstrate program success before investing 
prematurely in infrastructure upgrades that would be underutilized for a period of time. Mike 
Lay, the district technology coordinator, consulted with ENA to evaluate the bandwidth 
requirements to run IP-enabJed video equipment to support the project being funded by the 
grant. Lay and ENA worked together to increase bandwidth capacity at several strategic school 
sites, to the board of education and the public Internet. Quality of Service (QoS) was also added 
to help prioritize traffic effectively, allowing adequate bandwidth for video conferencing at high 
quality. After a successful pilot, the district gave the green light to implement upgrades at the 
remaining sites. Even though options were extremely limited due to their rural location, ENA 
aggressively pursued a relationship with Highland Telco, the local access provider and was able 
to implement 100 Mbps fiber to all locations. ENA also worked closely with Tandberg to 
implement QoS in support of the district's distance learning activities. 
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Account Reference #7 - Large School District 
Customer Name: Knox County School District 
Customer Address: 912 S. Gay Street, Floor II, Knoxville, TN 37902­
1814 
Customer Contact Name & Jim Idol 
Title: Technology Services Coordinator 
Contact Phone: (865) 594-1726 
Contact FAX: (865) 594-1325 
Contact E-mail: idol ji(I'k I ltll.llet 
Dates of Service: 7/1/1998 - 6/30/2012 
Knox County school district is the third largest school district in Tennessee with 
approximately 53,000 students and 92 facilities. ENA has been providing a variety of 
managed network and Internet access services to Knox County Schools for 10 years 
under multiple state and statewide consortium contracts. In mid-2005 they engaged with 
ENA to upgrade the district's wide area network and deploy 100 Mbps fiber connections 
to all locations. In addition to managed telecommunication and Internet access services, 
ENA is providing hosted firewall and caching services, e-mail services, and extensive 
network consulting. ENA has also worked in conjunction with the Knox County 
Government to establish direct connections between the school district and the county to 
optimize the performance of mission critical applications and exchange of data. 
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Account Reference #8 - Community
 
Customer Name:
 St. Luke's Boise Medical Center 
190 E. Bannock S1. Boise, JD
 
Customer Contact Name &
 
Customer Address: 
Dana Shultz 
IT Manager Title: 
I 
(208) 381-3227
 
Contact FAX:
 
Contact Phone: 
N/A 
Ischultzd@slnnc.orgI Contact E-mail: 
I Dates of Service: 2006 - 2009 
S1. Luke's Boise Medical Center has been a customer of Syringa Networks starting 2006. 
S1. Luke's has 10 circuits connecting the Boise, Idaho S1. Luke's location to several rural 
offices throughout the State of Idaho. The circuits range from 1.5 Mbps T l' s to 50Mbps 
connections. ATM, frame relay, and Ethernet are the technologies being used for delivery 
to S1. Luke's locations. 
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Account Reference #9 - Government, State 
Customer Name: Idaho State Department of Vocational 
Rehabilitation 
I Customer Address: 650 W. State Street, Room 150 
Customer Contact Name & 
Title: 
Scott Williams 
IT Network Analyst 
Contact Phone: 208-287-6447 
Contact FAX: (208) 334-5305 
Contact E-mail: swilliams@vr.idaho.gov 
Dates of Service: 2004 - 2009 
The Department of Vocational Rehabi litation has been a customer of Syringa Networks 
starting in 2004. Syringa Networks provides a DS I ATM circuit to Salmon, \D. Salmon, 
[D is a rural area, where network options are very limited. Syringa Networks has been able 
to provide a high quality of service and competitive pricing. 
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Account Reference #10 - Government, State 
Customer Name: Idaho State Department of Labor 
Customer Address: 3 17 W Main S1. Boise, ID 
Customer Contact Name & 
Title: 
Bob Hough 
Network Manager 
Contact Phone: 208) 332-3570 xt3409 
Contact FAX: (208) 334-6300 
Contact E-mail: bhough@cl.idaho.gov 
Dates of Service: 2004 - 2009 
The Idaho Department of Labor (DOL) has been a customer of Syringa Networks starting 
in 2004. Syringa Networks currently provides 11 circuits throughout Idaho. Some of the 
locations include Salmon, McCall, Hailey, Soda Springs, Meridian, Boise, and Payette 
Idaho. The technologies of service include ATM OS 1, ATM PVC's, and Ethernet. Syringa 
Networks has enjoyed working close with DOL to ensure all of the DOL's needs are met 
now and in the future. 
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9.9 (ME) FINANCIALS 
Include in your proposal copies of the latest two years' audited annual financial statements. 
and all paltners proposed for the supply of this service. This information is for e\ aluation 
purposes only. should demonslrak the Proposer's financial stability and must include balance 
sheds. income statements. credit ratings. lines of credit. or other financi'll arrangements 
sufficient to enable the Proposer to be capable of meeting the requirements or this RF'P. fhis 
information \\ill be helll in confidence to the extent that law aIIO\\s, 
If auclited financial data are unavailable. fully explain the reason and provide the latest non­
audited tinancial information including balance sheets. income statements. lines of credit. 
statements of cash tlow. and changes in financial position. Include information to attest to the 
accuracy of the information provided. 
ENA Services, LLC (ENA) - Financial Information 
ENA is a financially responsible and stable company with a strong balance sheet and 
consistently profitable operating results, ensuring ENA's financial viability for the 
foreseeable future. ENA has a $20 million surety bond facility with Travelers Casualty 
and Surety Company of America. ENA has no long-term debt outstanding and in 
addition to its own cash reserves has access to $15 million in bank credit lines to support 
growth opportunities. ENA has been successfully delivering services of the type and 
scope requested by this RFP since the broad adoption of the Internet and the inception of 
the E-Rate program over 10 years ago 
ENA currently successfully manages three statewide contracts consistent with the type of 
services requested by the State of Idaho. ENA manages both the operational and 
financial aspects of those contracts as well as several other large individual school 
systems. Each of these contracts is profitable and provides a strong, stable and diverse 
financial base. This strong base of long-term contractual relationships with numerous 
education entities provides new customers of ENA, such as the State of Idaho, with 
evidence of both historical and future financial and service strength. In addition to 
ENA's financial strength, ENA's sound strategic business relationships with over 50 
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telecommunications, cable, utility and other service providers adds another level of 
financial capability. While ENA is the primary manager of Intemet Service to its 
customers, ENA's methodology includes gaining investment and financial cooperation 
over the life of its contracts from its underlying service provider partners. Simply stated, 
when you select ENA as your provider, you will be receiving the financial strength and 
investment in the State of Idaho of ENA and its vendors, creating a very strong and stable 
financial base to deliver all the services requested under this contract. 
ENA has grown steadily over the life of the E-Rate program. ENA is now a top-10 
vendor recipient of E-Rate funding and the top vendor recipient offunding in the Internet 
Access category. ENA has been a part of over $250 million of successful E-Rate filings. 
ENA consists of ENA Services, LLC, a licensed telecommunications company qualified 
to provide both, Internet Access and Telecommunication Services for E-Rate purposes, 
and its parent company Education Networks of America, Inc., which owns 100% of ENA 
Services, LLC. While ENA Services, LLC, will need to be listed as the prime on the 
contract and will be the preferred named vendor on E-Rate filings, this bid is supported 
by the full backing of the combined ENA and, as such, we have included the consolidated 
financial information of Education Networks of America, Inc. and are prepared to 
provide any further assurances or infonnation necessary to the State of Idaho regarding 
this relationship. ENA is fully capable of delivering the services requested in this RFP 
and has the financial strength to perform the required services throughout the full 
potential term of the contract. 
Audited Financial Statements 
ENA's audited financial statements for the years ended December 31,2007 and 2006, are 
included in Exhibit 2. 
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Dun and Bradstreet (D&B) 
EN A's D&B Number is 01-021 1-9835. The latest copy of ENA's Dun and Bradstreet 
Supplier Qualifier Report is included in Exhibit 3. 
Syringa Networks, LLC (Syringa) - Financial Information 
Syringa Networks, LLC is financially bolstered and owned by 12 Idaho Independent 
Local Exchange Carriers (ILECs). The ILECs represent family owned tekos, 
cooperatives and a publicly traded company (Fairpoint Communications). Most of these 
companies are located in rural Idaho and serve the communication needs ofthese 
communities. 
Since its inception in 2002, Syringa Networks' has established itself as a reliable, cost­
effective and responsive telecommunications provider in the State of Idaho with an ever 
increasing customer base in state government, higher education, health care, banking, 
enterprise and wholesale wireless. The company provides numerous telecommunication 
services to its customers. Syringa's ability to provide great service to its customers has 
differentiated Syringa from its competitors and resulted in a 99% customer retention rate 
year over year. 
Syringa Networks experienced its best year of financial performance in 2008. The 
company maintains a strong balance sheet with optimal leverage in order to position the 
company for future growth. Syringa Networks' also maintains a healthy cash reserve that 
enables the company to assess and invest in new opportunities that may present itself. 
All investment opportunities are analyzed and decisions are made by its management 
team in Boise, Idaho. 
Therefore, Syringa Networks' is fully capable of delivering the services highlighted in 
the RFP and has the accompanying financial strength, stability and flexibility to perform 
the required services throughout the term of the contract. 
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Syringa's audited financial statement and related footnotes for the years ended December
 
31, 2007 and 2006, are included in Exhibit 4.
 
Dun and Bradstreet (0&8)
 
Syringa's D&B Number is 031851616. The latest copy of Syringa's Dun and Bradstreet
 
Supplier Qualifier Report is included in Exhibit 5.
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9.10 (E) BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION 
Provide biographical infonnation for each staff member responsible for design. 
implementation. project management. or other positions identified in the requirements of the 
RFP. Include relevant education. experience and licensing or certitication. 
IEN Alliance Management Team 
ENA, as part of the lEN Alliance, assigns dedicated project management personnel 
resources to guarantee end-to-end service delivery implementation and coordination. The 
successful and reliable operation of the Idaho Education Network will be a direct result of 
these dedicated personnel resources. 
The implementation of the services described in this proposal will require the 
involvement of several departments, including both technical and non-technical groups. 
The key to a sllccessful project is communication among all groups involved in the 
project. As such, the Project Manager is responsible for driving the project, keeping both 
the customer and internal departments informed of project status, and escalating any 
issues to ensure customer expectations are met and resolutions are e~pedited. 
The Project Manager and the support staff share the responsibility of addressing specific 
technical issues. They will provide technical support for all implementation activity. Due 
to the complexity and specificity required in today's network environment, we assign 
multiple engineering personnel resources to implement concurrent project elements. All 
personnel operate under the coordination leadership of the Project Manager. 
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ENA Project and Customer Service Manager 
Lenny Simpson, Senior Vice President 
Telephone: (615) 312-6082 
E-mail: Isimpson@ena.com 
Mr. Simpson is the Executive 
Project and Customer Service 
Manager for ENA. He joined ENA 
in February 2007 after a 30-year 
plus career at IBM. He is responsible for both deployment and ongoing management of 
all technology and services throughout ENA. In his role as Executive Project Manager, 
Mr. Simpson will provide comprehensive planning, regular communication across both 
the project team and the State of Idaho team, and disciplined coordination and follow-up 
to ensure project success. 
Mr. Simpson's experience includes over 10 years in significant leadership positions in IT 
outsourcing services, with an emphasis on managing deployments and ongoing support 
engagements involving the equipment and efforts of multiple vendors. His position at 
IBM prior to joining ENA was Vice President, Services Integration, leading a unique 
multi-supplier infrastructure-integration contract supporting a very large global 
enterprise. In that role, Mr. Simpson developed techniques and processes that enabled 
him to effectively lead multiple suppliers in supporting a customer's requirements. 
ENA SVP Technology and CTO 
Bob Collie 
Telephone: (615) 312-6004 
E-mail: bcoIIie@ena.com 
Mr. Collie joined the ENA team in 
March 2000. He is responsible for both 
solution development and ongoing 
management oversight of all technology 
and services throughout ENA, ensuring that ENA's connectivity and communication 
solutions are designed for the unique needs of education and libraries. He brings 
innovative and emerging technologies to ENA's customers through his active 
participation in regional and national associations such as Internet2 and StateNets. He 
has significant experience in integrating new technologies and solutions into existing 
networks, making them faster and more reliable, and with aggressive technology 
deployments. 
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Prior to joining ENA, he served as Chief Technical Officer for Telalink Corporation, a 
regional Internet service provider, and then as Integration Project Manager for PSINet. 
Mr. Collie oversees the overall technical architecture and direction of the company. 
ENA Network Architect Mr. Ayers joined ENA in 2000 as a 
Cory Ayers, Director of Network Strategy Senior Network Architect and was 
Telephone: (615) 312-6158 promoted to Director of Network 
E-mail: cavers@ena.com Strategy in 2008. He has achieved the 
highest levels of network and technical certifications including: Microsoft Certified 
Professional (MCP), Microsoft Certified Profession (+IINT4), Microsoft Certified 
Systems Engineer (MCSEINT4), Cisco Certified Network Associate (CCNA), Cisco 
Certified Internetwork Professional (CCIP), Cisco Certified Network Professional 
(CCNP) and Cisco Certified Internetwork Expert (CCIE #16874). He is responsible for 
defining architecture design, strategy development, implementation and administration of 
core network technologies, services and standards. He reviews, plans, designs and 
evaluates network systems including network analysis, engineering and network 
hardware configuration. Mr. Ayers provides the highest level of escalation for Network 
Engineering to address any difficult issues and recommends improvements or strategies 
for resolution. 
Prior to joining ENA, Mr. Ayers was a technical consultant with InfoAdvantage and TEK 
Systems, both located in Nashville, Tennessee. 
In addition to the project management and support team personnel listed above, the 
technical support team will include Senior Network and Systems Engineers and Field 
Service Engineers. The job descriptions and primary responsibilities for these positions 
are as follows: 
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•	 Senior Network Engineer - Cisco Certified Network Professional (CCNP) or 
equivalent. Senior Network Engineers support the technical needs of both 
internal and external customers to maintain the highest levels of network 
availability, perfonnance, and growth - all with the utmost respect, 
professionalism, and courtesy. They research, evaluate, recommend, design, 
implement and support current and new technologies for the improvement of 
our infrastructure. Senior Network Engineers provide documentation relative 
to the existing and evolving network in such a manner as to impart 
infonnation to other departments and facilitate internal knowledge transfer. 
Primary responsibilities include: 
o	 Design, build, implement and support new network architectures. 
o	 Administer and maintain existing networks. Provide support for customer 
issues and coordinate third party vendor interaction to ensure prompt and 
professional resolution. 
o	 Research, evaluate and recommend new technologies. Provide knowledge 
transfer, cross-training, and documentation in a group setting. 
•	 Jay Power, Brian Summers, Teffany Koch and Doug Gluntz are several of 
ENA's Network Engineers who will be assisting on the lEN project. Each of 
these highly skilled Network Engineers brings a distinctive skill set to project 
implementation and maintenance. For example, Mr. Power was the lead 
project designer for the TN K-12 network IP transition during 2007. He has 
also served as project lead for several of ENA's GigaPOP installations in 
Chicago and Washington, D.C. Each of the Network Engineers shares a 
desire to operate with excellence and brings value and relevant experience to 
the IEN project. 
•	 Senior Systems Engineer - Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer/Red Hat 
Certified Engineer (MCSE/RHCE) or equivalent. Senior Systems Engineers 
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design, install, configure and maintain the organization's server systems. 
They analyze and resolve problems associated with server hardware, 
Windows, Linux, BSD and applications software. Senior Systems Engineers 
detect, diagnose and fix Windows-, Linux-, and BSD-related problems on 
both server and desktops systems as well as perform a wide variety of tasks in 
software/hardware maintenance and operational support of 
WindowslLinuxlBSD Server systems. They research and plan for technology 
improvements and design disaster recovery plans. They apply knowledge, 
skills and experience in a consultative arrangement with external customers. 
Primary responsibilities include: 
o	 Administer the in-house production Windows and/or Linux and BSD 
servers. 
o	 Support Windows 2000 domain, active directory, and Exchange
 
architecture.
 
o	 Research and recommend technology or architecture improvements in a 
very dynamic, multi-vendor network. 
o	 Support both Bind and Windows DNS, Internet E-mail, production 
Windows and LinuxlBSD servers, and other utility servers. 
o	 Use advanced knowledge of the OSI Application Model, the TCP/IP stack, 
and Internet protocols such HTTP, DNS, and SMTP to design solutions 
and troubleshoot customer and production issues. 
o	 Assist in supporting production servers in the field such as RSP filtering 
servers and caching servers in a ticketing environment. 
o	 Support customers with consulting services related to areas of expertise. 
•	 Marc Powell, Weldon Godfrey and Jeff Henderson are several of ENA' s 
Systems Engineers who will be assisting with the lEN project. These highly 
experienced System Engineers are responsible for ENA services such as 
content filtering, ENA Mail, DNS systems, network monitoring and trending 
systems as well as other support systems. Mr. Powell is a Red Hat Certified 
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Engineer with over 12 years experience with various Linux-based 
distributions, Open Source systems and Internet protocols/systems. He brings 
an extensive knowledge of systems and methods to the project. 
•	 Field Service Engineer - Field Service Engineers install, troubleshoot, repair 
and maintain telecommunications equipment in the field. Primary 
responsibilities include: 
o	 Travel to customer locations to install, troubleshoot and support inside 
wiring from Telco's Demarc to access router. Troubleshoot network 
hardware problems, utilize network analyzers and test equipment. 
o	 Create, update and maintain accurate site documentation. Document 
problem resolution on internal ticketing system. 
o	 Perform "on-call" duties as required, responding to all call-outs within a 
specified area. Ensure 24x7x365 availability for customer's mission 
critical network services. 
o	 Test and repair equipment returned from field. 
Additional Key Personnel 
In addition to the Project Management Team, lEN Alliance employs a proven team of 
network design and deployment professionals including Tier 1, 2 and 3 Help Desk and 
engineering personnel as well as an extensive customer support team that delivers service 
excellence to our customers. Because the IEM Alliance ENA is focused on serving 
education, libraries and governmental agencies, each member of our team has extensive 
experience delivering quality services to customers. 
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This team includes the following key leaders: 
David Pierce, CEO and President, ENA 
Mr. Pierce joined ENA in 2002, assuming day-to-day management of the company. With 
24 years of successful management experience, Mr. Pierce was responsible for operations 
with over $3 billion in revenues as a Vice President at IBM. At Vastera Corporation, a 
provider of managed services to global Fortune 2000 clients, he was responsible for client 
acquisition, service and satisfaction as Senior Vice President, Worldwide Field 
Operations. Mr. Pierce brings a passion for delivering the highest possible levels of 
customer service to ENA's customers. Mr. Pierce oversees the day-to-day operations of 
ENA. 
Greg Lowe, CEO, Syringa Networks 
Mr. Lowe brings an extensive technical background, management skills and strong 
financial acumen to his new role as Chief Executive Officer at Syringa Networks. 
Trained as an engineer, Mr. Lowe has spent 25 years in the telecommunications industry 
and has achieved a number of notable accomplishments, including being awarded seven 
patents. Prior to joining Syringa Networks, Mr. Lowe served as Chief Operating Officer 
for TXP Corporation and also for White Rock Networks, a telecommunications company 
that provided fiber optic telecom systems designed for low cost delivery of Ethernet and 
legacy services. While at White Rock Networks, he managed the U.S and China 
operations. Previously, Mr. Lowe spent four years at ADC Telecom as Vice President of 
Engineering, where he was responsible for leading engineering and testing for product 
lines generating over $150 million with telecommunications customers. 
Stephen Maloney, Consultant to Syringa Networks 
Mr. Maloney was CEO of Syringa Networks from January 2002 through retirement in 
2009. He now continues to consult for Syringa Networks. Under Mr. Maloney's 
leadership, Syringa Networks grew and became a robust 1,300 mile fiber network in the 
State of Idaho it is today. Prior to joining Syringa Networks, he worked in management 
for Micron Internet Services and Fiberpipe. He has also served as Associate Vice 
President for Data Processing and Information Systems as Boise State University. While 
there, he initiated network projects that included installing what was then the largest tiber 
optic campus network in the area and making the first high speed connection to the 
Internet in Idaho. He led the creation of a consortium of education and other users to 
create a statewide network that was part of WestNet, the regional NSFNet project 
connection point. Mr. Maloney was a member of the WestNet Steering Committee and 
continues to participate in WestNet activities. 
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Rex Miller, Chief Financial Officer, ENA 
Mr. Miller has been with ENA since August 1998. His 16 years of finance and 
accounting experience help ensure that ENA has the financial strength to serve its 
customers well into the future. He also has extensive experience in E-Rate funding. 
Prior to joining ENA, he served as Director of Finance of Coventry Corporation, a $1 
billion managed health care company. Mr. Miller also spent seven years as an audit 
manager for Arthur Andersen, LLP. Mr. Miller oversees all financial operations, 
including E-Rate funding efforts. 
Steve Wagner, VP of Operations, Syringa Networks 
Mr. Wagner joined Syringa Networks in 2002, assuming the operations management role 
in the company. With 28 years of successful engineering, operations, and technical 
experience, Mr. Wagner was responsible for Systems Engineering for enterprise and 
service provider customers for the Idaho and Montana region of Cisco Systems. At the 
County of Riverside in California, Mr. Wagner held the position of Senior Data 
Networking Engineer providing data networks engineering for 70 county departments, K­
12 Education, state and federal agencies in Riverside County. Prior to that, Mr. Wagner 
held several management, supervisory, and technical positions in the Special Services 
organization at Pacific Bell. 
Adam Johnston, Vice President of Sales 
Mr. Johnston joined Syringa Networks in 2002 to manage the Telecom Carrier market. 
Mr. Johnston has over 18 years of experience in combined sales and management roles 
with major industry carriers and hardware providers. After six successful years of 
growing and serving the wholesale market at Syringa Networks, he was chosen to direct 
and lead the entire sales organization including Enterprise, Government and Education. 
His main responsibility focuses on client acquisition, service and satisfaction. Mr. 
Johnston adds unique knowledge and perspective while delivering the highest levels of 
services and support to his customers. 
Gayle Nelson, Vice President, Customer Services, ENA 
Ms. Nelson joined ENA in 2004 bringing over twenty years of experience in sales, 
operations management and customer service. She is responsible for customer 
relationship management and business development activities nationwide. Prior to 
joining ENA, she held a variety of leadership roles at IBM and was most recently the 
Business Unit Executive responsible for software sales and customer service in a five­
state region in the Midwest. She also served as Director of Sales at Vastera Corporation, 
a provider of global trade managed services to Global 2000 companies, where she was 
responsible for technology and managed services sales and customer relations. Ms. 
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Nelson oversees all customer relations coordinated through the Account Services 
Managers. 
Lillian Kellogg, Vice President, Client Services, ENA 
Ms. Kellogg has dedicated her career to education and technology and has more than 20 
years of experience in working with school districts and libraries in the field of 
educational technology. She is a member of the board ofdirectors for the Software and 
Infonnation Industry Association (SUA), the Consortium for School Networking (CoSN) 
and the Partnership for 21 st Century Skills. She co-chairs CoSN's Empowering the 21 st 
Century Superintendent initiative as well as co-chairs the education board for SIIA. 
Lillian also serves as a member of the Executive Committees for CoSN and the 
Partnership for 21 st Century Skills. Before joining ENA, she served as Vice President of 
Strategic Relations for netTrekker, the trusted search engine for schools. Prior to 
netTrekker, she founded The Peak Group, an industry-leading consultancy that published 
industry analysis reports on emerging technologies in education such as virtual schools 
and wireless technologies. She started her career as a hi'gh school teacher and has held 
national positions with education and library market leaders such as Encyclopedia 
Britannica. Ms. Kellogg oversees marketing and research and development as well as 
strategic national association partnerships. 
Jean Schmidt, Chief People Officer, ENA 
With 35 years experience in leading human resources, administration, and strategic 
planning for several US Fortune 500 companies, Mrs. Schmidt joined ENA as Chief 
People Officer in October 2000. Mrs. Schmidt's career has been focused on leading and 
facilitating the development and implementation of business strategies for a company's 
major growth and change initiatives. Prior to joining ENA, she was Vice President of 
Human Resources and Administration and Business Planning for Aspect 
Communications. Mrs. Schmidt oversees all human relations and personnel policies. 
Oliver Landow, National Customer Services Director 
Mr. Landow joined ENA in 2008 and has extensive experience marketing complex 
enterprise technology to government agencies and Fortune 2000 companies. Oliver has a 
track record of ensuring his customers receive the highest level of customer satisfaction 
due to his constant vigilance and personal attention required in today's ever changing 
high tech environments. Mr. Landow is responsible for the overall growth, retention and 
strategic planning of key opportunities across the United States. 
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Michael McKerley - Director of Research and Development, ENA 
Mr. McKerley began working with ENA in July of2000. He is responsible for leading 
ENA's technology research, evaluation and product development efforts. He is 
specifically focused on designing and deploying network-based services for ENA­
managed networks. Mr. McKerley is the co-architect of ENA Connect, ENA's flagship 
VoIP, Telecommunications and Long Distance service, and, as Director of Research & 
Development he is primarily responsible for ensuring that ENA's ongoing voice 
enhancements and innovations continue to meet and exceed the needs of the nation's 
educators in the 21 st century. Prior to joining ENA, Mr. McKerley served as a consultant 
for the state of Wisconsin Department of fnfo-Tech Services, where he worked to provide 
managed network and technology services to over twenty-five different state agencies 
spread across the state. He has also worked as an engineer for Oracle, the software 
development company, and Atlas Copco, an international manufacturing conglomerate 
with offices throughout North America, Europe and Asia. 
Simon Weller, Director of Product Design, ENA 
Mr. Weller joined ENA in 2004 and has served in leading engineering and technical roles 
throughout his career. Mr. Weller has several technical certifications including Cisco 
Certified Network Associate (CCNA) and Linux Professional Institute Level 2 
Certification (LPfC-2). Mr. Weller is the co-architect of ENA's flagship voice solution, 
ENA Connect. Mr. Weller oversees ENA's ongoing product development, enhancements 
and innovations. 
Amanda Pappas, Voice Product Manager, ENA 
Ms. Pappas joined ENA's Research and Development team in 2008, bringing with her 
over a decade of voice and telecommunications experience. During her tenure at 
AT&T/SBe, she served as product manager of their Voice over IP products, and 
managed the development and roll-out ofSBC's hosted VoIP Product. Prior to that, she 
worked in Procurement, where she led cross-functional teams in saving millions of 
dollars, expediting contracts and overall vendor management. At ENA, Ms. Pappas is 
responsible for providing strategic management of our suite of voice solutions and 
services which includes the coordination of product releases and ensuring a smooth 
transition for new products. 
Paul Brady, Director of Network Engineering, ENA 
Mr. Brady began working at ENA in August of 1999. He manages a team of IT 
professionals in support of ENA's network and network infrastructure. He is responsible 
for the overall performance and availability of the network. He also ensures network 
problems are identified and addressed in a timely manner commensurate to customer 
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expectations. He is responsible to implement policies and procedures regarding how 
problems are identified, received, documented, distributed and corrected. 
Monica Farner, Director of Marketing, ENA 
Mrs. Farner joined ENA in 2000 and in the last nine years has demonstrated an 
enthusiastic and results-oriented dedication to improving education through technology in 
the schools and libraries across Florida, Indiana and Tennessee. Before joining ENA, she 
served as the Product Marketing Director at Passport Health Communications, an 
industry-leading technology company dedicated to creating online technologies that 
improve the healthcare process for both patients and healthcare staff. Mrs. Farner is 
responsible for customer retention and satisfaction, customer communications, product 
management and value-added services. 
Ward Chaffin, Director of Finance, ENA 
Mr. Chaffin joined ENA in 2000 as ENA's Director of Finance. Now having over 16 
years of experience in accounting and finance, his primary responsibilities include cash 
management, budget development, financial reporting, audit coordination, securing 
insurance and overseeing tax requirements. Mr. Chaffin also takes care to ensure ENA's 
compliance with all federal, state and local laws. He is responsible for ENA's success in 
streamlining accounting processes to maximize efficiencies in the department. Mr. 
Chaffin manages all of ENA's corporate accounting and budget functions. 
April Scott, Director of Finance, ENA 
In January 1999, Mrs. Scott joined ENA as the Director of Finance for E-Rate 
Operations. Mrs. Scott's primary responsibilities are managing ENA's E-Rate financial 
operations, technology provisioning, vendor relations and assisting customers in 
complying with E-Rate guidelines. She has been instrumental in obtaining in excess of 
$100 million in E-Rate funding approvals for ENA customers. Mrs. Scott brings over 
nine years of financial experience to ENA. Mrs. Scott oversees all aspects of financial 
operations, including technology provisioning and E-Rate filing assistance and 
compliance. 
Travis Wales, Field Services Manager, ENA 
Mr. Wales joined ENA in 2002 as a Field Services Engineer. He was promoted to Field 
Services Manager in 2007. As such, he provides direction to a team offield engineers 
and support analysts who maintain and support data communication systems. He 
identifies issues and appropriate course of action as well as works with Network 
Operations and other infrastructure support personnel to resolve customer service calls 
within SLA guidelines and department standards. 
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Dana Briggs, Network Operations Center Manager, ENA 
Mr. Briggs has over 14 years of experience in customer support. His prior experience 
included a former Fortune 500 PC manufacturer, and just before joining ENA he worked 
for one of the most profitable private telecoms in the country located in the Midwest. Mr. 
Briggs also served as the Manager of Technical Support and Customer Service with over 
90 agents for PrairieWave Communications (now Knology, Inc.) located in South 
Dakota. Mr. Briggs' career has focused on Technical Support and Network Monitoring 
for residential, business and education-based customers. Mr. Briggs joined ENA in 
February 2008 as the Network Operations Center Manager. He specializes in providing 
various technologies to resolve problems and obtain high levels of customer satisfaction. 
Mr. Briggs oversees all customer support and network monitoring for ENA. 
Greg Horton, Projects and Development Manager, ENA 
With over 10 years experience in the information technology, software development and 
project management arenas, including positions within several U.S. Fortune 1000 
companies, Mr. Horton joined ENA as Projects and Development Manager in June 2008. 
His career has focused on partnering with business units to leverage technology solutions 
in support of operational and strategic initiatives. Prior to joining ENA, Mr. Horton was 
the IT Project Manager for the Business Intelligence initiative with Comdata 
Corporation. Mr. Horton oversees a team of software development, database 
administration and project management professionals responsible for designing, 
developing and delivering ENA's software solutions. 
Terry Guilyard, Project Manager, ENA 
A seasoned professional with 27 years in the Information Technology (IT) and 
Telecommunications industries, Mr. Guilyard has worked for several Fortune 100 
companies in the telecommunications, petroleum, and healthcare industries. His 
experience includes voice engineering, product evaluation, and telecom management. 
Mr. Guilyard has worked with numerous voice technologies including IP telephony, 
interactive voice response, voice messaging, call centers, and wireless voice technologies, 
to name a few. Prior to joining ENA, he was Director of Voice Systems and Engineering 
at a very large healthcare company where he lead the development of the voice strategy 
for this very diverse enterprise with over 200,000 employees and over a thousand voice 
systems. Mr. Guilyard is responsible for managing the implementation of voice systems 
at ENA. 
Courtney Dirks, Implementation Project Manager, ENA 
In February 2006, Ms. Dirks joined ENA in Operations Support. Reflecting her 
experience in operations, Ms. Dirks was promoted several times and most recently to the 
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position of Implementation Project Manager. Ms. Dirks currently manages the 
implementation of fiber/wireless circuits to ensure projects are completed on time, within 
budget, and with a high degree of customer satisfaction. 
Joe Temple, Implementation Project Manager, ENA 
Mr. Temple joined ENA in 2006 as a Customer Support Engineer after the completion of 
his Master's in Information and Communication Sciences. While obtaining his Bachelor 
of Science degree from Ball State University, he worked as a Technical Support 
Consultant for the University. In Joe's most recent position as one of ENA's 
Implementation Project Manger's, he ensures the successful deployment of ENA's 
circuit-based service offerings to customers from initial career cost inquiry to final 
installation. 
Kris Vivrette, E-Rate Support, ENA 
Mrs. Vivrette joined ENA in 2005. As ENA's Senior Finance Specialist, she is 
responsible for supporting the Finance Team with a focus on telecom cost analysis, 
invoicing and government program compliance. Mrs. Vivrette also works with 
customers to respond to E-Rate requests and completes E-Rate invoices and other 
vendor-required forms. 
All ENA personnel who will be working on the lEN project will undergo any 
required background screening, for approval to work on school grounds. 
Full resumes for all personnel responsible for the design, implementation, project 
management and operations of the lEN can be found in Exhibit 6. 
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9.11 (ME) IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 
The Contractor will submit to the State of [claho CIO OHice an implementation plan for the 
deployment of the services, along with proposed pricing schemes that reflect the services to be 
included in the associated contract resulting from the award of this RFP for deployment of 
services. Specifically, it is envisioned that Vendors shaH provide written details of an lEN 
Phased Deployment plan that will include: Network Discovery (e.g. assisting the State in the 
inventory of already existing legacy public school. libraries and state agency networks to 
include network equipment. connectivity, facilities, use of E-Rate Funding, etc); Analysis of 
Survey findings (to identify actual network build Ollt requirements); School Participation' [EN 
Markding Plan: Pilot program "Proof of Concept" installations to validate requirements: "Go 
live" Phase I for instaHation of services support to all Idaho Public Higll Schools: An 
Operations and Maintenance plan: followed by future lEN Phased Deployments (Elementary. 
Middle schools, Libraries. State agencies) and Technology refreshment plans. 
lEN Alliance Implementation Roadmap 
The lEN Alliance phased implementation plan outlined in this section is based on the 
following goals and parameters: 
•	 Conduct a "Network Discovery" to identify and leverage existing state and local 
investments in infrastructure, hardware, and other state and locally-procured 
assets wherever possible in order to achieve maximum cost efficiencies. 
•	 Analyze findings to identify any network build-out requirements. 
•	 Develop and implement a model that enables and fosters public-private
 
partnerships.
 
•	 Create a marketing and customer outreach plan to communicate the lEN Project 
and its scheduled phased implementation plan. 
•	 Work with limited funding in Year I to gather data and demonstrate success by 
establishing proof of concepts that can be replicated statewide in an effort to 
secure additional funding in subsequent years and develop a sustainable funding 
model. 
•	 Achieve the migration of the Phase I and Phase II school sites to lEN over a three 
to five year period based on need, existing district contract obligations and local 
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access provider build-out schedules. This migration will be accomplished 
through execution under a project plan focused on a seamless transition for 
existing and new sites. 
•	 Implement backbone connectivity and service support models to optimize overall 
effectiveness and to leverage the federal E-Rate discount program to the greatest 
extent possible and practical. 
•	 Introduce value-added services that leverage the shared lEN infrastructure and 
support model and facilitate the sharing of resources on a regional and/or 
statewide basis over time based on success and acceptance. 
The uncertainties related to funding and scope in the first 12-18 months necessitate a 
more high-level and collaborative initial approach to the implementation plan. Upon 
achieving a more complete picture of the existing environment and resources available 
through discovery and analysis, we will create a project plan that captures all the detailed 
activities and timel ines that we typically provide and that are critical to the success of a 
project of this nature. We have outlined a phased implementation plan based on four 
high-level strategies that answer the following key questions: 
o	 Connectivity - How will we "Go Live" and transition or connect lEN Customers? 
o	 Operations and Maintenance - How will we implement, manage and support a 
superior, scaleable and future-proof statewide network? 
o	 Funding - How will we effectively utilize funding sources such as E-Rate to 
leverage State and local budgets.? 
o	 Communications and Collaboration - How will we effectively communicate 
and outreach to lEN customers and engage a community around the lEN? 
Connectivity 
The ultimate goal of this plan is to establish a shared statewide backbone that provides 
the state ofIdaho with a scalable network architecture that will fulfill the Phase [ and 
Phase II requirements of this RFP and to leverage as much existing infrastructure and as 
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many existing assets as possible to minimize costs. We believe this is achievable over a 
three to five year period provided adequate funding is available in each year to achieve 
the established milestones 
For the first 90-120days the plan focuses on two primary activities: 
1.	 Finalize and begin to execute a plan to upgrade and integrate the existing IdaNet 
backbone into the proposed lEN backbone infrastructure and develop a solid plan 
for migrating current IdaNet end sites to the new backbone, and 
2.	 Conduct a significant data gathering and analysis exercise for the purpose of 
solidifying costs and requirements and identifying solid "Proofof Concept" sites 
for implementation in Year I. 
As outlined in Section 9.1, the architecture and plan that we have proposed provides a 
mechanism to connect to and begin the transitioning IdaNet MGX ATM network with 
Iittle to no loss of service to the agencies that currently use that network. 
In addition, the lEN Alliance Partners will assist the State in conducting a comprehensive 
inventory of existing legacy public school, libraries and state agency networks to include 
network equipment, connectivity, facilities, use of E-Rate and other relevant data that 
wil1 enable us to identifY actual network build-out requirements. Having managed and 
supported numerous statewide education network implementations and transitions, we 
have developed tools and processes that streamline and simplify the process of gathering 
and maintaining this data. Using these templates as a baseline, we will work with OCIO 
and DOE to make any customizations necessary and finalize the methods for data 
gathering and survey distribution. Please see Section 8.104 and Appendix B for details 
on our approach to data gathering and sample data gathering tools. 
Once the data gathering process is complete, the data will be analyzed to identify sites 
that are strong candidates for participating in the "Proofof Concept" stage based on a list 
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of characteristics that have been established in cooperation with DOE/OCIO. Based on 
our understanding of the objectives for the proof of concept installations, we have 
outlined the approach we would recommend in defining the criteria and selecting the 
optimal proof of concept sites and have suggested a list of characteristics to look for to 
make the tinal selection. Please see Section 8.1.7 for detailed information on our "Proof 
of Concept" approach. 
Following the data gathering and proof of concept phases the lEN Alliance will work 
with OCIO to develop a detailed project plan to connect the remaining Phase I sites to the 
lEN backbone. While we believe that connecting all Phase I sites is achievable by the 
2/0 1/20 Ia target date, the project schedule will rely on the level of funding that is 
available as well as existing school district contract commitments. Where contracts are in 
place with carriers who are not currently an lEN Alliance Partner, we will work with the 
school districts and the local providers to explore additional partnership opportunities as 
well as options to assume existing contracts to facilitate participation in lEN. The lEN 
Alliance has a very successful track record doing both. 
The project plan associated with this phase will be in a similar format to the sample 
project plan that we have provided in Appendix Q. This project plan, in Microsoft 
Project format, represents an actual project that ENA completed in 2007. The project 
entailed working with three different carriers to transition a large school district's entire 
wide area network (over 200 end sites) while simultaneously upgrading over 75% of the 
end sites from TI s to scalable fiber service. It is important to note the extensive 
preparation, testing and contingency planning that is undertaken prior to cutover/"Go 
Live". These activities are a standard part of all network transition project plans and 
essential to eliminate or minimize downtime when service is transitioned. 
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Operations and Maintenance Plan 
An operational plan for a project such as lEN, one that crosses organizational and agency 
boundaries and will support a wide range of communities, begins by establishing a solid 
governance model. One of the most important attributes of this governance model is 
cross-organizational executive sponsorship to provide clear strategic direction, ensure the 
alignment of goals and objectives, provide for the appropriate oversight, and streamline 
the process for resolving issues. As outlined in Section 8.5, we recommend the 
establishment of a governance counci I to be co-chaired by the State of Idaho project 
sponsor and the lEN Alliance executive project manager and to include the appropriate 
service delivery executives from the lEN Alliance Partners as well as members from 
OCIO, the State Department of Education and other state entities as required. This body 
will oversee the execution of the project, consider and approve scope change requests, 
assure prompt issue resolution, and evaluate overall delivery excellence. 
The chart below illustrates a concept of how the Governance Council might be structured. 
If awarded a contract we will work with the OCIO to incorporate your suggestions and 
formalize this governance model. 
Figure 36: lEN Alliance Governance Council Model 
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The lEN Alliance Service Delivery Team will be staffed with a team of experts in the 
following areas: 
• Ordering and Provisioning 
• Network Architecture and Engineering 
• Help Desk Support and Field Services 
• Billing and E-Rate Administration 
• Customer Relationship Management and Outreach 
The lEN Alliance will establish a Network Operation Center and central Help Desk in or 
near Boise and maintain toll free lines for voice and facsimile for communication during 
all phases of the project and will maintain these lines for the duration of the project. 
While there are numerous partners represented in this response, the lEN Alliance will 
establish a single point of contact for each end user community to be responsible for all 
aspects of service delivery, including: order entry, installation, maintenance and 
24x7x52x365 support for all components of the service. It will be the lEN Alliance's 
responsibility to coordinate all resources necessary to maintain and support the service 
and provide for rapid response to resolve issues in the event of a service disruption. 
In addition to the toll-free Help Desk, the lEN Alliance will assign Account Service 
Managers (ASM) to be responsible for Customer Relationship Management and 
Outreach. The ASM team will play an integral role in the data gathering process and in 
achieving the milestones established under the lEN Marketing Plan. Once the Proof of 
Concept sites are implemented, the assigned ASM will be responsible for monitoring 
progress at these sites and for documenting successes as evidence to support the 
subsequent year's budget request. In addition, it is the ASM's responsibility to gather 
customer feedback on an ongoing basis and provide ongoing input to the lEN Alliance 
Governance Council as part of the continuous improvement process. 
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The lEN Alliance team will expand over time as the number of communities and end 
sites connected to lEN and served and supported by the lEN Alliance grows. 
Funding 
The third key component of the Implementation Plan will be to develop a long-term 
sustainable business plan. Funding remains a serious challenge to schools and libraries, 
and in the current economic climate will only intensitY. It will, therefore, be critical to 
leverage all possible funding resources (federal, state, local and private sector), with a 
particular focus on maximizing the E-Rate program. The State is taking the first step by 
establishing lEN and creating a vehicle to aggregate service and create economies of 
scale. 
Assuming a contract is executed within the timeframe established in this RFP, one of the 
first things that will need to be done is to complete the E-Rate Form 471 application 
requesting E-Rate reimbursements to match funds that are being requested for the 2009­
20 I0 fiscal year. Leveraging the lEN Alliance's E-Rate expertise, we will assist the State 
in completing this application. Please see Section 8.1.39 of this RFP response for detailed 
information on our comprehensive E-Rate support process. 
Throughout the first 18 months the lEN Alliance will conduct E-Rate training and 
roundtable sessions and work with the school districts and libraries to develop and 
document a plan to optimize E-Rate funding for 2010/201 I. This plan, along with the 
information gathered during the inventory and proof of concept phases, will serve as 
input and will enable the State to conduct a cost-benefit analysis based on actual results 
to quantitY future costs and develop a more defined business plan. We understand that it 
will be imperative to demonstrate success as well as the cost-effectiveness of the project 
in the early phases ofIEN in order to secure future funding and we are committed to 
assist in this endeavor. 
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The lEN Alliance stays informed and ahead offunding opportunities to assist schools and 
libraries in offsetting the costs of infrastructure. We are dedicated to working with the 
State to continuously research and leverage funding sources that will allow us to deliver 
enhanced services 
Communications and Collaboration 
The key to a successful project is communication among all involved entities (i.e. the 
lEN customers, the State ofIdaho, the Department of Education, Commission for 
Libraries, and all lEN Alliance members. As such, if awarded a contract, the lEN 
Alliance will work with the State to develop a "Communication and Outreach Plan" This 
plan will establish communication outreach to all lEN customers at scheduled intervals 
throughout the transition period. Please see examples of our customer transition 
communication outreach newsletters from a previous statewide network transition in 
Indiana in Appendix K. 
Outlined below is an example of the customer communication and outreach schedule 
ENA developed in collaboration with the Indiana Department of Education when 
transitioning their school districts to the new ENA INschools.net network. 
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•1 schools.net 
Indiana Q2 - Q4
 
Customer Communication and Outreach Plan
 
Quarter 2 
Apr 8, ENA Customer E-mail/Listserv Supts, Tech Intra to ENA 
2005 Communication Directors 
Apr 18, ESC Executive Presentation ESC Establish relationship 
2005 Director's Meeting Executive and Customer Outreach 
Directors, Program 
April 18, ENA Customer E-mail/Listserv/ 
ESC Staff 
Supts, Tech Update on network 
2005 Communication Mail Directors transition lans 
Apr 20, Meet with Cheryl Meeting 1:1 Education Build high level IN 
2005 Orr Roundtable state/ ov relationshi s 
Apr 21, UNITE Users Booth Tech Establish relationship, 
2005 Conference Directors visibi!!!l' and awareness 
April 11 - Customer Upgrade Phone Contact Tech Confirm upgrade 
30,2005 Confirmation Directors re uests 
May 1, ENA Customer E-mail/Listserv/ Supts, Tech Promote ESC meetings 
2005 Communication Mail Directors and transition u date 
May 1­ ESC Regional Presentation Supts, Tech Establish Relationship, 
May 31, Meetings Directors, Visibility and Awareness 
2005 ESC Staff 
May 1­ Association Meetings 1:1 IAPSS Establish relationship, 
Jun 30, Meetings (Supts), visibility and awareness 
2005 IASP 
(Principals), 
HECC/ICE 
(Tech 
Directors 
May 1­ ENA Customer Meetings 1:1 Supts, Tech Meet personally with all 
Sep 30, Visits Directors school corporations 
2005 
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Jun 1, 
2005 
ENA Customer 
Communication 
E-mail/Listserv/ 
Mail 
Supts, Tech 
Directors 
Establish relationship, 
visibility and awareness 
Jun 13-14, 
2005 
IN High School 
Summit 
Sponsor Chief, 
Principals 
Establish relationship, 
visibility and awareness 
Quarter 3 
, ;;'#. ' •. <•._'~"-' ,;ta':.
'Y< ~. 
Jul1, 
2005 
ENA Customer E-mail/Listserv/ Supts, Tech 
Communication Mail Directors 
Welcome! 
Transition complete 
Aug 15, 
2005 
Invitation ­ E-mail/Listserv Tech Directors, 
Online Support Primary Contacts 
Tools Webinar 
Participation in Webinar 
Aug 17, 
2005 
Webinar - VolP IN UPDATE Tech Directors Introduce ENA Voice 
Solutions 
Aug 19, 
2005 
IN UPDATE E-mail/Listserv Tech Directors, 
Communication Primary Contacts 
Update on INschools 
network and activities 
Aug 22, 
2005 
Webinar - Online Webinar Tech Directors, 
Support Tools Primary Contacts 
Training on support 
tools 
Aug 31, 
2005 
Call Us First Desktop Tech Directors, 
Promotion Promotional Primary Contacts 
Item 
Call us first for service 
and support 
Sep 2, 
2005 
Reminder E-mail/Listserv Tech Directors, 
Invitation ­ IN UPDATE Primary Contacts 
Online Support 
Tools Second 
Webinar 
Participation in Webinar 
I 
Sep 12, 
2005 
Webinar - Online Webinar Tech Directors, 
Support Tools Primary Contacts 
Training on support 
tools 
Sep 16, 
2005 
IN UPDATE E-mail/Listserv Tech Directors, 
Communication Primary Contacts 
Update on INschools 
network and activities 
Sep 26­
27, 
2005 
IAPSS/ISBA Sponsorship & Supts, 
FALL Exhibit Booth Administrators, and 
CONFERENCE School Boards 
Establish relationship, 
visibility and awareness 
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Quarter 4 
- .
-. 
Oct 10, Invitation - Grants E-mail/Listserv Tech Directors, Participation in Webinar 
2005 & Funding IN UPDATE Primary Contacts 
Webinar 
Oct 14, IN UPDATE E-mail/Listserv Tech Directors, Update on INschools 
2005 Communication Primary Contacts network and activities 
Oct 18, Webinar - Grants Webinar Tech Directors, Information on grants 
2005 & Funding Primary Contacts and funding for 
technology 
Oct 31, 
2005 
IN Newspaper 
First Edition 
(Tentative) 
Direct Mail Tech Directors, 
Primary Contacts, 
Administrators, 
Librarians, School 
Boards 
Establish relationship, 
visibility and awareness 
Nov 2, Webinar - ENA E-mail/Listserv Tech Directors, Information on ENA 
2005 Product Offerings IN UPDATE Primary Contacts services 
(Tentative) 
Nov 9, Webinar ­ E-mail/Listserv Tech Directors, Information on 
2005 Internet2 Primary Contacts Internet2 
Nov 11, IN UPDATE E-mail/Listserv Tech Directors, Update on INschools 
2005 Communication Primary Contacts network and activities 
Nov 17­ HECC 2005 Fall Sponsorship, Tech Directors Establish relationship, 
18,2005 Conference Presentations, visibility and awareness 
Exhibit Booth 
Dec 9, IN UPDATE E-mail/Listserv Tech Directors, Update on INschools 
2005 Communication Primary Contacts network and activities 
Dec 2, Invitation - E­ E-mail/Listserv/ Tech Directors, Participation in Webinar 
2005 Rate Webinar IN UPDATE Primary Contacts 
Dec 14, Webinar - E-Rate Webinar Tech Directors, Information on the E­
2005 Process Primary Contacts Rate process 
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The charts beginning on the following page outlines the timeline associated with the four 
following high-level strategic approach activities described previously in this section: 
1) Connectivity 
2) Operations and Maintenance 
3) Funding 
4) Communications and Collaboration 
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ConnectiYit
 
Start-up Period Year 1 Year 2 Year 3
 
2/112009-6/30/2009 7/0112009-6/30/2010 7/1/2010-6/30/2011 7/1/2011-6/30/2012
 
•	 Review and begin • Begin implementation • Continue prioritized last • Continue prioritized
 
migration of IdaNet ofpilot sites (this can mile build-out built-out
 (backbone OC3 begin prior to 7/1/09 for • Continue lEN backbone • Make necessary
 
infrastructure. service start date of expansion to support enhancements to
 
•	 Complete schools and 7/1/09 if funding is participant growth backbone capacity to
 
libraries technology approved) Finish connecting to all support load
 • 
inventory • Develop a prioritization Phase l(b) sites as • Continue connecting 
Analyze survey and data plan for bui.ld-out of funding and local Phase II sites as • 
gathering results to Ph~e I (b) connectivity contractual funding and local 
identify pilot/proof of • Begin prioritized bui.ld- commitments permit contractual 
concept sites out ofPhase I (b) • Develop and begin commitments permit 
•	 Complete Site Surveys connectivity based on executing a plan for
 
to determine site build- funding connecting Phase II
 
out and equipment • Solicit participation of sites as funding and
 
requirements additional local carriers local contractual
 
where 'required	 commitments permit 
•	 Be,gin transition ofloeal • Completely J.ports from IdaNet MGX decommission IdaNet 
infr~tructure to· lEN MGXes 
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Start-ltD Period 
2/112009-6/30/2009 
"'v'" 
Year 1 
7/01/2009-6/30/2010 
Year 3 
7/1/2011-6/30/2012 
•	 Begin implementation of •	 Continue to evolve and • Implement process for
 
the support organization in
 build-out of support continuous improvement to (
organization in line with optimiZe governance,
 
funding.
 
line with project scope and 
project scope and funding advisory, accounting, 
reporting for all served
 
Governance Council and
 
•	 Kick-off meeting of 
constituents 
regularly scheduled 
meetings. 
(
 
•	 Establish lEN Governance 
Council 
•	 ENA wiUlead the lEN 
Alliance in defining a 
supp0l1 model and structure 
that leverages the combined 
strengths of all Alliance 
Partners based on a 
successful track record of 
implementing similar 
support organizations in 
other states. 
•	 Define metrics and success 
criteria and reporting 
mechanisms to monitor 
progress. 
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Conummications and Collaboration - Conununication and Outreach Plan 
Start-up Period Year I Year 2 
2/1/2009-6/30/2009 7/01/2009-6/30/20 10 7/1/2010-6/30/2011 
• Engage existing K-12 • Establish methods of • Continue to execute • 
technology and regular ongoing communication plan 
leadership organizations communication • Implement mechanisms • 
(lETA, ISSA, lASA) to • Implement mechanisms for continuous input and 
identify any existing for continuous input and feedback (leverage all 
venues for feedback (leverage all customer feedback 
communication and customer feedback processes) 
outreach .processes) • Conduct Customer • 
• Work with DOE/OCIO • Conduct Customer Satisfaction Survey and 
to establish participation Satisfaction Survey and address any 
in existing task forces address any deficiencies. 
and councils where deficiencies. • Regular customer visits • 
appropriate (ITRMC, • Regular customer visits conducted by ASM 
Distance-Learning Task conducted by ASM teanl 
Force, etc) team • Identify education and • 
• Develop community­ • IdentifY education and training opportunities to 
driven advisory groups training opportunities to increa<;e community, 
• Assemble Account increase community, patticipation and 
Service Management participation and support. 
(ASM) team support. • Update training and • 
• Establish lEN • Establish IEN Advisory communication based 
communication and Council to identify on new requirements. 
marketing plan in current and future • Conduct lEN Advisory • 
collaboration with needs. Council and modify 
DOE/OCIO ba<;ed on advisory group 
• Establish methods of recommendations. 
regular ongoing • 
communication 
~
 
An er@ Company 
Year 3 
7/1/2011-6/30/2012 
Continue to execute 
communication plan 
Implem:nt mec.hanisms I (
for contmuous mput and 
feedback (leverage all 
customer feedback 
processeS) 
Conduct Customer 
Satisfaction Survey and 
address any 
deficiencies. 
Reglilar customer visits 
conducted by ASM 
teattI 
IdentifY educatipn and 
training opportunities to 
increase community, 
participation and 
supp0rl. I ( 
Update training and
 
commtinicationbased
 
on new requirements.
 
Conduct IEN Advisory
 
Council and modify
 
based on advisory group
 
recommendations.
 
.,··.;Of........ 
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Funding 
Start-up Period Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 
2/1/2009-6/30/2009 7/01/2009-6/30/2010 7/1/2010-6/30/2011 7/1/2011-6/30/2012 
• Enter into contracts with 
Idaho Department of 
Administration! DOE 
• Complete E-Rate Form 
471 Application(s) for 
potential services that 
can be delivered upon 
funding approval 
• Begin E-Rate data 
gathering and analysis 
• Establish and 
communicate E-Rate 
process pilot 
participants 
• Engage in advocacy 
efforts to gain 
legislative support for 
funding 
• Work with DOE/OCIO 
to establish funding 
allocation and 
disbursement plan of 
Year 1 components to 
be funded based on 
level of funding 
approved 
• Conduct E-Rare training 
and roundtable sessions 
with a focus on 
compliance and 
mitigating district fears 
related to participating 
in lEN ( application and 
invoicing process, etc) 
• Work with districts 
throughout Year 1 to 
develop anddocumenta 
pljUl to optimize E-Rate 
funding for 2010120l1 
• Establish funding 
request for Year 2 based 
on Year 1 success 
• Execute E-Rate 
Optimization Plan based 
on available funding 
• Establish funding 
request for Year 3 if 
necessary based on Year 
1 and 2 success 
• AChieve sustainable 
funding model 
combining federal, state 
and local funds 
( 
( 
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Start-up Period 
2/1/2009-6/30/2009 
•	 Enter into contracts with 
Idaho Department of 
Administration/ DOE 
•	 Complete E-Rate Form 
471 Application(s) for 
potential services that 
can be delivered upon 
funding approval 
•	 Begin E-Rate data 
gathering and analysis 
•	 Establish and 
communicate E- Rate 
process pilot 
participants 
•	 Engage in advocacy 
efforts to gain 
legislative support for 
funding 
•	 Work with DOE/OCIO 
to establish funding 
allocation and 
disbursement plan of 
Year 1 components to 
be funded based on 
level of funding 
approved 
SERVJCEJS THE SOLUTlON 
Fundino 
Year .1 
7/01/2009-6/30/2010 
• Conduct E-Rate training 
and fOlmdt::lble sessions 
with a focus on 
compliance and 
mitigating district fears 
related to participating 
in lEN ( application and 
invoicing process, etc) 
• Work with districts 
throughout Year 1 to 
davelopand documenta 
plan to optimize E-Rate 
funding for 2010/2011 
• Establish funding 
request for Year 2 based 
on Year 1 s.uccess 
Year 2 
7/1/2010-6/30/2011 
• Execute E-Rate 
Optimization Plan based 
on available funding 
• Establish funding 
request for Year 3 if 
necessary based on Year 
I and 2 success 
_ 
Year 3 
7/1/2011-6/30/2012 
•	 Achieve sustainable 
funding model (
combhringfederal, state
 
and local funds
 
( 
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The following chart provides a summary view of the major activities comprising the lEN 
and IdaNet migration. In order to ensure all the critical dimensions of this 
comprehensive state-wide program are addressed, it is essential to develop a "big picture" 
view so that the interdependencies will be fully contemplated and addressed as the 
detailed plans are built and executed. This is not a simple, one-dimensional technology 
program. Balance across technology migration, optimization of funding through E-Rate 
and other vehicles, and adoption and exploitation of the new capabilities will be 
necessary to achieve the desired outcomes. While it is fully expected that some 
dimensions will be adjusted as we gain knowledge through discovery and analysis, the 
chart below depicts a high level roadmap that will serve to keep that balance in 
perspective as the phases unfold. 
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An er(~ Company 
lEN Implementation Roadmap 
1.dallIlI1 
MigrlI1i<ln 
l'lanninII 
· Agencle., 
· Loeations 
• Synergy 1 a 
~ 
I.iIrnIrie.s 
1.mltunm)< 
~ Locations 
• Network., 
• Inventory 
• Contracts 
• Facilities 
• Coverage 1b 
( 
Deploy Connectivity to Middle and Elementary Schools and Libraries 
Upgrade end Migrate IdaNet Sites to Common Backbone 
Deploy Connectivity 
to High Schools 
Continue to refine structure, optimize governance, measure and drive continuous process improvement 
- Conceptual Timelines Draft ­
Lessons 
Learned 
IEN/ENA Advlsqry Council 
( 
Provider Communications and Oversight 
£aIab1lIh E.Rate Training & Roundtables <) Refresh Training as needed <) IfumIlD8 I E-Rate optimization planning&1I:J&1Iu Execute E-Rate optimization plan 
• ContrKt. I Establish Yr Z funding request I Establish Vr 3 funding request Achieve sustainable funding model 
• Advocacy 
• E..Rate 
<) Funding <) <)• InltJal471s Checkpoints <) <) <) 
Figure 37: lEN Implementation Roadmap Conceptual Timelines 
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This page is left intentionally blank. 
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9.12 (E) DEPLOYMENT STATUS REPORTS
 
The Contractor's designated f)mject manager II ill provide lIeekly reports 01' the status of an) 
deployment sched ules to the State's designated IEN project manager. Deploy ment status 
reports will provide weeki) information related to the adherence to the cleplo)lllent schedule 
identitied in Appendix A, identification of issues affecting the dCp!l)ylllenr schedule, and 
recoll1mended resolution(s) to any identitied IXlrricrs to network deployment. 
Weekly Deployment Status Reports 
The ENA project manager will provide weekly project status reports to the lEN project 
manager. These reports will be provided in the document format and delivery method 
requested by lEN, and will be in a form that is consumable by the lEN stakeholder 
community, The reports will consist ofa status "dashboard" that will provide an at-a­
glance perspective on the key indicators of project health. 
Below is a sample dashboard, reflecting Phase One status as it might appear 
approximately two months into the project. The charts on the right half of the dashboard 
will be rotated out and others will replace them to represent the most significant activity 
occurring at the time of the dashboard posting. 
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~\'E''nVOPKS An er@ Company 
Sampl. lEN P.oject SI......Ph_ 00.· Sept........ 15._
 
1~...QII
 
"""ed HeehhFade...
 l/~I/ 
P 0 ecr WI &ton_s H. 1m :hecl 
I~ctPlan!!~ '" '" 
.'" IPrOlect Change Process 
-'" 
.././1Proleel Kickoff 
./1Network DIscovery Begun 
'" '" 
Complete Inventories 3 
'" 
'"'" 4Gap Analysis 
Transition Plan 5 '" '" 
~ 
*NefworklSecUT:fy Oesl n 5 '"
 *
 
Contracts \IIfl1h Vendors 6 * *'" Older ClfclJits 6 * ** 
Order EgUi menl 7 * * 
* 
~ 
* 
~ ~* 
Operations/Maintenance Plan 7 
* 
~ 
Proof of Conce I Validated 10 ~ 
Backbone Com lete 12 * 
* 
~
* 
~
* 
~ 
PublIC HI h Schollis (annecte 15 
(Jyelall Pfoject Heahh
 
MII.ston.s

*Protect Tearn ft@.aIh
 
EN
 
EN'*
 
*
 
~ 
. 
- -
'­
_. 
._--. 
.Mi5~ 
'" 
ConlCllete • Completed I 
On Track DPla~* Behiud lconectionq 
sUoltegy III pl.cel
 
Behind (no stJalegy
¢a 
ill place)
• 
T,ouhle (escalation! 
ISStleS & Risks Mitigation Actii'los 
None at thiS time 
District Discovery Status 
80 
Accomolishments and ActMt e$ Underway Status 70 
Gathering Information on district connecti\qty. contracts, On Track· no ';lJrpnS8S 
seNlce levels. proVIders, eqUIpment, E-Rate status 
.. Have full portfolio of mformatlon for 70% of dlstrlcls 
Data anal)'sls begmnmg Analyzing district dalii as II IS gathered 
60
.. 
t; 50E
.. 40Ci : 
Uoli Alvi I ih '0 30
-
Continue analysIs of data gathered to-date to Identify 
gaps 10 full sel'V1ce 
Scheduled 10 begin next Monday 20 
Begm TranSitIOn Plan de\lelopmenl 
Initiate contact With carriers IO'd In dIscovery efforts 
10 
0 !1JDt1t'f1fiBr:Jl1lJ. ..Il n 11 
Week Week \/'·ieek Week Week Totals 
1 3 5 7 9 
, 
L 
_N_oo_'_a_"_"_s_"m_' --L -'I=[J=c=o=m=p=le=te=D=R=e=m=a=IO='=n9=-1 
Figure 38: Sample lEN Dasbboard 
Throughout the life of the project, weekly meetings will be conducted by the ENA 
project manager in coordination with the lEN project manager. The ENA project 
manager will produce minutes of the weekly project meetings and will maintain all 
project documents, including the dashboard, issues log, and action item list. All 
documents will be readily accessible to all project participants. The ENA project 
manager, with the consent of the lEN project manager, will maintain a single 
authoritative source of all project documents. 
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Below are snapshots ofthe issues log and action item list that will be employed to assure 
all issues are tracked to successful resolution and that action items arising from the 
weekly meetings are monitored to closure. 
lEN Project ream Issues LOll 
j 
StalUs: 
-Qpen 
·eend 
-£Iosed Issue Description 
Impact 
(HIMIl) 
Impact To: 
. ~olution 
.£ost 
·Iimeline Raised By 
Om 
Raised 
Target 
Date 
AclUal 
Date 
Issue 
Owner Comments and Updates (include dates) 
lEN Project Team Aetion ~em. 
Status: 
-Qpen 
-f·nd D'le hrg.l Actual Action 
• -flostd Action ~.m D.scription Rais.d By R'istd Oat. Oat. Owner Comm.nls and Updat.s Oncludt dattS) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
7 
8 
9 
10 
8
 
9
 
10
 
11
 
12
 
13
 
14
 
15 
Figure 39: lEN Project Issues and Action Log 
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9.13 (E) BILLING 
The State Ilill provide detailed hilling instructions for c,lch order as placed. In ~()me cases the 
hilled entit) lIill be a consolidated billing to the State in an electronic format. 
For L-R,lIe eligible entities. the contractor lIill be instructed to bill the E-Rall: proces~ing 
organization directly (USAc. Senice Provider Il1\oice. Form --1-74) in accordancc with 
e~tablished E-Rate policies to t:.'nsure that appropriate [-Rate proct:.'ssing C,in be accomplisht:.'d. 
The contraClC>r must comply wi til all appl icable E-Rate requirt:.'lllents. The Stale nwy request a 
copy or sLlnllllar) of billings to other entities. 
Customized Billing Capability 
As the prime contractor representing the lEN Alliance membership, ENA will be 
providing all billing applicable under this contract. ENA is the lEN alliance member 
with the most experience in the E-Rate program and will be responsible for all service 
billing. ENA has significant experience billing K-12 entities at the stale and local level 
for the services required by this RFP. 
ENA maintains a flexible billing system that has the ability to provide easy to understand, 
customized bi lIing to the State or local sites based Qn the State's ultimate needs. ENA 
will work with the State and the other entities using this Contract to design a bill that 
works best for each entity'S needs. ENA can provide bills in electronic format as needed. 
ENA currently bills for services under three different statewide contracts. ENA can work 
with the State to design a system that meets any cost sharing methods or other 
requirements to split bills between the State and local entities. ENA can provide the State 
with pros and cons of various ways to implement its contract and the underlying billing 
related to E-Rate and State vs. local system issues. ENA currently has statewide 
customers that require one statewide invoice payable by the State entity as well as 
statewide agreements that require each local entity to pay monthly invoices. 
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ENA is ready to help the State design a billing methodology that: 
• Best meets the State's needs 
• Meets all E-Rate requirements 
• Minimizes time and resources required to review monthly invoices 
E-Rate Billing 
ENA is very experienced with the Form 474 - Service Provider Invoice, and has utilized 
that method of E-Rate invoicing successfully for the entire life of the E-Rate program on 
behalf of numerous statewide customers. ENA will work with the State to develop 
invoicing methods that use the discounted method required with the Fonn 474, where the 
State and local entities will receive invoices only for the local portion of service and E­
Rate will be billed directly to USAC. 
ENA will maintain copies of all invoices sent to USAC and other Idaho entities using this 
contract and will provide information and copies as requested by the State. 
ENA has been a very successful participant in the E-Rate program with its customers 
since the start of the E-Rate program in 1998. ENA has and will continue to comply with 
all applicable E-Rate requirements and will assist the State in maintaining E-Rate 
compliance, as allowable, as well. 
Please see Section 8.1.39 of this proposal response for detailed infonnation on ENA's 
successful compliance and comprehensive understanding of the E-Rate program. 
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9.14 (E) CERTIFICATION 
The State requires that the biclcler be certificated by the Idaho Division of Purchasing 
Commission to provide the services outlined in this Section of this RFP. The Bidders must 
elaborate on \\hether they \\cHild be willing to tile Taritfs with Division of Purchasing specific 
to the net\\ 01'1,. proposed in their bid. The Bickler Illust elaborate on whether they are \\ ill ing to 
accept direct payment tor US F and NUS F contri butions to their proposed net\\nrK and 
\vhdher they are \\lilting to deduct these contributions ti'om the State"s monet~lr;. obligations 
to\\arcl a contract resulting from this RFP. 
The lEN Alliance has read and will comply with this requirement. 
Idaho State Certification 
As indicated in the Amendment 4, Question and Answer item 6, the Division of 
Purchasing does not have any specific or required certifications related to this bid. In 
addition, there is no requirement to file Tariffs with the Division of Purchasing. ENA 
and Syringa are registered with the Idaho Secretary of State's Office in order to do 
business in the State of Idaho. 
Regarding USF and NUSF contributions, the lEN Alliance has included any such costs in 
its total price for Internet Service in its cost proposal and no additional costs will be 
incurred by the State. ENA will work with the State if another methodology for payment 
of such costs is ultimately desired. [n general, the lEN Alliance's pricing methodology 
which includes any USF and NUSF in its pricing complies with the State's desire that 
such contributions apply against the State's monetary obligations from the contract 
resulting from this RFP. 
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9.15 (IVIE) PROOF OF PERFORMANCE 
Vemlors lIill provide in \\riting detailed plans for testing of the lEN core net\\OrK. follO\\ing 
the installation ami acti\ ation of all equipillent. to include testing of each link to insure and 
n:rit) propl.'r transillissioll speeds ami Ill\\ latenc). Vendors \\ill also provide a pl<1I1 on 110\\ 
they \\ill doeuillent these tl.'sts and present their tindings to the Stilte lEN OCIO office. Note 
the results of all these tests \\ill be docuillented b) the contractor. given to the State: ami 
becollle" pan of the Vendors iVl"intenanel.' records. along \\ ith reLjuirecll1lonthl; status repons 
specified in sections 8.1 and 9.12. 
The lEN AII iance wi II perform a "screen shot" from the perspective of the customer 
premises equipment upon installation of a new or upgraded service at each end site. This 
"screen shot" will contain parameters and test results documenting that the equipment, 
link and connectivity has been established at the indicated end site and will include 
results that will verifY proper transmission speeds and low latency to the location. These 
test results will become part of the lEN Alliance Maintenance records and will be 
provided as part of the deployment project closeout report to the State lEN oelo office, 
along with any required monthly status reports specified in Sections 8.1 and 9.12. This 
report will contain a summary report of the lEN core network as well as all sites 
implemented on the lEN core network. with a passing grade representing validation of 
transmission speed and latency within the specifications of the RFP. The report will be 
provided to the lEN project manager in both written and electronic form and will serve as 
a baseline of successful installation. 
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10.0 PRICING SCHEDULES
 
The Bidder will clearly identify each offered service (by service type) and be specific on all 
elements, processes, fees, etc. included in the cost Bid proposals will address the impact of 
normal growth, as well as planned and unplanned network expansion or service enhancement. 
A II prices shall bl? proposed on a "per un if' as a recurri ng or nonrccurri ng basis. A II bidder 
costs musl be retkcted in either the monlhly recurring or nonrecurring charges. No additional 
cllarges will 
be accepted. The State shall not be required to purchase any specific service or minimum 
quantities of network services, The quantities provided in this RFP as l?XClmp!t?s arc for the 
sole purpose of assisting lhe Bidders in preparation of their proposals ami for the St~lte to 
evalUall? the l"easibility of the proposed net\\ork solutions. The Slate shallnol be responsible 
for any cost tllal is not identified in the Bidders proposal. 
The lEN Alliance has read and will comply with the pricing instructions listed above. See pricing 
schedules and supporting information for specific pricing, 
10.1 (E) NETWORK EQU IPMENT AND HARDWARE 
COSTS (NON-CPE) 
Network equipment and hardware (non-CPE) will be part of and included in the itemized 
transport circuit costs. Circuit costs will be bundled cosIs, including all harclvvare. 
The lEN Alliance has read and will comply with the pricing instructions listed above. Costs for 
network equipment and hardware will be included as part of the itemized service price, which 
includes circuit costs, equipment costs, etc. See pricing schedules and supporting information for 
specific pricing. 
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10.2 (E) INSTALLATION COSTS 
ffone-time installation/set-up charges are applicable, these rates shall be delineated in the cost 
portion of the proposal. This cost for the circuit installation shaH include all one-time costs 
associated with termination to the demarcation point from the network side and/or fees 
associated with interconnection to local exchange carriers. 
The lEN Alliance has read and will comply with the pricing instructions listed above. The lEN 
Alliance typicaHy does not charge anyone-time installation/set-up charges. Any such charges 
will be clearly described in the pricing schedules. See pricing schedules and supporting 
information for specific pricing. 
10.3 (E) SOFTWARE, WARRANTY, AND 
MA INTENANCE COSTS 
The Bidder will include costs for software, warranty. and maintenance of the provided circuits 
in the service rates. Software includes any initial or upgraded software required by each item 
of equipment proposed for the network to perform as a fully functional, integrated part of the 
Contractor's network and associated service rates. The software costs shall include all of the 
following applicable costs: 
a) Initial purchase and installation costs. 
b) Use and licensing fees. 
c) Software maintenance costs. including upgrades. 
d) All other costs relative to the network such as acquiring and using the software for the 
life of the network. 
c) Costs and procedures related to the transfer of the sothvare from damaged or out of 
service equipment to new equipment and the reprogramming ofthe software to place 
equipment spares into service and to meet changing network needs. 
The lEN Alliance has read and will comply with the pricing instructions listed above. Costs for 
software, warranty and maintenance will be included as part of the itemized service price for 
complete managed Internet service, which includes circuit costs, equipment costs, software costs, 
etc. This one service price includes all the elements listed above in this [tern 10.3. See pricing 
schedules and supporting information for specific pricing. 
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10.4 (M) OPTIONAL SERVICES 
It is anticipated the Contractor may wish to offer optional services at an additional fee, i.e. 
network monitoring, project management. etc. These services will be identified and described 
in detail with the appropriate cost per unit (hour, 1110nth. circuit, service, etc.) delineated. 
The lEN Alliance will include pricing for optional services that may be desired as part of this 
Contract. See Tab 8, Optional Services in this RFP response for a detailed description of service 
offerings. See pricing schedules and supporting information for specific pricing. 
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10.5 (E) TOTAL COSTS 
The Bidder will provide a detail description and Iist of services being proposed in the attached 
Schedules. Monthly costs. installation. and any other charges are to be explicitly stated in 
order for the State to evaluate the proposed services incorporated in the proposal and the 
associated charges. Additionally. vendors are encouraged to: 
• l'vlinilllize any ·'transport" or "bad:haul"' charges in suppol1 of a st3ble per megabit 
pric ing aIgorithlll. 
• Specify all fees for activation. termination and/Ol' processing if,lliowable changes in 
capacity are requested (luring the life of the contract. 
• Provide a means to clearly delcrmine the Illonthl; recurring costs associated to the 
amount of Internet capacity purchased or consunH:d. 
• Indicate the availability and any associated pricing details for the State to obtain 
additional rep:1 P address ranges during the krm of the contract. 
The lEN Alliance has read and will comply with the pricing instructions listed above. We will 
explicitly state all applicable charges in our pricing responses and welcome questions from the 
State if any further clarification to facilitate complete evaluation is needed. 
In addition, the lEN Alliance will minimize separate transport or backhaul charges and support a 
stable per megabit pricing algorithm for applicable services. The lEN Alliance will specifY any 
fees required to activate, terminate or process changes in capacity. Our pricing methodology 
typically charges no additional fees beyond the monthly recurring service charges to adjust 
capacity. The lEN Alliance's pricing will be presented in a manner that makes clear the monthly 
recurring charges associated with a specific amount of Internet capacity purchased. 
The lEN Alliance will work with the State to obtain any additional TCP/IP address ranges needed 
during the term of the contract. We have been successful in the past with assisting statewide 
entities in obtaining such additional addresses and we expect to be able to do the same for Idaho. 
Pricing terms for such services are based entirely on any underlying cost incurred from the third 
party entities that control issuance of such addresses. We will not charge any additional mark-up 
on obtaining such needed addresses as all of these charges are already included in our ongoing 
service pricing. 
See pricing schedules and supporting information for specific pricing. 
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10.6 (E) COST AND SERV ICE OFFER ING REV IEWS 
DURING THE CONTRACT 
The State and the Contractor will conduct periodic reviews of the contract at specitic 
milestones during the tel111 of the contract to revie\\ service offerings and pricing as specifie,1 
under item 8.2 Technology Refreshment. 
The lEN Alliance understands this requirement and will assist the State in performing periodic 
contract reviews. Note that pricing for services often times includes an upfront investment by the 
lEN Alliance and its vendor providers and therefore, any pricing evaluation must include a 
thorough understanding of any ongoing cost amortization or any termination costs associated with 
moving to different services that may on the surface appear to be more cost etfective. Especially 
for fiber optic services, the lEN Alliance, like most vendors, spread upfront costs over a period of 
time to enable a more stable recurring price for the customer. Such factors will need to be 
included in any pricing review. 
10.7 (E) PROPOSAL COST EVALUATION 
The proposal cost \ViII be evaluated b'lsed on the monthly recurring costs nlLlltiplied by the 
applicable length of contract in Illonths. not to include extensions. plus the one-time non­
recurring costs. 
The lEN Alliance has read and understands the evaluation process. 
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10.8 (E) PR ICING SCHEDULES 
All pricing schedules must be complete and accur,lte. containing all costs related to 
provisioning Internet services. Pricing in these schedules must retlect the Proposcr's pricing 
before the application Oran) taxes. fees. surcharges or volume discounts. 
All schedules conlained in the electronic version of this RFP are cll1bedcled [\cel \\oltsheets. 
Please contact the Division of Purchasing if you desire to use or require assistance in using 
these worksheets. 
The lEN Alliance has provided our pricing schedules in a separate sealed price proposal 
binder. 
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OPTIONAL SERVICES 
As the Idaho Education Network grows and matures, value-added services that leverage 
the shared infrastructure and support model will bring added efficiencies to each end-user 
community by enabling and facilitating the sharing of resources on a regional and/or 
statewide basis. The lEN Alliance has a broad range of services that can be delivered in 
this fashion to assist in continually increasing effectiveness and efficiencies over time. 
Following is a list of optional services that can be provided. Some of these services are 
designed speci fically to focus on the unique needs of K-12 education and others can be 
leveraged across all end user communities to gain efficiencies. 
Managed Firewall Services 
As described in our response, in order to safeguard the network against viruses and other 
invasions, the lEN Alliance utilizes a number of security measures for multilayer 
protection including access control lists (ACLs) at end sites, routing protocol 
authentication, firewall services, virtual private network arrangements and proactive 
monitoring of the network to safeguard the network against viruses and other invasions. 
As an lEN Alliance member, ENA can offer an optional service for individual lEN 
customers. We offer a comprehensive, centrally hosted firewall service including all 
hardware, software and support that is delivered using redundant, industry-standard Cisco 
PIX 535. These devices are hosted within our core network SuperPOPs and can be 
deployed at the school system or regional router level. In order to quality as an E-Rate 
eligible service, the firewaJls must be provided and owned by ENA. Based on individual 
enhanced security requirements, we can work with each lEN customer to develop 
specific implementation plans and maintenance schedules to meet their unique 
requirements. 
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The Cisco PIX 535 firewall delivers multi-layered defense for an lEN customer's 
network through rich, integrated security services including stateful inspection 
firewalling, protocol and application inspection, and rich multimedia and voice security 
in a single device. The state-of-the-art Cisco Adaptive Security Algorithm (ASA) 
provides rich stateful inspection firewall services, tracking the state of all authorized 
network communications and preventing unauthorized network access. Additionally, this 
device provides an additional layer of security via intelligent, "application-aware" 
security services that examine packet streams at Layers 4-7, using inspection engines 
specialized for many of today's popular applications. Furthermore, the Cisco PIX 535 
can provide all of these services at Gigabit and 10 Gigabit Ethernet speeds, far surpassing 
many firewall products on the market. 
ENA can also provide management and maintenance ofIEN customer-owned firewall 
appliances that can be configured to be hosted locally and perform many of the same 
tasks as our centrally hosted solution. 
Content Filtering 
• Basic Statewide Content Filtering Service 
• District Customized Content Filtering Service 
For a complete description of these services, please refer to Section 8.1.30 of this RFP 
response. 
E-mail Services 
ENA Mail is a fully redundant and scalable e-mail platform that currently provides e-mail 
services to over 50,000 active users. Unlike the e-mail services offered by many ISPs, 
ENA Mail includes not only the basic POP3 and SMTP connectivity, but also IMAP e­
mail retrieval, a sophisticated Webmail interface, as well as redundant virus scanning and 
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anti-spam technologies. Each e-mail received by the ENA Mail platform is scanned by 
two different enterprise AV solutions, ensuring that no viruses or dangerous attachments 
can get through, even in the event of failure in a major AV software provider's virus 
definition files. Our anti-spam solution includes multi-RBL checking, Bayesian filtering, 
and a combination of dynamic and self-learning rule-sets. In addition, each e-mail is 
checked against the largest database of human-reported spam on the Internet. 
E-mail Archiving Services 
In partnership with Gaggle, ENA offers an e-mail archiving solution that provides 
comprehensive archiving, retention, and search and discovery capabilities that will help 
schools comply with recent changes to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (FRCP). 
Highlights of our offering include: 
•	 Automatic archiving of every message sent and received by your e-mail users 
•	 Advanced, secure online search and discovery 
•	 Compatibility with the most widely used e-mail platforms, including Microsoft 
Exchange, Lotus Notes, Novell GroupWise, FirstClass and others such as ENA 
Mail 
•	 Hassle-free setup and support 
•	 A cost-effective, reliable solution offered at competitively priced per-user
 
subscription rates
 
Traffic Managementl90S 
The lEN Alliance can also implement a number of traffic management/QoS services to 
ensure that certain applications, like the Student Information System or distance learning 
courses receive consistent Quality of Service across the network. In any traffic 
management service, the lEN Alliance will work closely with district personnel to learn 
all the necessary protocols that need to be prioritized, as well as their source and 
destination addresses. We have extensive experience in successfully implementing and 
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managing ongoing traffic management projects on district- and statewide networks,
 
enabling highly reliable QoS guarantees for critical applications.
 
Idaho Public Television Transport
 
lEN Alliance partner Syringa Networks transports four Idaho Public Television channels
 
on its network via IP multicast (Focus West, PBSYou, PBSkids, and PBSCreate). As an
 
lEN Alliance member, Syringa can supply these channels to any location connected to
 
lEN with the appropriate bandwidth.
 
Consulting
 
ENA's consulting services reflect many years of experience in helping schools and
 
libraries radiate success through technology. By leveraging ENA 's experience and
 
outstanding record of success in designing and managing large, complex and
 
geographically disperse networks, we are able to reduce costs and implementation time
 
for our customers. Our highly experienced staffis skilled in assuring that customers
 
maximize their investments in technology. ENA's key consulting services include: LAN
 
and WAN design, traffic shaping, network health check, security assessment, firewall
 
implementation, Web server configuration and more.
 
Training
 
In addition to a comprehensive selection of consultative services, ENA also provides staff
 
training and professional development on all the services we provide.
 
Telecommunication Services
 
ENA offers two state-of-the-art telecommunications products:
 
• ENA Dialtone Connect - An IP trunking solution 
• ENA Connect - A fully hosted PBX solution suite 
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Please see Exhibit M for ENA's Voice Services brochure. 
ENA Dialtone Connect 
The ENA Oialtone Connect service solution is designed to provide incoming and 
outgoing calling for schools and libraries that already have their own installed PBX or 
Key Systems. ENA Dialtone Connect works just like your current telephone line service, 
but offers more features at very cost-effective prices. With ENA Oialtone Connect, 
schools can keep their current telephone numbers and do not need to upgrade or change 
any of their internal telephone equipment. ENA Dialtone Connect offers crystal-clear 
voice clarity and carrier-class reliability. ENA Oialtone Connect includes full e911 and 
911 emergency calling capabilities, 411 information services and standard directory 
listings in the White Pages, Yellow Pages and "Blue" Government Pages. Unlike 
traditional telephone company offerings, ENA Dialtone Connect also features the 
following: 
•	 Unlimited long distance to the continental United States at no extra charge 
•	 Caller 10, call waiting, call trace, anonymous call block and other traditionally 
"chargeable" dial tone services, all at no extra charge 
•	 Redundancy features not offered by traditional telephone companies, like the 
ability to reroute incoming calls from one physical location to another in case ofa 
building or staffing emergency 
•	 Simple, easy-to-understand flat rate bills 
ENA Connect Solution Suite 
The ENA Connect hosted PBX suite is a fully redundant, fully managed service that 
helps schools and libraries eliminate the high capital expenditure costs of purchasing, 
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upgrading, and maintaining on-premise PBX equipment. The hosted PBX line of 
products are designed specifically for schools and libraries that either use Centrex today, 
don't have any PBX system at all, or would like to replace a legacy Key System or PBX 
in their building. Like traditional Centrex, ENA's Connect hosted PBX solution delivers 
features like voicemail and four-digit dial directly to individual handsets, and combines 
those features with all the integrated local and long-distance calling options of our phone 
service solutions. Unlike traditional Centrex, however, the hosted PBX is a true PBX 
replacement, with dozens of valuable calling features integrated into the package. All 
ENA Connect solutions offer three different extension classes: Connect Basic, Connect 
Plus and Connect Pro. Feature availability varies between extension types, but all 
extensions include the most important "class" features, such as call forwarding, call hold, 
call screening, call transfer, call waiting and caller 10. ENA Connect solutions also 
include many advanced features not available with traditional PBXs, including: 
•	 Instant, drag-and-drop conference calling: Brings people together instantly and 
affordably by simply clicking on phone numbers in the hosted PBX Web 
interface. ENA Services' hosted PBX automatically calls all participants and 
creates the voice conference on the fly. 
•	 Video calling and video voicemail: ENA Services' hosted PBX is compatible 
with certain video phones as well as PC- and Mac-based video software phone 
emulators. The hosted PBX allows callers to talk and see each other at the same 
time. 
•	 Personalized call treatment based on personal calendar: Many schools are 
interested in putting phones in every classroom, but don't want the phones to ring 
during all-important instructional time. Hosted PBX users and administrators can 
use the online interface to schedule when their classroom phones ring, drop calls 
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directly to voicemail or forward calls to another number. For users who utilize 
Outlook, this feature can be directly integrated with your Outlook Calendar. 
•	 Online management: ENA Services' hosted PBX features a robust online 
management interface that allows technical stafTto make instant moves, adds, and 
changes to the system. 
•	 An available attendant console allows front office personnel to see at a glance the 
current status of each individual phone extension. Using the interface. 
administrators can literally drag a live call from one extension to another in order 
to transfer, park, or pick LIp the call. 
•	 Full integration with Microsoft Office Exchange and Live Communication Server 
(LCS): Microsoft's integration with ENA's hosted PBX solution provides 
additional rich user functionality including presence (notification showing if a 
user on the contact list is on the telephone or not), do not disturb and call 
forwarding settings, single-click conference calling, screen notification of calls 
and instant redirection ofcalls to other phones with a click of the mouse. 
ENA Connect solutions can be created by using any variety of the following phone types:
 
• Connect Basic: Designed primarily for classrooms and lobbies.
 
Individual Connect Basic extensions feature the following:
 
•	 Unlimited Inbound Calling 
•	 500 Minutes Local Outbound Calling 
•	 Station-to-Station Dialing ("4-digit dial") 
•	 Popular PBX features, including: 
•	 Black/White List Dial 
•	 Bridged Line Appearance 
•	 Caller ID 
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•	 Call Forward (Busy, Fixed to Voicemail, No Answer and 
Variable) 
•	 Call Groups 
•	 Call Hold 
Call Transfer (Blind and Consultative)• 
•	 Call Wait 
•	 Distinctive Ringing 
•	 Do Not Disturb 
•	 Last Call Return 
•	 Last Number Redial
 
Music on Hold
 • 
•	 Speed Dialing (Enterprise and Personal) 
•	 Ad-hoc Conference Calling (3- or 4-way) 
•	 Voicemail 
•	 Web Portal for online voicemail access and personalized user 
configuration 
•	 Connect Plus: Designed primarily for staff or .faculty who need to speak 
more frequently with outside callers. ENA Connect Plus extensions 
include all the features of our ENA Connect Basic package, with the 
addition of: 
•	 Unlimited Local and Long Distance Calling 
•	 Direct Inward Dial (DID) and Direct Outward Dial (DOD) 
•	 Additional advanced PBX features, including: 
•	 Automatic Call Distribution (ACD) 
•	 Hunt Groups 
•	 Call Reason Display 
•	 Caller ID Block/Unblock 
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•	 Annoyance Call Transfer 
•	 User-Controlled Caller ID Restriction 
•	 Connect Pro: Presenting state-of-the-art telephony features, ENA 
Connect Pro extensions are designed for phone system managers, 
principals, directors, superintendents, administrators, coordinators, front 
office personnel and others who would like to take advantage of some of 
the most advanced calling functionality available today. In addition to the 
features available with ENA Connect Basic and ENA Connect Plus, ENA 
Connect Pro extensions offer the following: 
•	 Drag and Drop Click-to-Conference Calling using the online 
personal Web interface 
•	 Desktop Convergence provides the ability to control phone service 
directly from desktop applications such as Web browsers and 
Outlook clients. This includes call forwarding control, call 
treatment configuration, click-to-call, contact search, and contact 
directory synchronization - all from your computer. 
•	 Advanced Find Me/Follow Me including sequential and 
simultaneous ring 
•	 Personalized Call Treatment based on personal calendar or 
incoming Caller ID 
•	 Intercom Calling provides the ability to initiate intercom calls to all 
or some extensions within the same ENA Connect environment 
•	 Call Forking provides the ability to have multiple devices respond 
to the same extension number 
• Call Park and Call Pickup (Directed and Group) 
One Connect Pro extension is required per site. 
Please see Exhibit N for a full listing of ENA's Services on our Services Matrix. 
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03/26/2009 THU 11: 04 FAX	 12l002/004 
C.L. "BUTCH" OTTER 
Governor 
MIKE GWARTNEY 
Director 
DILL BURNS 
Administrator 
State of Idaho 
Department of Administration 
Division of Purchasing 
650 West State Street (83702) 
P. O. Box 83720
 
Boise, ID 83720-0075
 
Telephone (208) 327·7465
 
FAX (208) 327-7320
 
http://www.adm.idaho.gov/purchasing! 
SIGNATURE PAGE For Use with a Manually Submitted Invitation to Bid (lTB) or Request for Proposal (RFP) Response 
Bids or proposals and pricing information shall be prepared by typewriter or in ink and shall be signed in ink by an authorized 
representative of the submitting vendor. Two (2) copies of the bid or proposal shall be submitted, one (1) original and one (1) photocopy 
of the original, unless the RFP solicitation instructions specify otherwise. AT LEAST ONE BID OR PROPOSAL SUB MiTrED BY THE 
VENDOR MUST BE AN ORIGINAL (NOT PHOTOCOPIED) SIGNATURE. 
NO LIABILITY WILL BE ASSUMED BY THE DIVISION OF PURCHASING FOR A VENDOR'S FAILURE TO OBTAIN THE TERMS AND 
CONDITIONS AND ANY PROPERLY ISSUED SOLICITATION ADDENDUMS IN A TIMELY MANNER FOR USE IN THE VENDOR'S 
RESPONSE TO THIS SOLICITATION OR ANY OTHER FAILURE BY THE VENDOR TO CONSIDER THE TERMS, CONDITIONS, AND 
ANY ADDENDUMS IN THE VENDOR'S RESPONSE TO THE SOLICITATION. 
The words "SEALED BID' and the bid number must be noted on the outside of your SEALED BID package. To insure that your SEALED 
BID is handled properly, the following information must be placed in the lower left corner of your bid package: 
SEALED BID:
 
BUYER:
 
SEALED 810 FOR:
 
BID NUMBER:
 
CLOSES;
 
Send your sealed oid package to:	 Division of Purchasing 
PO Box 83720 
Boise, 10 83720-0075 
When sending packages by FedEx, UPS, or other Couriers: 
Division of Purchasing 
650 West State Street 
Boise, 10 83702 
This ITB or RFP response is submitted in accordance with all documents and provisions of the specified Bid Number and Title detailed 
below. By my signature below I accept the STATE OF IDAHO STANDARD CONTRACT TERMS AND CONDITIONS and the 
SOLICITIATION INSTRUCTIONS TO VENDORS dated 10/02/07 as incorporated by reference into this solicitation. As the undersigned, I 
certify I am authorized to sign and submit this response for the Bidder or Offeror. I further acknowledge I am responsible for reviewing 
and acknowledging any addendums that have been issued for this solicitation. 
Please complete the following information: 
BIDDER/OFFEROR (Company Name): Education Networks of America, Inc. / ENA Services, LLC BID Number: RFP02160 
ADDRESS: 1101 McGaVOCk Streel	 BID Title: RFP Idaho Education Network 
CITY, ST. ZIP: Nashville, TN 37201 
TOLL FREE 1-866-615-1101	 PHONE --"6-"-,15~·,,-31=2,--,·6=0=09,,,- _ 
FAX 615-312-6099	 E·Mail--,d...p,-"ie",-rc~e""@"",e""n""a"".c""o"",m,-- _ 
FEIN/SSN# Education Networks of America: 62·1805864 ENA Services: 20·4221094 
THIS SIGNATURE PAGE MUST BE SIGNED WITH AN ORIGINAL HANDWRITTEN SIGNATURE EXECUTED IN INK AND 
RETURNED WITH YOUR BID OR PROPOSAL FOR YOUR BID OR PROPOSAL TO BE CONSIDERED! 
cO~ iJ :. December 17. 2008 
Date 
President & CEO 
Please type or Print Name Title 
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 -"6~15~-" -31=2 - 0=09 ,-_____ ~ __ 
 -Mail..cd""p""'ie""rc!<Oe""@ e" n . 'o "' '--_________ 
-
Original Signature (Manually Signed in Ink) 
David M. Pierce 
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C.L. "Butch" OTTER 
Governor 
MIKE GWARTNEY 
Director 
BILL BURNS 
Administrator 
January 20, 2009 
State of Idaho 
Department of Administration 
Division of Purchasing 
650 W State Street, Room Bl5 
P. O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0075 
Telephone (208) 327-7465 
FAX (208) 327-7320 
htlp:llpdm.idaho. gov/purchasing 
Education Networks ofAmerica, Inc.IENA Services, LLC 
Attn: David Pierce Via Facsimile (615) 312-6099 
1101 McGavock St. Original via USPS 
Nashville, 1N 37203 
RE: RFP02160, Idaho Education Network, for the State ofIdaho, RFP closed January 12, 2009. 
Dear Mr. Pierce: 
Your proposal has been received and been evaluated based on pre-detennined criteria by subject matter experts. 
Below is a comparison of the scores each proposal received. 
Criteria Points Qwest ENA Verizon 
Prior Experience 200 110 145 65 
Legislative Intent 100 73 83 15 
Management Capability 100 56 72 35 
Financial & Risk 100 29 82 35 
Subtotal 500 268 382 150 
E-Rate CostO) 400 267 400 278 
Non-E-Rate Cost(1) 100 100 74 64 
TOTAL 1000 635 856 492 
(1)	 Cost points were determined by dividing any Non-reoccurring (one -time) charges (if any) by the length 
ofthe contract (60 months) and adding that amortized monthly cost to the monthly reoccurring charges. 
Please consider this as a Letter ofIntent to award to Qwest Communications Company LLC and Education 
Networks of America, Inc.IENA Services, LLC for being awarded the most points. 
Do not take any action until you receive a Purchase Order or Contract from the Division ofPurchasing and in 
accordance with the provisions of the RFP. 
ar. e 
State Purchasing Manager 
cc: OCIO 
"Serving Idaho citizens through effective services to their governmental agencies" 
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Page 1 of 1 
From: Bob Collie <bcollie@ena.com> 
To: Greg Lowe 
Cc: Gayle Nelson <gnelson@ena.com> 
sent: Mon Jul 27 21:15:31 2009 
Subject: lEN update 
Greg-­
We have received an order from the State for the installation of lEN services to the 12 school sites in Phase 1a. 
Since the State rejected the lEN Alliance proposal, ENA has continued its conversations with the State and 
shared those developments with you; and, as you know, they have directed through their statewide purchase 
orders that we must use Owest to provide the loca/loop, backbone and core equipment. 
ENA has req uested multiple times that the State use any local loop provider who can deliver to the quality, price 
and time requirements, similar to what we contemplated in the proposal. To date, the State has rejected these 
requests. At your suggestion we approached the State about using one of your members to serve Salmon High 
School and the State granted permission to proceed with Custer for that site. We then asked the State to 
consider others to serve the additional sites in this order and the State refused that request. 
For the benefit of this project and to maintain any opportunity to be continued as a contractor, these orders 
(including the one in Salmon) must be placed immediately in order to meet the State's timelines. You have 
consistently told us that you do not wish us to withdraw even though the State has made it impossible for us to 
use Syringa (or anyone other than Owest for that matter) to provide 100% of the local loop, backbone and core 
equipment, but we wanted you to be aware of these next steps. Failure to move forward with this order would 
effectively be a withdrawal since we believe the State would cancel our purchase order. 
We completely understand the need to protect Syringa's interests, but your action last week does focus our
 
attention on exactly how ENA might proceed with its limited portion of this project since Syringa has never
 
formally declared the teaming agreement to have been terminated. Given the importance of the lEN to the State
 
and your continued support for ENA's continued preparations to implement its assigned portion of this project, we
 
assume that everyone acknowledges that Syringa agrees with ENA moving forward in accordance with its
 
purchase order. As with the Salmon School District, ENA intends to continue to press the State to use the
 
backbone offered by Syringa and its members' local loop options despite the rejection of those portions of the
 
RFP. We believe over time we will prevail.
 
-Bob
 
Bob Collie
 
Education Networks of America, Inc. (ENA)
 
p: +1615312-6004 f: +1615250-0535 
8/5/2009
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THIS NUMBER KUST APPEAR 
Bill To: ON ALL DOCUMENTS
..
'Statia of Idaho V8rioua .ncIe. ....•..... State of Idaho 
Various $«Me .ncie.
 
~ throughout IUho 
" Various Agencies
 
, 
AdcIr... 2 
St8tewide ....1Purchase Order V.tGua, ID 13701 Statewide Blanket Purchase Order 
CHANGE ORDER - 01 51'01301· 01 
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End of Service Dele: ...., J .. 27. 2014 
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IDAHO DIVISION OF PURCHASING
 
AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO
 
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (lEN)
 
SBP001308
 
February 26. 2009 
THIS AMENDMENT NO. 01 (this "Amendment") by and between the State of Idaho ("State") 
and Qwest Communications Company, LLC ("Owesf') hereby amends the contract for the 
Idaho Education Network ("lEN"), Qwest Statewide Blanket Purchase Order: SBP01308 (the 
"Agreement"). 
It is the intent of the State of Idaho to amend SBP001308 in order to clarify the roles and 
responsibilities of the parties to the Agreement. 
1.	 Owest will be the general contractor for all lEN technical network services. The Service
 
Provider listed on the State's Federal E-rate Form 471, Education Networks of America
 
(ENA). is required to work with the dedicated Owest Account Team for ordering, and
 
provisioning of, on-going maintenance, operations and billing for all lEN sites.
 
2.	 Owest, in coordination with ENA, will deliver lEN technical network services using its
 
eXisting core MPlS network and backbone selVices.
 
3.	 Qwest, in coordination with ENA, will procure and provision all local access connections
 
and routing equipment making reasonable efforts to ensure the most cost efficient and
 
reliable network access throughout the state to include leveraging of public safety
 
network assets wherever economically and technically feasible. Owest and ENA will
 
use eXisting and future agreements and partnerships to deliver the necessary
 
bandwidth to each lEN site and to connect to the core lEN MPlS platform.
 
4.	 Owest, in coordination with ENA, will provide alllntemet services to lEN users. 
5.	 Owest will assign a project manager to work with the State of Idaho and ENA to define
 
the project Scope of Work. The Owest project manager, working with the ENA project
 
manager, will develop a detailed Joint Project Plan that will outline project tasks, assign
 
responsibilities, identify risks, and define the schedule for project implementation. This
 
Joint Project Plan will be presented to the State of Idaho lEN program manager for final
 
reView and approval. Implementation of this Joint Project Plan is subject to the review
 
and approval from the State.
 
6.	 Owest and ENA will use a combination of Owest and ENA Network Operations Center
 
(NOe) assets for the Idaho Education Network including but not limited to:
 
a.	 Establishment of a physical layer (transport) NOC by Owest; 
b.	 Establishment of an IP NOC by Qwest; and 
c.	 Establishment of a customer facing Network Operations Center (NOC) by ENA. 
All three NOes will be staffed twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, three hundred
 
sixty five days of the year. ENA'sNOC will serve as the one-stop lEN customer facing
 
service and support center; Qwest transport NOC will monitor both the physical and logical
 
layer for outages and Qwest's IP NOe will manage the MPLS services via existing
 
management platfonns.
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IDAHO DIVISION OF PURCHASING
 
AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO
 
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (lEN)
 
SBP001308
 
February 26. 2009
 
7.	 Owest will work with ENA and with the State of Idaho to supply the information 
necessary for the State and ENA to file Federal E-rate fonns accurately and in a timely 
manner. 
8.	 The State considers Owest and ENA equal partners in the lEN project as demonstrated 
in the Intent to Award Letter dated January 20. 2009 and the subsequent SBP001308 
dated January 28, 2009. 
9.	 The State may request copies of all itemized billing from Owest. as the service provider 
associated with the delivery of lEN services on a monthly, annual, or on-going basis at 
any time during the term of the agreement. Owest must prOVide this information within 
30 days of the State's request for itemized billing infonnation. 
DOA006202 
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,~, 
C.L. "Butch" OTIER 
Governor 
MIKE GWARTNEY 
Director 
BILL BURNS 
Adm in istrator 
State of Idaho 
Department of Administration 
Division of Pun:baslng 
650 West Slate Street 8-15 Lower Level (83702) 
P. O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0075 
Telephone (208) 327·7465 
Fax; 208/-327-7320 
~l!JLadm IdahQ 2"V purchasmg 
June 30, 2009 
Melissa Vandenberg 
Lead Deputy Attorney General 
R.E. Mulitple Awards discussion, lEN (Idaho Educational Network) 
I wanted to provide this information in regard to the decision to award multiple vendors for 
the lEN RFP issued on December 15, 2008. 
On December 3, Mark little and I had a discussion concerning the lEN procurement. 
During this discussion, we agreed that no one vendor had the capability to service the State of 
Idaho and its geography to enable the network. This was based on knowledge of existing 
supply base capabilities and geographic areas currently covered by major Idaho service 
providers. 
At that time, I did not document this decision in writing. Please accept this statement as that 
written determination. 
Sincerely, 
Bill Burns 
"Serving Idaho citizens through effective services to their governmental agencies" 
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Syringa Networks. LLC 
3795 S. Development Ave.. SUIte 100 
BOise. ID 837 I 5 
Pirone: Z08229.61 00 
Fax 2082296110 July 20,2009 
VIA HAND DELIVERY 
The Secretary of State for the State of Idaho 
304 NOIih 8th Street 
Room 149 
PO Box 83720 
Boise JD 83720-0080 
NOTICE OF TORT CLAIM 
To the Secretary of State: 
Syringa Networks LLC ("Syringa Network") files this Notice ofTort Claim as required by Idaho 
Code Section 6-905. 
The Claimant: Syringa Network 
Syringa Network was fonned in 2002 by a group of IUral Idaho telephone companies who were 
detennined to improve telecommunication and rural broadband services in Idaho. At the time 
Syringa Network was fonned, these companies shared a collective history of over 800 years of 
bringing communication selvices to areas that were typically unserved by the industry. Syringa 
Network has invested over 40 million dollars since it came into existence seven years ago and is 
one ofldaho's leading fiber optic network providers. 
The Solicitation and the Highest Ranked Proposal 
On or about January 20, 2009, the State of Idaho Department of Administration ("Depaltment") 
issued a letter of intent to award Request for Proposal 02160 concerning the Idaho Education 
Network ("lEN"), for the State of Idaho ("the RFP"). The RFP called for a total solution, 
education-focused managed internet network sClvice provider that could leverage the existing 
state infrastructure and contracts with multiple telecommunications, cable and utility providers to 
provide foundation and associated services support for the state's lEN network. 
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In preparation for responding to the RFP, Syringa Networks entered into a valid teaming 
agreement ("Teaming Agreement") with Education Networks of America ("ENA") by which 
they would provide a combined, single bidder proposal (the S)'linga/ENA Proposal) to the 
Department. The Department had knowledge of Syringa Networks and ENA's Teaming 
Agreement at all times relevant to this claim. 
The Depattment issued a letter of intent to award on January 20, 2009 indicating that the 
Department's evaluators found the ENA/Syringa Proposal to be the most technically proficient in 
every category. The evaluators also determined that the ENA/Syringa Proposal was the lowest 
cost bidder for the E-Rate pOltion of the RFP - which constitutes the largest portion of the lEN 
work. The Depaltment evaluation awarded 856 out of a possible 1000 points to the 
S)'l'inga/ENA Proposal. No other proposal was ranked higher. 
The Department's Fragmented AM1ard Rejects Syringa Networks and 
j'ails to Comply with the Law 
Despite the DepaItment's own evaluation conclusions and highest ranking for the Syringa 
Network/ENA Proposal, the Depaltment rejected the involvement of Syringa Network and 
presented a fra!,rrnented, multiple award to ENA/S)'l'inga and Qwest Communications. Qwest 
had received only 635 out of 1000 points in the Department's evaluation, 
Idaho Code Section 67-5718A prohibits the administrator of the division of purchasing fi'om 
making an award of a contract to two (2) or more bidders to furnish the same or similar property 
without first making a written determination that one or more of the condition of the statute have 
been satisfied. These conditions include, but are not limited to, requirements that the state 
agency make purchases f1-om the contractor whose tenus and conditions regarding price, 
availability, suppOtt services and delivery are most advantageous to the state, and that a single 
bidder cannot reasonably serve the acquisition needs of the state. 
Syringa Network is informed and believes that the requirements of Idaho Code Section 67­
5718A, including the requirements for a written detennination and £l)t. purchasing from the 
contractor whose tenns and conditions regarding price, availability, support services and delivery 
are the most advantageous to the Depattmcnt have not been met, in plincipal or in fact. 
Damage to Syringa Network from Unlawful Conduct 
Syringa Network has received no work from the lEN RFP. Syringa Network is infonned and 
believes it has received no work from the lEN RFP because ENA has been directed by 
Department personnel to use Qwest as a sub-contractor without consideration of price, 
availability, support services and delivery that are most advantageous to the Department and the 
state ofldaho. Syringa Network is fulther informed and believes that ENA has been directed by 
individuals at the Department not to use Syringa Networks for any of the lEN work despite 
knowledge of the existence of the Teaming Agreement. The conduct summalized above has 
interfered with prospective economic advantage and contractual relationships previously enjoyed 
by Syringa Network resulting in accrued and future damage, the exact amount of which is not 
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presently known but is estimated to be approximately $251,061.00 monthly; $3,012,732 
annually; $15,063,660 over a 5 year period; and $60,254,640 over a 20 year period. 
Syringa Network is infonned and believes, as set forth in summary fashion above, that the 
conduct of employees of the Department resulting in damage to it is at least negligent or reckless 
and may, depending on facts which are not yet fully known, be revealed to be intentional and 
wrongful. The claims of Syringa Network include any and all legal claims which can arise out of 
the conduct summarized above, including, but not limited to: tortious interference with contract, 
t0l1ious interference with prospective economic advantage, fraud, defamation, violations of 
Idaho Code sections 67-5718A, 67-5726 and 67-5725, state and federal pay-to-play statutes, 42 
USC § 1983, RICO, and violation of the rights of Syringa Network under the Idaho and United 
States constitutions. 
This Notice of T011 Claim represents the best effort of Syringa Network to comply with the 
requirements of Idaho Code Section 6-905 by providing notice of its potential tort claims against 
elements of the state government of Idaho and certain of its employees. The summary of facts 
contained in this Notice of Tort Claim is neither exhaustive nor fully developed, but represents 
the information known to date to the claimant who reserves the right, should it become legally or 
practically necessary, to supplement the infonnation contained herein. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Greg Lowe 
President and Chief Executive Officer 
Syringa Networks, LLC 
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JAN 25 2010 
J. DAVID NAVARRO. Clerk 
By eARLY LATIMORE 
DEPUTY 
Stephen R. Thomas, ISB No. 2326 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101	 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile (208) 385-5384 
srt@mofJatt.com 
B. Lawrence Theis (Application Pending Pro Hac Vice) 
Steven 1. Perfrement (Application Pending Pro Hac Vice) 
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP 
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100 
Denver, Colorado 80203 
Telephone (303) 861··7000 
Facsimile (303) 866-0200 
larry. theis@hro.com 
steven.perfrement@hro.com 
ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT QWEST COMMUNICAnONS COMPANY, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF 
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL "MIKE" 
GWARTNEY, in his personal and official 
capacity as Director and Chief Information 
Officer of the Idaho Department of 
Administration; JACK G. "GREG" ZIKAU, in 
his personal and official capacity as Chief 
Technology Officer and Administrator of the 
Office of the CIO; ENA SERVICES, LLC, a 
Case No. OC 0923757 
ANSWER OF DEFENDANT 
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS 
COMPANY, LLC 
ANSWER OF DEFENDANT QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC- 1 
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Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF 
AMERICA, INC., a Delaware corporation; 
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, 
Defendants. 
Defendant Qwest Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest") submits the following 
answer to the Complaint. 
I. ANSWER 
Introduction -- In response to the Introduction section of the Complaint, Qwest states that 
the Introduction contains a mix of argument, legal conclusions, and factual allegations to which 
no response is required. To the extent a response is required, Qwest states that its specific 
responses to the numbered paragraphs of the Complaint contain its admissions and denials of all 
material factual allegations contained in the Introduction, and denies any remaining allegations 
in the Introduction to the Complaint. 
1. Qwest does not presently have sufficient information to admit or deny the 
allegations in paragraph 1 of the Complaint, and therefore denies them. 
2. Qwest does not presently have sufficient information to admit or deny the 
allegations in paragraph 2 of the Complaint, and therefore denies them. 
3. Qwest does not presently have sufficient information to admit or deny the 
allegations in paragraph 3 of the Complaint, and therefore denies them. 
4. Qwest admits the allegations in paragraph 4 of the Complaint. 
5. Qwest does not presently have sufficient information to admit or deny the 
allegations in paragraph 5 of the Complaint, and therefore denies them. 
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6. Qwest does not presently have sufficient information to admit or deny the 
allegations in paragraph 6 of the Complaint, and therefore denies them. 
7. Qwest does not presently have sufficient information to admit or deny the 
allegations in paragraph 7 of the Complaint, and therefore denies them. 
8. Qwest does not presently have sufficient information to admit or deny the 
allegations in paragraph 8 of the Complaint, and therefore denies them. 
9. Qwest admits the allegations in paragraph 9 of the Complaint. 
10. Qwest admits the allegations in paragraph 10 of the Complaint. 
11. Paragraph 11 ofthe Complaint states a legal conclusion to which no response is 
required. 
12. Paragraph 12 ofthe Complaint states a legal conclusion to which no response is 
required. 
13. Paragraph 13 of the Complaint states a legal conclusion to which no response is 
required. 
14. Paragraph 14 of the Complaint states a legal conclusion to which no response is 
required. 
15. Qwest admits the allegations in paragraph 15 of the Complaint. 
16. In response to paragraph 16 ofthe Complaint, Qwest states that Exhibit A appears 
to be a true and correct copy ofthe lEN RFP; however, the document is lengthy and complex, 
and Qwest has not ye:t been able to make a page by page comparison to determine if Exhibit A is 
a complete and correct copy of the lEN RFP. Therefore, Qwest denies the allegations in 
paragraph 16 of the Complaint. 
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17. Qwest admits that the quoted words appear in the lEN RFP; however, Qwest 
denies that the quoted language constitutes the entire intent of the lEN RFP. 
18. Qwest admits that the lEN RFP was updated to include the replacement ofIdaNet, 
and denies the remaining allegations in paragraph 18 of the Complaint. 
19. Qwest does not presently have sufficient information to admit or deny the 
allegations in paragraph 19 of the Complaint, and therefore denies them. 
20. Qwest admits that, at some point in time, Syringa had IdaNet service contracts. 
Qwest does not presently have sufficient information to admit or deny the remaining allegations 
in paragraph 20 of the Complaint, and therefore denies them. 
21. In response to paragraph 21 of the Complaint, Qwest admits that the quoted words 
appear in the lEN RFP; however, Qwest denies that the quoted language constitutes the entire 
intent of the lEN RFP, which speaks for itself. 
22. In response to paragraph 22 of the Complaint, Qwest admits that the quoted words 
appear in the lEN RFP; however, Qwest denies that the quoted language constitutes the entire 
intent of the lEN RFP, which speaks for itself. 
23. Qwest admits that the quoted words in the first quote appear in the lEN RFP 
Bidders' Conference Q&A Follow Up, at Q-IO; however, Qwest denies that the quoted language 
constitutes the entire intent of the lEN RFP, which speaks for itself. Qwest further states that the 
Complaint does not properly quote the answer to RFP lEN Question Q-l and therefore denies the 
remaining allegations in paragraph 23 of the Complaint. 
24. Qwest admits that ENA submitted a bid proposal to the lEN RFP, and denies the 
remaining allegations in paragraph 24 of the Complaint. 
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25. Qwest does not presently have sufficient information to admit or deny the 
allegations in paragraph 25 of the Complaint, and therefore denies them. 
26. Qwest admits that ENA submitted a bid proposal to the LEN RFP on or about 
January 12,2009, and denies the remaining allegations in paragraph 26 of the Complaint. Qwest 
further states that the submission letter states that ENA would be the contracting entity for the 
project, not Syringa. 
27. Qwest does not presently have sufficient information to admit or deny the 
allegations in paragraph 26 of the Complaint, and therefore denies them. 
28. Qwest does not presently have sufficient information to admit or deny the 
allegations in paragraph 28 of the Complaint, and therefore denies them. 
29. In response to paragraph 29 of the Complaint, Qwest admits that the quoted words 
appear in the referenced cover letter; however, Qwest denies that the quoted language constitutes 
the entire contents of the letter, which speaks for itself. 
30. Qwest does not presently have sufficient information to admit or deny the 
allegations in paragraph 30 of the Complaint, and therefore denies them. 
31. Qwest admits that on or about January 20, 2009, the Idaho Department of 
Administration, Division of Purchasing, issued a Letter of Intent to award Qwest 
Communications Corporation, LLC and Education Networks of America, Inc.lENA Services, 
LLC, which speaks for itself, and denies the remaining allegations in paragraph 31 of the 
Complaint. 
32. Qwest admits the allegations in paragraph 32 of the Complaint. 
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33. Qwest states that the Letter of Intent to award speaks for itself, and therefore 
denies the allegations in paragraph 33 of the Complaint. 
34. Qwest does not presently have sufficient information to admit or deny the 
allegations in paragraph 34 of the Complaint, and therefore denies them. 
35. Qwest admits that the DOA issued a multiple award that includes an award to 
Qwest, and denies the remaining allegations in paragraph 35 of the Complaint. 
36. Qwest does not presently have sufficient information to admit or deny the 
allegations in paragraph 36 of the Complaint, and therefore denies them. 
37. Qwest denies the allegations in paragraph 37 of the Complaint. 
38. In response to paragraph 38 of the Complaint, Qwest states that, in the normal 
course of business, it has several projects involving the State of Idaho that were not related to the 
lEN or the lEN RFP, and states that its employees have meetings and conversations with Idaho 
officials, including Gwartney and Zickau with respect to those projects. Qwest therefore admits 
that Qwest employees had meetings and conversations with Gwartney and/or Zickau before and 
after the issuance of the lEN RFP multiple award. Moreover, Qwest specifically denies that its 
employees had meetings or conversations with Gwartney, Zickau, or other employees of the 
State of Idaho, regarding the lEN RFP after the lEN RFP was issued and before the award to 
Qwest, other than during the bidders conference established by the lEN RFP at which other 
bidders were also represented. 
39. Qwest denies the allegations in paragraph 39 of the Complaint. 
40. Qwest denies the allegations in paragraph 40 of the Complaint. 
41. Qwest denies the allegations in paragraph 41 of the Complaint. 
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42. Qwest does not presently have sufficient infonnation to admit or deny the 
allegations in paragraph 42 of the Complaint, and therefore denies them. 
43. Qwest denies the allegations in paragraph 43 of the Complaint. 
44. Qwest does not presently have sufficient infonnation to admit or deny the 
allegations in paragraph 44 of the Complaint, and therefore denies them. 
45. Qwest does not presently have sufficient infonnation to admit or deny the 
allegations in paragraph 45 of the Complaint, and therefore denies them. 
46. Qwest does not presently have sufficient infonnation to admit or deny the 
allegations in paragraph 46 of the Complaint, and therefore denies them. 
47. Qwest does not presently have sufficient infonnation to admit or deny the 
allegations in paragraph 47 of the Complaint, and therefore denies them. 
48. Qwest does not presently have sufficient infonnation to admit or deny the 
allegations in paragraph 48 of the Complaint, and therefore denies them. 
49. Qwest denies the allegations in paragraph 49 of the Complaint. 
50. Qwest denies the allegations in paragraph 50 of the Complaint. 
51. In response to paragraph 51 of the Complaint, Qwest restates its prior responses to 
the paragraphs of the Complaint that are incorporated by reference. 
52. Qwest admits the allegations in paragraph 52 of the Complaint. 
53. Qwest states that the lEN RFP speaks for itself, and therefore denies the 
allegations in paragraph 53 of the Complaint. 
54. Qwest states that the lEN RFP speaks for itself, and therefore denies the 
allegations in paragraph 54 of the Complaint. 
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55. Qwest states that the lEN RFP speaks for itself, and therefore denies the 
allegations in paragraph 55 of the Complaint. 
56. Qwest does not presently have sufficient information to admit or deny the 
allegations in paragraph 56 of the Complaint, and therefore denies them. 
57. Qwest denies the allegations in paragraph 57 of the Complaint. 
58. Paragraph 58 of the Complaint states a legal conclusion to which no response is 
required. To the extt:nt that a further response is required, Qwest denies the allegations. 
59. Qwest denies the allegations in paragraph 59 of the Complaint. 
60. Paragraph 60 of the Complaint states a legal conclusion to which no response is 
required. To the extent that a further response is required, Qwest denies the allegations. 
61. Qwest denies the allegations in paragraph 61 of the Complaint. 
62. In response to paragraph 62 of the Complaint, Qwest restates its prior responses to 
the paragraphs of the Complaint that are incorporated by reference. 
63. Paragraph 63 of the Complaint states a legal conclusion to which no response is 
required. To the extent that a further response is required, Qwest denies the allegations. 
64. Paragraph 64 of the Complaint states a legal conclusion to which no response is 
required. To the extent that a further response is required, Qwest denies the allegations. 
65. Qwest denies the allegations in paragraph 65 of the Complaint. 
66. Qwest denies the allegations in paragraph 66 of the Complaint. 
67. Qwest denies the allegations in paragraph 67 of the Complaint. 
68. Qwest does not presently have sufficient information to admit or deny the 
allegations in paragraph 68 of the Complaint, and therefore denies them. 
ANSWER OF DEFENDANT QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC- 8 
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69. Qwest admits that on or about February 27,2009, the State ofIdaho issued 
Purchase Order No. SBPO 1308-01, which speaks for itself. Qwest denies the remaining 
allegations in paragraph 69 of the Complaint. 
70. Qwest admits that, at the request of the State of Idaho, Qwest submitted proposed 
language to be used in Amendment One (1) to State ofIdaho Education Network (lEN) Purchase 
Order SBPOI308-01, which is the standard process for commencing negotiations regarding the 
terms and conditions of a Purchase Order after a bid award. Qwest denies the remaining 
allegations in paragraph 70 of the Complaint. 
71. Qwest denies the allegations in paragraph 71 of the Complaint. 
72. Qwest denies the allegations in paragraph 72 of the Complaint. 
73. Qwest does not presently have sufficient information to admit or deny the 
allegations in paragraph 73 of the Complaint, and therefore denies them. 
74. Qwest does not presently have sufficient information to admit or deny the 
allegations in paragraph 74 of the Complaint, and therefore denies them. 
75. Qwest does not presently have sufficient information to admit or deny the 
allegations in paragraph 75 of the Complaint, and therefore denies them. 
76. In response to paragraph 76 of the Complaint, Qwest states that Syringa fails to 
state a claim on which relief may be granted, and is not entitled to any relief. Qwest also denies 
any allegations in paragraph 76 of the Complaint. 
77. In response to paragraph 77 of the Complaint, Qwest restates its prior responses to 
the paragraphs of the Complaint that are incorporated by reference. 
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78. Paragraph 78 of the Complaint states a legal conclusion to which no response is 
required. To the extent that a further response is required, Qwest denies the allegations. 
79. Paragraph 79 of the Complaint states a legal conclusion to which no response is 
required. To the extent that a further response is required, Qwest denies the allegations. 
80. Qwest denies the allegations in paragraph 80 of the Complaint. 
81. Qwest does not presently have sufficient information to admit or deny the 
allegations in paragraph 81 of the Complaint, and therefore denies them. 
82. Qwest admits that on or about June 30, 2009, Bill Bums sent a letter to Melissa 
Vandenberg, which speaks for itself. Qwest denies the remaining allegations in paragraph 82 of 
the Complaint. 
83. Qwest denies the allegations in paragraph 83 of the Complaint. 
84. Qwest denies the allegations in paragraph 84 of the Complaint. 
85. Qwest states that on or about January 20,2009, the Idaho Department of 
Administration, Division of Purchasing, issued a Letter ofIntent to award Qwest 
Communications Corporation, LLC, which speaks for itself, and denies the remaining allegations 
in paragraph 85 ofthc~ Complaint. 
86. Qwest denies the allegations in paragraph 86 of the Complaint. 
87. Qwest denies the allegations in paragraph 87 of the Complaint. 
88. Qwest denies the allegations in paragraph 88 of the Complaint. 
89. Qwest denies the allegations in paragraph 89 ofthe Complaint. 
90. Paragraph 90 of the Complaint states a legal conclusion to which no response is 
required. To the extent that a further response is required, Qwest denies the allegations. 
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91. Qwest denies the allegations in paragraph 91 of the Complaint. 
92. Qwest does not presently have sufficient information to admit or deny the 
allegations in paragraph 92 of the Complaint, and therefore denies them. 
93. Qwest admits that on or about February 27,2009, the State ofIdaho issued 
Purchase Order No. SBPO1308-01, which speaks for itself. Qwest denies the remaining 
allegations in paragraph 93 of the Complaint. 
94. In response to paragraph 94 of the Complaint, Qwest states that Syringa fails to 
state a claim on which relief may be granted, and is not entitled to any relief. Qwest also denies 
any allegations in paragraph 94 of the Complaint. 
95-108. In response to paragraph 95 through 108 ofthe Complaint, Qwest states that it 
has filed a motion to dismiss the claims addressed in these paragraphs for failure to state a claim 
on which relief may be granted. Therefore, no further response is required at this time. To the 
extent that a response is required at this time, Qwest generally denies the allegations in paragraph 
95 through 108 of the Complaint. 
109. In response to paragraph 109 of the Complaint, Qwest restates its prior responses 
to the paragraphs of the Complaint that are incorporated by reference. 
110. Qwest does not presently have sufficient information to admit or deny the 
allegations in paragraph 110 of the Complaint, and therefore denies them. 
Ill. Qwest denies the allegations in paragraph III of the Complaint. 
112. Paragraph 112 of the Complaint states a legal conclusion to which no response is 
required. To the extent that a further response is required, Qwest denies the allegations. 
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113. Paragraph 113 of the Complaint states a legal conclusion to which no response is 
required. To the extent that a further response is required, Qwest denies the allegations. 
114. Paragraph 114 of the Complaint states a legal conclusion to which no response is 
required. To the ext(~nt that a further response is required, Qwest denies the allegations. 
115. Qwest denies the allegations in paragraph 115 of the Complaint. 
116. Qwest denies all allegations of the complaint that are not specifically admitted. 
117. In response to the request for Attorneys' Fees and Costs, Qwest states that 
Syringa fails to state a claim on which relief may be granted, and is not entitled to any relief. 
118. In response to the Prayer for Relief, Qwest states that Syringa fails to state a claim 
on which relief may be granted, and is not entitled to any relief. 
II. AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
1. Plaintiff fails to state a claim for which relief can be granted. 
2. The relief requested may be barred in whole or in part by the doctrines of waiver, 
estoppel, laches, and/or unclean hands. 
3. The relief requested is barred in whole or in part by failure to mitigate damages. 
4. The relief requested may be barred in whole or in part by the failure of a condition 
precedent. 
5. The relief requested may be barred in whole or in part by the failure to exhaust 
administrative or othe:r remedies. 
6. The relief requested may be barred in whole or in part because Plaintiff s alleged 
damages were the proximate result of the acts or omissions of third persons. 
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RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 25th day of January, ~. 
Steph 
MOFF TT THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & FIELDS, 
CHAR E D 
101 S. apitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile (208) 385-5384 
srt@mofJatt. com 
B. Lawrence Theis (Application Pending Pro Hac
 
Vice)
 
Steven J. Perfrement (Application Pending Pro
 
Hac Vice)
 
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
 
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
 
Denver, Colorado 80203
 
Telephone (303) 861-7000
 
Facsimile (303) 866-0200
 
larry. theis@hro.com
 
steven.perjrement@hro. com
 
Attorneys for Defendant Qwest Communications 
Company, LLC 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE ~c ' 
t.. 0 l'b 
The undersigned hereby certifies that on this 25th day of January, ~, a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing ANSWER OF DEFENDANT QWEST COMMUNICATIONS 
COMPANY, LLC was served by U.S. mail, postage prepaid, as follows: 
David R. Lombardi Bu.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Amber N. Dina D Hand Delivered 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP D Overnight Mail 
601 W. Bannock D Facsimile 
P. O. Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Facsimile (208) 388-1300 
Attorneys for Plaintij7Syringa Networks, LLC 
Merlyn W. Clark BU.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Steven F. Schossberger D Hand Delivered 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY, LLP D Overnight Mail 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 D Facsimile 
P. O. Box 1617 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617 
Facsimile (208) 954-:5210 
Attorneys for defendants Idaho Department of 
Administration; J Michael "Mike" Gwartney 
and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau 
Phillip S. Oberrecht Bu.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Leslie M.G. Hayes D Hand Delivered 
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & BLANTON, PA D Overnight Mail 
702 W. Idaho, Suite 700 o Facsimile 
P. O. Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1271 
Facsimile (208) 395-8585 
Attorneys for Defendant ENA Services, LLC, a 
Division ofEducation Networks ofAmerica, 
Inc. 
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Robert S. Patterson (pro hac vice pending) 
Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP 
1600 Division St., Suite 700 
Nashville, Tennesse~~ 37203 
Facsimile (615) 252-6335 
Attorney for Defendant ENA services, LLC, a 
Division ofEducation Networks ofAmerica, 
Inc. 
~U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
D Hand Delivered 
D Overnight Mail 
D Facsimile 
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JAN 25 2010 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, CIeri'
 
By eARLY LATIMORE
 
DEPUTY 
Stephen R. Thomas, ISB No. 2326 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd." 10th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile (208) 385-5384 
srt@moffatt.com 
B. Lawrence Theis (Application Pending Pro Hac Vice) 
Steven 1. Perfrement (Application Pending Pro Hac Vice) 
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP 
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100 
Denver, Colorado 80203 
Telephone (303) 861-7000 
Facsimile (303) 866-0200 
larry. theis@hro. com 
steven.perfrement@hro.com 
ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT QWEST COMMUNICAnONS COMPANY, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF 
ADMINISTRAnON; J. MICHAEL "MIKE" 
GWARTNEY, in his personal and official 
capacity as Director and Chief Information 
Officer of the Idaho Department of 
Administration; JACK G. "GREG" ZIKAU, in 
his ersonal and official ca acit as Chief 
Case No. OC 0923757 
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Technology Officer and Administrator of the 
Office of the CIO; El\fA SERVICES, LLC, a 
Division ofEDUCATION NETWORKS OF 
AMERICA, INC., a Delaware corporation; 
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, 
Defendants. 
Defendant Qwest Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest"), pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6), 
I.R.C.P., hereby moves to dismiss Counts Four and Five of the Complaint because Plaintiff has 
failed to state a claim for relief. 
In support of its Motion, Qwest submits the attached Memorandum in Support of Motion 
to Dismiss Counts Four and Five. MOVANT HEREBY REQUESTS ORAL ARGUMENT 
which will be noticed separately. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 25th day of January, 2010. 
Steph 
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srt@moffatt.com 
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Company, LLC 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby certifies that on this 25th day of January, 2010, a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC'S 
MOTION TO DISMISS COUNTS FOUR AND FIVE was served by U.S. mail, postage 
prepaid, as follows: 
David R. Lombardi 
Amber N. Dina 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 W. Bannock 
P. O. Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Facsimile (208) 388-1300 
Attorneys for PlaintiJrSyringa Networks, LLC 
Merlyn W. Clark 
Steven F. Schossberger 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY, LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P. O. Box 1617 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617 
Facsimile (208) 954-5210 
Attorneys for defendants Idaho Department of 
Administration; J Michael "Mike" Gwartney 
and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau 
Phillip S. Oberrecht 
Leslie M.G. Hayes 
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & BLANTON, PA 
702 W. Idaho, Suite 700 
P. O. Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1271 
Facsimile (208) 395-8585 
Attorneys for Defendant ENA Services, LLC, a 
Division ofEducation Networks ofAmerica, 
Inc. 
L:f'U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
o Hand Delivered 
o Overnight Mail 
o Facsimile 
c:rU.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
o Hand Delivered 
o Overnight Mail 
o Facsimile 
~.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
o Hand Delivered 
o Overnight Mail 
o Facsimile 
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Robert S. Patterson (pro hac vice pending) 
Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP 
1600 Division St., Suite 700 
Nashville, Tennessee 37203 
~.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
o Hand Delivered 
o Overnight Mail 
o Facsimile 
Facsimile (615) 252-6335 
Attorneyfor Defendant ENA services, LLC, a 
Division ofEducation Networks ofAmerica, 
Inc. 
(~~.-­
Stephen R. TJmas 
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QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, 
Defendants. 
Defendant Qwest Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest") respectfully submits this 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss Counts Four and Five of the Complaint. In 
support of its Motion, Qwest states as follows: 
INTRODUCTION 
Syringa alleges that it was part of a bid on a government contract that should have, but 
did not, result in an award to Syringa.] After failing to receive an award, Syringa is attempting 
to upset the contracting process by suing the government of Idaho, government officials, and the 
winning bidders on the basis of threadbare allegations that cannot support a claim for relief. All 
of Syringa's substantive allegations against Qwest are vague, conclusory, and alleged on the 
basis of "information and belief." 
In summary, Syringa alleges that Qwest and an "lEN Alliance," in which Syringa was a 
participant, submitted competing bids in response to a Request for Proposals to develop a 
statewide high-bandwidth education network, known as the lEN. According to Syringa's 
Complaint, "on infonnation and belief' unidentified "Qwest officials" met with two Idaho 
Department of Administration ("DOA") employees, at an unknown place and time, to discuss 
unspecified matters. Also on information and belief, Qwest somehow - Syringa's Complaint 
does not say - conspired with and unduly influenced these DOA employees so that Qwest would 
be awarded a contract and Syringa would be left out in the cold. Based on these allegations and 
I It is Qwest's position that Syringa did not bid on the contract, but was identified as a 
possible subcontractor in a bid by another bidder. The distinction is not relevant to this Motion. 
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nothing more, Syringa alleges that Qwest engaged in tortious interference with contract and with 
prospective economic advantage by somehow improperly influencing state officials. 
Syringa's alkgations are baseless, conclusory, and designed simply to allow Syringa to 
launch a fishing expe:dition in the hope of uncovering something - anything - that would imply 
improper conduct by Qwest or government employees. That is not a legitimate reason for filing 
a complaint. Before one files a Complaint, accuses others of misconduct, and compels them to 
hire attorneys and defend themselves, one must be able to allege specific facts - not conclusions 
and innuendo - that would, if proven, support a plausible claim for relief. Syringa's Complaint 
does not even come close to satisfying these standards. Accordingly, Syringa's claims for 
tortious interference should be dismissed.2 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
A. Syringa's Background Allegations 
1. Syringa is a fiber optic network provider in Idaho. Compl. ~ 3. 
2. Qwest provides telecommunication services in Idaho. Compl. ~ 10. 
3. The DOA is a department of the executive branch ofIdaho and "generally 
responsible for procurement of goods and services for most State agencies." Compl.,-r 4. 
2 Syringa has also brought a declaratory relief action seeking to have the contract award 
rescinded and Qwest enjoined from being involved in the project at issue. Therefore, Qwest 
prefers to remain a real party in interest in this lawsuit to protect its interests and does not seek 
dismissal of Syringa's claim for declaratory relief at this time. 
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4. The DOA consists of several divisions, including the Division of Purchasing and 
the Office of the ChiefInformation Officer. See Exhibit ***, Organizational Chart, Idaho Dep't 
of Admin., available at http://adm.idaho.gov/pdf/org_chart.pdf.3 
5. Defendant Michael Gwartney is the Director of DOA and ChiefInformation 
Officer. Compl. ~ 5. Defendant Jack Zickau is the Chief Technology Officer and Administrator 
of the Office of the ChiefInformation Officer. Compl. ~ 6. 
6. In 2008, the Idaho State Legislature authorized the creation of a statewide high-
bandwidth education network, known as the lEN. See 2008 Idaho Sess. Laws 260, codified at 
Idaho Code § 67-5745D. The legislature gave DOA administrative oversight for lEN and 
charged it with coordinating lEN's development. § 67-5745D(3), (4). 
7. In December 2008, DOA's Division of Purchasing issued Request for Proposals 
02160 seeking proposals for the design and implementation of the lEN. Compl. ~ 15; Compl., 
Exhibit A ("lEN RFP"), § 3.2. Bidders were asked to submit a sealed Technical Proposal and a 
separate, sealed Cost Proposal. lEN RFP, §§ 4.1, 6.1. 
8. Under the procedures described in the RFP, an evaluation team would unseal and 
evaluate the Technical Proposals based on the criteria identified in the RFP. Id., § 4.1. The 
evaluation team would forward its scoring and ranking of the Technical Proposals to the Division 
3 This Court may take judicial notice of the organization of the Department of 
Administration. See l.R.E. 201 (courts may take judicial notice of adjudicative facts, those not 
subject to reasonable dispute in that they are either generally known within the territorial 
jurisdiction of the trial court or are capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to 
sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned); Hellar v. Cenarrusa, 106 Idaho 571, 
579 (Idaho 1984) (taking judicial notice of facts set forth in book published by Idaho Secretary 
of State). Judicial notice may be taken at any stage in the proceedings. Trautman v. Hill, 116 
Idaho 337, 340 (Idaho Ct. App. 1989). 
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of Purchasing, which would verify the fairness and integrity of the technical evaluation process. 
Jd., §§ 3.10,4.1. The Division of Purchasing would then evaluate the Costs Proposals and add 
the scores for the Technical Proposals to the scores for the Costs Proposals. Jd., § 4.1. 
9. At the: RFP Bidders Conference on December 29,2008, DOA provided further 
details on the evaluation procedures. See lEN RFP, RFP Bidders Conference Presentation, "lEN 
RFP Evaluation Methodology." The Division of Purchasing would "lead [the] RFP Evaluation 
Team Effort." Jd. The technical evaluation team would be "vendor neutral," and all RFP 
Evaluation Team members "will be sequestered during this process." Jd. 
10. The lEN RFP also expressed certain preferences. The RFP states that "it is the 
State's preference to 'choose a single response that represents comprehensive partnerships and 
coverage." lEN RFP, Amendment Four (4) to RFP02160, A-I. However, the State "reserve[d] 
the right to make multiple awards." Jd; see also lEN RFP, Amendment Four (4) to RFP02160, 
§ 5.3 ("Any resulting contract from this solicitation may be awarded to up to four providers."). 
11. On or about January 7, 2009, Syringa and ENA entered into an agreement 
("Teaming Agreement") to form an "lEN Alliance" and jointly submit a response to the lEN 
RFP. Compi. ~~ 8, 24, 26. The Teaming Agreement, which is not attached to the Complaint, 
provided that if the IEN Alliance were awarded the lEN Purchase Order, "Syringa would 
implement the lEN technical network services, local access connections, routing equipment, 
network and backbone services." Compi. ~ 98. Syringa alleges that the DOA, Qwest, Gwartney, 
and Zickau knew of the existence of its Teaming Agreement with ENA. Compi. ~ 97. 
12. On or about January 12,2009, Syringa and ENA submitted ajoint bid proposal to 
the Division of Purchasing. Compi. ~ 26; CompI., Exhibit B ("lEN Alliance Proposal"). The 
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lEN Alliance Proposal stated that "ENA will be the contracting entity for the project with 
Syringa as the principal partner and prime supplier." CompI., Exhibit B, at 1. The proposal 
identifies several other "strategic partners," "core partners," and "strategic suppliers." ld. 
13. On January 20,2009, the Division of Purchasing issued a Letter ofIntent to award 
the RFP to Qwest and ENA. Compi. ~ 31; CompI., Exhibit C. The Letter of Intent lists the 
scores assigned to the bids from Qwest, ENA, and Verizon. CompI., Exhibit C. ENA and Qwest 
had the two highest scores. ld. 
14. Syringa did not appeal the DOA's decision pursuant to the procedures described 
in Idaho Code § 67-5733. Instead, it filed this lawsuit on December 15,2009. 
B. Syringa's Deficient Substantive Allegations 
15. Syringa alleges that "upon information and belief, the issuance of the multipIe 
award of the lEN RFP to both Qwest and the lEN Alliance was at the direction of Gwartney 
and/or Zickau." Compi. ~ 36. Syringa does not allege that either Gwartney or Zickau were 
members of the technical evaluation team, that Gwartney or Zickau had contact with any of the 
members of the technical evaluation team, that Gwartney or Zickau had contact with the relevant 
officials in the Division of Purchasing, or that the RFP evaluation team members were not 
sequestered during the evaluation period. See lEN RFP, RFP Bidders Conference Presentation, 
"lEN RFP Evaluation Methodology." 
16. Syringa alleges, "upon information and belief, Gwartney and/or Zickau had 
meetings and conversations with Qwest officials before and after the issuance of the lEN RFP 
multiple award." Compi. ~ 38. Syringa does not specify which "Qwest officials" allegedly 
attended these meetings, when or where these alleged meetings occurred, or the subjects of any 
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of the alleged meetings or conversations. In particular, Syringa does not assert that any private 
meetings or conversations occurred after the issuance of the RFP but before the decision to issue 
a multiple award to the lEN Alliance and Qwest. 
17. Also "upon information and belief," Syringa alleges that "Qwest attempted to, 
and in fact, unduly influenced the DOA to inappropriately split the proposal submitted by the 
lEN Alliance and to contract with Qwest for the lEN technical network services, local access 
connections, routing equipment, network and backbone services." CompI. ~ 39. Syringa does 
not identify who attempted to unduly influence the DOA, describe how or when such influence 
was exerted, explain, if in fact such an "attempt" occurred, why it was improper, or provide 
factual support for Syringa's conclusion that it was inappropriate for the DOA to select Qwest. 
18. Similarly, Syringa alleges that "upon information and belief, Gwartney and/or 
Zickau agreed with Qwest officials that DOA would contract with Qwest rather than Syringa for 
the lEN technical network services, local access connections, routing equipment and backbone 
services." Again, Syringa does not identify which "Qwest officials" made the agreement, when, 
under what terms, or why the unilateral decision of the DOA to contract with Qwest is 
actionable. 
19. Syringa also alleges "upon information and belief, DOA, Qwest, Gwartney and/or 
Zickau instructed ENA to work only with Qwest during the lEN implementation." CompI. ~ 99. 
Again, Syringa does not allege who instructed ENA to work only with Qwest, when, or why any 
instruction would be inappropriate, much less actionable. 
20. Finally, on the basis of "information and belief," Syringa alleges that Qwest 
tortiously interfered with its contract with ENA and tortiously interfered with its prospect 
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economic advantage to receive the lEN contract. Syringa does not allege, even assuming Qwest 
contacted DOA, how such a contact was wrongful other than its conclusory accusation that it 
was tortious. 
ARGUMENT 
The sufficiem~y of a complaint in the state courts of Idaho is governed by Idaho Rules of 
Civil Procedure 8 and 12. The relevant Idaho Rules are substantively identical to Federal Rules 
of Civil Procedure 8 and 12. Under both the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and the Federal 
Rules of Civil Procedure, a complaint must contain "a short and plain statement of the claim 
showing that the pleader is entitled to relief." I.R.c.P. 8(a)(2); F.R.C.P. 8(a)(2). Likewise, Idaho 
R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6) and Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6) both allow a party to move for dismissal of a 
complaint that fails "to state a claim upon which relief can be granted." 
As a general marter, Idaho courts rely on federal court decisions interpreting the Federal 
Rules when the federal rules are substantively identical to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
See Herrera v. Estay, 146 Idaho 674, 678 (Idaho 2009) (relying on federal court rulings in 
determining the standard ofreview for motions under I.R.C.P. 12(b)(4) and (5)); see also Hoopes 
v. Deere & Co., 117 Idaho 386, 389 (Idaho 1990) (relying on United States Supreme Court case 
in interpreting I.R.C.P. 15(c)); see generally Campbell v. Kildew, 141 Idaho 640,646 (Idaho 
2005) (interpreting I.R.C.P. 60(b)); Hartman v. United Heritage Prop. & Cas. Co., 141 Idaho 
193, 197 (Idaho 2005) (interpreting I.R.C.P. 19); Martin v. Hoblit, 133 Idaho 372, 376 n.3 (Idaho 
1999) (interpreting I.R.C.P. 4(a)(2)). In Chacon v. Sperry Corp., 111 Idaho 270, 275 (Idaho 
1986), the Idaho Supreme Court explained its reasoning in adopting this approach: 
part of the reason for adopting the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure in Idaho, and interpreting our own rules adopted from 
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the federal courts as unifonnly as possible with the federal cases, 
was to establish a uniform practice and procedure in both the 
federal and state courts in the State of Idaho... , Lack of 
unifOlmity in the rules of procedure ... creates problems for both 
the courts and the practitioners. These problems can be avoided by 
interpreting our rules of civil procedure in conformance with the 
interpretation placed upon the same rules by the federal courts. 
In first detemlining the standard of review for a motion to dismiss presented under Idaho 
R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6), the Idaho Supreme Court relied entirely on federal authorities to conclude 
that a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim should be granted when "the plaintiff can 
prove no set of facts in support of his claim which would entitle him to relief." Wackerli v. 
Martindale, 82 Idaho 400, 405 (Idaho 1960) (citing Conley v. Gibson, 355 U.S. 41, 45-46 
(1957)). Similarly, the Idaho Supreme Court relied on federal authority in holding that under 
I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6), the facts alleged in the complaint must be accepted as true and construed "in 
the light most favorable to the [plaintiff]." Williams v. Williams, 82 Idaho 451,456 (Idaho 
1960). 
The United States Supreme Court has now rejected the standard outlined in Conley v. 
Gibson and relied on by the Idaho courts since Wackerli. In Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 
U.S. 544 (2007), the Court interpreted Federal Rules 8(a)(2) and 12(b)(6) to require dismissal of 
a complaint ifit fails to state a claim for relief that is "plausible on its face." Id. at 570; see also 
Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 129 S. Ct. 1937, 1949 (2008). 
A claim is facially plausible "when the plaintiff pleads factual content that allows the 
court to draw the reasonable inference that the defendant is liable for the misconduct alleged." 
Iqbal, 129 S. Ct. at 1949. By contrast, "where a complaint pleads facts that are merely consistent 
with a defendant's liability, it stops short of the line between possibility and plausibility of 
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entitlement to relief.'" Id. (quotations omitted). The mere possibility of misconduct is 
insufficient to meet Rule 8's requirement that the plaintiff "show" he is "entitled to relief." Id. at 
1950. Thus, a complaint should be dismissed if it contains only "labels and conclusions," "naked 
assertions devoid of further factual enhancement," or a "formulaic recitation of the elements of a 
cause of action." Id. (quoting Twombly, 550 U.S. at 555-57). 
The Idaho appellate courts have not yet addressed the effect of Twombly and Iqbal on 
Idaho's own rules of procedure. However, the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 8 and 12(b)(6) are 
identical in all material respects to their federal counterparts. Accordingly, this Court should 
follow the Idaho Supreme Court's direction that Idaho's rules adopted from the federal courts 
should be interpreted "as uniformly as possible with the federal cases," Chacon, 111 Idaho at 
275, and apply the standard of Twombly and Iqbal in determining Qwest's motion to dismiss. 
Regardless, Syringa's allegations do not even satisfy the pleading standards that pre-date 
Twombly and Iqbal. Syringa has failed to explain what is wrong with the decision to award part 
of the contract to QW1est. The lEN RFP explicitly recognizes that the State may make a multiple 
award. Syringa was on notice before it entered into the Teaming Agreement that the State could 
award contracts to multiple bidders. Contrary to Syringa's assertions, it had no guarantee that it 
would receive the lEN contract. Consequently, it cannot state a claim for interference with 
contract or with prospective economic advantage. 
All of Syringa's substantive allegations against Qwest are vague, conclusory, and alleged 
on the basis of "inforrnation and belief." Syringa alleges that Qwest submitted a bid in response 
to the lEN RFP, unidentified "Qwest officials" met with Defendants Gwartney "and/or" Zickau 
at an unknown point in time to discuss unspecified matters, and that Qwest was ultimately 
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awarded a contract for services Syringa would instead like to provide to the State. Such vague 
and conclusory allegations do not identify a factual basis for Syringa's claims. Because Syringa 
has failed to allege specific facts from which a reasonable factfinder could infer that Qwest and 
the DOA engaged in an improper "conspiracy" to deny Syringa the contract award, the Court 
should dismiss Syringa's claims against Qwest for tortious interference with contract and tortious 
interference with prospective economic advantage. 
A.	 Syringa's Claim Against Qwest for Tortious Interference with Contract Should Be 
Dismissed for Failure to State a Claim 
In Count Four of the Complaint, Syringa claims that Qwest tortiously interfered with the 
Teaming Agreement between Syringa and ENA.4 To state a claim for tortious interference with 
contract, a plaintiff must sufficiently allege: "(a) the existence of a contract; (b) knowledge of the 
contract on the part of the defendant; (c) intentional interference causing a breach of contract; 
(d) injury to the plaintiff resulting from the breach." Ostrander v. Farm Bureau Mut. Ins. Co., 
123 Idaho 650, 654 (Idaho 1993). In addition, the plaintiff must allege facts showing that the 
intentional interference was "improper." Beco Constr. Co. v. J-U-B Eng'rs, Inc., 145 Idaho 719, 
723 (Idaho 2008). In determining whether a defendant's conduct was improper, courts consider 
several factors, including: the nature of the conduct, the defendant's motive, the plaintiffs 
interests, the defendant's interest, societal interests in protecting the freedom of the defendant or 
4 In Paragraph 100, Syringa alleges that Qwest "informed and directed agencies and 
political subdivisions such as the Idaho Department of Fish and Game, the Idaho Department of 
Labor, and various school districts not to use or contract with Syringa for telecommunications 
services." CompI.,-r 100. Because Syringa does not allege that it had a contract with any of 
those entities, Qwest will address the allegation under the claim for tortious interference with 
prospective economic advantage. 
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the contractual interests of the plaintiff, and the relationship between the parties. Id. Syringa's 
conclusory allegations are insufficient to state a claim for tortious interference with contract. 
First, with respect to the element of knowledge, Syringa's complaint contains only one 
allegation that Qwest "knew of the existence of the Teaming Agreement between ENA and 
Syringa." Compi. ~ 97. Syringa does not specify how or when Qwest learned of the Teaming 
Agreement. Moreover, there is no allegation demonstrating that Qwest knew the terms of any 
Teaming Agreement" or the specific relationship between ENA and Syringa. Syringa has only 
offered a "naked assertion[] devoid of further factual enhancement" and a "formulaic recitation 
of the elements of a cause of action" Iqbal, 129 S. Ct. at 1950 (quoting Twombly, 550 U.S. at 
555-57). Syringa's Complaint is insufficient to state a claim against Qwest. 
Second, Syringa's allegations regarding interference are so vague and conclusory that 
they cannot form the basis for a well-pled claim. Syringa asserts that some unidentified Qwest 
officials had "meetings and conversations" with "Gwartney and/or Zickau" before and after the 
award. Compi. ~ 38. The subjects and content of these alleged meetings and conversations is 
not identified. Nevertheless, Syringa claims that during those meetings and conversations, which 
occurred at some unspecified point in time, unidentified Qwest officials "unduly influenced the 
DOA to inappropriately split the proposal submitted by the lEN Alliance and to contract with 
Qwest" for certain technical services. Compi. ~ 39. Syringa also claims that "Gwartney and/or 
Zickau" agreed with the unidentified Qwest officials that "DOA would contract with Qwest 
rather than Syringa," Compi. ~ 40, and that "DOA, Qwest, Gwartney and/or Zickau instructed 
ENA to work only with Qwest during the lEN implementation," Compi. ~ 99. 
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All of these allegations are made "upon information and belief." And none of these 
allegations identify who allegedly met with Gwartney or Zickau; where the meetings took place; 
what was said at the meetings; or even whether the meetings were with both Gwartney and 
Zickau, or just one of them. Nothing in the Complaint indicates how or when Qwest "instructed" 
ENA to work with Qwest rather than Syringa. Because Syringa has failed to offer any well-pled 
facts supporting the element of interference, its claim for tortious interference with contract 
should be dismissed. 
Third, even if Qwest officials met with Gwartney and Zickau, Syringa fails to allege how 
that meeting caused the contract to be awarded to Qwest. Gwartney and Zickau were not 
responsible for determining the winning bid. The Division of Purchasing, assisted by the 
technical evaluation team, made the decision. lEN RFP §§ 3.1 0, 4.1. Gwartney and Zickau are 
not part of the Division of Purchasing, and Syringa does not allege that they were appointed to 
the technical evaluation team. Syringa also does not allege that Gwartney or Zickau contacted 
anyone in the Division of Purchasing or the technical evaluation team. Syringa has failed to 
connect the dots between the alleged meetings and the multiple award. Likewise, Syringa's 
claim that Qwest may have "instructed" ENA to work with Qwest fails to show causation, 
because Qwest and ENA were not responsible for making the multiple award decision. 
Fourth, Syringa has failed to allege improper conduct by Qwest. Assuming that Qwest 
officials did meet with Gwartney or Zickau, Syringa has failed to show that this conduct was 
improper. Syringa does not allege that Qwest met with any of the sequestered members of the 
RFP Evaluation Team. Moreover, looking only at the well-pled allegations in the Complaint, 
Syringa only alleges that Qwest was a competitive bidder, and that the State issued a multiple 
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award to Qwest and ENA. There is nothing improper about competing for a State contract, or 
receiving a portion of a multiple award. 
Because Syringa has failed to allege specific facts showing knowledge, interference, 
causation, and improper conduct by Qwest, its claim for tortious interference with contract 
should be dismissed. 
B.	 Syringa's Claim Against Qwest for Tortious Interference with Contract Should Be 
Dismissed for Failure to State a Claim 
Count Five of the Complaint alleges that Qwest tortiously interfered with Syringa's 
prospective economic advantage, which Syringa defines as its "right to be awarded a contract" 
because Syringa was "part of the vendor team who was evaluated by DOA as having the lowest 
responsible bid." CompI. ~ 106. The elements of tortious interference with prospective 
economic advantage a.re: (a) the existence of a valid economic expectancy, (b) knowledge of the 
expectancy on the part of the defendant, (c) intentional interference causing termination of the 
expectancy, (d) the interference was wrongful, and (e) resulting damage to the plaintiff. 
Highland Enters. v. Barker, 133 Idaho 330, 338 (Idaho 1999). Interference is "wrongful" if 
either "(1) the defendant had an improper objective or purpose to harm the plaintiff; or (2) the 
defendant used a wrongful means to cause injury to the prospective business relationship." 
Idaho First Nat 'I Bankv. Bliss Valley Foods, 121 Idaho 266 (Idaho 1991). Count Five fails 
because Syringa not alleged specific facts supporting any element of its claim. 
First, Syringa's allegations regarding Qwest's knowledge regarding the "lEN Alliance" 
are purely conclusory" There is no allegation demonstrating that Qwest had any knowledge of 
the specific relationship between ENA and Syringa, or the terms of any Teaming Agreement. 
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Second, as explained above, Syringa has failed to show interference, causation, or 
wrongful conduct by Qwest. As set forth above, Syringa's vague assertions ofa meeting 
between unidentified Qwest officials and Gwartney or Zickau at some point in time cannot 
support a claim for relief. Even if they could, there are no allegations that connect Gwartney and 
Zickau to the ultimate decision makers, the technical evaluation team and the Division of 
Purchasing. Qwest submitted a competitive bid that scored highly with the technical evaluation 
team, and Syringa has not alleged any wrongful conduct by Qwest that caused the Division of 
Purchasing to award part of the lEN contract to Qwest. 
Third, Syringa cannot show that it had a valid economic expectancy in the lEN contract. 
As previously noted, the lEN RFP explicitly stated that the State reserved the right to award the 
contract to multiple bidders. Even if Syringa was a member of a team with the lowest 
responsible bid, there was no guarantee that the State would not award a portion of the contract 
to another bidder. The lEN RFP also prohibited any bidder from placing terms or conditions on 
the proposal. See lEN RFP § 4.1. ENA could not have required the State to hire Syringa as a 
condition of accepting the lEN Alliance's bid. Under the terms of the lEN RFP, any expectation 
of an award to Syringa was speculative at best. 
Finally, to the extent Syringa claims that Qwest "and/or" the DOA, Gwartney, or Zickau, 
tortiously interfered with potential contracts with various other state agencies, see CompI. ~ 100, 
Syringa does not allege that it had a valid economic expectancy from any of these organizations, 
or how that expectancy was interfered with. Syringa's allegations are simply too vague to 
support a claim for rellief. 
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Because Syringa has failed to assert any well-pled facts supporting any element of its 
claim for tortious interference with prospective economic advantage, this Court should dismiss 
the claim against Qwest. 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, Qwest respectfully requests that this Court dismiss Counts 
Four and Five agains.t Qwest for tortious interference with contract and prospective economic 
advantage. 
I 
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The Defendants, ENA Services, LLC, a subsidiary of Education Networks of America, 
Inc. and Education Networks of America, Inc. (collectively "ENA"), for their answer to the 
Verified Complaint state as follows: 
FIRST DEFENSE 
Plaintiff s Complaint, and each and every allegation contained therein, fails to state a 
claim upon which relief can be granted. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
ENA denie:s each and every allegation in plaintiffs Complaint except those specifically 
admitted herein. 
THIRD DEFENSE 
With respect to the specific allegations contained in plaintiffs Complaint, ENA admits, 
denies and alleges as follows: 
PARTIES 
1. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 1 of the Complaint. 
2. ENA admits on information and belief the allegations contained in paragraph 2 of 
the Complaint. 
3. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 3 of the Complaint. 
4. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 4 ofthe Complaint 
5. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 5 of the Complaint, and upon good faith, admits 
the allegations contained therein. 
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6. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 6 of the Complaint, and upon good faith, admits 
the allegations contained therein. 
7. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 7 of the Complaint, except that 
ENA Services, LLC is a subsidiary of Education Networks of America, Inc. 
8. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 8 ofthe Complaint. 
9. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 9 ofthe Complaint. 
10.	 ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 10 of the Complaint. 
FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
11. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 11 of the Complaint appear to 
accurately summarize Idaho Sess. Law, ch. 260 §1 . 
12. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 12 ofthe Complaint. 
13. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 13 of the Complaint appear to 
accurately summarize Idaho Code §67-5745D(2). 
14. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 14 of the Complaint appear to 
accurately summarize Idaho Code §67-5745D(2), the terms of which speak for themselves. 
15. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 15 of the Complaint. 
16. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 16 of the Complaint. 
17. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 17 of the Complaint accurately 
quotes a portion of the lEN RFP. 
18. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 18 of the Complaint accurately 
quotes a portion of the lEN RFP. 
19. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 19 of the Complaint accurately 
quotes a portion of the lEN RFP. 
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20. ENA admits the allegations contained in paragraph 20 ofthe Complaint. 
21. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 21 of the Complaint accurately 
quotes a portion of the lEN RFP. 
22. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 22 of the Complaint accurately 
quotes a portion of the lEN RFP. 
23. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 23 of the Complaint accurately 
quote portions of the lEN RFP, Bidders' Conference Q&A Follow Up. 
24. ENA admits that Syringa and ENA entered into a Teaming Agreement, the terms 
of which speak for themselves, to submit a joint bid proposal in response to the lEN RFP, and 
otherwise is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the 
allegations set forth in paragraph 24 of the Complaint 
25. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 25 of the Complaint. 
26. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 26 ofthe Complaint. 
27. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 27 ofthe Complaint. 
28. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 28 of the Complaint insofar as 
they are consistent with the terms and conditions of the Teaming Agreement and lEN Alliance 
response to RFP, whose terms speak for themselves. 
29. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 29 of the Complaint. 
30. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 30 ofthe Complaint. 
31. ENA denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 31 of the Complaint. 
32. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 32 of the Complaint. 
33. ENA denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 33 of the Complaint. 
34. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to admit or deny the basis for 
the State's evaluation ofthe lEN Alliance proposal as set forth in paragraph 34 of the Complaint. 
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35. ENA denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 35 of the Complaint. 
36. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 36 of the Complaint. 
37. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 37 of the Complaint. ENA denies paragraph 37 to 
the extent that it contains legal conclusions. 
38. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 38 of the Complaint. 
39. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 39 of the Complaint. ENA denies paragraph 39 to 
the extent that it contains legal conclusions. 
40. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 40 of the Complaint. 
41. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 41 of the Complaint. 
42. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 42 of the Complaint to the 
extent that Syringa has not received any direct purchase orders for the IEN implementation. 
ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to determine why Syringa has not received 
any work for the lEN implementation. 
43. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 43 of the Complaint. 
44. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 44 of the Complaint insofar 
such allegations accurately quote from the e-mail attached to the Complaint as Exhibit D, the 
terms ofwhich e-mail speak for themselves.. 
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45. ENA denies the allegations contained in paragraph 45 of the Complaint. 
46. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 46 of the Complaint. 
47. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 47 of the Complaint. 
48. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 48 of the Complaint. ENA denies paragraph 48 to 
the extent that it contains legal conclusions. 
49. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 49 of the Complaint, but denies the allegations of 
paragraph 49 of the Complaint insofar as it asserts that the State lacked legal authority to award 
contracts to different entities to perform different aspects of the lEN RFP. 
50. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 50 of the Complaint. ENA denies paragraph 50 to 
the extent that it contains legal conclusions. 
COUNT ONE 
Breach of Contract
 
DOA
 
51. ENA incorporates its answers to paragraphs 1 through 50 hereinabove. 
52. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 52 of the Complaint. 
53. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations set forth in paragraph 53 of the Complaint. 
54. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 54 of the Complaint insofar as 
the RFP appeared to encourage entities to engage in joint ventures to perform the services 
required by the lEN RFP. 
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55. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 55 of the Complaint. 
56. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 56 of the Complaint insofar as 
ENA and Syringa jointly submitted the IEN Alliance Proposal on January 7, 2009, in conformity 
with the rules established by the IEN RFP. 
57. ENA denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 57 of the Complaint. 
58. ENA denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 58 of the Complaint. 
59. ENA denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 59 ofthe Complaint. 
60. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 60 of the Complaint. 
61. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 61 of the Complaint. 
COUNT TWO 
Declaratory Relief
 
Violation of Idaho Code § 67-5726 by Gwartney, Zickau and Qwest
 
62. ENA incorporates its answers to paragraphs 1 through 61 hereinabove. 
63. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 63 of the Complaint insofar as 
it accurately quotes Idaho Code § 67-5726(2), the terms of which speak for themselves. 
64. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 64 of the Complaint insofar as 
it accurately quotes Idaho Code § 67-5726(3), the terms of which speak for themselves. 
65. Other than the information contained in the letter of January 20, 2009, that is 
Exhibit C to the Complaint, ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 
as to the truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 65 of the Complaint. 
66. Other than the information contained in the letter of January 20, 2009, that is 
Exhibit C to the Complaint, ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 
as to the truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 66 of the Complaint. 
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67. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth the allegations of paragraph 67 of the Complaint. 
68. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 68 of the Complaint that the DOA has rejected the 
involvement of Syringa in the lEN implementation. 
69. ENA admits that that Statewide Blanket Purchase Order SBP01308-01 was 
amended by "Ame:ndmentl to SPB001308Qwest.doc," the terms of which speak for themselves. 
All allegations set forth in paragraph 69 of the Complaint that are inconsistent with the terms of 
this Blanket Purchase Order as amended are denied. 
70. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to admit or deny the 
allegations set forth in paragraph 70 of the Complaint. 
71. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 71 of the Complaint. 
72. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 72 of the Complaint. 
73. ENA denies the allegations contained in paragraph 73 of the Complaint as it has 
not been directed not to use Syringa for lEN implementation, but admits that the Blanket 
Purchase Orders, as amended, as issued separately to ENA and Qwest designate Qwest as the 
"general contractor for all lEN technical network services." 
74. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 74 of the Complaint. 
75. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 75 of the Complaint. 
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76. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 76 of the Complaint, which are not directed to this 
defendant. 
COUNT THREE 
Declaratory Relief
 
Violation of Idaho Code § 67-5718A by DOA
 
77. ENA incorporates its answers to paragraphs 1 through 76 hereinabove. 
78. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 78 of the Complaint accurately 
quotes Idaho Code § 67-5718A, the terms of which speak for themselves. 
79. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 79 of the Complaint accurately 
quotes Idaho Code § 67-5718A, the terms of which speak for themselves. 
80. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 80 of the Complaint. 
81. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 81 of the Complaint. 
82. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 82 of the Complaint. 
83. Other than the information contained in the letter of January 20, 2009, that is 
Exhibit C to the Complaint, ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 
as to the truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 83 of the Complaint. 
84. Other than the information contained in the letter of January 20, 2009, that is 
Exhibit C to the Complaint, ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 
as to the truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 84 of the Complaint. 
85. ENA admits that the State rejected the proposal of the lEN Alliance, which 
included prospective network and backbone providers in addition to Syringa, and instead 
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awarded separate Blanket Purchase Orders to ENA and Qwest. ENA is without knowledge or 
information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the remaining allegations contained in 
paragraph 85 of the Complaint. 
86. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations of paragraph 86 of the Complaint. 
87. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 87 of the Complaint. 
88. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained the allegations contained in paragraph 88 of the Complaint. 
89. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 89 of the Complaint. 
90. The terms of Idaho Code § 67-5718A speak for themselves; otherwise, ENA is 
without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations 
contained in paragraph 90 of the Complaint. 
91. Although ENA presented the lEN Alliance solution as a superior solution, it is 
without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations 
contained in paragraph 91 of the Complaint insofar as they reference a judgment made by the 
State. 
92. ENA admits the allegations contained in paragraph 92 of the Complaint. 
93. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth the allegations contained in paragraph 93 of the Complaint. 
94. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 94 of the Complaint, which are not directed to this 
defendant. 
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COUNT FOUR 
Tortious Interference with Contract
 
DOA, Gwartney, Zickau and Qwest
 
95. ENA incorporates its answers to paragraphs 1 through 94 hereinabove. 
96. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 96 of the Complaint. 
97. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 97 of the Complaint. 
98. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 98 of the Complaint insofar as 
they are consistent with the terms and conditions of the Teaming Agreement and lEN Alliance 
response to RFP, which terms speak for themselves. 
99. ENA denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 99 of the Complaint. The State 
split the award of the services required by the lEN RFP with separate "Blanket Purchase 
Agreements" with ENA and Qwest. Insofar as the award of separate Blanket Purchase 
Agreements constituted an "instruction" that ENA and Qwest work together to implement the 
services required by the lEN RFP, ENA admits the allegations of paragraph 99 of the Complaint. 
100. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 100 of the Complaint. ENA denies the allegations 
contained in paragraph 100 to the extent that it contains legal conclusions. 
101. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 101 of the Complaint. 
102. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 102 of the Complaint. ENA denies the allegations 
contained in paragraph 102 to the extent that it contains legal conclusions. 
103. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 103 of the Complaint. 
104. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 104 of the Complaint. 
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COUNT FIVE
 
Tortious Interference with
 
Prospective Economic Advantage
 
Qwest
 
105. ENA incorporates its answers to paragraphs 1 through 104 hereinabove. 
106. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 106 of the Complaint. 
107. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 107 of the Complaint. 
108. ENA is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 108 of the Complaint. 
COUNT SIX
 
Breach of Contract
 
ENA
 
109. ENA incorporates its answers to paragraphs 1 through 109 hereinabove. 
110. ENA admits the allegations set forth in paragraph 110 of the Complaint. 
111. ENA denies the allegations set forth in paragraph III of the Complaint. 
112. ENA denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 112 of the Complaint. 
113. ENA denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 113 of the Complaint. 
114. ENA denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 114 of the Complaint. 
115.	 ENA denies the allegations set forth in paragraph 115 of the Complaint. 
ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS 
In response to the allegation contained in Part IV of the Complaint, ENA denies that 
Syringa has any right to collect attorneys' fees from this defendant. 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
In response to the allegations contained in Part V of the Complaint, ENA likewise 
demands a trial by jury of no less than twelve (12) persons on all issues so triable. 
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AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
 
By pleading certain defenses as "affirmative defenses," ENA does not imply that it has 
the burden of proof for any such defense. ENA has not had the opportunity to conduct discovery 
in this matter, and therefore, ENA reserves the right to amend its Answer to include additional 
affirmative defensl~s. 
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
The Teaming Agreement is unenforceable because it created an agreement to agree at 
some point in the future. 
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
The Teaming Agreement is unenforceable for failure to meet a condition precedent. 
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
The Teaming Agreement was terminated by its own terms, and IS therefore, 
unenforceable. 
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
The Teaming Agreement is unenforceable due to a frustration of commercial purpose. 
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
The Teaming Agreement is unenforceable due to impracticability of performance, 
impossibility, and/or a mutual mistake of fact. 
SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiff failed to exhaust any and all available administrative remedies pursuant to I.C. § 
67-5733(l)(C) along with any other applicable law, and therefore, any recovery is barred against 
any party. 
SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
ENA did not breach the Teaming Agreement 
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EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
 
Plaintiff lacks standing to bring any claims in relation to the Blanket Purchase Order 
because it lacks privity. 
NINTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiff lal;;ks standing to bring this claim because there is no available legal redress in 
law and/or equity. 
TENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs claim is barred because any modifications to the Blanket Purchase Order made 
by the State to ENA would be unenforceable for lack of valuable consideration. 
ELEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs daims are barred, in whole or in part, by the doctrines of waiver, estoppel, 
and/or laches. 
TWELFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiff failed to take reasonable steps to mitigate the alleged damages, if any, and 
therefore, any alleged damages are thereby reduced or barred. 
THIRTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Any claims against ENA are barred because ENA is not capable of granting Syringa the 
legal or equitable rdief which it seeks. 
REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES 
ENA has been required to retain the services of Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP, and 
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A., to defend this action, and will continue to incur 
reasonable attorney fees based upon the time expended in its defense. ENA, therefore, alleges 
and hereby makes a claim against plaintiff for attorney fees and costs incurred in defending this 
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action pursuant to I.e. §§ 12-120, -121, Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and all 
other applicable laws allowing for the recovery of costs or attorney fees in this action. 
PRAYER 
WHEREFORE defendant prays for judgment as follows: 
1. That plaintiff's Complaint be dismissed with prejudice, and that plaintiff takes 
nothing thereby; 
2. That defendant be awarded its reasonable attorney's fees and costs; and 
3. That the Court order any other further relief it deems proper. 
DATED this j5"ly of January, 2010. 
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP 
Robert S. Patterson - Of the Firm 
Pending Pro Hac Vice admission 
HALL,FARLEY,OBERRECHT 
& BLANTON, P.A. 
BY_L:ZJ~~~~...-=_~h4------=::::::::::'­
Phillip S b rrecht - Of the . 
Leslie .G. Hayes - Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendant ENA Services, LLC, a 
Division of Education Networks of America, Inc. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ,1.?{aY-Of January, 2010, I caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S VERIFIED COMPLAINT AND 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL, by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the 
following: 
David R. Lombardi ..;- U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
AmberN. Dina Hand Delivered 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP Overnight Mail 
601 W. Bannock ~ Telecopy 
P. O. Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701 
Fax: (208) 388-1300 
Merlyn W. Clark ~ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & Hand Delivered 
HAWLEYLLP _~Overnight Mail 
877 W Main St, St,e 1000 _v_ Telecopy 
PO Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Tel: (208) 344-6000 
Fax: (208) 954-5278 
mclark@hawleytroxell.com 
Stephen R. Thomas ~ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK Hand Delivered 
& FIELDS CHARTERED Overnight Mail 
101 S Capitol Blvd, 10th FI L Telecopy 
PO Box 829 
Boise, ID 83701-0829 
Tel: (208) 345-2000 
Fax: (208) 385-5384 
srt@moffatt.com 
Philli . Oberrecht
 
Leslie M.G. Hayes
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J. DAViD N/\\fM-'~riO, C'erk 
By ..1. Flt'!D/\LI. 
(iFP!.ITV 
Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
 
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
 
D. John Ashby, ISB No. 7228
 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
 
P.O. Box 1617
 
Boise, ID 83701-1617
 
Telephone: 208.344.6000
 
Facsimile: 208.954.5210
 
Email: mclark@hawleytroxell.com
 
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
 
jashby@hawleytroxell.com
 
Attorneys for Defendants Idaho Department of Administration; 
J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) Case No. CV OC 0923757 
) 
Plaintiff, ) ANSWER OF DEFENDANTS IDAHO 
) DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, 
vs. ) 1. MICHAEL "MIKE" GWARTNEY 
) AND JACK G. "GREG" ZICKAU TO 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ) VERIFIED COMPLAINT AND 
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL "MIKE" ) DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
GWARTNEY, in his personal and official ) 
capacity as Director and Chief Information ) 
Officer of the Idaho Department of ) 
Administration; JACK G. "GREG" ZICKAU, ) 
in his personal and official capacity as Chief ) 
Technology Officer and Administrator of the ) 
Office of the CIO; ENA SERVICES, LLC, a ) 
Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF ) 
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation; ) 
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, ) 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company; ) 
)
 
Defendants. )
 
)
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COME NOW Defendants Idaho Department ofAdministration; J. Michael "Mike" 
Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau (collectively the "IDA Defendants"), by and through their 
counsel of record, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, and in answer to the Verified 
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial, admit, deny and allege as follows: 
GENERAL DENIAL 
IDA Defendants deny all allegations provided in the Complaint not specifically admitted 
herein. 
RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S INTRODUCTION 
The introduction section ofPlaintiffs Complaint constitutes a summary of Plaintiffs 
position and does not set forth specific averments and, therefore, no response is required. 
LR.C.P.8(d). To the extent an answer is deemed required to the introduction section, the IDA 
Defendants deny an allegations of wrongdoing and liability in the introduction section. 
Additionally, the IDA Defendants specifically deny the following sentences contained in the 
INTRODUCTION as follows: 
•	 The DOA and Qwest colluded to deprive Syringa - part of the vendor team which 
had the lowest responsible bid - from rightfully providing telecommunication 
services for the Idaho Education Network (the "lEN"). 
•	 Their actions not only wronged Syringa, but most importantly, they deprived the 
people of the State ofIdaho from receiving the benefit of the best 
telecommunications services - evaluated by the State's own officials - at the 
lowest offered price. 
•	 Syringa responded to the IEN Request for Proposal by forming the IEN Alliance 
with Education Networks of America, Inc. ("ENA"), to submit ajoint bid 
proposal. 
•	 The impartial evaluation team selected by DOA concluded that the IEN Alliance 
was the least expensive and most technically proficient bidder in almost every 
category. 
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•	 Despite the lEN Alliance being the best in almost every technical category 
evaluated by the impartial evaluation team and despite the fact that the IEN 
Alliance submitted the lowest cost bid, the DOA issued a multiple award of the 
IEN Request for Proposal - awarding the telecommunication services component 
to Qwest and awarding the educational component to the IEN Alliance - as a 
practical matter, to ENA. 
•	 The DOA decision to award ENA - Syringa's partner- all of the substantive 
educational components of the IEN implementation and to award Qwest all of the 
IEN telecommunication services was unnecessary, arbitrary and a violation of 
Idaho law. 
•	 It also constituted a breach of the representations made by DOA which induced 
Syringa to participate in the IEN Alliance bid proposal. 
•	 Most important, the DOA's wrongful acts breached the confidence placed in the 
DOA by State of Idaho schools. 
SPECIFIC ADMISSIONS AND DENIALS 
1.	 IDA Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 1 of the Complaint. 
2. IDA Defendants are without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 
as to the truth of the allegations in paragraph 2 of the Complaint, and consequently deny the 
same. 
3.	 IDA Defendants are without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 
as to the truth of the allegations in paragraph 3 of the Complaint, and consequently deny the 
same. 
4.	 IDA Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 4 of the Complaint. 
5.	 IDA Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 5 of the Complaint. 
6. IDA Defendants admit the allegation in paragraph 6 of the Complaint that 
Defendant Jack G. ("Greg") Zickau is the Chief Technology Officer, and the remaining 
allegation is denied" 
7.	 IDA Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 7 of the Complaint. 
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8. IDA Defendants are without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief 
as to the truth of the allegations in paragraph 8 of the Complaint. 
9. IDA Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 9 of the Complaint. 
10. IDA Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 10 of the Complaint. 
11. In response to the allegations in paragraph 11 of the Complaint, IDA Defendants 
admit that Idaho Session Laws 2008, Chapter 260, Section 1 speaks for itself and is the best 
evidence of its content. 
12. IDA Defendants admit the allegation in paragraph 12 of the Complaint that the 
State Legislature authorized the creation of the IEN. 
13. In response to the allegations in paragraph 13 of the Complaint, IDA Defendants 
admit that Idaho Code § 67-5745(D)(2) speaks for itself and is the best evidence of its content. 
14. In response to the allegations in paragraph 14 of the Complaint, IDA Defendants 
admit that Idaho Code § 67-5745(D)(2) speaks for itself and is the best evidence of its content. 
15. IDA Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 15 of the Complaint that in 
December 2008, the IDA, through the Division ofPurchasing ("DOP"), issued Request for 
Proposals ("RFP") 02160 concerning the IEN for the State ofIdaho (the "IEN RFP"), and further 
aver that the original document of the lEN RFP speaks for itself and is the best evidence of its 
content. 
16. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 16 of the Complaint because 
Exhibit A of the Complaint is not a true and complete copy of the original IEN RFP. 
17. In response to the allegations in paragraph 17 of the Complaint, IDA Defendants 
admit that the original IEN RFP, § 3.1 speaks for itself and is the best evidence of its content. 
18. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 18 of the Complaint. 
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19. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 19 of the Complaint. 
20. In response to the allegations of paragraph 20 of the Complaint, IDA Defendants 
admit that as of December 2008, Syringa had seven (7) out of two hundred thirty-six (236) of the 
IdaNet circuits under contract. 
21. In H~sponse to the allegations in paragraph 21 of the Complaint, IDA Defendants 
admit that the original IEN RFP Section 3.3.b speaks for itself and is the best evidence of its 
content. 
22. In response to the allegations in paragraph 22 of the Complaint, IDA Defendants 
admit that the original IEN RFP Section 3.3.b speaks for itself and is the best evidence of its 
content. 
23. In response to the allegations in paragraph 23 of the Complaint, IDA Defendants 
admit that the original lEN RFP and Amendment 03, issued 12/30108, and Amendment 04, 
issued 1/6/09 speaks for itself and is the best evidence of its content. 
24. In response to the allegations in paragraph 24 of the Complaint, IDA Defendants 
are without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations, 
and consequently deny the same. 
25. In response to the allegations in paragraph 25 of the Complaint, IDA Defendants 
are without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations, 
and IDA Defendants aver that the January 7,2009 Teaming Agreement speaks for itself and is 
the best evidence of its content. Moreover, the allegations in paragraph 25 call for conclusions 
of law and, therefore, no response is required. In the event an answer is deemed required, IDA 
Defendants deny the: allegations in paragraph 25. 
26. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 26 of the Complaint. 
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27. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 27 of the Complaint. 
28. In response to the allegations in paragraph 28 ofthe Complaint, IDA Defendants 
are without knowledge or infonnation sufficient to fonn a belief as to the truth of the allegations, 
and consequently deny the same. 
29. In response to the allegations in paragraph 29 of the Complaint, IDA Defendants 
admit that the letter dated January 12, 2009 addressed to Mr. Mark Little, State Purchasing 
Manager, Idaho Division of Purchasing, LBJ Building, Lower Level, Room B-15, 650 West 
State Street, Boise, Idaho 83702 speaks for itself and is the best evidence of its content. 
30. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 30 of the Complaint. 
31. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 31 ofthe Complaint. 
32. IDA Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 32 of the Complaint. 
33. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 33 of the Complaint. 
34. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 34 of the Complaint. 
35. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 35 of the Complaint. 
36. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 36 of the Complaint. 
37. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 37 of the Complaint. 
38. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 38 of the Complaint. 
39. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 39 of the Complaint. 
40. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 40 of the Complaint. 
41. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 41 of the Complaint. 
42. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 42 of the Complaint. 
43. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 43 of the Complaint. 
44. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 44 of the Complaint. 
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45. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 45 of the Complaint. 
46. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 46 of the Complaint. 
47. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 47 of the Complaint. 
48. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 48 of the Complaint. 
49. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 49 of the Complaint. 
50. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 50 of the Complaint. 
51. IDA Defendants reallege and reincorporate herein their responses to paragraphs 1­
50 above. 
52. IDA Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 52 of the Complaint. 
53. IDA Defendants admit in response to paragraph 53 of the Complaint that the IEN 
RFP speaks for itself and is the best evidence of its content. 
54. IDA Defendants admit in response to paragraph 54 of the Complaint that the IEN 
RFP speaks for itself and is the best evidence of its content. 
55. IDA Defendants admit in response to paragraph 55 of the Complaint that the IEN 
RFP speaks for itself and is the best evidence of its content. 
56. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 56 of the Complaint. 
57. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 57 ofthe Complaint. 
58. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 58 of the Complaint. 
59. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 59 of the Complaint. 
60. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 60 of the Complaint. 
61. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 61 of the Complaint. 
62. IDA Defendants reallege and reincorporate herein their responses to paragraphs 1­
61 above. 
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63. IDA Defendants admit in response to paragraph 63 that Idaho Code § 67-5726(2) 
speaks for itself and is the best evidence of its content. 
64. IDA Defendants admit in response to paragraph 64 that Idaho Code § 67-5726(3) 
speaks for itself and is the best evidence of its content. 
65. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 65 of the Complaint. 
66. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 66 of the Complaint. 
67. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 67 of the Complaint. 
68. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 68 of the Complaint. 
69. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 69 of the Complaint, and avers 
that Amendment No. 1 to SBPO 01308 speaks for itself and is the best evidence of its content. 
70. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 70 of the Complaint. 
71. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 71 of the Complaint. 
72. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 72 of the Complaint. 
73. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 73 of the Complaint. 
74. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 74 of the Complaint. 
75. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 75 of the Complaint. 
76. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 76 of the Complaint. 
77. IDA Defendants reallege and reincorporate herein their responses to paragraphs]­
76 above. 
78. IDA Defendants admit in response to the allegations in paragraph 78 ofthe 
Complaint that Idaho Code § 67-5718A speaks for itself and is the best evidence of its content. 
79. IDA Defendants admit in response to the allegations in paragraph 79 of the 
Complaint that Idaho Code § 67-5718A speaks for itself and is the best evidence of its content. 
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80. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 80 of the Complaint. 
81. IDA Defendants admit in response to the allegations in paragraph 81 of the 
Complaint that the June 29, 2009 letter speaks for itself and is the best evidence of its content. 
82. IDA Defendants admit in response to the allegations in paragraph 82 of the 
Complaint that the letter dated June 30,2009 from Bill Bums to Melissa Vandenberg speaks for 
itself and is the best evidence of its content. 
83. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 83 of the Complaint. 
84. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 84 of the Complaint. 
85. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 85 of the Complaint. 
86. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 86 of the Complaint. 
87. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 87 of the Complaint. 
88. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 88 of the Complaint. 
89. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 89 of the Complaint. 
90. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 90 of the Complaint. 
91. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 91 of the Complaint. 
92. IDA Defendants admit the allegation in paragraph 92 of the Complaint. 
93. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 93 of the Complaint. 
94. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 94 of the Complaint. 
95. IDA Defendants reallege and reincorporate herein their responses to paragraphs]­
94 above. 
96. In response to the allegations in paragraph 96 of the Complaint, IDA Defendants 
are without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations, 
and IDA Defendants aver that the January 7,2009 Teaming Agreement speaks for itself and is 
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the best evidence of its content. Moreover, the allegations in paragraph 96 call for conclusions 
of law and, therefore, no response is required. In the event an answer is deemed required, IDA 
Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 96. 
97. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 97 of the Complaint. IDA 
Defendants are without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the 
allegations made against Qwest, and consequently deny the same. 
98. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 98 of the Complaint. IDA 
Defendants are without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the 
allegations made against Qwest, and consequently deny the same. 
99. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 99 of the Complaint. IDA 
Defendants are without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the 
allegations made against Qwest, and consequently deny the same. 
100. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 100 of the Complaint. IDA 
Defendants are without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the 
allegations made against Qwest, and consequently deny the same. 
101. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 101 of the Complaint. IDA 
Defendants are without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the 
allegations made against Qwest, and consequently deny the same. 
102. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 102 of the Complaint. IDA 
Defendants are without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the 
allegations made against Qwest, and consequently deny the same. 
103. IDA Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 103 of the Complaint. 
104. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 104 of the Complaint. 
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105. IDA Defendants reallege and reincorporate herein their responses to paragraphs 1­
104 above. 
106. The allegations in paragraph 106 of the Complaint are made against Qwest, and 
no response is required from IDA Defendants. 
107. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 107 against Defendants 
Gwartney and Zickau, and with respect to the remaining allegations in paragraph 107 of the 
Complaint which are made against Qwest, no response is required from IDA Defendants, and to 
the extent a response is required, the allegations are denied. 
108. The allegations in paragraph 108 ofthe Complaint are made against Qwest, and 
no response is required from IDA Defendants. 
109. IDA Defendants reallege and reincorporate herein their responses to paragraphs 1­
108 above. 
110. The allegations in paragraph 110 of the Complaint are made against ENA, and no 
response is required from IDA Defendants. 
111. IDA Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 111 of the Complaint. 
112. The allegations in paragraph 112 of the Complaint are made against ENA, and no 
response is required from IDA Defendants. 
113. The allegations in paragraph 113 of the Complaint are made against ENA, and no 
response is required from IDA Defendants. 
114. The allegations in paragraph 114 of the Complaint are made against ENA, and no 
response is required from IDA Defendants. 
115. The allegations in paragraph 115 of the Complaint are made against ENA, and no 
response is required from IDA Defendants. 
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RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS 
116. IDA Defendants deny that Plaintiff is entitled to recover its attorney fees and 
costs in pursuing this action. 
RESPONSE TO JURY TRIAL DEMAND 
117. IDA Defendants deny that Plaintiff is entitled to trial by jury to the extent it seeks 
declaratory relief and equitable relief. 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
The following defenses are not stated separately as to each claim for relief or allegation 
of Plaintiff. Nevertheless, the following defenses are applicable, where appropriate, to any and 
all of Plaintiffs claims for relief In addition, IDA Defendants, in asserting the following 
defenses, do not admit that the burden ofproving the allegations or denials contained in the 
defenses is upon Defendants but, to the contrary, assert that by reason of denials and/or by 
reasons of relevant statutory and judicial authority, the burden ofproving the facts relevant to 
many of the defens(~s and/or the burden ofproving the inverse of the allegations contained in 
many of the defenses is upon Plaintiff. Moreover, IDA Defendants do not admit, in asserting 
any defense, any responsibility or liability ofIDA Defendants but, to the contrary, specifically 
deny all allegations of responsibility and liability alleged in the Complaint. 
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiff is barred from maintaining this action against IDA Defendants because this 
Court lacks jurisdiction over the subject matter of Plaintiffs Complaint, and the Complaint 
should be dismissed pursuant to Rule 12(b)(I) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
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SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs Complaint fails to state a claim against IDA Defendants upon which relief can 
be granted and should be dismissed pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6) of the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure. 
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiff is barred from maintaining this action because Plaintiff s action fails to present a 
justifiable controve:rsy between Plaintiff and IDA Defendants. 
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiff is barred from maintaining this action because Plaintiff lacks standing to assert 
the claim set forth in the Complaint. 
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiff is barred from maintaining this action against IDA Defendants because the 
contracts between IDA and Qwest and between IDA and ENA, as evidenced by Statewide 
Blanket Purchase Orders (SBPO 01308 and 01309, and Amendments No.1 to SBPO 01308 and 
01309), are an integrated agreement that cannot be released, discharged, changed or modified 
except by an instrument in writing signed by duly the authorized representative of the IDA, 
Division of Purchasing, and Plaintiffs claims for damages must be barred pursuant to Idaho 
Code § 67-5725. 
SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiff is barred from maintaining this action because IDA Defendants have no legal 
obligations to Plaintiff. 
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011520105.1777815.2 000549
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SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
If the Court finds that Plaintiff is a bidder/offeror to RFP 02160 and a party to 
SBPO 01308 and/or SBPO 01309, both of which IDA Defendants expressly deny, then Plaintiff 
is barred from maintaining this action against IDA Defendants by reason of Plaintiffs failure to 
exhaust its administrative remedies. 
EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiff s claims against the IDA Defendants fail because Plaintiff lacks privity of 
contract. 
NINTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs claims against the IDA Defendants fail because Plaintiff is not a third party 
beneficiary ofSBPO 01308 or SBPO 01309. 
TENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs damages, if any, are the result of its own action or inaction, or that of others, 
for whom the State is not responsible or liable. 
ELEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiff's claims against the IDA Defendants are barred since they arise out of and/or 
stem from activities for which the IDA Defendants are immune from liability by virtue of the 
provisions of the Idaho Tort Claims Act; in particular, Idaho Code § 6-904. 
TWELFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs claims against Defendants Gwartney and Zickau must be dismissed for failure 
to comply with the notice requirements of the Idaho Tort Claims Act. 
ANSWER OF DEFENDANTS IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, J. 
MICHAEL "MIKE" GWARTNEY AND JACK G. "GREG" ZICKAU TO VERIFIED 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 14 
0115201051777815.2 
000550
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THIRTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiff is barred from maintaining this action against IDA Defendants based upon the 
Doctrine of Estoppel. 
FOURTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
IDA Defendants reserve the right to assert additional affirmative defenses based upon 
information obtained during the discovery process. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, IDA Defendants pray for judgment as follows: 
1. That Plaintiffs Verified Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial be dismissed with 
prejudice and Plaintiff take nothing thereby. 
2. That IDA Defendants be awarded their reasonable costs and attorney fees 
necessarily incurred in defending this action. 
3. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper. 
DATED THIS2~January,2010. 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
BY~~;W----rT;~~~-----ul%---=""---~ W. Clark, ISB No. 1026 
Seven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358 
Attorneys for Defendants Idaho Department of 
Administration; J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney 
and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau 
ANSWER OF DEFENDANTS IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, J. 
MICHAEL "MIKE" GWARTNEY AND JACK G. "GREG" ZICKAU TO VERIFIED 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 15 
011520105,1777815,2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
#­
_'-'?K:~I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thi~_ day of January, 2010, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing ANSWER OF DEFENDANTS IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF 
ADMINISTRATION, J. MICHAEL "MIKE" GWARTNEY AND JACK G. "GREG" ZICKAU 
TO VERIFIED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL by the method indicated 
below, and addressed to each of the following: 
David R. Lombardi 
Amber N. Dina 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 W. Bannock 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
B. Lawrence Theis 
Steven 1. Perfrement 
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP 
1700 Lincoln Street Suite 4100 
Denver, Colorado 80203 
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC] 
Stephen R. Thomas 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & FIELDS, 
CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
P.O. Box 829
 
Boise, Idaho 83701
 
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]
 
Phillip S. Oberrecht 
Leslie M. G. Hayes 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC] 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight Mail 
E-mail4 Telecopy 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight Mail 
E-mail 
...r-relecopy 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight Mail 
E-mail 
~Telecopy 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight Mail 
E-mail 
YTelecopy 
ANSWER OF DEFENDANTS IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, 1. 
MICHAEL "MIKE" GWARTNEY AND JACK G. "GREG" ZICKAU TO VERIFIED 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 16 
01152.0105.1777815.2 
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_----=:HA:LL FARLEY _ 141002
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-NO.- 1 FilED 51~ _ 
__-+..J.M.­A.M...­
FEB 022010 
J, DAVID; NAVARRO. Clerk 
By c. WATSON 
DEPU'TY 
Phillip S. Oberrecht 
ISB #1904; pso@hallfarley.com 
Leslie M. G. Hayes 
ISH #7995; hnh@hallfarley.com 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 395-8500 
Facsimile: (208) 395y 8585 
W:\4\4·59S.1IPro Hac Vice-Mtn.doc 
Robert S. Patterson (pro hac vice pending) 
TSB #6189; bJ2atterson@babc.com 
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP 
1600 Division Street, Suite 700 
Nashville, Tennessee: 37203 
Telephone: (615) 252-2335 
Facsimile (615) 252-6335 ! I 
I 
I 
I 
Attorneys for Defendant ENA Services, LLC, a Division of Education Networks of America, In~. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF rn~ 
! 
I 
I 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, AN Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF 
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL 
"MIKE" GWARTNEY, in his personal and 
official capacity as Director and Chief 
Information Officer ofthe Idaho 
Department of Administration; JACK G. 
"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal official 
capacity of ChiefTechnology Officer and 
Administrator of the Office of the CIO; 
ENA SERVICES, LLC, a Division of 
MOTION FOR LlMlTED ADMISSION - 1 
Case No. CV OC 0923757 
MOTION FOR LIMITED 
ADMISSION 
, .. 
I 
I 
I 
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EDUCAT ION NETWORKS OF 
AMERlCA, INC. a Delaawre corporation; 
QWEST COMMUNICAnONS 
CO:MPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company, 
Defendants. 
, 
The Wldersigned, Phillip S. Oberrecht, petitions the court for admission ~ of the 
I 
undersigned, Robert S. Patterson, pursuant to Idaho Bar Commission Rule 222, for the ~urpose 
i 
of the above-captioned matter. ! 
i 
Robert S. Patterson certifies that he is an active member, in good standing, of the bar of 
I 
I 
Tennessee, that he :maintains the regular practice oflaw at the above-noted address, and that he is 
, 
, 
not a resident of the State of Idaho or licensed to practice in Idaho. Robert S. Patterson :certifies 
I 
I 
that he has previously been admitted under IBeR 222 in the following matters: None. I 
I 
I 
I 
Both Phillip S. Oberrecht and Robert S. Patterson certify that a copy of this m~tion has 
lbeen served on all parties to this matter and that a copy of the motion, accompanied by a $200.00 
I 
fee, has been provided to the Idaho State Bar. 
i 
Phillip S, Oberrecht certifies that the above infonnation is true to the beJt of his 
I 
knowledge, after reasonable investigation. Phillip S. Oberrecht acknowledges that his a~endance 
shall be required at all cow1 proceedings in which Robert S. Patterson appear~, unless 
I 
I 
specifically excused by the trial jUdge. i 
,;/)
DATED this L day ofFebruary, 2010. 
HALL,FARLEY,OBERRECHT 
& BLANTON, P.A. 
BY-:::::(p.:!1.4of¥-l~..:.L...t.::~""""""'-=;t;~~.:.......-_­
Phil jp Oberrecht - Of the F' 
Leslie M.G. Hayes - Ofthe Firm 
MOTION FOR LIMITED ADMISSION - 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
" pI)I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the d day of February, 2010, I caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing MOTION FOR LIMITED ADMISSION, by the method in.dicated 
below, and addressed to each of the following: 
David R. Lombardi 
Amber N. Dina 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 W. Bannock 
P. O. Box 2720 
Boise,ID 83701 
Fax: (208) 388·1300 
Merlyn W. Clark 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & 
HAWLEYLLP 
877 W Main St, Ste 1000 
PO Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Fax: (208) 954·5278 
Stephen R. 1110mas 
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK 
& FIELDS CHARTERED 
101 S Capitol Blvd, 10th Fl 
PO Box 829 
Boise, ID 83701-0829 
Fax: (208) 385-5384 
B. Lawrence Theis 
Steven Perfrement 
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP 
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100 
Denver, CO 80203 
Fax: (303) 866-0200 
-.L.'
 
-.L
 
..J!.
 
I 
u.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Ovemight Mail 
Telecopy 
u.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 
-./ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 
MOTION FOR LIMITED ADMISSION - 3
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I 
F~B 02 2010 
J. DAVII!> NAVARRO, Clerk 
~yc. WATSON 
I DEPUTY 
Phillip S- Oberrecht 
ISB #1904; pso@hallfarley.com 
Leslie M. G. Hayes 
ISB #7995; lmh@hallfarley.com 
HALL) FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 395-8500 
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585 
W;\4\4-595.llJ'ro Hqc Vice-Aff.doc 
Robert S. Patterson (pro hac vice pending) 
TSB #6189; bpanerson(iV,babc.com 
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP 
1600 Division Street, Suite 700 
Nashville, Tennessee 37203 
Telephone: (615) 252-2335 
Facsimile (615) 252-6335 
Attorneys for Defendant ENA Services, LLC, a Division of Education Networks of America., Inc-
I 
I 
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FOURTH mDICIAL DISTRICT OF TH~ 
! 
,STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
I
I 
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, AN Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF 
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL 
"MIKE" GWARTNEY, in his personal and 
official capacity as Director and Chief 
InfolTIJation Officer ofthe Idaho 
Department of Administration; JACK G. 
"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal ofticial 
capacity of Chief Techno10 y Officer and 
" 
I 
Case No. CV OC 0923757 
AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT S. 
PATTERSON IN SUPPORT OF 
I 
MOTION FOR ADMISSION PRO 
I 
HACVlCE 
AFFIDAvrr OF ROBERT S. PATTERSON IN SUPPORT
 
OF MaTTON FOR ADMTSSION PRO HAC VICE - 1 I
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Administrator ofthe Office ofthe CIO; 
ENA SERVICES, LLC, a Division of 
EDUCAT JON NETWORKS OF 
AMERICA, INC. a Delaawre corporation; 
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS 
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability compm1y, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF TENNESSEE )
 
) ss.
 
County of Davidson )
 
ROBERT S. PATTERSON, being first duly swom upon oath. deposes and says: 
1, I am the attorney for whom pro hac vice admission is sought in the referJnCed 
I 
case. 
2. My office address is: 
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
 
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
 
Nashville, Tennessee 37203
 
3. I am a member in good standing ofthe Bar of the following courts: 
A. All state courts in Tennessee; 
B. The United State District Courts for the Middle and Eastern Disttibts of 
Tennessee; and 
C. The United States Court ofAppeals for the Sixth Circuit. 
4. . I have not been suspended or disban-ed in any other court; and 
I 
5. I consent to the designation of Phillip S. Oben'echt of the finn Hall, Farley, 
ObelTecht & Blanton, P.A., as co-counsel. 
AFFJDAVlT OF ROBERT S. PATfERSONJN SUPPORT 
OF MOTION FOR ADMISSION PRO flAC VICE - 2 
000557
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DATED this~y ofJ~uary, 2010. 
Robert S. Patterson: I 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this J5li day ofJanuary, 2010. 
, i 
~ f(17{Al &r.!ffU{f..,
Notary Public
 
Residing at Araj/! If; I(f) ~~!
 
My Commisslon expires . tJ) 1/10 (/
-.:....~'-jl ........"-L..L -;-_
 
MyGD01rn~on ~Pires MAY 2. 201 1 
: ' 
, , 
I, 
I 
!
: I 
, I 
AffIDAVIT OF ROBERT S. PATTERSON IN SUPPORT 
OF MOTION FOR ADMISSION PRo. HAC VICE - 3 
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.cERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
IIJ I 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~ day of February, 20]0, I caused to be ~erved a 
true copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT S. PATTERSON IN SllPPqRT OF 
MOTION FOR ADMISSION PRO HAC VICE, by the method indicated below, and addressed to 
each of the following: 
David R. Lombardi 
Amber N. Dina 
GNENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 W. Bannock 
P. O. Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701 
Fax: (208) 388~13()0 
Merlyn W. Clark 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & 
l-lAWLEY LLP 
877 W Main St, Ste 1000 
PO Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Fax: (208) 954-5278 
Stephen R. Thomas 
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK 
& FIELDS CHARTERED 
101 S Capitol Blvd, 10th Fl 
PO Box 829 
Boise, ill 83701-0829 
Fax: (208) 385-5384 
B. Lawrence Theis 
Steven Perfrement 
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP 
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100 
Denver, CO 80203 
Fax: (303) 866·0200 
~ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 
-./ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 
---./U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 
~U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 
AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT S. PATTERSON rN SUPPORT 
OF MOTION FOR ADM1SSION PRO HAC VICE - 4 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OFTH
 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
 
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, AN Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF 
ADMINISTRATION; 1. MICHAEL 
"MIKE" GWARTNEY, in his personal and 
official capacity as Director and Chief 
Information Officer of the Idaho 
Department of Administration; JACK G. 
"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal official 
capacity of Chief Technology Officer and 
Administrator of the Office of the CIO; 
ENA SERVICES, LLC, a Division of 
EDUCAT ION NETWORKS OF 
AMERICA, INC. a Delaawre corporation; 
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS 
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 0923757 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR 
LIMITED ADMISSION 
The Motion for Limited Admission in the above-entitled matter having come before this 
Court and good cause appearing therefore; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, AND THIS DOES ORDER, that Robert S. Patterson of the 
firm Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP is admitted to practice before this Court, pro hac vice, 
for the purposes of this case only. 
DATED this L day of February, 2010. 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR LIMITED ADMISSION - 1 
000560
 
 
 
 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~day of February, 2010, I caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR LIMITED ADMISSION, by 
the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following: 
David R. Lombardi 
Amber N. Dina 
Givens Pursley LLP 
601 W. Bannock 
P. O. Box 2720
 
Boise,ID 83701
 
Fax: (208) 388-1300
 
Merlyn W. Clark
 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS &
 
HAWLEYLLP
 
877 W Main St, Ste 1000
 
PO Box 1617
 
Boise, ID 83701-1617
 
Fax: (208) 954-5278
 
Stephen R. Thomas
 
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK
 
& FIELDS CHARTERED
 
101 S Capitol Blvd, 10th Fl
 
PO Box 829
 
Boise, ID 83701-0829
 
Fax: (208) 385-5384
 
B. Lawrence Theis
 
Steven Perfrement
 
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
 
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
 
Denver, CO 80203
 
Fax: (303) 866-0200
 
Phillip S. Oberrecht
 
Leslie M.G. Hayes
 
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A.
 
700 W. Idaho, Suite 700
 
P. O. Box 1271
 
Boise,ID 83701
 
Fax: (208) 395-8585
 
L	 U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 
J	 U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 
~ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 
_~ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 
~U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR LIMITED ADMISSION - 2 
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Idaho State Bar U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
P. O. Box 895 Hand Delivered 
Boise,ID 838701 Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR LIMITED ADMISSION - 3 
000562
David R. Lombardi, ISB #1965 
Amber N. Dina, ISB #7708 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 W. Bannock 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone Number: (208) 388-1200 
Facsimile: (208) 388··1300 
800439_2 
Attorneys for PlaintijI Syringa Networks, LLC 
J. DAVID N,i1..V/\f·C:f!.J, C •. r~ 
13l' C Ii{)U"F'~ 
! "~ :.~ 11 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
 
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff,
 
vs.
 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF 
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL 
"MIKE" GWARTNES, in his personal and 
official capacity as Director and Chief 
Information Officer of the Idaho 
Department of Administration; JACK G. 
"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal and 
official capacity as Chief Technology 
Officer and Administrator of the Office of 
the CIa; EDUCATION NETWORKS OF 
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation; 
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS 
CaMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company; 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 0923757 
MOTION FOR ORDER TO SHOW 
CAUSE (ORAL ARGUMENT 
REQUESTED) 
Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC, by and through its attorneys of record, Givens Pursley 
LLP, and pursuant to Rule 6(c)(2) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, moves the court to 
MOTION FOR ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE· I 
000563
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issue an order direct(:d to Defendant Idaho Department of Administration (the "DOA") to show 
cause as follows: 
Why the DOA should not be enjoined from acquiring further 
services or property for the lEN Project pursuant to Statewide 
Blanket Purchase Orders 1308-01 and 1309-01 or from otherwise 
directing Education Networks of America, Inc. to select Qwest 
Communications Company, LLC as the exclusive 
telecommunications supplier for the lEN Project. 
This Motion is supported by the Memorandum in Support, the Affidavit of Greg Lowe, 
the Affidavit of Susan Heneise and the Affidavit ofMolly Steckel filed contemporaneously 
herewith and the record on file in this action. 
Oral argument is requested. 
DATED this 23 rd day of February 2010. 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
By: 
DA R. ARDI 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
By: 
AMBER N. DINA 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
MOTION FOR ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE - 2 
000564
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
-:t~J.. 
I hereby certify that on this a3 day of February, 2010, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Merlyn W. Clark 
Steven F. Schossberger 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneysfor Idaho Dept. ofAdministration; J 
Michael "Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg" 
Zickau 
Phillip S. Oberrecht 
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 W. Idaho, Ste. 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC 
Robert S. Patterson 
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP 
1600 Division Street, Suite 700 
Nashville, TN 37203 
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC 
Stephen R. Thomas 
MOFFA1'1' THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS 
101 S. Capitol Blvd." 10th Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company 
B. Lawrence Theis 
Steven Perfrement 
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP 
700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100 
Denver, CO 80203 
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company 
.,/ U.S. Mail 
Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (954-5210) 
~U.S.Mail 
__Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (395-8585) 
/U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (615-252-6335) 
" U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (385-5384) 
,/ U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (W3-866-0~9~ /' 
: 'I (/
(-.-,-t·· ---'I .,/ Z.... , 
" it!/// , 
\ .. 
'~
/ - ./ 
) 
David R. Lombardi 
MOTION FOR ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE - 3 
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David R. Lombardi, ISB # 1965
 
Amber N. Dina, ISH #7708 t:.O ..J .fn.
FrD 2· " '~'.to 
..)' 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
,~ 
J. DAVID NAVAr',na, Clerf 601 W. Bannock By E. HOU.~[S 
P.O. Box 2720 D1YUTY 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone Number: (208) 388-1200 
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300 
797637 4 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff,
 
vs.
 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF 
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL 
"MIKE" GWARTNEY, in his personal and 
official capacity as Director and Chief 
Information Officer of the Idaho 
Department of Administration; JACK G. 
"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal and 
official capacity as Chief Technology 
Officer and Administrator of the Office of 
the CIO; EDUCATION NETWORKS OF 
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation; 
QWEST COMMU1'JICATIONS 
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company; 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss: 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV OC 0923757 
AFFIDAVIT OF GREG LOWE 
Greg Lowe, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
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1. I graduated from the University of Colorado at Denver in 1984 with a Bachelor's 
of Science Degree in Electrical Engineering. I received a Masters of Business Administration 
from Northwestern University in 2000 and have been involved in the telecommunications 
industry since 1988. Since 1995, my involvement in the telecommunications industry has 
included serving in the capacity of Director of Engineering, Chief Operating Officer and/or Chief 
Executive Officer. 
2. I am the Chief Executive Officer of Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa"). I have 
been employed by Syringa since September, 2008. 
3. Syringa was incorporated on September 1, 2000, by a group of rural telephone 
companies to provide cost effective high speed bandwidth and connectivity to national 
telecommunications networks for their communities located in Idaho and western Wyoming. 
4. The owners of Syringa are all rural telephone companies, sometimes referred to as 
Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers ("ILECs") who provide telephone and broadband service. 
5. Syringa has built an extensive fiber optic network in Southern Idaho. A map 
which shows the approximate location of that network is attached hereto as Exhibit 1. 
6. Syringa provides the "backbone" for its member ILECs and for other carriers who 
establish agreements to use its fiber optic network for telecommunications. 
7. I was one of the people responsible for reviewing and organizing the Syringa 
response to the Idaho Education Network Request for Proposals 02160 (the "lEN RFP"), which 
was issued in December, 2008. 
8. I concluded, based on my review of the lEN RFP, that the Idaho Education 
Network presented an ideal opportunity for Syringa to, in conjunction with an appropriate E-Rate 
educational services provider, provide high speed connectivity to Idaho schools, libraries and 
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institutions. I felt that Syringa was especially well qualified to provide this backbone because I 
believed Syringa's fiber network provided the most cost effective broadband service available in 
significant parts of the state. 
9. Section 3.2 of the lEN RFP asked for a "total end- to-end serVIce support 
solution". 
10. Section 3.2 of the lEN RFP also encouraged "teaming" by potential contractors as 
follows: 
Within the context of this RFP, the State is asking potential industry 
partners to describe a business model that they will initiate to service the 
State of Idaho lEN network. As stated above, the State is looking for an 
industry partner or partners who will take the initiative in areas of network design, 
network management to include operations, maintenance and accounting 
processes. It should be noted that highest consideration will be given to the 
Partner or Partners presenting the best and most cost effective "total end- to-end 
service support solution" and supporting network architecture, which is also 
compliant with the specifications of this RFP. (emphasis in original). 
11. A "total end- to-end service support solution" for a project like the Idaho 
Education Network means that a single contractor is to assume responsibility for all aspects of 
content, connectivity and coordination necessary for the delivery of an interactive learning 
environment. In simple terms, it could be viewed as having a single telephone number to call 
when there is a problem or need. That contractor, under the lEN Alliance Proposal is ENA. 
12. Syringa and Education Networks of America, Inc. combined, in response to 
recommendation in section 3.2 of the lEN RFP quoted above, for the purpose of preparing a 
response to the lEN RFP and to provide the "total end- to-end service support solution" solution 
the RFP requested. 
13. Syringa and Education Networks of America, Inc. and its wholly owned 
subsidiary ENA Services, LLC (collectively, "ENA") entered into a Teaming Agreement for the 
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purpose of responding to the lEN RFP and to establish who (ENA or Syringa) would be 
responsible for the provision of each of the services requested by the RFP in the event our 
proposal was accepted. 
14. A tme and correct copy of the Teaming Agreement between ENA and Syringa is 
attached hereto as Exhibit 2. 
15. ENA and Syringa jointly submitted a response to the lEN RFP on January 12, 
2009 (the "lEN Alliance Proposal"). The relationship between ENA and Syringa was described 
in the second paragraph of the cover letter, attached hereto as Exhibit 3, from David M. Pierce, 
President and CEO of ENA Services, LLC, and myself, as CEO of Syringa as follows: 
We will refer to our combined team as the lEN Alliance. The lEN 
Alliance, founding members, ENA and Syringa will be the partnership. For the 
purpose of executing a contract, ENA will be the contracting entity for the project 
with Syringa as a principal partner and prime supplier. In addition, both Syringa 
and ENA have engaged the following strategic and core partners based on the 
infrastmcture as well as the skills and expertise they can provide to contribute to 
the success of lEN. 
(Strategic Partners, Core Partners and Strategic suppliers are identified.) 
16. The State of Idaho, Department of Administration faxed a letter on January 20, 
2009 to ENA ("the DOA Letter of Intent") which disclosed its review and scoring of each of the 
lEN proposals received by the State in response to the lEN RFP. 
17. A tme and correct copy of the DOA Letter ofIntent to ENA is attached hereto as 
Exhibit 4. 
18. I was pleased that the Letter of Intent indicates that the proposal submitted by the 
lEN Alliance (identified as ENA on the DOA Letter of Intent) received the highest score. 
19. The DOA Letter of Intent to ENA also advised ENA, as a member of the lEN 
Alliance, of the DOA's intent to award the lEN project to Qwest Communications Company, 
LLC, and to Education Networks of America, LLC/ENA Services, LLC. 
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20. The indication in the DOA Letter of Intent that ENA would be awarded the lEN 
contract is consistent with the directions provided in the cover letter of January 12, 2009, which 
accompanied the lEN Alliance response to the lEN RFP. That cover letter said "for the purpose 
of executing a contract, ENA will be the contracting entity for the project with Syringa as the 
principal partner and prime supplier." 
21. I have also seen the Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders SBPO 1308 and 
SBPOI309 (the "SBPOs") issued to Qwest and ENA on January 28, 2009. Copies of the SBPOs 
are attached hereto as Exhibit 5 (Qwest) and Exhibit 6 (ENA). 
22. I have also seen the Amended Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders SBP01308-0I 
and SBP01309-0I ("Amended SBPOs") issued to Qwest and ENA on February 26, 2009. 
Copies of the Amended SBPOs are attached hereto as Exhibit 7 (Qwest) and Exhibit 8 (ENA). 
23. Neither of the Amended SBPOs provide a single contractor, "total end- to-end 
service support solution" described in paragraph 11 above or as requested by the lEN RFP. 
24. Neither of the Amended SBPOs concern the "same or similar" services or 
property. 
25. The Amended SBPOs each address specific services and property which will be 
separately provided by either Qwest or ENA. 
26. The Amended SBPOs provide an "end to end" solution only if they are combined 
together in the same fashion as was proposed by ENA and Syringa in their lEN Alliance 
Proposal. 
27. With minor differences in language, a side by side comparison demonstrates that 
the services for which Syringa was responsible under the Teaming Agreement and the services 
for which Qwest is responsible under the Amended SBPOs are the same services. That side by 
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side comparison is set forth in the following table: 
Syringa Responsibilities Under Paragraph 3(c) of Qwest Responsibilities Under Paragraphs 1 ­
the Teamin2 A2reement 4 of Amendment One (1) to SBP01308 
3(c) Syringa shall ble responsible for 1. Qwest will be the general contractor for all 
lEN technical network services. The 
(i) providing the statewide backbone for the Service Provider listed on the State's 
services, Federal E-rate Form 471, Education 
Networks of America (ENA), is required to 
(ii) providing and operating a network work with the dedicated Qwest Account 
operations center for the backbone, Team for ordering, and provisioning of, on­
going maintenance, operations and billings 
(iii) providing for co-location of core network for all lEN sites.
 
equipment,
 
2. Qwest, in coordination with ENA, will 
(iv) procuring and owning all customer deliver lEN technical network services 
premises equipment not provided by ENA, using its existing core MPLS network and 
backbone services. 
(v) coordinating field service for non-school 3. Qwest, in coordination with ENA, will 
or library sites, procure and provision all local access 
connections and routing equipment making 
(vi) managing the customer relationship for reasonable efforts to ensure the most cost 
non-school or library sites, and efficient and reliable network access 
throughout the State to include leveraging 
(vii) procuring, managing and provisioning of publ ic safety network assets wherever 
last mile circuits for non-school or library economically and technically feasible. 
sites 
4. Qwest, in coordination with ENA, will 
provide all Internet services to lEN users. ~ 
I 
I 
28. Syringa is excluded from performing any of the work for the lEN for which the 
Amended SBPOs say Qwest is responsible. Syringa has and will be damaged by this exclusion 
in an amount equal to approximately $500,000 per month during the life of the lEN Project. 
29. The anticipated revenue to Syringa from the Idaho Education Network project 
would have represented an increase of greater than 20% to the company's annual revenue. 
30. Base:d on the responses we have received from our customers in competitive 
bidding situations, there are areas in southern Idaho where I believe Syringa enjoys a competitive 
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advantage over other providers, including Qwest, because we provide cost effective bandwidth 
and the Syringa network runs through the major population centers in southern Idaho. 
31. The lEN contract represents annual revenue to the telecommunications provider 
of approximately $6,000,000.00. The Amended SBPOs effectively transfer this annual revenue 
stream from Syringa to Qwest for at least five years and potentially twenty years. This lEN cash 
flow will be used by Qwest to build and enhance its "backbone" in Idaho with increased 
bandwidth and fiber and to enter those parts of the state where Syringa and/or its members have 
been the only telecommunications provider using fiber optic cable. 
32. Syringa will never be able to recover from an extreme and potentially irreparable 
competitive disadvantage if the Amended SBPOs are allowed to continue and remain 
unrestrained so that Qwest will be able, with the assistance of federally assisted funds and 
income exceeding $500,000 per month from the lEN Project, to enter markets currently served 
by Syringa. 
33. In addition to the competitive disadvantage which will result if the Amended 
SBPOs are not restrained, the imposition of a money judgment at the end of this litigation will 
tend to be ineffectual. The lEN users will actually use a small fraction of the added capacity of 
any new fiber optic cable for which the lEN Project is providing money to Qwest. The 
remainder of that m:w fiber optic capacity will be available for commercial sale by Qwest. An 
award of money, years after new Qwest fiber optic cable has been put into the ground will never 
be able to undo the harm, to Syringa, of missing the opportunity to service these probable new 
customers, as well as the schools and others subscribing to the lEN. 
34. The Qwest bid for Monthly Recurring Charge in its response to the lEN RFP was 
$854,215.64 per month. The lEN Alliance Proposal for Monthly Recurring Charge was 
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$571,000 per month. 
35. The E-Rate forms filed by the State ofIdaho indicate that the Monthly Recurring 
Charge which will receive federal E-Rate funding is $571,000. The E-Rate funding for the IEN 
Program is, therefore, more than $283,000 per month less than the Qwest bid. The Amended 
SBPOs do not state how Qwest will provide the services for which it bid $854,215.64 per month 
for the reduced cost of $571 ,000 per month. The Amended SBPOs also do not state whether the 
services which are being provided by Qwest are the same as those requested in the IEN RFP and 
which the lEN Alliance proposed to provide, in full, for the Monthly Recurring Charge of 
$571,000. 
36. I am informed, and believe, and allege thereon that the requirement in the 
Amended SBPOs that Qwest is the general contractor for all IEN technical network services and 
that ENA is required to procure, provision and provide all local access connections and routing 
equipment in coordination with Qwest will result in significantly greater expense and waste for 
the IEN Program, for the schools and for the State. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT. 
DATED this ~ day of February 2010. 
Greg Lowe 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this 2l day of February, 2010. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
..J 
I hereby certify that on this {)~ day of February, 2010, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Merlyn W. Clark 
Steven F. Schossberger 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise,ID 83701 
Attorneys for Idaho Dept. ofAdministration; J 
Michael "Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg" 
Zickau 
Phillip S. Oberrecht 
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 W. Idaho, Ste. 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise,ID 83701 
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC 
Robert S. Patterson 
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP 
1600 Division Street, Suite 700 
Nashville, TN 37203 
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC 
Stephen R. Thomas 
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., loth Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise,ID 83701 
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company 
B. Lawrence Theis 
Steven Perfrement 
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP 
700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100 
Denver, CO 80203 
Attorneys for QM-'est Communications Company 
.,-/'U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (954-5210) 
/'U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (395-8585) 
L,..-'U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (615-252-6335) 
t.//
U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (385-5384) 
L- U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
Ha Delivery 
F (3 3-866-0200) 
David R. Lombardi 
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Syringa Networks Map with Member areas - Syringa Networks, LLC. 
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TEAMING AGREEMENT 
This teaming agreement is dated January 7, 2009 between Education Networks of America, Inc., a Delaware 
corporation and its wholly-owned subsidiary ENA Services, LLC, a Delaware limited liability corporation 
(collectively "ENA"), and Syringa Networks, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company ("~"). 
1. Defmitions 
(a) Confidentilll Information. "Confidential Information" means any information that is not generally 
available to the public, whether of a technical, business, or other nature and that the receiving party knows or has 
reason to know is ,::onfidential, proprietary, or trade secret information of the disclosing party. Confidential 
Information includes the Proposal and the terms of this agreement. Confidential Information does not include 
information that is in the public domain through no breach of this Agreement by the receiving party or that is 
already known or is independently developed by the receiving party. 
(b) Prime Contract. "Prime Contract" means the resultant contract(s) between ENA andlor Syringa with the 
State ofIdaho regarding the Project. 
(c) Project. ",Eroject" means that certain request for proposal, request for quotation, invitation for bid, or 
similar invitation for (i) the provision of products or services in connection with the State of Idaho Request for 
Proposal #RFP02160 to construct the Idaho Education Network ("lEN") and (ii) services provided under the 
Prime Contract. 
(d) Proposal. "proposal" means the wrinen response to the Project. 
(e) Syringa Members. "Syringa Members" refers to the companies that are members and owners of Syringa 
Networks, LLC upon execution of this Agreement. 
2. Teaming 
(a) Purpose. ENA is seeking to become either (i) the prime contractor for the Project or (ii) the prime 
contractor for the p0l1ion of the Project which provides all services to schools and libraries. If ENA or Syringa 
are awarded the Prime Contract, ENA and Syringa shall enter into an agreement pursuant to which Syringa shall 
provide cOIUlectivity services statewide to ENA. The purpose of this agreement is to define the parties' respectivc 
rights and obligations in connection with the Proposal, the Project, and the Prime Contract. 
(b) Relationship. The parties agree that, as between the parties, ENA will be the prime contractor for either 
(i) the Project or (ii) the prime contractor for the portion of the Project wich provides all services to schools and 
libraries, and, if ENA wins the Prime Contract, Syringa will provide cormectivity services in connection with the 
Project. The parties are and will be independent contractors with respect to this agreement and the Project. 
(c) Proposal. ENA shall asswne the lead role in preparing the Proposal. Syringa shall provide such input, 
review and information into the Proposal as is required to complete all requirements of the Request for Proposal. 
(d) Communications. As between the parties, ENA will assume the lead role for external communications 
regarding the Project and the Proposal, unless mutually agreed to by both parties. Syringa shall promptly notify 
ENA and obtain ENA's authorization prior to any response by Syringa in the event the customer or any employee 
or officer of the executive or legislative branch of the State of Idaho contacts Syringa or vice-versa concerning the 
Proposal. 
(e) Joint Participation. Neither party shall participate in efforts related to submitting a Proposal, whether by 
itself as a prime contmctor or with another party, independently of the other party without the other party's prior 
written consent. Nothing in this agreement however, is intended to preclude either party from fulfilling its 
existing obligations, or from independently submitting proposals or perfonrung work, unrelated to the Project. 
- I ­
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(t) Existing Bod Future Customer Relationships. Nothing in this agreement is intended to preclude either 
party from fulfilling its existing obligations to provide service under existing contracts or service agreements with 
customers that may be eligible to receive service under the Project regardless if such obligations may be in 
conflict with Secti<m 2(e) above. Neither party shall enter into a new contract or future arrangement with any 
customer that may be eligible to receive service under the Project without written approval of the other party, 
which shall not be unreasonably withheld should the requesting party be able to prove that such a contract or 
service arrangement will not be entered into in bad faith to the goals of the Project or the other party. 
(g) Confidentiality. Neither party shall disclose to any third party, or use for any pwpose other than in 
furtherance of ENA's efforts to win the Prime Contract, any Confidential Information of the other party. 
(h) Termination. This agreement will terminate without liability upon any of the following events: 
(i) the customer formally and finally rejects the Proposal or cancels the Project; 
(ii) Either party notifies the other that it is ceasing its efforts with respect to the Project, however such a 
notification shall not absolve either party of its obligations under Section 2(e) and 2(g) above; 
(iii) the anniversary of this agreement in the absence of an award, extension, cancellation, or withdrawal 
of the Project; 
(iv) mutual written agreement of the parties; or 
(v) execution of the service agreement contemplated in Section 3(a) below. 
3. Service Agreement 
(a) Generally. IfENA wins the Prime Contract as provided in Section 2(a) above. the parties shall execute a 
partnership agreement as specified in this agreement that will also include any required flow-down provisions or 
other appropriate terms similar to those set forth in the Prime Contract. 
(b) ENA Responsibilities. If ENA wins the Project as provided in Section 2(a) above, in connection with 
perfonning the Prime Contract, ENA shall be responsible for the following functions for all participating schools 
and libraries: (i) procuring and owning all customer premises equipment, (ii) coordinating field service, (iii) 
managing the customer relationship, (iv) serving as the fiscal and contracting agent, including responsibility for 
invoicing and collections. (v) management of E-Rate funds, and (vi) procuring, managing, and provisioning last 
mile circuits. 
(c) Syringa Responsibilities. IfENA wins the Project as provided in Section 2(a) above, in connection with 
perfonning the Prime: Contract. Syringa shall be responsible for (i) providing the statewide backbone for the 
services, (ii) providing and operating a network operations center for the backbone. (iii) providing for co-location 
of core network equipment, (iv) procuring and owning all customer premises equipment not provided by ENA, 
(v) coordinating field service for non-school or library sites, (vi) managing the customer relationship for non­
school or library sites. and (vii) procuring, managing and provisioning last mile circuits for non-school or library 
sites. 
In addition, Syringa and Syringa Members shall have the first opportunity and first right of refusal to 
provide last mile circuits delivered by ENA as part of this Project. ENA shall notify Syringa of all last mile 
circuits needed for the: Project. Syringa and Syringa Members shall have the first opportunity to provide ENA a 
cost estimate, a statement of service and quality requirements of the last mile circuits proposed to be provided by 
Syringa or Syringa Me~mbers and a timeline for providing such last mile circuits. After reviewing the Syringa or 
Syringa Member proposal(s), ENA may seek proposals from other providers. ENA shall award the contract for 
last mile circuits to Syringa or Syringa Members unless the following conditions are met: (i) such other providers 
can provide such last mile circuits meeting or exceeding the quality requirements requested by ENA and (ii) such 
other providers can provide such last mile circuits at a better price than that proposed by Syringa or Syringa 
- 2 ­
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Members; after Syringa and Syringa Members have an opportunity to match the lower price point or (iii) if the 
timeframe for providing such last mile circuits proposed by Syringa or Syringa Members would result in a prime 
contract default for inability to deliver service in a timely manner. In soliciting proposals from any other 
providers, ENA shall maintain the confidentiality of Syringa or Syringa Members' proposal. 
(d) Joint Responsibilities. If ENA wins the Project, in connection with performing the Prime Contract, the 
parties shall jointly be responsible for (i) leveraging the best price from existing carrier relationships, (ii) 
developing additional carrier relationship for the purposes of this project and (iii) interfacing between last mile 
circuits and Syringa's backbone. Additionally, if selected for the Project, the parties shall also have Project 
review meetings, in a location and manner to be agreed upon in advance of the meeting, to ensure successful 
execution and high levels of customer satisfaction; such meetings shall occur not less than once per calendar 
quarter. 
4. General. The parties can amend this agreement only by a written agreement of the parties that identifies 
itself as an amendment to this agreement. TIle parties can waive this agreement only by a writing executed by the 
party or parties against whom the waiver is sought to be enforced. Each party shall pay its own fees and expenses 
(including, without limitation, the fees and expenses of its agents, representatives, attorneys, and accountants) 
incurred in connection with the negotiation, drafting, execution, delivery, and performance of this agreement and 
the transactions it contemplates. Neither party may assign any of its rights under this agreement, except with the 
prior written consent of the other party. All assignments of rights are prohibited under the preceding sentence, 
whether they are volwltary or involuntary, by merger, consolidation, dissolution, operation of law or any other 
manner. Any change: of control transaction is deemed an assignment hereunder. Neither party may delegate any 
performance under this agreement. Any purported assignment of rights or delegation of performance in violation 
of this agreement is void. 
ENA SYRINGA 
By: .~ ~----:-:-:-"---_Prin~~H Ctll;e 
Title: c.. to l ~[yV') 
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~...Jh,V(JRKS..	 An er@ Company 
January 12,2009 
Mr. Mark Little 
Purchasing Manager 
Idaho Division of Purchasing 
LBJ Building" Lower Level, Room B-15 
650 W. State Street 
Boise, ID 83702 
RE: Idaho Education Network (lEN) RFP 02160 
Dear Mr. Little: 
ENA Services, LLC (ENA) and Syringa Networks, LLC (Syringa), responding jointly as 
the lEN Alliance, appreciate the opportunity to respond to the State of Idaho's Request 
for Proposal #02160 for the implementation and ongoing support of the Idaho Education 
Network (lEN). We are pleased to provide a response that represents a collaborative 
approach and leverages the existing infrastructure as well as the collective skills, 
experience and capacity of a wide variety of service providers and industry leaders in 
delivering and managing statewide education networks. 
We will refer to our combined team as the lEN Alliance. The lEN Alliance founding 
members, ENA and Syringa will lead the partnership. For the purpose of executing a 
contract, ENA will be the contracting entity for the project with Syringa as the principal 
partner and prime supplier. In addition, both Syringa and ENA have engaged the 
following strategic and core partners based on the infrastructure as well as the skills and 
expertise they can provide to contribute to the success of lEN. 
•	 Strategic Partners: Idaho Regional Optical Network, Inc. (IRON), Cable One, 
INX and OneVision Solutions 
•	 Core Partners: 180 Networks, 360 Networks, ATC Communications, Cable ONE, 
Cambridge Telephone Company, Custer Telephone Company, Direct 
CommlLlnications, Fair Point Communications, Farmer's Mutual Telephone 
Company, Filer Mutual Telephone Company, Frontier Communications, Integra 
Telecom, Midvale Telephone, Mud Lake Telephone Cooperative, Project Mutual 
Telephone, Rural Telephone Company, Silver Star Communications, Time 
Warner Cable and tw telecom 
•	 Strategic Suppliers: American Fiber Systems, CenturyTel, Digital Bridge, Qwest 
Wholesale and Verizon 
State of Idaho RFP-02160 
---Jl 
Idaho Education Network (lEN) EXHIBIT_~
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s',rfhga----SERVICEIS THE SOLU7lON, ~
 
J,\rFr..VORKS.. An er@ Company 
We are confident the proposal we have provided in response to this RFP not only meets 
or exceeds th(~ stated requirements, but captures the spirit of collaboration and partnership 
the State is seeking. Our proposal makes extensive use of existing state infrastructure 
and carrier provided services, implements a service delivery model that will make the 
most effective use of funding sources such as E-Rate, and provides an ongoing support 
structure that is comprehensive and affordable to ensure the long-term success of the lEN 
as its mission expands over time. 
We are excited about the opportunity to work with the State to create a positive economic 
impact in Idaho and ensure the availability of high-speed access and connectivity services 
to its students and citizens. 
Thank you for your consideration ofour proposal response. 
Sincerely, 
David M. Pierce Greg Lowe 
President and CEO CEO 
ENA Services, LLC Syringa Networks, LLC 
State of Idaho RFP-02160 
Idaho Education Network (lEN) 
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Education Networks ofAmerica, Inc.fENA Services, LLC 
Attn: David Pierce Via Facsimile (615) 312-6099 
1101 McGavock St. Original via USPS 
Nashville, 1N 37203 
RE: RFP02l60. Idaho Education Network, fur the State ofIdaho, RFP closed January 12,2009. 
Dear Mr. Pierce: 
Your proposal has been I:eceived and been evaluated based on pre-detennined criteria by subject matter experts. 
Below is a comparison ofthe scores each proposal received. 
Criteria Points Owest ENA Verizon 
Prior Experience 200 110 145 65 
Legislative Intent 100 73 83 15 
Management Capability 100 56 72 35 
Financial & Risk 100 29 82 35 
Subtotal 500 268 382 150 
E-Rate CostO) 400 267 400 278 
Non-E-Rate Cost(I) 100 100 74 64 
TOTAL 1000 635 856 492 
(I)	 Cost points were determined by dividing any Non-reoccurring (one -time) charges (if any) by the length 
ofthe contract (60 months) and adding that amortized monthly cost to the monthly reoccurring charges. 
Please consider this as a Letter ofIntent to award to Qwest Communications Company LLC and Education 
Networks ofAmerica. IM.IENA Services, LLG fur being awarded the most points. 
Do not take any action until you receive a Purchase Order or Contract from the Division ofPurchasing and in 
accordance with the provisions of the RFP. 
, 
CC: OCID 
"Serving Idaho citizens through effective services to theIr governmental agenclfils" 
C.L. "Butchtt OTTER 
Govemor 
MIKE GWARTNEY 
Direclor 
BILL BURNS 
AdminiSlrator 
January 20, 2009 
'" . 
State of Idaho 
Department ofAdministration 
Division of Purchasing 
650 W State Street, Room BIS 
P. O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0075 
Telephone (208) 327-7465 
FAX (208) 327·7320 
bttg:(Jadm.jdaho.!!Qv/purchaslng 
EXH'B'T_Lf,,-O­
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; Pwchase Order Mail Generator Page 1 of2 
, . 
...... 
THIS NUMBER t4lJST APPEAR 
ON AI.L DOCUMENTSBill To: State of Idaho State of Idaho Various Age.ncies 
Various State Agencies Variouslocated throughout Idaho 
...... AgenciesAddress 2 
Various, 10 83701 Statewide Blanket Purchase 
Statewide Blanket Purchase Order Order 
SBP01308 
DELIVER TO: State of Idahc) Various Agencies Date: Wed Jan 28, 2009 
Various State Agencies 
located throughout Idaho
_. F.O.B: Destination 
Address 2 Terms: N30 
Various, 10 83701 
Mark.Uttle@adm.ldaho.gov 
VENDOR: Start of Service Wed Jan 28, 2009 
Date 
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION
 
1801 Californiia Street
 Mon Jan 27, 2014 
End of ServiceDenver, CO 81)202 
Date:Attn: Director-Business Development 
richard.fernandez@qwest.com 
Phone: 800 8~19·7780 
Fax: 303 672-5901 RFQ#: RFP02160 
Account Number: P00000067075 DOC#: PREQ15608 
File Attached: r IEN_Bdders_Conference.doc 
r IEN_RFP_29 
Dec_08_Changes_and_or_Updates.docx 
r IEN_Bldders_conCQA_29 Dec_08.docx 
r APPENDIX]andG_to_RFP02160.docx 
r RFP_IEN_Brleflng_29_Dec_08.pptx 
r AMENDMENT4_RFP02160.doc 
r RFP02160_W1TH_APPEN_A.doc 
(' RFP02160 APPEN C THRU E.doc 
Buyer' MARK LITTLE 208-332-1611 
I Item No 
I 000 
I II 
Comments: 
( Item No 
, 
Description IIQuantltyll U~it IIEXTENSIONIUOM Price 
IIBLANKET PURCHASE AGREEMENT ( line Item particulars follow) II 1 lot II llsoooooo.OO I 
Total:11 II 5000000.001 
Contract fonhe Idaho Education Network (lEN) for the benefit of the State of Idaho eligible schools, political 
subdivisions, or public agencies as defined by Idaho Code, Section 67·2327. The Division of Purchasing or the 
Blanket requisitioning agency will Issue individual releases (delivery or purchase orders) against this Contract on an as 
needed basis pElr the lEN Strategic Implementation Plan for a period of five (5) year commencing January 28, 
2009 ending January 27, 2014, with the option to renew for three (3) additional five (5) year periods. 
Description IQuantity Unit IIEXTENSIONIUOM Price 
Ii Ii Ii i 
II 
Il 
Ii 
https://basec.sicomm.netibuyer/poOOlMAILER.html?MANUAL ABSTRACT REASON=markli... 1/28/2009 
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Purchase Order Mail Generator	 Page 2 of2 
L:JICOMMUNICATIONS AND RELATED SERVICESldaho Education Network 001 related servlceis ( 915-51) ( nt ) IYE';,R 1'000000.00 15000000.00 I 
...........................NOTICE OF STATEWIDE CONTRACT (SBPO) AWARD
 
Contract for the Idaho Education Network (lEN) per State of Idaho RFP 2160 for the benefit of State of Idaho 
schools, agencies, Institutions, and departments and eligible political subdivisions or public agencies as 
defined by Idaho Code, Section 67-2327. The Division of Purchasing or the requisitioning agency will issue 
individual releases (delivery or purchase orders) against this Contract on an as needed basis In accordance 
with the lEN strategic implementation plan. 
The Contract TI:RM Is for a period of five (5) years commencing January 28, 2009 ending January 27, 2014, with 
the option to renew for three (3) additional five (5) year periods. 
Contract Title: Idaho Education Network
 
Contract Usage Type:•.•••...Mandatory Use (executive agencies)
 
Public Agency Clause: ......yes
 
Contract Administration: .•.. Gregory Lindstrom
 
--Phone Numb4!r: 208·332·1609
 
--E-Mail: gregory.lindstrom@adm.idaho.gov
 
Contractor's Primary Contact
 
--Attn: Cllnt Berry
 
-Address: 999 Main Street, Suite 800
 
General --City, State, ZilP: Bolse, 10 83702 
Comments:	 Phone Number: 208-364-3977 
Facsimile: 208·364·3954 
E·Mail: cllnt.berry@qwest.com 
CONTRACTOR: Ship to the FOB DESTINATION point and BILL DIRECTLY to the ORDERING AGENCY. DO NOT 
MAIL INVOICES TO THE DIVISION OF PURCHASING. Notating the Contract Award Number on any 
invoices/statement will facilitate the efficient processing of payment. 
The dollar amount listed In the contract extension pricing is an estimate and cannot be guaranteed. The actual 
dollar amount o·f the contract may be more or less depending on the actual orders, requirements, or tasks given 
to the Contractor by the State or may be dependent upon the specific terms of the Contract. 
THIS STATEWIDE BLANKET PURCHASE ORDER, (including any files attached), CONSTITUTES THE STATE OF 
IDAHO'S ACCEPTANCE OF YOUR SIGNED OFFER 
(inclUding any electronic bid submission), WHICH SUBMISSION IS INCORPORATED HEREIN BY REFERENCE 
AS THOUGH SET FORTH IN FULL 
In the event of any inconsistency, unless otherwise provided herein, such inconsistency shall be resolved by 
giving precedence in the follOWing order: 
1. This Statewide Blanket Purchase Order document. 
2. The state of Idlaho's original solicitation document RFP02160. 
3. The Qwest's signed offer. 
Instructions:
 
Freight / Handling Included in Price
 
IlaY: MAR~ LITTLEI================~::::======F=~~~I I==================L=~:::!:::::!-,~!'===;e:1/==;z.==:~:;e::";:='2/~9-====:1I	 / I 
I====================~II 
© 1996-2009 SicommNet. Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
- po001 Mailer-
https:/lbasec.sicomm.netibuyer/poOOlMAILER.htm1?MANUAL ABSTRACT REASON=markli... 1/28/2009 
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i \~/ U~·· 
THIS tlUMBER I~JST ",pp£~q 
Bill To: 011 r,~~ o..'lCUI1ENTSState of Idaho State of Idaho Varlou••"'01•• 
V....ou. State Agend•• 
located throughout idaho Various 
..... AgenciesAddress 2 
Various, I) 83701 Statewide Blanket Purcnase 
Statewide Blanket Purchase Order Order 
SBP01309 
------~-.,.~.. _--------_. 
DEUVER TO: St8Ie of Idaho Verlou8 Agena.. Date: Wed Jan 28, 2009 
Varlou. StatII Agenel.. 
located throughoLlt Idaho
..... F.O.B: D..Unation 
Addr... 2 Terms: N 30 
Various, 10 83701 
Mark.Uttle@lldm.ldaho.gov 
VENDOR: Start of service W.d Jan 28, 2009
 
Date
 EDUCAnoNNE~KSOFAME~CA 
Mon Jan 27, 2014 
End of service 
1101 McGevock St 
NB8hv"'e, TN 37203 
Date:Attn: VIce President 
gneleon@lena.com 
Phone: 703-727-0866 
FIX: 615-312-6099 RFQtI: RFP02188 
Account Number: POOOOO074671 DOC#: PREQ15758 
Flte Attached: r IEH_8dders_Conference.do<: 
r IEN_RFP_29 
Dec_08_Changea_and_or_Updates.docx 
r IEN_Bldders_conf_QA_29 Dee_08.docx 
r APPENDIX_FandG_to_RFP02160.docx 
r RFP_IEN_BrieflnU_29_Dec_08.pptx 
r AMENDMENT4_RFP02160.doc 
r RFP02180_WlTH_APPEN_A.doc 
r RFP02180 APPEN C THRU E.doc 
Buyer' MARK UrrJ,J; 208-332-1611 
I Item No 
" 
Description IIQuanti~l~ EXTENSIONUOM Price 
I 000 IBLANKET PURCHASE AGREEMENT ( .... ltem particulars follow) II 1 lot 1c:::=J 5000000.00 
I , Total:II I 5000000.00 
Contract for the ,Idaho Education Network (leN) for the benefit of the State of Idaho eligible schools, pontlcal 
subdivisions, or public agencle...defIMd by Idaho Code, Section 61-2327. The Division of Pur~hilslng or the 
Blanket requisitioning aglet1cy will i8au. Indhltdual relea.es (delivery or purchase orders) against this Contract on an as 
Comments: needed basis In ilccordance wlth ltlelEN .trategic implementation plan. for a period of five (5) year 
commencing January 28, 2009 ending January 27,2014, with the option to renew for three (3) additional five (5) 
lyear periods. 
j Item No II Description Quantity I Unit lIeXTENSIONIUOM Price , h .. Ii II . 
httns:/lbasec.sicomm.netlbuver/noOOlMAILER.html?MANUAL ABSTRACT REASON=marklL. 1128/2009 
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Purchase Order Mail Generat · Page 2 of2 
COMMUNICATIONS AND RELATED SERVICESldaho Education N.twork 
001 related servfces
 
I 915·51) ( nt )
 IVE~R I··....•·... 1500...•M ·1 
...........................NOTICE OF STATEVVIDE CONTRACT (SBPO) AWARD
 
Contract for the Idaho Education Network (lEN) per State of Idano RFP 2160 for the benefit of Slate of Idaho 
ISChoo16. agencies, Institutions. and departments and eligible polltlca' subdivisions or public ~encles as 
defined by Idaho Code, S.ctlon 67-2327. The D/vl8lon of Purchasing or the requisitioning agency wllll.sue 
individual r.leases (d.llvery or purchase ordef$) against this Contract on an as needed basis In accordance 
with the lEN strategic Implementation plan. 
The Contract TERM Is for a period of five (5) years commencing January 28, 2009 ending January 27, 2014, with 
the option to ren.w for three (3) additional flve (5) year period•• 
Contract Title: Idaho Education Network 
Contract Usage Type: Mandatory Use (executive &genci.s) 
Public Agency Clause: V.s 
Contract Administration: Gregory Lindstrom 
-·Phon. Numb.'r: 208·332-1609 
I-E·Mai1: gr.gory.llndstrom@adm.ldaho.gov 
Contractor's Primary Contllct 
-Attn: Davld M. Pierce 
-Addre.s: 1101 McGavock Street 
-City. State. ZIIJ: Na.hvllle. TN 37203 
General Phone Number:" 616-312·6009 
Comments: 1T01l Free: 866-615-1101 
F.c..mll.: 615-312-6099 
EoNall: dplerce@ena.eom 
CONTRACTOR: Ship to the FOB DESTINATION point and BILL DIRECTLY to the ORDERING AGENCY. DO NOT 
MAIL INVOICES TO THE DIVISION OF PURCHASING. Notating the Contract Aw.rd Number on any 
Involceelstatement will facilitate the efficient processing of payment. 
The dollar amount listed In the contract extension pricing is an estimate and cannot be guaranteed. The actual 
dollar amount 01· the contract may be more or less depending on the actual orders, requirements, or tasks given 
to the Contractol' by the State or may be dependent upon the specific terms of the Contract. 
!THIS STATEWIDE BLANKET PURCHASE ORDER, (including any files attached). CONSTITUTES THE STATE OF 
IDAHO'S ACCEPTANCE OF YOUR SIGNED OFFER 
(Including any electronic bid subml••ion), WHICH SUBMISSION IS INCORPORATED HEREIN BY REFERENCE 
AS THOUGH SEr FORTH IN FULL 
In the ev.nt of .rlY Inconsistency, unless otherwls. provided herein, such Inconsistency shall be resolved by 
giving precedenele in the following order: 
1. This Statewide Blanket Purchase Order document. 
2. The state of Idaho's original solicitation document RFP02160. 
3. Th. Education Networks of America's signed offer. 
..--? ,.. ­Instructions: 
Freight' Handling Included in PrIce W~~=====11 ~: MAItK..uTTLEI===============~::::::::::===r=:::::::::==:i~~1l================~~~*~_~'""7/e::://.=.2-~tB~=~!!E::p'9=====I1
[ , / 
~ 1996·2009 SicommNel. Inc. All Rights Reservad. 
• po001 Maller • 
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Slate ofldaho VariOIIl Age.-:ies Pu!'Cmse Order htlps:/lbasec.sicolmt.netlbuyer/poOOI.html 
TMUI Ml:IGI:R NUn A'P:i'EU: 
&ill To: Of/ At!. _'", 
• 
State 
It8UI of Idaho Varioul AII."ol4'. 
V.noUI S"" Agllldel of 
~d tllroullhout klIho Idaho 
Addrew2 8tlRewld.......t PvI'Ghu. OnI.r
VlrIoUS, 10 8.1701 Slatltwld, Blanket PIR....e Order 
.P01308 ·01CHANGE ORDER· 01 
DELIVER TO: .... or Idlho Virlous Agenc:lel 
_DOH: 
V.1lous StIlI Agenela 
1o"l8d lI'1fouUhout ld.bo 
Adclre.. 2 
V.ri..... ID 13701 
Mtrk.LIllJ·OlldmJdlho.gov 
~STOOMMUN~AnoNSCORPORAnoN 
1101 Cali'omia Stre.t 
DIllY". CO loa2 
Attn: Dlree:tGr........... D.velopment 
Em.II.d To: rlch.rd."mendeIGlll_Lcom 
Phoa.: 100 111..7710 
fax; 303 872,'''1 
Acoount Number: POOOOGDl7071 
o.Ie: Thu f.b • 2001 
".0.1: Dntlnedon 
T.nn.: N30 
EIId til IIlYa 0*: lion an 27. 2Ot4 
IlI'Qt: RfP02t60 
ooc:.: PREQ1••• 
I'tle. A1IIo.d: 
o IEN_BdIIt..._Confe..."oe.doc 
P IEtCRFP_21 Dec_OI_Change'_lftd_or_UpclalH.doex 
o IEN_Bldde..._con'_OA..2t Dlc_OI.doCll
 
C· APPENDlX..F.IldG_lD_RI'P021I0.d00x
 
() RFP_'EN_BrieftlllL2t_D.c_08...ptx
 
o AMENDMENT._RFP02tIO.doc 
o RfPG21'O_MTH..APPIfl.A.doc 
<:: RFP02tIO APPEN C lHRU E.doo 
o AMOllMENT1lD SBPOO1308 aweR.doc 
Me... NO': ...-... ,--...-.---~~;;:..-.---... ---'- r~;'--=r..~;;;;·-I 
'----0.--' ~- fiiANKEY·PUReteAsE AGREEIIENT (un. bin plltlctel... follow J ... ". .~ .. 1 lot ~"'·-::rr.....-ii-;I 
___~i ," ._:~~:=:'" ',········"'-.,~===_ ..~··..:~·:==--=~,=-T~==~=---~~~:.:~T~==~~.a.!! 
COIIII'act flI, ... 1UIIo EdIlClllloll NItworlc (lEN) for of IlIIl11110 .....__I" pcIIIIcaiRIIdIriIJ-. or putIIlc ..."ala i 
.. k t '. cI d .., Idlho ClIIf., IIGlIon .,...2W. 1111 DlYlIIDn Ill orthe qultlllllllnt ncy "'" ..... Indl¥Id..' ........ (dellv.ry or jcomm:~:.:P orde..) , IIIIa CoIIINct Oft 1ft • Ill be per JIIe lIN glc ....p..m tIooI Plen to, _ period III fIv. II) "e., ! 
,commIR.ng J.nu.~ lIcIIng Jill..". 17, wItII opIIOn to fortine l1t addllolll' tlv. (I) y..r ,.nodI. , 
-="'="'=No='=r"'"==.=- -.-",,"-,,,",-,,,,,,0',,,,,,-,,,,,,,,,="'''- ~rlpIIon -""""::""~'·;'~':"'·~==·=""::C;="'·;"···fQ;;"';ditr·'·~I:~';U; •."'"r:=;;;;.;'··· 
I UCIIII .... 1 
•. ~ __h_h •. h'_~_.' .. ·~r--·----·····-·-···-_·_···h'-."'--'---""'-"'---'--.-------- ..--,....,'~ ..' .~--.- ..-.-._,.._., -------.,..------'-- ----,.._.~.- ~~ ~-~-~-r_ _---­
J_~..;j:~;i!_A~~~~.~~~~cIdoEducUon Nm-t ..lit'" .ervlen. I ~rt 1100010U0 l_~~o__ 
......01301 IS MC)OIfI&D PER THE ATTACHED DOCWftNT111UD .~0II~NT11DSBPQ81301 Qwe,t.cIOC-. NO OTHER CHANGES 
NOTBl• 
........_ NOME OF ITAfEWlDE CXlNTRACT (saPO) AWARD
 
Olltract for the Idllho Educdoft N.lworll PDI pt,....1lI "'P 2110 for tile btneftl of.... llIldallo••011, .ac.... InalIIutlone. 
Rd *ptlllllllllt 'nd ellgllllll polltlcal.Ilbdl lone or pullllD nella .. dlnn.d br lIIeho Code, 8eCCloa 17·UZ7. Tha Dlwltlon of P.m..lng 
rthl ...'1u11I11on1l1. "'1IO~ wlU ".lIIlnd1vld ,....... ldellWfy or PDft:h__....) ......ttll.. Co!Inc:t Oft III _ .....d bait I"CIe".,., 
ceDl'd_ wldI •• EN stnIIgIo ....m plan.Commentl: 
ColIInct lEMl .. tor. paltod offIv'll) yN" comllIendllg J-.ry 2S," ."dIntJ "-ryn. 2014, with JIl. option to ..IIIW for tIlre.
r" lIIIdltlo.... fIv. 1'1) ,M'perlode. 
Buy,,: MARK LImE 201-332·1.11 
tof2 212612009 10:56 AM 
EXHIBIT----.:7 _ 000586
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EXHIBIT~7r..-_ 
Slate ofldaho Various Agencies PII'tbisc Order haps:/lbasec.sic:omm.netlbuycr/poOO I.html 
~----fE,"=='::-::-~"-"-ICIIJ'-Ll-n-ddrvm----'-'-'-------'-----------_ ....--_.....-..---.- --_. 
1 - N r. ....._ ......su.1fOti ··..·..· ·..·_·...gNfll'Y.................•......., 
s::~~.~~.~=8Mry 
dN8I: _" 1I8In BINet, lID 
_ Z1pl _ IDlna 
'- ber. ~7 
__..: " _ HI* ... 
~..: - cllnUlenrecawelt.coltl 
OONT'RACT'OR: .hlp till tile I'OS DEITlNATIClN point end BILL DIRECTLY to the ORDIRING AGENCY. DO NOTIlAIlINVOICU TO 114& 
ON OF PURCHASING. NaC8II. the ConlnctAwerd .....ron any lnv~ntw. fllcIl.... .". eflk*nt~""fII 
MIt. 
• "'r.mDUIIlt IlsIacIln ...-net.xtellllon pltdlll te U end _1I11lt .. ..,.nteed. ~ doIIlIr ~ flI the contract 
.y be _ 01' ndlIl. on Ill. HtuaI ord.... ,.. Of' given til the Contreutor 1If", or m~ lie depe"nt upon 
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IDAHO DIVISION OF PURCHASING 
AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO
 
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (lEN)
 
SBPOO1308
 
February 26. 2009 
THIS AMENDMENT NO. 01 (this HAmendmenr) by and between the State of Idaho ("StateR) 
and Qwest Communications Company, LlC (HOwesr) hereby amends the contract for the 
Idaho Education Network (A'ENA), Owest Statewide Blanket Purchase Order: SBP01308 (the 
"AgreementA). 
It Is the intent 01 the State of Idaho to amend SBPOO1308 in order to clarify the roles and 
responsibilities of the parties to the Agreement. 
1.	 Owest will be the general contractor for all lEN technical network services. The Service 
Provider listed on the State's Federal E-rate Form 471, Education Networks of America 
(ENA), is required to work with the dedicated Owest Account Team for ordering, and 
provisioning of, oniJOlng maintenance, operations and billing for all lEN sites. 
2.	 Owest, in coordination with ENA, will deliver lEN technical network services using Its 
exisUng core MPLS network and backbone services. 
3.	 Owest, in cooltllnation with ENA, will procure and provision all local access connections 
and routing equipment making reasonable efforts to ensure the most cost efficient and 
reliable network acoess throughout the Sfate to include leveraging of public safety 
network assets wherever economically and technically feasible. Owest and ENA will 
use existing and future agreements and partnerships to deliver the necessary 
bandwidth to each lEN site and to connect to the core lEN MPLS platform. 
4.	 Owest, In coordination with ENA, will provide aI/Internet services to lEN users. 
5.	 Owest will assign a project manager to work with the State of Idaho and ENA to define 
the project Scope of Work. The Qwest project manager, working with the ENA project 
manager, will develop a detailed Joint Project Plan that will outline project tasks, assign 
responsibilities, identify risks, and define the schedule for project implementation. This 
Joint Project Plan win be presented 10 the State of Idaho lEN program manager for final 
reView Euld approval. Implementation of this Joint Project Plan is SUbject to the review 
and approval from the State. 
6.	 Owest and ENA will use a combination of Qwest and ENA Network Operations Center 
(NOe) a~~&ets for the Idaho Education Network including but not limited to: 
a.	 Eslablishment of a physicsI layer (transport) NOC by Owest; 
b.	 Establishment of an IP NOC by Owest; and 
c.	 Establishment of a customer facing Network Operations Center (NOC) by ENA. 
All three NOCs wi. be staffed twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, three hundred 
sixty five days of the year. ENA'sNOC will serve as the one-slop leN customer facing 
service and support center; Owest transport NOC will monitor both the physical and logical 
layer for olUtages and Qwest's IP NOC will manage the MPlS services via eXisting 
management platfonns. 
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IDAHO DIVISION OF PURCHASING
 
AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO
 
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (lEN)
 
SBPO01308
 
February 26, 2009
 
7.	 Owest will work with ENA and with the State of Idaho to supply the information 
necessary for the 51ste and ENA to file Federal E-rate forms accurately and in a timely 
manner. 
8.	 The State considers Owest and ENA equal partners in the lEN project as demonstrated 
in the 'ntent to Award Letter dated January 20, 2009 and the subsequent SBPO01308 
dated Jtmuary 28. 2009. 
9.	 The State may request copies of all itemized billing from Owes!, as the service provider 
associated with the delivery of lEN services on a monthly, annua'. or on-going basis at 
any time during the term of the agreement. Qwest must provide this information within 
30 days of the State's request for itemized billing Information. 
Page 2 
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DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE OF THE OCIO,
 
AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO
 
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (lEN)
 
SBPO01309
 
February 28, 2009
 
THIS AMENDMENT NO. 01 (this "Amendment") by and between the State of Idaho (-State") 
and Education Network. of America, IncJENA services, LLC hereby amends the contract 
for the Idaho Education Network ("lEN"), ENA Statewide Blanket Purchase Order: SBP01309 
(the uAgreemenj~I). 
It Is the intent of the State of Idaho to amend SBP001309 In oreler to clarify the roles and 
responsibUitJe8i of the parties to the Agreement. 
1.	 ENA will be the Service Provider listed on the State's Federal E-rate Fonn 471. Owest 
Communications Company LLC (-awesn is required to wortt with the ENA Account 
Team for ordering, and provisioning of, on-golng maintenance. operations and billing for 
all lEN sHes. 
2.	 ENA will ,coordinate overall delivery of aU lEN network services and support. 
3.	 ENA, in lcoordination with Qwest, will procure, provision, and provide all local access 
connections and routing eqUipment making reasonable efforts to ensure the most cost 
efficient and reliable network access throughout the Stale to include leveraging of public 
safety network assets wherever economically and technically feasible. ENA and Owest 
will use existing and future agreements and partnerships to deliver the necessary 
bandwidth to each lEN site and to connect to the core lEN MPLS platform. 
4.	 ENA, in coordination with Owest. will provide all Video Teleconferencing (VTC) 
Installation, Operations, Monitoring, and Scheduling support for the lEN network. 
5.	 ENA will assign a project manager to work with the State of Idaho and Owest to define 
the proje(:f Scope of Work. The ENA project manager, working with the Qwest project 
manager. will develop a detailed Joint Project Plan that will outline project tasks, assign 
responsibilities, identify risks, and define the schedule for project Implementation. This 
Joint ProJ4~ct Plan will be presented to the State of Idaho lEN program manager for flflal 
review and approval. Implementation of this Joint Project Plan is subject to the review 
and approval from the State. 
6.	 ENA and Qwest will use a combination of ENA and Owest Network Operations Center 
. (NOC) as!~1S for the Idaho Education Network including, but not limited to: 
a.	 Esllablishment of a customer facing Network Operations Center (NOC) by ENA; 
b.	 Establishment of a physical layer (transport) NOC by awest; and 
c.	 Esltablishment of an IF NOe by Qwesl. 
All three NOCs win be staffed twenty-tour hours a day. seven days a week, three 
hundred sixty five days of the year. ENA's NOC will serve as the one-stop lEN customer 
facing sentloe and support center; Qwest transport NOC will monitor both the physical 
and logical layer tor outages and Qwest's IP NOC will manage the MPLS services via 
eXisting mlmagement platforms. 
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DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE OF THE 000,
 
AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO
 
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NElWORK (lEN)
 
SBPOO1309
 
February 28. 2009
 
7.	 ENA will work directly with the State of Idaho and Owest to supply the information 
necessary for the State to file Federal E-rate fonns accurately and in a timely manner. 
ENA will also assist the State In providing E-Rate training for State Educational Support 
entitles, I~ubllc School Districts and Libraries. 
8.	 The State considers ENA and Owest as equal partners in the lEN project as 
demonstrated in the Intent to Award letter dated January 20, 2009 and the subsequent 
SBP001 :309 dated January 28, 2009. 
9.	 The State may request copies of all itemized billing from ENA, as the service provider 
associated with the delivery of lEN services on a monthly, annual or on-going basis at 
any time during the term of the agreement ENA must provide this information within 30 
days of the State's request for itemized billing information. 
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David R. Lombardi, ISB #1965 
Amber N. Dina, ISB #7708 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 W. Bannock 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone Number: (208) 388-1200 
Facsimile: (208) 388··1300 
798907_1 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC 
J. DAVID NAVAi"iHO. Clerh
 
By E. HOU.1ES
 
U;::t.>UT'T 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
 
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff,
 
vs.
 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF 
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL 
"MIKE" GWARTNEY, in his personal and 
official capacity as Director and Chief 
Information Officer of the Idaho 
Department of Administration; JACK G. 
"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal and 
official capacity as Chief Technology 
Officer and Administrator of the Office of 
the CIO; EDUCAnON NETWORKS OF 
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation; 
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS 
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company; 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss: 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV OC 0923757 
AFFIDAVIT OF MOLLY STECKEL 
Molly Steckel, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
AFFIDAVIT OF MOLLY STECKEL - 1 
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1. I am a citizen over the age of 18, and have personal knowledge of the following. 
2. I completed a review of the legislative history materials for Idaho Code § 67­
58l8A, which was added to the Idaho Code in 1996 and amended in 2001. 
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of the minutes of the 
Senate State Affairs Committee meeting of January 17, 2001, that reference proposed legislation 
relating to updating the procurement statutes. Included in Exhibit 3 is the Purchasing 
Modernization Task Force report provided by Jan Cox, which was attached to the meeting 
minutes. 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of a chart from the 
Purchasing Modernization Task Force report that addresses multiple awards under Idaho Code § 
67-57l8A. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
 
DATED this ~2; day of February 2010.
 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this J3 day of February, 2010. 
...........
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· · v··l~·. lJLIC .... :: My Commission expires:7pJ-AJ.;.",. -. .- ~ / ..
.~ ~~, ... ... ~ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
l')?,fJ t. 
I hereby certify that on this _cP_ day of February, 2010, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Merlyn W. Clark 
Steven F. Schossberger 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Idaho Dept. ofAdministration; J 
Michael "Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg" 
Zickau 
Phillip S. Oberrecht 
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 W. Idaho, Ste. 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise,ID 83701 
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC 
Robert S. Patterson 
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP 
1600 Division Street, Suite 700 
Nashville, TN 37203 
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC 
Stephen R. Thomas 
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise,ID 83701 
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company 
B. Lawrence Theis 
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DATE: 
TIME: 
PLACE: 
MEMBERS: 
ABSENTI 
EXCUSED: 
CONVENED: 
MINUTES: 
i.. & 
Hearing to 
Confirm 
RS 10517C'1 
"W'" 
MINUTES 
SENATE STATE AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
January 17 
3:00 pm 
Room 437 
Chairman Sorensen, Vice Chairman Richardson, Senators Risch, 
Darrington, Sandy, Geddes, Danielson, King-Barrutia, Stennett 
None 
Chairman Sorensen brought the meeting to order at 3:10 P. M. A 
silent roll call was taken. 
Senator Richardson moved and Senator King-Barruttia seconded the 
motion that the minutes of Monday, January 15, 2001 be approved as 
written. 
The motion carried by Voice Vote. 
Brian Whitlock is a gubernatorial appointee for Administrator of the 
Division of Financial Management for a term commencing January 2, 
2001 and expiring at the pleasure of the Governor. 
Mr. Whitlock introduced himself and gave a short history of his 
experience, qualifications, and association with the Governor. Mr. 
Whitlock's biographical data is attached to these minutes held in the 
State Affairs Committee office. 
Senator Sorensen stated that the committee action on this appointment 
will occur at the next scheduled meeting, January 19, 2001. 
Legislation relating to the Division of Purchasing update and 
modernization of procurement statutes. 
Pam Ahrens, Director of the Department of Administration stated 
that S10517C1 will modernize the states procurement processes which 
have been previously paper based. New electronic commerce will 
streamline the approach for Requests for Proposals (bids) and limit 
SENATE STATE AFFAIRS 
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warrants which will reduce the costs of purchasing. She then introduced 
Jan Cox, the Administrator to the Division of Purchasing. 
Mr. Cox provided a report from the Purchasing Modernization Task 
Force, a copy of which is attached to these minutes held in the State 
Affairs Committee office. He further explained that the changes in 
language in these proposed amendments would enable electronic 
processing, permit competitive negotiations, extend use of multiple 
awards for the same commodity, and clarify special purchases and 
reverse auctions. With these changes, the total number of rules would 
be decreased from 130 to 30. 
Chairman Sorensen then encouraged members of the committee to 
review the Purchasing Modernization Task Force Report and called 
for any questions. 
Senator Stennett questioned page 4, beginning at line 28 of the 
proposal which changed the number of providers notified. Mr. Cox 
explained that the new program will notify everybody registered for the 
commodity. 
MOTION	 There being no further questions, Senator Richardson moved to 
introduce RS 10517C1 to print. Senator Sandy seconded the motion. 
The motion carried by a Voice Vote. 
RS 10658	 Legislation declaring June 16, 2001, and the third Saturday in June 
thereafter as "JUNETEENTH NATIONAL FREEDOM DAY" and to 
conduct appropriate ceremonies to honor Idahoans of African 
descent. 
Senator King-Barruttia explained that this proposal had been brought 
forward last year by the Black History Committee in order to celebrate 
the Emancipation Proclamation. There was some revision in the 
governors office to clarify this celebration and she now supports its 
movement to print. 
MOTION	 Senator Risch moved to introduce RS10658 to print. Senator Sandy 
seconded the motion. 
The motion carried by Voice Vote. 
RS 10660	 Legislation relating to the Idaho State Building Authority Act; 
Amending Section 67-6405, Idaho code, to revise compensation for 
SENATE STATE AFFAIRS 
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MOTION 
Rules Review 
r 
.t,:§

commissioners of the board and to make technical correction. 
Wayne Meulemen , Attorney for the Idaho State Building Authority 
explained the need to increase the commissioners honorarium and 
clarify how state land can use ground leases of 50 years. 
Senator Risch made a motion to send RS 10668 to print. The motion 
was seconded by Senator Sandy. 
The motion carried by a Voice Vote. 
Chairman Sorensen asked Vice Chairman Richardson to proceed 
with the Rules Review began at the meeting of January 15, 2001. 
Public Utilities Commission 
31-0101-0001 Rules of Procedure PUC 
31-1101-0001 Safety & Accident Reporting, Rules for Utilities 
31-2101-0001 Customer Relations Rules for Gas, Electric & Water 
31-4101-0001 Customer Relations Rules for Telephone 
Corporations 
31-7103-0001 Railroad Safety & Sanitation 
Chairman Richardson then asked Marsha Smith to explain her 
findings on the questions on Docket # 31-4101-0001. 
Ms. Smith repeated that the reduced time period for Trouble Reports 
would not have a negative effect on service quality and would result in 
benefits from the reduced record storage requirements for the company 
It in no way prevents the ability to issue a specific investigation. 
Elizabeth Criner, Director of Public Affairs for Quest Communication 
confirmed that in the industry, Trouble Reports are not considered a 
service quality report. She passed out a copy of Qwest's Basic Service 
Measurement Report and graph for review. She further explained that 
Maintenance Reports are mostly a short term problem and two years 
storage is the standard in the 13 other states they operate in. They 
have never had a request to go back five years. 
Senator Sandy then asked if there would be any significant savings 
with this change. Ms. Criner said there would not be, but it would 
promote consistency with other states. Senator Danielson asked 
about the mention of some new Service Quality Legislation in the prior 
meeting. Paul Kjellander clarified that it is not related to this 
~
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legislation. 
Chairman Richardson asked for any further questions for the Public 
Utilities Commission and there were none. He then proceeded to the 
Human Rights Commission. 
Rules Review	 Human Rights Commission 
45-0101-0001 Rules of Idaho Human Rights 
JoAnn Bowen, Deputy Attorney General explained that the term 
"natural" is appropriate when referring to a human being but is not 
correct in referring to a partnership or corporation. Therefore, a Notice 
of Technical Correction is being processed to correct the language 
questioned by the State Affairs committee. 
Senator Risch inquired as to why the term "individual' was wrong. Ms 
Bowen said it is not wrong but they follow the terminology used in the 
Constitution and the Statutes. Chairman Sorensen asked for a 
clarification of how this would be corrected. Ms. Bowen explained the 
Technical correction would be published in February and recommended ~.".'\.'W,'i proceeding with the rules changes as received. 
RULES REVIEW	 Office of Administrative Rules Coordinator 
44-0101-001 Rules of Administrative Rules 
Idaho Lottery Commission 
52-0102-001 Gaming Rules of the Idaho 
State Lottery Commission 
MOTION	 Senator Richardson concluded there were no further concerns 
regarding the rules reviewed by this committee. Therefore, he made a 
motion to approve all of them. Senator Stennett seconded his motion. 
The motion carried by Voice Vote. 
ADJOURNMENT	 There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 3:55 
P.M. 
~ aJotJ/M.la0
Senator Sorensen 
Chairman 
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Purchasing Modernization Task Force
 
Summary Report
 
The Internet and e-commerce are changing the way business is done. The smartest 
governments and savviest businesses are rushing to the Intemet. Forrester Research predicts 
that consumer business over the Internet will increase by 50 per cent within the next ten years. 
For example, the number of web sites grew from 26,000 in 1993 to over 13 million in 1997 (The 
Public Purchaser, March/April 1999). Goldman, Sachs and Co. estimate that business to 
business spending is expected to grow from $39 billion in 1998 to $1.5 trillion by 2004 
(Government Technology, November 1999). 
How will governments use this powerful new tool? Internet use appears to be centered in three 
basic areas: 
Providing infonnation about government. 
Providing basic services to constituents such as license renewals, registrations, tax 
filin~ls, welfare benefits and other self-service functions. 
Conducting the business of procurement. 
Public purchasing is moving, step by step, into cyberspace. The Gartner Group projects 
government to business spending will expand from $1.5 billion in 2000 to over $6.2 billion in 2005 
(Government Technology, July 2000). Purchasing departments are developing and implementing 
ways of buying goods and services electronically, just as their counterparts in the private sector ei are doing. At the pace the various states are moving into this arena, the Gartner Group 
projection may prove to be conservative. Nevada, Washington, Utah, Colorado, Texas, 
Connecticut, Missouri, Hawaii and Illinois have all implemented, or are in the process of 
implementing, electronic purchasing in the past few months. 
According to analysis of the Massachusetts Electronic Mall project, there is a potential for a 
dramatic reduction in costs associated with internet-based bidding and electronic processing of 
orders. In order to take advantage of the new technologies, existing code needs to be 
modernized and rules oriented to paper processes changed or eliminated. To accomplish this 
task, a Purchasing Modernization Task Force, made up of various state agencies was fonned in 
August of 1999. The Task Force's vision was to evaluate the current statewide purchasing 
system and recommend improvements designed to assure efficiency and effectiveness, 
incorporate advances in technology and provide both stability and flexibility for public purchasing. 
The recommendations of the Task Force allow for a purchasing system that is more flexible and 
responsive to agencies needs, while still maintaining necessary controls and making it easier for 
the vendor community to participate in the competitive solicitation process. This brief summarizes 
the report and recommendations of the Task Force. 
•	 Change to orientation of the Division of Purchasing. Use the expertise to serve as 
consultants, instructors, business process designers, and problem-solvers. The Division's 
primary mission would be acquisition management, rather than just purchasing (order 
processing). Complex, high-risk purchases and statewide contract development will continue 
to remain at the Division. 
~.	 • Empower agency purchasing professionals to purchase based on ability, experience, training, WI, and certification. Provide the needed tools to accommodate increased levels of authority. 
Task Force Brie,f 01-11-01 
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•	 Provide training and continuing education for agency purchasing personnel to better equip I,'II them to handle increased purchasing authority. I
 
I
 
I
I 
•	 Institute.aIl enterprise-wide purchasing system for use by all agencies. This would assist with 
the increased purchasing authority. It would also assist the vendor community and make it 
easier to do business with the state. 
i 
I To make e-comrnerce and purchasing modernization a reality, the Task Force reviewed current state statutes and identified where changes needed to be made. Recommendations are being 
, proposed in the following areas: 
I 
•	 Additionc:llianguage to fully enable e-purchasing by allowing for all aspects of the 
purchasing process to be accomplished electronically - allows for paper reduction and 
makes purchasing processes more efficient (67-5718, 67-5720, 67-5732) 
•	 Allow for competitive negotiations - will allow for negotiations with bidders with the intent 
of refining proposals and terms and conditions to produce better contracts for the State 
(67-5717) 
•	 Removal of unnecessary and confusing language regarding references to dollar 
thresholds - will eliminate confusion with respect to dollar limitations, increase efficiency in 
purchasing by better defining statutes and allowing for reduction in rules (67-5718 ) 
•	 Allow for multiple awards in any commodity when in the best interests of the State - will 
improve lJest value purchasing and produce contracts that better meet the needs of the 
State (67-5718A) 
•	 Clarification of sole source, emergency purchases, and open market purchases - allow for 
sole source advertising to be electronic - allow reverse public auctions - will eliminate 
confusion, reduce paperwork and speed the purchasing process - reverse auctions will 
add a new purchasing tool with potential for savings for the state (67--5720) 
•	 Removal of vendor registration requirement. vendors would still profile their businesses on 
an Internet-based system - improve efficiency of purchasing process, reduce cost to State 
in maintaining a registration system, make it easier for vendors to do business with the 
State (67-5730, references in 67-5716, 67-5718, 67-5722, 67-5726, 67-5727A, 67-5729, 
67-5733) 
•	 Addition of language to allow for disqualification of vendors based on debarment, 
suspension, or ineligibility from federal contracting - will assist agencies to comply with 
federal regulations regarding grants and protect the state from unreliable vendors - also 
includes an appeals process for vendors (67-5730) 
•	 Delete requirement that rules be promulgated for issues already addressed in other 
statutes and for methods and procedures - will allow for the reduction of rules structured 
around a paper process and creation of new rules to make purchasing more efficient (67­
5732) 
•	 Make changes to the appeals process for sole source - will make this process consistent 
with other appeals procedures already in statute (67-5733d) 
Task Force Brief 01-11-01 
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The attached pages summarize the proposed changes to statutes, stating the reasons why the 
change is needed, what the change is, and how it will benefit the state and the vendor 
community. 
Changes alsQneed to be made in the Purchasing Rules in support of e-commerce initiatives. 
Current rules are designed to be methods and procedures designed primarily for a paper-based 
system of bidding. The Division of Purchasing would formulate new rules that are policies rather 
than procedures to support the modernization recommendations and develop procedural manuals 
where needed. 
The modernization effort would benefit the state by improving purchasing efficiency and, thereby, 
allow the Division of Purchasing personnel to be more proactive in working with agencies and 
vendors. Use of available technology would provide the necessary tools for the Division of 
Purchasing to be acquisition management oriented. Better training for agencies and better 
management of contracts should improve vendor performance. The Division would become more 
involved in the entire process, from the initial identification of the need through termination of the 
contract. 
Improved efficiency in business transactions using electronic funds transfers, electronic data 
interchanges, purchasing cards, and Internet bidding would result in reduced costs to vendors, 
faster payments and improve relationships. Electronic bidding would streamline the purchasing 
process by: 
•	 Reducing the cost for vendors to market to the agencies and submit bids. 
•	 Eliminating many problems associated with the timeliness of bid submissions. 
•	 Enhancing the quality and effectiveness of the solicitation, allow for the ability to change 
bids up to the last minute. 
•	 Creating greater vendor awareness. 
•	 Eliminating geographic disadvantages. 
Active contract development and management and use of available technology would preserve 
the integrity of the system, assure the continued fair and ethical treatment of vendors, and 
present an open, easily accessible and consistent system for businesses and citizens. It would 
eliminate geographical barriers and result in an upgraded system that would move the process 
from the traditional paper-based system of the past into an electronic system that would carry it 
into the future. 
Task Force Brief 01-11-01 
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Fully Enabling Electronic FYchasing 
67-5718, 67-5720, 67-5732 
~urrent: Current statutes have wording that refers to a ,II paper-based system
 
I
 
I 
I Paper processing rulesi 
i 
I 
i Current statutes Were structured around a paper-based 
system. Many rules have been developed that are I procedural and provide methods for a paper-based 
system that, based on what is available today, is 
relatively slow and very labor intensive. I 
I	 Things that will not change: 
! 
I Basic Principles of Public Purchasing; 
I Open Competition Purchasing Ethics 
I	 • Integrity Open Records 
I
 • Fairness to Vendors
 •	 Best Value Purchasing Principles 
•	 Support of Local and Small Businesses 
Proposed Change: References to paper-based 
operations be changed or additional language addec 
allow for purchasing by electronic means 
Why needed? 
To take full advantage of electronic purchasing, cert, 
statute language needs to be changed. This include~ 
language concerning acceptance of electronic 
documents, storage of records in electronic format, 
electronic signatures, and electronic posting of 
documents and notifications. 
Things that will change and advantages: 
•	 Paper reduction and improved efficiency for 
State and vendors 
Enterprise-wide electronic purchasing systerr 
with improved purchasing management 
Easier for vendors to do business with the St 
•	 Belter and easier to use contracts 
Potential of reducing number of rules by 
approximately 70% 
Electronic Purchasing Advantages: 
•	 Reduce cost of doing business for State and 
Vendors (paper & time reduction) 
•	 Reduce purchasing cycle time 
•	 Ensure and promote full and open competitio 
Provide local, small, and/or disadvantaged 
businesses with equal access to opportunitie~ 
•	 Reduce opportunities for purchasing fraud by 
limiting access to authorized users and requil 
electronic approval for orders 
•	 Create a common Intemet commerce presen 
for agencies (and public agencies) 
•	 Eliminate geographic constraints 
Reduce cost of information systems for agenl 
Availability of modern technology for smallest 
agencies 
•	 Foster public confidence in integrity of public 
purchasing 
•	 Provide information databas.E;! for purchasing 
management 
•	 Enhance speed and accuracy of purchasing 
processes 
II. 
i 
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Fully Enablin~ctronicPurchasing 
(cont.) 
"ime Study - Paper-based Purchasing 
American Management S'i'stems conducted an Activity 
Based Cost Study for the state in May of 1999. AMS 
documented the steps and the amount of time it takes to 
process orders from existing contracts. They identified 
three (3) types of orders; simple orders (office supplies), 
moderately complex orders (furniture or products where 
colors or addition information is needed), and highly 
complex orders (computers where hardware and 
software requirements need to be determined). Below 
are the steps and time requirements for a paper-based 
system. This study does not include time spent in the 
original contract creation or in the payment process. 
Steps: 
Item Selection and Research 
Price Comparison, Specification Development 
Order Creation 
Orders Approval Routing 
Record of Order in Financial System 
Order Transmission to Vendor 
Order Confirmation 
Order Communication to Receiving Location 
Order F:eceipt 
Jrder Delivery 
Time Required: 
I Simple Order 115 minutes Moderately Complex Order 223 minutes Highly Complex Order 500 minutes ! 
I
! 
!,
, 
I 
Time Savings· Electronic Purchasing StUdy 
In October of 1999, the State of Idaho participated il 
Massachusetts Electronic Mall Project where anum 
of states joined together to place contracts on the 
Internet and place orders against each other's state 
contracts. In the evaluation of the project a significal 
reduction in processing time was realized. 
The steps identified in the purchasing process in the 
column remain the same. The time necessary to 
complete those steps using an Internet-based papel 
system are as follows. 
Simple Order 32 minutes 
Moderately Complex Order 62 minutes 
Highly Complex Order 140 minutes 
000607
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Fully Enabling ~tronic Purchasing 
(cant.) 
Current paper flow 
Assuming a single page ~~quiSition with a single page of 
specifications, the following paper flow occurs: 
Hequisition filled out by agency user, sends to 
approver. 
Approver signs, sends to higher approver or 
accounting section. 
Hequisition either sent back to user, another 
assigned person, or to a buyer for ordering. 
Agency Buyer 
Creates quote, gets agency head signature 
certifying funds 
Obtains quotes, documents and awards 
Creates and issues Purchase Order 
Sends reports to Division of Purchasing or 
sends to Division of Purchasing for 
processing. 
Division of Purchasing: 
Creates bids, issues/mails bids 
Collects bids, documents bids 
Makes awards 
Issues Purchase Order to vendor 
Copies back to agency 
•	 ,t\gency receives order, documents receipt. 
Sends invoice to accounting. 
•	 Agency accounting processes invoice 
State Controller's Office processes payment 
•	 State Treasurer's Office issues warrant 
In the above fairly simple process, there is a potential for 
21 persons to handle 64 pieces of paper 15 times. 
1 Requisitioner 1 DOP Buyer 
1 Supentisor 1 Purchasing Officer 
1 Accounting Su pentisor 1 Receiving Clerk 
1 Agency Buyer 1 Account Clerk 
1 Agency Clerical Staff 10 Vendors 
1 DOP Clerical Staff 1 Treasurer Clerk 
Electronic Purchasing paper flow 
If the example at the left were done in an electronic 
system utilizing the Internet, approximately 8 state 
employees would be involved in creating and or 
approving transactions and potentially many more thi 
10 vendors could see and respond to the bid. Essent 
the process could be paperless, with requisitioners, 
approvers, buyers, and vendors viewing and process 
documents online. In the few cases were a hard cOP) 
needed, it can still be made available. 
Benefits of electronic purchasing 
Will increase efficiency of government operations by 
allow for paperless transactions and paperless stora~ 
of records. 
Electronic flow of forms will speed the purchasing 
process. 
All functions of the purchasing process can be 
automated using an Internet-based system. 
Requisitions, approvals, bids, awards, notifications, 
responses from vendors, purchase orders, receipt of 
product, invoices, payment processing, and electronil 
payments all have the potential to done paperless. 
Electronic purchasing has the potential to give greate 
control to financial and purchasing managers while al 
the same time speeding the process dramatically. 
000608
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Competitive Negotiatior 7-5717 
,...' 
Current: Not allowed in statute 
Presently, negotiations with vendors are only permitted 
when the competitive bid process does not work. 
Why needed? . 
There are times when all proposals received in a 
solicitalion do not fully meet the requirements of the 
state. The proposals may indicate that bidders did not 
fUlly understand the requirements or thai the state did 
not fully explain it's needs. At times, minor deviations in 
terms and conditions proposed by bidders can cause 
their proposal to be rejected. 
The state currently has no choice but to cancel the bid or 
accept a proposal that does not fully meet the slate's 
needs. This can causes delays in obtaining needed 
services and potentially higher costs, when, with only a 
few minor changes, current proposals would have been 
acceptable. 
I
 
! 
I
I 
Proposed Change: Addition of language to allow f 
competitive negotiations under certain circumstancE 
The proposed change would enable the use of 
negotiations as a part of the competitive bid proces~ 
Benefits 
Having the ability to conduct competitive negotiatior 
with qualified bidders will produce better contracts fl 
state. Generally, competitive negotiations are only 
conducted with bidders after a competitive solicitati< 
has taken place. Only bidders who have acceptable 
potentially acceptable offers are included in negotia 
The intent of negotiations would be to clarify issues. 
refine proposals, and agree on terms and condition~ 
such a way that is mutually acceptable to the state, 
the vendor. 
000609
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Dollar Limitations 67 ~ 8
.....' 
Current: Statute requires that specifications must 
ccompany any requisition valued at over $25,000 or 
$1,000 per month if procured, notification of bid must be 
at least 10 days unless value is under $25,000 
Why a problem? 
References to dollar limitations and specifications cause 
confusion. All requisitions should include specifications 
regardless of dollar amount. Definitions and detailed 
instructions regarding the formulation of specifications 
are already in existence in administrative rules. 
The relationship between the number of days a bid must 
be made available to a dollar limitation was based on 
mailing time for paper bids. 
Proposed Change: Removal of references to dollar 
limitations and time frames in statute 
Benefits 
Elimination of references to dollar limitations will 
eliminate confusion about how bids are handled. A 
simpler set of rules can be developed that define the 
process based on needs of the agencies, accepted 
business practices and current technology. 
By utilizing the Internet the posting of bids becomes 
instantaneous and vendor notification moves at the 
speed of email. How long a bid should be made 
available is better determined by the complexity of the 
bid, agency requirements, the available vendor base, 
and current technology and not on a dollar amount. TI 
will allow for flexibility and assist in speeding the 
purchasing process. 
~ i 
" 
!: 
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IMultiple Awards 67· 8A 
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Current: Statute allows for multiple awards for 
lformation technology only under certain circumstances 
Value 
Multiple awards for information technology products and 
services have proven to be effective for the state. 
Overall pricing has dropped and service has improved 
as vendors participating in multiple contract awards 
compete for the state's business. Another benefit for the 
state is the availabimy of products from multiple 
contractors. Having a second or third source for hard to 
find or short supply products has been beneficial. 
Problems with other commodities 
Non-information technology contract awards are 
normally made by line item. For example, the same 
photocopier contract may be a Xerox in Northern Idaho, 
a Canon in Southern Idaho, and a Sharp in Eastern 
Idaho, each from a different dealer. Not only does this 
restrict agency choices, but also can cause service 
issues to appear when a vendor has an "exclusive" 
contract for what could be considered competing "equal" 
products. If multiple awards could be made in this case, 
'III three competitive products (Xerox, Canon, Sharp) 
.:ould be made available throughout the state and 
decisions could be made on both price and service. 
Occasionally, problems can arise with a contract. Single 
award Gontracts can cause serious disruptions and 
increased costs for the state. Evidence of contract non­
conformity and eventual contract cancellation takes time. 
Even when it is done, there is always a delay when a 
contract needs to be rebid. 
Proposed Change: Allow for multiple awards for c 
commodity deemed to be in the best interests of thE 
state 
Why needed? 
Other commodities such as office machines and 
furniture, vehicles, medical supplies, laboratory sup 
and chemicals, and deicing chemicals are potential 
candidates for multiple awards. Here service is an 
important factor. There are also issues of adequate 
supply and often one vendor is unable to meet the 
requirement. 
Benefits 
Would enhance "best value" purchasing rather than 
lowest bid price, creating better contracts. 
Would make vendors compete not only on price, bu 
service as well. 
MUltiple awards for critical equipment or services cc 
help reduce losses to the state in cases of short sUI 
equipment failure, poor product performance, etc. 
,I
I 
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Sole Source, Emergency Pur~es, and
 
Open Market Purchasing b""r-5720
 
;urrent: Statute allows administrator to determine sole 
source, emergencies, and allow for special or discount 
savings. Requires that sole source purchasing be 
advertised in public, statewide publication 
Why a problem? 
This statute has caused much confusion about 
emergency purchasing authority. In its current 
interpretation it is used to classify sole source purchases 
under $25,000 and open market educational or special 
discounts as "emergencies." The Division of Purchasing 
processes approximately 1000 of these "emergency" 
purchases per year. 
The requirement that a sole source item be advertised in 
a public, statewide publication produces local or regional 
notification to a limited number of vendors. A ten (10) 
day period is required for publication. In addition, a five 
(5) days for an appeal to be filed is allowed which slows 
the purchasing process considerably. 
Proposed Change: Rewording of statute to clarify the 
authority of administrator to allow open market 
purchases, sole sources, and emergencies. Eliminatic 
of the ten (10) day advertising requirement and allow fl 
electronic notification instead 
Benefits 
The basic language of this statute remains in place, bL 
subjects are separated and clarified. Better definitions 
will end confusion and reduce paperwork for the state. 
A clarification of how emergency purchasing is to be 
accomplished will end confusion for agencies. 
A better definition of sole source and allowance for sol 
source notification to be electronic rather than 
newspaper published will speed the purchasing proce~ 
and reach vendors globally. 
!
,Il 
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Reverse Public Auction~w.-5720 
urrent: Not allowed in statute 
Why needed? 
The reverse public auction is a new purchasing tool 
being utilized by some governmental entities for some 
commodities. The govemment places a requirement on 
the Internet. Bidders are pre-qualified and enter their 
bids online. Bids are immediately posted for all to see 
(prices only, not vendor names) and bidders essentially 
participate in a silent reverse auction until a 
predetermined cutoff time. Low bid determines the 
winner. Experiences so far have shown the process to 
I be very beneficial in lowering prices to government. 
I In the last four years, a leading auction service company, reports a five-fold increase in reverse auction activity since 1997. On contracts bid in 2000, it reported that customers paid an average of 17 percent less than 
they would otherwise have expected to pay. 
The United States Navy has used this reverse-auction 
process and saved $900,000 on aircraft parts. The 
previous cost for these parts had been $3.3 million. The 
savings was just over 28%. 
The State of Pennsylvania has conducted three (3) 
online reverse auctions for 1) Aluminum for license 
plates (approx. savings $250,000); 2) Anthracite coal 
(approx. savings $950,000); and 3) Road salt (approx. 
savings $2,500,000). This was a total approximate 
savings of $3.7 million. They are now doing auctions for 
a telecl)mmunications package for a building that is 
currently under construction, sugar, reflective sheeting, 
electricity, and diesel fuel. 
Proposed Change: Addition of language to allow 
reverse pUblic auctions 
Benefits 
Will add another optional electronic purchasing tool 
which could result in substantially lower costs to thE 
state. 
000613
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•Vendor Registratic,.."7-5730 
Current: Statute requires that a vendor be registered 
'Nittl the State and pay a $10 biennial fee in order to 
,ubmit a bid. 
Why Vendor Registration? 
The current registration process was created in 1974 
and replaced the requirement to advertise bids in 
newspapers. It created a database of vendors wanting to 
do business with the state and identified what products 
or services the vendor was capable of supplying. Instead 
of general advertising, state agencies could send bids 
directly to specific vendors. 
ThE! Registration Process 
Re~listration is a 2-part process. Vendors fill out an 
application form that is provided in hard copy or 
downloaded from the Intemet. In addition to business 
information, the application form instructs the vendor to 
choose from a list of basic commodity classifications. 
The form, along with $10, is retumed to the Division of 
Purchasing. Based on the commodity classes selected 
by the vendor. the Division provides an expanded 
version of the identified commodity classifications for the 
vendor to choose from. After receipt from the vendor, the 
Division enters the information into a database. From 
start to finish the entire process takes 2-3 weeks to 
complete. 
How the system is used 
State agencies and the Division of Purchasing access 
the vendor registration list to search for vendors. For 
pun:hases over $1500 and under $25,000, quotes are 
solicited from a minimum of 3 Idaho registered vendors. 
For purchases exceeding $25,000 and under $200,000, 
a minimum of 10 registered vendors (at least 3 are Idaho 
vendors) are solicited. For purchases exceeding 
$200,000, bids from all registered vendors in the 
commodity code are solicited. 
Vendor Complaints 
Registration does not guarantee that a vendor will 
recEiive bid notifications. Some vendors complain that 
they never have received a bid notice and feel that they 
get nothing for the $10 cost of registration. 
Vendors sometimes don't register in appropriate 
commodity codes. As a result, are not included on bid 
noti,;e lists. 
Updates to vendor information must be sent to the 
Division of Purchasing for processing and can take 
several days to process. 
The registration process is cumbersome and paper­
intensive. 
Proposed Change: Eliminate vendor registratil 
requirement and fee 
Electronic procurement initiatives eliminate the r 
the current paper-based vendor registration pro( 
The current system would be replaced by an inti 
based electronic system where vendors interest 
doing business with the state would be able to Ii 
maintain current information about their busines 
could be accomplished in one easy stop and wo 
vendors a great deal of time. 
Electronic procurement systems can automatica 
vendors, through email, about bidding opportuni 
their profiled commodity classifications. It can al 
all bids on the Internet, where vendors may sear 
opportunities whenever they wish. 
Benefits 
Internet registration will take minutes rather than 
Vendors would maintain their own profile electro 
rather than sending paperwork to the state for 
processing. 
Vendors can see all bid opportunities, 24 hours c 
days a week. 
No cost for registration. 
Only a web browser, email, and Internet access 
required. 
Making bidding opportunities available on the Int 
would increase competition, eliminate geographi 
boundaries, and assure fairness in making bids, 
to everyone. 
Vendor Readiness Survey 
In the Fall of 2000, the Division sent a survey to 
Idaho businesses in 62 communities to deterrnin 
willingness and readiness to participate in electrc 
purchasing with the following results: 
•	 323 surveys sent, 213 responses (66%) 
•	 212 (99.5%) use a computer in business 
•	 213 (100%) have access and use the Int! 
•	 208 (98%) have business email 
•	 177 (83%) have searched for bids on the 
•	 147 (69%) have responded to bids online 
•	 110 (52%) use a service to search for bid 
•	 196 (92%) are interested in doing busine~ 
the state online 
•	 17 (8%) preferred receiving paper copies 
I.
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Disqualification of Ve...,,>rs 67-5730 
.:;urrent: The statute lists reasons for vendor 
Jisqualification. Disqualification on the basis of 
debarment, suspension, or ineligibility from doing 
business with the federal {}Ovemment is not included in 
statute 
Why needed? . 
Federal grants to states contain this restriction, but state 
statutes do not. This requires the state agency 
administering federal grants to do additional research to 
verify qualified vendors and could potentially lead to 
litil~ation by a rejected vendor. 
Proposed Change: Addition of language to al 
disqualification of vendors that have been deba 
suspended, or declared ineligible from federal 
contracting and additional language for an appl 
process 
Benefits 
Will bring state agencies administering federal 
into compliance with federal regulations. 
Will help safeguard the state from doing busine 
unreliable vendors. 
Provides for an appeals process for vendors wi 
they have been rejected unfairly. 
000615
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Rules Development ~,732 
'urrent: Statute requires that rules be developed that 
dddress specifications, methods and procedures, 
evaluations, vendor specification alteration, perfonnance 
tests, and special rules for .certain property 
Why a problem? 
Current statute requires the creation of rules for methods 
and procedures designed for a paper-based system 
which clo not address electronic purchasing issues. 
Proposed Change: Delete requirement that the 
administrator promulgate rules for issues already 
addressed in other statutes or rules and rewording I 
requirements for rules development to accommodal 
electronic issues 
Benefits 
Proposed changes would result in the deletion of m 
existing rules and creation of new rules designed to 
policies rather than procedures. 
Reduction in number of rules needed will increase 
efficiency, recognize the various electronic processl 
and make the system less cumbersome. 
The 135 current rules potentially could be reduced t 
approximately 30. 
\ .. 
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Appeal Process - Sole Sour 37-5733(d) 
~urrent: After an appeal to a sole source is received, a 
Jeterminations officer is appointed to hear the challenge 
Why a problem? 
All other appeal processes in statute allow for the 
Director of the Department of Administration or 
Administrator of the Division of Purchasing to deny a 
challenge, deny an application (or appointment of a 
determinations officer, or appoint a determinations 
officer. Sole source appeals differ in that they require an 
immediate appoint of a determinations officer. Many 
times this is an unnecessary procedure, adding 
additional expense to the state and confusing the 
vendor. 
Sole source appeal processes are inconsistent with 
other portions of statute. 
'wf 
Proposed Change: Provide (or the Director to rev 
the appeal and make a determination as to the 
processing of the appeal 
Benefits 
Will make the appeals process for sole source iden 
to other appeals processes already found in statute 
5733c). 
Less confusion (or vendors regarding the appeals 
process. 
Potential cost saving to the state while still protectir 
rights of the vendor. 
Additional language to allow (or notice to vendors 0 
determination to be electronic will speed the proce~ 
000617
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IMultiple Awards 67- BA 
Current: Statute allows for multiple awards for 
lformation technology only under certain circumstances 
Value 
Multiple awards for information technology products and 
services have proven to be effective for the state. 
Overall pricing has dropped and service has improved 
as vendors participating in multiple contract awards 
compete for the state's business. Another benefit for the 
state is the availability of products from mUltiple 
contractors. Having a second or third source for hard to 
find or short supply products has been beneficial. 
Problems with other commodities 
Non-information technology contract awards are 
normally made by line item. For example, the same ~ photocopier contract may be a Xerox in Northern Idaho, 
..~~ a Canon in Southern Idaho, and a Sharp in Eastern..'.;.. ~. 
111	 Idaho, each from a different dealer. Not only does this ~	 restrict agency choices, but also can cause service 
issues to appear when a vendor has an "exclusive" 
contract for what could be considered competing "equal" 
products. If multiple awards could be made in this case, 
'311 three competitive products (Xerox, Canon, Sharp) 
.:ould be made available throughout the state and 
decisions could be made on both price and service. 
Occasionally, problems can arise with a contract. Single 
award contracts can cause serious disruptions and 
increased costs for the state. Evidence of contract non­
conformity and eventual contract cancellation takes time. 
Even when it is done, there is always a delay when a 
contract needs to be rebid. 
"WI I 
Proposed Change: Allow for multiple awards for a 
commodity deemed to be in the best interests of thE 
state 
Why needed? 
Other commodities such as office machines and 
furniture, vehicles, medical supplies, laboratory sup 
and chemicals, and deicing chemicals are potential 
candidates for multiple awards. Here service is an 
important factor. There are also issues of adequate 
supply and often one vendor is unable to meet the 
requirement. 
Benefits 
Would enhance "best value" purchasing rather than 
lowest bid price, creating better contracts. 
Would make vendors compete not only on price, bu 
service as well. 
MUltiple awards for critical equipment or services cc 
help reduce losses to the state in cases of short SUI 
equipment failure, poor product performance, etc. 
I 
I 
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David R. Lombardi, ISB #1965 
Amber N. Dina, ISB #7708 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 W. Bannock 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone Number: (208) 388-1200 
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300 
798907_1 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC 
FEB 23 2Dm 
.J. DAVID NlN/\f,f10. Cfe!~ 
By E. HOLME~ 
O::r'l)TY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
 
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff,
 
vs.
 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF 
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL 
"MIKE" GWARTNEY, in his personal and 
official capacity as Director and Chief 
Information Officer of the Idaho 
Department of Administration; JACK G. 
"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal and 
official capacity as Chief Technology 
Officer and Administrator of the Office of 
the CIO; EDUCATION NETWORKS OF 
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation; 
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS 
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company; 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss: 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV OC 0923757 
AFFIDAVIT OF SUSAN HENEISE 
Susan Heneise, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
AFFIDAVIT OF SUSAN HENEISE - 1 000619
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1. I am a citizen over the age of 18, employed as a paralegal by Givens Pursley LLP, 
attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa"), and have personal knowledge of the 
following. 
2. The Idaho Department of Administration makes available on its website 
(http://admjdaho.gov/purchasing/stwidecntrcs.html) all of the current statewide contracts that 
have been negotiated by the Division of Purchasing. 
3. I reviewed the statewide contracts available on the Department of 
Administration's website and identified those contracts with multiple vendors. Attached hereto 
as Exhibit I is a true and correct copy of a spreadsheet I drafted that lists the multi-vendor 
awards currently in effect with the State of Idaho. 
4. One of the multi-vendor awards I identified was the statewide contract for office 
furniture. Three vendors have been awarded SBPOs with the State of Idaho for office furniture. 
Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 are true and correct copies of SBP01320-0l (Herman Miller Inc.), 
SPB01321-02 (Kimball International) and SBP01322-02 (Steelcase, Inc.), which I obtained 
from the Idaho Department of Administration website. 
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of an undated document 
produced with an e-mail from DOA employee Laura Hill dated February 10,2009. 
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of a letter produced by the 
DOA, dated June 30, 2009, from Bill Bums, Division of Purchasing Administrator to Melissa 
Vandenburg, Lead Deputy Attorney General. 
AFFIDAVIT OF SUSAN HENEISE - 2 000620
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FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT. 
DATED this~ay of February 2010. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this ---'2.Jday of February, 2010. 
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Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at '---::-g'() l.r...g 
My Commission expires: ~h /1:>", 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
r){.J
I hereby certify that on this _p_'_day of February, 2010, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Merlyn W. Clark 
Steven F. Schossb{~rger 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise,ID 83701 
Attorneys for Idaho Dept. ofAdministration; J 
Michael "Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg" 
Zickau 
Phillip S. Oberrecht 
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 W. Idaho, Ste. 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise,ID 83701 
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC 
Robert S. Patterson 
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP 
1600 Division Street, Suite 700 
Nashville, TN 37203 
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC 
Stephen R. Thomas 
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company 
B. Lawrence Theis 
Steven Perfrement 
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP 
700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100 
Denver, CO 80203 
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company 
/IT.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (954-5210) 
..........-u.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (395-8585) 
/'U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (615-252-6335) 
(..---0:s. Mail 
__Overnight Mail 
__Hand Delivery 
__ Fax (385-5384) 
David R. Lombardi 
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4 Body Armor (WSCA Contracts) 5/31/2010 PADD1045-01 Protective Apparel Corp of America [Jacksboro, TN] 
5 PADD1046-01 Survival Armor, Inc. [Fort Myers, FL] 
6 PADD1047-01 Point Blank Body Armor [Pompano Beach, FL] 
10 Court Reporting 3/31/2010 SBPO 1174-05 N. Elaine Evans (Zones 3,4) [Boise, 101 
11 3/3112010 SBPO 1022-05 M 0 Willis (Zone 3) [Meridian, 10] 
12 3/31/2010 SBPO 1179-05 Associated Reportina (Zones 3,4) [Boise, 10] 
13 3/31/2010 SBPO 1176-05 Hedrick Court ReportinQ (Zone 3) [Boise, 101 
14 3/31/2010 SBPO 1175-05 CSB Reporting (All Zones) [Wilder, 10] 
15 3/31/2010 SBPO 1027·05 M & M Court Reportina (Zones 1,2,3,4) [Boise, 10] 
16 3/31/2010 SBPO 1264-02 T & T Reporting (Zones 5 & 6) [Idaho Falls, ID] 
17 3/31/2010 SBPO 1289-01 Nancy Christensen (Zones 5 & 6) [Eagle, IDj 
18 3/31/2010 SBPO 1291-01 LC ReportinQ (Zone 2) [Lewiston, ID] 
24 Fuels, Bulk & Heating Oils 9/30/2010 SBPO 1265-01 Atkinson Distributing, Inc. (Zone 2) [Orofino, IDj 
25 9/30/2010 SBPO 1266-02 Baird Oil Co. (Zone 3) [Boise, ID] 
26 9/30/2010 SBPO 1267-02 Bowen Petroleum, Inc. (Zones 4, 5, & 6) [Pocatello, 101 
27 9/30/2010 SBPO 1268-01 City Service Valcon, LLC (Zone 1) [Kalisoell, Mn 
28 9/30/2010 SBPO 1269-01 Coleman Oil Co. (Zone 1) [Lewiston, 10] 
29 9/30/2010 SBPO 1270-01 Hansen Oil Co. (Zones 5 & 6) [Soda Springs, IDj 
30 9/30/2010 SBPO 1272-01 Primeland Coooeratives (Zone 2) [Lewiston, IDI 
31 9/30/2010 SBPO 1273-02 Salmon Oil Company, Inc. (Zone 6) [Salmon, 10] 
32 9/30/2010 SBPO 1275-02 St Joe Oil Co., Inc. (Zones 1 & 2) [St. Maries, 10] 
33 9/30/2010 SBPO 1278-01 United Oil (Zones 3,4, & 6) [Twin Falls, ID] 
36 Mailing Equipment and Services 11/8/2010 PADD1020-06 Neopost [Hayward, CAl 
37 WSCA Contracts 11/8/2010 PADD 1022-05 Pitney Bowes [Boise, 10] 
39 Medical & Hospital Supplies & Services 8/19/2010 BPO 1385-06 Institutional PurchasinQ Services [Seattle, WA] 
40 IPS, HPSI, MMCAP - Group Membership required 3/31/2010 SBP01181-05 HPSI CataloQ website [Irvine, CAl 
41 3/31/2010 SBPO 1186-04 Physicians Sales & Service website [Salt Lake City, un 
42 9/30/2009 SBPO 1187-04 McKesson Medical-SurQical website [Golden Valley, MNI 
43 Mosquito Abatement 2/12/2011 SBPO 1310 (Primary) Vector Disease Control, Inc. [Blackfoot, 10] 
44 2/12/2011 SBPO 1311 (Secondarv) Clarke Environmental Mosquito MQmt [Roselle, IL] 
45 Multifunction Copiers and Related Software (WSCA Contracts) 6/30/2012 PADD1057-01 Ricoh Corporation [West Caldwell, NJI 
46 6/30/2012 PADD1058-01 Sharo Electronics [Mahwah, NJ] 
47 6/30/2012 PADD1059-01 Konica Minolta Business Solutions [ArlinQton, VA] 
48 6/30/2012 PADD1060-01 Xerox Corporation [Boise, ID] 
49 6/30/2012 PADD1062-01 Kip America [Novi, Mil 
50 6/30/2012 PADD1063-01 Oce Imagistics [Trumbull, cn 
51 Office Fumiture 9/30/2010 SBPO 1320 Herman Miller [Zeeland, Mlj 
52 9/30/2010 SBPO 1321-01 Kimball International [Jasper, IN] 
53 9/30/2010 SBPO 1322-01 Steelcase, Inc. [Grand Rapids, Mil 
57 
58 
Pharmaceuticals 12/30/2009 
12/30;2009 
SBPO 1183-05 
SBPO i 184-05 
Cardinal Health - Wholesale Distributor for MMCAP contract 
Dublin,OHj 
59 
I(Membership in MMCAP Required) 4/30/2010 SBPO 1185-05 MMCAP - Direct OnIv Purchases from MfQs. [Saint Paul, MN] 
61 
Photocopiers, Color 12/21/2010 SBPO 1288-02 Xerox Corporation - Statewide (Purchase or Rental) [Boise, IDj 
62 
12/19/2010 SBPO 1287-02 
Ricoh Corporation - Statewide (Purchase or Rental) [West 
Caldwell, NJ] 
J
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Propane
 
64
 
63 
65 
Telephone Service
 
73
 
72 
Wireless Equipment & Airtime (WSCA Contracts) 
74 
75 
Tires (New, Vehicular) 
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Vehicles
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88 Vehicle Lift (WSCA Contracts)
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91
 Video Teleconferencing
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94
 Computers & Peripherals (including WSCA Contracts) 
95 
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104
 IDANET Master Service Agreements
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Idaho Education Network (lEN)
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118
 
)	 109 
Over-the-Phone Language Interpreter Services 
119 
120 Programming Services/IT Services 
121 
122
 
123
 
125
 Security-Related Products
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8/3112011 SBPO 1317-01 AmeriGas Propane LP (Zones 1, 2 & 3) [Albuquerque, NM] 
8/31/2011 SBPO 1318 
Heritage Operating, LP (V-l Propane) (Zones 4) [Idaho Falls, 
10] 
8/31/2011 SBPO 1319 CHS Binaham Co-~(Zones 5 & 6) [Blackfoot, 10] 
10/9/2010 PADD 1035-01 Sprint Solutions Inc. [Reston, VAl 
10/9/2010 PADD 1033-01 AT&T Mobility National Accounts [Mililani, HI] 
10/9/2010 PADD 1034 Verizon Wireless (Folsom, CAl 
10/9/2010 PADD 1039 T-Mobile [Murray, Un 
8/31/2010 SBPO 1257-05 Les Schwab [Prineville, OR] 
BPO 1616-04 Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company IAkron, OHl 
BPO 1619-05 Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company [Akron, OHl 
8/31/2010 SBP01323 Mountain Home Auto Ranch [Mountain Home, 10] 
8/31/2010 SBP01324 Dan Wiebold Ford [Nampa, 10] 
8/31/2010 SBP01325 Dave Smith Motors [Kellogg, 10] 
8/31/2010 SBP01326 Tyler & Kelly Trademark Motors [Lewiston, 101 
8/31/2010 SBP01327 Penske Toyota [Downey, CAl 
8/31/2010 SBP01330 Edmark [Nampa, 101 
8/31/2010 SBP01331 Bonanza Motors [Burley, IDJ 
3/31/2011 PADD 1024-03 Stertil-Koni [Stevensville, MOl 
3/31/2011 PADD 1025-03 Mohawk [Amsterdam, NY] 
3/31/2010 PADD 1026-02 Automotive Resources [Manassas, VA] 
9/25/2011 SBP01306-01 One Vision Solutions [Irving, TX] 
9/25/2011 SBP01297 GBH Communications [Eagle, 10] 
8/31/2012 PADD 1049 Oell Marketina LP [Round Rock, TXl 
PADD 1050 Hewlett Packard Company [Houston, TXl 
PADD 1051 EMC Corporation [Lakeway, TXl 
PADD 1052 Kyocera Mita [Fairfield, NJ] 
PADD 1053 Lenovo (United States), Inc. [Morrisville, NCI 
PADD 1054 Lexmark [Lexinaton, KY] 
PADD 1056 NetApp, Inc. [Sunnyvale, CAl 
PADD 1064 Panasonic Computer Solutions [Secaucus, NJl 
10/9/2010 SBPO 1149-02 Syringa Networks, LLC [Boise, 10] 
10/9/2010 SBPO 1150 Inteara Telecom (formerly ELI) [Boise, 101 
11/9/2010 SBPO 1166-03 Owest [Boise, 101 
7/1/2010 CPO 1303-05 Verizon Business [Coeur d'Alene, 10] 
1127/2014 SBP01308-01 Owest Communications Corporation [Denver, COl 
1127/2014 SBP01309-01 Education Networks of America [Nashville, TN1 
11/30/2012 SBPO 1332 Worldwide Interpreters [South Houston, TXl 
SBPO 1333 CTS Language Link [Vancouver, WA1 
4/30/2010 SBPO 1244-03 Comsys TechnoloQY [Boise, 101 
SBPO 1:.!45-04 CRI AdvantaQe, Inc. [Boise, 101 
SBPO 1248-04 Tek Systems [Boise, 10] 
SBPO 1249-04 RiQhl! Systems, Inc. [Meridian, 101 
4/30/2011 SBPO 1312-01 Advanced Systems Group [Boise, 10] 
4/30/2011 SBPO 1313-01 RiQht! SYstems, Inc. [Meridian, 101 
4/30/2011 SBPO 1314 Structured Communication Systems [Boise, 10] 
$550,000.00 I 
$100,000.00
 
$270,000.00
 
$1,000,000.00
 
$1,000,000.00
 
$1,000,000.00
 
$1,000,000.00
 
$400,000.00
 
$114,264.60
 
$384,918.36
 
$750,000.00
 
$2,000,000.00
 
$250,000.00
 
$150,000.00
 
$150,000.00
 
$500,000.00
 
$1,000,000.00
 
$100,000.00
 
$100,000.00
 
$100,000.00
 
$320,000.00
 
$640,000.00
 
$1,000,000.00
 
$1,000,000.00
 
$1,000,000.00
 
$1,000,000.00
 
$1,000,000.00
 
$1,000,000.00
 
$1,000,000.00
 
$1,000,000.00
 
$7,600,000.00
 
$7,000,000.00
 
$7,200,000.00
 
$3,400,000.00
 
$5,000,000.00
 
$5,000,000.00
 
$360,000.00
 
$360,000.00 
$1,000,000.00 
$1,000,000.00 
$1,000,000.00 
$1,000,000.00 
$200,000.00 
$200,000.00 
$200,000.00 
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THIS NUMBER MUST 
APPEARState of Idaho State of ON ALL DOCUMENTS 
Send invoices to the
 
address listed
 Idaho 
below or as indicated in the
 
comments or instructions
 Statewide Blanket
 
field
 Purchase Order
 
Boise, ID 83720-0075
 SBP01320 • 01 Statewide Blanket Purchase Order
 
CHANGE ORDER - 01
 
DELIVER State of Idaho Various Agencies
 
TO: Various State Agencies Date: Wed Jan 27, 2010
 
located throughout Idaho
 F.O.B: Destination 
Terms: net 30Various, ID 83701
 
Mark.Little@adm.idaho.gov
 
VENDOR: HERMAN MILLER INC Start of Service Thu Oct 01,2009
 
Date
 
POBOX 302
 Thu Sep 30,2010 
ZEELAND, MI 49464-0302 End of Service 
Attn: Primary Customer Contact Date: 
Vendor Nbr:
 
EmailedTo:davegillman@hermanmiller.com
 
Solicitation#: RFP02184 Phone: 616-654-3000 
DOC#: PREQ16076 Fax: 616-654-8278
 
Account Number: P00000006679
 
File(s) Attached: 
C Herman Miller State Furniture Contract Pricing.xls 
r: Map-Areas.pdf 
C Herman Miller Authorized Dealers 1-26-10.pdf 
r: SBP01320 Herman Miller-Details.xls 
Buyer: BONNIE SLETTEN 208-332-1606 
.., Description 
000- -rSLANKE-;-PURCHA-SEAGREEMEN-r(line-item--particulm'oilo; ) 
-_.. -_...._-- .._._."~_."._-_."._~~.._.,_.~.~_ 
Total: 
-- ------- ------ ---------- ---- -------_._-------~ -----------­
:CONTRACT SBP01320 AMENDMENT ONE 
, 
iThis Contract Amendment and the provisions hereof are hereby attached to and made part of 
that certain State of Idaho contract number SBP01320, dated OCTOBER 01,2009 ("Contract") 
:forSTATEWIDE OFFICE FURNITURE CONTRACT, for VARIOUS STATE OF IDAHO AGENCIES, 
INSTITUT~ONS, AND DEPARTMENTS, between HERMAN MILLER INC. as "Contractor" and the 
Blanket 'State of Idaho as "State". Contractor and State hereby agree as follows: 
Comments: This SBPO is amended to add CONTRACT DETAILS per attached document: SBP01320 Herman 
Miller-Details. The Authorized Dealers list is updated per document: Herman Miller Authorized 
Dealers 1-26-10. 
All of the terms, and conditions contained in the Contract shall remain in full force and effect, 
except as expressly modified herein. The effective date of this AMENDMENT is January 26, 2010. 
.-.'" ~_."-". t _.u._. 
i 500000.00 
500000.00 
EXHIS'T_____.J-__
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-
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
::
.. ~ '-' -'"-'  -~"'-,
1 lot !
......... _ ........ -.................................. . 
G
BI  
INO OTHI:R CHANGES NOTED 
IThe dollar amount listed in the contract extension pricing is an estimate and cannot be 
iguaranteed. The actual dollar amount of the contract may be more or less depending on the 
lactual orders, requirements, or tasks given to the Contractor by the State or may be dependent 
iupon the specific terms of the Contract. 
.. --­;FURNfTi.iRE~: OFFICE • Idaho Statewide Contra'ct for traditional'~ , 
,office type furniture. 1001 500000.00 500000.00 
ILOT 
( 425·00 ) (nt ) 
! NOTICE OF STATEWIDE CONTRACT (SBPO) AWARD 
IContract for Office Furniture for the benefit of the State of Idaho and eligible political 
!subdivisions or public agencies as defined by Idaho Code, Section 67-2327. The Division of 
purchasing or the requisitioning agency will issue individual releases (delivery or purchase 
!orders) against this Contract on an as needed basis for a period of one (1) year commencing 
October '1, 2009 and ending September 30, 2010 with the option to renew for four (4) additional 
'one (1) year periods. 
Contract Title: Statewide Office Furniture
 
Type: Mandatory Use
 
Public A!Jency Clause: yes
 
Contract Administration: Bonnie Sletten
 
G I ---Phone Number: 208-332-1606
 
com~~~~:: ···E-Mail: bonnie.sleUen@adm.idaho.gov
 
HERMAN MILLER
 
Contractor's Primary Contact
 
···Attn: Anthony Pepe
 
···Address: 3823 NE 20th Ave.
 
···City, State, Zip: Portland OR 97212
 
Phone Number: 503-804-1324
 
Toll Free Number ..
 
Fax Number: 503-238-3549
 
E·Mail: anthony_pepe@hermanmiller.com
 
CONTRACTOR: Ship to the FOB DESTINATION point and BILL DIRECTLY to the ORDERING 
AGENCY. DO NOT MAIL INVOICES TO THE DIVISION OF PURCHASING. Notating the Contract 
Award Number on any invoices/statement will facilitate the efficient processing of payment. 
,Instructions:
 
'Freight / Handling Included in Price
 
000626
iNO OTHI:R CHANGES-NOTEO----- -------.~.-­
Description 
.<"'~' ~ __ ,~.~,_~""_,.,_,_,_, M'_ 
F NITU : - i ra itional 
f
S-
 SOOOOO OO SOOOOO OO
f ........................... 
;
l
................  
...........................  
......  
....  
............  
--- ......................  
:  
 
 
--- .........................  
--- .....................  
--- ............  
............... S  
..........  
.................. S S  
- .........................  
 
IBy: BONNIE SLETTEN 
Herman Miller Statewide Furniture Cost Sheet 
10/01/09-09/30/10 
A Case Goods , 
Executive Desk Description Quality Leve List Price % off List Final Cost 
1 Executive Desk PassaQe HiQh End $ 2,991.00 34% $ 1,974.06 
$ 851.502 Executive Desk 5000 Mid Ranoe $1,310.00 35% 
3 
Secretarial Desk Description Quality Leve List Price % off List Final Cost 
1 Secretarial Desk PassaQe HiQh End $ 2,303.00 34% $ 1,519.98 
$ 904.802 Secretarial Desk 5000 Mid Ranoe $ 1,392.00 35% 
3 
Credenza Description Quality Leve List Price % off List Final Cost 
1 Credenza Passaoe Hioh End $ 1,642.00 34% $ 1,083.72 
$ 747.502 Credenza 5000 Mid Range $1,150.00 35% 
3 
Computer Wrkstn Description Quality Leve List Price % off List Final Cost 
1 Computer Wrkstn Passage High End $ 1,367.00 34% $ 902.22 
$ 641.552 Computer Wrkstn 5000 Mid Ranoe $ 987.00 35% 
3 
Desk Return Description Quality Leve List Price % off List Final Cost 
1 Desk Return Passaoe Hioh End $ 1,367.00 34% $ 902.22 
$ 459.552 Desk Return 5000 Mid Range $ 707.00 35% 
3 
File Cabinet (Vertical) Description Quality Leve List Price % off List Final Cost 
1 File Cabinet Meridian 2dw Hioh End $ 692.00 37% $ 435.96 
$ 577.71 
$ 719.46 
2 File Cabinet Meridian 3dw High End $ 917.00 37% 
3 File Cabinet Meridian 4dw Hioh End $1,142.00 37% 
File Cabinet (Lateran Description Quality Leve List Price % off List Final Cost 
1 File Cabinet Meridian 2dw HiQh End $ 706.00 37% $ 444.78 
$ 619.29 
$ 795.06 
$ 309.15 
$ 399.15 
$ 487.35 
2 File Cabinet Meridian 3dw Hiah End $ 983.00 37% 
3 File Cabinet Meridian 4dw High End $ 1,262.00 37% 
1 File Cabinet Tu 2dw Mid Ranoe $ 687.00 55% 
2 File Cabinet Tu 3dw Mid Range $ 887.00 55% 
3 File Cabinet Tu 3dw Mid RanQe $ 1,083.00 55% 
000627
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Book Cases Description Quality Leve List Price % off List Final Cost 
1 Book Cases Meridian 26"h High End $ 685.00 35% $ 445.25 
$ 448.50 
$ 447.85 
2 Book Cases Meridian 39"h High End $ 690.00 35% 
3 Book Cases Meridian 52"h High End $ 689.00 35% 
Storage Cabinets Description Quality Leve List Price % off List Final Cost 
1 Storage Cabinets Meridian 24"h High End $ 1,200.00 35% $ 780.00 
$ 1,414.40 
$ 1,314.30 
$ 895.95 
$ 917.55 
$ 952.65 
2 Storage Cabinets Meridian 59"h High End $ 2,176.00 35% 
3 Storage Cabinets Meridian 64"h High End $ 2,022.00 35% 
1 Storage Cabinets Tu 46"h Mid Range $ 1,991.00 55% 
2 Storage Cabinets Tu 54"h Mid Range $ 2,039.00 55% 
3 Storage Cabinets Tu 67"h Mid Range $2,117.00 55% 
Printer Stands Description Quality Leve List Price % off List Final Cost 
1 Printer Stands Meridian High End $ 708.00 35% $ 460.20 
2 
3 
Tables Description Quality Leve List Price % off List Final Cost 
1 Tables Eames Veneer 36x36 High End $ 795.00 33% $ 532.65 
$ 1,267.64 
$ 1,394.94 
$ 2,484.36 
$ 543.37 
$ 678.71 
$ 755.76 
$ 1,139.67 
2 Tables Eames Veneer 60x30 High End $ 1,892.00 33% 
3 Tables Eames Veneer 72x36 High End $ 2,082.00 33% 
4 Tables Eames Veneer 96x54 High End $ 3,708.00 33% 
1 Tables CT Lam 36x36 Mid Range $ 811.00 33% 
2 Tables CT Lam 60x30 Mid Range $ 1,013.00 33% 
3 Tables CT Lam 72x36 Mid Range $1,128.00 33% 
4 Tables CT Lam 92x42 Mid Range $1,701.00 33% 
B Seating :; 
Secretarial Description Qualitv Leve List Price % off List Final Cost 
1 Secretarial Aeron High End $ 1,308.00 37% $ 824.04 
$ 678.512 Secretarial Mirra Mid Range $ 1,077.00 37% 
3 
High Back Exec Description Quality Leve List Price % off List Final Cost 
1 High Back Exec Aeron High End $ 1,308.00 37% $ 824.04 
$ 678.512 High Back Exec Mirra Mid Ranqe $ 1,077.00 37% 
3 
Special Needs Ergonomic Description Quality Leve List Price % off List Final Cost 
1 Special Needs Ergonomic Aeron High End $ 1,372.00 37% $ 864.36 
$ 706.862 Special Needs Ergonomic Mirra Mid Range $1,122.00 37% 
3 
Side Chair/Arms Description Quality Leve List Price % off List Final Cost 
1 Side Chair/Arms Aside High End $ 321.00 42% $ 186.18 
$ 175.742 Side Chair/Arms Caper Mid Range $ 303.00 42% 
3 
Stacking Chair Description Quality Leve List Price % off List Final Cost 
1 Stacking Chair Aside High End $ 321.00 42% $ 186.18 
$ 131.082 Stacking Chair Caper Mid Range $ 226.00 42% 
3 
000628
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Product Line % off the List Line 
Action Office, Prospects, Ethospace, Vivo, Quad. B&F Front Peds (BP&BQ), Erg.
 
Com . Furn., Eames & Avive Tables 59%
 
IBe Collection 38% 
IArrio, Resolve, Intersect 42% 
IAbak 45% 
IErgon 3, Egua 2 46% 
Ipassage, MyStudio Environments 34% 
Meridian Stora e & Towers, Meridian 5000 Desks, Quad. B&F Front Lats 35% 
IMeridian; Peds, Lateral & Vert. Files (excluding Unity) 37% 
IAeron Seating, Mirra Chair, Celie Chair 37% 
IAmbi Seating, Caper Chairs, Limerick, Aside, Reaction 42% 
IEmbody Chair 35% 
Teneo Storage Furn, CLT Tables, Kiva, Eames Seating, Classics, Collection,
 
Celeste Seatin ,Burdick Grou 33%
 
IInternational Collection 40% 
ITu Files, Tu Peds, Tu Storage, Tu Towers, Q Tables 55% 
IInnovative Products, Vitra, Goetz, Stools 30% 
ICo-Struc, Action Lab, Casework 40% 
IHealthcare Carts 2% 
IGeiger Case Goods & Seating products 40%
 
IGeigerExpress Program 40%
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AREA 
A 
BOUNDRY, BONNER, KOOTENAI, 
BENEWAH, SHOSHONE, LATAH, 
CLEARWATER, LEWIS, IDAHO, 
AREAS ARE COMBINATIONS OF 
ZONES: 
AREA A Is a combination of Zones 1 & 2 
AREA B is a combination of Zones 3 &4 
AREA C Is a combination of Zones 5 &6 
User\Master\Areas Map,doc 
LEMHI, CLARK, FREEMONT, 
BUTTE, JEFFERSON, CUSTER, 
MADISON, TETON, POWER, 
BONNEVILLE, BANNOCK, 
CARIBOU, ONEIDA, CASSIA, 
FRANKLIN, BEAR LAKE, 
MINIDOi<.A, AND BINGHAM 
COUNTIES 
AREA 
C 
)lJ 
ADAMS, VALLEY, WASHINGTON, PAYETTE, 
GEM, BOISE, CANYON, ADA, ELMORE, 
OWYHEE, CAMAS, BLAINE, GOODING, 
LINCOLN, JEROME, AND TWIN FALLS 
COUNTIES 
AND NEZPERCE COUNTIES 
AREA 
B 
000630
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5.19 Authorized Dealers by Location (ME) 
SERVICE DEALERS(S) LOCATIONS 
List all authorized dealers(s), contact person, in each Area. 
AREA COUNTIES IN 
THE AREA 
AUTHORIZED 
DEALER(S) 
Including 
contact name 
PHYSICAL 
ADDRESS(ES) 
Including zip 
code 
PHONE 
NUMBER(S) & 
FAX 
AREA A Boundary, 
Bonner, 
Kootenai, 
Benewah, 
Shoshone, 
Latah, 
Contract Design 
Associates 
Bob Charbonneau 
East 402 Sprague, 
Spokane, WA 
99202 
(P) 509-624-4220 
(F) 509-623-1777 
Clearwater, 
Lewis, Idaho, 
and Nez Perce 
AREAB Adams, Valley, 
Washington, 
Payette, Gem, 
Boise, Canyon, 
Ada, Elmore, 
Owyhee, 
OP-Dundas 
Interiors, Inc. 
Tracy Crites 
11613 W. 
Executive Dr, 
Boise, ID 83713 
(P)208-658-9111 
(F)208-658-8394 
Camas, Blaine, 
Gooding, 
Lincoln, Jerome 
and Twin Falls 
AREAC Lemhi, Clark, 
Freemont, 
Butte, 
Jefferson, 
Custer, 
Madison, 
Teton, Power, 
Bonneville, 
Bannock, 
Caribou, 
Oneida, 
Cassia, 
Franklin, Bear 
Lake, Mindoka, 
and Bingham 
Henriksen-Butler 
Design Group, 
LLC 
Mary Rowe 
Currently L('lllhi, 
Custer. Cassia. 
iVIindoka 
Counties arc in 
O\'-l)ulldllS' 
AuthoriZ('d HMI 
Trading AI'ca. 
3560 Rich Lane, 
Idaho Falls, ID 
83406 
(P)208-524-1007 
(F) 208-524-1007 
Herman Miller Authorized Dealers 1-26-10 
000631
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Herman Miller SBP01320 Contract Details 
Contract
 
Pricing
 Price shall include all customs, duties and charges and be net, F.O.B. destination any point in State of 
Idaho as desiqnated by the orderinq aqency includinq dock delivery and tailqatinq of load.2.8 IMEI 
Response: AcknowledGed 
Price Only price adjustments at the time of renewal will be allowed during the life of the contract created as a 
Adjustments result of this bid solicitation. See Appendix F attached for information. 2.81 
Response: AcknowledGed 
Discounts product line or breakdowns by style, function, etc., from the manufacturer's RETAIL Price List. Volume2.9 (M) discounts, if offered, shall also be based on RETAIL Price List. 
Response: Acknowledged 
Discount shall remain in effect for the entire contract period. Price lists submitted with the bid shall remain 
in effect for the entire contract period. After that time contractor may submit new RETAIL price lists when 
2.9.1 they normally are published. Effective date of new price lists will be when they have been reviewed and 
approved by DOP and published on the DOP website. Contractor shall submit new price lists prior to 
loublishina date if possible. 
AcknowledaedResponse: 
Volume 
If offered, shall apply to orders delivered to the same location at the same requested time. The contractor, 2.10 Discounts 
(E) at his discretion, may include multiple deliverv points from the same aaency. 
Response: Acknowledged 
Please note: While Herman Miller acknowledged 2. 11, 2. 12 and 2. 13, Herman Millers pricing stucture is based on product 
2.11 Delivery delivered and instal/ed to any site with in the state. 
An additional fee for inside delivery may be requested in the appropriate place on the price page. Inside 
Delivery is intended for essentially free standing furniture when the ordering agency is unable to bring it 
Inside from the dock to the point of use. It shall consist of removal from trUCk, bringing to point of use, uncrating, 
2.11 Delivery 
minor assembly (for example, attach hutch to desk or credenza, attach a return, set shelves in bookcase(ME) 
and leveling), leaving ready for use and removal of debris.This additional fee may not be used to assemble 
furniture shipped "KD". "Knocked Down" (KD) furniture is described as any item produced in such a 
manner that the piece can be shipped from the factory disassembled and packed compactly into a flat box 
and that require assembly. This inside delivery fee shall be based on the follOWing conditions: 
1. Delivery location has a loading dock or off street loading area. 
2. The delivery will be to the same floor as the loading dock or there is freight elevator available. 
3. The delivery may be completed during regular working hours. 
4. Deviations from the above shall reqUire a separate non-contract negotiation by the ordering agency at 
the time of order. 
Response: Acknowledaed: Please refer to Pricina Forms in the Cost Proposal. 
Delivery All furniture with shall be delivered fully assembled and ready for use. No "KD" furniture shall be accepted 
2.12 Condition unless contractor's representative is present to assemble it upon receipt. Other exceptions may be made (M) 
with prior aqreement between the contractor and orderinQ aqenCy. 
Response: AcknowledGed 
Orders shipped directly by a manufacturer or manufacturer's dealer to the purchaser or user. Items Dock 
delivered to the ordering agency shall be unloaded by the delivering carrier and placed on the agency's 2.13 Delivered 
loading dock. If there is no loading dock, items shall be unloaded by the delivery carrier and placed in a 
space immediately adiacent to the carrier's vehicle at the deliverv location. 
(M) 
Response: Acknowledged 
Contract prices shall be extended to other "Public Agencies" as defined in Idaho Code §67-2327, which 
reads: "Public Agency" means any city or political subdivision of this state, including, but not limited to Public 
counties; school districts; highway districts; port authorities; instrumentalities of counties; cities or any 2.14 Agency 
political subdivision created under the laws of the State of Idaho. It will be the responsibility of the Public Clause (M) 
Agency to independently contract (i.e., issue purchase orders) with the vendor and/or comply with any 
other applicable provisions of Idaho Code governing public contracts. 
AcknowledgodResponse: 
000632
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5.2 
Single Point 
of Contact4.3.2 
(ME) Provide one contact name title, phone and email for the single point of contact for this ensuing contract. 
Response: Anthony Pepe Herman Miller Market Manager 
Phone: 50:1-804-1324 I 
Email: anthony pepe@lhermanmiller.com 
Describe the size, organizational structure and experience of the sales force (designated and dedicated) Sales Force 
(ME) that will be engaged to promote market and sell to the State. Include information of dealer network sales 
force. 
Service 
Response: Area Herman Miller Sales Contact Dealer Lead Contact 
Anthony Pepe Bob Charbonneau; Contract Design Associates 
4.3.3.1 A T: 503-804-1324 T: 509-624-4220 
E:anthony pepe@lhermanmiller.com E: bob@lcdainteriors.com 
Doug Vance Tracy Crites; OP-Dundas Interiors 
B T: 206-442-4355 T: 208-658-9111 
E: doug vance@hermanmiller.com E: t crites@op-dundas.com 
Barbara Bruno Mary Rowe; Henriksen-Butler Design Group 
C T: 801-994-6311 T: 208-524-1007 
E: Barbara bruno@hermanmiller.com E: mrowe@hbdg.com 
5.1 Ordering Describe in detail your ordering policy and procedure 
Response: Online Ordering 
Herman Miller has delivered to its customers a truly digital, end-to-end ordering system that dramatically simplifies purchasing 
and increases control over the furniture buying process. As a result, customers themselves have become drivers of a system 
that extends from a tailor-made eZconnect custom web site to their Herman Miller dealers, manufacturing resources, suppliers, 
delivery, Customer Care and back again with 99.5 percent on-time, complete performance capabilities. 
In the face of concerns about the viability of 'dot-com' business solutions, over 200 major customers have selected eZconnect 
as their e-commerce platform for furniture purchases. They have linked with eZconnect as either a component of their e-
procurement processes or as a standalone capability that gives them the opportunity to test and evaluate the value of broader 
e-commerce initiatives for their facilities operations. These customers appreciate the improved control that allows them to 
funnel furniture purchasing through a single point (such as within a specified purchasing department) or to extend purchasing 
decisions to multiple agencies, facilities, or field offices while maintaining control every step of the way. 
With all Herman Miller products available through eZconnect, customers have chosen to use the custom web site capabilities 
to order frequently purchased products (for example, seating and casegoods) or leverage our Z-Axis specification tools and 
AutoCAD to order configurable products for more complex systems layouts. 
Order Management 
Herman Miller's web-based Kiosk Order Manager is used by dealers to see order acknowledgments, revisions, cancellations, 
shipment notices, invoices, credit & debit memos, and air statements. Dealers review the acknowledgement line by line to 
verify that there were no specification errors and that the correct customer contract number was used to ensure accurate 
discounting. Assuming no changes need to be made, the order is bUilt, shipped and automatically invoiced at shipment. If 
order changes are needed, the dealer uses Kiosk Customer Care Forms to electronically start the order change request work 
flow. 
Catalogs, Price Lists, Etc. 
In addition to the State's selected product vocabulary and pricing being available through eZconnect, hard copy catalogs and 
price lists will be made available UDon reauest. 
Payment 
Processingl Describe in detail your payment processing directly through your organization or through dealer networks 
InvoicinQ 
In addition to orders being placed via online, other methods include paper purchase orders, email. andfax. P-Cards are also 
Response: an acceptable purchase method. All invoicing, billing and issue resolution will occur through the Herman Miller dealer 
servicing the area. Typical number ofdays to resolve any problems is J7 business days. 
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Lead 
Times 
Response: 
Describe in detail your business practice for ordering lead times with regard to: 
• Standard· Quick Shi • Rush· S ecial 
Lead Time Programs 
Herman Miller lead time programs are backed by the established reliability of our production and distn'bution systems. The 
State can be confident that we ship what they need, when they need it. That's important for any installation project, because 
reliable lead times are a crucial element in a customer's planning process and resource allocation. 
To match the State's particular product and scheduling needs, Herman Miller offers three lead time choices-10 day or less, 20 
day or less, and assigned lead time. The most current lead time information is available to the dealers through our electronic 
tool called Kiosk. Lead times are stated in business days and are calculated from order acknowledgement to ship date. These 
lead time programs are designed to decrease overall lead times and eliminate quick-ship surcharges. 
The 10-Day or Less Program provides a broad vocabulary of systems, seating, and filing and storage products that ship in 10 
days or less. It's one of the most comprehensive quick ship programs in the industry, and there are no quick-ship surcharges. 
The 20 Day or Less Program provides a broad vocabulary of systems, seating, and filing and storage products that ship 20 
days or less. 
The Assigned Lead Time Program is product that may not be available within the 10 or 20 day lead time. For a complete 
listing of product in the Assigned Lead Time Program, your Herman Miller dealer can refer to the price book addendum entitled 
"Assigned Lead Time Program." Assigned Lead Times can change frequently and significantly. Your Herman Miller dealer can 
refer to the price book addendum for specific finishes and fabric options within this program. 
5.3.1 
5.4 
5.5 
5.6 
Passage Freestandmg 
5000 Series 
Aeron Charrs 
Mirra Chairs 
Aside Seating 
Caper Seating 
Meridian Filing & Storage 
Tu Filing & Storage 
Eames Tables 
CLT Tables 
(currently 24 days) 
Describe in detail your business practice for delivery service and methods with regard to:Delivery 
• Ma'or Metro areas· Smaller remote or rural areas 
Orders are typically delivered to the dealer's warehouse for receiving, inspection, and delivery coordination with the State's 
re uested installation date. Items not reguiring installation can be drop shipped directly to the site. 
Response: 
Describe in detail your business practice, policy and procedures with regard to: • When damage is
 
Receipt of
 identified· Who notifies who· Concealed damage or shortages· Who investigates the extent of the
 
Damagedl
 damage· Who arranges for repair and where· Who picks up merchandise to be repaired or replaced after 
Incorrect freight inspection· If repair is not practical, what is your standard policy· Who will coordinate with the 
Merchandise State for problem resolution 
In the event damaged or incorrect merchandise is received, it is identified by the dealer upon receipt and inspection of the 
shipment. The dealer then notifies the freight carrier and, if it impacts delivery, the end user. Any concealed damages or
 
Response:
 shortages would be identified and investigated by the dealer upon receipt and inspection of the shipment. The dealer would 
initiate replacement product with Herman Miller's Customer Care. Our Emergency Response Process can ship product that is 
holdin u installation within 24 hours. The dealer will coordinate an and all roblem resolution activit . 
Describe in detail your business practice, policy and procedures with regard to: Receipt of
 
Incorrect • Reporting receipt of incorrect merchandise· Inspection of incorrect merchandise
 
Merchandise • ResolutiCln/re lacement and time line of incorrect merchandise 
All products manufactured by Herman Miller are built to the specific size, finish, and fabric specified in the order. In the event 
incorrect product is manufactured, your Herman Miller dealer would identify and report the incorrect merchandise and initiate aResponse: 
replacement order. Replacement of the incorrect item would be in accordance with standard lead times. In the event the 
incorrect palt is holding up an installation, Herman Miller's Emergency Response Process can ship specified product within 24 
hours, accoldin to ublished terms. 
Restocking Describe in detail your business practice, policy and procedures with regard to: • Restocking charge for
 
Policy
 items ordered due to contractor error • Restockin char e for items ordered due to State's error 
Any product returned reqUires the written authorization from Herman Miller prior to retum to ensure proper tracking and 
assessment. All products are manufactured by Herman Mil/er in the specific size, finish, and fabric requested to meet a specificResponse: 
customer application. Due to the customization and variety of applications, requests to return product, outside of warranty 
situations, are not t icall authorized. 
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5.10 Warranty 
f----­
Response: 
Please specify in detail the following: 
• The length and tenns of the warranty/maintenance and service provided for all proposed items. 
• Vendors must specify if subcontractors will perfonn warranty and maintenance service, the location(s) 
where warranty and maintenance service will be perfonned, along with contact name and telephone 
number for each location. 
e (COl Products 
refixed carts; mobile com uter stands 
htin 
All products sold under the Herman Miller, Meridian®, and Geiger® brand names, except as limited or described below. 
10 years CT-prefixed procedure and supply carts, Co, CO- and CV-prefixed Co/Struc® products; height-adjustable tables 
Herman Miller for Healthcare® Products 
Other Manufacturers' Products 
None Hennan Miller will pass through to the original purchaser any warranty supplied by other manufacturers to the extent possible, 
including, but notlirnited to, open-line laminates. 
A 
Dealer 
Contract Design Associates 
Contact Information 
Bob Charbonneau 
T: 509-624-4220 
B OP-Dundas Office Interiors 
Tracy Crites 
T: 208-658-9111 
C Henriksen Butler Design Group 
Mary Rowe 
T: 208-524-1007 
000635
5.10 Warranty 
light, RoomTune™ tackboard and marker board, single monitor arm, dual monitor arm, 
12-year warranty) is . ual product quotes 
warranty and maintenance service to Herman Miller products is handled by our authorized Herman Miller dealers. 
Depe,ndlng on the type of service required, it may be handled on site, such as a chair or accessory type repair. Other service 
State of Idaho 
**** 
Send invoices to the address 
listed 
below or as indicated in the 
comments or instructions field 
Boise, 10 83720-0075 
State of Idaho 
Statewide Blanket Purchase Order 
CHANGE ORDER - 02 
THIS NUMBER MUST
 
APPEAR
 
ON ALL DOCUMENTS
 
Statewide Blanket Purchase
 
Order
 
SBP01321 - 02
 
DELIVER TO:	 State of Idaho Various Agencies
 
Various State Agencies Date: Wed Jan 27, 2010
 
located throughout Idaho
 F.O.B: Destination 
Terms: net 30 Various, 10 83701
 
Mark.Little@adm.idaho.gov
 
----,... _--------­
VENDOR: Start of Service Thu Oct 01, 2009
 
KIMBALL INTERNATIONAL Date
 
KIMBALL INTERNATIONAL MARKETING
 Thu Sep 30, 20101600 Royal Street End of ServiceJasper, IN 4754!1 Date:Attn: Sales Coordinator 
Vendor Nbr: 
EmailedTo:kiknies@kimball.com RFP02219 
Phone: 800-482·1616 Solicitation#: From: FORMULTIPLEAWD 
Fax: 812-481-1674 DOC#: SBP01320 - 01 
Account Number: P00000058757 PREQ16743 
File(s) Attached: 
C Kimball State Furniture Contract Pricing.xls 
C Map-Areas.pdf 
C Kimball Authorized Dealers 1-26-10.pdf 
C SBP01321 Kimball-Details.xls 
Buyer: BONNIE SLETIEN 208-332-1606 
Description 
.. - "- - . --­
000 'iBLANKET PURCHASE AGREEMENT ( line item particulars follow) : 1 lot 500000.00 - ~" ,'-~-~~---"-'" -,.. ,- -, ..~.~_._- ....."......-----.....,-----_...-.... ,.. _·_·-~·"--ToTai: I'-··--·--·~·'· __· 
500000.00 
CONTRACT SBPCl1321 AMENDMENT TWO 
This Contract Amendment and the provisions hereof are hereby attached to and made part of that certain State of 
Idaho contract number SBP01321-01, dated NOVEMBER 02,2009 ("Contract") for STATEWIDE OFFICE 
FURNITURE CONTRACT, for VARIOUS STATE OF IDAHO AGENCIES, INSTITUTIONS, AND DEPARTMENTS, 
between KIMBALL. INTERNATIONAL, as "Contractor" and the State of Idaho as "State". Contractor and State 
hereby agree as follows: 
This SBPO is amended to add CONTRACT DETAILS per attached document: SBP01321 Kimball-Details. The 
Authorized Dealers list is updated per document: Kimball Authorized Dealers 1-26-10. 
Blanket 
Comments: All of the terms, and conditions contained in the Contract shall remain in full force and effect, except as 
expressly modified herein. The effective date of this AMENDMENT is January 26, 2010. 
NO OTHER CHANGES NOTED 
CONTRACT SBP01321 AMENDMENT # 1 
This contract amendment and the provisions hereof are hereby attached to and made part of that State of Idaho 
contract number SBP01321, dated OCTOBER 1, 2009 for STATEWIDE OFFICE FURNITURE CONTRACT for the 
STATE OF IDAHO VARIOUS AGENCIES, between KIMBALL INTERNATIONAL as "Contractor" and the State of 
Idaho as "State." Contractor and State hereby agree as follows: 
000636
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•• ,§um,·m 
• '.'M •.•• ~~.~_~'" •• ___ • ____ "_ ... _ •• '_" .... ____ • ____ . _ • ___ ~_ •• __ • __ • ___ .. _, ____ •. _ .•• _~. _______ .• - .• _.- ___ •• _ ... , .__ _ .,.~__ _ 
Total: i 
_._ .~ .. _._~ __ ... ~ .. _"" __ •• ________ M"_'".'_,_·"~._"'.'" _". 
0
LL
r 
'This contract is AMENDED to remove Inkwell from the contract as an authorized dealer. The new Kimball 
iAuthorized Dealers list dated 11-2-09 replaces the previous list. 
All of the tenns and conditions contained in the Contract shall remain in full force and effect, except as expressly i 
modified herein. The effective date ofthis Amendment is NOVEMBER 2, 2009. 
;The dollar amount listed in the contract extension pricing is an estimate and cannot be guaranteed. The actual I 
--
IIdollar amount of the contract may be more or less depending on the actual orders, requirements, or tasks given 
ito the Contractor by the State or may be dependent upon the specific tenns of the Contract. 
~~~_.~.~., .._ _.._.-..__._ _.- ~. __._.... .----..........•.•l1li1 
,
 
_._.~ ~ 
Description 
~ r-_k"--~ r -- -~--~-_. ,<-" 1 
, 
, 1 
001 LOT 500000.00 500000.00 ' 
( 425-00 ) ( nt ) 
..~~ ...•• - "-=-:-::C'=~-~'::"==':C-::--:-=~::::': 
...........................NOTICE OF STATEWIDE CONTRACT (SBPO) AWARD
 
Contract for Office Furniture for the benefit of the State of Idaho and eligible political subdivisions or public 
agencies as defined by Idaho Code, Section 67-2327. The Division of Purchasing or the reqUisitioning agency will , 
issue individual releases (delivery or purchase orders) against this Contract on an as needed basis for a period 
of one (1) year commencing October 1, 2009 and ending September 30, 2010 with the option to renew for four (4) 
additional one (1) year periods. 
Contract Title: Statewide Office Furniture 
Type: " Mandatory Use
 
,Public Agency Clause: yes
 
Contract Administration: Bonnie Sletten
 
---Phone Number: 208-332-1606
 
---E-Mail: " bonnie.sletten@adm.idaho.gov
 
KIMBALL
 
,Contractor's Primary Contact
 
General i---Attn: Julie Wissler
 
Comments:---Address: 1600 Royal Street 
---City, State, Zip: Jasper, IN 47549 
Phone Number: 801-278-7700 
Toll Free Number 800-482-1616 
Fax Number: 812-481-6174 
E-Mail: julie.wissler@kimball.com 
KIMBALL
 
'Government Sales Manager-West
 
'----Attn......Dave Friedman
 
Government Sales Manager-West
 
Phone: 760.672.3518
 
E-Mail: dave.friedrnan@kimball.com
 
CONTRACTOR: Ship to the FOB DESTINATION point and BILL DIRECTLY to the ORDERING AGENCY. DO NOT 
MAIL INVOICES TO THE DIVISION OF PURCHASING. Notating the Contract Award Number on any 
invoices/statement will facilitate the efficient processing of payment. 
Instructions:
 
Freight / Handling Included in Price
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Kimball Statewide Furniture Cost Sheet 
10101/09-09/30/10 
IA Case Goods .. Delivered Delivered and Installed 
Executive Desk Description Qualitv Leve List Price 
IU/. on 
List Final Cost % off List Final Cost 
I 1 Executive Desk Priority Best $ 2,971.00 54.00% $ 1,366.66 51.00% $ 1,455.79 
$ 1,377.19 
$ 629.76 
I 2 Executive Desk Foot Print Wood Better $ 3,359.00 63.00% $ 1,242.83 59.00% 
I 3 Executive Desk Foot Print Met/Lam Good $ 1,536.00 63.00% $ 568.32 59.00% 
% off 
Secretarial Desk Description Qualitv Leve List Price List Final Cost % off List Final Cost 
1 Secretarial Desk Priority Best $ 3,765.00 54.00% $ 1,731.90 51.00% $ 1,844.85 
2 Secretarial Desk Foot Print Wood Better $ 4,841.00 63.00% $ 1,791.17 59.00% $ 1,984.81 
3 Secretarial Desk Foot Print Met/Lam Good $ 2,971.00 63.00% $ 1,099.27 59.00% $ 1,218.11 
Credenza Description Qualitv Leve List Price 
% off 
List Final Cost % off List Final Cost 
1 Credenza Priority Best $ 2,852.00 54.00% $ 1,311.92 51.00% $ 1,397.48 
$ 2,189.40 
$ 886.86 
2 Credenza Foot Print Wood Better $ 5,340.00 63.00% $ 1,975.80 59.00% 
3 Credenza Foot Print Met/Lam Good $ 2,163.00 63.00% $ 800.31 59.00% 
% off 
Computer Wrkstn Description Qualitv Leve List Price List Final Cost % off List Final Cost 
1 Computer Wrkstn Priority Best $ 4,289.00 54.00% $ 1,972.94 51.00% $ 2,101.61 
2 Computer Wrkstn Foot Print Wood Better $ 5,474.00 63.00% $ 2,025.38 59.00% $ 2,244.34 
3 Computer Wrkstn Foot Print Met/Lam Good $ 3,242.00 63.00% $ 1,199.54 59.00% $ 1,329.22 
Desk Return Description Qualitv Leve List Price 
% off 
List Final Cost % off List Final Cost 
1 Desk Return Priority Best $ 2,372.00 54.00% $ 1,091.12 51.00% $ 1,162.28 
$ 1,204.58 
$ 478.88 
2 Desk Return Foot Print Wood Better $ 2,938.00 63.00% $ 1,087.06 59.00% 
3 Desk Return Foot Print Met/Lam Good $ 1,168.00 63.00% $ 432.16 59.00% 
% off 
File Cabinet (Vertical) Description Qualitv Leve List Price List Final Cost % off List Final Cost 
1 File Cabinet nla $ - 0.00% $ -
2 File Cabinet nla $ - 0.00% $ -
3 File Cabinet nla $ - 0.00% $ -
% off 
File Cabinet (Lateral) Description Qualitv Leve List Price List Final Cost % off List Final Cost 
1 File Cabinet Priority 24"x36" Best $ 2,785.00 54.00% $ 1,281.10 51.00% $ 1,364.65 
2 File Cabinet LF 18"x42" Better $ 4,571.00 56.00% $ 2,011.24 53.00% $ 2,148.37 
3 File Cabinet Fundamental 18x30 Good $ 3,345.00 56.00% $ 1,471.80 53.00% $ 1,572.15 
BookCases Description Quality Leve List Price 
% off 
List Final Cost lI'/o off List Final Cost 
1 Book Cases Priority 36x67 Best $ 1,494.00 54.00% $ 687.24 51.00% $ 732.06 
$ 870.91 
$ 387.04 
2 Book Cases Fundamental 18x30 Better $ 1,853.00 63.00% $ 685.61 53.00% 
3 Book Cases Footprint 13x36x68 Good $ 944.00 63.00% $ 349.28 59.00% 
Storaae Cabinets Description Qualitv Leve List Price 
% off 
List Final Cost % off List Final Cost 
1 Storage Cabinets nla $ - 0.00% $ -
$ 978.04 
$ 1,227.13 
$ 1,278.87 
2 Storaae Cabinets Prioritv 18"x36" Better $ 1,996.00 54.00% $ 918.16 51.00% 
3 Storaae Cabinets Footprint 36x67 Better $ 2,993.00 6300% $ 1,107.41 59.00% 
1 Storaae Cabinets LF 18"x30" Good $ 2 721.00 56.00% $ 1,197.24 53.00% 
% off 
Printer Stands Description Qualitv Leve List Price List Final Cost % off List Final Cost 
1 Printer Stands Prioritv 36 dia Best $ 943.00 64.00% $ 339.48 51.00% $ 462.07 
2 Printer Stands Conf Solutions 36 dia Better $ 687.00 54.00% $ 316.02 51.00% $ 336.63 
3 Printer Stands Scenairo 36 dia Good $ 447.00 54.00% $ 205.62 51.00% $ 219.03 
% off 
Tables Description Qualitv Leve List Price List Final Cost % off List Final Cost 
1 Tables Prioritv 36 dia Best $ 943.00 54.00% $ 433.78 51.00% $ 46207 
2 Tables Conf Solutions 36 dia Better $ 687.00 54.00% $ 316.02 51.00% $ 33663 
3 Tables Scenario 36dia Better $ 447.00 54.00% $ 205.62 51.00% $ 21903 
4 Tables Foot Print 36 dia Good $ 707.00 63.00% $ 261.59 59.00% $ 28987 
000638
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B Seating Delivered !'Jellvered and Installed 
Secretarial Description Qualitv Leve List Price 
IU/. OTT 
List Final Cost %oft List Final Cost 
1 Secretarial Xtreme sync w/arms Best $ 1,018.00 56.00% $ 447.92 53.00% $ 478.46 
$ 430.52 
$ 372.24 
$ 321.01 
$ 343.10 
$ 296.10 
Xtreme sync w/o arms $ 916.00 56.00% $ 403.04 53.00% 
2 Secretarial Approach sync w/arms Better $ 792.00 56.00% $ 348.48 53.00% 
Approach sync w/o arms $ 683.00 54.00% $ 314.18 53.00% 
3 Secretarial Wish, Task sync w/arms Good $ 730.00 
$ 630.00 
56.00% $ 321.20 
$ 277.20 
53.00% 
Wish, Task sync w/o arms 56.00% 53.00% 
High Back Exec Description Quality Leve List Price 
% oft 
List Final Cost %off List Final Cost 
1 Hiah Back Exec Skye Leather Best $ 2,146.00 5600% $ 944.24 53.00% $ 1,008.62 
$ 569.17 
$ 406.08 
2 Hiah Back Exec Xtreme Hi back Better $ 1,211.00 56.00% $ 532.84 53.00% 
3 Hiah Back Exec Stature Hi Back Good $ 864.00 56.00% $ 380.16 53.00% 
Special Needs Ergonomic Description Qualitv Leve List Price 
% oft 
List Final Cost % off List Final Cost 
1 Special Needs Ergonomic Skye, web/arms Best $ 1,733.00 56.00% $ 762.52 53.00% $ 814.54 
$ 430.51 
$ 372.24 
2 Special Needs Ergonomic Xtreme/arms Better $ 916.00 56.00% $ 403.04 53.00% 
3 Special Needs Ergonomic Wish farms Good $ 792.00 56.00% $ 348.48 53.00% 
Side Chair/Arms Description Qualitv Leve List Price 
% oft 
List Final Cost % oft List Final Cost 
1 Side Chair/Arms Beo,sidelwdlarms Best $ 786.00 56.00% $ 345.84 53.00% $ 369.42 
$ 218.55 
$ 157.92 
2 Side Chair/Arms Bingo/slide/wd/arms Better $ 465.00 56.00% $ 204.60 47.00% 
3 Side Chair/Arms Event/sidelsled/arms Good $ 336.00 56.00% $ 147.84 53.00% 
Stackina Chair Description Qualitv Leve List Price 
% oft 
List Final Cost % oft List Final Cost 
1 Stacking Chair n/a n/a $ - 0.00% $ -
$ 218.55 
$ 157.92 
2 Stacking Chair Bingo/side/wdlarms Better $ 465.00 56.00% $ 204.60 53.00% 
3 Stacking Chair Event,side/arms Good $ 336.00 56.00% $ 147.84 53.00% 
~mball 
% off the List Line 
DELIVERED 
0/0 off the List LIne· 
DELIVERED AND INSTALLED 
59% 
otiable 
CASE GOODS PRICING FORM 
Footprint - Metal/Laminate, 
Wood $1 - 249,999.99 
Pricelis! Form PLSYS Vor.0109 $250 000 + 
Priority, Scenario, Canf. 
Solutions $1 - 99,999.99 54% 51% 
Priceli.1 Form PLCATA Vor.0109 $100,000 - 249,999.99 56% 53% 
$250,000 + Negotiable Negotiable 
Files, Fundament and LF 
Pricelist Form PLMF Ver.0109 
$1 - 99,999.99 
$100,000 - 249,999.99 
$250,000 + 
SEATING PRICING FORM 
$1 - 99,999.99 
$100,000 - 249,999.99 
$250,000 + 
% off the List Line 
DELiVERED 
% off the List LineII 
DELIVERED AND INSTAlLED 
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CATALOG PRICING FORM 
Balance of Pricelist Form 
PLSYS Ver.0109 $1 - 249,999.99 
$250,000 + 
% off the List Une 
DELIVERED 
% off the Ust Un. 
DELIVERED AND INSTALLED 
Balance of Pricelist Form 
PLCATA Ver.0109 $1 - 99,999.99 54% 51% 
& Balance of Casegoods $100,000 - 249,999.99 56% 53% 
Form PLKWIK Ver.0109 $250,000 + Negotiable Negotiable 
Balance of Pricelist Form 
PLMF Ver.01 09 $1 - 99,999.99 56% 53% 
$100,000 - 249,999.99 58% 55% 
$250,000 + Negotiable Negotiable 
Balance of Pricelist Form 
PLSE Ver.0109 $1 - 99 999.99 56% 53% 
& Balance of Seating Form 
PLKWIK Ver.0109 $100,000 - 249,999.99 58% 55% 
$250,000 + Negotiable Negotiable 
Balance of Pricelist Form 
PLKWIK Ver.0109 $1 - 99,999.99 54% 
$100,000 - 249,999.99 56% 
$250,000 + Negotiable 
Balance of Pricelist Form 
PLPRKS Ver.0109 $1 - 99,999.99 54% 51% 
$100,000 - 249,999.99 56% 53% 
$250,000 + Negotiable NeQotiable 
Balance of Pricelist Form 
PLHUM Ver.0109 $1 - 249,999.99 
$250,000 + otiable 
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AREA 
A 
BOUNDRY, BONNER, KOOTENAI, 
BENEWAH, SHOSHONE, LATAH, 
CLEARWATER, LEWIS, IDAHO, 
AND NEZPERCE COUNTIES. 
AREA 
B 
ADAMS, VALLEY, WASHINGTON, PAYETTE, 
GEM, BOISE, CANYON, ADA, ELMORE, 
OWYHEE, CAMAS. BLAINE, GOODING. 
LINCOLN, JEROME, AND TWIN FALLS 
COUNTIES. 
AREAS ARE COMBINATIONS OF 
ZONES: 
AREA A Is a combination of Zones 1 &2 
AREA B is a combination of Zones 3 &4 
AREA C Is a combination of Zones 5 &6 
AREA 
C 
LEMHI, CLARK, FREEMONT, 
BUTTE, JEFFERSON, CUSTER, 
MADISON, TETON, POWER, 
BONNEVILLE, BANNOCK, 
CARIBOU, ONEIDA. CASSIA. 
FRANKLIN, BEAR LAKE, 
MINIDOKA, AND BINGHAM 
COUNTIES. 
User\Master\Areas Map.doc 
000641
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KIMBALL 
5.19 Authorized Dealers by Location (ME) 
SERVICE DEALERS(S) LOCATIONS 
List all authorized dealers(s), contact person, in each Area. 
AREA COUNTIES IN 
'TlJE AREA 
AUT'IIORIZED 
DEALER(S) 
Includ ing contact 
name 
PIIYSICAL 
ADDRESS(ES) 
Incllld ing zip code 
PHONE 
NUMBER(S) & 
FAX 
AREA A Boundary. 
Bonner. 
Kootenai, 
Benewah, 
Shoshone. Latah, 
Clearwater, 
Lewis, Idaho. 
and Nez Perce 
Intermountain 
Design, Inc. 
Jay Nagel 
7840 W Gratz Dr 
Boise ID, 83709 
208.658.2252 
208.658.2250 
AREAB Adams, Valley. 
Washington. 
Payette. Gem. 
Boise. Canyon, 
Ada, Elmore. 
Owyhee, Camas. 
Blaine, Gooding. 
Lincoln, Jerome 
and Twin Falls 
Intermountain 
Design, Inc. 
Jay Nagel 
6840 W Gratz Dr 
Boise, ID 83709 
208.658.2252 
208.658.2250 
AREAC Lcmh i. Clark, Intermountain 6840 W Gratz Dr 208.658.2252 
Freemont. Butte. Design, Inc. Boise, ID 83709 208.658.2250 
Jefferson. Custer, 
Mad ison. Teton. Jay Nagel 
Power. 
Bonneville, 
Bannock. Interior Solutions, 522 S 400 W 801.531.7538 
Caribou, Oneida. Inc. Salt Lake City, UT 801.531.7545 
Cassia. Franklin. 84101 
Bear Lake. Pete Harris 
Mindoka, and 
Bingham 
Kimball Authorized Dealers 1-26-10 
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Kimball SBP01321 Contract Details 
l,;ontract 
Pricing Price shall include all customs, duties and charges and be net, F.O.B. destination any point in Stale of Idaho as 
(ME)2.8 desiQnated by the orderinQ aQencv includinQ dock delivery and tailQatinQ of load. 
Res/Jonse: Acknowledaed 
Only price adjustments at the time of renewal will be allowed during the life of the contract created as a result of thisPrice 
Adjustments bid solicitation. See Appendix F attached for information.2.81 
Response' Acknowledaed 
nces shall De expressea as smgle alscounts (no cham aiscounts) from list pnce for either me entire proauct line or 
Discounts breakdowns by style, function, etc., from the manufacturer's RETAIL Price List. Volume discounts, if offered, shall also 2.9 1M) be based on RETAIL Price List. 
Resoonse: AcknowJedoed 
Discount shall remain in effect for the entire contract period. Price lists submitted with Ihe bid shall remain in effect for 
the entire contract period. After that time contractor may submit new RETAIL price lists when they normally are 
published. Effective date of new price lists will be when they have been reviewed and approved by DOP and published 
on the DOP website. Contractor shall submit new orice lists prior to publishina date if possible. 
2.9.1 
Acknowledc edReSDonse' 
Volume 
If offered, shall apply to orders delivered to the same location at the same requested time. The contractor, at his 
IE) 
2.1 Discounts 
discretion, may include multiple delivery points from the same aQency. 
Response: Acknowledged 
_. Please refer to the pricing schedule for product lines as the pricing offered are for (1) delivered prices as 
DoNvery2.11 
well as (2) delivered and installed prices. 
An additional fee for inside delivery may be requested in the appropriate place on the price page. Inside Delivery is 
intended tor essentially free standing furniture when the ordering agency is unable to bring it from the dock to the point 
of use. It shall consist of removal from truck, bringing to point ot use, uncrating, minor assembly (for exampie, attach 
hutch 10 desk or credenza, attach a return, set shelves in bookcase and leveling), leaving ready for use and removal ofIn~/d. Delivery2.11 (ME) debris.This additional fee may not be used to assemble furniture shipped "KD". "Knocked Down" (KD) furniture is 
described as any item produced in such a manner that the piece can be shipped from the factory disassembled and 
packed compactly into a flat box and that require assembly. This inside delivery fee shall be based on the following 
conditions: 
1. Delivery location has a loading dock or off street loading area. 
2. The delivery will be to the same floor as the loading dock or there is freight elevator available. 
3. The delivery may be completed during regular wor1<ing hours. 
4. Deviations from the above shall require a separate non-contract negotiation by the ordering agency at the time of 
order. 
Response: Acknowledged: Please refer to Pricino Forms in the Cost PropOsal. 
All furniture with shall be delivered fully assembled and ready for use. No "KD" furniture shall be accepted unless Delivery2.12 contractor's representative is present to assemble it upon receipt. Other exceptions may be made with prior 
agreement between the contractor and ordering agency. 
Condition 1M) 
AcknowledgedReSpOnse: 
Orders shipped directly by a manufacturer or manufacturer's dealer to the purchaser or user. Items delivered to the 
Dock Delivered ordering agency shall be unloaded by the delivering camer and placed on the agency's loading dock. If there is no 2.13 (M) loading dock, items shall be unloaded by the delivery camer and placed in a space immediately adjacent to the 
camer's vehicle at the delivery location. 
Response: Acknowledged 
Contract prices shall be extended to other "Public Agencies" as defined in Idaho Code §67-2327, which reads: "Public 
Agency" means any city or political subdivision of this state, induding, but not limited to counties; school distriCls; 
highway districts; port authorities; instrumentalities Of counties; cities or any political subdivision created under the Public Agency 2.14 Clause (M) laws of thE! State of Idaho. It will be the responsibility of the Public Agency to independently contract (i.e., issue 
purchase orders) with the vendor and/or comply with any other applicable provisions of Idaho Code governing public 
contracts. 
AcknowledOI,dRes/Jonse: 
Single Point of4.3.2 Provide Q!1~ contact name, tille, phone and email for the single point of contact for this ensuing contract. Contact (ME) 
Julie Wissler KimbaU Market Sales Manager ResfWnse: 
Phone: 801·278-7700 
Email: ·ulie.'Nissler!mkimball.com 
Salee force 
(ME) Describe the size, organizational structure and experience of the sales force (designated and dedicated) that will be 
engaQed to promote mar1<et and sell to the State. Include information of dealer networ1< sales force. 
Service 
Response: A.... Authorized Dealer Addre•• Oealer Lead Contact PHONE-FAX 
4.3.3.1 A Intermountain Design 7840 W Gr.tz Dr. Boise 10 83709 
Jay N.gel. VP T: 208-658-2252 
F: 208-658-2250 
B Intermountain Design 7840 W Gr.tz Dr. Boise 10 83709 
Joy N.gel, VP T: 208-658-2252 
F:208-658-2250 
Intermountain Oe,ign 7840 W Gretz Dr. J.y N.gel, VP T: 208-658-2252 
Boise 10 83709 F:208-658-2250 
Interior Solutions, Inc. 522 S. 400W. Pete Harris T: 801-531-7538 x 201 
C Salt L.ke City UT 84101 (800) 339-7538 F: 801-531-7545 
I 
Interior Solutions, Inc. 1070 Riverwalk Dr 
Id.ho Falls 10 83402 
Pete Harris 
(800) 339-7538 
T: 801-531-7538 x 201 
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Kimball SBP01321 Contract Details 
5.1 Ordering Describe in detail your ordering policy and orocedure 
Changes and Cancellations 
Response: Any order changes for Kimball Office must be submitled in writing. Kimball Office will endeavor to accommodate the changes, 
but any additional costs or charges incurred by Kimball Office to make the changes shall be paid by the Customer. 
Charees for Standard Lead Time Product Chanees fnr Kimball Office 
Changes made 21 - 25 business days prior to ship 25% net charge for items affected 
date 
Changes made 16 - 20 business days prior to ship 
date 
Changes made 11 - IS business days prior to ship 
date 
Changes made 0 - 10 business days prior to ship date 
50°.10 net charge for items affected 
75% net charge for items affected 
No changes or cancellations accepted 
All changes/cancellafion requests must be evaluated af 'he lime ofrequest by your Kimball Office Customer Service Team and are 
subject to revised lead times andJoraddifional charges. 
Non-Standard Lead Time Product Chanees for Kimball Office 
Kwik Office nfferin2s No chan2es or cancellations acceoted after order entrY. 
Engineer-To-Order No changes or cancellations accepted after order entry.(modified or nun-standard products) 
Alliance Program (Pollack, Maharam, and 
Momentum upholstery) 
Customer's Own Material (COM) No changes or cancellations accepted after order entry.Customer's Own Leather (COL) 
Customer's Specified Laminate (CSL) 
Customer's Specified Paint (CSP) 
Mockups No chan2es or cancellations acceoted after order entrY. 
Service PartslReplacem ents No changes or cancellations accepted after order entry. 
5.2 
Payment 
Processingt 
Invoicing 
Describe in detail your payment Processing directly through your organization or through dealer networks: 
Response: 
Purchase orders may be cut directly to Kimball Office in care ofan authorized dealer by the enduser or to the dealer. Purchase 
orders may be sen! via fax, email, edi or mail..For direct bill purchases, purchase orders should be cut to Kimball Office, 1600 
Royal St, Jasper, IN 47549. Purchase orders may also be cut to an authorized dealer who will, in tum, cut its own p.o. to 
Kimhall OtTice and provide a copy ofthe State ofIdaho p.o. to us. 
5.3 Lead Times 
Response: 
Kimball OJ'pce utilizes an internal Sales Disputes process to research and remedy customer disputes on invoices and bUling in a 
timely manner. Kimball Office also has a Sales Dispute Specialist on stafffor the quick and effective resolution ofGovernment 
sales disputes as we are aware ofmany ofthe specific billinR and invoicinK requirements ofthe Kovernment. 
The averaj!e number ofdays it takes to resolve /Xlyment or invoiclnJ! issues is typically less than 7 days. 
Describe in detail your business oractice for orderino lead times with reoard to: 
• Standard' Quick Shio • Rush' Soecial 
KimbaH OffICe takes great measures to ensure that our products meet and exceed the expectations of our customers. This includes the 
timeframe required to manufacture our products. We have a breadth of products available within ten days of order placement for those who 
need a product with a limited planning period. Our standard product line is option rich in detail and fJf1ish ­ providing an individua#zed 
appearance. In order to ensure that the product is manufactured to our high standards, lead times vary slightly. 
The current manufacturing lead times noted below are based on standard product without modifICations and immediate COM fabric availabi6fy. 
These lead times refer to the actual time from receipt of order to product Shipment. The lead times below are approximate and basftd on 
current capacity and meterial eve/lability. All lead times are based on the selection of standard prodUct, fabrics end t;nishes. Lead Times wiN be 
confirmed aller entry of your order at Kimbal OffICe via a hard copy acknowledgement. 
• Kimball Office Systems - 5 weeks. 
• Kimball Office Case goods - 4 weeks 
• Kimball Office Seatine -3 weeks (with the excention of Delano 5 weeks) 
The Kwik Qlfice program is designed to prOVide thejlexibility reqUired to meet the immediate need\' ofour customers. Kwik 
Office provides a large selection ofKimball Office products In an extensive fabric andjinish offering, all available in jive to ten 
workmKdavs 
• An array of popular seating models in over 145 upholstery selections is available to ship within five business days upon 
receipt of II credit-approved order. 
• A wide' selection of Kim ball Office casegoods and tables is available to ship within five business days upon receipt of a 
credit-approved order. 
• Kimball Office systems and metal filing are available to ship within ten business days upon receipt of a credit· 
approved order. 
• Perks accessories and work tools are available to ship within five business days upon receipt ofa credit-approved 
order. 
• The Kwik Office program lets you fully outfit an office environment - private offices, workstations, meeting rooms, 
file centers, reception areas, and more ­ with furniture that is compatible in stvle, fabrics and finishes. 
Kimball Office recommends orderingfrom our Kwik Office or PDQ product for ru.\'h orders. If/hat is not possible Kimball Office 
will make every e.Uort possible to meet your M/sh needs. A less than standard lead time is requested through your account 
manaJ!er and our dedicated staffwork hand in hand with the plant in an erfortto meet your need>;. 
Our ByDes;gn team can manufacturer many special items not found in the price Ust. Specials lead times will vary on a case by 
case basis due to different enKineeringfactors and plant demands. Again every reasonable request will try to be achieved 
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Kimball	 SBP01321 Contract Details 
Describe in detail your business practice for delivery service and methods with regard to: • Major 
5.4 Delivery Metro areas' Smaller remote or rural areas 
Service i,~ the role ofKimball Office aruJ its dealer partner. This includes getJing the product to the customer Ihe most efficient 
and effective method/or the customer. Metro Areas are most lrkely going to have a project size order that can be shIpped directly 
to the Ins/allation/rom thefaclory, which means that the furniture may be handled only when loaded and lin-loaded. Strict 
coordination IS made /0 ensure that the Inick arrives at the appointed lime/or the installers /0 begin the installatIOn. Recognizing 
that not all Metro area deliveries are large shipments, the dealers are also avaIlable to accept deliveries ai/heir warehouse, and 
then, deliva to tht~ installation site. 
Response 
Installed .'\1ptro or Rural areas) 
• Order coordinated between servicing dealer and end user for "installation" delivery. 
• Order shipped to dealer for redistribution and installation coordinated with end user 
• Order drop shipped to end use (received at location by dealer) for installation 
• Install dates coordinated between dealer and end user 
• Order fulfillment com Dieted onsite between dealer and end user 
Smaller remote or rural areas are more likely to have a smaller inslallatiun. In these Ca!ieS, Ihe fumi/Ure would most likely have 
the furniture shipped to their warehouse and Ihen deliver illo the installaNon site. However, if the job is large, then 
arrangements can made 10 meelthe truckjust as sit can be in larger Metro areas. 
TailgatelDock Delivery (Metro or Rural areas) 
• Order coordinated between dealer and end user for "tailgate/dock" delivery 
• Tracking and delivery dates coordinated between dealer and end user 
• Receiving /Installation instructions provided by dealer to end user 
• Issues serviced through supporting dealer 
• Order fulfillment completed via phone, email, fa:l between dealer and end user 
• Onsite service available as needed 
It is the WJal ofKimball Office and the dealer to honor the cuslomer expectations when delivering producl. 
Describe in detail your business practice, policy and procedures with regard to: • When damage is identified· Who 
Receipt of notifies who' Concealed damage or shortages' Who investigates the extent of the damage' Who arranges for repair
Damagedl 
and where· Who picks up merchandise to be repaired or replaced after freight inspection' If repair is not practical, Incorrect
 
Merchandise
 what is your standard policy' Who will coordinate with the State for problem resolution 
When damage is identified, the enduser notifies Kimball Office dealer and participating dealer notifies Kimball Office. The 
participating dealer investigates the extent ofthe damage as well as arranges for the merchandise to be repaired or replaced 
afterfreight inspection./frepair is nol practical Kimball Office would replace at no charge as long as ii's under Kimball Office Response: 
Warranty. II's up to Kimball Office account manager and participating dealer 10 coordinate with the slate for problem 
resolution. Again another reason why the dealer relationship is so important. Kimball Office has devised the follOWing 
rocesses surrounding ,,·hipping damage and shortages: 
Shortages: 
• Dealer will receive a copy of the packing list from the carrier when the product arrives and is responsible for checking 
off each bO:l to make sure the entire product has been delivered. If anything is missing from the shipment it MUST be 
noted on the carrier's paperwork before the truck leaves. Kimball Office is not responsible for product that might be 
missing if order is signed for as complete. 
• Dealer will notify Kimball Office Customer Service of any shortages. 
• Kimball Office Customer Service will obtain a copy ofthe DOL from the carrier to verify shortages have been noted.
 
• Ifnoted on the paperwork,the dealer will submit a replacement order to Kimball Office for missing product.
 
• If Truckload order will be at no chal1!e
 
If LTL or Redistribution order will be at no charR;e as 10nR; as the short8R;e was noted at time of delivery
 
Noted Dam age:
 
• Dealer is responsible for noting any visible damage on the DOL from the carrier before the truck leaves.
 
IfTruckload Carrier:
 
• Dealer will notify Kimball Office Customer Service of any noted damage
 
• Kimball Office Customer Service will obtain a copy of the BOL from the carrier to venfy that damage has been
 
noted
 
• Kimball Office Customer Service and Dealer will detennine if product can be repaired in the field or If it needs to be
 
replaced.
 
•	 If it can be repaired 
Dealer calls Kimball Office Customer Service with repair issue 
. Kimball Office Customer Service works with the dealer to detennine the most appropriate action to be taken. 
If the decision is made to repair the product and Kimball Office will be charge, dealer must obtain approval for 
the dollar amoWlt along with a Quality Notification number prior to repair being done 
. Any charges passed to Kimball Office without being pre-approved through Kimball Office Customer Service 
will be denied. 
• If product needs to be replaced, dealer will submit a no charge replacement order to Kimball Office for the damaged 
product 
·
Kimball Office will then file a claim wlth the carrier based upon the resolution of the damaged product. 
• Participation Percentages: Kimball Office 100%, Carrier 0%, Dealer 0% 
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Kimball SBP01321 Contract Details 
If LTL Carrier: 
• Dealer will notify Kimball Office Customer Service of any noted damage. 
• Kunball Office Customer Service and Dealer will detennme if product can be repaired in the field or if it needs to be 
replaced 
• If it can be repaired, Dealer will have the product repaired Kimball Office will file the claim with the carrier as long 
as the damage was noted by the Dealer. 
• If product needs to be replaced, dealer will submit a no charge replacement order Kimball Office will file the claim 
with the carrier, as long as the damage was noted by the dealer 
• Participation Percentages: Kimball Office 0%, Carrier 100%, Dealer 0%
 
IfRedistribution Ca....ier:
 
• See LTL Carrier process above. 
• Particioation PercentlUles: Kimball Office 0%, Carrier 100%, Dealer 0% 
Concealed Damage: 
• Any notations not made on the DOL at the time of receipt must be communicated within 15 calendar days of delivery 
or the dealer will be responsible (or charges. 
((Truckload Carrier: 
• Dealer must notify Kimball OffIce Customer Service of any coneealed damage within 15 days of goods receipt 
• Kimball Office Customer Service and Dealer will detenmine if product can be repaired in the field or if It needs to be 
replaced 
• If it can be repaired 
• Dealer calls Kimball Office Customer Service with repair issue. 
• Kimball Office Customer Service works with the dealer to detennine the most appropriate action to be take 
• If the decision is made to repair the product and Kimball Office will be charge, dealer must obtain approval for 
the dollar amount along with a Qaulity Nottflcation number prior to repair being done 
• Any charges passed to Kimball Office without being pre-approved through Kimball Office Customer Service 
will be denied. 
• If product needs to be replaced, dealer will submit a no charge replacement order to Kimball Office for the damaged 
product. 
• Kimball Offiee will then file a claim with the carrier based upon the resolution of the damaged product 
• Participation Percentages: Kimball Office 100%, Carrier 00/0, Dealer 0%,
 
•• IF flied within 15 days of goods receipt
 
If LTL Carrier:
 
• Dealer must notify Kimball Office Customer Service Wld the camer of Wly concealed damage within 15 days of 
goods receipt to report the concealed damage. Please retain all shipping cartons for inspection by carrier agent. 
• Kimball Office Customer ServIce Wld Dealer will detennine if product can be repaired in the field or if it needs to be 
replaced. 
• If it can be repaIred, dealer will contact Kimball OffIce Customer ServIce with the amount of the labor. If approved, 
Kimball Office will file the claim with the freight carrier. 
• If product needs to be replaced, dealer will submit a replacement order at no charge with Kimball Office Customer 
Service. Kimball Office will file the claim with the freight carrier 
• Participation Percentages: Kimball Office 2/3, Carrier 1/3, Dealer 0%,
 
•• lF filed within 15 days of goods receipt
 
IfRedistribution Carrier:
 
• See LTL Carrier process above 
• PartIcipation Percentages: Kimball Office 213, Carrier 1/3, Dealer 0%,
 
•• IF filed WIthin 15 davs of .oods receiot
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Kimball SBP01321 Contract Details 
Late Deliveries: 
• The following process applies only to situations in which job site delivery appointments have been confirmed between 
dealer, carrier, and Kim ball Office Customer Service. Jt does not apply to 'normal' deliveries made to a dealer or installer 
warehouse. 
• If a claim is to be made due to alate delivery, the first step should ahvays be for the dealer to contact the carrier. 
Claims for labor due to late deliveries should be made in a similar fashion to claims for damaged product. Refer to 
carrier information for carrier phone numbers. 
• If further assistance is needed, dealer should contact Kimball Office Customer Service. 
• If the late delivery results in downtime and back charges, the dealer should file a claim with the delivering carrier. 
The following steps must be taken: 
• Dealer must note the actual arrive time. number of installers on-site. and total down time on the bill of lading when 
truck arrives 
• Dealer must provide required billing documentation including time cards and/or detailed swnrnary of man hours 
toeing billed. 
• Note: Charges for downtime due to late deliveries resulting from causes beyond our reasonable control (including 
but not limited to ftre. strike. weather. wreck or delay in transportation) or miscommunications between the carrier and 
the dealer regarding directions or arrival times will not be accepted. Credit will not be given for deliveries made within 
(I) hour of the scheduled time. 
- Describe in detail your business practice, policy and procedures with regard to: • Reporting Receipt of 
5.6 receipt of incorrect merchandise· Inspection of incorrect merchandise
 
Merchandise
 
Incomtct 
Resolution/replacement and time line of incorrect merchandise 
Ifincorrect product is received, we try to get label info offofincorrect piece to see who U belongs to. Ifthere is a panicipating 
dealer, we work with them to resolve. (Pick up incorrect piece for di.fpo.wl or route to correct destination and deliver correct 
Response: [piece.) The enduser contact the participating Kimball Office dealer who then contacts Kimball Office. It IS also the re.\ponsibility 
ofthe partiCipating dealer to inspect the merchandise, A Kimball Office account manager will work on a resolution and 
replacement. The correct replacement piece is identified by our participating dealer and our cu.,·tomer. All replacement pieces 
are expeditedfor auick shipment to meet the customer's expectation. 
Rutocklng Describe in detail your business practice, policy and procedures with regard to: • Restocl<ing charge for items ordered 5.7 Polley due to contractor error • Restockino char~e for items ordered due 10 State's error 
The majorilY ofour products are not stocked; they are built on a "Made-ta-Order" basis. Therefore. we do not typically accept 
returned product. However, i/Kimball Office agrees (0 return product that is IImade to stock", the customer must return itfrelght 
prepaid to Kimball Office, F.o.B. the original shipping point. No product may be returned wUhout obtainmg a Return Goods Response: 
Authorization (RCA) from Kimball Office Customer Service. Unauthorized returnr will not be accepted and will be retllrned 
freight collect. An RCA wUl expire 30 days after date ofissue. There wUl also be a mimmum 50% restocking fee on all returned 
roducts. 
Process fOI' items ordered due to State's error: 
• The dealer contacts Kimball Office Customer Service with the list of product and the Kimball Office order number 
under which the product onginallv shiDDed 
• The Customer Service Rep will process the request and notify the customer if return has been approved 
• Kimball Office will fax a hard copy of the Return Goods Authorization (RGA) including the RGA number The 
returned product must be tagged with the information provided on the RGA. 
• Dealer arranges for transportation of returned product. Kimball Office prefers that products be returned via Roadway 
(800.457.3124) or Consolidated Freightways (800.331.4754 or 812.479.1401), but any carrier of choice will suffice. 
Miscellaneous 
• All product returned must match product listed on the Return Goods Authorization. 
• All product must be properly tagged with the RGA number provided (need a tag for every item) 
• Pmduct nOI aulhonzed for retwn will not be eredited. 
• A minimum restocking fee of 50'10 may be charged for returned items 
• Return Authorizations exprre 30 days after date of issue. 
• Original packing materials should be used when returning products. 
• If product is damaged, credit will not be issued 
• In the event that Kimball Office would request for product to be returned for inspection, your Kimball Office Sales 
Coordinator will provide you with an RGA and product will be returned to Kimball Office collect. 
Ifthe error is that ofKimball Office, the correct product will be ordered immediately and expedited through the manufacturing 
[process at no charge to the State. The State may keep the piece until the replacement has arrived at which point its returned to 
the dealer Cit the expenre ofKimball Office and Kimball Office and the authorized dealer will work together to deVise a plan of 
what to do with the incorrect piece, 
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AUlhorized KimbaU Office dealers can perform warranty and maintenance service. 
address s ecified in the dealer section or althe enduser 's site. 
Kimball SBP01321 Contract Details 
Please specify in detail the following: 
• The length and terms of the warrantylmaintenance and service provided for all proposed items. 
5.10 Warranty • Vendors must specify if subcontractors will perform warranty and maintenance service, the location(s) where 
warranty and maintenance service will be performed, along with contact name and telephone number for each 
location. 
Response: 
Kimball Office warrants thaI irs products are free from defeeu in materials and workmanship given normal UJe and care for a 
lifetime ofsingle shifJ service. Normal use i/J' defined as the equivalent ofa single shift, 40 hour work week. In the event that a 
roduc:t is used more than normal use, the applicable warranty period will be reduced to /2 year,\' and the items that fall under 
different warran~v limitations, as /;sfed below, will be reduced 10 one-third. At its option, Kimball Office will repair or replace 
with comparable producl,jree ofcharge 10 'he customer, any product, part or component manufactured and'or sold in North 
America after November 6, 2000, whichfatls under normal use as a result ofsuch defect. This warranty's made by Kimball Office 
to the or; inal customer or as Ion as the or; 'nol customer owns and uses Ihe roduct. 
Please follow the procedures described below to process warranty issues: 
I. Contact Customer Care and provide them with the serial number from the product in question and the purchase order number or 
acknowledgement number and a detailed descnption of the warranty issue. Senal nwnbers are mandatory before the claim can be 
processed 
2. Customer Care will detennine and pre-approve all resolutions to the claim such as replacement units, service parts, labor and 
repair charges. Upon approval, resolutions will be assigned an authorization nwnber. 
3. The authorization nwnber must be included on all invoices for reimbursement. Any unauthorized charges will not be the 
res onsibili of Kimball Office 
y Kimball Office,Carnegie for a period of 
• Wood furniture is made of naturally variable raw materials. Differences in grain character, and color between wood species are 
naturally occurring variations and not within the control of the manufacturer nor conSIdered defects under this warranty. 
• Natural variations in marble and leather are not considered defects under this warranty 
• Damage caused by a freight carrier 
• C. O. M. (Customer's Own Material) or any other non-standard Kimball Office material specified by the customer is not
 
warranted. This includes attributes such as appearance, durability, quality, colorfastness, etc.
 
• Pollack, Maharam, and Momentum Alliance Programs are non-standard materials, not covered under this warranty 
• AlteratiQns to the product not expressly authorized by Kimball Office or products considered to be of consumable nature, such 
as bulbs, Ii t ballast, and certain electronic roducts. 
Kimball Office's warranty i.\' only valid if/he products are given normal and proper use, and imtalled or u.'ied in accordance with 
Kimhall Office installation and/or application guidelmes, and imtaJJed by authorized Kimball Office dealer or agent. KimbaJJ 
Office assumes no responsibility for repairs to products sustaining damages resultingfrom user modification, attachmenls to a 
product, misu.'ie, abuse, alteration, or negligenl use ofour product.'i. 
Facilities A1anagers and users are urged 10 make perIOdiC inspections to lookfor damages or sign.\" ofstructural fatigue incurred 
in dally handling and u.~·e. Examinatiom mU.'it include the structural joints, corner blocks, screw.~· orfasteners, weldr, and any 
other omtr 0 stress. Ifan' rob/ems are found, the roduct should be taken out 0 service. 
EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH ABOVE, THERE ARE NO OTHER WARRANTIES EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
 
INCLUDING ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE. WE EXGUDE
 
AND WILL NOT PAY CONSE UENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES UNDER THIS WARRANTY.
 
As Ihe manufacturer ofyour furniture, we sland behind our craftsmanship and pledge to do everylhing we can to resolve any
 
problems you have within the terms of this warranty as qUickly as poSSible.
 
Ifyou have followed the procedures described in the warranty and your problem has not been resolved to your satIsfaction, you 
can wrile O,r call us directly. Please relate aU the pertinent facts and send your letter to: 
KimbanOffi<e 
A1TN: Customer Care
 
1600 Royal Street
 
Jasper, Indiana 47549
 
~IIIT;e~lelhone: 800.482.1818 
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Office warrants all Custom products 10 be free from defecls in workmanship given normal use and care for three years of 
. service. High-wear parts such as electrical product.~, casters, glides, inflatable lumbar supports, slides, and covering 
asfoam, textiles, laminates, thermofoil, and decorative Irim, are warranted for a period of jive year.'i from date of 
Im"m"fa':lu,'e. Seating mechanism.'i and veneers for a period often years, Single shifl from the date of manufacture. Seating 
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THIS NUMBER MUST 
APPEAR 
State of Idaho ON ALL DOCUMENTS 
State of IdahoSend invoices to the address 
listed 
below or as indicated in the Statewide Blanket Purchase 
comments or instructions field Order 
Boise, 1083720-0075 SBP01322 ·02 
Statewide Blanket Purchase Order
 
CHANGE ORDER· 02
 
DELIVER State of Idaho Various Agencies
 
TO: Various State Agencies Date: Wed Jan 27, 2010
 
located throughout Idaho
 F.O.B: Destination 
*** 
Terms: net 30 Various, 1083701
 
Mark.Little@adm.idaho.gov
 
VENDOR: Start of Service Thu Oct 01,2009
 
Date
STEELCASE, INC 
901 44th Street SE Thu Sep 30,2010 
Grand Rapids, MI 49508 End of Service 
Attn: Dealer Sales Consultant Date: 
Vendor Nbr: 
EmailedTo:.mrogers3@steelcase.com RFP02220 
Phone: 503·327·3023 Solicitation#: From: FORMULTIPLEAWD 
Fax: DOC#: SBP01320· 01 
Account Number: P00000085576 PREQ16744 
File(s) Attached: 
[: Steelcase State Furniture Contract Pricing.xls 
C Map.Areas.pdf 
C Steelcase Authorized Dealers 1-26-10.pdf 
C SBP01322 Steelcase-Details.xls 
Buyer: BONNIE SLETTEN 208-332-1606 
-
Description 
000 ;BLANKET-PURCHAS'E'A(iREEMENT(line-iiem"partic~iars'follow ) 1 lot i I 500000.00 
Total: 500000.00 
····iCONTRA·CT SBP01322 AMENDMENT TWO 
!This Contract Amendment and the provisions hereof are hereby attached to and made part of that certain 
IState of Idaho contract number SBP01322-01, dated NOVEMBER 02,2009 ("Contract") for STATEWIDE 
,OFFICE FURNITURE CONTRACT, for VARIOUS STATE OF IDAHO AGENCIES, INSTITUTIONS, AND 
IDEPARTMENTS, between STEELCASE, INC. as "Contractor" and the State of Idaho as "State". 
Blanket 'Contractor and State hereby agree as follows: 
'Comments: This SBPO is amended to add CONTRACT DETAILS per attached document: SBP01321 Steelcase­
Details. The Authorized Dealers list is updated per document: Steelcase Authorized Dealers 1-26-10. 
IAII of the temls, and conditions contained in the Contract shall remain in full force and effect, except as 
'expressly modified herein. The effective date of this AMENDMENT is January 26, 2010. 
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-~~~fN6-0THER CHANGES NOTED 
ICONTRACT SBP01322 AMENDMENT # 1 
'This contract amendment and the provisions hereof are hereby attached to and made part of that State 
:of Idaho contract number SBP01322, dated OCTOBER 1, 2009 for STATEWIDE OFFICE FURNITURE 
'CONTRACT for the STATE OF IDAHO VARIOUS AGENCIES, between STEELCASE, INC. as "Contractor" 
'and the State of Idaho as "State." Contractor and State hereby agree as follows: 
'This contract is AMENDED to show a change in authorized dealers for Area C. The new Steelcase 
Authorized Dealer's list dated 11-2-09 replaces the previous list. 
[All of the terms and conditions contained in the Contract shall remain in full force and effect, except as 
[expressly modified herein. The effective date of this Amendment is NOVEMBER 2, 2009. 
I 
iThe dollar amount listed in the contract extension pricing is an estimate and cannot be guaranteed. The 
iactual dollar amount of the contract may be more or less depending on the actual orders, requirements, 
:or tasks given to the Contractor by the State or may be dependent upon the specific terms of the 
IContract. 
Description 
1001 500000.00 500000.00LOT 
( 425-00 ) (nt ) 
~._~:~~~~~~ -: ..~. -: .... ~ . 
.......... NOTICE OF STATEWIDE CONTRACT (SBPO) AWARD
 
;Contract for Office Furniture for the benefit of the State of Idaho and eligible political subdivisions or 
public agencies as defined by Idaho Code, Section 67-2327. The Division of Purchasing or the 
[requisitioninn agency will issue individual releases (delivery or purchase orders) against this Contract 
ion an as needed basis for a period of one (1) year commencing October 1,2009 and ending September 
30, 2010 with the option to renew for four (4) additional one (1) year periods. 
;contract Title: Statewide Office Furniture
 
;Type: Mandatory Use
 
'Public Agency Clause: yes
 
IContract Administration: Bonnie Sletten
 
···Phone Num ber: 208-332-1606
 
General···E·Mail: bonnie.s letten@adm.idaho.gov
 
Comments: 
STEELCASE 
Contractor's Primary Contact 
'---Attn: Mark Rogers 
,·--Address: PO Box 1967 
!---City, State, Zip: Grand Rapids, M149501-1967 
,Phone Number: 503-327-3023 
Toll Free Number .. 
Fax Number: 616-246-4918 
.E-Mail: mrogers3@steelcase.com 
,CONTRACTOR: Ship to the FOB DESTINATION point and BILL DIRECTLY to the ORDERING AGENCY. 
IDO NOT MAIL. INVOICES TO THE DIVISION OF PURCHASING. Notating the Contract Award Number on 
any invoices/statement will facilitate the efficient processing of payment. 
.~ .~,,---_....... . .. _.. _.__ ~.. _.. _.._~ __.._- ~- -_ _~~-~_.- . 
Instructions: 
Freight / Handling Included in Price 
.. _.~._._ _ _._ ..~ ~.._._--_ -
IBy: BONNIE SLETIEN 
000650
~-r.;;~ ................ ~.~.~~ ..... . 
INO OTH    
;
i I
i
:FURNITURE: OFFICE - IdahoStatewide Contract for traditio'nal'office 
type furniture. 
.................  
Quantity Unit EXTENSION 
UOM Price 
  
:
:
i ................  
...........................  
......  
....  
--- ............  
eral "--- - ......................  
......................... 
1 - r ..................... 
i ............ 
............... 
..........   
.................. 
I ......................... 
;
,,--~.~ .. ~.. ~.---~~~.-,.- ... ~.- , ... ~~.--.~~,., .. ~.~.~-.... ~-,,---~,-.-, .• -.,--.. - ". ". 
T
Steelcase Statewide Furniture Cost Sheet 
10101/09-09/30/10 
IA Case Goods 
Executive Desk Description Qualitv Level List Price % off List Final Cost 
I 1 Executive Desk Norfolk TCD7236 Best $ 3,863.00 51.00% $ 1,892.00 
$ 1,312.00 
$ 609.00 
I 2 Executive Desk Walden WLDB364272 Better $ 2,678.00 51.00% 
I 3 Executive Desk Currenev TS5TLB24272 Good $ 1,339.00 54.50% 
Secretarial Desk Description Quality Level List Price % off List Final Cost 
1 Secretarial Desk Norfolk TCD6630L Best $ 2,822.00 51.00% $ 1,382.00 
$ 907.00 
$ 379.00 
2 Secretarial Desk Walden WLDS3060L Better $ 1,853.00 51.00% 
3 Secretarial Desk Currenev TS5TLDL3060 Good $ 835.00 54.50% 
Credenza Description Qualitv Level List Price % off List Final Cost 
1 Credenza Norfolk TNC7120PKP Best $ 2,931.00 51.00% $ 1,436.00 
$ 1,121.00 
$ 431.00 
2 Credenza Walden WLCZ2472R Bet1er $ 2,289.00 51.00% 
3 Credenza Currenev TS5TL4C2472 Good $ 949.00 54.50% 
Computer Wrkstn Description Qualitv Level List Price % off List Final Cost 
1 Computer Wrkstn Norfolk TNC7120PKP Best $ 2,608.00 51.00% $ 1,277.00 
$ 685.00 
$ 230.00 
2 Computer Wrkstn Walden WLUC4242242 Better $ 1,399.00 51.00% 
3 Computer Wrkstn Currency TS5TLCS2442 Good $ 507.00 54.50% 
Desk Return Description Quality Level List Price % off List Final Cost 
1 Desk Return Norfolk TCER5020PR Best $ 2,608.00 51.00% $ 1,277.00 
$ 703.00 
$ 316.00 
2 Desk Return Walden WLRT2448R Better $ 1,436.00 51.00% 
3 Currency TS5TLRR2448 Good $ 696.00 54.50% 
File Cabinet (Vertical) Description Quality Level List Price % off List Final Cost 
1 File Cabinet Universal 4 hiah RWV24154AF Best $ 1,391.00 61.00% $ 542.00 
$ 605.00 
$ 643.00 
2 File Cabinet Universal 4 high RWV24154BF Best $ 1,552.00 61.00% 
3 File Cabinet Universal 5 high RWV24155CF Best $ 1,650.00 61.00% 
File Cabinet (Lateral) Description Quality Level List Price % off List Final Cost 
1 File Cabinet Universal 2 hiah RLF18302 Best $ 704.00 61.00% $ 274.00 
$ 370.00 
$ 577.00 
2 File Cabinet Universal 3 high RLF18303 Best $ 949.00 61.00% 
3 File Cabinet Universal 5 hiah RLF18305 Best $ 1,480.00 61.00% 
Book Cases Description Quality Level List Price % off List Final Cost 
1 Book Cases Universal 2 shelf RBC15302A Best $ 572.00 61.00% $ 223.00 
$ 237.00 
$ 311.00 
2 Book Cases Universal 3 shelf RBC 15303A Best $ 609.00 61.00% 
3 Book Cases Universal 5 shelf RBC 15305A Best $ 799.00 61.00% 
Storage Cabinets Descri otion Quality Level List Price % off List Final Cost 
1 Storaae Cabinets Universal 2 shelf RSC18302AF Best $ 781.00 61.00% $ 304.00 
$ 346.00 
$ 42900 
2 Storage Cabinets Universal 3 shelf RSC18303CF Best $ 888.00 61.00% 
3 Storaae Cabinets Universal 5 shelf RSC 18305KF Best $ 1,101.00 61.00% 
Printer Stands Description Quality Level List Price % off List Final Cost 
1 Printer Stands Norfolk TCVD3924 Best $ 1,614.00 54.50% $ 790.00 
$ 196.00 
$ 150.00 
2 Printer Stands Payback TS5ATPT Better $ 432.00 54.50% 
3 Printer Stands Currency TS5TLD52436 Good $ 330.00 54.50% 
Tables Descriotion Qualitv Level List Price % off List Final Cost 
1 Tables 8500 42" round 854200 Best $ 805.00 61.00% $ 313.00 
$ 293.00 
$ 478.00 
$ 726.00 
2 Tables 8500 35 So 853535 Best $ 753.00 61.00% 
3 Tables 8500 35 x 70 857035 Best $ 1,228.00 61.00% 
4 Tables 8500 36 x 96 85964236 Best $ 1,863.00 61.00% 
000651
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B Seating 
Secretarial DescriDtion Quality Level List Price % off List Final Cost 
1 Secretarial Amia w/arms 4821410 Best $ 859.00 53.00% $ 40300 
$ 321.00 
$ 278.00 
$ 230.00 
$ 225.00 
$ 175.00 
Amia w/o arms 4821410 $ 684.00 53.00% 
2 Secretarial Crew w/arms TS30821 Better $ 613.00 54.50% 
Crew w/o arms TS30801 $ 506.00 54.50% 
3 Secretarial .lack w/arms TS30323 Good $ 495.00 
$ 385.00 
54.50% 
.lack w/o arms TS30303 54.50% 
High Back Exec DescriDtion Qualitv Level List Price %off List Final Cost 
1 Hiah Back Exec Siento 499211 Best $ 1,617.00 51.00% $ 792.00 
$ 522.00 
$ 251.00 
2 HiQh Back Exec Mansfield 140 Belter $ 1,066.00 51.00% 
3 Hiah Back Exec :l19 TS31901 Good $ 552.00 54.50% 
Special Needs Ergonomic Description Quality Level List Price % off List Final Cost 
1 Special Needs ErQonomic Criterion Plus w/arm 4539331 BW Laraer user $ 1,878.00 58.00% $ 788.00 
$ 665.00 
$ 618.00 
$ 505.00 
$ 480.00 
$ 379.00 
Criterion Plus w/o arm 4539301 B $ 1,584.00 58.00% 
2 Special Needs Ergonomic l.eap w/arms 46216179 Hi Performance $ 1,315.00 53.00% 
Leap w/o arms 46216179 $ 1,075.00 53.00% 
3 Special Needs Ergonomic Think w/arms 46543100 Perfomance $ 1,023.00 
$ 808.00 
53.00% 
Think w/o arms 46543000 53.00% 
Side Chair/Anns DescriDtion Qualitv Level List Price % off List Final Cost 
1 Side Chair/Arms SawverTS37602 Best $ 520.00 54.50% $ 236.00 
$ 19500 
$ 128.00 
2 Side Chair/Arms Jersey TS38305 Better $ 415.00 53.00% 
3 Side Chair/Arms PIaver 475410M Good $ 307.00 58.00% 
Stacking Chair Description Quality Level List Price % off List Final Cost 
1 Stackina Chair Move 490410 Best $ 250.00 53.00% $ 117.00 
$ 64.00 
$ 194.00 
2 StackinQ Chair Max Stacker 472410 Belter $ 153.00 58.00% 
3 Stacking Chair Domino (PKG of 4) TS37101 Good $ 428.00 54.50% 
5teelcasebCata,OQ Pricing' ' .... 
Steelcase offers a wide selection of high quality casegoods, storage and seating products that 
fully integrate across product lines to satisfy all levels of budget, function and image. Additionally, 
volume discounts to the State of Idaho are available as follows: 
Product TIer Discount off List 
Universal Storage $1 - 100,000 61% 
$100,001 - 400,000 63% 
400,001 + Negotiate 
Norfolk, Walden $1 - 100,000 51% 
$100.001 - 400,000 53% 
400,000 + Negotiate 
Currency, Payback $1 - 100,000 54.5% 
$100,001 - 400,000 56.5% 
400,000 + Negotiate 
Product TIer Discount off List 
Amia, Think, Move, Jersev $1 - 100,000 53% 
$100,001 - 400,000 55% 
400,001 + Negotiate 
Criterion Plus, Player, Max 
Stacker $1 - 100,000 58% 
$100,001 - 400,000 60% 
400,000 + Neaotiate 
Siento, Mansfield $1 - 100,000 51% 
$100,001 - 400,000 53% 
400,000 + Negotiate 
Crew, Jack, Domino, 
Sawver, 319 $1 - 100,000 54.5% 
$100,001 - 400,000 56.5% 
400,000 + Negotiate 
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Steelcase will offer the balance ofthe product offering to the State of Idaho at the following 
discounts: 
Product TIer Discount off List 
Answer System, Universal 
Worksurface $1 - 50,000 57% 
$50,001 - 200,000 59% 
$200,001 - 400,000 61% 
$400,001 + Neootiate 
Turnstone Kick System, Kick 
Undersurface Pedestal $1 - 50,000 58% 
$50,001 - 200,000 60% 
$200,001 - 400,000 62% 
$400,001 + Negotiate 
Bottomline/Underline Task 
Liahts $1 - 50,000 49% 
$50,001 - 100,000 50% 
100,001 + Negotiate 
Steelcase Wood $1 ·50,000 49% 
$50,001 . 200,000 51% 
$200,001 ·400,000 52% 
$400,001 + Negotiate 
Cobi, 121 Seating $1 - 50,000 48% 
$50,001 ·200,000 50% 
$200,001 - 400,000 52% 
$400,001 + Neootiate 
Cachet Seating $1 - 50,000 50% 
$50,001 . 200,000 51% 
$200,001 ·400,000 52% 
$400,001 + Neaotiate 
Visual Worktools	 $1·50,000 
$50,001 - 200,000 
:100,001 + 
Huddleboard, Copyboard 
Solutions $1·400,000 
$400,001 + 
Balance of Steelcase 
Products $1 - 50,000 57% 
$50,001 - 200,000 58% 
$200,001 ·400,000 59% 
$400,001 + Negotiate 
Balance of Turnstone 
Products $1·50,000 53% 
$50,001 . 200,000 55% 
$200,001 - 400,000 57% 
$400,001 + Neaotiate 
000653
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